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I'm not sure 1 would recommend this to anyone over fifty. The hope that 

experience brings wisdom and practice makes perfect is poorly buttressed by stubborn 
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truant for an extra year when 1 needed time most. 

Colleagues in the Military have offered support and opportunity. Former 
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understand the Soviet Amy and Deep Battle. Despite my seeming reserve towards the 
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for access to their libraries and collection of military pamphlets. 

Finally, 1 am indebted to two people without whose support 1 would not have 

completed this effort: my wife, Sandra, and my mentor, Professor Desmond Morton. The 
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work that had been long dormant. With both stick and carrot, he managed to drive a 

scruffy Phoenix out of military ashes. His patience and determination overcame my most 

stubborn inability to listen to common sense and the voice of experience. His military 

detemination ensured I fell into line and recognized pearls of wisdom when they were 

given. As most staffcollege habitues, I needed a senior DS to clean up my tactical 

approach. Fominately, his magistratar's gift to balance discipline with kindness and 

humour made the experience a pleasant one. 1 can only hope I have not let him down. 
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ABsmCT 

THE QUEST FOR OPERATIONAL MANEUVER IN THE NORMANDY CAMPAIGN 

Mechanization signaled the end of the cavalry but the renaissance of heavy cavalry 

doctrine. The tank heralded the retum of breakthrough operations and maneuver warfare. 

Initially, the western cavalrîes refùsed doctrinal revision and chose instead to fight bitter 

rear guard actions against Fullerist zeaiots. 

The Canadian Cavalry, prornpted by Blitzkrien's triumphs, effortlessly evolved 

into a tank force - vimially ovemight. Canadian doctrine, however, was ersatz. Denied its 

own vast training areas, the RCAC wati sandwiched into southem England and saddled 

with British warfighting techniques developed-in the Western Desert. In Nomandy, 

Canadian operational art was driven by Generals Simonds and Çrerar, both gunners, who 

bad neither the skill nor experience to conduct armoured warfie. Hampered by General 

Montgomery's inability to reproduce a strategic offensive comparable to that 

demonstrated on the Russian fiont, Allied armoured forces were squandered in 

mismanaged frontal attacks. 

In the United States, the attempts to protect the horse forced a praetorian's revolt 

that ended with General Chaffee garroting the US Cavalry, eliminating it from tiiture 

battlefields. The doctrinal dominance of the Arnencan Armored Force was subsequently 

threatened by a cabal under artillery General Leslie McNair who imposed the Tank 

Destroyer philosophy. Internecine squabbles and economic nationaiism prevented 

America fiom producing a tank capable of meeting German panzers on even terms. 

Though failing technically, the US Armored force succeeded doctrinaily via the Louisiana 

maneuvers and produced a balanced Arrnored Division. General Bradley's 12th h y  

Group d v e d  in France with a purposehl dogma that had been further refined at the 

Combat Command, Divisional, and Corps level in North Afnca and Sicily. 

American armour maneuvered during Operation Cobra but it did not fight massed 

panzers; this was soon redressed in Lorraine where American annoured doctrine reached 

tactical maturity. Canadian amour fought tank battles throughout Operations Spring, 

Totalize and Tractable, but it did not maneuver. Amencan and Canadian amour's best 

op portunity for strategic victory occurred in Nomandy. The Canadians, desp ite better 

tanks and favourable terrain, failed operationally and received no second chance. 



ABSTRAIT 

En quête de manoeuvres opérationnelles lors de la Campagne de Normandie 

La mécanisation marque la fin de la cavalerie - mais la renaissance des principes de 

la cavalerie lourde. L'utilisation des chars de combat marque le retour aux opérations en 

profondeur et à la guerre par des manoeuvres. Dans un premier temps, les cavaleries de 

l'ouest repoussent l'adoption de cette nouvelle doctrine et choisissent plutôt de s'opposer 

farouchement aux fanatiques de Fuller. 

Voyant les succès énormes remportés par le Blitzkrieg allemand, le Canada passe, 

presque du jour au lendemain, de la cavalerie à la force blindée. Malheureusment, la 

nouvelle philosophie du Canada est inapplicable sur le terrain. Habitué aux grands espaces 

pour les manoeuvres, le F.RB.C est cantonné au sud de 1'Angelerre et soumis à des 

stratégies de combat britanniques élaborées pour le desert. De plus, en Normandie, les 

opérations militaires canadiennes sont sous le commandement des généraux Simonds et 

Crerar, tous deux artilleurs et sans aucune expérience dans le commandement des divisions 

blindées. Handicapées par l'incapacit6 du général Montgomery à élaborer une stratégie 

offensive comparable à celle démontrée sur le front russe, les forces blindées alliées sont 

victimes de mauvaises stratégies militaires. 

Aux Etats Unis, les tentatives de maintenir la cavalerie débouchent sur la révolte 

d'une bande de hauts gradés, révolte toutefois étouffée par le général Chaffee qui du même 

coup, met fin à la cavalerie américaine, ainsi l'éliminant des h r s  champs de bataille. La 

doctrine de la prépondérance au recours à l'infanterie dans Famée améncaine fait ensuite 

l'objet d'une cabale de la part du général de Ilartillene Leslie McNair qui impose plutôt la 

philosophie de la destruction de la force blindée par les canons antichars mobiles. Ces 

disputes internes et le nationalisme économique des américains les empêchent de produire 

un véhicle blindé apte à tenir tête aux panzers allemands. Cependant, en dépit de cette 

infériorité technique, la force blindée améncaine réussit à élaborer une stratégie lors de 

manoeuvres-en Louisiane: cela lui permet de former une division blindée équilibrée. Le 1Ze ' 

groupe d'armée, sous les ordres du général Bradley, débarque en France avec une stratégie 

bien arrêtée ayant fait ses preuves en Afnque du Nord et en Sicile. 

A l'occasion de L'Opération Cobra, la force blindée américaine réussit à manoeuvrer 

mais, lors de ces manoeuvres nfafnonte pas une force organisée de panzers allemands. Ella 



aura à le fie a faire en Lomine - moment où la doctrine équilibrée de la force blindée 

américaine atteint sa maturité tactique. La force blindée canadie~e affronte l'ennemi lors 

des opérations Spring, Toîkdke et Trucfable mais la manoeuvre stratégique n'y est pas. La 

plus belle occasion pour les forces blindées canadienne et américaine de remporter une 

victoire stratégique a lieu en Normandie. Les canadiens, en dépit d'une supériorité technique 

et maigre un terrain de débarquement favorable, échouent par manque de stratégie offensive 

efficace et n'ont pas de seconde chance. 



PROLOGUE 

THE QUEST FOR OPERATIONAL MANEUVER IN THE NORMANDY CAMPAIGN 
Simonds and Montgomery Attempt the Armoured Breakout Battle 

"There is no teacher like a bullet." Stacey's terse summation of doctrinal reality 

contains the nut of the tactical evolution. Whether in the execution of battle drills or the 

conduct of a strategic offensive, experience bred success. The evolution of North 

American amoured doctrine featured a steady repetition of the Allied-Axis ballet: 

apprenticeship under the unforgiving scowl of the veteran. German and Soviet skills were 

honed in Manchuria, Spain, Poland, France, and the Russian steppes. American and 

Canadian doctrine suwived the Mediterranean only to discover the bitter reality of the 

Tiger and the Panther in the vexatious quest for operational maneuver. 

It rnay be argued that there is little new to be said about Allied arms in the 

Western European Theatre. In Canada, the dean of military history, Professor C. P. 

Stacey, has touched on most aspects. The more research conducted, the greater Stacey's 

stature. In the Staff College Battle Field Studies, military histotians walk the ridges and 

orchards, well-thumbed book in hand, quoting passages to each other - "Stacey 174, 

verse 9: 'Well may the fields grow green and lush upon its gentle slopes.. .'." In the end, 

Stacey is not overly protedive of Canadian arms; his critical analysis of Normandy is 

about as good as it gets in military history. Ke is, nevertheless, well disposed towards 

Simonds and Crerar. 

The Allied record in Normandy is irritating simply because we know we could 

have done better. The extensive casualty rates to infantry and armour nearly exhausted 

American a h s  and created a political crisis in Canada. The dazzling success of 

Amencan armour during Cobra's pursuit eclipsed the Canadian amoured battles of 

August, despite the fact that the vast majority of Allied tank casualties from direct gunfire 

engagements occurred in 2nd Canadian Corps. The exultation of Operational Maneuver, 

the closing of the Falaise Gap, and the liberation of Paris obfiiscated the reality of tactical 



deficiency. It required three bloody months and seven major Operations to drive the 

Gemans out of Normandy. This occurred despite total air supremacy and a strategical 

numerical advantage. The reasons for tactical fnistration are technical, geographical, and 

primarily, doctrinal. 

Westem experience with amour lagged behind central and eastem Europe. By the 

time the King and Roosevelt govemments were elected, Hitler had already formed his 

fifth panzer division and Stalin had an entire Mechanized Corps in his tank park. When 

France fell there were only fourteen light tanks in Canada and the American Arrny had 

less than thirty modern armoured fighting vehicles.' The United States Cavalry drove 

horses into battle en portée and disguised its few tanks as "combat cars" to avoid 

genealogical feuding. 

Colonel F. F. Worthington formed a Canadian armoured corps in 1940 with 

ancient Renaults but no doctrine; conversely, General Adna Chaffee was dispatched to 

Washington as the stiletto of a doctrinal revolt spawned in Louisiana. Both produced 

superb armored forces that were social and material mirrors of each other but differed 

sharply in dogma. The Canadians were totally shaped by the British; the Arnericans, 

notwithstanding flirtation with French and Gennan doctrine, were in the end, products of 

their own philosophes. 

England, despite Fuller, had considerable mechanical and tactical difftculty with 

the tank. No sooner had the Westem Desert A m y  adopted the massed armoured attack as 

doctrine, than Rommel began to decimate their desert tank brigades by employing a more 

sophisticated form of al1 arms cooperation in the maneuver battle. By the end of the 

North Afncan war, Allied numbers and air superiority defeated the Deutsches Afrika 

Kncps, but it would require more than shaking desert sand out of map cases to prepare for 

the Tigers and Panthers prowling western France. The British, and subsequently the 

Canadians, failed to appreciate what a panzer division was and the constant 

' C.P. Stacey, The Mi1ita.w Pmblems of Canada (Toronto: Ryerson, 1940), 125, and, Larry 
Worthington, Worthy (Toronto: MacMillan, 1961), 138. See, Brereton Greenhous, Dramon -The 
Centenniai Historv of The Roval Canadian Drageons. 1883-1983 (Ottawa: Campbell, 19831, 284 and, John 
F Wallace MC, Dragons of Steel (Bumstown: General Store Publishirig, 1995), 115. EEarry C. Thomson 
and Lida Mayo, The United States Armv in World War II The Ordnance Department: Procurement and 

(Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing -ce, L960), 20 1-202.uBy the time Germany 
invaded France in May 1940, the US Amy possessed only 28 new tanks (10 medium and 18 light tanks) 
and 900 obsolete models scattered among the infantry, mechanized cavairy, and ordnance depots." 



reorganization of the "empire" armoured division suggests near desperation. The 

Amencan approach, inspired by Chaffee and the Louisiana maneuvers, was nearer the 

mark. Despite considerable Gennan example and abundant reports fi-om the European 

theatres, there is little evidence that Canadian armour was used correctly by its generals. 

This has not really been appreciated in Canadian military history. The disappointing 

Allied tactical record in Normandy has been attributed to many causes: the pnmary one is 

German military skill, but engineering failures are equall y signi ficant. The Allies bui lt the 

wrong tanks and found themselves outgumed and outarmoured. 

The Canadian Amy developed its panzergrenadier doctrine far too late to enable 

the armoured units to fight effectively. Its key generals were primwily artillery oficers 

whose views regarding armoured warfare were established before the war and only 

marginally evolved by the limited battle experience they were permitted. Although the 

Arnerican army was committed toward the flexible operational groupings prescnbed by 

Chaffee, it soon handicapped itself by creating a semi-permanent tactical bureaucracy 

that began with the Combat Command and oflen extended d o m  to the Task Force. The 

Allied offensive was built around the conservative set piece attack, rather than the tluid 

battle, 

Although North American armoured formations fought in North Afnca and Italy, 

it was only in France that classical armoured doctrine could be tested at the tacticai, 

operational, and strategical level. For Canadians, the proper study of Amour rests 

exclusively in the Normandy campaign; for Americans, the lessons begin with the pursuit 

towards the Seine and end with Patton's operational counter stroke in the Battle of the 

Bulge. 

There is cumulative excellence in North American military history. The 

accomplishments of C. P. Stacey, Terry Copp, John English, J. L. Granatstein, Desmond 

Morton, and Reginald Roy are impressive and well buttressed by American counterparts 

like Martin  lumens son, R. F. Weigley and Car10 D'Este. Their review of archiva1 

documents suggests there is cause for some dissatisfaction with Allied generalship. 

D'Este has made a convincing case against Montgomery; while Professors Granatstein 

and Morton have noted at least one chink in Simonds's facade. English carefùlly records 

both the casting of the Normandy Amy and the shortcomings of its divisional 



commanden while Copp has examined technical difficulties (what Simonds called 

"failure of minor tactics") and, with Bill McAndrew, the psychological effects of 

Normandy on the fighting man. Copp, who has written the greatest number of tactical and 

operational studies of the 2nd Canadian Corps, considers Colonel English's efforts 

deconstructionist, and may regard this effort as particularly harsh. On the other hand, he 

acknowledges there is room for "technical analysisn2 on the armoured battlefield. 

If there is cnticism to be made against Ailied commanders, and it is in their 

interpretation of the Operational Art. One hesitates to include Simonds, a Corps 

Commander, in any discussion that centers around - as any doctrinal discussion of 

Normandy must -the technical application of the Strategic Offensive and the use of 

armoured forces as an instrumental part of that aim. It was perhaps more Crerar's 

hesitation to command rather than Simonds's tactical dominance that elevates the latter to 

the status of Army Commander. 

Conversely, it is Montgomery's inability to achieve a strategic decision that 

reduces him to the level of a senior army commander in whose shadow Crerar, but 

especially Dempsey, could not flower. The American army's failure to secure a total 

triurnph in Normandy by slamming the door shut at Chambois does not lessen Bradley's 

stature as an Army Group Commander. For it was Hodges's bulldog tenacity coupled 

with Bradley's determination to claw through the bocaae into "the green fields beyond" 

that set the stage for Patton to mirror Tukhachevslq. However, it was also Montgomery 

and Bradley's inability to cope with Deep Battle that pennitted the bulk of the 

Wehrmacht to escape to fight again in Lorraine, Arnhem and the Ardennes. 

The Normandy-Lorraine historians - Weigley, Belfeld and Essame, Ellis, Wilmot, 

Blumenson and D'Este - placed beside their Canadian counterparts, present a phalanx of 

knowledge that is inspiring, intimidating and, in some cases, d o h g h t  cruel. Belfeld and 

Essame lament: "It was unfortunate that the better trained British 2nd Army could not 

have been employed to close the Falaise Blumenson and D'Este are equdly curt: 

'The First Canadian Army, by failing to achieve its objectives quickly along the road to 

' Terry Copp, wipublished manuscript on Owration Totaike, delivered at the Miiitary Histoiy 
Seminar at Wilfnd Laurier University, 3 May 1997, 

EversIey Beifeld and EE. Essame, The Battie for Nomiandv (London: Pan, 1983), 23 3. 



Falaise, provoked profound disappointment and helped to prolong the existence of the 

Falaise gap, the German escape ro~te . '~ ;  ".. . the slowness in closing the two gaps, the 

most important of which was the inability of the Canadians to develop their operations 

more quickly."5 By far the most critical assessments were made by Stacey himself: 

It is not difficult to put one's finger upon occasions in the Nomandy 
campaign when Canadian formations failed to make the most of their 
oppominities. In particular, the capture of Falaise was long delayed, and it 
was necessary to mount not one but two set-piece operations for the 
purpose at a time when an early closing of the Falaise Gap would have 
inflicted most grievous harm upon the enemy and might even, 
conceivably, have enabled us to end the war some months sooner than 
actually was the case. A German force far smaller than our own, taking 
advantage of strong ground and prepared positions, was able to slow Our 
advance to the point where considerable German forces made their escape. 
That this was also due in part to errors of judgment south of the Gap 
should not blind us to our own sh~rtcornin~s.~ 

Stacey's reflections invite closer inspection of both Army Groups. While the 

terms "operational maneuver" and "glubokii bai" (deep battle) may not have penetrated 

into Camberley, Kingston and Leavenworth by 1939, their essential elements, debate 

between "attrition" and "maneuver," were established. Aithough "Maneuver Warfare" is 

a relatively new term, its sum and substance are not. Allied (and this certainly includes 

American) "errors of judgment" begin well before Nomandy and Mica. The fact that 

Bradley broke out and maneuvered with five arrnoured divisions rather than seven or nine 

invites careful investigation of General L. I. McNair's Tank Destroyer doctrine. 

Canadian General Charles Foulkes, a veteran of the Nomandy battles, candidly 

noted: " When we bumped into battle-experienced German troops we were no match for 

them. We would not have been successful had it not been for our air and adllery 

support."' This is seconded by Major General Hany Foster, a cavalry officer, who 

commanded infantry formations in Normandy: 

' Martin BIumensan, The Baffle of the Generais (New York: William Monow and Company, 
1993), 269. 

Car10 D'Este, Decision in Nomiandy (New York: EIarper Perennial1983). 457. 

Colonel C. P. Stacey, Official Histon, of the Canedian Armv in the Second World War. Volume 
IiI, The victorv Carnmim: The Owrations in North-West Europe. 1944-1945 (Onawa: Queen's Printer, 
1966), 275.276, 

7 Stacey, Victorv Cam~aim, 276. 



We were no match for Germans once they were dug in. It could be argued 
that everything being equal, defenders always hold an advantage over 
attackers. But in Normandy everyt hing wasn' t equal. We held the 
advantage; in the air; at sea and on the ground. Yet every time Our troops 
got beyond the range of supporting artillery or Sour weather grounded our 
fighter bomber cover, the Gemans stopped us cold.' 

The two are often quoted together and serve pnmarily to extend phantasm to the Norman 

battiefield. Military history has innocently perpetuated or given approval en p s a n t  to a 

mix of myths. These include overstated German tactical and technical excellence, the 

overstated effects of tactical and strategical air superiority, and alleged existence of 

overwhelming Allied numerical dominance. 

Our military history is both too cntical and too forgiving. It bestows exaggerated 

virtues to Teutonic warriors yet denies kudos to the German operational commanders 

who hstrated Bradley, bested Dempsey and stymied Crerar. Our history exculpates too 

readily the sins and errors made by operational chiefs. Indeed, Montgomery and Simonds 

have become virtual sacred cows. But this is more a Canadian vice. Weigley is not afiaid 

to Say: "Montgomery not only erred but persisted in error for days on end in his 

judgement of the Canadians' Pace toward ~ r ~ e n t a n . " ~  The Canadian historian must risk 

re-examination of the Normandy pillars. Any investigation of Simonds leads to Crerar, a 

middleman and a compliant sign post pointing towards Montgomery. Here historians 

have left some room for maneuver. A critical analysis, particularly an armoured doctrinal 

study of Normandy, may not plow totally virgin ground, but will uncover a few new 

Stones and buried icons. 

For if the Canadian Amy has few champions, the Canadian Armoured Corps has 

even fewer. Our best historians did not write fiom the back of a sabretache. This is not to 

suggest that the SeMce Corps or the Queen of Battle cannot be sympathetic to the arme 

blanche or familiar with its doctrinal raison d'être. Professors Granatstein and Morton 

took the gloves off in "Bloody Victory" when they wrote of Simonds's armoured plan for 

Tractuble: "The result was a scheme few coffee-table strategists would use - even in 

' Tony Foster, Meeting of Generals (Toronto: Methuen, 1986), 366. 

Russell F. Weigley, Eisenhower's Lieutenants (Blwrnington: Indiana University Press, 1990), 
2 16. 



desperation." 'O Professor English has initiated some censure of divisional commanders, 

but in the end he saved his strongest criticism for Canadian armour: "Without question 

the tank arm remained the weakest link in the Anglo-Canadian order of battle."" Both 

statements deserve careful scrutiny - it remains to extend the Granatstein and Morton 

thesis and include Operations S',ringy Atlantic and Cobra in the investigation. 

There are no operational studies of American and Canadian armour in Normandy. 

Fuller, Liddell Hart, Macksey and the authors" of a handful of unit histories include 

passing reference to American and Canadian tanks. Kitching certainly gives it a serious 

try, but in the end there is no-analysis that traces the resu~ection of cavalry as a break- 

through weapon, or offers a sympathetic shoulder for both the RCAC and the Armored 

Force. The tems "grand tactical," "operational" and "strategicai" are sometimes raised, 

often incorrectly, but critical examination is rare. 

The employment of massed tanks as an operational weapon that is capable of 

strategic result is not well understood by Canadian military histonans. In fact while lip 

service is given to tank attack, the majotity of North American historians have little or no 

armoured experience. Worse, they fail to recognize the passion and the technical acumen 

required to effect a Blitzkrieq or an effective pursuit. The final success, or near strate& 

victory attained in Normandy, can only be properly understood in tems of Deep Battle 

'O  1, L. Granatstein and Desmond Morton, B loodv Victorv (Toronto: Lester & Orpen Dennys, 
1981), 173. British historian Richard Lamb pcesents a balanceci aaacked on Montgomery which, though it 
runs some friendly interference, d e s  it clear the commander of 21st Amy Group was neither decisive 
nor tactically perspicacious. See: R Lamb. Montgomerv in Eurom 1943 - 1945 - Success or Failure? 
(London: Buchan & Enright, 1960)- 

" John A Engüsh, The Canadian Armv and the Normandv Cammim ( '  York Praeger, 1994), 
3 12. 

l2 British technical and doctrinal evolution is well covered by Lieutenant-General Sir GBord le Q 
Martel, Our Armoured Forces (London: Faber and Faber, 1945), Lord Carver, The Awstles of Mobili~r 
(New York: Lees Knowles Lectures, Holmes and Meier Pub, 1979), Robert H Larson, The British Army 
and the Theorv of Armoured Warfare 19 18 - 1940 (Newark: University of Delaware Ress, 1984). Kenneth 
Macksey, The Tank Pioneers Wew York: Janes, 198 1). 

A. I. srnithers' two first rate &or&: A New Excalibur -The Dewlo~rneat of the Tank 1909-1939 
(London: Glafton, 1986) and, Rude Mechanicals - An Account OfTank Maturitv Durina The Second 
World War (London: Leo Cooper, 1987). in addition, K W. Winton, To Change an Amv - Generai Sir 
John Bumett-Stuart and British Annoured Docüine. 1927-1938 (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 
1988). American unit histories include: Donald E. Huston Hel1 on Wheels (San Martin: Presidio, 1977), 
Robert S. Allen, Luckv Forwatd. The Histow of Patton's Third US Amy (New York: Vanguard. 1947), 
George F. H o m  The Su~er Sixth: Histoy of the 6th Arrnored Division in World War II (Kent: Kent 
State University Press, 1979); see also: Generai E. L. M. Bums Mud Cçomnto: Clarke Irwin, 1970). 'ïhere 
are no Canadian divisional studies. 



and Operational Maneuver. The West's unpreparedness, particularly Canadian, ought to 

be reviewed fiom a mechanized cavalry point of view because, despite the cacophony of 

claims for either of the two other combat arms, it is armour and only amour that was and 

is the a m  of decision. 

There exists a venerable host of European armour aficionados who trace the 

social, political, technical and, to an extent, tadical history of the tank. The ranks of 

armour historians diminish as one crosses the ocean west. Despite the many fine 

American and Canadian efforts to describe armour as a syrnbiotic energy, the interested 

historian is lefk considerable room for maneuver. For the rnilitary analyst prepared to 

examine the histoncal record with one eye on the existent doctrinal cumculum, the 

tactical battlefield begs to be tilled. It should be understood that.save for Normandy, 

Lorraine and the Third Army counter stroke in the Ardennes, there are no other occasions 

for grand tactical and operational study of armour on the western front. 

The effect of European development in the thirties is clearer when examined 

though the repons of Military Liaison Onicers and the persona1 papers of American staff 

officen, many of who become Yankee "apostles of mobility" and future captains of 

armour. War Diaries and manuscripts, particularly the collections at the National 

Archives in both Ottawa and the United States Army Military History Institute, form the 

foundation of any armoured study. The ETHINT collection at Carlisle includes the vast 

body of ET0 interviews and unit tactical accounts - many of which are translated. It is 

the radio logs, in supplement to War Diaries, that are the most informative, particularly if 

the historian is fortunate enough to discover battle entries recorded in pend - far more 

interesting than the detoxified typed versions signed off by a commanding oEcer months 

later. 

Canadian National Film Archives and the cinematic archives at both The Library 

of Congress and the British War Museum, are equally important sources of historical 

record. Allied and Axis cinerna teams oflen shot combat footage on the day of key 

actions. Weather, visibility, ground conditions, even orders of battle, can often be 

confimed. The reports of2nd Operational Study Group at first seem to unfairly 

contradict established Air Force accounts until the historian reviews a hundred gun 

camera reels of Typhoons and P47s assaulting Gennan armour and realizes the plight of 



the pilot pressing home an attack deep behind enemy lines. Only a fkaction dared to go 

low enough or close enough before releasing their rockets. The majonty let fly well 

outside lethal ranges for small arms or light flak. It is a wonder that any tanks were hit at 

all, and in fact, few were. 

University studies ordered by the AGF to supplement the technical studies 

conducted by the Aberdeen Proving Grounds are invaluable complements to Lullwonh, 

Bovington, Schrivinham and BRAC/ASG studies serving to better illustrate the technical 

limitations of armoured warfare and the real effects of the engineering failure. These 

appear to be passed over by historians - this may be due to a certain unfamiliarity with 

tank combat or a hesitation to review technical data. But this is appropriate for a study of 

armourcd doctrine and the accumulated data (now far easier to study via the cornputer), 

presents a clearer illustration of the brutal consequences of technical inferiority, poor 

planning, and the dangers of intemecine competition. 

Operational investigations are best supplemented by a look at the other side of the 

hill. German archives in Freiburg are vital aides to any comprehensive understanding of 

Normandy. Often, battles which figure prominently in American and Canadian histories, 

are tactical asides to Dietrich's Corps or von Kluge's Army Group. Conversely, 

seemingly secondary actions, virtually ignored by western oficial histones, turn out to be 

important efforts determinedly conducted by a panzer corps, or, in one case, the effort of 

an entire Army. It is engaging to review Leibstandarte documents and discover that Tilly- 

la-Campagne, more a Canadian embarrassrnent than final triumph ("Congrahilations, 

you've been kicked out of Tilly again"13), is the stuf'fof legends in Schutzstaflel history. 

Imagine hardened 1 st S S Panzergrenadiers, veterans of Russia, Itaiy and France, relaxing 

in a Knei~e, singing "Der Schlacht bei Tilly - Montecassino der Leibstandarte Adolf 

Hitler." There are efisive articles, songs, even poems'4 written about the Leibstandarte's 

struggle with Canadians over Verrières Ridge, which consisted of a series of small unit 

actions almost forgotten by the Canadian Military. 

" D H i a  86/544 Crerar Papen. Montgomery to Crerar, 9 August 1944. 

l4 Correspondance Professor Gerhard Stiller; unpublished manuscript '7 Pz. 1 SS LAH 
Normandie 1944", Stungart, 1990, 199 1; unpublished manuscript "Normandie 1944 - Beitxag Heinz WoKel 
(Kompanieüupp 7. Pz. R g t  1)"; unpubtished manusnip: ''Tilly - Montecassino der 7. Kompafie : gef. von 
Rolf EMiardt" and, Rudolf Lehmann und RaIfTiemann Die Leibstandarte Band NI1 (Osnabnick: Munin 
Veriag, 1986). 



Schutzstaffel histories were initially dismissed, unfairly, as propaganda but 

several are excellent. Lehmann and Tiemann's efforts on behalf of the Leibstandarte and 

Herbert Fiirbringer for the 9th SS HohenstauEen are particularly instructive. A 

disappointingly small number of German histories are available in English; Hubert 

Meyer's long awaited Kreigsgeschichte der 12.SS-Panzerdivision Hitlerjuaend was 

finally translated in 1994; Lehmann was not available until 1996. The remainder are left 

to the determined historîan armed with basic Gerrnan and a good dictionary. Examination 

of the expedient Morgend and Abendmeldunas submitted to Heeresgnippe B 

headquarters offer a better appreciation of a squadron's defence of St. André in the death 

throes of Spring or the practice of the operational art via the Auftraestaktik doctrine used 

against Simonds during Totalize and Tractable. 

Although the armoured corps is chastised for alleged tactical shortcomings, it is 

operational failure which constitutes the real problem. Tactical collapse at this level begs 

serious finger pointing at Simonds, Crerar, and their bosses. This should, in fairness, 

include General Eisenhower for he relinquished his tactical burden to a bibelot from the 

desert. 

2nd Canadian Corps has long been depnved of critical operational analysis. This 

is perhaps because the technical cornplexities of armoured warfare at the tactical and 

operational level are generally not well understood. The existence of a "Great Tank 

Scandal" and its effect on American and Canadian amour is grasped in general but not 

translated in terms of tactical and operational consequences. Gunnery, flotation, 

mechanical reliability, and protective armour demand comparative study. Daily tank 

states often offer a clearer picture of combat than War Diaries. Comprehensive tactical 

evaluations serve to answer basic questions. What killed tanks? How did tactical 

maneuver figure in actual combat scenanos? A pure tank battle, whether in Normandy or 

Lorraine, deserves close, indeed, sympathetic study. 

American success during Cobra overshadows the fact that Patton, when faced 

with a decision between maneuver and attrition, chose a most uncavalier option at Metz. 

The fact that Canadian armour finally does break out is overlooked or diminished. 

American armour maneuvered during Operation Cobra, but it did not fight massed 

panzers. This was soon redressed in Lorraine where Amencan armoured doctrîne reached 



tactical maturity. Canadian amour fought tank battles throughout Operations S'ring, 

Totulize and Tractab le, but it did not maneuver. Canad ian amour' s greatest oppo rtunity 

for strategic victory occurred in Normandy. It is appropriate that an armoured oficer 

review these rnatters, pick up the thrown gauntlet, and attempt to explain the armoured 

battlefield, 



CHAPTER ONE 

CANADIAN MECHANEATTON AND WESTERN ARMOURED DOCTRINE 
Getîing Ready for Normandy 

The horses seemed to realize that something u n d  was afoot, as soon they were 
moving dong very steadily with earS pricking and nostriis miiffing the new territory with 

. great interest 
"A" Sqn RCD: route march b m  S t  John to Petawawa, Juiy 1937' 

The Canadian Cavalry passed effortlessly from horse to tank. Unlike their 

confréres in America, there were no bitter doctinal battles or opposing philosophies to be 

vanquished. This happened largely because the Canadian Cavalry missed the interirn step 

of initiatory mechanization and its accompanying baggage: the stmggle for doctrinal 

control. B y the end of the Great Wu, the Cavalry was a professional force with creditable 

battle experience perfected over four years of combat. With little fanfare, Canada had 

developed the components of a rather sophisticated mechanized force which included 

cavalry, tanks, and armoured cars. The first modem Ailied mechanized formation on the 

Western Front was the Canadian Motor Machine ~ r i ~ a d e '  whose armoured cars 

distinguished themselves in several battles throughout 19 16 - 19 17. It was raised in 

Montreal by private funds and permitted to take part in operations in France as an 

experiment. Commanded by the eccentric Brigadier General R Brutinel, the "composite 

brigade" performed particularly well as a mobile rearguard during the last German 

offensive.' However, while effective in favourable terrain, the brigade was not capable of 

' Military Gazette Vol. XV Oct 37. The March of "A" Sqn RCD h m  St. John PQ to Petawawa 
Military Camp, Ontario, 13 JI&-25 JuI, 1937. 

'‘Brigade" in the artiilery sense, actually a battalion. The unit was initiaiiy organized as squadrons (8 
cars, 16 Vickets HMGs, two per car). Designateci Automobile Machine-Gun Brigade No. I CEF on 15 Sept 
19 14, the unit compnsed 230 men and 20 annoured cars. Commercial chassis by the Autocar Company of 
Ardmore, Pa, armoured with 1Omm Bethlehem S tee1 plate and armeci wîth two Vickers HMG. 

LtCol W. K. Walker, "The Great German Offensive, March 1918, With Some Accounts of the 
Canadian Motor Machine Gun Brigaden, CDQ, Vol IX. "The tactical armoured car unit is four cars and so 
must not be split up.", 412. See a h ,  G. W. L. Nicholson, Canadian Exueâitionarv Force 1914-19 19, 
(Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1962), 432- Redesignated 1st Canadian Motor Mkchine-Gun Brigade, CEF on 
16 May 19 15. In 19 19 it befame 1st Motor Machine Gun Brigade, Canadian Machine Gun Corps. On 1 Oct 



accompanying attacking infantry. With a foot in the door of a future doctrine, the 

Canadian Corps went on to order modem armoured fighting vehicles. The 1 st Canadian 

Tank ~a î t a l i on~  was authorized in May 19 18, h v e d  in the UK on 21 Iune and began 

training. A second battalion was fomed in the fall, before the Armistice. By May 1919, 

both units were disbanded as indeed was the veteran army - Ottawa was anxious to rid 

itself of a too large and expensive machine that was really only good for killing Germans. 

The post war Canadian military abandoned its Corps structure, dismissed its divisions, 

and even declined to field brigades. With the disbanding of the Motor Machine Gun 

Brigade and the Tank Battalions, there was no force le& to argue on behalf of amour. 

Without tanks or an ersatz Royal Tank Corps @TC) in its midst, the Cavalry resurfaced 

as a better mode1 of the force that participated in the Boer War.. 

The decade after the war offered minimal opportunity to train, although some 

trials were conducted? The amval of two Vickers light tanks in 1927 encouraged tank 

advocates but did not advance Tank ~ o d r i n e . ~  The Canadian Cavalry remained on the 

periphery of tactical evolution.' The two remaining active regiments, The Lord 

Strathcona's Horse and The Royal Canadian Dragoons, were divided into independent 

squadrons stationed hundreds of miles apart and conducted training better suited to 

garrison duty in Palestine or 1ndia.8 Cavalry officers followed the mechanization debates 

35 it was converted to 1st Amoured Car Regiment and fmlly, on 15 Dec 35 amalgamateci with the 6th 
Duke of Connaught's Royal Canadian Hussars, a Montrai Cavahy regiment designated for mechanization: 
Duncan Crow, British and Commonwealth h o u r e d  Formations (19 19-46) (Windsor: Profile, L97 l), 54. 

LtCol. Bovey, ''Canadian Educational Institutions in the Great War" Canadian Defence Ouarterly 
Vol. V (hereafter cited as CDQ), (Ottawa: Runge Press, 1924), 85. Subalterns were caised fiam university 
student cadres From McGil and University of Toronto. Laval University oficer cadres were recniited for 
the second battalion. The cornmanding officer was R L. Denison, After training at Bovington the unit (806 
ail ranks) was sent to France. 

See: L t  N. G. Duckett, "Mechanized Transpon Vehicles at Petawawa Camp", "Rccent 
Mechanized Triais Carried out in Canada" and Nj. L. C. Goodeve, "Mechanîzationn CDQ Vol V. 

It must be borne in muid that the Royal Tank Corps is always experimenting no drill or tactia 
are definitely laid down; a l l  is still in process of organization and discussionn Maj T. V. Scudmore. 'The 
Vickers Light Tank" CD0 Vol V, 32 1. 

' Greenhous, Dramon, 272-280. A h ,  W. B. Fraser, Alwa~s a Süaihcoq (Calgary: Comprint 
hblishing, 1976), 123-126. 

Majar R S. Timk,  The Roblems of the Post-War Yeomanry in Their Application to the 
Canadian Mounted Trmps" Canadian Defence h r t e r i y  (Vol II, 1924-25): "The double iank trar*ns them 
for war. So does the sword.... The C, O. must Mst that all his officers are hocsemen. A Sports Day should 
be held at the end of Camp ... can anyone say that the Militia Cavairy is now as efficient as it was in L914? 



with avid interestg but, denied mechanization, concentrated on mounted skills. The hard 

won lessons of World War 1, if not forgotten, were certainly not being used. Tactics in 

training still involved the sword, and often enough, only the sword. Summer exercises 

more resembled Boer war problems.10 Still, the charger c d e d  its own mystique and, 

slow or not, a mounted trooper drew far more interest tiom the gals than a lorry driver. 

By the mid thirties, although the requirements of Empire service remained 

paramount, there was, nevertheless, a nationalist urging for a Canadian approach to war. 

"We are no longer tied to the apron strings of the ~otherland."'~ Modem thinkers wrote 

on behalf of their respective branches urging mechanization throughout the twenties and 

thirties: "We have too rnuch infantry, too little artiilery. Too much c a ~ a l r ~ . " ' ~  Canadian 

rnilitary thought was influenced predominantly by the British, although foreign amies' 

doctrinal thinking, particularly the French, carried considerable influence: "To the 

infantry mind there will never be enough artillery and never enough tanks . . . attacking 

tanks will soon be rendered powerless by the surviving anti-tank weapons."" Mer 1929 

all Permanent Force training was stopped. The absence of combined-ams training 

ensured that senior commanders were to have no experience when large formations were 

raised for war. The termination of Iarge scale maneuvers guaranteed that both the militia 

The Yeomanry daim they could be ready for active senkz in 8 weeks. Could our units? They could not.", 
238. 

Generally, the pro hone faction dominated: "we read absurd ideas about cavalry fmm the pen 
of people who evidentfy know nothing about the branch of the service and not vety much about the other 
branches .... We do not want o u  leading patrols to galiop blindly into ambush as the French cavalry so 
O ften did in 19 14 - but we want them to go straight for îheir enemy rnounted whenever they have a 
reasonable chance of doing so and establish a moral ascendancy." LtCol H. V. S. Chanington MC, "The 
Employment of Cavalry" MilitaBr Gazette (Vol. 6.1927-28), 367. 

'O Cavary charges continuai to end nimmer training camps and the Balaclava Mêlée ws niIl 
standard for gymkannas: Hanvood Steele, The Long Ride - A Short History of the 17th Duke of York's 
Rovai Canadian Hussars (Montreal: Gazette Printing, L934), 4243. "as late as 1936 the unit had only four 
automatic weapons to train with, yet had double that number of cavahy swords." R H. Roy, Sinews of 
Steel -The Historv of the British Columbia Dranoons (Kelowna: Charters Publishing, 1965), 90. Horsed 
formations codd maneuver with ease in areas where tanks couid only advance at infanûy pace. Major C. . 
W. Devy, LSH(RC), "A Cavalr, Trek Through Alberta" C D 0  (Uarch 1934), 216. An RCD squadron 
marcheci from St Jean Quebec to Petawawa Ontario covering 320 miles in 13 days. 

" Capt A W. Boultier, "What Price Mechanization" CDQ (July 1934), 40 1. Boultier referred to 
the large number of NPAM cavahy uni& which, on paper, suggested a strong mounted ceserve. 

l3  Chef de Banalion, Baures, "The Aitack Pmblem h m  an Infantry Point of View" CDQ (Vol 
Xxm, Oct 1933), 88. 



and regulars "were unable to derive even the marginal benefits that came from 

supervising its summer camps."L4 AS a weak compromise, the Militia StaECourse 

continued until the sumrner of 1938. The imminence of war cancelled the Eastern course 

in its first week. The Advanced Course (MSC) was cancelled in 1939 "owing to the lack 

of qualified candidates." lS 

Incredibly, the catalyst that should have stirred an interest in staff trainingy 
i.e. "the war," was the reason given to terminate the training. This act was 
either inconceivably short-sighted or an acceptance of the limited value of 
the Militia Staff coune in the first place. l6 

Events in Austria and Czechoslovakia prompted the resurrection of Field 

Maneuvers in the summer of 1938. The lack of modem equipment was to retard 

meaningfbl training and a bureaucratic Catch 22 delayed modemization further: 

"MacBrien argued that it was unwise to alter organization and tactical doctrines in 

anticipation of technical change."" More important to future battlefield operations was 

the domination of Canadian ms by the ~ r t i l l e r y . ~ ~  Oniy two Cavalry Oficers, C. C. 

Mann and H. W. Foster, were given advanced staff training between 192 1 and 1939, l9 

both in the year hostilities began. 

'' Stephen I. Hams. Canadian Brass: The Makinir of a Professional Armv. 1860-1939 (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1988), 197. 

' Report of the DND, fiscal year ending 3 1 March 1940, CAN, 38. 

l6 ''The Canadian Militia had conducted staff training throughout for@ lean yean and in the a m e  
time had participated in two wars as part of an imperial army.. . . By 193 9, four hundred mi titia officers had 
qualified for ms.c.(MiIitia Staff Course) and twenty nine had qualified M.S.C. (Advanced Couse). Of this 
total rnany returned to war staffcourses at Camberley or the Royal Miiitary College." LCol John A. 
MacDonald, In Search of Veritable : Training The Canadian h v  Staff O fficer. 1899 to 1945 (MA Thesis, 
Kingston: Royal Military College, 1992), 86-87, aiso see, English, 98. By 1940 the year long staff courses 
at Camberley and Quetta were terminateci. Shorter (10-17 week) courses were given to Empire officers at 
Cambedey. Canadian vacancies were limited to five, which triggered an angry protest h m  McNaughton 
DND began a Staff course in ihe summer of 1941, based at RMC with a 16 week curriculum. By March 
1944 the Junior War Staff Course and the War Staff Course had graduateci 534 offïcers. 

l7 MacDonald, 199. 

" Between 1905 and 1939 seventy-five Canadian officers had been awarded a PSC as graduates of 
Camberley or Quetta. Two were fiom the S e ~ h  Corps, eleven were RC Signais, and twelve were 
engheers. The Infanüy Corps was allotted twenty-one vacancies whife the Cavaky, over thirty-four years, 
was permîtted M e n  officers Meanwhiie the Artillery was awarded twentyae positions, equal to the 
Infany and three times that of the Cavafrv. MacDonald, 199. 

RG24 National Defence 1870-198 1. NAC, Ottawa. See a h ,  h u a i  Reports of the Department 
of Militia and Defence and the Department of Nationai Ddence, 1896-1946, King's Frinter, Ottawa, 



McNaughton "ignored infantry and cavalry oficers in the 1930s . . . . The simple 

fact that infantry and cavalry officers were bypassed in the selection for staffcollege 

meant that they were ineligible and unready for senior commands in 1939."20 

McNaughton was a Canadian version of Amencan General Leslie McNair. Both were the 

maken of their national army, both had extensive control over development and both 

were artillery o f k e n .  The gunner cabal that dominated the development of both the 

AGF and Canadian Army deserves examination. The professional results achieved by 

McNaughton speak for themse~ves.~' 

Equi~ping the Army 

The Canadian mechanization remained theoretical. When the decision to abandon 

the horse was made, it was received without much grumbling. Canada, like the US, was 

rapidly becoming motorized. The problem centered around acquiring a rnilitary budget 

that would allow some modemization and effective training. 

. . . the maximum force which Canada could raise and maintain in a war of 
approximately two year's duration would not exceed 11 divisions and 4 
cavalry divisions .. .. This project ... has since remained the basis of the - 
Canadian Militia organizations . . . . The future defence requirements of 
Canada would be adequately met by a reduction . . . of the Land Forces to a 
total of 6 Infantry divisions and 1 cavalry di~ision.'~ 

The Canadian rnilitary obsolescence was illustrated by a secret report prepared for the 

Prime Minister by the Chief of the Defence StaE in 1935.~ General McNaughton's 

' O  MacDonald, 207. 

" "Tt is hardly nirprising, therefore, that eight of the twenty-two major generals and above who 
commanded divisions, corps, or the army oveneas were fired for incornpetence kfore they saw action: that 
two more were relieved after their fint battle; and another survived only nine months. Nor is it shocking 
that the record of nguiar oficers who commanded brigades early in the war was, ifanything, worse." 
MacDonald, 2 L 1, When the 'chnior Staff Course" was begun in Camberley in Oct 1942, Canada sent 6-10 
majonntCols to attend the six week tutoriais. The resuits were disappointlng: "The Canadian onicers 
attending the Senior Officea' School are not a goad selection; that out of 10 students 50% are definitely 
below what is wanted and that three of them should never have been sent at dl, General Montgomery 
e.qresses doubt as to whether sufficient care was taken when choosing them" RG24 9872. Folio Z/SOS/I- 
2, NAC 15 June 1943. 

D Hist 112.3M2009 @7) Secret The Defena of Canada. Précis and Memorandum 28 May 1935. 

"(1) There is not a single modern anti-aircraft gun ofany son in CaoadaO The stocks of field 
gun ammunition on hand represents 90 minutes fire at nomial rates for the field guns inhented h m  the 
Gmt War and which are now obsolescent..,.(n3 About the only article of which stocks are held is 
hamess, and this is practicaliy useless ....( V) There are only 25 aircraft of seda type in Canada, al1 of 



comments should have fûrther noted that there was not a single modem tank in Canada. 

Further, although the artillery had experimented with selGpropelled guns (the "Birch" 

Gun) and caterpillar tractors C'Dragonsa'), there was no armoured school. Still, the Amy 

attempted to rernain academically au courant. The Canadian Staff Course reviewed 

modem arms and tactics and included armour theory as early as 1925. The Canadian 

Militia Staff Course hammered home "the principles laid down in F S R " ~ ~  and conducted 

"Staff Rides" or "Tactical Exercises Without Troops" (TEWTS)~' on horseback. The well 

known Canadian eye for ground was now tempered to included "Tank Problems." 

However TEWTs were no substitute for armoured field training. 

. . .what responsible miiitary opinion recognizes as the potentially most 
powerful arm of the service - and what is even more serious, no officer 
trained in the cornmand of that arm. 26 

The Canadian Staff seems to have spent as much energy planning an invasion of 

the United statesz' as it did in producing a Canadian template for a European 

expeditionary force. The professional military in Ottawa ignored mechanization partly 

because of a suffocating sycophantic vassalship to British m s .  Despite often important 

insights by regular and militia officers, the Canadian m y  was content to await British 

which are obsolescent exept  for training purposses.. . 0 Not one savice air bomb is held in Canada." 
Defence expenditures from 193 1 to 1935 were the lowest since before the Great War. 1934 Expenditure 
appropriation totaled 8,473,126 for aii three services. D Hist 112.3M2009 @7) Secret. The Defence of 
Canada - Précis and Memorandum. 28 May 1935, 18. A step back for the most innovative, îhe most 
successful, and the most feared Allied Corps in the Great War, was Sir Arthur Currie's F h  Canadian 
Corps -"The most powerfbl self containeci striking force on any battle front." C. P. Stacey, Inîroduction to 
the Studv of Militarv History (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1953), 147. 

24 Lt Col K Wyatt Johnson L7 DYRCA "From Civilians to Colonels" CDQ (1935). By the 30s, 
modem Miütia senior officer's training was based on "Mcrnorandurn of Training of the Canadian Militia 
1934" which produced "qualified" Commanding Officers for the militia regirnents. 

As early as 1929 Mlitia StanCourse tactical problems and précis included the tank: "Useful for 
counter-atîacks and to deal with other tanks." See Précis No. 13,14,15, 19,24,25 Militia Staff Course 
"Problems in Defence and Withdrawal; Tactics; Advance Guard. "Tanks now the chief menace to defence 
and greatly weaken i t  Most careful consideration must thenfore be given to anti-tank defence." 1929493 1. 
m j o r  F. R Henshaw had written in 1930: "For tactical reconnaissance the lightly equipped cavahyman. 
mounted on a good hocse, is still unrivalled" "The Employrnent of Tanks" CDQ (Vol W 1929-30), 355. 

' 6  lvlaj E. L. M. Burns, "A Step Towards Modemization" CDQ (Vol. XiI, ûct 34-Jul35), 298. 

27 R A. Preston, The Defence of the Undefended Border: Planning for Warin North Americi 1867- 
1939 (Monmai: Mffiill-Queens University Press, 1977). 2 U. "In the &y 1920's. a sin* officer. Col. J. - 
("Buster") Sutherland Brown, director of miliiaiy operations and intelligena was solely responsible for the 
formulation of rtrategic plans in Canada .... Between Dec 1920 and A p d  1921, woikiag with a small &of 
NCO de&,  Brown prepaRd the Defence Scheme Numkr 1. a 200 page plan for war with the United 
States** 



requirements rather than define Canadian future needs. It was finally Prime Minister 

Mackenzie who reacted to European mobilization by ordering an eleventh hour 

revamping of Canadian Arms. It was dangerously late but then Canada was not within a 

Lufiflotte's or Panzer Corp's striking distance. 

Bums vs. Simonds - A Place for Armour in the Corps 

Lieutenant Colonel E. L. M. Burns, perhaps by default, appears as the only person 

close to a Canadian military philosophe before the ,399'45 warO2' Ifthere was a Canadian 

mechanization debate, it wa; the low key, largely philosophical contest between Burns 

and Captain G. G. Simonds. The subject appeared to be mechanization, but it was really 

centered on the organization of an Empire Infantry division. It was, in its way, a spirited 

debate. For military intellectuals - a dangerous t e m  to use with any army - it was the 

only game in tom.  Bums ("A Division That Can ~ttack"~')  proposed a triangular 

division with two infantry brigades and one armoured brigade with four tank battalions. 

"The essence of the new offensive doctrine should be that, normatly, the assault must be 

camied out by tanks, not by infantry, or even by infantry with tank assistance."" Captain 

Simonds's rebuttal ("An Army that can Attack - a Division that can ~efend")" drew a 

prompt replyN from Burns who argued, correctly, that Simonds did not understand 

rapidly-rnoving warfare wherein divisions had to perform a multiplicity of tasks in 

vanous directions and it would be "extremely difftcult for a higher commander to 

" King's programmes &y helped the RCAF. Sec: J. L. Granaistein, Canada's War floronto: 
Oxford University press, 1975), 55-56; Blair Neatby, William Lvon Mackenzie King Vol 3 (Toronto: U of 
Toronto Press, 1976), 279-286. Also, James Eayrs, In Defence of Canada - Ay~ea~ernent and 
Rearmnament, (Toronto: U of Toronto Press, f !los), 45,197,226. James Ekyrs, A Low Dishonest Decade: 
Canadian Extemal Policv 193 1-1939; (Toronto: Toronto University Press, L965), 148-52, and, Bnan 
Nolan, King's War (Toronto: Random House, 1988), 133. 

" Bums published more than any other semg onicer - over forty-five and reviews in The 
Canadian Defence Quarterly and The Military Gazette. Amongst the more interesthg mechanization- 
armoured articles are: The Mechanbation of Cavaiq" CDQ, 3; "A Step T o w d s  Modemkition'* 
Decernber, 1934, 298, an4 "Iiifantry and Tanks in the Spanish Civil Waf The Militarv Gazette, August, 
1939, 3. 

30 E. L. M Burns, "A Division That Can Attackn CDQ, Apd, 1938, 282, 

" CDO. April, 1938, 297. 

'' CDQ, July, 1938, 414. 

33 E. t. M. Burns, "Where Do Tanks BeIong?", CDO, Much, 1939, 416. 



distribute and redistribute his 'offensive' weapons in tirne to meet the needs of the 

changing sit~ations."~~ Bums neatly predicted Simonds's weaknesses as corps 

commander in Normandy. 

Simonds's final article was a disengagement that atternpted to summarize his 

understanding of war: "The Attack." His thesis, 'Wo book of doctrine can be a substitute 

for common sense and good judgmentn3' attempted to sort out the tank-infantry battle. He 

began to preach: ". . . the tank has been rendered valueless by modem anti-tank defence 

. . . no matter what the maximum speed of which a given tank may be capable, the Pace at 
,936 ' which it can advance will be'slow. The real issue, how to use tanks in mass, was 

ignored. Here Simonds gave an indication how he would fight as the f h r e  commander 

of the only Canadian armoured force capable of operational maneuver. E s  conviction 

that any advance by armour would be slow became a self fulfilling prophecy. 

Distinct From their American and British counterparts, the Canadian 

mechanization debate was not a bun fight within the Cavalry but an argument between an 

engineer and a gunner over the best type of infantry division. Burns and Simonds were, 

of course, both wrong. Both stopped short of outlining the Kampfmpoe or a poupement 

tactiaue. Burns's tanks-alone theories were somewhat alarrning as he was to eventually 

command the 5th Canadian Armoured Division. This occurred in the rough terrain of 

Italy, under a very critical B. L. M. Montgomery and Bums did no serious damage. 

Simonds, however, was by far the more dangerous. He neither understood armour 

nor wanted to understand armour. Wone, his mind was made up. The Simonds-Burns 

debate could be dismissed as an amusing footnote to Canadian Mechanization if it were 

not for the narrow tactical conclusions both future generals exhibited and were to carry 

into battle. 

" CDQ, March, 1939, 417. 

'' COQ, July, 1939, 379. 

36 COQ, My, 1939, 381,382. 



The Oriains of Canadian Amour: Wonhv in Camp Borden 

The Tank is nothing more than the latest expression of protected mobility from which 
offensive power can be developed. 

I. F. C. FuHer 

As Germany re-armed, Western concem was reflected in the press. In Febniary 

193 6, the Military Gazette examined "Our Bows and Arrows Amy" : "Mechanization has 

advanced apace in al1 the great m i e s  of the world while we limp along with al1 the 

equipment of the days of the-~reat w&, which really means bows and arrows cornpared 

to rifles and the old artillery."" By 1935, the Mackenzie King govemment was planning 

economic recovery. Canadian foreign policy toyed with appeasement and, perhaps, 

abandonment of Great Britain in the case of an eastem European war. Mackenzie King 

was the only western war leader to have met Hitler before hostilities, and when he did, in 

1938, he was the only leader to make it clear his nation was prepared to fight. He 

thereafter set about trying to make the Dominion readye3* By 1939, the tank had 

progressed from an attempt to find one's way through a machine gun swept battlefield to 

an aggressive ami capable of strategic decision. Some officers understood the issues 

clearly and dispassionately: "The problem of armour which is a practical problem and 

depends for its successful solution upon a mass of mechanical detail is being largely 

obscured by violent propaganda and emotional appeals about  osse ses'."^^ By the Munich 

" Canadian Military Gazette (Febniaiy 1936), Editorial, 1. 

38 See: J. L. Granamein Canada's War,; Desmond Morton, A Militaxy Historv of Canada, 
(Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers, 1985). A re-armament programme had been adopted in 1936. The first 
prioriS, was to be the Royal Canadian Air Force, the second, the Navy and lasf îhe Army."In the summer 
of 193 8, for the first time in many years, a large portion of the Permanent Force was assemblai at Camp 
Borden for combined maneuve K.... In the Spring of 1939, Mr. Kùig told Parliament that 200 18 pounder 
fieid guns had becn equipped with pneumatic tires and the process was continuing." C.P Stacey, The 
Militarv Problerns of Canada (Toronto: Ryerson, 1940). 125. See also: NAC RG 24 "Abndged Report on 
Permanent Force Collective Training Camp Borden, 1938. "Iluee exercises were held but not in 
accordance with FSR T however, the last act featured "an immediate counter attack ,., supported by 
artiIIery and tanks." 15, 16, 17. 

'' V. W. Germains, "Am~oured Warfare, A P1ea for Common Sense" h v  Ouarteriy (Vol. XVI 
April-My 1928), 369, 



Crisis, the Canadian militia had been reorganked and was training for modem war, but it 

was attempting this without modem equipment.40 

Finally, in 1938, a Canadian Armoured Fighting Vehicles School was formed at 

Camp Borden, ontario? There still were no modem tanks in Canada, Save a dozen 

Carden Lloyds and Vickers, which were defended with hopeful enthusiasm rather than 

sober analysis of annoured status quo." The School Commandant was Brevet LtCol F. F. 

Worthington, a former Machine Gun Corps officer who had distinguished himself in the 

Great War. Worthington was a skilled instnictor and a great motivator of men. He 

bristled with ideas and energy; he was Canada's answer to Van Voorhis and Chaffee. 

Worthington was tireless, a "soldier's soldier," who understood men, tactics, and war." 

Although an infantry oficer, he instinctively understood maneuver warfare: "Cavalry is 

not simply an a m  - it is a state of mind."" Unfominately, he was no Patton. He had little 

idea how to train a tank division or a tank force. The Canadian Armoured Force was to 

grow at an amazing pace but it wouid not reach maturity. 

In 1936, six NPAM units had been designated "~ank."" By August 1939, the 

Ontario Regiment and the Three Rivers Regiment were mobilized but had still received 

no tank training. That fall, after the collapse of Poiand and the introduction of Blitzkrieg 

to the military world, the Canadian Govemment decided to abolish the Tank School. 

40 See: Stacey, The Miliiarv Problems of Canada, f i s ?  Canadian Btass, and, Larry Worthington, 
Wocthy (Toronto: MacMillan, 1961), 135, 134 141-143. In 1930, a mechanized course was run in 
Kingston Ontario. It used 12 Carden Lloyd Machine Gun Carriers ("tankettes") and lasteci eight months. 
These srune carriers formed the nucleus of the Armoured school in Borden. The Schoal was a "Mechanized 
Force" in the French and Amencan style: amour and a squadron of cavalry (RCD). 

" Wonhington, 138, and, Greenhous, 284. 

" "Tt is by far the best general purpase tank in existence but it cm only be considered as a stoe gap 
and an eqerimenial weapon." Major T. V. Scudmore The Vickea Light Tank" CDû (Vol V), 32 1. 

Frederick Franklin Worthington was bom in Scotland but graduated nom the University of 
California He volunteered for Generai Pershing's expedition in Mexico. He fought as a mercenary in 
Nicaragua and Chile. He eniided in the Cariadian Black Watch at the beginning of the Great War and won 
both the MM and the MC twice. By 1944 (at 54 yean old) hc was dready a legend in the h o u r e d  Corps: 
"As stem a believer in the strücuig power of an armoured division as Martel of Engiand, deGaulle of 
France, Gen Worthington is known ihroughout the land as the 'Father' of the Cdn Armd Corps. RG 21 
17446. Camp Borden, Canadian Armoured School humal, The Tank, May, 1944. 

44 Major General R W. Grow, "Black Lines on a MAp" 3 1 Oct 1952. The Robert W. Grow Papen, 
Hofmann Collection, M€II, S, 

'' The Essex Regiment, the Ontario Regiment, Argyll Light InEuiay, the New Brunswick 
Regiment, the niret Rivers Regiment and the Calgiuy Regiment 



NDHQ's Memorandum on Training clearly stated the opinion of the Canadian Ceneral 

Staffregarding amour: "Under modem conditions, the infantry soldier stiil being the 

only agency which can take or hold ground."46 

Continued spectacular success by Germany's panzer force brought the 

govemment to its senses. On 13 August 1940, the Minister of National Defence ordered 

the creation of an Armoured ~ o r p s ?  Unlike its southem neighbour, the Canadian A m y  

entered the tank business without a power amggle or the castration of a traditional am.  

Regiments with lineages begun in the eighteenth century maintained their traditions and 

readied for mechanized wu. Unfortunately, there was no pause for a doctrinal shake-out, 

a creation of a home grown doctrine as conducted by the American Arrny in Louisiana 

and ~arol ina.4~ Canadian tactics would be imposed by the British Empire. 

Worthington, minoring Adna Chaffee's rise, was prornoted and became 

Commandant of the Canadian Armoured Fighting Vehicle Training Center. Like Chaffee, 

Worthington successfully argued for the conversion of the Cavalry to arrnoured 

regiments to f o m  an hnoured Corps. Unlike Chaffee, Worthington did this with NDHQ 

support; there was no Chief of Cavalry blocking his way. 

The first Canadian tank formation was the 1st Amoured Brigade, commanded by 

Worthington and composed of the Fort Garry Horse, the Three Rivers, and Ontario 

Regiments. The horsed cavalry was quickly dispatched." That fall, Worthington visited 

the United States and bought out obsolete Amencan Renaults to be used as training 

tanks." Because of wartime trade restrictions, he formally signed for a load of scrap iron, 

46 'The attack is based on man power (the dieman) supported by firepower (anillecy and the 
machine gun) . . . any slender tank resources could be made use of by this method, eiiher to lead the 
attacking (infantry) columns or the mopping up battalions." "Memorandum on Training" (3DQ Vol XIV, 
October 1936. 

" Worthington had convinced Rogers but the Minister was tragically kiiieâ in a plane crash. 
Ralston waited until panzer divisions had chased McNaughton's Expeditionary force out of France before 
approving Worthington's memo for the creation of an armoured force. 

See: Jean R Moe* A Aistory of Lar~e-Scale Annv Maneuvers in the United States. 1935- 
1964 (Vuginia: Headquaxters United States Continental Army Command, Fort Monroe, 1969), 24. 

4 " The Royal Canadian Dragoons were redesignated as The RCD ACR (Armoured Car Regiment). 
The Regiment "concentrated at St Jean, held a final mounted parade, and saw with heavy hearts their 
mounts sold or destroyed." Greenhous, 296. See: Lamy Worthington, The SDW and the Smcket 
(Kitchener, Reeve Press, 1968). 

"1 then . . . purchascd 236 Iast war six ton Renaults? Canada bought îhe obsolescent Fi 17s 
from the US Army at $ t20 a ton as scrap iron and 45 tons of spare parts plus 13 new engines. "During the 



destined to be shipped to the "Camp Borden lion ~ o u n d r ~ . " ~ '  By the winter of 1940, a 

Canadian infantry division was converted to amour, and three units were selected for 

incorporation to the 1st A m y  Tank Brigade. 

Doctrinal confusion soon became evident. Tom between the requirement to build 

a panzer division and Canadian affection for the regimental system, the Canadian 

Armoured Corps chose the latter - not the tight solution, but understandable. However, 

military bureaucracy then decided to abandon the most important of al1 principles in the 

regimental system - tribal identity - and each unit assigned to the Armoured Corps 

adopted a numerical designation. The number allotted respected regimental seniority, but 

nevertheless, the units in the Armoured Corps were to be represented by numbers, not 

names. Maj. General Samson, who was to command the Armoured Division, preferred 

the original titles but accepted Worthington's policy: 

Within the corps there must be a uniformity of training . . . a uniformity of 
purpose and doctrine . . . a uniformity and interchangeability of personnel, 
and general organization to follow that of the ~rit ish. '~ 

Samson agreed to build a formation wherein "fret use of officers and other ranks 

capable of performing duties required inespective of the individual units to which they 

be~on~." '~  Nevertheless, compromise crept in." Although General Worthington 

attempted to create an RTC mentality,ss in practice, regiments maintained their old ways. 

tour of the States (1940) 1 saw the Amencan Medium M.3 latterly known as the Grant and Lee." RG 24 
Vol, 10455. Letter from MajGen F. F. Worthington to CMHQ, 22 Mir 45. 

" Canadian attempts to get early training in Britain met with failun. Crerar tricd to get 50 men to 
Engiand but the British declined: '&The supply of equipment for the Canadian battalion is so doubtful that 
no good purpose cm be xrved by dispatch of even a cadre." CMHQ File "Policy re Arrrtound Troops. 
War office letter to Brig FI. D. G. Crerar, CMHQ. 

53 NAC RG24 uFormation of Armoured Corps"; Memomdum h m  Samson to Worthington; 
"Organization, Training and Employment of a Canadian Armoured Corps", 19 M y  1940. 

" For example, the reconnaissance ngiment of the 3rd Infantry Division was "7th Recce 
Regiment (17th Duke of York's Royal Canadian Hussarr)." MajGen Sansom, commander of the amioured 
division, "would have preferred to keep original unit titles, but he bowed to the opinion of others." Roy, 
134. 

" Basically, the FdIer-Liddel Itvt "Wcs alone" school that pmposed massed armour (not 
combined amis) as the d e  solution to fihm war. See: J. F. C. Fuller, The Conduct of War (London: 
SiAon Praed 1972), 240, and, Lectures on FSR II (London: Saon Raed, 193 1); Lechirrr on FSR III 
<Owrations betwcen Mechanized Forces1 (London: Siflon Raed, 1932), Towards Arma~eddon: The 
Defence Problem and Its Solution Gondon: hvat Dickson, 1937). Aiso, Jay Luvaas, The Education of an 
Armv - British Militarv Thoud~t 18 15-1940 "The Discordant Tcumpet - Uajor General J. F. C. Fuller", 



The Canadian Armoured corpss6 was a melange of traditions. The only unit to perpeaiate 

the all-Canadian Motor Machine Gun Brigade, the 6th Duke of Co~aught's Royal 

Canadian Hussars, was reduced to a Headquarters Defence Squadron. 

Like the British, the Canadians succumbed to General Martel's influence and 

pressed their Guards regiments into annoured roles." However, since there was no 

regular Brigade of Guards in the Canadian forces, the designation camed no particular 

elite status nor special entrance requirements for recruits. For an army about to raise a 

modern tank force, regimental elitism and preferential groupings made little sense. 

Eventually most units had become a pretty homogenous mix of regulars, militia, and 

civilians sharing inexperience and tactical ignorance. 

Of the six original tank regiments formed in 1936, only two remained by 1941:~ 

On the surface they appeared to be the units that could boast a relativeiy pure tank 

lineage, but in fact, there was no clear doctrinal distinction. The Canadians adopted the 

current Bntish Army doctrine which was itself in a state of confusion and about to go 

through the Golgotha of desert warfare. By then, the Canadian Armoured Corps had 

grown to include the 5th Armoured Division (originally "1st Cdn Armd Division") with 

two armoured brigades (1st and 2nd Canadian Armoured Brigades), a reconnaissance 

355,380. See: B. H, Liddeii Hart Paris: or the Future of War (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1925), The Bntish 
Wav in Warfàre (London: Faber & Faber, 1932), The Future of Tnfantry (London: Faber & Faber, 1933). 

" At the end of the war (August 1945) King George VI awarded the prefix "Royal" to the CAC in 
recognition of its outstanding war record. It compnsed thirty armoured units, each of which, except two, 
had a second regiment in Canada The 19th Alberta Dragoons served only in the Reserve Army. 

Martel convinced the Brigade of Guards to metamorphosize into an elite panzer coqs. See: Sir 
Giffard Le Q. Martel, Our Armoured Forces (London: Faber and Faber, 1945), 104,36 1. It was imitated 
by Canada with varying success. Some, iike the 21st and 22nd CAR, continued the customs of the Brigade 
of Guards. There were other minor ciifferences including traditional cornpetition between regular and 
reserve officers. 

58 The six were: The Argyle Light Infantry (Tank); The New Bmwick Regiment va&); The 
Essex Regiment (ïank); The Ontario Regiment flank); The Calgary Regiment (Tank) and the Three Rivers 
Regiment (Tank). RG24 Worthington Memo 1944. The Three Rivers Regiment was bilingual(40% 
francophones in 1936). J. Y. Gravel, Histoire du Regiment de Trois Rivitres (Trois Rivieres: Ediîions du 
Bien Public, 194 l), 11 1, 



THE ROYAL CANADIAN ARMOURED CORPS (1 914- 1945) 
14 Automobile Machine Gun Brigade 

1916 1st & 2nd Motor Machine Gun Brigades 
I 

1 ~ 6  Argyie Lt Inf (lank) 
New Brunwfck Regt (Tank) 
Essex Regt (Tank) 
Ontario Regt (lonk) 
Three Rivers Regt (Tank) 

( 1917 1st Conadlan Tank Battalion ) 

(1918 2nd Canadian Tank &r#dion 

9 3  1 DM CAV Regt 2 Div CAV Regt 
1 Hussors, 
8: 

1 Hussars 
FGH 
Ontario Regt (Tk) 

L Three Rivers Reat CnO i 
#-- 

[lafl 1 1 1  &?rd CDN INF DIVISION 26 Tank Regt (GSF) 
4 Recce Re t (PLDG) 8 Recce Re t (14 CH) 7 Recce Regt (17 DYRCH) 

4 CON ARMD DIVISION 
, 2 9  Armd Recce Regt (SARI. 

22 Armd Regt (CGG) 
28 Armd Regt (BCR) 

iW 1-1 2nd CON CORPS 

5 CDN ARMD DIVISION 
3 Armd Recce Regt (GGHG) 

1 Amd Car Regt (RCD) 

b Armd Bde 1 

-t 

18 Armd Ca- 

I 2 Armd Regt (UISH) 
5 Armd Regt (8 PLNBH 
9 Armd Reat (BCD) 1 

1st Army Tank Bde 
1 1  Armd Regt (ONTARIO) 
12 Armd Regt (THREE RIVERS) 
14 Armd Reat (CALGARY) 

3rd CDN INF DIVISION 

2nd Arrny Tank Bde 

4 Recce Re t (PLffi) 8 Recce Re t (14 CH) 7 Recce Reg1 (17 DYRCH) 



(recce) regimenf5' an independent tank brigade, and two recce regiments, one for each 

infantry division. In 1942 the corps added a second armoured division (4 CAD), another 

independent tank brigade (2nd Army Tank Bde), and a third recce regiment for 3rd 

Canadian Infantry Division. In early 1943, the Corps was totally reorganized and reduced 

from twenty-three armoured regiments and six brigades to nineteen regiments in four 

brigades including divisional and corps reconnaissance units!' 

For a short time there were three Army Tank Brigades and three Armoured 

Brigades. Eventually 2nd h y  Tank Brigade was broken up for reinforcements, the 3rd 

redesignated, and the entire corps reorganized again in what Montgomery called 

"Canadian musical chairs." By 1943, the Corps had settled down and comprised two 

independent tank brigades, renamed simply as "armoured brigades," two moured 

divisions, three divisional recce regiments and three corps recce regiments. 

The Division as Toolbox 

The fact is that the British had no idea at al1 as to the sort of war they were going to fight, 
nor the sort of war that it wodd suit them best to fight if the enemy would be so kind as 

to ailow them to choose. 
Lt.Generai Sir Francis Tuker 

On the contraq there was the uneasy marri-age of the "tank-alonet' school of the Royal 
Tank Corps, and the "amour-is-cavalry" school of the cavahy. To this want of 

intellectual preparedness was added want of operational experience.. . . 
Correlli Bmett, The Desert Generals 

France 1940 had been an epiphanic experience. If Poiand had been dismissed as a 
l 

lucky victory against a second rate opponent, then no one couid deny the tnumph of 

panzers over both the French Amy  and the British Expeditionary Force. The all-tanks 

school had triumphed. It was a double triumph in that the French campaign at once 

59 1st ACR (RCD) provided recce; the 1st Amd Bde comprised 2 CAR (Strathcona's Horse), 6 
CAR (The IstHussars), and 10 CAR (The Fort Garry Horse). 2nd h d  Bde held 3 CAR (The Governor 
General's Horse Guards), 5 CAR (8th Ekhcess Louise New Bmck Hussars) and 9 CAR me British 
Columbia Regiment). The 1st Amy Tank Brigade had three regiments: 11 Annd Regt Tank me Ontario 
Regt); l2the ART (The niree Rives Rcgiment) and 14th ART (The Caigaq Regiment). Lastly, there were 
two divisionai recce regùnents. 1st Canadian uifanîry Division : 4 Recce Regt (4th Rincess Louise 
Dragoon Guards); 2nd Canadian Mantry Division: 8 Recce Regt (14th Caoadian Hussars). 

The Elgins (25 CAR) kcame an Annoured DeIiveq Regiment, The BCR (28 CAR) joined 4th 
Amd Bde replacing the Sherbrooke Fusiiiers and nie South Alberta Regiment (29 CAR) became 4 CAD's 
mce regiment, 



legitimized both mechanization and large armoured forces and it also gave bragging 

rights to the Royal Tank Corps which had been heretofore dismissed as annoying zealots. 

In fact, the War Department had incorrectly interpreted the essential element of the 

German victory. It was the panzer division, not the panzer, that defeated the Allied 

amies. The German commanders created mission oriented, customized groupings that 

reflected a sound doctrine and an experienced organization to drive it. 

The Germans conducted tactical groupings made to order for the task required. 

When the mission was done, the tools were put back into the box. There was no tribal 

systern of regimental or corps fealty to-fight against; the Wehrmacht loyalty was to the 

division. It was this ability to act as siblings of a greater family that permitted quick and 

efficient ad hoc battle organizations. 

For the British, the campaign in France was an initial "shake out" whereas by 

1940, the German army had done with experimentation. Spain, Austria, Czechoslovakia 

and the final dress rehearsal in Poland had honed the panzer blade and produced battle- 

wise staffs. Nevertheless, doctrinal superiority and experience could always be stopped 

cold by determined leadership and good kit. The panzer am,  protected by complete air 

superiority, raced through France defeating penny packets of Allied amour. The one fear 

was that a solid concentration of tanks attacking the very exposed Bank could end it all. 

This nearly occurred when the BEF finally, albeit briefly, got its ducks in a row. 

On 20 May a counter-attack by British Matildas near Vimy Ridge almost 

succeeded in cutting off the spearhead of the panzer army - Rommel's 7th c'Phantom'' 

Panzer Division. General Martel's tanks6' routed the Bank guard and then savaged the 

main body. German counter-attacks by Panzer IIIs and Pragas were easily beaten off; the 

SS Division Totenkopf, in its first campaign, broke. Martel was elated: 

His tanks were knocked out quite easily by Our 2-pdr. anti-tank gun, 
whereas our infantry tanks resisted the shell fire of the corresponding enemy 
37-mm. gun without difficulty. Some tanks were hit fifteen times without 
having an effect on the tank or the crew. When a tank can advance and 
ignore the fire of the main enemy anti-tank guns, a great moral effect is 
produced.62 

" Miutel, 65. The Tank Brigade only had two battaiions: 4th and 7th RTR 

Manel, 69. 



WESTERN "INFANTRY" MAIN BATTLE TANK 
FRENCH INFLUEWCE HUtL MOUWTED 

FRANCE 1935: 
CHAR 81 bis 
Gun: 7Smm (Hull); 47mm ('rurtct) 
Combat Weight: 32 tons 
Armow (ma): 6Omm 
Specd: 17 mph 
Crcw: 4 
Fimt Combat F m  1940 

Infantiy Tank Mk IIA 'Matilda* 

Gun: 4ûmm (2 Pdr) 
Combat Weight: 26 tons 
Amour (ma): 80mm 
Speed: 15 mph 
Cnw: 4 
Fimt Combat: Fmcc 1940 

HULL MOUWTED 

Combat Wcight: 30 tons 
Amour (max): 88mm 
Specd: 25 mph 
Crcw: 6 

UNITED STATES 1940: 
GRANT M3 
Gui: 7Smm (Hull); 37- (Nncî) 

1 - 75mm 
MAIN GUH 

Fimt Combat: W a t m  Dcscrt 1941 A 

GREAT BRlTAlN 1 941 : HUU MOUNTED 
Infantiy Tank Mk IV (A22) "CHURCHILL Mk 

Gun: 76mm (Hull) 40rnm (Turrct) 
Combat Weight: 38.5 tons 
Amour (mu): lO2mm 
Specd: 15 rnph 
Crew: 5 
Fint Combat: France (Dicppc) 1942 

By 1942 the British SCRAP the HULL GUN, 
"CHURCHILL" Mk II and iITs' MAIN ARMNAMENT is mo untcd in TURRET. 

CANADA: 1941 
Tank Cruiser Mk II "Ram Mk lm 
Gun: 40mm (2 Pdr) 
Combat Weight: 28 tom 
Armour (mu): 76mm - 
Specd: 25 mph 
Cnw: 4 

"If Tanks are to survive at intantry pace while supporting men on foot, 
they must resist the fire of current anti-tank guas, and yet =tain tk ability 
to destroy honile men and weapons, including enemy tanks." 

British Gcncral StaffPoIicy amendment, 1938 

Figure 2 



Rommel was forced to bring up a battery of 88mm dual purpose guns from his 

divisional anti-aircraft battalion to finally stop the British advance: '9 personally gave 

each gun its target."63 Martel's tanks, unsupported by infantry, were reduced to 

ineffective troop sized elemend4 that eventually were forced to withdraw, ending the 

only serious Allied attack in the 1940 campaign. 

The lessons were clear: tanks could not attack unsupported and required both 

armoured infantry and artillery to deal with enemy anti-tank gunners. Finally, mass was 

imperative if an armoured attack was to absorb losses and still have the punch to break 

through Martel was appointed Commander of the Royal h o u r e d  Corps (RAC) in 

December 1940 and immediately reorganized the annoured division, adding more 

artillery and infantry. 

His attempts at reform were resented by RTC partisans, particularly General 

Percy Hobart: "One of the rudest men in the Arrny, a fanatic for his own conception of 

armoured forces, full of prejudices and especiall y intolerant.'"' Hobart was archetypal of 

the aggressive Fullerist advocate: "His tactical ideas are based on the invincibility and 

inwlnerability of the tank to the exclusion of the employment of other arms in correct 

proportion."66 The British evolved from "al1 tank" forces in which infantry, artillery and 

engineers were relegated to auxiliaries, to rnixed brigade groups wherein each tank 

brigade was given its own infantry. British amour was organized in the French vogue; 

Infantry tanks were grouped in independent "Tank Brigades" while Cavalry tanks were 

organized into "Armoured Brigades." The cavalry spirit was proudly reflected. As late as 

1943, the 7th Armoured Division (the "Desert Rats") had a "Light Brigade" and a 

"Heavy ~ r i ~ a d e . " ~ '  At one stage the armoured brigades became mini divisions, each with 

Rommel's account from: B. H. Liddeii Hm The Rommel P a m  (New York: Harcourt, Brace 
and Company, 1953), 32. 

"We were now practicaily isolated in this area . .." lvkrtel69. 

'' Hobart went into the Western Desert to take cornmand of the 7th Arxnomd Division and got a 

them ready to take on the Italians but was soon sacked: see Martel and, J. P. Wams and F. H. Toase 
(Editors), British Amour 19184940: Doctrine and Develooment Armouted Warfare (New York: St 
Martin's Press, 1990), 48. 

'' Lt Generai H. M "Jumbon Wilson cornplainhg to Wavell in November 1939. Kemeth Macksey, 
Armoured Crusader (London: Hutchuison, 1967), 165. 

This unfortunate cornmernoration of Balaclava xans to have been intended - "The Charge of 
the Light Brigade" bas always ken seen as a victory of the cavalry spini, not a resounding tacticai defeat 



WESTERN ARMOURED DIVISIONS 1942 

BRITISH ARMOURED DMSION 
RECCE RECiT UGâT BDE ffEAWBDE INFANTRY BDE DIV TRûûPS 

6 Tank Bns: TkilnflArty Ratio 6 5 4  

GERMAN PANZER DIVISION 
REC(=E EN PZ REOT 
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2 Tank Bns: Tk/IB£/Arty Ratio 2:3:3 

6 TanlcBns: 'WTnfYArty Ratio 2:1:1 

Figure 3 



its own infantry and artillery battalions, but without the supporting anns and services 

(engineers, ordnance, transport, signals, etc.) to make them effective Kampfmppen. The 

Brigade Group was accused of being "a fancy name for a disastrous dissipation of 

efforP8 

In August 1942, General Auchinleck ordered armoured divisions to fight as 

tactical units, not as brigade groups. "We have always opposed the pernicious infantry 

brigade group system. It does for small wars but it is rubbish for modern war. It leads to 

confusion, dispersion, unbalancing of forces and chaotic planning."69 Finally, the 

moured division was reduced to a three tank battalion armoured brigade, with its own 

rnotorized infantry battalion, and a three battalion infantry brigade. This was the mode1 

adopted by Canada. 

Still the tactical problem continued in that British armoured divisions fought theu 

brigades as independent entities. They were regularly committed in bits and defeated in 

bits: "For Ritchie had thrown his armour into battle piecemeal and had thus given us the 

chance of engaging them on each separate occasion with just enough of our own tanks."" 

There was still no working doctrine that permitted the division's tools to be effectively 

used. Although armoured divisions were streamlined, their two brigades fought as 

separate entities. The divisional organizations continued to be armour heavy; the infantry 

and artil lery were banished to "Support Groups." 

The Afnka Korps amved in Tripoli well schooled in the al1 arms battle. The 

panzer division, as a tool box, permitted German Kampfgmopen to dominate." The 

British did not ernploy Kampfmopen "al1 arms teams"; their tanks attacked without 

infantry or artillery, which were locked up in medieval keeps called boxes: 

P. G. Griffith, "British Armoured Warfare in the Western Desert 1940-43": J. P. Hanis and F. 
H. Toase (Editors), Armoured Warfare, (New York: St Martin's Press' 1990), 70. See also: Paddy Griffith, 
F o ~ r d  into Banle, (Wiltshire: The Crowood Press, 1990). 

Auchinleck quoted; LtGen Sir Francis Tuker, A ~ ~ r o a c h  to Battie (London: Casse14 1963)' 105. 

'O Rommel, quoted by: Liddell Hart, The Rommel Pa~ers 208. 

7L The British persistently redesigned their formations; the 7th Annoured Division went through 
at Ieast four organizationai changes, hosted seventeen different armoured regiments and nîne different 
infantry battalions within two years. See: MajGea G. L. Vemey, DSO, MVO, The Desert Rats (London: 
Greenhilî Books, 1990), Vemey Lists aii four separate orders of battie for the 7th Armd spanning 24 
rnonths. 



LESSONS FROM THE DESERT 32 

/'- Tho TUYK BATTE: A GUW DUU 
1 Desert battles wem compated to Naval eagagements 1 

"no captain cari do vay wrong if he places his sbip dongsi& that of the enem &Lm 
Tankswith 75mm unsof largacaliberscanfightRolita750-1000m 
and mire 'kills'8erawe main armamant can Meal enemy amour. 

a1[6 Mk Ns 'supar 75' cwld Ml1 Grmt int 1IWan. * --.- ""."..." ................................................... -.....-*...*-.--*-*..-... 
Mk III despite improved 50mm gun, had to clm dis&nce to under 750m 
in aider to defeat Granfs annout 

MhhhhX'-YY'YYY"'YIWLI.L---......YL----..Y.......-..-..-..-.-..-....iiVSILLk* *.a 
StuaR (Mt: 'Honey') with 37mm un had ta close to under 5ûûn 
In W t o  defeat ~k 1115 amiour;\-, Mk III's gui cwld klll Stuart at 7% 

S.-...-+ L I 
Sbiart had to close to under 25üm In ofder to defeathlk Ws amour, 
Mk DI began killing Stuart 1MOmt 

-Lm - lsmnsn 

\ Most tank baffles fouiht at UHDER 500 meten J 
/ The TMK BAITTLE: BASIC TACTIGS 'I 

'HULL DOWW"1 'WTURRET DOWW. 
Tank flies whlle vehlcle HUL Tank commander observes 
Is hldden from en gun flre entlre vehicle (hull and TüRRET) h hidden 

The TANK BA'IITLE: BASIC TACTICS 

FACIWQ E N E m  
Frontal ARMOUR k rbongest 

TACTICAL MANEUVER: 
Alm Ir to #et a FUNK or R U R  diot 
rrLile presantlng own front to enemy 



There was an even more disastrous result from this failure by the British 
Staffto design a homogeneous battle group. The infantry in their "boxes" 
when in defence, would cal1 on the tanks for support when hard pressed, 
for they too needed 25-pounder & E. on a scale which no single battery 
could supply. In the result the practice grew up of requiring British tanks 
to run around the desert attempting to protect the "boxes" threatened with 
being ovemin." 

Laaners and Desert LoPristics 

Tank battles stopped at night in the desert, allowing both sides to replenish and 

repair. The British rallied to the rear and formed protective I a a m  (which is exactly what 

the American and üK Armoured Divisions did*during Operation Desert Storm in the 

199 1 Iraqi campaign). The 1- (pronounced "lahger") was a Boer word and referred to 

a defensive circle of wagons. The Germans formed laasters as well but they did so on the 

battlefield. This permitted German electrical and mechanical engineers, organized into 

recovery and repair tearns, to move fonvard dunng the night and repair the tanks left on 

the battlefield. The Germans had well equipped mobile repair shops that could handie al1 

minor and most major repairs - repairing tracks, transmissions, main guns, radios, and 

dust filters. 

However many vehicles the Germans lost they were going to get a far 
greater number back in action than we could because of their efficient 
recovery system. Their huge tracked and wheeled tank-transporters were 
actually going into battle with the tanks themselves. Even while the 
fighting was going on, the men in the transporters were prepared to dash 
into the battle, hook on to damaged vehicles and drag them to a point 
where they could start repairs right away." 

Most tanks were abandoned after one hit due to fear of fire and since both sides 

used solid shot, the damage was usually repairable. If anti-tank shot penetrated amour, it 

caused "splash"; the violence of the penetration melted the armour plate as it entered and 

bits of molten metal flew around wounding the crew. By owning the battlefield, Rommel 

" G. Macleod Ross, in collaboration with MajGen Sir Campbell Ciarke, The Business of Tanks 
1933 to 1945 (Devon: Arthur H. Stockwell, E h  Corn 1976), 174- 'These boxes faced four-square, 
ready to meet attack from any direction It was the oId idea of the British square a& Waterloo.. . . Each box 
was completety surrounded with a ~g of landmines and barbed wire. Guns faced ou twards.... The boxes 
were ody a mile or two square at the rnost, and were provided with water, food and ammunition to 
withstand a siege." Alan Moorehead, Mrican Triloav (London: ETamish Hamilton, 1944). 3 14. 

73 Moorehead, 224. 



would often salvage as much as Bay percent of his day's losses. The British did not have 

a comparable organization. British tanks were taken to Corps or Army rear areas to effect 

repairs. By the end of the African war, the British h y  had organized their own corps of 

electrical and mechanical engineers (EME). 

Another major problem was battlefield replenishment. The Bntish brought their 

fuel up in flimsy tins that leaked and could be cut with a bayonet ("Petrol lay around in 

flimsy square tins""); there were estimates ofup to twenty percent fiel losses during 

transport caused by leaking tins. The Afika Korps used a steel container. The British 

showed ungrudging respect for German resourcefulness; the Wehrmacht's gas cans, 

dubbed "Jerry Cans," were collected as prized booty. 

If France 1940 demonstrated the decisiveness of massed amour in operational 

maneuver, then the Western Desert was the tactical sweat shop. The debate of "armour or 

gun" was fought to an inconclusive end. Both sides scrambled to introduce better 

protected and bener m e d  tanks. The Germans started with one important advantage - 
the 88mm anti-tank gun. The weapon killed British amour at distances of two thousand 

rneters or better. The "88" provided the Germans with an anvil upon which to hammer 

British armour or a shield to deflect an attacker's blow while they attacked another more 

wlnerable part. The British seemed incapable of effectively responding to the 

challenge." 

- - 

" Moorehead, 343. Their most popular use was as stoves. A tin was cut in two, haî filled with 
rand, douxd with petml and lit, allowing the crew to " b r w  up" their te& "Brew up" was a panicularly 
desert tenn and referred both to meais and tanks. The German cans were sturdy, had an effective stopper 
and could carry petrol or water. They are stiU calledJenyeans today by al1 Engiish speaking mies and the 
basic Gemian design is dl used, alîhough the containers are now made of hard plastic. 

" "As soon as the Ge- 88-mm. AA./aoti-tank p appeared near Sollum on the Egyptian 
frontier in the summer of 1941, there were many calk on G.H.Q. Caico to release some of our 3.7-inch 
A.A. guns for anti-tank work with the Desert forces, but not tiii the Battle of Gada a year later were these 
powemil, flat-trajectory guns fined with antiiank sights and armeâ and converted to this p u n d  d e .  It is 
still a mystery why this was not done kfore and why, when as many as sixty-two were so converted, only a 
trickie of hem were in use in that battle." Tuker, 14. The British AA gun was not popular with the British 
Inlanay as an anti-tank gun Its high silhouette waç difficult to hide and its memendous back blast kicked 
up great dust clouds that promptly invited enemy attention. 



SEEKINO A TACTICAL ANS WER TO OP€RATIONAL THRéUT 

DESERT TACTICS: WIIGADE BOXES" = THE NEW BRITISH SQUARE 
The nPIVOï" and Armour Maneuver 

BRITISH FOAM 'BRIGADE BOXES: W E U  DUÛ IN INFANTRY / ANTl 
SOWN INSIDE STRONa MINEFIELDS; UNKED BY MUTUAlLY SUPP 
ARTIUERY. THESE ACT LlKE BRITISH SQUARES IN WATERLOO AN 
FORCE GERMAN 'CAVALRY' TO EITHER OESTROY 1TSEk.F IN FRON 
ATTACKS OR MANEUVER AROUND AND BE PINNED A-INST THE 

a~unim mmr-q- MOUND AND BOXES BY BRITISH HEAW CAVALRY (MASS OF ARMOUR). 
IY nEEEMECQm AGAIN, BRITISH INFANTRY IS SEPARATED FROM ARMOUR. - , 

QERMAN PZ OlVtSlONS AVOlO BRITISH OEFENOEO AAEAS; 
PUSH THROUGH OAPS IN MINEFIELDS; 
MANEUVER TO SEEK OUT AND DESfROY 
BRITISH ARMOUR THEREBY ACQUIRING 
OPERATIONAL DOMINANCE 

AIR AND ARTILLERY RESOURCES (TIME WASTED) 

/ 

Figure 5 



The US Armv: Gettina Readv for Afnca and Europe 

The tank was intraduçed to protect against automatic small anns fïre, which was 
developed so greatly during and since the World War. Its m e r  is fire against which the 
tank does not protect - the antiiank gun. That this answer failed was primarily due to the 

pitifiilly inadequate number and power of French and British anti-tank guns, as well as 
their incorrect organization. 

Gened L. J. McNair 

The Tank Destroyer concept, "initiated by George C. Marshall, nurtured by 

Lesley J. McNair, and implemented by Andrew D. Bruce, was the US -y's response 

to the revolution in warfare Lown as the blitzkn.e4."'6 Marshall, whose patience had 

been sorely tned by both the Infantry and Cavalry Chiefs, directed in 1940 that his G3 

establish a srnaIl planning and exploring branch, primarily to consider anti-tank defense. 

The foxes were in the doctrinal hen house. 

A series of Anti-tank Conferences were called in April 1941 and representatives 

included al1 Branch Chiefs. It was decided to create a "Tank Destroyer" - a 75mm gun 

mounted on a half-track - and form "divisional Anti-tank Battalions in each foot infantry 

division, motorized infantry division, and possibly, armored force division and second, to 

form GHQ Anti-tank batta~ions."~ The Infantry Branch embraced the McNair Doctrine: 

An increase in armor or gun power can have no purpose other than to 
engage in tank to tank action - which is unsound. Moreover, such a tank 
would be disadvantageous in carrying out the primary mission of m o r  - 
to defeat those elements of the enemy which are vulnerable to tanks. The 
answer to heavy tanks is the tank destroyer?* . 

Although the Louisiana Maneuvers created an armoured métier within the upper 

echelons of the US Army, Louisiana did not nail down tactical solutions. The McNair 

bund were encouraged by British experience in the Western Desert. In May 1941, the 

British lost over three hundred tanks within two days during Operation Bailleme. Tank 

Destroyer (TD) theorîsts noted the effect of anti-tank fire and felt vindicated. The fact 

'' ~ r .  Chnstopher R Gakl, Seeic, Strike. and Destrov: US Amv Tank Destroyer Doctrine in 
World War II (Fort Leavenworth, Kansas: Leavenworth Papes No. 12. Combat Studies Institute, US Army 
Command and General StaE College, l985), 67, 

" AGF Study No. 29., The Tank Destrover Historv Histoncai Section, AGF 1946, 2-3. The 
McNair case resteci on a sure fm argument to convince Congres: "It is poor economy to use a $35,000 
medium tank to destroy another tank when the job can be done by a gun costing a fiaction as much? 



that the very deadly 88mm had no counterpart in either Amerkm or British arsenal was 

overlooked. 

A year later, American Grants surpnsed the Germans. Despite the obvious 

shortcomings, their amour and fire power more than made up the difference. The 

Amencan 75mm could penetrate the "face hardened" armour German tanks were 

sporting. At long range, the Grant's amour bested the long 50mm LI60 on Mk ms. 

Predictabiy, when the new version of the Mark IV, the Ausf F2 with a long 75mm Kwk 

L/43 gun, appeared, it defeated the Grant with ease. Nonetheless, the TD lobby dismissed 

tank vs. tank engagements. Tanks were to be massed in Annored Divisions until 

breakthrough was prepared by the infantry. They would then perforrn as Mongol hordes 

and run amok in the enemy rear. The first test for Arnencan Armor would be in Africa. 

It did not work well; worse, Kasserine demonstrated the tank destroyer doctrine 

was "a fundarnentally flawed set of principles."7g Marshall and McNair remained 

unconvinced, even after a December 1942 fact finding tour retumed from Tunisia and 

declared: "The Doctrine of having TDs chase tanks is ab~urd."~* The TD programme 

continued despite their inability to survive a punch-up and, more senous, it diverted 

effort fiom the race to develop an American heavy tank. As the 5th and 8th Armies 

captured Rome, the Americans were stymied in the bocage of Normandy, slaughtered by 

Panthers and Panzerfausts -Bradley was forced to look for towed anti-tank guns because 

ail he had were S hermans and TDs. The Tank Destroyer doctrine was the old artillery 

response to cavalry: grouping gun battalions to defeat Cuirassiers with another grand 

batterie. McNair's pocket battleship solution - an armoured fighting vehicle that could 

nin away fiom trouble - did not work because eventually even the Graf Spee had to turn 

and fight. 

Its leader, General Jacob Devers, presented interesthg conclusions: The Shennan was the best 
tank on the battlefield; the tank destroyer was not a practical tactid concept; the war was a war of 
gunpower and; American troops wouid have to acquire a higher dandard of discipline. He was selectively 
ignored, Quoted by MGen E, N. Hannon, commander L US Armd Div, The Emest N. Harmon Papen. 
MHI. 



Helping the British 

The Amencan preparation for war was thorough8' American tank crews were 

introduced into desert combat by sub units which was something the Canadian Amy, 

despite efforts by McNaughton, did not a~hieve.'~ The AGF used the Desert Training 

Center in Fort Irwin, as well as considerable maneuver areas in Texas. Amencan 

armoured divisions and their staffs reached North Atiica already desert worthy. By 1943, 

American equipment was battle proven but the armoured divisions were not. The 8th 

h y ' s  post Kasserine holier-than-thou attitude enraged Arnerican officers who expected 

gratitude for saving Egypt with Grads and Shemans rather than condescending advice 

on how to beat Rommel, 

1 do not believe we should be over exercised by the opinion of the British 
as to Our organization and methods. 1 do not believe the British know any 
more about how to fight an armoured division or how it should be 
organized than we d0.8~ 

Experienced AGF tank officers noted that El Alamein had been the one major British 

success but it also demonstrated that Montgomery could not handle amour. The first and 

only tirne he created an armoured corps of two full divisions, the Coms de chasse, 

Montgomery botched the job." 

The desert demonstrated the two approaches to armoured warfare -the German 

7001 box'' versus the British two solitudes. Even within the armoured division, the 

infantry was almost an annoyance: a MA skinned target that had to be got out of way or 

protectively dug in so that the tanks could get on with the job of winning the main battle. 

The fm M4s anived in Egypt in Au* 1942 ("Great secret") and remained hidden until2nd 
Alamein. 

" An advance pariy from the tank dwelopment center in Aberdeen established an Ordnana 
Training Schopl at the Roya! Amy Corps School in Abassia , Egypt on 4 May 1942 under Colonel George 
B. Jarret~The Amencaris quickly proved accomplished at Desert maintenance and soon established theu 
own schwl, a successflll rival to the RAC Desert School. The British at first criticized: ",.. American 
upstarts who didn't know a thing about desert Mare." Canadians did a q u k  combat experience in AEn'ca 
but on an individual basis as over two hundred "Can Lean" officers volunteered to serve with British units. 
It produced battle sawy junior leaders but not the e.Vpenenced staffs and formation commanders required 
to lead Canadians in Italy and France. 

" The Emest Nason m o n  Papen. US AW. C. Aamion commandeci both 1st and 2nd Amid Divs. 

" Barnett, 269,271-282; Tucker, 252457- 



WESTERN ARMOURED DIVISIONS 1943 
BAITALION EQWALENTS 
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Figure 6 



This led to "boxes" and the "pivoty7 doctrineg' which made some sense in the desert, but 

was unfortunateiy taught as a universal armoured-infantry technique and found its way 

into Normandy. In retrospeci, the Germans did most of the teaching in the desert. They 

excelled at logistics, technology, and, most irnportantly, in tactical command. The British 

had no Rommel. Meanwhile, American opinion of their allies had not risen dunng their 

African and Sicilian exploits: 

The British soldier ... his knowledge of minor tactics in general is below 
that of our soldiers. Between British ofkers, high or low, there is no 
cornpuison. Our oficers are fundamentally better grounded in tactics than 
1 have ever seen in any British o ~ c e r . "  

By the end of 1943 the British had settled on the makeup of their armoured 

division and the Americans had been tested. They finally won their first tank battles at 

Gela, Sicily and at salerno" defeating a poorly coordinated attack by 16th Panzer 

Division. Again, the fact that naval, not tank, gunnery dissipated Kesselring's attack was 

recognized en passant. The AGF saw it as a vindication of the Sherman. Mer-action 

reports praising the M4 were accepted at face value. The prospects of repeating this sort 

of success in France seemed logical. Reports from Military Attachés in Moscow about 

the new main battle tank, the Mk V Panther, did not cause grave wony. The prospects of 

technological inferiority and a "great tank scandai" seemed remote. 

Panzer Armee Kanada 

The 1943 amour reforms lefi the Canadian hnoured Corps with four major 

formations: 1st and 2nd h o u r e d  Divisions, independent tank formations designed to 

work with an infantry Corps, and the 4th and 5th Armoured Divisions (4 CAD and 5 

. -  . 

" "The brigade is made up of three independent uni& ... the pivot is in the fonn of a triangle ... 
average side for a bde will not be more than 2400 yds." RG24 13788 HQ 4 Cdn Armd Div Trg Bulletin No. 
49 "The Pivot" 12 Oct 43, 1. 

86 in this letter, sent during the Salemo Operation, Hannon added: ". . . and if we should lose this 
bridgehead, which might happen, it will be because the German breaks through on the British side." Leiter 
to Gen M. W. Clark, V Amy. 27 Sept 43, Harrnon Papers. 

* The Gela counier-amck by the H e m  Goering Panzer Parachute Division ( 90 Mark iVs and 
17 Tigers) was met by anti-tank, tank, and naval gun fk The Germans lost forty-five tanks, of whîch ten 
were Tigers. Again, as in Tunisia, the Tiger seems to have made no serious impression. Meraction reports 
gIowed: "mighty proud of his M4 tank -... Knocked out six Tigers ..." Baiiey, 53. 



CAD) designed for the breakout and pursuit. Here was a splendid mechanized force tailor 

made for France. It was to be dissipated by both AUied and Canadian commanders. 

5 Tank Bns equk MnVArty Ratio 5:42 

Figure 7 

Each amoured division comprised two brigades. The armoured brigade held three 

tank regiments and a mechanized infantry battalion equipped with armoured personnel 

carriers (American M3 White half tracks). The infantry brigade had three rnotorized 

infantry battaiions. By 1943, the Canadian Army had given up on its own tank, The Ram 

II, but decided against using the British Churchill tank. Al1 Canadian armoured regiments 

were equipped with the American M4 Sherman. The armoured reconnaissance regiment 

was aiso equipped with Shermans as were the two independent armoured brigades. The 

divisional and corps reconnaissance regiments were equipped with armoured cars. 

Armoured doctrine stated that tank divisions were only to be used for the breakout 

and pursuit phase of war;" therefore tank support for infantry divisions came from GHQ 

Tank battalions dedicated to this role. The British army used "Tank Brigades" equipped 

with slow, well armoured "Tnfantry Tanks": the Matilda, the Valentine, and eventually 

the Churchill. In the Canadian army the infantry support mission was awarded to the M4 

Sherman, the wrong tank, saddled with the wrong doctrine. 

The Italian Ëattle School: 1943 - 1944 

We had our f h t  real battle on a divisional Ievel with the Germans. 
1st Cch Div. War Diary, 8-9 Decernber, 1943 

ss FM100-5.24 Jan 1941 and the original d& FM17-10.21 Jan 1941 ''Doctrine and 
OrganUation of the Armored Division" MHI, 



THE ROYAL CANADIAN ARMOURED CORPS 
THE 1943 REORGANIZATION 

THE CREATION OF AN OPERATlONAL FORCE 
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27 Armd Regt (SHER FUS) I 



Dunng the 1943 winter, the Allies had become completely mired in the Italian 

peninsula. The "soft underbelly of Europe" hardened as Hitler introduced e s t  class 

divisions supported by new tank battalions." The US army now had over eighteen 

months of battle expenence in Europe, which included North f i c a ,  Sicily, and the 

Salemo-Anzio battles. The Canadian army was entering its fifih month of operations. The 

British 8th Anny was well into its fifth year of war. It became painfully clear that lessons 

leamed in the Desert would not play in Europe. 

Itaiy was tough, mountainous, rugged, and cruel to annour. The terrain soaked up 

infantry and ruined tanks. Divisions slated to be "D Day Dodgers" were doomed to a year 

of bloody battle in what was to quickly become a secondary and relatively unimportant 

front. The Apennines divided Italy into east and west theatres wherein corps and artnies 

fought in near isolation. Major ranges ran north-south, minor mountains and river valleys 

fell away to the east and west, anchoring the Adriatic and Tynhenian Seas. There was no 

open country, no formational maneuver, no place to go but north. With little possibility of 

operational surprise,g0 it was the last place a tactician would contemplate armoured 

operations. Unfortunately, it was also the first place Canadians deployed their first 

armoured division. 

Despite the protests of the commander of the Canadian Forces, General 

McNaughton, the First Canadian A m y  was divided between England and Italy. The 

decision to deploy a corps in the Mediterranean was sound. Canadians needed battle 

experience to train both formations and senior staffs. This should have been done in 1942 

but the ~ i e ~ ~ e ~ ~  disaster prevented it. Sending the First Canadian Division into Sicily for 

experience made sense; keeping it there was questionable. Creating a full corps by 

deploying the 5th Canadian Armoured Division to Italy made no military sense at al1 and 

'' More Tiger baüaiions were sent SchwerPz Abt 50 1,502 and the most menacing tank destroyer 
to date, the Ferdinand or Elephant Mnety Elephants were built but were badly mauled at Kursk The siuty 
survivors formed a schwer Pz Jaeger abt (heavy Tank Hunting Battaiion) and were sent to Italy. 

" Both Salemo and Anzio were briiiiant operationai surprises that should have pmduced victory. 
Howeveq the option \vas forever gone as "D Day" approached and naval assets re-deployed to England, 

'' The fm Canadian m o u d  formation to see battle, The Calgaxy Regiment (14 CAR), was 
destroyed on the beach at Dieppe but manageci to set the right tone for the Corps: the fïrst tank off the barge 
and the nrst senior officer killed was the CO, LtCol J. G. Andrews. Terence Robertson, The Shame and the 
Glorv - Dieme (Toronto: McCletIand and Stewart, 1962), 358. The Caigaries were equipped with 
Churchiiis. For M y  they were remounted in Shermans, 



Montgomery wasted no time in telling its commander, General E. L. M. ~urns, '~ just 

that: '"You're useless to me, totally useless." 

Fiahtina in Italy: Not the Desert 

The 5th Canadian Armoured (5 CAD) did not profit by its first two commanders. 

Simonds left before he could fight the division and was replaced by Maj.Gen. E. L. M. 

Burns, his Iiterary adversary fiom the CDQ mechanization debates. Despite his passion 

for annour, Bums was not the man for the job. His sour extemal appearance earned him 

the nickname "Smiling Sunray." His superior officen quickly had reservations about his 

battle skills: "Exceptionally high qualifications but not a leader. Dificult man to 

approach, cold and most sarcastic. Will never secure devotion fiom his fo l lo~ers ."~~ 

When the Chief of Staff CMHQ, Lt-Gen K. Stuart, visited ltaiy in July 1944, he was met 

with cornplaints from General Leese, Commander 8th Army regarding 5 CAD.'~ Lt. Co1 

B. M. Hoffmeister, a militia oficer, was given the division and Burns was kicked 

upstairs. Bums did no better as a Corps Commander. 

1st Canadian Armoured Brigade (1 CAB)" quickly Ieamed some important 

basics. The Three Rivers Regiment's (12 CAR) first encounter was typical. The unit 

advanced with infantry into difficult terrain but soon becarne ~e~arated. '~  German 

machine gun fire kept the Canadian riflemen pinned down while tank hunting teams went 

Actually the fmt battiefield commander of 5 CAD was General Simonds. Before he managed to 
acquh battle experience he was appointed Commander 2nd Canadan Corps and sent to England. 

93 RG24: MG27 ïIï B 11 Vol. 54. "Officers ûverseas Personal Evaluations." Stuart aiso wtote: 
"Has prabably one of the best Wbrains in the anny and wMst he will lead his division successfUIy, he 
would give -ter service as a high staffofflcer." 

" "a. Lack of effective control of his Div. Comds by the Corps Comd; b. Improper working of the 
"G" staff; c. Poor organization of ûaffic control; d. Lack of vision and drive on the part of the Chief 
Engineer 1st Cdn Corps; e. Poor command and staffat~angements by HQ 5 Amd D i v A e  question of 
Corps C o m d e r  . . . Leese said: a That Bums is entirely lacking in the fype of personality required for a 
Corps Comd, b. That he was iacking in power of command, c. Thaî he was lacking in tacticai Sem, ci. That 
he fel t the Divisional Comrnanders and principal staff officers had lost confidence in their Corps 
Commander, .... In these circumstances Leese considered that Bums should be replaced either by a weli 
tried Canadian Commander or by the best British officer that couid be made available." Notes by Lt Gen K. 
Stuart Regarding His Trip To Italy. 21 Iuly 1944. RG24: MG27 III BI 1 Vol. 54. Stuart. 

9s Thtee armoured Regîments: 11 CAR (The Ontatio Regt); 12 CAR me Three Rivers 
Regiment); 14 CAR me Calgaq Regiment). 



afker the Shermans. Mer taking severe casualties, the 12th Annoured Regiment's M4s 

fled. New ad hoc operational procedures were quickly established: ''Tanks should not be 

sent into villages without infantry Ieading .. . mortars are a danger to the Sherman diesel 

engine."" Established drills had "infantry leading" through covered terrain. In Itaiy this 

definition stretched to include open terrain with scrub, earth moguls, thin orchards, and 

small farms. 

Battlegroups were understood in principal but, as Stacey had notedPg8 

experimenting against the Ist SS Panzer Korps would be a finishing school almost too 

dificult to handle. It was going to be a hard summer. 

Artillerv Combat 

In the nineteenth century a generai watched the battle, in the early twentieth he stared at 
an empty iandscape wondering what was happening on the other side of the hiIl ... but in 

the 1940s he could listen to the banle? 

Combat in Itdy soon created casualties from machine gun and mortar fire. When 

tanks were requested, they demanded infantry support. The riflemen hesitated since the 

very reason that prompted requests for tanks, machine-guns and moriars, were still in 

place. The preferred solution was "bags of arty fire." The conditions in Italy forced 

greater emphasis on artillery in order to Save lives. "Ammunition expenditure was 

extremely high . . . casualty lists were correspondingly reduced."loO Tactical problems, 

- - - - - -- 

97 BRAC Report, 12 û c t  43. RG24 14 186. Cdn Archives. 

Pg Stacey's critique of Canadian performance is the toughest to date: "...we had probably not got 
as much out of our training as we might have .... The Canadian Amy suffered from possessing a proportion 
of regimentai officers whose attitude towards training was casual and haphazard rather than urgent and 
scientific.", 275. Siacey iimited his criticism to commanders bdow Brigade level. 

99 Bidwell, 198. 

'" R-E, Cockran, Canadian Gunner Battle School 1943-1945: nie Italîan Caxmaign and the 
Emdovment of the 1st Canadian lnfantrv Divisions Artillerv.(1982 MA Thesis, University of New 
Brunswick) and, Shefford Bidwell Gwuien at War A Tatical Studv of the Rowi Artillerv in the Twentieth 
Centuq (London: Arms and Amour Press, 1970). See also: R G. S. BidwelI, "The Development of British 
Field ArtiIfery Tactics 19404942: the Desett War" and, " The Dwelopment of British Field ArU'llery 
Tacth: Old Pnnciples - New Methals 1940-1943" Tournai of the Roval ArtilIew Mimh and September 
1968; Shelford Bidwell and Dominick Graham Fire Power: British Wea-ns and the Theories of War. 
(Boston: George Allen and Unwin, 1985). A h ,  Kenneth Brookes, Banle Thunder. the Stotv of Britain's 
Artillerv (London: 1973); Bng A L. Pemberton, Develoument of Artilleiv Eaui~ment and Tactia 
(London: 1950); LCOL G. C. G. Grey, "Regimental Organization - A Defince and a Claim" Roval 



peculiar to Europe, were identified dunng the Sicilian operations but the gunners were 

not capable of correcting them before the peninsular campaign. "By 1941 pritish] 

artillery oficers supporting armoured regiments were mounted in tanks and equipped 

with a second radio on the tank command netw~rk"~O~ Sadly, the luxury of a tracked 

vehicle for FOOs (Fonvard Observation Onicers) was limited to tank divisions.L02 

Gunner radios were mounted in vehicles which tned to stay on roads since cross country 

movement "shook the heli" out of the set. Because vehicles could not follow the infantry, 

supporting an attack meant either the infantry reiaying back to the gunner net via radio or 

the FOO dismounting.'" Given good eommunications, the FOO spoke directly to the 

gus .  Unlike the Amencan artillery, Canadian FOOs commanded their own guns and 

could order, not request, fire. 

In 1942 when medium and heavy guns became available in greater numbers, it 

was decided to group them together under a brigadier and headquarters with an organic 

signals unit. The title for these powerful tire organizations was "Army Group, Royal 

Artillery" (AGRA). They were deployed as corps troopsl" - as many as three hundred 

guns could be directed against a target in a remarkably short period of time. Artillery 

Artillem Journal, (N0.3, 1942); G. W. L. Nicholson, The G u ~ e r s  of Canada (Ottawa: Queens Pnnter, 
1972). 

Io' Notes from the Theam of War, No. 1. (Cyrenaica: Novemkr 1941)' 4. 

'02 The common map used in mca was 1:lûû 000; these were nplaced by Italian 1:25 000 maps 
which pemitted mon detailed fn planning. Fin conaol was by "survey" - fire of mon than the 1 - 6 guns 
of a single battery could be concentrated rapidly on a single target. The gun position onicer fixed his 
position f?om the map using a compass while the observing of'fïcer plotted targets convertkg ftom tenain 
to the map grid. Canadian gunners, indeed, al1 Commonwealth artilleiy, w d  ihe British Parham system 
(General H. J. Parham. R A) that directed that every gun that could bear on the target as soon as it was laid 
and loaded, would k fired. 

'O3 "On 17 Jan in the 11 Cdn Inf Bde, three FOOs were knocked out early and another was pinned 
d o m  for halfa day. As a m 1 t  no obsemd £ire could be brought down in supportn D H i a  i71.009 D 116. 
CMKQ Tre Liaison Letter No. 9,lS Iune 44, Part IV, 1. nie Number 18 Set (portable "man packn) radio 
used a dry ce11 battery which had a Limited life. The cange was approximately two miles in good terrain. 
The Amllery w d  the No. 19 Set  This was vehicle mounted, employed a wet ce11 battery, and had a much 
gMter range; however, it was not man portable. nie Gunners also had the No. 22 Set which could be put 
on a sled and pulled by two men. Its whip antenna could broadcast 5 - 16 d e s .  Udominately, it was not 
employed below regimenîal level. An improved portable radio, the No. 38 set, was finally available to 
FOOs in 1944. It also had a limited range (1.5 - 3 miles, depending on twdin) but it did give gwiners the 
ability of going fonvard on foot and re-broadcasting thmugh their vehicle's No. 19 set. Cockran, 88. 

'04 Bidwell, 258. 



doctrinal evolution, what Cockran calls the "Gunner Battle School" of ~ t a l ~ ' ~ ~  evolved 

briskly.lo6 The appointment of Brigadier W. S. Ziegler as Commander Royal Artillery 

(CU) in March 1944 created the driving force behind these advances. Infantry oficers 

were taught a simplified method of controlling fire by observed shooting and "on call" 

targets became available in early 1944. These i~ovations lef't the 1st Corps technically 

ahead of 2nd Canadian Corps which was concentrating on the amphibious invasion. 

Gettine Readv for the Western Panzers 

There \vas to be no more experimenting. Doctrine and eqpt had to be finalized now, due 
to the short trg period avaiiable 

Minutes, Montgomery Trg Conf 1 1 Jan 14 

The Canadian tank battalions prepared for Normandy in different ways. Second 

Canadian Armoured Brigade (2 CAB) was both the designated "Army Tank Brigade" 

tasked with supporting the infantry battalions of 2nd and 3rd Infantry Divisions, as well 

as the amphibious assault formation supporting General Keller's infantry on D Day. 2 

CAB tank regiments spent much time practicing beach landings and waterproofing their 

tanks. Meanwhile, 4th Armoured Division's battalions concentrated on standard 

armoured training. 

The 2nd Canadian Corps mustered a total of ten armoured regiments. Each 

regiment paraded an average of sixty main battle tanks WTs):  fifiy-five M4 Shermans, 

twelve M4VC Fireflies and twelve Stuart reconnaissance ("recce") tanks. The 

organization called for three squadrons of M4s of four troops each. Every tank troop 

comprised four MBTs: three 76mm gun Sherman M4 but only one Sherman VC "Firefly" 

(a converted M4 with a 17pdr - 76mm main gun). Production delays had limited 

'Os Cockm, 94. There were five major Canadian offensive operations in Italy: Sicily, The Moro- 
Ortona Saiient in December 1943, The Liri Valley, The Gouu'c Line, and the Montone-Savio River. 
Problems identified in Sicily were only parîially solved by Ortona. The Liri VaIley required on the spot 
solutions for immediate probIems as they occurred in battle. It is considered a key tuming point - b r n  then 
on the Divisional Artillery was capable of providing necessary fire support and "able to experiment with 
the tactics of fire support." 

'" Flexible thne or on c d  concentrations against enemy positions replaced moving barrages and 
gained popularity as a solution to control problems. By the t h e  the 1st Corps reached the Gothic Line, 
artillery control problems had been largely overcome. Canadian gunners producai tactical innovations that 
included flexible fire plans and specinc target concentrations caiied for exclusively by radio - set piece 
artillery barrages were out of vogue, oniy o n d l  targets and smoke screens were used. Flewiility had 
become the key. 



distribution of the only tank that could kill Panther and Tiger to twenty-five percent of 

establishment (one FireFly per troop of four MBTs). It would not improve until 1945. 

Training for battle in France rarely included divisional or brigade level exercises. 

Most regiments were left queuing up for space on the Salisbury Plain or Bovington. 

Training was at the troop or squadron level. The basic level of armoured skills was 

covered in the initial (often the only) tank course offered. Armoured crew training 

comprised a four week course which covered the entire spectrum of armoured skills from 

driving and gunnery to ta~tics.'~' The final week was spent at Lullworth Ranges where 

crews practiced for hvo days firing 75mrn AP, 75mm HE Coax MG, "Ground Browning" 

(50 Cal HMG) and Pistol. A fidl five days were used for travelling, setting up, cleaning 

up, maintenance and "turning over tks to new course."108 A thirteenth day was set aside 

for rest. The remaining fifteen days were mostly spent teaching driving skills. This was 

an acceptable introduction only if supplemented by additional regimental training, 

however, the curbed availability of maneuver areas in the UK hindered this. Training 

continued on a strictly rationed basis, and generally limited to troop level. 

Meanwhile, in France, the German army had mustered the crème de la crème of 

its armoured force. The armoured formations deployed in Normandy were the best in the 

Third Reich. The term "elite" was not merely applicable, it was requued.lOg German 

panzer divisions were restmctured after the defeat at Kursk. The final version, the type 

1944 panzer division, included the equivalent of three armoured battalions and two 

panzergrenadier regiments. The tanks were grouped in the division's Panzer Regiment: a 

Panther equipped battalion and a second composed of P f l s ,  the workhone of the 

'O7 Four houn were devoted to teaching "Hull Down" and " T ~ t  Dow" positions, the sine qua 
non of tacticai survivai. Two fidi days were devoted to "Troop Tactics" and a m e r  two days were set - 
aside for squadron tactics."Sqn Tactics" included "Sqn in Defensive posn Supporting M." ûne day was 
spent in "'ïk vs. Tk action using BI& sqn against sqn, or haif sqn against half sqn, if two sqns not 
avaiIabIe." CAC Fd Trg Syllabus ( h d )  1943-44, D Hist 141.009. 

'" Alrnost 50 percent (twelve days) of the totai 28 days were spent in movement, maintenance and 
administration CAC Fd Trg Syllabus (Armd) 1943-44. 

'" Eighteen German amoured formations fought in the Nonnandy Campaign. niey included nine 
panzer, of which five were SS, and one SS Panzergrenadier Division. The remainder were independent 
battalions and assault gun brigades of which the deadiest were the three Tiger battalions and one 
JagdPanther battalion Only twa panzer divisions were alIotted complete complements of APCs: the 
Grossdeutschland, whose strength equalleû a small Corps, fought exclusively in R w h ,  however the 130th 
Panzer Division, better known as PanzerdivisionLehr, was stationed in Normandy, 
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Gennan army. The panzergrenadier battalions were victims of Allied strategic bombing; 

production could not keep up with both losses and equipment tables. Of the six 

panzergrenadier battalions allotted per panzer divisions, only one was to be equipped 

with armoured personnel cimiers, the half tracked Schützenoanzerwapen (sdKfz) 250 

series. The remainder were transported in trucks. The panzer divisions' artillery regiment 

held 105mm and 150mm towed guns and there was only one self propelled battalion, 

combining both the heavy and medium SP types, the 105mm Wespe and the 150rnm 

~ummel.  l 

The Type 44 panzer division's amour was divided between the panzer regiment 

and the PanzeSae~erAbteilunq (tank destroyer) battalion. The latter was initially 

equipped with the Sturmaeschütz III (Stug) assault gun. The Stug had a very low 

silhouette (chassis of the PzKw Mk m), was heavily armoured,' and initially designed to 

support close assault by infantry. Its 75mm StuK 40 U48 gun had proven to be an 

effective tank killer in Russia where Stugs were used both as "infantry tanks" as well as 

tank destroyers. The type 44 TD battalions were to be equipped with the new and very 

deadly Iagdpanzer IV, the larger, sleeker evolution of the Stug based on the Mark IV 

chassis. Tt camed a deadly 7Smm PaK 39 L/48 gun which could kill al1 western and rnost 

Russian tanks. 

German production did not keep up with losses or Hitler's insistence that new 

armoured formations were to be created in 1943 and 1944. Few panzer divisions in 

Normandy were fully up to establishment. Units arrived in the west as skeletons with 

very few tanks and began to rebuild in the comparative peace of France and Belgium. 

Within a few months, the ranks were filled with recruits, transferred cadres, and veterans 

coming back fiom hospitals and home leave. Tanks trickled in fiom third line repair or 

factory rebuilds and P z N  battalions "took a nurnber" and awaited their tum for 

conversion to Panther. The restructured battalions were trained in the great panzer centers 

of the ~ h i r d ~ e i c h :  Panderborne, Graffenwohr, Senelager and the former French Army 

tank training school at Mailly-le-Camp. 

"O Artillery SPs were built on obsolete or readily availâble tank chassis: the Wespe used the Pa, 
Hummel the M. AUed SPs were put on Grant, Ram and Sherman chassis. 



Initially, the Panther Battalions concentrated on their basic skills which included 

Fust line repair and maintenance, driver training, radio operating, and gunnery. By 1943- 

44 cross training was an unaffordable luxury. New crews learned only one task: driver, 

radio operatorfloader or gunner. Commander 1 SS Pz Korps, General Sepp Dietrich, 

recalled a Mk V that had to be shifted: the "crew commander drove the tank into place 

but had the greatest dificulty.""' As soon as a graduated battalion was sent to its parent 

division, the second stage of training began. This was to consist of concentrated gunnery 

and tactics based on the K a r n ~ f p p p e ,  the al1 arms team. However, training ammunition 

was scarce: "five rounds per crew per rn~nth""~ was average; few gun camps were held 

and controlled gasoline rations limited maneuvers. 

The renowned efficiency of the panzer divisions was founded upon vigorous 

training at the sub unit level and outstanding leadership. The most heavily decorated and 

most experienced NCOs and oficers were placed in charge of recruit training. The battle 

experience of the leaders made up for the limited training opportunities available. A good 

example is the 12th SS Hitle rjugend (12 HJ). Comprised of teenagers fiom the Hitler 

Youth, it was derided in the western press as "the milk bottle division," "Hitler's baby 

division" and used as an example of the deteriorating state of the German army. Within 

two weeks of battle it had mystenously metamorphosed tiom "the kid division" to 

"fanatical . . . Hitler's pet crop of terrorins .. . more animal than human" to, finally, 

elite.'13 Again the answer was experience. The oficer and NCO cadres of 12HJ came 

from its parent unit, the 1st SS LeibstandarteAdolf Hitler, the absolute standard of 

perfection. Hitlejugend ofkers  and NCOs had a minimum of one campaign in Russia; 

many had two or three and the original cadre, like Kurt Meyer, began fighting in the 1939 

Polish campaign. 

- .- 

"' B-155 SS OberGnippenmhrer Georg Keppler 1. SS Panzer-Korps 16.8-18.10.44, 2. and, MS 
C-048. SSGenëral Fri!z Kraemer, "Das L SS Pz. Korps im Westen 1944" (Part 2) Appx 2. W. See also, . 
RG24 10 677 Interrogation Report Joseph "Sepp" Dietrich, 3-6. 

"2 Operations Research OEce ORO T 117 Alvin D. Coox and L. Van Loan Naisawald, 
"SüRVEY OF ALLIED TANK CASUALTIES IN WORLD WAR II", Operations Research Office, The 
Johns Hopkins University, Fort Leslie J. McNair, Washington, 3 1 March 195 l(Hearafter cited as ORO T 
1 17). German Estimates and Comments on Their Own Tank Casudties. Anx 2, Apx E. 

IL' Luther, 58, Stacey, Victonr Camoaim, 133-137, Engiish, 212, also RG24 108 11 WD 2nd 
Cdn Corps, Enemy Int Sums, June 44, and, RG24 13766 WD 3 CID June 44. 



The Enemv Order of Battle 

German panzer divisions in Nonnandy sported a varied order of battle. Several 

had their first battalions still undergoing conversion and arrived in battle with no 

Panthers. One was partially equipped with French tanks. The Pzjaeger battalions were 

still primarily equipped with Stug III and at best had one or two companies of the new 

JPz Ns. The Normandy panzer arm looked like this: 

D M  
TK REGT: 
1st 8%. 
2nd Bn: 
StugUpzBn 

Drv: 
TK REGT: 
1st Bn: 
2nd Bn: 
SWJpzBn 

TigerBn: 
Stug Bde: 
JgdPz Bn: 
h d  n Abt: 

L E  
R Regt 3 
Mk v 
Mk IV 
JR Abt 38 

WZER UNIT 

SS PzRegt 2 
Mk v 
Mk IV 
SSStugAbt 2 

UJZ 
Pz Regt 22 
Mk mnv 
M .  N 
Stug Abt 200 

102 SSspzabt 
PzBde 394 

206erûpzabt 

5 NORMAN 
9 SS 

ss S e g t  9 
Mk v 
mIV 
SSStUgAbt 9 

116pZ 
PzRegt 16 

Mk TV 
P z  Abt 228 

503s@nbt 

Table 1 

Y 1944 JUNE 
I O  SS - 

SS P2Regt IO 

MkIV 

EuEmi 
Pz Regt Lehr 
Mk v 
Mk IV 
J I 2  Abt 130 
Tiger spzcoy 

Mkv 
Mk N 
SSJPzAbtl2 

The 9th, 2 lst, 1 16th and lOthSS Panzer Divisions had no Panthers at a ~ l . " ~  The 

strongest division in France was the Panzer ~ e h r . ~ ~ ~ p l l  Lehr panzergrenadier battalions 

l As at 25.7.44, based on retums from 5 Pz Army Daily Reports C6Abendmeldungen") and 
transhted Oberkommando West. See: Bundesarchiv RH2 1-5/44, "fiegstagebuch Panzer- 
heeoberkommando s,", Abendmeldmgen 23.7.44 - 25.7.44. See also complete German Order of Battle 
for France Iuly 1944 in : MS 8-162, Okrkommando West War Diary, translate& "The West (1 Apr-18 
Dec 1J)", MHI Panther-Abteilungen (recenlly converteci fm MkïV) arrived at the 1st moment : 

Abc Parent Div Str Month 
1 ./SS-Pflgt. 12 12.SS-PzDiv. 79 June 44 
Pz Lehr Regt Pz-Lehr-Div 89 lune 
l.kRegt.3 2.PzDîv. 79 lune 
1 JSS-PzRgt.9 9.SS-kDiv. 79 June 
l./SS-PzRgt 1 1 S S D i v  79 My44  
1.1s S-PzRgt.2 2.SS-PzDiv. 79 M y  

The numbering of each panzer division's tank regiment varied. The SS regiments took the name of 
their division: 1 SS Pz Regt for In SS LAI& 12 SS Pz Ekgt for 12îh SS W etc. The Wehrmacht regiments 
reflected a complex historical past and evolution: Pz Regt 3 was in 2nd Paruer Div, Ek Re@ 22 was 
attached to 2 1st Pz Div. FuUy equipped divisions (1 SS, 2 SS, 12 SS, 2nd Pz and PzLehr) were stabled with 
incomplete formations; for example, 9 SS had no tank desîroyer battaiion, 10 SS bad neither a Iagdpanzer 
nor a Panther battalion, ETHINT 67, WD 5 Pz Amy, 14; and, Bundetatchiv RH19IX/20 Heeres Grouppe 
B "Melduagen & Unterlagen Ic von der zeit 1.7-44 - 3 1.8.44": 16.8.44. MAI. 



had APCs, a ratio unmatched by any panzer formation in the west, including 1st SS LAH. 

The next strongest formations were 2nd Panzer "Viema" Division, and 12th SS 

Hitlerjugend. The remaining divisions averaged forty-five tanks per Mk IV battalion and 

thirty-five Panthers each.'17 Panzer Ersatz und Ausbildungs Abteilunn 100 and Panzer 

A b t e i b  206 were equipped with obsolete tanks118 that were good for chasing maauis - 
away from rear area headquarters but little else. 

Three of the panzer divisions were "bom" in the west; the 9th SS Hohenstauffen, 

10th SS Frundsberg and 12th SS Hitle jugend were raised in Belgium and France and had 

about one year of training.'lg At the beginning of the Normandy campaign, the 9th SS 

and 10th SS were in Russia, sent there in April 1944 to rescue the 1st Panzer Army 

trapped in the Tamopol Pocket. They returned to Normandy as the 2nd SS Panzer Korps 

""t tas, a shadow of Rommel's old unit Its two understrength MkIV battalions, augmenteci with 
a surprishg number of PzMk IiIs, included outdated French tanks: 94 Mark IVs plus Stunngeshilb 
Abteilung 200: 23 Somuas, 43 Hotchkiss and 45 Lorraine converted to tank destroyers, mounting German, 
French or Russian 75176mm guns in open moured compartments, built in local fa~tories on the initiative 
of the division staff. Lefebvre, 120-123 and, RG24 10677, Interrogation Report GenLt Feuchtinger, 25 
Aug 45. 

I l 6  97 Mk IV, 86 Mk V, 40 WJPz IV, and a Company of Tiger Us. Its King Tigen were 
cursed with a myriad of mechanical defects and only 6 reached Normandy. 

"' Table 2: Panzer Arm strength as at 7 June 1944: 

The 9th Panzer Division participated only in the Faiaise Gap and its tanks were quickly Iost in rearguard 
actions and mechanid breakdown, The independent Stug brigades were actually assault gun battalions 
redesignated by OKW as brigades in 1944. They were depIoyed in small packets as "infantry tanks" in the 
American sector. 

"' Pfirsaa 100 had 27 tanks (8 Hotchkiss, L Renault B-l, 1 RKwm and 17 Renault R-3 5s); 
PzAbt 206 had 23 tanks (14x PzKw 38-H 73S(f)Sotchkiss; 4x PzKw 3 5 4  739(f):Somua S-35;and Sx 
PzKw B-2 740(f): 8-1  bis). See: Lefebvre, 122423. 

9th SS UHBhen~tauffen" was r a i d  in Janwy 1944 and by Febniary was îraining at Mailly-le- 
Camp; its sister unit, 10th SS "Frundsberg", also raised in Jan 43, trained in the Angouleme area, then in 
the Pyrenees. 12th SS "Hitlerjugens' was raised in June 1943 and trained in the Beverloo, Belgium 
miliîaxy training area. RJ. Bender and H.P. TayIor Uniforms. Ormnization and Histont of the WaEen SS 
Vol 3 (San Jose: Bender, 1972), 43'57, 95. For a Gennan twiew of the orîgins of SS Division heraidryy 
See: "A Speech made by Himmler to the 17th SS Pz Gr Division, 'Goetz von Beriichingen' " 10 Aprii 44, 
in France. Anu 2 to G2 Periodic Report No.32,12 Anny Group. Chester B. Himen Papers. Documents and 
Reports FoIder Juiy 1-15,1944. MHL 



on 26 June; by then al1 three "Hitler Youth" divisions'20 were veterans. The 

Panzerdivisiodehr began as an elite unit simply because it was formed by grouping the 

staffs of the panzer training schools throughout Germany. The instnictors, decorated 

veterans, formed a division of experts. Allied Intelligence had some problem with Panzer 

Division 130 (Lehr) at first. c'Lehr" means "training" and it was assumed this was a unit 

composed of raw recruits. It mon became painfully evident what PanzerLehr really was. 

Lavishly equipped, it fought with a detemination and expertise that quickly won it 

genuine respect. 

Only three Tiger battalions were stationed in France during the Normandy 

campaigns - al1 three fought exclusively in the Caen sector. The 10 1 SS and 503 

schPzAbt were generally east and south of Caen and the 102 SS fought Southwest of 

Caen in the Odon-Orne triangle. Tiger battalions were organued into three 14 tank 

companies for a theoretical strength of 45 tanks. This was rarely the case and troop 

strength was never maintained once combat began.lZ1 The Tiger battalions were 

originally intended to be both independent units and part of a panzer division's "schwere 

komoanie." In early 1944 the heavy tank policy was changed; Tigers were no longer sent 

to panzer divisions but now formed exclusive independent units, "schwere panzer 

abteilung" (schPzAbt), heavy tank battalions under corps control to be grouped with 

divisions only as required. The first were Wehrmacht Abteilungs and began with the 500 

series, SS Tiger Abteilungs were formed in the summer of 1943.'" 

''O 9th and 10th SS had large cadres of Hitler Youih Most 9 SS m * t s  were ethnic Gennans 
from Hungary, and the Berlin ana - 70% were conscripts. The 10th SS was sllnilar. The 12th SS was raised 
as " a new elite all-German division.,.a second Leibstandarte." The Micers and NCOS were drafted from 
the lstSS LAH, and while most of its recnrits were volunteen directly from the Hitler Youth, it had a 
portion of conkripts and even HiWi volunteers from eastern front PWs. See: Hubert Meyer 2-8, Luther 1- 
1 L Bendedïaylor, 44,58,96. A h ,  M. Cooper The Ge- Armv 1933-1945 (London: Scarborough, 
199 1). 502-3. 

"' The oniy Tiger battalion to be equipped with KingTigers, besides the "lost" Company in 
PanzerLehr, was Schwerepanzerabteilung 503. The unit had ban fo& in May 1942 and had fought at 
Kursk where it was credited with "501 tanks, 388 anti-tank guns ..." destroyedLefebvre, 114, 

'* They were renumbered in Oetober 1944; 10 1 SS became 50 1 SS schPzAbt , 102 SS became 
502 SS, and so on, 



The advent of the Stalin, the T34185, and to some extent, the Firefly, put an end to 

the Tiger's virtual invincibility.'* Tiger 1 production was entirely stopped in August 

1944, tapering off as Tiger II construction took over. This was considered a mistake by 

Guderian and other panzer generals. The time lost during the changeover to the more 

complex Tiger II deprived the Germans of several hundred MarkVIs. The King Tiger was 

the better tank, but by 1944 the question was quantity, not qudity. Any super 75mm gun, 

let alone an 88, was sufficient to kill any allied tank and most Russian armour. In the end, 

only fourteen KingTigers actually fought in Normandy. The combined Tiger strength of 

the three schwere (heavy) battalions totalled eighty-nine tanks124 on D Day. 

Canadian Mechanization: Conclusions 

The first step in forming the CAC was basic training, a task at which Worthington 

excelled. The second, doctrinal training, was to prove elusive to the Corps. It was 

eventually taught as pure theory and remained as such, but current theory changed 

seasonally with each British defeat or victory in the Western Desert. Although the 

Canadian Armoured Corps' equipment would be on a par with any western ally, its 

leadership was in dire need of operational experience. The Corps was rushed off to 

England where it would be schooled in the ways of desert warfare and guided through the 

lush downs of southem Dorset where training was doomed to endless repetition of 

squadron drills across cramped training areas where solutions to field problems were 

soon committed to memory by the dullest tactician. Divisional exercises were not held 

except as comprehensive movement problems which worked the division and corps staffs 

but fnistrated the regiments and brigades since most areas, especially wheat fields, were 

stnctiy off limits to amour: 

"The Tiger, for a long time regarded as a 'LXe insurance Policy*, is relegated to the ranks of 
simply a 'heavy tank' .. . No longer can the Tiger prance around obiivious o f  ihe laws of tank tactics.. .This 
means, inter dia, that Tigers can no longer show themselves on crests 'IO have a look around* but must 
behave lke other tanks." Orders were to cross crests oniy "in a body, by rapid bounds, covered by fire" - or 
else "detour," lnstntctions to Tiaer Abt crews fm l n s ~  General Pz Troo~s June 44, MS C-048. SSGeneral 
Fritz memer, "Das 1. SS Pz Korps im Westen 1944" (Pm 2) Appx 2, MHI. 

124 l a  Company, 503 schPzAbt. KingTigers for 3rd Company "reached Paris, but not Nomandy." 
Lefebm, 119.503schpzabt: 24 Tigers; 10 1 SS: 37 Tigers; 102 SS: 28 Tigers. MS 155, Geneml der 
PzTruppen Knieger, " 1 SS Pz Corps (16 Aug- 6 Sep 44)"; MS B W ;  B-748; B-749, Gen der WSen SS 
Bittrich, "II SS Pt Coqs (14 Iun - 5 JuI 44)"; and, Lefebvre; 114-119. 



We often fail to get the full value fiom our training because of restrictions 
that are imposed to prevent damage to crops or to property. So many 
orders have been issued on this subject that officers and men hesitate at 
times to leave the road; as a result we oRen see head-on collisions [tactical 
battles] with no attempt at quick deployment off the road, rapid maneuver, 
and flanking movements. Al1 this is very bad . . . it leads to unreal 
situations; it also devefops bad habits within units, and reacts adversely on 
the standard of minor tactics.12' 

Tank crews sent to Normandy were skilled in driving, communications and at an 

acceptable gunnery standard, but their regirnental and brigade cornmanden had no idea 

what to  do with them in open country. Meanwhile, in Canada, bisected with efficient 

roads and rail heads, hours fiom the tank assembly plants ofDetroit and Montreal, lay 

vast training areas that extended for hundreds of kilometres. The rush to meet the 

Empire's demands denied the Canadian Army its own formative maneuvers. It may be 

argued, of course, that with the gunner-infantry attitude prevailing in Ottawa, no new 

doctrine would have emerged had they occurred even then. Certainly Worthington had 

neither the political clout nor, perhaps, the vision to organize operational level exercises. 

Camp Borden and Dorset would have to do. 

The Canadian Army did not convert to mechanization; it was raised as a 

mechanized army. It was the solution British, French, and American philosophes had 

argued for: put tanks into the cavalry; accept the obvious, simple fact that the essence of 

the cavalry spirit is mounted warfare, not horse warfare. Unfortunately, the Canadians 

implernented British techniques with little regard for their own roots. The Cavalry 

adopted RTC terminology, style, and attempted to redefine itself around the black beret. 

The CAC was built on ersatz traditions and imposed doctrine. Although the Canadian 

Army was to becorne, proportionally, the most mechanized in the entire war, the 

Canadian Armoured Corps Iacked experienced commanders. 

In Canada we have no soldier trained in the operation of what responsible 
military opinion recognizes as the potentially most powerful arm of the 

Comments by LtGen B. L. M Montgomery as Coma South East Command. Nevertheless he 
went on to state: "Tracked vehicles, such as tanks and caniers, can do great damage to cultivated fields 
unless gmt case is taken, Such vehicIes will keep to roads whenever thcy can. When moving across 
country they should avoid cultivateci fields, rwt crops, hop fields etc." RG24 14136 WD Commander 
Canadian Corps Dec 42: "Damage to Crops and propew Issue4 11 May 42, 7,11. 



s e ~ c e  - and what is more serious, no officer trained in the command of 
this arm.'" 

Burns's words were prophetic. The Canadian Amy's failure to produce officers qualified 

in temperament and experience to lead m o u r e d  formations was to cost dearly. 



CHAPTER TWO 

MANEUVER WARFARE IN THE BEACHEAD - TWO ARMOURED BATTLES 
Buron: 7 June 

Battlegroup Cunningham vs. Kampfgmppe Meyer 

As the bats  moved slowly f?om the quayside the pipers cf irnbed to the bows ... 
Every North Nova tingled as he heard the "Ath011 Highlandersn 

Will R Bird 

D Dav Amour 

The Normandy landing was an impressive example of Allied power. Although the 

Soviet strategic offensives were far more formidable machines of destruction, the 

technical sophistication and organization of Overlord was unequalled. The West, at last, 

drew admiration f?om Stalin. Surprise was total. OKW was taken completely off guard 

and did not release the panzer divisions in time to launch a counter stroke that could have 

destroyed at least one of the landing areas. Major-General R F. L. Keller's 3rd Canadian 

Infantry Division assaulted Juno Beach, supported b y the 2nd Canadian Armoured 

Brigade commanded by Brigadier R. A. Wyman. Its DD (Duplex Drives) Shermans 

"swarn in" and provided the first waves of infantry with direct guntire. Although some 

tanks were swamped, the Shermans that did reach the beaches rattled the German 

defenders, a second rate "static division," the 716th Infantry. The unit had been stripped - 

down but it still had mortars and artillery. Despite the questionable quality of its troops,' 

the concrete and steel made up for naturai bravado? 

German formations in France had been stripped of their mce companies and best men. 
Replacements consisteci of older men and "Kiwis" - volunkers from the PW cages of the Russian front At 
least a third of most German Uifantry divisions (and some Panzer and SS units) had Ukrainians, Poles and 
Russians* 

The 7 16th fought well in its bunkers with some m p s  hanging on a f k  they had been 
ninounded. The radar station at Douvres, a gmup of bunkers, held out for days and would mate xrious 
problems for thc Keller by denying the North Novas effective aiiilIery support on 7 June. Soicey, Victow 
Cam~aign, 122024,134, 



One squadron of armoured cars h m  a British unit was to provide the division 

reconnaissance. A vanguard of Keller's own recce, "A" squadron, The 7th Recce Regt 

(17 Duke of York's, Royal Canadian Hussars), landed with the first waves but was 

organized as dismounted "Contact Detachments." The Dets were both insurance and 

court spies. They established a supplementary communications link "whose primary task 

would be to see that the divisional commander was kept informed as to just what his 

Battalions were doing."' Medium Reconnaissance, which meant to discover the location 

of the enerny armoured reserves as well as information on the Orne crossings, was 

assigned*to "C' Squadron, The kins of Court Regiment. The British armoured cars "were 

to lunge forward as soon as coastal defences were overcome and destroy al1 bridges over 

the Orne along a fifteen mile ~tretch."~ However, "C' Squadron Ianded late smack into a 

jam of vehicles. At one point, the divisional commander himself was directing trafic.' 

Keller did not receive information about German reserves and key bridges were not 

destroyed. The 21st Panzer and 12th SS moved fieely across the Odon and Orne ~ i v e r s . ~  

The Canadian armour that survived the landing was aggressively handled. The 

deepest Allied penetration on D Day was by the 6th CAR (The First Hussars). A troop 

fiom "C' Squadron penetrated to Secqueville-en-Bessin but, without infantly support, the 

tanks withdrew to the safety of the beach defence perimeter for the night. 

German React ion 

Field Marshal von Rundstedt did not control his own armour. The SS panzer 

divisions were operational reserves, released by ~ i t l e r  himself. Control of Wehrmacht 

panzers was a compromise reached after what Von Geyr called a "cock fight." Rommel, 

Stacey,- Victorv Cam~aim, 82. Most de&' radios went dead. Aggressive officers moved along 
the beaches "looking for things to do." InteMcw with LtCoI W, Bowen, 17 DYRCW, Elgin, Nav 1989. 
Bowen evennially directed naval fïre agauut a beach gun that was blodang the Winnipeg Rifles' pmgress. 

4 Stacey, Victorv Cam~aign, 8 1. 

was in the middle ofthings, directing Iraaic himseif. We n m r  did get off the beaches unti1 
dark" Personal interview, correspondence with General S. V. Radley-Walters, 1987,1990,1993. 

GenLt Edgar Feuchtinger, "History of2 1 Pr Div" ETHINT (Ewoaan Theatre Intellkence 
Series), MS (Manuscn'pt) B-63 1, MHI. 



as commander of Amy Gruppe B, was permitted control of three panzer divisions: Znd, 

2 1 st and 1 16th  ant ter.' 
General Edgar Feuchtinger's 2 1 st Panzer Division would react quickly, but its 

meagre strength was dissipated in a series of confused orders that led to wasted 

countermarches. The 21st Pz was not a first class formation. It supplemented the Mark N 

Battalion with an ersatz collection of assault guns. "Panzer Abteilung 200" sounded 

menacing but could only fight fiom ambush. Nevenheless, the only panzer counter-attack 

conducted on the aftemoon of 6 June was launched by Zla Panzer Division. M e r  

initially chasing British and Canadian paratroopers around the West bank of the Orne, . 
Feuchtinger ordered the 1st Abteilung of Panzer Regiment 22 to attack the gap between 

Juno and Sword. This dangerous thmst was stopped by British anti-tank fire from the low 

ridge n e z  Périers. Although the PzIVs were forced back, the acco&mying infantry, 

elernents fiom Panzergrenadier Regiment 902, actually reached the Coast at Lion-sur- 

Mer, separating the Canadian and British beachheads and relieving 716 units. They did 

not stay. Fleets of gliders flying over their heads to LZs near Caen convinced them they 

were about to be cut oE The amour battle continued near Bieville and Périers. Oberst 

von Oppeln-Bronikowski, commander of Pz Abt I, ordered his tanks ont0 the defensive 

near Bieville. They checked the advance of 27th British Brigade from hull down 

positions and, arguably, saved Caen. 

The D-Day actions of 21 Panzer have corne under some criticism. General 

Marcks, Commander LMCIW Korps, saw them leave their start line but was not 

impressed with the hesitancy of the panzerkompanies. Nevertheless, Lion-sur-Mer was 

reached by eight p.m. - this success was followed by a premature decision to abandon the 

town. Although there was plenty of light, confusion dominated the battlefield. The 902 

proved to be a scrappy outfit and did not simply run away. They hit Le Régiment de la 

Chaudière that evening, overru~ing a platoon and causing some consternation in 8th 
- -- 

7 He did not own the most powerfrii unit in Normandy, Panzer Division 130 (Pz Div Lehr), which 
was at fidl strength - a rarity in the Wehrmacht. However, Pz Lehr had to r e d  its Panthet battalion which 
was entrained and en route to Russia. The Panthers were k ing  loaded at 0230 on June 6th but the bn did 
not get widenvay untiI 1700 D Day. By 1830 the Division began its march fiom Chartres - some 200 miles. 
By 7th June it had lost 84 ~ c W p c i r n e  movers/SP guns, 10% of its trucks and 5 tanks to air strikes. 
Effects of Strateaic and TacticaI Air Power on Mil iîaw Operations: Amex No. 17. "Summary of 
Obsemtions Genedleutenant Bayerein, CG Panzer Cehr Div on Effect of Air Attack June 1944- to A p d  
1945." 5 June 45. The Sheffield Edwards Papers (G3 Air SHAEF). MHI. 



Cdn ~ r i ~ a d e . *  By the moniing ofthe 7th both Pz Abt 1 and PzGren Regt 902 were 

northeast of caeng astride the Orne River blocking approaches fkom Sword. 

The one panzer division capable of launching a serious counter stroke was the 

12th SS Hitlejugend Panzer Division but it was beset by delays. Its road march was 

targeted by Allied "Jabos'' (fighter bornbers). Only one regiment and portions of the Mk 

IV battalion reached Caen by evening. D Day armoured battles were a series of gun duels 

between Canadian tank troops and German anti-tank guns. The 12th SS vanguard, thanks 

to the delay battle fought by 21st Panzer Division, reached Caen and deployed north of 

the city. 

The Canadian Commanders 

D Day's main task was to get troops ashore and establish a beach head - SHAEF 

did not want another Dieppe. The Canadian D Day commanders were hand-picked for the 

mission. 3rd Div was an amphibious assault division. Major General Rod Keller, who 

looked like he could punch his way into France, was chosen because he would eventually 

make "a two-fisted and competent Corps ~ornd."'* However, he did not impress 

Lieutenant General Kenneth Stuart, the Chief of Staffat CMHQ: "Pompous, 

inconsiderate of othen. Anything but brilliant and much over-rated. Consider that he has 

not the ability to command a Brigade in the field much less a ~ivision."" 

Keller, who had survived a minor discipline problem quietly handled by Canadian 

Army Headquarters, seemed to have Generals H. D. G. Crerar's and G. G. Simonds's 

confidence. He certainly was the man to get the battalions ont0 the beach. But he proved 

unable, both tactically and spiritually, to get much more out of his troops. Keller 

answered to a complex command stnicture: General Crocker who commanded 1 Corps, 

General Miles Dempsey, commander 2nd British Army, and finally, Montgomery who 

led 21 Amy Group. General Omar Bradley (1st US Army) would soon command the 

Amencan 12th Army Group but was operationally subordinate to Montgomery, 

Stacey, Victorv Cam~aigh 134-135. 
9 Feuchtinger, 8-63 1. 

'O RG24: DHist 3 12.009 Stuart Comspondance, 26 March 1944. 

" RG24: MG 27 ID, Bi 1, Vol 54. File: ''Officers Overseas Personal Evaluations? 



appointed to fight the bridgehead battle by the Allied Supreme Commander, General 

Dwight David Eisenhower. Until he felt ready to move his headquarters from England to 

France, Eisenhower made Montgomery responsible for both lodgernent and breakout. 

Direct British command over Canadians would continue until the commander of the First 

Canadian Army, General Crerar, had landed both his infantry divisions. The 2nd 

Canadian Infantry Division (2 CID) was to follow 3 CID as soon as the beaches could 

accept more traffic. 

Once 2nd Canadian Corps was ashore, its commander, Lieutenant General Guy 

Simonds; would assume tactical*control. He had been well regarded as a division 

commander in Italy: 

Most outstanding oficer but not a leader of the type that will secure the 
devotion of his followers. Similar in characteristics to General Burns and 
would give his best seMce as a high staffofficer. Has undoubted ability 
and will fight his division and make few mistakes. l2 

When the remainder of the Canadian contingent had landed in early July, First Canadian 

Army Headquarters would be established under General Crerar. It was to prove to be an 

interesting exercise in personalities. Simonds and Crerar already disliked each other; a 

silly incident in Italy just made things worse.13 

Montgomery did not think much of Canadian senior oficers in general. If he had 

a Canadian favourite, it was Guy Granville Simonds, British bom, with an agreeable 

Empire style that fit in easily with any British staff. Straight shooting Canadians who 

were criticai of British methods (and there was much to be critical about) were disliked 

and dismissed as cmde Americans, or worse, colonials. General Montgomery considered 

l 2  RG24 MG27 ilI B 11 Vol 54. Stuart: ''Offices Overseas Personal Evaluations." 

" Simonds disliked his oid boss Andy McNaughton and was instrumental in embarrassing him 
publicly during the Italian campaign. EIe next fought with Crerar; their correspondence contains a forgive 
and forget tesalution that was made through clenched te th .  Crerar had arrived in Itaiy to take over 1st Cdn 
Corps. He wished !O quickly establish a headquarters and bring Simonds under his control. Simonds did not 
wish to answer to Crerar. He prefemd Montgomery. When Crem sent his LO, Capt Ki* to measure 
Simonds's command caravan sa he couid have a duplicate buiit, Simonds gave Kirk a blast and threw him 
out. Crerar feIt this was a personal stight to himself, which it was. The two officers exchanged a series of 
legal site4 single spaced, typed Ietten over the event while the Corps was fiating Germans. By the third 
series of exchanges, Simonds apdogized (sort of) and the two agreed to forgive and forget; they didn't. 
RG24 Crerar Papers: Italian Correspondence with Simon&. 1943 CMHQ intemal stniggks even reached 
the ean of the Min of National Defense. ."..telegams that have passed ... like those emanating fiom 
partisans on opposite sides than from CO-workers fiom a cornmon cause? RG24.3 12.009. LD52. Stuart 
Correspondence. 26 March 1944. 



Simonds his protégé. The Italian campaign had tested Simonds as an infantry 

commander. For a gunner, he did well; but then Italy was a gunner's war. 

Simonds's next appointment was commander, 5th Cdn Armoured Division. He 

never took it into action. By January 1944, he was in England, selected to cornmand 2nd 

Cdn Corps. He brought George Kitching with him and gave hirn the 4th Cdn Armoured 

Division. Kitching had served Simonds as GSO 1, in 1st Cdn Div Headquarten. His only 

annoured command, indeed his only major command was the 1 Ith Infantry Brigade, 5th 

CAD. As he was whisked off to England by Febniary 44, he was unable to get any 

experience in the workings of a large armoured formation. He did, however, put in one 

brigade attack: 

My brigade had not been able to train with tanks during December .. . we 
had M e  opportunity to train with the Three Rivers Regiment before going 
into action alongside them. So the need for much closer CO-operation 
between amour and infantry was the first of our lessons. We also 
discussed the pros and cons of the artillery barrage and whether it might 
have been better to do our initial attack on a two-battalion fiont instead of 
one. l4 

Kitching's appearance in London did not meet with Crerar's approval: "1 am 

opposed to comrnanders being followed, wherever they go, by their persona1 

fav~untes."'~ Nevertheless, Crerar could be professional in his evaluations. By May 

1944, he indicated to Stuart that he was prepared to choose Simonds over Burns as his 

replacement: "In my opinion, both Simonds and Burns are capable of filling the 

appointment of Army Comd. Of the two, Simonds would probably be more brilliant and 

show more drive in field ~~era t ions . " '~  

Simonds's amval at 2nd Cdn Corps promptly resulted in a severe shake up in - 

command: "He was not noted for an abundance of tact or discretion. Even Montgomery 

l4 These same words rnight have been written to describe 4 CAD's performance aAer Totalize. 
See: Gen George E. Kitching, Mud and Green Fields (St Cathe~es: VanweII, 1993), 174. Kitching 
commanded L1 CIB from 1 Nov 43 to 13 Feb 44, His brigade attacked into the Ortona Salient (1548th 
lanuary 54). The 5th Armd Div did not get into any serious "mouredn action untii the batîies for Rome 
(24 May4 lune). See a h ,  Stacey, Victorv Cam~aim, 367-370,427,692. 

'' MG 27 m. B Il ,  Vol 54. Letter to Stuart. 17 Jan 44. 

l6 RG24 MG27 III B 1 i Cnrar Papers Vol 3. 'Top Secret to Gen S hrair 16 M&y 44. 



found his protégé 'a little headstrong.""' General Worthington was sacked from 4th Cdn 

Armoured Div because he was too old. Simonds's youth movement swept out any 

battalion commander or brigadier who Simonds decided was antediluvian. 

1 renard it as a first dutv of every commander and cornmandina officer to 
see to it that the command of subordinate formations or units is in fit, 
competent and ener~etic hands. In this matter there can be no com~romise. 
and 1 consider a cornmandina officer who tolerates ineffective 
subordinates. is himself unfit for the responsibility of 
command. '8[underlining is Simonds's] 

Simonds went on to explain his philosophy of command. He produced a ~mprehensive 

slate that outlined the "~ssentia1'~ualities'in the Leader." These included: 

In no sense listed in any order of priority ... Moral Qualities (Character 
and loyalty); Mental Qualities (Knowledge, Judgement, Initiative and 
Alemess) and Physical Qualities (Fitness, Ski11 at Arms and Youth). "A 
man is never too young for a job, but he may be too old .... If an ofiicer is 
fit to command a unit at twenty-five, he will be twice as good in comrnand 
as he will be at thirty-five.y''9 

While some unit commanders may have deserved to be canned, there were a lot of 

tactical babies thrown out with the geriatric bath water. General F. F. Worthington did 

not shine as a trainer of divisions, but he was a trainer of men. His exercises in the UK 

demonstrated little finesse and rudimentary understanding of m o u r e d  doctrine at the 

operational level. Worthington liked to surprise his enemy by doing the unusual. Sorne of 

his tactical ploys were regarded as silly pranks, and some were. Stuart did not think he 

had the stuff to command a division: 

Aggressive, with reputation as fearless fighter. Not a good 
disciplinarian. ... Allows his interest to become absorbed in too many 
matters outside his cornmand, leading to comp laint of dificulty of 
securing proper direction and guidance on the part of his subordinate 
commanders. Consider present command too high for his abilities?' 

His replacement, Major General George Kitching, had absolutely no moured  

experience and arrived in Normandy without a single divisional training exercise under 

" James Eayrs, In Defence of Canada - Pexernakine and Detenence, floronto: University of 
Toronto Press, I972), 61, 

l 8  ~ ~ 2 4  Vol 10925 239 C3 (Dg) Simonds to "AU Fomtion Commanders 2nd Canadian Corps" 
19 Fef, 44. 

l9 RG24 Vol 10925 239 C3@9) Simon&, 3. 

" MG27 Ili B 11, Vol 54. ''Officers Overseas: Personal Evaluations." 



his belt. He had vimially no time to train "his" division. Simonds's comrnand decisions 

before Normandy were cunous; in Iuly and August, they were to prove deadly. 

Plans and Geography 

During the Thunderclap Conference held on 7 Apnl44, Allied commanders 

agreed on three initial phases for Normandy Operations: "(a) the seinire of the lodgement 

area, including Caen and the country south and east of it; @) the occupation of the 

Cherbourg peninsula; and, (c) the seinire of the Brittany ports."21 With Caen secured, the 

Allies were in a position to strike for paris or Brittany. If Caen remained in German 

hands then the Allies would be forced into a "battit! of the beach head" - fighting to get 

enough physical room to actually land their breakout force. The geograpiijj of Nonnandy 

is divided in two main areas. West to east, the ground is mostly bocage (extensive hedge 

rows with thick roots that prevented armoured maneuver) except for the area around 

Caen. The only clear area, indeed, the ben tank country in north-west France was south 

of Caen. A May 1944 Intsum (Intelligence Summary) circulated to D-Day formations 

gave this description of the Caen battle area: "Topography: low lying, featureless, gently 

undulating cultivated counttyside . . . there are few hedges."" Given operational surprise, 

aggressive action could deliver Caen into Allied hands by 7 June. Kudos for Rod Keller's 

initial success belonged to the Company and battalion cornmanders who wrestled the 

defences f?om German hands. Keller's ability to command his division in battle was 

about to be scrutinized. He could take a beach, but could he take Caen? His first test was 

on 7 June. 

'' RG24 Vol 12745 htentiew with Lt Gen G. G. Simonds by C, P. Stacey. 

RG 24 MO45 IntSum Apx A ta 2 CAB 00 No. 1. May 1944. 



9 Brigade Strikes for Caen 

His blood spanered face was very pale and al1 at once each man realized that the war was 
very near. 

Will R Bird: NNS land on luno Beach 

By the morning of 7 June the situation at Juno looked most promising. The 

beaches were secure, al1 three brigades and their amour had corne ashore, and no major 

German counter-attack had taken place. Save for 21st Panzer's raids against 8th Brigade, 

there had been no serious enemy activity. The radar station at Douvres held out and there 

was only sporadic fire along the Canadian front. Every now and then a solitary anti-tank 

gun or machine gun would open up, but the soldiers quickly dealt with these 

interruptions. The aim was to take Caen and the road to Caen lay open. Keller ordered his 

depth formation, commanded by Brigadier D. A. Cunningham, to strike south and capture 

Carpiquet airport. 

Cunningham was a lawyer from Kingston, Ontario. A tall, well spoken, intelligent 

oflicer, he was fiercely proud of the fact that he commanded the only "Canadian 

Highland ~r i~ade .""  He had previous battle experience in Italy (he had been Crerar's G1 

Ops) and was well liked by the British; both Crocker and Dempsey had great 

expectations of him. Cunningham got along with Simonds and c r e r d 4  but he did not get 

.along with his irnmediate boss. He considered Keller a "sergeant On D-Day, 

Cunningham pushed the 9th through 8th Brigade and set up Brigade HQ in Basly, about 

two miles from the Front line that extended south to Villons-les-Buissons. Later, General 

Keller confided to Crocker that he felt Cunningham had "failed to take  objective^."^^ 

9 CIB comprised: The Highland Light Iiifantry of Canada The Stonnont, huidas and Glengarry 
Highlanders, and The North Nova Scotia Highlanders. Cunningham aiways wore a Balmoral and often 
sported a kilt Personal interview with Brig D. A Cunningham, Kingston Ontario, 14 Jan 1990. 

'' RG24 MG 30 157. Vol 8L D Crerar Papas. Confidential letter to Stuart 10 hi 4. 

Cunningham did not think much of Keller's intellestual ability and considemi his Divisional 
Commander pushy: "1 don? think he really h e w  what the heil to do ... 1 don? think he had al1 the quaiities a 
divisional commander should have ... leading and knowîng his troops." Keller had prwiously instnicted 
Cunningham on the Militia Statf Coune at RMC. He stili treated Cunningham as "a studenr" C-nghaen, 
4. 

'' It is not clear, but likely that Keller was a d y  referxing to the attack on Carpiquet. RG24; 
MG30 157. Vol 8LD. Crerar Papers. Hand written Confidentid Ietter h m  Brig k E, Waiford (DA&CMG, 

e - 
1 Cdn Amy) d e r  interview with Keller, 13 Jui 44. 



Carpiquet Airfield was located southwest of Caen on a flat plateau that gave away 

to the south and the Odon River. The plateau overlooked the junction of the Orne and 

Odon rivers. On a clear day, one could see across the Orne ont0 the plain that led to 

Bourguébus Ridge. Looking south past Fleury, Verrières ridge lay on the horizon like a 

beached whale. Control of Carpiquet gave a commander domination of the Orne 

crossings as well as a direct route to the center of Caen, the bridges leading to Falaise, 

and Paris. Should Cunningham capture Carpiquet and exercise a bit of initiative, he could 

push another of his three infantry battalions through the open ground of the Caen 

hippodrome directly to the hotel-area and Gestapo headquarters. This would give him 

immediate access to the Orne bridges. Should an aggressive divisional commander follow 

up 9th Brigade with a determined push and 2 CAB'S tanks, Caen could easily fa11 on the 

second day of the invasion. Carpiquet was not defended. The only Gerrnan units in the 

area were a motorized flak platoon on the airfield itself and a battery of 105mm medium 

howitzers. Al1 three units were from the 12th SS (Hitle jugend) Panzer Division. 

The Hitleriuaend Panzer Division 

12th SS was raised in 1943 near Beverloo, Belgium. Its cadres were mostly 

volunteers from the Hitler Youth, although it had transfers fiom Wehrmacht units as well 

as genenil conscripts." The officers and Non-Commissioned Oficers (NCOs) were 

combat veterans drawn from the Hitle jugend's "parent" unit, the Leibstandarte AdoIf 

Hitler (LAH), the elite 1st SS Panzer ~ivision.~* The average recmit age was seventeen 

and the soldiers were treated accordingly. Kurt Meyer boxed the ears of a homesick 

soldier who had run away during basic training: "That's in place of your father. Now off 

'' h addition to transfers and consaipts, the division's other ranks uiduded about 500 Italians, 
Russians and Volksdeutsche. Hubert Meyer, Knegsgeschichte der 12.SS-Panzerdivision "Hitleriugens' 
(Osnabciick: Munin Verlag, 1987).Vol2 and, Hubert Meyer, ûans H, H. Henschier, The Histow of the 12. 
SS-Panzerdivision "Hitler Junend" (Whrûpeg: Fedorowicz Publishing, 1994), 6-8, a h ,  Craig W. H. 
Luther, Blood and Honor: The Historv of the 12th SS Panzer Division "Hitler Youth". 1943-45 (San Jose: 
R James Bender Pub., 1987), 30-33,62,93. 

Besides cadres of NCOs and jr oniccrs, 23 high ranking (Captain and above) offices transferred 
h m  1 LAK to 12 HI including the Div Comd, Fritz Witt, Hubert Meyer, Max Wiinsche, Arnold 
Jürgensen, Heinz Rinz, Hans Scappini, Wiielm Mohnke, Bernhard Krause, Gerhanl Bnmer, Elans Siegel 
and Kurt Meyer himseif. See: H. Meyer, 802-8 13. Also, Rudoif Lehmann und Ralf Tiemann &e 
Leibsîandarte Band NII, (Osnabruck: Munin Verlag, 1986). 



with you, and do your duty like the others. The matter is forgotten.'" The parental 

attitude to cornmand was an intelligent choice. Most Hitle jugend soldiers had fathers on 

the Russian fiont and Ieft home while their families endured the horrors of Alied 

strategic bombing. Many had recently lost one or both parents. The officers and Senior 

Non-Commissioned oficers were more like older brothers; the unit commanders were 

father figures. 

Many officers and NCOs, in fact, took a special interest in the boys such 
as letters to authorities and even comforting them when homesickness 
stmck. Divisional policy in general promoted an unusually close 
relationship between unit leaders and their troops. The result of such a 
bonding process would be poignantly evident during the Normandy 
campaign, when, on occasion, young soldiers risked their lives to retrieve 
the bodies of fallen leaders.30 

Despite the larger than life legends associated with the 12HJ, it was not raised as 

an elite panzer division, but as motorized infantry. A visit by General Guderian in 

October had so impressed him that he at once accepted their request to be upgraded to a 

panzer division. This was not easy in 1943. That the unit received any equipment at al1 

was due to its progenitor, the 1st SS, and the efforts of its well connected officers. The 

commander of Hitle jugend's Panzer Regiment, SS Brigadier Max Wünsche, ("decorated 

like a Christmas tree.. . approx 6ft 4in in height, broad shouldered.. .a good looking man, 

blonde, with eyes not unlike Meyer's, and in one phrase, the perfect example of Aryan 

youth as laid down in the pages of 'Mein Karnpf .. ?) had served as Hitler's aide until 

he convinced his reluctant Führer to allow him to fight with the LAH in Russia. The unit 

acquired equipment by pleading and scrounging. Its first armoured vehicles appeared via 

1st SS largesse. Wünsche's initiative gave the W Panzer Regiment a unique look in the 

German panzer corps. When Italy surrendered in 1943, Wünsche raided the storage 

depots of the Italian navy and brought back brown leather coveralls and jackets made for 

" "Discipline was strict, the youths forbidden to drhk, smoke or to patronize the local brothels. In 
fact, any reiationship with girls was prohiited for those under 18. The boys were given sweets instead" 
Luther, 62,74. 

30 Luther 62. 

" RG24 L0474 "Spial Interrogation Report BdeFhrer Mau Wünsche Comd 12 SS Pz Regt", 24 
Aug 45. The commander of 9th Panzer Kompanie was von Ribbentrop, son of the Nazi foreign minister. 



Italian submarine crews. The Ieathers proved to be an excellent protection for tank crews 

against bums and were the envy of German and Allied armoured units alike. 

12 SS was a 1944 type panzer divisi'n. It was organized around three maneuver 

units: a panzer regiment and two panzergrenadier regiments. S S Panzer Regiment 12 

comprised two tank battalions: a Panther battalion and a PzKw M k  IV battalion. 

Although its infantry was designated "panzergrenadier" (armoured infantry), there were 

fewer armoured personnel carriers (APCs). The average was one Schützen~anzewaaen 

battalion per regiment, but the 12 SS only had one APC battalion (in Mohnke's 26th SS 

PzGren Regiment) for the entire division? The unit was supported by dual purpose 

FLAK 88mm and a strong artillery regiment. 

The division's order of battle included 177 tanks.33 In addition, the division's anti- 

tank battalion had three companies (28 vehicles) of the JagdPz IV, a vehicle better 

armoured than any Allied tank, superior to the Mark IV, and mounting the same gun as 

the Panther. Unlike Allied tank destroyers, the Genan JagdPanzers were weli armed and 

armoured. They could both support infantry and fight Ailied tanks. Main battle tanks 

were used in the recce troop instead of light tanks. The 12th SS was unique in that it had 

a fifth tank company in its second battali0n.3~ On 6 Iune the 12th SS fielded 185 tanks; 

the total MBT strength of its opposite number, the 2nd Canadian Armoured Brigade (2 

CAB) was 190 Sherrnans and 33 Stuart reconnaissance tanks?' 

" 12 SS PzDiv(as at 6 lun 44): SS Pz Regtl2: 1st Bn 63x PzVPanther, iInd Bn 94x RIV; SS Pzjg 
Bn12: 28x PzjgIV and 12x 75mm Pak 40; 12 SS PzArty Regt: Only one of its ihree batîalions was seifpropded. 
In Bn 12x Wespe lO5mm SP, 6x Hummel lSOmm SP; iind Bn: 18xlOSmrn towed; IIIrd Bn: 4x LOSmm towed, 
12s l5Omrn towed; The division had its own multiple rocket launcher battaiion, "Nebelwerfers." SS 
WerferAbteilung 12: 12x 150mm Nebelwerfer; 6x 280mm Nebelwerfer, 6x 320mm NeMwerfer; SS 
FlakAbteilung 12: L2x 8 8 m  FI& 9x 37mm Hak: 25th SS PzGren Regt; 26th SS PzGren Regt (3rd Bn in APCs); 
Recce Bn; Pioneer Bn; and three support services battalions. Commander: SSBrigJhr. Fritz Win; Chief of Stm 
Stubaf Hubert Meyer: SS PLRegtl2: Ostubaf Wünsche; 1st Pz Bn: IUrgensen, 2nd h Bn: Prim SSPzGrenRegts 
25,26: Staf Kurt Meyer, Mohnke; Recce: Stubaf Bremer. H, Meyer 3 52-359. 

94 Panzer IVHs, 63 Panther Gs, 12 Panzer 3 8 0 s  and 8 mmmand tanks. RKw IV AudH 
featured a high velocity Kwk 75mm U48 gun nie Panther mied the hot KwK42 W O  75mm gun. The Pz 
38(t) was a Czech tank and used by 12 SS Fûûs as an arty comrnand vehicle. See: H. Meyer and, F. U 
von Senger und Etterling, Die Dcutschen Panzer 1926-1945 (Munchen: Lehmanns Verlag, 1965). 

" Perhaps due to von Ribbentrop's connections, he ended up commanding the extra company. 

35 RG24. WD 2 CAB. Tank State 6 Iune 1944. Each regiment reporteci 55 Sherrnans, 12 VC 
Fireflies and 11 Stuarts. However, Stacey notes: " The 1st Hussar's sûength had been so reduced in the D 
Day fightùig that squadrons had to be combined into one and the regiment was not ready to give immediate 
support to the infanûy when the advance began." Stacey, Vktorv Cammkhh 126. 

I 



The first 12th SS unit to reach Caen was the 25th SS Panzergrenadier Battalion 

cornmanded by SS Brigadefiihrer Kurt Meyer. Six years' battle experience in Poland, 

France, the Balkans, and Russia had produced a battle-wise, aggressive commander. 

Meyer's dynarnic career eamed him the title "Schnelle Meyer." By the time he 

commanded the 12th SS Division, he was known as "~anzerme~er . "~~ 

Standing approx 5 ft 10 in. in height, broad shouldered, thick set, his 
whole appearance dominated by his cold grey-blue eyes, which fixed one 
with what almost.amounts to a stare whenever he is talking, Kun Meyer is 
the personification of National Socialism.. . . On military matters his mind 
was crystal clear, and once having orientated himself on a map he was 
able to go through the campaign phase by phase giving strengths, 
boundaries, tasks with consummate ease. The whole time, however, his 
conversation was coloured by the pride that he had in his men and the way 
they fought." 

12 HJ's progress was hampered by Ailied air power and petrol shortages. The Panther 

battalion and Mohnke's 26th Pz Gren Regt would not arrive in Caen until the night of the 

7th. The Panzer Division Lehr was so heavily attacked that it would not reach the 

beachhead for days and 21st Panzer had shot its bolt. 12HJ was alone. The counter-attack 

against the Allied beaches had to be conducted by Meyer's brigadegroup. Neither the 

German nor the Canadian attack plan was particularly creative. Keller ordered 

Cunningham down the main road and that's exactly what Cunningham did. The 9th 

Brigade advanced "one up": the North Nova Scotia Battlegroup marched south on the 

Les Buissons-Carpiquet macadam. 

Meyer, with his objective, "The Beaches," deployed his regiment "three up." His 

battalions were spread across the fiont line in an arc. The 3rd Battalion was on the lei? 

near the western outskirts of Caen and to the rear of the Abbaye Ardennes, which served 

as Meyer's command post. The Abbaye was a miniature fortress; its high Stone walls 

surrounded gardens, ponds, great medieval barns, a main residence, and the great Abbaye 

" "Panzenneyer's" iank experience was limited to panzenaeers in Pol& He made his name as 
the dare devil CO of the motorcycle Company and the recce battalion. The "panzer" sobriquet is more a 
referenœ to character rather than exploits in tanksC The Chiefof Staff of 12 SS was Hubett Meyer, no 
relation. The officers were given a cigarette ration. Since he did not smoke, the COS traded his cigarettes 
for sweets and jam He was privately called "Marmaiade Meyer." Personai interview Hans Siegel, 199 1. 

RG 24 10474 Special Interrogation Report BdeFühret Kurt Meyer C o m d  12 SS W, 24 Aug 45. 
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itself which was a tall feudai structure with splendid carvings gothic windows, and four 

turret-towers. Each turret was about five s t o h  in height and provided magnificent views 

over the Caen countryside, overlooking Cussy, Authie, and Gnichy. The northem towers 

faced the chamet beaches - "le manche" could almost be seen. 

The 2nd Bn deployed northeast of the Abbaye at Bitot, parallel to 1st Bn in the 

village of La Folie. Meyer arranged Prinz's 2nd Bn in a tight arc behind the infantry 

battalions. The 5th and 6th Pz Lompanies were astride the Caen-Bayeux highway, 

covering Carpiquet and the Abbaye Ardennes. The PzlV's killing zone was the main road 

from Les Buissons that led south through Buron and Authie to Carpiquet. 7th Pz Coy was 

southwest of the Abbaye Ardennes just above St. Germain-la-Blanche-Herbe. Captain 

Hans Siegel's 8th Pz Kompanie was south of La Folie, supporting 1st Battalion. 

"Company" is generous as Siegel's entire command was 4 PzIVs. The 9th Pz Company 

was held in reserve south of the Abbaye. Prinz's battalion paraded less than fifty tankdg 

In support, Meyer had a large slice of the division's artillery and multiple rocket 

launcher regiments (iOSmm, 170mm and Nebelwerfer batteries) as well as the infantry 

guns integral to the rifle bat talion^?^ In addition, he was given medium and heavy flak 

(dual purpose 88s) which he deployed along the left and center as an anti-tank gun line. 

From his position high in the northwest tower of the Abbaye, Meyer could see the wide 

panorama of the front. On his left rear was Carpiquet and the main highway to Bayeux. 

Behind him were the spires of Caen, and to his far right were elernents of 21 Panzer 

blocking the approaches from the British beach at Douvres. Across his front was the open 

flat ground that led to the Canadian beaches. Nothing was seen of Canadian troops, 

although firing was heard in the direction of Les Buissons and Douvres. The barrage 

balloons on the horizon gave a good indication where the center of each beachhead was. 

How Meyer planned to storm the beaches is not clear. Based on his Russian 

experience, there was a good chance that if he broke through the outer perimeter and 

began to nin a&ck in the rear areas, the Canadians would panic and collapse. He did not 

think the Canadians were going to be tough to crack and referred to them as "kleine 

" Siegel cstimates "About 30 panzers [from II Pz Bnl participatecl in the 7 Iune attack." interview 
Hans Siegel, Normandy and Bad Teinach, 199 1,1992. See dso Luther. H. Meyer, and K Meyer. 

39 Gemian doctrine ailowed infanûy regiments and battdions lavish nurnbers of 8 1mm mortan as 
weli as low velocity 75mm assault guns. This "regimental airy" was towed or manhandled into position. 



fische."" Information ftom both 716 and 21st Pz told Meyer he faced the better parts of 

two divisions on two separate beaches. His joumey to Caen must have convinced hirn of 

the deadliness of Allied fighter bombers, but his Eastern Front background could not 

have prepared hirn for the weight of naval gun fire that awaited him should he get close 

to the beaches. Conversely, the closer the combat, the safer he was. B y  striking quickly, 

breaking in, and playing the fox in the hen house in the beach administrative area, Meyer 

could be safe from both ariillery and air, but he would have to move quickly. His armour 

had arrived in dribbles, held up by air attack, mechanical breakdown, or empty fuel tanks 

Wünsche's Panthers were stranded east of the Orne waiting for fuel, and Meyer's men 

were tired after twenty-four hours of road marching. 

The Canadians 

The Canadian battlegroup was based on the Nonh Nova Scotia Highlanders 

(NNS) which consisted of a unit from the Maritimes whose officers and men were a 

hardy collection of fishermen, farmers, and hard-rock miners. The NNS was grouped 

with a unit tiom Quebec, The Sherbrooke Fusilier Regiment (27 CAR). The "Sherbies," 

recruited fiom Quebec's eastem townships and the western provinces, like the NNS, were 

mostly a collection of farmers and miners. Their officers were generally fiom the cities, 

many of whom were students or graduates from Bishop's University. Both units were 

hard working "no frills" regiments and, by 1944, thoroughly trained. However, unlike the 

12 SS, neither the Canadian oficers nor the NCOs had any previous battle experience. 

The NNS comprised four infantry companies supported by its own mortars, anti- 

tank platoon, and reconnaissance platoon. The Support Company had enough bren gun - 

carriers4' to mount a Company; basically, the Novies were "leg infantry" - they walked to 

'O RG2J 10677 htenogation Lt General Feuchtinger, CO, 21s PzDiv. 25 Aug 1945.: "When 
Feuchtinger had bnefed Meyer on the situation, the Standartenführer asnind the GenLt that the English 
"kleine fische" (Me fish) would soon be thrown back into the sea." 

'' Fully tracked, üghtly moured utility vehicIes; no over head cover and m e d  with the Czech 
designed "Bren" gm, the siandard light machine gun found in an uifanny &on. The caniers were 
slightly larger than a Jeep but had good cross-countxy ability and were certainly preferable to advancing on 
foot. 



battle." The Sherbrooke regiment was three squadrons strong. The Regimental 

Commander, Lt.Co1. Me1 Gordon, had his own Headquarîers troop and the Regimental 

Recce tmop which held eleven M2 Stuarts, with hinets." The North Novas, comrnanded 

by Lieutenant Colonel Charles Petch, ("his ability as a soldier and his forceful personality 

were responsible for the unit's attainment of a high degree of efficiency9'") were 

supported by a platoon of medium machine guns fiom the 3rd Divisional Machine Gun 

Battalion, The Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders of Canada, and a troop of Ml0 tank 

destroyers tiom the divisional anti-tank battalion. Artillery support was to be provided by 

14th Medium Field Artillery Regiment (Pnests); naval gunfire was to be controlled by a 

Naval Fire Direction officer. 

The Advance to Contact 

Petch did not begin his advance until7:45 a.~n.~ '  Minor sniper and long range 

anti-tank fire seems to have delayed the NNS. The opposition possibly consisted of 

detennined 7 16 stragglers, but more probably incorporated remnants of the same 2 1 st 

Panzer Combat team (192 Pz Gren ~ n ) ~ ~  that had hit Le Régiment de la Chaudière on the 

night of the 6th. Petch deployed his battlegroup; Stuarts tiom 27 CAR recce troop led as 

the vanguard: 

Behind them came "C' Company of the Highlanders, nding on the 
battalion's carriers. Next came a platoon of medium machine-guns from 
the Cameron Highlanders of Oaawa, a troop of tank destroyers of the 
divisional anti-tank regiment, two assault sections of pioneers and four 
battalion 6-pounders. Behind this vanguard, which was comrnanded by 

-- 

42 North Nova Scotia Hinhlanden: Pipe Band and HQ, four rine companies A, A, C, D; Anti-tank 
Platoon: 8x 6 pdr; Mortar Platoon: 12x 3" mortan; Recce Piatoon? Pioneer Platoon, Carrier Platoon, Si@ 
Platoon. CO: Lt Col Charles Petch, 2IC. Major D. F. Forbes, RSM loe MacNeil, A Coy: Ma. L. M. Rhodenizer, 
B Coy: Uaj J. W. Douglas, C Coy: Maj 3. D. Learment, D Coy: Maj C. F. Kennedy. 

" "Canadian" Scuarts in Itaiy had their ninets nmoved and were wd as both recce and FOO 
vehicles. Normandy Stuarts kept their nrrr~t and the 37mrn gun "Policy re removal of Stuart m e t s  left to 
discretion of fmns." RG24 14 186 BRAC HQ First Cdn Amy? 3 1 h l  44, 

Will R Bir4 No Retreating Footste~s the storv of the North Nom gentville: Kentviile 
Publishing, 1983), 25. 

a Stacey, Victow Cammign, 127. sec dm Meyer, Craïg, von  LUC^ 
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Major J. D. Learment of the North Nova Scotias, came the main body of 
the advanced guard, three infantry companies riding on Sherman tanks? 

Petch controlled an amour heavy battlegroup which consiaed of a full regiment 

of tanks and his own battalion. In the open country south of Les Buissons, the tanks 

should have been leading and maneuvering fieely. Instead, they camed infantry. In the 

M y  doctrine of 1944, tanks were ordered in support to infantry. Although this was a 

situation where someone (Cunningham or Keller) should have ordered an armoured 

battlegroup with ''infantsr under command" to strike for Caen, no one seems to have 

thought it.48 The Kampfmppe principle was not being practiced by Canadians. 

Meyer, an infantry commander* had tanks under direct command. More 

important. Meyer was fonvard, observing the battle. Cunningham, in British-Canadian 

style, was at his Headquarters following events based on radio situation reports. While 

the North Novas appear to have simply driven south astride the road, there is evidence 

that LtCol Gordon attempted some maneuver with his squadrons, but since they canied 

riflemen, it must have been limited. Until the infantry dismounted, the tanks were, & 
facto, "battle taxis." There was a minor skirmish with anti-tank guns before they secured - 
~ u r o n . ~ '  Tt had taken Petch three houn to advance less than two miles. 

47 Stacey, Victont Campaim, 128. 

It would not have been too ~ ~ c u l t  to sort out The 27th CAR and the NNS were old friends 
and had rehearsed this e.uactly a year before on Exercise Ram "designed to practice close cooperation 
between the North Novas and the Sherbrooke Tank Regiment" By June 44, after three 36 months in the 
UK, the NNS had completed 21 major training exercises: Beaver IL, Thistle, Conqueror, Beaver IV, Tiger, 
Harold, Alpine, Ladybird, Airedale, Spartan "the grpatest offensive exercise ever staged in the mi liiary 
Estory of these Islands" -London Tines 12 Manh 1943). Welsh, Beach, Ram, Scaipsie, Ulysses, Pirate. 
SnowbaiI, Push, Endeavor, Pedal, an4 Rank. "... the Novas rode on tanks ...." Bird, 39. They could not 
have k e n  better trained or more ready. 

T w o  88-mm guns are said to have been knocked out kfore the vülage was in our hands. Bumn 
was ocnipied by 11:50n RG 24 15271 WD NNS 7 June 44. According to Hubert Meyer, thac were no 88s 
in Buron. There were 88 Flak guns fiom 1/Flakl2 outside Cussy and in Franqueville but it is not clear if 
they deployed then before or after the Buron battie. No fiom 12 SS opened fim before 1400. Meyer 
did note T o  the Ieft were only stragglers fiom 716 Irif.Div and smaIi groups of the 21.&Div, pmbably 
fmm panzerjagerabteilung ZOO? H: Meyer, 40. See also ETHINT MS 8-8 14 "InteMew Pz Col Fria 
Kraerner", 28.4.48. 



First BIood: "Panzers - March!" 

Suddenly, al1 hell broke 100s. 
RSM "Biii" Baillie, NNS 

The Canadian battlegroup's advance had been observed with great interest by 

Meyer fiom the Abbaye's turret?O He decided to delay his own attack and engage this 

very promising target which was pushing south so nicely concentrated, its flanks totally 

exposed. 'Xe immediately directed that fire could only be opened on his order."" "B" 

Company, North Novas, pushed-towards Authie which was approximately 1200 meters 

south of Buron. The infantry dismounted halfway and the Shermans deployed to give 

covenng tire. "Shortly 'C' Company passed two platoons in camiers through 'B'. Mer a 

short skirmish they took Authie and proceeded to dig in on the south edge of the village, 

which was under intense rnortar and aitillery fire."52 It is not clear who was involved in 

the skirmish as 25 SS was not yet launched into the counter-attack. The 9th Brigade 

Operations Log has Authie secured at 1300 hours. "Ten minutes later the Brigade 

informed Division that there was amour 800 yards east of   ut hie...."" 
At this point Petch stopped al1 aggressive action, even though "27th Armoured 

Regirnent's Stuarts had reported themselves in Franqueville, close to ~arp i~ue t . " '~  By 

now "A" Company had also dismounted their tanks and were pushing on alone. Petch 

had decided to withdraw the troops in Authie and form a "battalion fonress" on the rising 

ground north of the village. "A" Company accordingly dug in southeast of Gruchy. 

Meyer's initial instructions were compromised when Petch stumbled into a firefight, lost 

initiative, and decided to dig in. Clearly, the Canadians could not be tempted further. 

Meyer's concem grew as tiom his northeast he saw British tanks "assembling in the area 

south of ~olomb~-sur-~haon. ' '~~ With Petch declining to advance and settling for a vague 

'O 12W HQ Sigs section had rigged wire to the tumt providing Meyer with communication with 
his entire command His arty Fûûs also used the Abbaye as an OP. 

'' H. Meyer, 42. 

Stacey, Victorv C m ~ a i m ,  128. 
53 Stacey, Victorv Cam~ainn, 128. 

Stacey, Victorv Cam~aim, 128. 

" H. Meyer, 42. 
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"fortress" around Buron, the circumstances were perfect for a bold brigade commander to 

take the reins and initiate maneuver warfare: use the Novas as the Brigade "pivot" and 

swing a second battalion ont0 Carpiquet since the lead squadron of 27th CAR was just 

about there. This is what the 1944 doctrinal instructions described and these were the 

accepted tactics. But there was no leadership fiom brigade. Cunningham was still well 

back; ninning the battle by acquiescence. Once Petch lost the will to pus4 9 Brigade 

stopped cold, which was unfortunate because Cunningham had two tiesh infantry 

battalions down the road. Up to this moment, Save for scattered fire and a few stonks 

ftom mottars, nothing significant had occurred. Suddenly the situation came to a head: 

Untersturmfiihrer Porsche was reconnoitring with his four Panzer IVs 
along the Franqueville-Authie road. At 1400 hours he unexpectedly 
encountered Sherman tanks of the Sherbrooke Fusiliers which were 
approaching from Authie. In the brief fire fight three of his panzers were 
knocked out? 

Meyer wasted no time. He tumed to the commander of the 12th SS Pz Regt, Max 

Wünsche, who was with him in the Abbaye turret, and signalled the attack. Wünsche 

promptly issued the order "Panzers-March!" and the Hitlerjugend whirlwind descended 

on Petch's Maritimers. 

Buron: Phase 1 - The Attack of the 3rd /25 SS PzGren 

Captain Fraser kept shooting until he was killed. So did the North Novas with him, and 
the Sherbroake Fusiliers and the Cameron Kighlanders who ekcted to fight to the finish. 

Will R Bud; Norh Nova Scotia Regiment tiistory 

The tactical situation was not in the Canadians' favour. The leading Stuarts of the 

27 CAR Recce Troop had reached Franqueville and the troop leader actually reported 

seeing Carpiquet airfield." They disappeared frorn the battle the moment Wünsche 

ordered his tanks forward. They were likely immediately engaged by Ptinz's 5th Panzer 

Company which presumably destroyed most of them very quickiy.5g The German attack 

" H. Meyer, 12. 

" htemiew Gen Radley-Walters, Caen. 1992. Franqueville lads to the Bayeux highway and then 
falis into a Iow gully made by the main raiIway Iine to Bayeux. Beyond this dead ground one can easily 
make out the green sweep of the airfield and the spires of Caen. The Stuarts must have felt îhey were 
practically in Caen. 

'' The midnight June 7thTank State reporteci by 27 CAR to 2 CAB shows only 2 operationa1 M3s 
out of the troop's complement of 11. RG24 14045 WD 2 CAB 8 June 44. 



"surprised the enemy in the left flank.. . . Within a short time several Shermans were in 

flames and e~ploded."'~ Petch's battalion, with both flanks in the air and no support at 

hand, was caught flat footed as the lead companies were txying to extricate themselves 

From Authie. "C' Company and part of "B" Company were ovemn. Things became tmly 

perilous when it was realized that the supporting Canadian artillery regiment, 14 R C 4  

was not in range and could give no indirect fire support!o Worse, the Naval FOOYs 

communications completely broke down, thereby elirninating any hope for naval gun fire 

as we11.~~ Although the Highlanders and their supporting tank squadron fought 

determiiedly, the enemy attack swept al1 before it. Directly, "A" Company near Gmchy 

was hit and afier a solid fight, it too, was ovemin: Al1 that stood between Meyer and Les 

Buissons was " D  Company, frantically digging in at the southeast corner of Buron. 

Tank and Infant? Close Ouarter Battle 

As German infantry pushed fonvard through the waist high ~ h e a t , 6 ~  their Panzer 

IVs swept wide to the West of Authie and Gnichy to cut off Buron. They were met by two 

squadrons of the 27th which swung Ieft and right around Buron in an attempt to Save the 

leading cornpanies. 5th and 6th Panzer Companies were hit by both Sherman tank fire 

and Canadian anti-tank guns. Four Panzer IVs were immediately set on fire. As the tank 

battle raged, the Hitle jugend launched their attack on Buron. But "D" Company would 

not budge and heavy house to house fighting ensued. Buron, 1500 meters north of 

Authie, was in range of 14 RCA and, for the first time, the panzergrenadiers had to 

contend with heavy indirect fire as well as desperate small arms fire from the North 

Nova's platoons. Further, the Sherbrooke squadrons' fire was now augmented by tire 

'' H. Meyer, 42. 

14 RCA was "stepping up" by battery during the NNS advance but came under "continuous 
mortar fire" in itsnew gun area (probably from the Genans at Douvres). Uajot ' 'J i ie"  Stewart recails 
taking both direzt and indhectfire while ûying to deploy. InteMew, Bdr. J. Stewart, Juiy 1994. 

6t "Bili" Baiiiie, a NNS Sgt at Buron, rememkrs seeing "the yowg Naval officer standing on the 
road beside his useless radio, crying - just crying in hsûation." Personai interview RSM W. Baillie, 1992. 

The attack was filmed by an SS Cinema team: b/w footage shows a bright sunny day, the ta11 
wheat fields mund Buron and the young panzergrenadiers, half hidden in the grain, advancing with their 
tanks. See: NFB archives in Montreal, The Canadian National Fiim Archives, Ottawa and British Fiim 
Archives, British War Museum, London; the film has close-ups of hocked out 27 CAR Sherrnans as well 
as a frame of a haif burned sweatshirt with a crest and idenmcation "Canadian Anourecl Corps." 





fiom the Tank Destroyer troop near Les Buissons. Although not effective against Panther 

and Tiger, an Ml0 could dispatch a Pz IV with ease: T h e  defense by the Canadians was 

so strong that the panzers had to tum backmWg Buron held. 

Buron: Phase 2 - The Attack of the 2nd /25 SS PzGren 

At 1500 hours Meyer ordered his center and right wing to attack. The battle for 

Buron appeared to be in hand, but strong British forces were demonstrating on his far 

right and making a bid for Carnbes, on the north road that led to the center of Caen. 

2nd25 ss Pz Gren had no enmy in front'and the Canadians on its right were 

withdrawing. Its commander, Sturmbannfihrer Scappini, attacked through St. Contest 

and into Galmanche "without encountering serious resistance, bothered only by artillery 

fire."" The supporting panzer companies followed the panzergrenadiers in a wide wedge 

formation, pausing every now and then to exchange fire with the Sherbrookes on their far 

lefi. The lst125 SS was not ready to attack and waited until Scappini's companies had 

secured their lefi flank before advancing against Cambes where they knew the larger 

parts of two British infantry battalions, and at least one armoured regiment, awaited them. 

The confusion around Buron continued. Petch fell back towards Les Buissons 

while Gordon's tanks gave him covering fire. Although the infantry battle had been al1 

SS thus far, the tank battle was better matched. The PtKw IV H was a fair counterpart to 

the M4 Sherman. Each tank's gun could defeat the amour of the other at extreme range. 

The S herbroo kes were concentrated around Buron with sixty-seven gun tanks, inciuding 

twelve Firefly 17 pdrs; the 2nd Pz Battalion was strongly supported by artillery and 88 

anti-tank fire but committed its tanks piecemeal. 5th and 6th Panzer Companies had no 

more than twenty tanks between them and, even if 9th and 7th Company got in the odd 

lucky shot, the combat ratio was still about forty to sixty-seven in the Canadians' favour. 

Prinz's 5th and -6th Pz Companies were short by at least seven tanks, while the 27th CAR 

was augmented by additional fire fiom the Ml0 troop near Les Buissons. Nevertheless, it 

" H. Meyer, 42. 

" K Meyer, 43. As Scappini and his wmmand group were out on a rem, they6'were surprised 
by three advancing Canadian îanks." Scappini was kiiied. 



was about as fair a tank fight as one got in Normandy. The Sherbrookes had the 

numerical advantage, but the experience edge went to the panzers. 

Cunningham had still not corne forward and continued to follow events via 

wireless. Brigadier Wyman did the same. His location is not confirmed, but, in 

accordance with Canadian procedure, he was likely CO-Iocated with 9 Brigade or Keller's 

Headquarters. As he became aware of the tank battle, he reacted to Gordon's pleas for 

support. At 1430 hours 27 CAR reported themselves heavily engaged with enemy tanks 

in the Buron area and asked for reinforcement. Brigadier Wyman ordered 10 CAR to 

stand by.to move in full strength and went. for~ard.~ '  As Meyer's second phase 

commenced, 3rd/25 SS gave Buron another try: 

. . . attack on Buron with the remaining panzers. Again, house to house 
fighting. Many pnsoners were taken. We pushed past the edge of town. 
Heavy machine gun fire, we pressed Our heads into the ground. There was 
no possibility of fùrther advance. We had to withdraw again." 

Once more "Dm Company defeated its attackers. The confusion of battle could not 

result in any sort of rational deployment by Petch. "D" Company, or what was Ieft of it, 

held Buron. Remnants of "A" and a large part of "B" Company were in the grain between 

Buron and Les Buissons. Gordon's amour was on the flanks mostly to the east, 

engaging 5th and 6th Pz Coys as well as the newly appeared 7 Pz Coy as it headed 

toward St. Contest. The center approach was covered by TDs and what was left of the 

NNS anti-tank platoon.67 The 3rd/25 SS attacked again. 

The German attack consisted of two waves of infantry, then the panrers 
advanced slowly and purposely. The infantry of the Novas withdrew to 
positions directly south of Les Buissons. As it tumed out, only five men of 
"C' Company and few of "A" Company made it there. German infantry 
pursued thern, recaptured Buron and then attacked "D" Company of the * 

RG24 11045. WD 2 CAB, 7 June 44. "At 1430 27 CAR reported thernselves heavily engaged 
wiui en tanks in the area of Buron and asked for relief. Bng Wyman ordered 10 CAR to stand by to move 
in fiill strength and went fwd using 2 HQ tanks to make a persona1 recce of the sk At 1700 Brig Wyman 
tctumed with the news that the situation was in band-" RG 24 14045 WD 2 CAB 7 June 44. 

" Strummann Vasold ceport. Quoted in H. Meyer, 42. 
67 The piatoon, m w  under cornmand o f  Sergeant J. L Martui, deployed in the ta11 grain c o v e ~ g  

the center mad leading to les Buissons. They were at the m e q  o f  any attacking infantry. E.uposed and 
unnipponeci, thcy opened fire on  a RIVtmop as it attempted to skirt Bumn and drive into Les Buissons. 
Personal interview, J.1. Martui, 199 1. 



North Novas with Bayonets. Our tanks rolled past "D" Company and 
retreated with only minor 10sses.~~ 

"D" Company hung tough and beat back the assault. Undaunted, Ostubaf Milius 

organized his companies for yet another attempt. Throughout, a defeatist attitude 

prevailed in Petch's headquarters. 

The battalion prepared to defend itself to the last. When the panzers came 
around the fianks, the remaining tanks of the 27th Canadian h o u r e d  
Regiment, the self propelled anti-tank guns in the woods of Les Buissons, 
and al1 light infantry weapons opened fire over the heads of our own 
troops on the north edge of ~uron.6' 

"D" Company's stand seemed tb put thin@ into some sort of perspective. A potential rout 

becarne a partial withdrawal to a final stand, but then the final stand area became the start 

line for a battalion counter-attack. 

Buron: Phase 3 - The Attack of the lst/25 SS PzGren and The North Nova Counter-attack 

At 1615 hrs Meyer launched the third and final stage of his attack. Waldmüller's 

1st Battalion moved north toward Cambes supported by Siegel's 8th Panzer Company. 

The objective was the village of Anguemy, five miles north and halfway to the Coast. As 

they reached Cambes they ran into two British units, 2nd Royal Ulster Regiment and the 

tank squadrons of the East Riding Yeomanry. A bloody battle ensued with heavy losses 

on bath sides, Eventually the Ulsters withdrew but Waldmüller was too battered to 

pursue. He ordered his Kampfgmippe to withdraw to the southem edge of Cambes. Both 

sides settled for a stand OR'' 

Meyer's attack had ground to a halt. He had taken heavy casualties but had little 

to show for it. Two companies ofNovas were ovemn but Buron was still in Canadian 

hands. Meanwhile, Milius' third attack was making progress. Supported by monars, 

- 

68 RG 24, WD 27 CAR 7 hne. 

" There was much taik of withdrawal to a "battalion fortress" near Les Buissons to awit  the 
dreaded finai attack. RG 24, WD NNS. 7 June, 

The accornpanying panzer action was short lived. niough Siegel's entire command amounted to 
five Ahdc IVg he courageously attacked; one of his tanks bmke down and his own comrnand iank was 
disabled: "Artil le~ fire made a tree fali on my panzer's twret It was jamrned and I could not txavene. My 
other tanks &ove past but soon were kiod<ed out. One tank fell into a shell Crater. AU my tanks were 
disabled in minuies. They were not destmyed; we cep- them in the evening but îhe aüack ended d e r  
only a few minutes." Personal i n t e ~ t w  IE. Siegel, 1990, 1992. 



artillery, and Nebelwerfers, the Hitlerjugend deteminedly advanced into Buron and again 

engaged in savage house-to-house dose combat. 

At about this time, a runner fiom '13" Company reported to Petch that their 

foward positions had been ovemn and help was required at once. This seemed to have 

tnggered Petch's dormant aggressiveness as he ordered an immediate counter-attack. A 

scratch North Nova-Sherbrooke combat team of about one infantry Company and a 

decimated squadron of tanks advanced toward Buron: "A savage battle followed as we 

attacked with the remaining twelve tanks under cover of strongly concentrated fire, 

directed by a forward observation officer, on the forward positions of " D  ~ o r n ~ a n ~ . " ' ~  

Petch's attack succeeded. The group reached "D"-Company, drove out platoons of 3rd/25 

SS Panzergrenadier Battalion, and recaptured Buron. For al1 intentq the battle was over 

as both sides reorganized and attended to the many wounded. sadiy, the battle did not 

end with a Canadian rom, but a whimper: 

At dusk Brigadier Cunningham granted the remnants of the advanced 
guard permission to fail back to Les Buissons. The 9th Brigade's other 
units (The Stormont, Dundas and Glengany Highlanders and the Highland 
Light Infantry) had moved up and dug in in this area. The remains of the 
North Nova Scotias and the Sherbrooke Fusiliers now moved to join with 
them in forming a brigade fortress." 

The Tank Battle: Boldness 

At 1700 Brigadier Wyman returned with he news that the situation was in hand. 
2 CAB War Diary, 7 June 

There can be little fault found in the conduct of the Sherbrooke Fusiliers. They 

and the Novas were victims of a doctrine out of place in Normandy. Grouping an 

armoured regiment in support to an infantry battalion vanguard in open country created 

obvious problems. A doctrine that was built around a pivot mentality hastened to 

construa a foeess (the brigade "boxes" of the Gazela Line at Tobmk) at the first sign of 

a panzer attack. Maneuver warfare was not attempted. The basic principles of war, 

Concentration of Force and Maintenance of the Aim, became secondary to a "safety first" 

- - 

'' RG 24 WD NNS: 7 June, 
72 Stacey, Victorv Cam~aim, 132, 





attitude that finally gave ascendancy to the enemy. The Canadians reacted to the 12 SS 

when they were in a position to force the issue. 

Meyer's attack was not a particularly clever bit of tactics. He sent in his meagre 

tank resources piecemeal, his rifle battalions did not support one another, and he had no 

effective reserve. Was it poor judgement or contempt for the inexperienced Canadians? 

The question is answered as one examines Meyer's attack on Bretîeville the next day, 

8 June. He sent in his motorcycle Company and Jürgensen's Panther battalion to be cut up 

by the Royal Winnipeg Rifles in street fighting. 

In many ways Meyer is a good example of what Worthington would have been 

like in Normandy. He was not a great tactician. He inherited a first rate staff, so it is hard 

to Say if he was a good divisional commander. But, he was a dynamic and aggressive 

leader. He inspired his men, he took persona1 risks, and he led &O& the fiont. Although 

his turret in the Abbaye Ardennes gave him an unobstructed view of the entire battiefield, 

Meyer toured the area on a motorcycle, personally visiting battalion commanders during 

the thickest fighting. When a British push near Malon threatened his nght flank and he 

saw troops begin to fa11 back, he "ran towards them and pointed at the enemy. 

Recognizing their commander, the youths retumed at once to their posts. Having steadied 

the faint of heart, Meyer retumed to 17~bbaye."" 

His opposite number, Cunningham, did not figure prominently in the battle. This 

again was not a question of courage, but of doctrinal training. Cunningham finally left his 

headquarters and rnoved forward to see Petch when the North Novas had pulled back 

between Buron and Les Buissons. He estimated he got within four or five hundred yards 

of the German tanks. He had not corne up to take over the battle: "1 saw a counter-attack. 

You can't alter much. You're putting in an appearance, helping out what you can do. "74 Tt 

is mere speculation to consider what a counter-attack by two battalions would have 

accomplished instead of Petch's ad hoc combat team. The very minimum would have 

been a solid control of Buron. Could Cunningham have attacked without amour? By 

1700 lus the Sherbrookes had been reduced to about twelve fighting tanks. There were, 

however, more tanks in 2 CAB. Brigadier Wyman's conduct was passive. He had given 

Craig, 143. 

" Cunningham intenriew, S. 



the First Hussars, 10 C m  a warning order at 1430 hrs. They never joined the battle. 

Wyman does not appear to have taken additional action beyond his initial instructions to 

stand by. Gordon's queries regarding their arriva1 were calmly, yet evasively, answered, 

but no decisive action was taken? 

With an armoured regiment in his hip pocket:6 it is curious why Wyman did not 

play a bolder and more aggressive part in the battle. He was 'posted to Comd 2 Cdn 

Armd Bde from BRAC Cdn h y  in order that this formation would have battle- 

experienced Comd in very important assault stage."n Again, he showed himself to be a 

defensively rninded commander confoming to a defensive doctrine. How Wyman could 

interpret the chaotic scene around Buron, and the desperate counter-attack by a handful of 

tanks and infantry against an SS Panzergrenadier Regiment as a "situation well in 

hand,"" is confusing. There is no evidence that Wyman made persona1 contact with 

Petch, Gordon, or Cunningham. It is not clear how far forward his reconnaissance took 

him. Had he arrived in 27 CAR'S battle lines, he would have seen the plain before him 

strewn with the buming wrecks of sixty tanks: more than he had ever witnessed in his 

entire battle experience in the war. His hesitation in sending in 10 CAR may have been 

part of a scbeme to counter-attack should Meyer reach Les Buissons. These were safe, 

conservative tactics; a tank regiment in reserve offered the 9 Brigade box armoured 

depth. Wyman's command decision was, basically, to do nothing. 

With naval and field artillery gunfire behind him, Cunningham was safe, but it 

was not a propitious start for the Brigade. A certain amount of confusion, perhaps feu, 

rnay have influenced Canadian deployment; however, both Cunningham and Wyman 

'' RG 24-14045 WD 2 CAB. 7 June. 

'' 2 CAB Op Log records:1435 Hrs 7 June: To 27 CAR " Are you able to mainiain your posn." 
1440 Hrs To 10 CAR "Stand by to move in Ml strengîh"; 1447 Hrs (to 2 CAB fin 27 CAR): "Q. Are we 
going ta get fi? A. Can you hold out for the moment? (No reply); 1457 Hrs (To 27 CAR): "10 CAR has 
been ordered ta standby in full str and will be ready to reinforce," RG24 14043 2 CAB Op Log. 

DHist MG 30 E 157. Crerar Documents Msg CANMIL to Mih HQ F i i  CDN h y . 8  Aug 
44. Bingham replaced Brigadier N, A GianeIli (LSH RC) who relinquished command on 18 May 44 -a  
Iate time to change bosses. The decision was a knee jerk reactrCon, part of Simonds's determination to 
surround himself witli youth. GianeILi was 49 years old "the oldest commander of a field formation in the 
Cdn Amy." WD 2 CAB. 18 May 44. He was consideml "somewhat below the average of the officers 
attending" the Cdn SWCollege when rated as a Captain in 1925. Archives, RMC Library. Confidentid. 
RMC 6- 14-3. t 7 March 25. 

" WD 2 CAB, Radio Logs: 7 Iune 44. 



were brought into 3rd Div because of their combat expenence in M y .  The Hitlerjugend 

was no more seasoned than 9 Brigade; the difference was leadership. Even though Meyer 

and Prim were more experienced than Cunningham or Wyman, the key was that they 

were well forward and aggressive. They had a sense of the battle and psychologically 

dominated their opposite numbers. 

The real question is wbere was Keller? Wyman technically did not have the 

authonty to launch a brigade group counter-attack. Wyman's 2 CAB was the infantry 

tank brigade. Keller could have launched a divisional counter-stroke. With Cunningham's 

Brigade and Wyman's tanks, amaggressive push would at least have reached the outskirts 

of Caen, if not the Orne. It must be remembered that on 7 lune, Buron was the only game 

in town for 3rd Cdn Div. No other operation that day presented the promise or the 

consequences that a successful attack toward Caen would bring. The 7th of June was the 

first of two occasions in the battle for the beachhead that Keller formed and attacked with 

what was, for al1 intents, an armoured battlegroup. If he had the foresight to group a 

strong strike force, why did he not follow it up? Keller never did come forward to see 

Cunningham or Wyman during the battle. Why he did not became clearer as the battle for 

Caen extended into late June and early July. 

Gordon vs. Prinz: Eine Reine Panzer K a m ~ f  

Buron was the first armoured battlegroup battle in the Normandy Campaign. It 

reflected the current state of an inadequate doctrine: self imposed restraints on the use of 

armour which reflected inexperience rather than comrnon sense. Command relationships 

were ad hoc; no one was the boss. It was very polite, and very British. "ln support" meant 

that you did your best but did not compromise your own doctrine and tactics. "By the 

book" tactics meant using long range fire and speed to keep out of trouble. This did not 

make for dynamic tactics or leadership. The concept of Auffranstaktik (mission driven 

tactics) was not inculcated during tactical training. Combat teams and small groupment 

tactics were about to evolve naturally in the Arnerican divisions far to the West in the 

bocage but not around Caen. The absence o f  an Aufiranstaktik approach meant 



~ehfelstaktik" (Command driven tactics) dominated. The Arnericans recognized it early. 

The Canadians did not, 

The employrnent of the 27 CAR Recce troop is unfortunate. They advanced like a 

large raindrop on a window astride the road to Carpiquet until they were hit by 2nd SS 

Panzer Baitalion and promptly vanished from the battle. Their fate was discovered the 

next day by a Panther -g (tank troop) attacking toward Norrey via Carpiquet: "We drove 

past an airfield . . . where a tank battle seemed to have taken place the previous day. A 

number of knocked-out light tanks, probably English, were scattered through the 

terrain."80 Apparently the Stuarts actuaily reached the airfield. There was a good scrap 

and they may have taken a few of Prinz's panzers with them: "1 think I also saw knocked 

out Panzer 1 ~ s . " ~ '  In situations as this, main battle tanks were required for recce. A troop 

of Shermans are beaer than Stuarts because they can do something about a hard contact; 

both fight for information or defend the area they have reached, creating that important 

"pivot" that was cardinal to the tactics taught Canadians. As an alternative, a troop of 

eleven Stuarts, divided into four or five patrols, advancing on a 3000 - 5000 yard front, 

could very well have made a difference. They could have advised Gordon and Petch that 

the western flank was open, the eastem flank, Ardennes to St. Contest, was crawling with 

Meyer's troops, and that Carpiquet was unoccupied. Using armoured recce aggressively 

is what armoured tactics are al1 about, Tt should be remembered that when the 12 SS was 

ordered to advance to the beaches and counter-attack, their divisional Aufklamnp, unit 

was split into four scouting parties, each of which contained a couple of eight wheeled 

armoured cars." The mission covered a fiont of well over fifteen miles. The point is, 

recce must seek out the enemy. 

'' See: LtCol Knut Czelslik, "Auftragstaktik -Thoughts of a German Onicer", Infanm, Vol 8 1, 
No. 1, Jan-Feb 199 1 : "Geneml Otto von Moser mentioned the concept of Auftranstaktik for the f i  time 
wlien he tvrotc in 19 12, 'leadership action .,, by which the higher leader does not give his subordinate a 
binding order, but more an excerpt from his own thought process, through which he demands the 
intellectual cooperation for the accomplishment of the combat mission. ' . . .The double-edge nature of 
Auftra~staktik therefore becomes clear - in the context of W i o n  and independence, of fiee rnaneuver 
room or not, of responsibility and obedience,", 1 1. 

'O Report by Unterscharführer Alois Morawetz, leader of a half -g  fiom 3rd Pz Company of 1st 
Bn, 12 SS PzRegt (Panthers). Quoted inMeyer, 58. 

'' H. Meyer, 58. 

~2 1. party: Untemumifllluer Kudoke,..coastal sector Vllers-sur-Mer - Deawille to Honfleur. 2. 
Party: Unterscharfiker Zinzmeister..ote-Dives-Cabourg and east to the mouth of the 0niee'3. party: 



The first armoured battle augured well. Two balanced forces met, slugged t out at 

battle range, and reanirmed confidence in their own armour and gunnery. Once the 

crew's armour got over their jitters, troops and squadrons performed splendidly and basic 

training was validated: troops maneuvered, ~ireflies" provided overwatch, and panzers 

were destroyed. The 27th CAR left the battlefield weary, bruised but tested, and-battle 

proven. Aithough the 27th recorded respectable kills, "Reported they had in turn knocked 

out thirty-one enerny tanks, four enemy SP guns, and eighteen anti-tank guns. Eieven of 

the ko'd en tanks were believed to be ~ i~ers , ""  they had not met the enemy's main battle 

tanks. There were no Tigers in this battle; indeed, they would not appear in any number 

until the Canadians had crossed the Orne. Meyer reported nearly three hundred casualties 

to his panzergrenadiers, seventeen tanks destroyed, and an equal number damaged.*.' It is 

likely that thirty-four German tanks were hit and at least temporarily abandoned inthe 

armoured battle. Most suffered minor damage and were recovered at night, but at one 

point there were three dozen deserted or buming Mark IVs strewn around the battlefield. 

Canadian losses were heavy. The North Novas reported 242 casualties and 

another 128 men taken prisoner which was a terrible toll for a regiment in its first battle. 

The Sherbrooke Regiment recorded twenty-one Shermans knocked out and seven 

damaged? Many Canadian tanks were repairable. 

Unterscharführer Fingerhu~..ûrne river-Riva Bella and the coastal sector to St. Aubin, 4. Party: 
OberstunnfUhrer Hansrnann. Bayeux area and the eastem coastaI sector to CourseuIIes." Meyer, 58. 

" Hans Siegel recalls no special instructions regarding Fireflies during June. "AU panzers were 
targets." 

" WD 27 CAR 8 June 1944; see also WD 2 CAB and 2 CAB Tank Sîate 8 June 44. 

" Craig puts the number at "A dozen Panzer IVs were a totai los, and othea had been damaged." 
Cwig, 145.27 CAR War D iary daims forty-one enerny tanks, attached squadron estimates total thirty- 
three plus five probables. 

' The Op Log at 2 CAB records at 2100 7 June: "Remahder 27 CAR est at 25 tks orchard 
993741, 10 CAR fias Sqn in vicinity ...." RG24 14045 OP Log 2 CAB, Five days after the battle the 
Sherbrookes were still short 18 Shermans, 8 Fireflies and 4 M3s for a total of 30 lost or in repk tanks, An 
unoficial tank state for 7 June pub Sherbrooke loses at 34 Shermans, 9 Fireflies and 9 Stuarts: total of 52 
AFVs.  This probabIy represents a more accwate picture of "tanks knocked out in battle," The acnial2 CAB 
Tank State for midnight 7 June shows a deficit of thirty-six Shermans and six Stuarts wbich made a total of 
forty-two tanks lost. The fim avaiIabIe Tank State for 27 CAR was on 12 June when rhey reported thirty- 
seven Shemans, four Freflies and seven Sluartsavaiiable for action RG24 14045 OP Log 2 CAB and 27 
CAR WD. 



7-30 RME 44: Avg Tank States 12 SS Pz Div vs. 2 Cdn Armd  de" 

TabIe 3 

Buron should be remembered as a major annoured battle - a striking panorama of 

over ninety tanks, Canadian and German, littered across the battlefield. In their first 

armoured trial, both 2nd Panzer Abteilung and 27th CAR fought well. But then courage 

was never the issue. By giving the battiefield to Meyer, Keller and Cunningham settled 

for defeat instead of triump h. Meyer's efforts to bulldoze through the Canadians, though 

technically unimpressive, were delivered with aggressive determination. Even though the 

North Novas beat him at the Company and Battalion level, Meyer defeated the Canadian 

leadership at the Brigade and Divisional level through boldness. Giving up Buron was to 

cost 3rd Division four more bloody weeks of battle to capture a town they held on 7 June. 

12 SS Pz Div - - 

2 Cdn Annd Bde 
TOTALS 

Le Mesnil-Patry 11 June: Battle~rouo Wvman vs. Kam~fanip~e Mohnke 

He had tried to make a tourniquet using the ribbon of his Knight's Cross and a flashlight, 
Hubert Meyer 

The situation on the beachhead was unsatisfactory. Keller was behind schedule, 

most of the D Day divisional objectives were still not taken by D+5, and the beach area 

had become a crowded place. Luckily, German assaults against the Canadian beaches 

were poorly planned and executed. Each Hitle rjugend attack failed before the detennined 

fire of the raw infantry battalions of 7th and 9th Brigades. The 12th SS record is a 

juxtaposition of bold persona1 leadership by senior and junior officers, exceptional 

determination and bravery by Young, inexperienced panzergrenadiers, and rnediocre 

tactics. Combat experience in Russia gave 12th SS leadership command superiority but it 

did not give them tactical superiority. A sober examination will show they were, in fact, 

poor tacticians.'The Buron attack and the bravado of pushing Jürgensen's Panthers into 

Bretteville may reflect boldness, but makes little militaiy sense. However, Russian 

Z ï g m  

63 

" Canadian data based on 2 CAB Daily Tank States and Radio Logs nporting Tank States. RG 24 
Vol. 14,046 7 June 44 to 30 June 44. For Gerxnan statistics see: RH.21-5/44, "Kriegstagebuch Panzer- 
Amieeoberkommando S.", Akndmeldungen 7.7.44 - 30.7.44, and, tIiaorv I2.SS-PzDiv Hitleriueend, 57, 
71,7û, 85. Meyer tists "58 Pz IV and 44 R V (Panthers)" ready for action on 24 June, 93. 
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veterans knew that reckiess audacity succeeded more often than not, particularly with 

superior tanks. Again and again the Germans used their panzers with a confidence and 

audacity that bordered on brash snipidity. Although psychologically daunting, Panther or 

Tiger could not make up for the fact that they were bound to be destroyed if they attacked 

a defensive position in either close terrain or built up areas. 

Any German attack was doubly arduous in the face of Allied air supremacy. 

Nonethelesq even the air force could be outfoxed. As early as 9 June, panzer companies 

openly maneuvered despite the threat of Typhoons. The Hitlerjugend quickly discovered 

the pilots' habits: "The twelve Panthers were lined up next to each other at a right angle 

to the railway line.. . . There were almost no fighter bombers in the air, as was usual for 

no~n-tirne."~~ Allied control of the skies denied panzer divisions routine replacements. 

Brioging up petrol, ammunition, and spare parts was in itself a fnistrating operation. 

What is amazing is that the Germans managed to mn their tanks for the full three months, 

to maneuver at the operational level, and conduct strategic deployment. In the face of al1 

the air forces deployed against thern, in late June 1944, OKW redeployed a full SS panzer 

corps from Russia plus an additional three panzer divisions from northern France and 

Belgium in less than three weeks. This then was the status quo of German arms: a superb 

doctrine, an efficient experienced staff, and a command technique that often translated 

into absurd battlefield solutions. Bretteville is a good example: 

With the dusk the Kampf-ippe began the attack h m  the area south of 
Franqueville. 4. Panzerkompanie moved on the right of the road, 1. 
Panzerkompanie to the lefi. Most of the motorcycle riflemen had mounted 
the panzers. Standartenführer Kurt Meyer accompanied the troops in a 
sidecar motorcycle as he had promised to his 15. Kompanie during 
training for the first attack.. . . A group of motorcycle rifiemen and the 
ve hicle of the artillery observer drove behind Kurt Meyer, 100 m further 
behind came the rest of the motorcycle riflemen. The Panthers drove at 
high speed through the open and flat terrain towards Le Bourg. The 
Regimental commander Kurt Meyer raced into the small village on his 
r n ~ t o r c ~ c i e . ~ ~  

'' mer action repon Alois Morawetz Meyer, 58. 
89 Meyer had bnefly commanded the 15th Motorcycle Company, and promised the young 

Hitleriugend recnrits that he wauld be with them when they fought theu first baüie and lead hem into theu 
baptism of fin. He kept his word, even though this was an atiack by Itirgensen's 1st h Bn and he had his 
han& fitll facinn British 3rd Div t m p s  and 9th CIB with his own, 25th Pz Gren, regiment See H. Meyer, 
55, Luther, 163T 



In an action al1 too familiar, the Hitle jugend attack drove into a kill-area. 
Steady Canadian anti-tank fire and accurate shooting checked the tnumph 
of the will: "Wünsche drove with his command panzer to Norrey. He 
came under heavy fire .... With heavy hearts, Kurt Meyer and Max 
Wünsche had to make the decision to break off the attack."" 

At last the Panthers withdrew, leaving burning cornrades. Meyer tried to stom the 

enemy with quick and violent close assaults. This worked on the Russian front but failed 

time and again against prepared Canadian defenses. The Gerrnan contempt for the quality 

of Amencan, British and Canadian soldiers appears throughout the Normandy campaign. 

The Allied over-dependence on artillery and a hesitancy to exploit success had been 

noted by the Germans: 

The morale of the enemy infantry is not very high. It depends largely on 
artillery and air support. In case of a well placed concentration of fire from 
our own artillery and infantry will often leave its position and retreat 
hastily. Whenever the enemy is engaged with force, he usually retreats or 
surrenders. '' 

Conversely, in defence, the Thin Red Line tradition appears to have been well 

borne by the rifle battalions. But then, the defence was everyone's preferred option in 

Nomandy. Hitlerjugend grenadiers were particularly vigorous. They fought with 

fanatical determination and would not surrender. In the attack, confronted by Canadian 

air and artillery superiority, they were generally beaten. The Meyer legend was mostly 

style, not tactics. 

Le Mesnil-Patw: A Second Armoured Battlepup Attack 

It was a complete and costly failure. 
C. P. Stacey, on Le Mesnil-Patry 

For this operation the Bn will be under command of 6 Armd Regt. 
War D h y ,  QOR, I 1 Iune 14 

In the early morning of 11 lune, General Keller ordered his second, and last, 

armoured batt&roup attack. He selected the 6th CAR (1st Hussars) to attack and capture 

H. Meyer, 56. Morawetz: ''They were bumed, without wception, in th& faces and han&... 15 
of the 35 crew members from the knocked out panzers had been killed. The rest, with few exceptions, were 
wounded, almost al1 wiih burns,", 59. M;ax WUnsche later wfote to Hubert Meyer "1 could have cried with 
rage and somw." H. Meyer, 55-56. See also, RG24. WD Regina Rifles. Iune 8 44 BretîeviIIe. Repon LL 
Coi. Matheson, 

'' Quoted in Stacey, Victoiv Campaim 274. 



Le Mesnil-Patry. The village was south of the Bayeux-Caen highway and railway lines, 

just below Bretteville, and covered the western approaches to Carpiquet and Caen. The 

humed decision to attack the village was: 

. .. probably taken at a conference which General Dempsey held with his 
two Corps commanders at 500 p.m. on 10 June. Headquarters 1st British 
Corps, under which the Canadian division was still operating, Iogged at 
noon 11 June a message from 30th Corps concerning an attack then being 
launched by the 69th British Infantry Brigade in the area about Bronay. 
The log noted, "3 Cdn Div to keep 50 Div full informed about progress Y of 2 Cdn h d  Bde which wiil help 69   de."^ 

Bronay was just one mile north-east of Le-Mesnil-Patry. If the attack succeeded, the 2nd 

Battalion of 26th SS PzGren Regt would be cut off and destroyed; a gap tom in the 12 SS 

front leading directly to Carpiquet, the rear of Caen, and the Odon-Orne juncture. 

Commander 2 CAB, Brigadier R. A. Wyman, gave orders at 1100 a.m., 10  une." The 
commander of 10 CAR " held his own an hour lateCg4 

Wyman's ability to command an armoured brigade is open to question. He was 

imported from 1 CAB in Italy where he was not overly popular or considered tactically 

able by his peers and s~bordinates.~~ Heavy set and of medium height, he resembled 

Keller which perhaps influenced the Canadian senior staff. The high regard he enjoyed 

fiom Crerar was to prove most useful. Wyman enjoyed having a good time; three weeks 

before the Nonnandy Invasion, he lingered at a Mess Dinner, "drinking whiskey until 

0745 a.m. with two other of£i~ers"~~ and was discovered drunk by the milkman. In the 

ensuing banter, Wyman discussed D-Day in some detail, particularly 3rd Division's role. 

His visitor reponed the conversation to the authonties. Montgomery immediately ordered 

a general court-martial for Wyman. Only Crerar's direct intercession, "Wyman's 

92 WD 2 CAB; WD 6 CAR; Stacey Victow Cam~aim, 140. 

93 WD 2 CAB, 11 June 1944. 

" WD 6-CAR. Il lune 1944. 
95 Wyman had ken a Müitia officer in the Artillery (92 Field, Edmonton) and a CNR clerk before the 

war and this may not have impressed his armoured confreres. Wyman argued with his 1 CAB regimental 
commanders who quenioned his "experi~nce.~ These included LtCol E. L. Booth DSO (12 CAR - Thee 
Rivers Regt; Iater as Brigadier commandeci 4th Announxi Bde, 4 CAD during Totalùe-Tractable); LtCol (later 
Brigadier) C. A. Richard "Stoney" Richardson DSO (14 CAR - Calgary Tanks). Richardson is nputed to have 
raid: "1 hop we don? have to fight as a brigade as Wyman will have us killed" Penonal Interview, Brigadier 
Harold Kurde, RCSigs, HQ 1 CAB; 6 Iune 96. 

" MG30 El57 Vol 7. Brig Wyman, 2 CAB. Incident May 44. Report of Court of bquiry. 





continued command of 2nd Armd Bde is important from the operational point of view,"" 

saved his neck and insured that he would lead 2 CAB into battle. At the 10 June Orders 

Group, 2 100 hourq Wyman: 

. . .announced his plan to be that 10 CAR should make a good intermediate 
objective tomorrow 1 1 June, by last light and that 6 CAR should go 
through to the final objective 12 June. 6 CAR is to make use of 11 June to 
get as much rest as possible for tank crews who are thoroughiy tired ouP8 

But at 0730 hours, 11 June, 2 CAB War Diary recorded that "orders were received from 

div to adv the time of the attack toward Cheux and carry out as early as poss today, 

instead of t o m o r r o ~ . " ~ ~  Wymamscheduled a second O Group for 1100 at Bray: "6 CAR 

ordered to cross S/L by 1300 hrs . . . the Bde Comd decided to follow closely behind the 

attacking regt with a small tactical headquarters in 3 tanks." 'Oo 

The 1st Hussars went into battle procedure. Ideally, the commanding oficer 

would conduct a detailed reconnaissance with his "R Group" (a Reconnaissance Group 

composed of attached arms, artillery representative, and his Sqn leaders) then complete a 

thoughtful appreciation of the situation before issuing orders. In tum, the Squadron 

commanders would issue their more detailed orders to the troop leaders. This process 

would be repeated, concurrently, by each supporting m. Staff Schools stressed that 

cornmanders had to think "two down": consider the time required to infotm the lowest 

group in the chain, the trooper and soldier, who would do the actual fighting. This seldom 

occurred in Normandy. Troops were generally briefed en passant on their way to an 

objective, if at all. 6 CAR attempted to react to the new attack time: ''In the moming we 

were told we were moving at 1100 hrs Sun 11 Jun. 1 knew one tank would be left behind, 

but was told later that only eighteen took part in the shoot. There was no briefing."l0' 

Some 1st Hussar troops were "under the impression it would be a quiet HE shoot 

with the ~r t i l lery." '~~ There was no time for a CO'S appreciation; if there had been, it 

'' MG30 El57 Vol 7. Letter from Crerar to Montgomery 14 -y 44. 

* W D ~ C A B .  11~une44. 

99 WD 2 CAR 1 1 June 44. 

'00 WD 2 CAB, 11 lune 44. 

'O1 D RiSt 14 1.4 A60 13 @ 1). and WD 6 CAR: Account of Personal Experienas in Action on Sun 
Sun 114. Tpr Dodds AO, 6 CAR(1H) Appx 10, 1. 

Lm Dodds, 1. 



would have had little use since the attack was micro managed to the point where the 

orders given by Brigade were simply repeated to each level of command. The rush to 

battle would create problems that spelled Le Mesnil-Patry's doom: ''The attack was thus 

put in at very short notice and with less careful preparation than would have been 

desirable, particularly in respect to artillery support."103 

The plan was that 3" Squadron and one COY of INF were to seize the 
initial objective, LE MESNILPATRY, while "C" Squadron deployed on 
high ground on the right flank to support them with covering fire. There 
was no time for the Div Arty plan and the shortness of time allowed for 
planning did not give the sub-unit commanders the chance to brief their 
men of their own individual tasks.la4 

The armoured battlegroup would advance south across the Caen-Bayeux 

Highway, cross the east-west railway and attack through Norrey-en-Bessin with a view to 

seizing the high ground south of Cheux. The operation's base was the 7th Cdn Brigade 

front lines. The tactical firm base would be provided by The Regina Rifles who had a 

company astride the railway and in Norrey-en-Bessin. Grouped with 6th CAR were three 

companies from The Queen's Own Rifles (QOR). It was not made clear that they were 

pan of an armoured battlegroup; sorne company commanders thought this was to be a 

"Rifles operation" : 

The attack on Le Mesnil-Patry would be made by "D" Company under 
Major J. N. Gordon. "A" Company, under Major H. E. Dalton, on the 
capture of the village, would pass through and secure the road junction 
half a mile beyond the town. Then "B" Company and "C" Company were 
to be camed on tanks a distance of some five miles from the Start Line to 
the high ground south of Cheux . 105 

It is not certain whether the QOR Commander, Lt.Col D. G. J. Farquharson, 

attended Lt.Col Colwell's O Group or if his command relationship stipulated "Under 

Command" to 1st Hussars. The maneuver plan is confusing. It cdled for an advance 

south into the Norrey area and then a right flanking ont0 Le Mesnil-Patry. In addition, the 

QOR apparently understood their role to be a frontal attack from either Le Mesnil or 

Norrey or both onto Cheux. 

'O3 Stacey, Victorv Carnuaima 139. 

'04  WD 6th CAR. 11 lune. 

'O5 Lt.Col W. T. Barnard E.D., CD., The Oueen's Own Rüles o f  Canada 1860-1960 (Don Mills: 

- 
The Ontario PubIishing Company Ltd., L960), 20 1. 



"A plan conceived in sin and born in iniquity." First, no tirne was allowed 
for reconnaissance; secondly, no artillery preparation was provided despite 
the fact that it was known that the place was strongly held; and thirdly, the 
men were expected to go in riding on tanks through flat wheat fields, thus 
providing perfect targets for the defenders.'" 

The British (and Wyman's) plan depended on a quick seinire of Le Mesnil. Once 

this was secure, the north-west quadrant of the 12 SS defence perimeter could be snipped 

off by a supporting attack from 69th (British) Infantry Brigade positioned to the north- 

east of Le Mesnil-Patry. Success would mean the destruction of the bulk of 26th SS Pz 

Gren Regiment, commanded by Oberstu~bannfihrer Wilhelm ~ o h n k e .  'O7 Beyond lay 

the opportunity to exploit to the Odon or hook back east toward Carpiquet and cut off the 

rest of the Hitlerjugend. Once Colwell's Hussars established the "pivot" at Le Mesnil, the 

rest of Wyman's armoured brigade, consisting of two regiments, 10th CAR and 27th 

CAR, would bash south and push for the high ground. With no Panthers or Tigers 

supporting Mohnke, this could be the operation that cracked the entire Caen defence. 

The attack began aAer 2:30 p.m. Considerable time was spent netting in. Tanks 

had to tune their radios and ensure that al1 stations on their radio net (an organization of 

radios transmitting on a common fiequency) were in communication. This included al1 

regimental tanksLo8 as well as supporting m s  that joined the formation: 

.. . spent most of Fri netting in the sqn tanks on the sqn fkequency and on a 
flick to the RHQ freq. There were 21 tanks altogether on the netting. Five 
troops of three each with six in HQF two of HQF tanks were on the RHQ 
frequency, and on flick to the sqn. Many of the tps were green, most of 
them were new to me.''' 

I M  Barnard, 201. 

'O7 Infamaus in histoiy as "Hitler's last General." Mohnke commanded the Führer bunker and was one of 
the last to se Hitler. Captured by Russians. he eventually returned to Germany evidently under NATOKIA 
protection His panicipation in PW incidents near Buron and Mahnady during the A r d e ~ e s  has never k e n  
officially investigated. See: [an Sayer and Douglas Botting, Hitler's Last General -The Case Aeainst Wilhelm 
Mohnke Gondon: Bantam, L989), 156, 163469,248-256, 

'" A CO-unication "net" had over 60 radios, plus atîached amis. Squadmn Cornmanden used the 
Regimenial command net, then another radio/fiequency to comrnunicate with troop leaders. If they did not have a 
second radio Sqn OCs would "flick" between the ouo. Onicen also used the tank's intercorn to Uinnict driver and 
the gunner . 

'% 6 CAR. Mer action report Tpr Dodds, 1. The netting was quite troublesome. We had moved 
the S at night and most of us had had only an h o m  sleep. We moved off and later I saw we had picked up some 
inf, the QOR There was much delay duMg which the air was jammed by someone asking for Sun-Ray ... One 
other tank continually asked to k renetted, he had time CO net a dozen rets by that thne w 1 finally told him to 
"lock up and shut up." Replacements in the Canadian amourPd and infantq forces seem totally out of proportion 



Leading a squadron required a quick thinking, cairn oficer. The officer 

commanding (OC), normally a Major, was responsible for navigation as well as tactics. 

He supervised his troop commanders as wel1 as his own tank's fire and movement. 

Fireflies were deployed to conduct "over watch." Ifthere was inf'antry to support, the OC 

had to deal with the Company commander. The infantry radios often did not work Thus, 

regular halts were required to permit their oficers to approach the comrnand tank and use 

the "infantry radio" which was, in effect, a cal1 box with a phone mounted on the rear of 

the hull. If this was out (shot off or ripped off during mo~ernent)"~ the OC leaned out 

and yelled. Most crew commander casualties were head wounds from shrapnel or small 

arms. "Buttoning up" was unpopular: "claustrophobic . . . no reliable vision .. . difficulty 

breathing."'" Many tank oficers simply broke dom. 

6th CAR had just received twenty replacement tanks and crew. The men were not 

completely trained but were sent into their first battle. Most of the regirnent had little idea 

of what the mission was al1 about.'" For many of the tank troops it was simply a case of 

"follow my leader" until they got into contact. Lt.Col. Colwell's regiment advanced south 

across the highway and railway tracks. 

The Regiment's vanguard consisted of "B" Squadron, with "Di' Company 

Queen's Own Rifles riding on the tank's back decks. Just south of the railway tracks was 

a knocked out ~ a n t  her.'" A couple of nervous troops irnmediately deployed upon 

sighting it and several tanks engaged the hulk with direct fire.lL4 The road was narrow 

with the casudties reported. Units in action l e s  îhan a day are regularly complaining about the low quality of 
replacements. l n  Hussars took some os on the kaches but did not fight serious actions until 11th June. The 
numbers of "green" troops suggest psychoIogid cas were prominent as weil. See Terry Copp and Bill 
McAndrew BattIe Esiiaustion: Soldiers and Psvchiatnsts in the Canadian Armv. 1939-1945 )Montreal: McGill- 
Queen's Univ. Press, 1990). 

"O "18 cases are reported of the inftelephone being tom off either by fouling fence posts etc., or 
by not being replaced securely enough aRer use." RG24 10460. Answea to Tk Gunnery Questionnaire. 33 
Armd Bde. 25 Jui 44. 

" ' RG24 10457 Report on RAC Weapons 14 June 1945. 

'" Tpr Dodds for esample, who, despite working in a Squadron headquarters, had not bem given 
any orders. 

' 1 3  From 3rd Pz Company, 12 SS -a victim of the 8th Iune attack- 

"' This regularly happened when troops reached new terrain ThRt Panther h u h  sat in a field 
south of hiii 67: "Every time a new squadron came through the area they shot up those hutks* I bet they 
even reported them as MIS. There was no sense breaking radio contact to correct them. People were just 
nervous and fieci at the first target they came across" Tntewiew Gen S, V, Radley-Walters. 1993. 



with high abutments. The Regiment continued in single file and reached Norrey at 1430 

. . . as our leading squadron was starting off they found that the Regt would 
have to pass throuah NORREY-EN-BESSIN in line ahead formation. Our 
inf had sown mines on both sides of the road BRETTEVILLE-NORREY, 
and they had not been lifted; there was no time to wait for them to 
accomplish this. We changed our start line as soon as this intelligence was 
received and "B" Sqn went on its way followed by "C' and "A" Sqns and 
RHQ close to the rear.'" 

The village was dominated by a charming gothic church in the center of t o m  and 

that is where the battlegroup headed. The bel1 tower had served as an artillery OP and 

was badly damaged by Canadian artillery and tank fire. Burrowed inside Norrey was the 

Pioneer Platoon from 2nd Bn, 26th SS Pz Gren Regiment. The Canadian advance had 

been carefully reported and as the vanguard reached the t o m  center, German artillery 

and mortar fire began to fall. The QOR, riding on the back decks of the Shermans, were 

totally exposed. There were two options: dismount and take cover in the beaten zone or 

increase speed and drive out of fire. The tanks increased speed. At the center of town was 

a crossroad. The road to Le Mesnil was a sharp right tum. At 1506, the regiment reponed 

0 "advance held up by MG and mortar fire from en positions which they could not 

~ocate.""~ The Hussar tanks attempted to steer through this under fire and try to reach the 

open fields beyond. "Al1 hell breaks loose from the enemy lines in the way of mortar and 

MG fire and the casualties are considerable . . . very few of the lads not wounded."'" The 

SS Pioneers had been instnicted to: 

let the tanks roll by and only fight the infantry followiog behind with rifles 
and machine guns . . . since the enemy infantry did not follow the tanks but 
was mounted on them, the men opened fire immediately. The Canadian 
infantry jumped off The tanks rolled, their machine guns fiting wildly in 
al1 directions, at high speed towards Le Mesnil. Bloody hand-to-hand 
combat between the Pioneers and the Canadian Infantry broke out.lL8 

-- 

I l 5  WD 6 CAR. I L  Iune 44, 

'17 RG24 15168. WD QûR 11 lune. At 1300 hrs WD reporied " disembarking on Norrey-en- 
Bessin and forming up at 9 19704." 

I i 8  Meyer, 67. 



Colwell had driven into a kill area. The Shermans were easy targets in the narrow 

streets and raced for open country. The Queen's Own Rifles were left to sort out the 

Hitlerjugend infantry. It was a logical decision. To stop and fight a single platoon would 

have jeopardized the entire attack; however, now the 1st Hussars were no longer a battle 

group. They had been stripped of their infantry and would have no secure base until "D" 

Company had secured Norrey, behind them. The whereabouts of Colwell's Stuart recce 

troop is not certain; they do not appear to have been used in the advance. The presence of 

a second QOR Company, mounted in carriers directly behind the lead squadron, would 

have teen of some help. Instead; a fraction of "D'Company, about a platoon's worth of 

infantry doggedly trying to keep up on foot, follo~ed the Shermans. The la Hussars' 

War Diary insists that "Between the two t o m s  the enemy brought down heavy monar 

and MG fire to bear on the Inf who were forced to go to ground. The tanks rnoved 

fionvard and mopped up the MG nests and Inf positions, thus allowing some of our Infto 

gain the immediate objective." '19 The Queen's Own Rifles agree with the Hussars that 

they were hit afier passing through Norrey, despite 12 SS insistence that Noney was held, 

at least partially, by their Pioneers: 

Despite the hurry it was about 1430 hours before "Dm Company, riding on 
the tanks of "B" Squadron 1st Hussars, left Norrey-en-Bessin. Le Mesnil- 
Patry was 1,200 yards away. The intervening country was practically al1 
flat fields of grain. About 300 yards had been covered before the storm 
broke. In a few minutes half the Company and half the tanks had been 
wiped 

Panzer Battles 

Meune el caballo perdide el hombre 
Spanish Cavalry Mavim 

"B" Squadron, 6th C m  broke out of Norrey and shook out into battle formation 

as it headed for-Le Mesnil-Patry, one mile to the southwest. Meanwhile, "C" Squadron 

attempted to maneuver into open ground to provide covering fire. 

While the battle was progressing "A" Sqn and "RHQ were advancing 
through NORREY-EN-BESSIN to the start line which was just to the West 



of the tom.  Over the air came information from "B" Sqn that they had 
reached their initial objective and their forward troops were well on the 
way beyond Le ~esnil-patry. 12' 

Given German records and eye witness accounts, this seerns doubtful. However, it is 

clear some of the Canadian Infantry and tanks eventually fought their way into the 

village. 

"D" Company survivors now kept to the ground and crawled doggedly 
forward. Despite losses the outskirts of Le Mesnil-Patry were reached. 
Then Major Gordon Fewell wounded. Lt. & G. Bean, already wounded in 
the kg, gathered together Sgt S. T. Scruîîon, seven riflernen and two 
tanks. Workhg to a flank the little group entered the village at the eastem 
end. 122 

What appears to have happened is that "B" Squadron and "D" Company cleared Norrey 

and were followed by "C" Squadron and one to two QOR piatoons. As the leading 

Canadian tanks and infantry neared the objective, they were taken under fire frorn the 

northwest, fiom Le Mesnil-Patry, and from the southeast. The squadron had driven into 

another classical killing zone - a horseshoe of srnall arrns and anti-tank fire. 

Suddenly both "B" and "C" Sqns reported a/tank guns and tanks firing on 
them. This information was passed to our Bde who in tum ordered our 
men not to fire on them as they were fnendly tanks. The CO ordered 
Major A D'A Marks "C" Sqn to hold his fire and fly his recognition flags. 
Major A D'A Marks acted upon this and even got out of his tank to ensure 
that al1 the tanks were flying their flags.lu 

The battle had reached its culminating point. ColweIl had broken through at the 

juncture of two SS Battalions, III./26 and 1.26. Both were supported by Pak 75s but no 

Panthers, despite the Hussars' insistence in their after-action report that there were Mark 

Vs in the battle. The tank unit supporting 26th SS was 2 CAB'S old nemesis, Heinz 

Pnnz's 2nd Pr Battalion of PzIVs. To be exact, there was one panzer outfit in the 

immediate area: Hauptstumfihrer (SS Captain) Hans Siegel's 8th Panzerkompanie. 

Wilhelm Mohnke was well forward, watching the Hussar's attack. He promptly 

drove to ~ e i d s  Headquarters to request "Panzer support against an attack by enemy 

'" WD 6th CAR 1 1 June 44. 

'" Bernard, 202. Mer a bnef firefight Lt Bean was wounded twice. The Sgt took command and 
the QOR group, six strong, withdrew* Bean was awarded the MC, Scmtton the MM. 

lZ3 WD 6th CAR, 11 June 44. 



tanks and infantry near Le ~ e s n i l . " ' ~ ~  Pnnz ordered Siegel, who had just arrived at his 

HQ, to immediately mm north and investigate. 12' The 8th Pz Company was already 

deployed in an "ambush position behind the sector of II./26, approximately 1 km south of 

Le ~ e s n i l l ' ~ * ~  The noise of battle caught their attention and soon they observed 

"mushrooms of smoke, generated by knocked out tanks."12' Siegel ordered his tanks to 

counter-attack "Within a minute or so, four or five Shermans were b~rning."'~* AS he 

arrived on the battle field, Siegel could not make out the location of the Canadian amour. 

He followed a tree line and then saw dug in panzergrenadiers pointing north-west with 

their entrenching toois. "1 decided to have.10ok."'~~ Following their direction, he pushed 

through the woods and suddenly before him lay the 6th Canadian Armoured Regiment: 

"B" Sqn pushing forward towards Le Mesnil and "C" Sqn far to the rear moving up to 

support. He ordered an immediate attack with his company headquarters troop which 

consisted of three Pz Mark IVs. While the rernainder of his company engaged the 

Hussars from the Le Mesnil area, Siegel conducted a bold flanking maneuver that 

brought him square against the exposed lefi rear of "B" Sqn and ont0 the flank of "C" 

Sqn as it was trying to advance fonvard to assist. "Even before our infantry was ready to 

storm ahead, the three panzers drove past the buming wrecks and between the h i t  trees 

to Our own main Iine of resi~tance.""~ 

Siegel's counter-attack was immediately observed by the Hussars: ". .. the enemy 

were beginning to outflank us."13' Caught in a cross fire, losing tanks, short of infantry 

support, and now hit from his lefi flank by Siegel's HQ troop, Colwell was forced to 

concede: "The position of the whole regiment was in danger of being outflanked by the 

1 24 Meyer, 68. 

'* Siegel had arrived ai W s  HQ to participate at the awarding of bon Crosses to his men. 
There were no tanks in the immediate vicinity of Le Mesnil. Personal Correspondence Siegel, 1993. 

Meyer, 68. 
121 Meyer: 68. 

'" Untersttmführer km, 8th Pz Coy. Quoted in Meyer, 68. 
1 29 Conversation/correspondence Siegel; Normandy, Bad Teinach, 1990, 1993. 

"O Untersnurnführer kran, 8th R Coy. Quoted in Meyer, 68. 

WD 6îh CAR. 11 June. At 1521 6 CAR reportcd "En Homets (tanks) coming in on nght 
flank." at 1623: "We are king engaged by en Hornets on right fl& 1648: "One ùifcoy almost wiped out 
also severe tank cas. Sunray ordered wdr to SL." 1746: "CO'S veh Kao's." RG24 14045 WD 2 CAB. Ops 
Log. 11 fune 4L 
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enemy's amour, so the CO ordered his Sqns to the original start line to refonn.. .. %" 

Sqn went on fighting as they rnust not have received the order to ~ i thdraw." '~~  There was 

little of his Regiment leftl" for Colville to save: thirty-seven Shermans had been knocked 

out in the b a ~ 1 e . l ~ ~  The heart of the regiment had been tom out. The f i I l  horror of the 

Regiment's "Black Day" was made al1 the more painfùlly clear when the Regimental 

Padre reached the battlefield on the night of the 16th: 

In some cases the bodies were indistinguishable fiom one another; simply 
a rnass of cooked fiesh welded together in the great heat; we had to sift 
through this for identity tags. Each tank told the same story - broken legs, 
broken arms, open chest wounds, and so on, had trapped many so that they 
had bumt alive. The screams 1 thought 1 had heard during the action had 
not been imaginary after all. 13' 

"B" Squadron had been virtually wiped out; al1 officers and non commissioned 

oficers, Save three, were dead. The Regiment lost a total of eighty Hussars; "D" 

Company of the Queen's Own Rifles lost ninety-six, al1 ranks. The 12 SS casualties 

amounted to 189 Grenadiers and panzer crews, of whom fifty-four were killed. Casualties 

to Siegel's Pz Kompanie were light: three tanks, of which one was repaired, and one man 

dead. 

--- 

'" WD 6th CAR. 11 June 44. 

'" Evidently even the withdrawai was a nightmare : "Further calamity s t ~ ~ c k .  The G e m s  
managed to get in to our artillery wireless net and put in a cal1 for defensive fire on the Queen's Own area 
and on The Regina Rifles at Noneyen-Bessin. It was a clever move on the part of the enemy. Immediately 
heavy fin poured dom; some hventy minutes elapxd before the Brigade HQ could get it stopped. The 
havoc wmught was dreadful." Bemard, 202. It is ceriainly possible this ocnirred. 12 SS discovend an 
intact 27CAR Sherman on June 8th with markd maps, codes, and signals opexating codes. (H. Meycr: 7-8 
lune). The sudden deadly appearana of Cdn artillery is a puzzle. It is possible they were firing in support 
throughout the battie but aot noticed by Hussars or QORs. 

'34 2 CAB WD records "1830 - 6 CAR rept CO'S tk was ko'd. At 1900 LtCol R K, CoIweIl came 
to Bde HQ himseif to give the first clear account of what happened." 

13* A Historv of the First Hussars Regiment (London, ON: pnvately printed, 19Sl), 77. 

'" Siegel's subsequent actions in batties around Caen eamed him the Ritterkreuz (Knight's Cross to the 
Iron Cross). 





Battle Analvsis 

Perfiaps the most important aspect of the Genetal Staff Corps lay in the fact that its 
members were îxained to judge events and mdce appreciations, both operational and 

tactical to a dedinite and uniform system 
Heinz Guderian; Pwxr Leader 

Conceived in sin and boni in iniquity. 
Company Commander QûR; Comenting on the Le Mesnii-Patry attack plan 

This was the fust "oficial" armoured attack in Normandy by 2 CAB and was also 

to be their last.13' The assault was a rash action, yet one of those inspired things that 

could go either way: 30th Corp's idea about a double envelopment was clever enough but 

the method was suspect. It was a humed affair against a prepared defensive position held 

by a deterrnined enemy who had already been proven to have deadiy arms in the area. As 

it tumed out, neither 69th Brigade nor the Panthers showed up. The Hussars' losses were 

later rationalized by Canadian headquarters with lame stories to ease the Regiment's 

agony : 

"It tumed out later that the Regt had been thrown in to the attack suddenly 
to break up a Panther div attack, so saving 7 CIB from being cut off and in 
the broader picture it helped 7 Armoured Div to advance on Our right 
flank, so the fairly heavy casualties had not been in vain."138 

The main British attack by 69th Brigade fizzled early. For a brigade attack, there 

was little supporting £ire delivered against Le Mesnil-Patry. The British start line was 

only two miles from the village. The southem t h s t  advanced about eight hundred yards 

before tuming back under heavy fire. The big push toward Bronay, afier advancing about 

a mile, was deflected back to the north-east. The victors were 2nd Bn, 26th SS, supported 

by a Company of Panthen h m  2./12 SS and an armoured Kampfpppe (II./130) from 

PanzerLehr. The amour of 69 Brigade was never close enough to help 6th CAR, making 

'" Simonds's parade gmund marshahg of the brigade in Totaiize and Tractable should not count. 

13* WD 6th CAR 11 rune 44. In hct, 7îh Armoured did not attack until the 13th its thnist was 
toward Vilers Bocage, where it was dcstroyed by Witîman's farnous "lone Tiger." See Chester Wilmot, 
T e h  le for Euro~e (London: Collins, 1952) 309. 



it doubly tragic that the Canadian regiment was ordered to hold its fire during a crucial 

time of the battle for fear of hitting fiiendly t r ~ o ~ s . ' ~ ~  

A list of doctrinal "don'ts" were broken.'" It would be difficult to assign 

exclusive blame to Wyman. He was following Keller's orders, who in turn was ordered 

by Crocker to conduct a hasty attack. However, there was no proper battle procedure, no 

recce, and a senes of start lines, the last of which was not secured. What the 6th CAR 

War Diary and Official History refer to as start lines were actually phase lines. The 

Battlegroup start line, the Caen-Bayeux Railway, was held by an infantry company fiom 

The Regina Rifles who appears to have had at least sorne troops as far forward as Norrey 

itself.14' The Reginas did not secure Norrey and if they were aware of the presence of 

26th SS Regt's Pioneer Platoon, it was not relayed to Colwell. The humed battle 

procedure meant most Hussars and certainly most Riflemen had no idea of the coming 

operation or really where they were going. Tank crews who survived a hit on their tank 

found themselves totally Iost when they tried to retum on f o ~ t . ' ~ ~  

The Fire Plan appears to have been mshed and incomplete. The attached FOOs 

finally called down artillery but it was too late. It is not simply hindsight to suggest a 

good stonk on Norrey and Le Mesnil as the Hussar vanguard was approaching. As flawed 

as Allied doctrine may have been, what did exist was ignored, There was no supporting 

fire base and the Hussars, who amved on the battlefield one squadron at a time, were 

engaged and destroyed piecemeal. Intelligence was incomplete despite the activity of 

Mohnke's Regiment in the days preceding the attack. Quite obviously, there was not 

enough infantry. Al1 of "D" Company, QOS was wedded to "B" Squadron and their 
- - 

13' According to the 6th CAR War Diary the order was cornpiied with by some uoops, perhaps C 
Sqn. Then is reasonable doubt that B Sqn, directly engaged with the SS and under attack fmm Siegel's 
company would have checked fire. Siegel recalls a spinted firefïght continueci right up to the end. He also 
recalled that some of the Canadian tanks camouflage (netting or piles of straw) were set on fire during the 
battie. 

'" Colonel English refers to it as "ihis disgracefbi aaaif': John A Engiish The Canadian Amy 
and the Nonnand~ Campaien - A Studv of Failure in Aiah Command. (New York: Raeger, 1991), 214. 

'" B-d, 202; refus to The Regina Rifles at Nomy en Bessin." See WD Regina Rifies. 

'" Dodds recalls: "1 was kneeling on the flooring re-afianging the ammo when the tank was 
struck The dvrs hatch was hocked off and the 75 knocked out, the breech etc., shook violently and went 
slqwards, Sgt Johnson said "Bail Out." The Capt gave one hesitant look skywards and then both were 
gone." Dodds eventuaiiy made his way back to 6th CAR (it took 24 hours). His mmmendations: "The 
value of briefing of ail ranks before an operation so ihat they wilI know w hich way to go w hen unhorsed is 
evident, also each man should have a pocket compass if such a thîng is possible." 



action, though gailant, was confused and fragmented between N O K ~ Y  and Le Mesnil. It is 

unclear what "A" Squadron and the other three QOR Companies were doing throughout 

the action. If the Gennan account is to be accepted, they were still fighting through 

Norrey throughout the battle. The 12 SS Pioneers must be credited with a most 

determined defence. 

Unlike the 7 June action by 27th CAR, there was no satisfying final counter- 

attack to restore the situation. But then Colwell did not have the resources Me1 Gordon 

enjoyed. He was about three infantry companies short and there were no attached anti- 

tank guns, not even a troop of Ml0 Tank Destroyers. The 1st Hussars Recce Troop was 

not used. The Stuarts could have given valuable semice by a quick reconnaissance into 

Norrey or by probing the approaches toward Le Mesnil-Patry. "C" Squadron does not 

appear to have entered the show and was stuck trying to get out of Norrey. There appears 

to be no effort made by Colwell, despite the fact his RHQ was at the rear of the tank 

column and in front of the remaining three QOR companies, to attempt to maneuver or 

take control beyond his two orders to fly recognition flags and then withdraw. 

The Brigade reserve, 10 CAR, was not called forward. Wyman's inexperience 

was evident, which is curious since his alleged combat background was the specific 

reason why he was given the appointment as Commander, 2nd Annd  de.'" Clearly, 

armoured experience in Italy was worth little in Normandy. The doctrinal training of 

2 CAB or QOR does not seem to have prepared them for an armoured operation. As 

infantry tanks they were trained to support infantry, but Le Mesnil was an armoured show 

with the QOR supporting the tanks. Tt was to be the last 2 CAB battlegroup.'" 

The Commander of 2nd Armoured Brigade did not appear on the battlefieid and 

neither did his boss, General Keller, As before in Buron, Le Mesnil-Patry was "the only 

game in town." Wyman attempted to impose leadership by radio. Placing his tactical 

headquarters (three tanks) on the wrong side of Norrey and declining ta corne forward 

during battle ensured he would have no knowledge or influence on Le Mesnil-Patry. He 

'" "Brig Wyman was posteci to COMD 2 CDN ARMD BDE hom BRAC CDN AREXY in order 
that this finn would have battie-experienced COMD in very important assauit stage." Crerar Papers. Gen 
Montague, CanMil London, fiom Cnrat, Main HQ First Cdn Amy. 8 Aug 44. 

lM "As a r d t  of today's action by 6 CAR the Bde Cornd R A. Wyman, early this morning made 
note that we are being outgunned by the enemy and that we shouId have a higher preportion of Shennan 
VCs with 17 Pdr." RG24 WD 2 Cdn Arrnd Bde 12 Julie 44. 



was content to follow the events on wireless until a shaken unhorsed Colwell walked up 

to his Sherman and reported. This was no way to run an amioured attack. 

The eKects of the June battles began to tell on the armoured regiments of 2 CAB. 

By 21 June C'D plus 15") the mounting iosses and mechanical breakdowns had not been 

matched by arriva1 of replacement tanks from the beaches. The villages abandoned by 

Cunningham and Keller on 7 June were now the object of bitter, costly battles. By 6 July 

regiments had been reduced to thirty-four tanks and some infantry battalions to "fi@ 

four men per  CO^."'^' The battles to extend the beachhead were small, costly affairs. The 

regimenrs of 2 CAB, in good "infantry tank" fashion, were fragmented and parceled out 

one squadron at a time per operation or per infantry battalion. in Operation Winciso, the 

attack on Carpiquet Airfield (4 July), the North Shore Regiment and Le Régiment de la 

Chaudière were each supported by a squadron of tanks fiom 10th CAR, The Fort Garry 

Horse (FGH)? Another Squadron of FGH had been attached to the Winnipeg Rifles and 

been so badly mauled by Panthers of 1st Bn, 12 SS Pz Regt, that "At 9:00 Brigade 

ordered the battalion back to the start Iine and 44 rocket-firing aircraft were sent in to 

attack 17 enemy tanks or self-propelled guns which had been reported dug in around the 

airfield."'" "A" Squadron, Sherbrooke Fusiliers, had been sent on a diversion to 

demonstrate on the lefi towards the Château de St. Louet and Gruchy. This was 

"successfully executed and a considerable number of casualties were inflicted on the 

enemy without our own force suffering any important  oss ses."^^* 

'" RGZ~.-WD FGR luly; WD Regt de la Chaudih; Jacques Castonguay [et] Armand Ross i 
Réaiment de la Chaudikre (Lais:  imprimé privé, 1983), 270-275. The history totally ignores the presence 
of Canadian tanks in the battle. 

'" RG 24. WD Royal Winnipeg Rifies hi 44; Op Log 3rd Infifhr, h l  44. 

"' nie squadron leader, Major S. V. Radley-Walters, was "bighly praised for his excellent and 
invaluable work by Maj-Gen Keller. ..." WD 27 C A R  Supplemental Report 17 Ju144, 3. "An sqn had 
"accounteâ for sorne 75 Germaris, a 37 mm AfTK gun with other possibles and no l o s  to themselves other 
than 2 tics damaged on a minefd." 



CHAPTER THREE 

BREAKOUT 1: OPERATIONATMCJULY 19 
The First Battle for Verrières Ridge 

The Strate~ic Commander 

Divisions are grouped according to this ernployment in the plan1 wiii never employ an 
armoured corps* 

B. L. M. Montgomery: 21st Amy Group stalf Conference, 13 Jan L944 

It is a matter of debate whether General Montgomery had a strategic mind. An 

examination of his activities in Afnca and France suggests he had a flair for lavish 

spectacle and liked to dabble in maneuver warfare but he was not good at it. 

Montgomery's claim to fame is the "set piece" battle which is an attritionist approach 

based on numerical superiority, an embarrassrnent of artillery, and a stubborn succession 

of frontal attacks until one side runs out of men or equipment. This seemed to work in 

Africa. The first El Alamein (Alem Halfa) was a brilliant defensive battle with al1 

respects to its purported architeas, General Sir Claude Auchinleck, Commander-in-Chief 

Middle East, and Major-General E. Dorman-Smith, acting Chief of Staff, Eighth Amy.' 

The breakout, often called the third El Alamein, featured a pathetic inability to use the 

"force de chasse" cornposed of two armoured divisions designed to follow the 8th A m y  

Schwemunkt and ovemin the remnants of the German-Italian host as it fled to Tripoli. 

The dean of desert warfare outfoxed Montgomery. The one "al1 Monty" defensive victory 

over Rommel was at Medenine where the M c a  Korps threw itself ont0 the British 

pakfkont and got some of its own medicine. There was no maneuver warfare. 

Montgomery mived in Normandy experienced in the "ducks-in-a-row" offensive and 

somewhat disappointed by the stalernate of ltalian operations. 

- - 

' See Correlli Bamett The Desert Generals (New York: V i g ,  1%1) 177-189 and, Tucker, 137- 
14 1, 



It was Eisenhower's wish that Montgomery assume operational responsibility in 

Normandy. By the end of June, with three German armies in the area, breaking out would 

require organizing a strategic offensive using the resources oftwo army groups. "D Day" 

was a brilliant example of an Allied strategic offensive; a failure could have set the war 

back by years. The aim of the next effort would be a breakout battle that ended with the 

Allies across the Seine. The first goal was to breakout and acquire operational maneuver 

thereby securing the destruction of the German army in the West andlor the capture of 

Paris. Either could bring about an operational, perhaps strategic, victory. Montgomery 

was working against tirne and geography. 

Time was critical because every week brought in more American divisions and 

strengthened Bradley's hand. It is not unfair to suggest Montgomery wanted another 

Alamein and preferred an all-British knockout punch to an Allied or American win. 

Although he insisted that he had planned Normandy al1 along as an American victory - 
draw the Germans to the east, break out on the West - his actual conduct shows a series of 

desperate atternpts to crack the Gerrnans near Caen. Montgomery's other obstacle was 

the bocage. The sunken lanes, paralleled by medieval hedges that could stop a tank, 

reduced the Normandy battle to a series of bloody company-platoon-sized actions fought 

at ranges of less than one hundred yards. At least that was the situation in the American 

and British sectors. 

In the Canadian sector the open ground beyond Caen was an armoured officer's 

dream. Unfortunately, the long ranges favoured German tank guns. This, coupled with 

the very determined, almost fanatic, defence by the Hitle rjugend Division, presented a 

daunting task. Nevertheless, a breakthrough near Caen could mean imrnediate operational 

maneuver. A breakthrough in the British-American sector de facto resulted in another 

two weeks of fighting through bocage until open area was reached. 

If Montgomery had a strategic bent then a generous interpretation could be that he 

attempted a Sei& of chess moves: Operation Epsom (reaching the Odon River), the 

taking of Carpiquet, dominating the Odon-Orne junction and the western Orne crossings 

and Caen's left flank, and finally, Operation Winldor, the capture of Caen itself. Ignoring 

the thrashing of 7th Armoured by lOlst Schwer Panzer Abteilung (in effect, Wittman's 

two Tigers), the British had successfully pushed their way into the Odon Valley and were 



doggedly fighting for the heights overlooking the Orne Valley by early July. It was clear 

that taking Caen was going to be a costly effort. Montgomery responded by using a 

strategic a m  to win an operational offensive - the Allied bomber force. 

Using the heavies to clobber Caen did marvelous service for the troop's morale 

but accomplished little. The city was tumed into a rubble strewn obstacle and could have 

become a Stalingrad had the Germans chosen to defend it. Strategic bombing in support 

of a ground offensive was contrary to both RAF and USAAF doctrine. It put them under 

Army command, albeit briefly, and set a dangerous precedence - bomben as heavy 

artil1ery:Caen set the pattern f o ~  the Allied Strategic Offensive; any serious attempt at a 

breakout would be preceded by a heavy air attack. It was the key difference that separated 

the Ailied operational mechanics. The Russians fired artillery, the Western Allies 

dropped bombs. 

Caen initiated the pattem and Goohvood was confirmation. Montgomery had 

failed to break out during Windsor. There was a humed German withdrawal but no rout. 

Now he had to do it al1 again. This time he had the benefit of being on the Orne and 

better able to take advantage of the British foothold on the eastem bank captured by 6th 

British Para Div on D Day. Ordering heavy bornbers and squeezing all his amour into 

the eastern bridgehead, Montgomery prepared for "El Alamein IV." This was a grand 

plan if Epsom and Windsor were the detailed part of a strategical whole. Conversely, the 

case may be made that the previous attacks were a series of individual attempts ending 

with Goodwood before Montgomery became tmly strategic and planned the double 

offensives of Cobra and Spring on 25 July. 



Goodwood 

We have nothing to fear fiom Panther and Tiger Tanks 
Generai Montgomery, 4 Juiy 1944 

I do not need an American m o u d  division for use on my eastern flank; we really bave 
di the amour we need. 

Montgomery to Eisenhower, 8 Juiy 1944 

AP shot 88mm was quite extraordinary - as they came across the tops of the corn you 
could actually see them corning - as they left a wake rather like that of a torpedo ... and 

one could, in fact, take evasive action 
Majoî Bill Close'; "A" Sqn, 3 RTR, north of Cagny, 19 July 1944 

Operation Goohvood had the potential to chue the German amies across the 

Seine. General O'Connor's 8th Corps, comprising three British arrnoured divisions (7th 

"Desert Rats," L lth, and the Guards Annoured) were to break out on the east of Caen, fan 

out onto the high ground of Bourguébus-Verrières, and exploit towards the Seine and 

Falaise. Planning on the Corps level started on 13 July. 

. . . the operation presented unusual difficulties, involving an advance for 
the first three miles through a corridor two miles wide both flanks of 
which were held by the enemy. Tt was therefore decided to enlist, for the 
first time on a large scale, the aid of the Strategic Air Force in the tactical 
role of neutralizing t hese menacing flanks.. . . 2 

The bomber support was irnpressive: "Between 0545 and 0800 hours on 18 JuIy, 

1056 Lancasters and Halifaxes of Bomber Command, 570 Liberators of the VIII Air 

Force and 3 18 Mediums of the IX Air Force operated in close support.. . .") The effects of  

the attack were initially devastating: "70% of Prisonen of War interrogated 24 hours 

after Bomber Command's attack ... could not be interrogated because they could not 

h e a ~ " ~  The airns of Goohuood have been much debated. If it was part of a grand scheme 

RG 24 10554 L21S B2.013 LD2, Secret. The Goadwood Meeting 18-2 1 Julv 1944. Para 1. The 
Goodwood conference was a pst-rnortem held to analyze the operation's failure, 

' RG 24ï0554 215 82 Secret Tactical Bulletin No.38. Operations by Bomber Comrnand in Close 
Support of the Anny - Caen, 18th M y ,  1944. This raid was either the most useful or one of the most 
usefiil of the operations canied out by Bomber Command in direct support of the Allied Armies." Martin 
Middiebmk and Chris Everitt, The Bomber Command War Diaries 1939- 1945 (London, Penguin, L985), 
5 4 .  

' RG 24 10554 215 B2 Secret Para 12. Extract from SHEAF report on Goodwood bombing. Diary 
entry from officer 2 CAB: ''Tt was a scene of utter dedation. I have never xcn such bomb craters The 
ûees werr uprcmted, the roads impassable. Then were bodies in aumpled men. A tank lay still 
buming with a mw of feet sticking out fiom undernath. In one Crater a man's head and shoulders appeared 



to "write down" German armour and open the door for Bradley in Cobra, it was not made 

clear to the amour commanders. Rather than expect a "holding battle": 

"Pip" Roberts relates that: "We had discussed in conference with Dick 
O'Connor what should be done d e r  we were firmly established on the 
high ground beyond Bourguébus and 1 am quite sure that Falaise was in 
everyone's mind as a point to be aimed for. When Hobart went up to 8th 
Corps HQ before the battle, O'Connor consulted hirn as to 'the best 
formation in which the three armoured divisions should move once they 
had broken through into open country.' "' 

Godvood included a virtual "who's who" of the grand old chaps of RoyaI Tank Corps 

doctrine. Besides the vast operational experience of O'Connor and the tactical 

background of Roberts, there was the raging bu11 of the Royal Tank Regiment, General 

Hobart himself. It is possible that this fellowship of the British armour decided to 

misinterpret Montgomery's infantry approach and redefine the operational aim as, in fact, 

a breakout. However, it is more likely that a blitzkneg was exactly what General 

Montgomery wanted. Here was a bomber blasted Schwegunkt that made Guderian's 

breakthrough at Suden insignificant. Eisenhower himself expected no less than : "a drive 

across the Orne from Caen towards the south and southeast, exploiting in the direction of 

the Seine basin and ~ a r i s . " ~  

Intelligence information pnor to the attack estimated elements of three panzer 

divisions in the area (2 1 Pz; 1 SS LAH; 12 SS HJ) for a total of two hundred tanks and 

thirty-five assault guns7. This did not appear to include the presence of two Tiger 

battalions: 10 1 SS schwerPanzerabteilung and 503 schPzAbt. The 503rd' a Wehrmacht 

unit, was equipped with one Company of brand new Tiger II B, the "Royal" or 'King 

Tige? - the most advanced tank in the world. 

The German defenses had been set by Rommel himselc Goodwood was to be the 

last Rommel-Montgomery battle. The defence zone began with a thinly held outer 

perimeter of observation posts and machine-gun nests. Behind lay the main defensive 

- 

sticking out from the side. nie place stank" Maj Gen H. Essame, Normandv Bridnehead (London: 
BaIlantyne, 1970), 155. 

' RG 24 10554 LZlSB2.01D2. File by C. P. Siacey, taken from cirait sent to him by Liddell Hah 
9 Sep 54, 

Generai D. D. Eisenhower, Remn Normandv Carmaiai ECO 1946. MHI. 



area based on "web" defence: fortified villages with interlocking arcs of fire covering the 

forward zone and buttressed by more strong point hamlets. In the rear, deployed in open 

agicultural land, studded with a number of compact, well-built Stone villages, were the 

German gun lines.' In total, Rommel created five defense lines supported by mobile 

reserves of Pz IV, Panther and Tiger battalions. If German armour was permitted to 

maneuver, it could block any British penetration with accurate long range fire. 

Resolute local commanders who had s u ~ v e d  the savage bombingg (rnost 

Germans were in shock, many soldiers went madl0 sat tight and fought ftom villages that 

stood like rocks in an armoured British sea. Decisive local cornmanders reacted quickly 

and organized effective ad hoc anti-tank defenses." Soon British squadrons were being 

shot up from the flanks and rear.12 Disorder began to emerge. The British armoured 

division still fought in two solitudes. The tanks, à la old Fuller / RTC doctrine, went in 

alone. As German reserve tank battalions arrived (Panthers fiom 1st SS and 12th SS as 

well as Tigers from 101 SS and 503 schPzAbt), the British tank divisions received 

increasingly deadly fire from their front as well. Soon the plain before Bourguébus was 

covered with nearly five hundred burning British tanks. The Goodwood offensive failed. 

Lt. General G. G. Simonds, who had just arrived to take over 2nd Canadian Corps, 

Eisenhower, Para 5: Temin. In addition, there were Uuee raiiway lines that had to be crossed, 
two of which were elevated ernbanlanents. The entire area was dominated by Bourguébus Ridge. 

RG 24 10554. DAT Air Ministw Tactical Bulletin No.38 ( L x  1.B). In addition, "From 0700 - 
0745hrs 9 USAF dropped 100 Ib and fragmcntation bornbs in the area of the 'tank tun' (fbsed nose 
instantaneous to avoid crater). From 08304900hrs Fdnowille, La Hogue and Bourguébus were hmbed 
by 8 USAF using 1000 Ib h m b s  "to disrupt enemy concentrations and prevent or delay counter-attack.", 
2. 

'O The Commander of No.2 Company of Tigers from 503 SchPzAbt deployed in the middle of the 
bombing area described tanks "thrown in the air like match sticks" and soldiers dciven to suicide. 

' The 21s Panzer's Colonel Hans von Luck was shocked to see masses of British tanks south of 
Colombelles heading toward Bourguébus and the Paris highway. He quickly rwrganized village strong 
points then noticed a flak banery slill attempting to engage Allied tadical air. "1 gave clear orders to get 
immediately involved in this batde by fighting the British tanks." The Luftwaffe offker gave ."..a flat 
refusal. So I twk out my Iittle pistol and asked him whether he would Iike to be kiUed üxunediately or get a 
high decoraiion. He decided for the latter." Within minutes the battery was shooting British armour. See 
film documentary Operation Goodwood for this particular version and, Hans von Luck, Panzer Commander 
The Memoires of Colone1 Hans von Luck (New York: Praeger, 1989), 154. 

'* "Pipn Roberts candidly d l e d  the &ec& of Gennan fm: Serhaps you wouid like to consider 
what you would do as commandhg omcer when having not heard fmm your rear squadmn for wme time, 
and you look back and you find that they al1 seem to be knocked ou t... some of them were burning some of 
the crews have baiIed out - at any rate, Uiey are not operational." Otleration Goodwood. 



watched the disaster fiom the bluff on the east edge of Carpiquet airfield.'' lt was to 

make a lasting impression and influence his next two operations.14 Goodwood confirrned 

another Montgomery pattern: any failed breakout attempt was immediately re-baptized as 

a "holding battle." 

Problems in Canadian Command 

one might drnost say fnght . . . 
General Crocker, evaluating Keller's leadership of 3 Cdn Div 

When Montgomery had removed some British commanders because of high 

casualties and disappointing performance, his M y  Commander, Dempsey, told him he 

had the same problems within 3rd Canadian Div. The Canadian push towards Caen had 

fallen flat beginning with the battle of Buron on 7 June. Subsequent brigade offensives 

like Le Mesnil-Patry or the attack on Carpiquet were poorly planned, poorly supported, 

and mostly, at brigade and divisional level, poorly led. The results were the same: 

rnounting casualties to the infantryL5 and a continued stalemate. The attacks on the 

eastem (Caen) flank produced little; the Frontal probes were doubly fmstrating since they 

were being fought to recapture the same villages that Keller had agreed to give up on 

7 June. 

The Commander of 3rd Division was not well. The four weeks of fighting had 

affected his health and military judgment. He had punched his way into Normandy and 

promptly ran out of ideas. The first criticism came from senior British commanders. 

Keller's immediate boss, General Crocker, wrote an adverse report with veiled reference 

to corpulence and drink. "Keller is not really fit temperamentally and perhaps physically; 

" Goodwood's failure totally emged Eisenhower and confi ied the desire of Air F o m  oficers, 
still angry &er the'anny's failure to exploit the Caen bombing to get rid of Montgomery: ."..the attempt 
by Tedder and the Little cotene of British statfof'fïcen at SHEAF to get Montgomery sacked, which 
acnialiy got as far as ChurchiU." Essame, 157. 

" Marshal Stems: Stems Papen - correspondence ktween ProE Reginaid Roy and Marshal Stems 
(Simonds's ADC) which toak place durùig the preparation of Dr. Roy's superb book: Normandv 1944. 

I5 "The SD and G Highianders had only 51 men per coy IeR.." RG24 14287, Ops Chamwood 
(Caen). 27 Cdn Amd Regt (Sher Fus) 17 hlul. After acîion report and "lessons lemed": one of the mon 
complete armoured biSt0ri~d documents found for h e - M y  44: Also, RG24 15271 WD SDG July 44. 



he is a man who has the appearance of having lived pretty ~ e l l . " ' ~  More serious was the 

warning that Keller was mining his division: 

. . . the Div lapsed into a very nervy state.. . . Exaggerated reports of enemy 
activity and their own dificulties were rife; everyone was far too quick on 
the trigger, and general attitude of despondency prevailed . . . the steadying 
hand of the Commander was required. It was totally lacking; indeed the 
state of the Div was a reflection of the state of its commander. He was 
obviously not standing up to the strain and showed signs of fatigue and 
nervousness (one might almost say fnght) which were patent for al1 to 
see.17 

Keller's commanders, including Montgomery, recommended he be sacked. Even though 

he had ruthlessly removed British cornmanders on the same front, Montgomery passed 

the decision along to Crerar. Crerar deferred to his subordinate, Guy Sirnonds. 

Both had been handling another problem - Keller's attempts to sack Cunningham. 

The Buron battle had opened a nerve (". . . Bde had failed to take objectives . . . delay in 
ir 18 use of reserve . . . lack of drive.. . . ). Subsequent actions resulted in an adverse report 

and Keller's insistence that Cunningham must go. There was a senous personality 

clash.lg Crerar decided that Cunningham had not been handled well by Keller but then 

"Crocker's handling of Keller has not brought out the best in the latter."20 Keller was 

ordered to see Sirnonds. The i n t e ~ e w  began with a discussion about the proposai to fire 

Cunningham. Keller was adamant. Sirnonds sudden l y produced British reports criticizing 

Keller's command of 3rd Division. Keller read them - it was a devastating blow. He 

broke down: "He did not feel his health was good enough to stand the heavy strain and 

l6 There was earlier evidence of a rninor dn'nking problem in UK and discipline fiom Crew 
"Keller. ..drank too much and made an objectionable fool of hirnseifon social occasions." Crerar Papcrs. V2, 
3 May 43 KelIer enjoyed himself in the mess. "He usually called for a bottie of Johnny Walker BIack to be 
set in front of him This was normally gone by the end of dimer." Colonel G, Routley, I'IDYRCH, personal 
interview, 25 October 1988. Ifdnnk was a problem for Keller, it dws not seem to have becomc serious until 
Normandy. A more likely analysis is that Keller's health suffered from the combination of battle e.uhaustion. 
nerves, diet and dnnk 

" RG 24 10633 Crerar PapeaV3 Letter from Crocker. Iuly.44. 

'' RG 24 10633 Cnrar Papen V3. Letter fm Brig A. E Walford DMCMG First Cdn h y .  13 
h l  44, 

l9 Keller had k e n  Cunningham's DS at StanCollege. The sophisticated lawyer lefi unimpressed 
with his regular force boss. Keller may have been jealous of Cunningham's statu: "Cunningham was the 
'white-haired boy' wîth Crocker and Dempsey kfore the assault." Interview Cunningham 1990 and Crerar 
Papen, 10 hl 44 leiter to LtGen Ken Stuart, 

'O RG 24 10633 Crerar P a p m  10 M y  44 leaer to Simonds. In a Ietter to Stuart C ~ m w r o t e :  "1 
am not sure at al1 of Keller being able to last the course," CremPapers 15 hl#. 



asked that he be medically boarded as he felt that he would be found to be unfit."'' It is 

dificult to Say whether Keller agreed with the censure, or if the realization that every one 

of his superiors (Crocker, Dempsey, and ~ o n t ~ o r n e r ~ " )  thought him useless, was too 

much for his ego. What is clear is he took the easy approach. He did not fight for his job. 

He tried to quit for reasons of health. Today, an enlightened chief medical officer might 

have agreed with Keller. His inability and subsequent mistrations and fatigue had made 

him a high ranking psychiatrie c a s u a ~ t ~ . ~  Keller tned to get Simonds to let him go. 

Simonds would have none of it. He looked beyond Keller and saw a division that was 

faItering.spiritually as well as physically. He figured the loss of a brigadier and the div 

commander would be too much: '9 am NOT prepared to recommend his removal on 

evidence at present available to me."24 

There is not rnuch evidence to show Keller or Cunningham were beloved or had 

legendary status in 3rd Division. They were liked. Generally. they were not well known. 

Cunningham was not a showman; he tned to do his job - '9 visited each battalion 

d a i ~ ~ . " ~ '  As the Normandy battle grew complicated, Keller sought the protection of his 

headquarters more and more. He did not appear forward during battles. As an infantry 

officer he likely suffered the news of the mounting casualties as much as the battalion 

commanden. There is little direct evidence to support Crocker's insinuation that Keller 

was a coward. However, it is clear he did not lead from the front. Keller and Cunningham 

remained at their posts. Simonds sent them into Atlantic and Sprirtg. Both would not do 

particulariy well but by then, the battle was well out of a brigade or divisional 

commander's hands. It had become a Corps show. Normandy was now Simonds's war. 

" Crerar Papen. Dempsey agreed, as did Montgomery: " undecided and apprehensive. and was in 
no son of way a Commander. ..I consider he is not goad enough to command a Canadian division2 

see Cupp and McAndrew, Chapter 6. 

"' Crerar Papers. V3.27 Iuly 44 Shonds to LtGen Sir Mles C Dempsey, W C  Second Army. 
Simonds was concerned ",,with the bigger probIem of maintaining morale of 3 Canadian Division." 
Although he noted: "1 believe MajGen Keller has faiied to do his best*.,+" 



FouIkes vs Schack 

The Canadian portion of Goodwood was called Athntic. The operational 

instruction for Atlantic was issued on 16 July from Simonds's headquarters. 2nd Cdn 

Corps had become operational on 11 July. General Simonds owned 8000 yards of front - 
the 2nd and 3rd Canadian Infantry Divisions the 2nd Canadian Armoured Brigade and 

the 2nd Canadian Army Group Royal Artillery. 

While British amour was attacking south and east, the 3rd Cdn Div was to cross 

the Orne with two brigades and work its way along the east bank, driving out Gennans 

from the industrial parks of Colombelles and Vaucelles. A Canadian advance protected 

the British right Bank and drove towards the bridges and roads that c o ~ e c t e d  Caen to the 

southem plains and Bourguébus. It was a slow, dirty process. Fighting in built up areas is 

an infantry man's war. The Gemans called it rattenkneq. Keller's advance did not help 

the British much. His division was soon bogged down in a tirne wasting, life wasting 

effort against second rate troops that had become formidable defenders in the rubble. 

Bombing and artillery fire tumed each house into a f ~ r n e s s . ~ ~  

On the far right, Simonds introduced a new Canadian Division into battle - 
Lieutenant General Charles Foulkes's 2nd Infantry. The division had amved in late June 

and by the 19th was ready for battle. Foulkes owned three full brigades of infantry - nine 

rifle battalions. His task was to secure a supplementary crossing on the Orne at Faubourg 

de Vaucelles and push south towards Vemères ridge: ". . . and will be prepared on orders 

GOC 2 Cdn Corps, to capture area Vemeres 0460 by an attack. .'.."27 The 4th Cdn Inf 

Brigade (Brigadier S. ~ e t t ~ ~ )  was the vanguard followed by 5th CIB. The objective was 

Vemères Ridge. The Orne crossing was not easy. The south bank suddenly rose as steep' 

cliffs that dominated a11 approaches from Caen. The baptism of fire introduced several 

battalions into battle including the Biack Watch from Montreal. 

Sracey, Victorv Carnmim, 158; D'Este, 3 15-3 16. 

" RG24 2 Cdn Corps Operational Instr No.2 ûueration AtIantic. 16 Iuiy 44. 

Lett had been wounded in Dieppe. He was wounded again on the 18th LtCol C. M. Dniry took 
over briefly and "Lt Col F. A. Clift of The South Saskatchewan Regiment acted therder until Lt Col I. E. 
Ganong tock command of the brigade." Sîacey Victorv Cam~aim, 172. Neither the Brigade nor The Souîh 
Sask were commanded by their original COS throughout Atlantic. 



The defenders were From the newly d v e d  272. Infanterie Division, commanded 

by Lieutenant General Friedrich August Shack. The 272nd was one of the 1943 senes of 

infantry divisions reformed after demobilization in the months following the campaign in 

France. Its complement was a mixture ofregular infantry, oolder veterans, and Polish, 

Russian and Ukrainian vo~unteers.~~ The 272nd was training on the French Riviera near 

the Spanish border when the invasion struck. By 18 July, Schack's men were deployed 

behind the Orne River, defending the southern suburbs of Caen and the gateway to 

Verrières Ridge. The contest between Foukes 2nd Cdn Inf Div and Schack's' 272 

Infantry has been noted en passant within Canadian Military History. It is an interesting 

subplot to the battles for Vemères. On 18 July the two divisions, trained but untested in 

battle, were locked in a bloody struggle that would last until27 July. The two 

commanders' duel was never fully resolved, but the Gouûwood-Atlantic high watermark 

was reached when Foulkes had nearly £ive battalions on, and adjacent to, Vemères 

Ridge. 

Charles Foulkes was bom in England, grew up near London Ontario, joined the 

Militia and was eventually comrnissioned into the RCR as an infantry officer. He served 

in various appointments and enjoyed a meteoric rise during 194143. Foulkes was a 

regular officer with a career that matched his personality: careful, methodical and dull. 

He was not a great soldier and he was not a particularly good divisional commander. His 

performance during Atlantic and Spring eventually drew the ire of Simonds who trkd to 

get rid of him. However, Foulkes had an important ally in General Crerar who protected 

him. They shared a common trait - hatred of Simonds. 

Foulkes's opposite number, August Schack, was well educated for a regular 

officer, holding a degree in Theology from Breslau. A veteran of the Great wa- his battle 

experience included Poland, France 1940, Lappland and Russia. He had commanded the 

War College in Potsdam, the 216th Infantry Division on the eastern fiont, and assumed 

command of 272nd on December 1943:' The Canadian Intelligence Corps conducted a 

r, Mostly German (generally older than Class 1 Inf Divs) with a high number of "HiWis" (foreign 
volunteers) included fiom Russian PWs, Ukrainians, PoIes, even Asian types: WD 5 CIB records noted 272 
PWs looked "Jap, probably Lapland or Mongol? Ser. 68, 19 JuIy 44. 

'O Persona1 File F. A Schack. mce of the Chiefof Historicai Operationai History (German) 
Branch- 1 Apr 1945, MEIL Schack served in Russia hrlay-ûctober 43, Commandeci 272 Dec43-Sep44; 81 
Corps Sept 44; 63 Corps NovIDec 44; 32 Corps W h  -May 45, 



detailed interrogation of Schack in August 1945. The investigating officer decided he was 

a complete idiot: 

GenLt Friedrich August Schack, Commander of 272 Infantry Division is 
one of those generals who never knew anything and forgot it all. A thinner 
and more gentle version of the Erich von Stroheim type of Prussian 
general, Schack's irremovable monocle and shaven head portrayed the 
ruthless, efficient German oficer so loved by Hollywood. A high pitched, 
excitable voice and rather vacant, shifting eyes - an absent minded, stupid 
man, bom, rather than made, to his profession. His knowledge of details 
such as boundaries of the division, localities of formations or strengths of 
units at any given stage in the battle was pitiful. Even the date of the 
invasion had slipped his memory, and he excused his vagueness about the 
numbering of the regiments in his division by explaining that he was 
subsequently given command of 8 1 Corps and had, therefore, forgotten a 
great deal about 272 Infantry Division. After a moMng with General 
Schack, it can only be said that the reason 272 Infantry Division remained 
in the Normandy battle at al1 must have been due to a capable divisional 
staff, and an undoubtedly efficient Corps Commander. It could have 
achieved nothing at al1 under the sole direction of its commander? 

In fact, Schack's division inflicted more casualties and created more reverses for 

2nd Canadian Corps than any other German Division in the Nonnandy Campaign. If 

Schack was totaily incompetent, it seerns to have escaped the German High Command as 

well as his Arnerican captors who interrogated him two years later." 

Schack had deployed according to Rommel's orders. The forward line was along 

the Orne followed by a series of suburban strongpoints from Caen to Hill 67. As more 

troops amved, they were organized in web defence and forrned four more lines of 

defence that included Hill 67, Verrières Ridge, and its reverse slope. Behind the ridge 

'' RG24.10677 "Special Interrogation Report GenLt F. A Schacr HQ Cdn Forces Holland. 2 
Aug 45. 

He was decorated four times and was to eam the Eichenlaub to the Ritter Kmu in Septernber 
1944 for his division's stand in Normandy. He next m e d  as commander of- düferent inf'antry corps. 
During Amencan interrogation Schack appears opinionated and knowledgeable. E s  memory improves 
enough to oEer a cumplete divisional Order of Battie and m e  each unit and subunit commander down to 
support company level: MS 8-702 "2726 M f a y  Division by General der Infanterie ad. Friedrich-August 
Schack", Histocicai Division HQ US Amy, Europe. 1947. MHi. See a h :  Martin Jenner, Die 2161272 
infanterie Div. Ban Nauheim Podnin, t 964. 



were Schack's artiilery and Rommel's mobile reserves. These included elements of 2nd 

Panzer Division and the elite 1st SS Leibstandarte Adoif Hitler 

LAH was a superb panzer formation. It traced its roots to the praetorian guard 

raised to protect the Führer and then earned battle honoun in France 1940 and Russia. It 

enjoyed the best of men and the pick of equipment. Its commander was SS Oberführer 

Theodor Wisch: "As a type he was entirely different outwardly fiom Kurt Meyer.. . . 
Pleasant faced, with sunken eyes brought on no doubt by the suffering of the past year."34 

Wisch relieved 12 SS HJ south of Caen in early July and afier ten or twelve days handed 

over to Schack's 272nd. ". . . the Panzer IV Abteilung was lefi under corps command to 

help 272 Div on the west bank of the orne.'"' 1 SS tank strength was high - "about 100 

to 120 r~nne r s . "~~  During GooaUood LAH Panthers helped destroy Montgomery's 

armour while its Pz IVs wrecked 4th and 6th Canadian Infantry brigades on Vemères. '' 

Simonds vs. Dietrich: Round 1 

He gave the W a e n  SS a style and an esprit de corps which may possib1y be compared 
only with Napoleon's Imperia1 Guard 

Otto Skorzeny, of SS Generai Joseph "Sepp" Dietrich 

Nonnandy operations took on a totally different tone when Lt. General Simonds 

activated 2nd Cdn Corps ~ e a d ~ u a r t e r s ? ~  Simonds was to conduct four major offensives: 

Atlantic, Spring, Totalize, and Tructuble. In each battle his foe was the 1 SS Panzer 

Korps and his opposite nurnber was Obergnippenführer (SS Lt General) Josef "Sepp" 

Dietrich. They were very different in style and temperament. Simonds dominated his 

Corps; he commanded mthlessly and planned each battle d o m  to battalion Ievel. His 

plans offered little or no room for initiative or maneuver. Each battle began as a set piece 
- 

33 The 1 SS Pz Div was placed in readiness in the rear of the 272 Inf Div in the area St AIGNON- 
IFS-FEUGUEROLLES-B-LE-SUR LAKE," ETNINT MS B-540 by Gen der Infanterie 
Friedrich-August Schack : "272 Infantry Division (15 Dec 43-26 Jul44), 9, 

Interrogation Report Brieadeführer Wisch, Comd 1 SS PL Div. RG24 10677.25 Aug 45. 

" Wisch, 2. 

36 RG24 10677 Special Int Repart: Brigade Führer Wisch, 1. 

'' Battie at La Hogue. Wisch, 2-3. Arriving in the Vemères area were the remainder of 2nd 
Panzer, the van guard of 116th Panzer, elements of 9th and lûth SS Pz Divisions and 102nd SS schPzAbt 

Simonds opened his Tac HQ at Amblie on 29 June; he f o d y  twk command of "800 yards of 
fiont in the Caen sectoi' at 1500,ll Jdy. Stacey, Victorv Cammien, 166. 



action in the image of his mentor, General B. L. M. Montgomery. Each, Save the last 

phase of Tractable, ended in failure, confiision, and a disheartened abandonment of 

action by the corps commander. Simonds commanded through his exacting orders, 

constant conferences, and by radio. He was often found forward of his own division 

commanders but lacked the experience and persona1 flair to get great things out of his 

subordinates; he had serious reservations about three of them and the fourth, the only 

general with whom he had a decent relationship, he fired. 

Yet Simonds is the great Canadian General of the Second World War. His tenure 

in this admirable position is partiy due to his meticulous planning, but mostly because 

much of the serious cornpetition was so du11 and mediocre. Simonds was "a most forcefil 

and original soldier. Ambitious, reserved and ruthless, Simonds was not an easy man to 

serve - he was intolerant of minds Iess capable than his own. Yet he received respect."3g 

As a divisional commander he was rated as: "Most outstanding officer but not a leader of 

the type that will secure the devotion of his followers. Similar in characteristics to Burns 

and would give best service as a high staffoficer. Kas undoubted ability and will fight 

his Division and make few rni~takes."~~ He was hated by his army commander who was 

jealous of him and attempted to prevent his appointment to Corps Commander. 

On a number of occasions 1 have prevented him frorn following a foolish 
course of action, or got him "on the rails" again and my advice seemed to 
be sought . . . Simonds is not only highly "tensed up" but also gives me the 
impression that he resents any control .. . he has all the military brilliance 
for higher command in the field with his tense mentality, under firther 

" MG27 III B 1 1 Vol 54 Ralston Pamrs 1943. "Officers Overseas PersonaI Evaiuations" Burns was 
rated: "Exceptionally high qualifications but not a leader. DifZicuit man to approach, cold and most sarcastic. 
Will never secure the devotion of his foliowers. Has probably one of the best staffbrains in the army...," 
FouUres was credited with "exceptional ability, sound tactical knowledge, a great capacity for quick, sound, 
decisions, energy and driving power ... qualified to command a division" H. Crcrar 9 $me 42. MG30 E157. On 
16 Uay 44 Crem -te to Stuart: "Simonds and Burns are capable ofniccesrfully fillhg the appointment of 
Amy Comd Of the two, Simon& is probably the more brilliant .... Sixnonds and I agree that, as regards 
mentaMy, Foulkes possesses the necesary quaiifkations (to command a corps). On the other han4 he has not 
ken  tried in the field ... he may not show himseifequipped with the necessary mental and moral stamina" By 
2 Jui 1944 Bums was out ofthe ninning for army command "In briec GeneraI Alexander reports that in spite of 
other quaiities, LtGen. Bums shows lack of tactical sense and power of command" Crerar's atternpts to sink 
the carrer of his fellow gunner found hlln in a strange alliance with Foulkes toward the end of the war. Their 
conspiracy both took away army command h m  Simonds and, despite efforts on his khaifby Montgomery, 
kept him in exile until August 1949. See. DHist Biog F: Foulkes Papes. Comspondance: Field Uarshat BLM- 
FouIkes 12 and 26 Sep, 3 1 Oct 47; Correspondance Foulkes / S imonds 1947,1948,1949- 



strain through increased rank and res onsibilities, he might go "off the 
deep end" very disastrously indeed, 4P 

Simonds's success was entirely due to Montgomery: "1 have the highest opinion of 

Simonds. He tried to go off the rails once or twice when he first went into action with his 

division, but I pulled him back again, and taught him his sniff."" Simonds's tactical 

ability has been given the benefit of doubt. Save for an amiable examination by John 

~nglish," his tactics have been politely, almost gently, ignored by a Canadian military 

history that appears to prefer to see Simonds as the compulsive genius, the scientist 

striving towards breakthrough in his laboratory, hstratingly let down by poor apparatus 

and untrained assistants. 

The man who most often stymied Simonds's alleged brilliance was Sepp Dietrich. 

A virtually perfect antithesis to Simonds's cold, detached style, Dietrich was open, 

boisterous, gregarious, and loved by both his men and his commanders. He had the 

common touch. He was common." Dietrich was one of the first Geman tank soldiers of 

the First World War; commissioned in 1923, he joined the Nazi Party and rose rapidly 

through the Allgemeine SS until he was appointed Commanding Oficer of the 

Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler. He led the unit into combat in Holland, France, and Russia, 

where his counter-attack in the winter of 1942 recaptured Kharkov and brought deserved 

credit upon the LAH. By the summer of 1943 he handed over the 1 SS @y now an elite 

panzer division) and began to organize the new 1 SS Pz Korps. Despite his success in 

combat, C'Thanks to the leadership of Dietrich, the Leibstandarte escaped at least seven 

DHist. 86/544 Crerar Papers. Persona1 and Confidential Letter to Montgomery. 17 Dec 43. 

42 Cmar Papen. Correspondence fiom Montgomery to Crerar 21 Dec 43. 

" And in some extent by J. L. Granatstein and Desmond Morton, Bloodv Victory, 167,173 . John 
Engiïsli forgives Simonds his failures but has Iess patience with Crerar: "Unlike anything produced by Crerar, the 2 
Canadian Corps operational policy enunciated by Simonds dected onglliality, clarity and completeness.", 238.1. 
L. Granatstein's The Generals - The Canadian Armv's Senior Commanders in the Second World War (Toronto: 
S toddart, 1993) is a political anaiysis of Simonds. His tactics are viewed fiom a d e ,  almost detached distance. 
Granatstein's conclusion is decisive: "Sirnonds: Master of the BattlefieId," Doniinick Graham's The Price of 
Command - a Biomaphv of General G w  Simonds (T'oronto: Stoddart, 1993.) has been savaged by his fellow 
historians (sec Grananein review Canadian Miiitarv Histoq: Vol 2, No. 2, Autumn 1993). It is a fiiendly account 
and does not provide more information on Simonds's tacticai mind or teaction to his many tactical failures. 

44 Dietrich's charm did not win over his Canadian interogators who described him as "Short, about 5'7" 
taii, squat, a broad, dark face domlliated by a large, wide nose, rapidly dwindlùig hair, he resembled more the 
butcher that he started to be back in 1909 than the general he became in 1933." RG24 10 677 SoeciaI Interrogation 
Report, Oberstmu~~enführer Jose~h "Se~p" Dietrich, 1. 



times from annihi~ation."~') and his obvious administrative skill, Dietrich was scomed 

outside the SS: "The Wehrmacht contemptuously referred to him as the 'Wachtmeister' 

(Sergeant Major).. . . Rundstedt's description of Sepp Dietrich is admirable for both its 

accuracy and brevity. 'He is decent, but stupid. d 6  

Within the SS, Dietrich was respected and regarded with affection. The 

identification devices and heraldry of the 1st SS LAH, 12 SS HJ and the 1 SS Pz Korps 

itself al1 bear testimony to Dietrich. His name, used as a pun, is the skeleton key or 

thieves' tool within the shield that was fixed on every fighting vehicle and tank. "As a 

one-timetNCO, his relationship with his men was closer than that of any other 

commander. Nevertheless, he expected the highest performance from his soldiers.'"" 

On 12 June 1944 Dietrich took over command of Panzer Group West as well as 

retaining control of 1 SS Pz Korps; he became responsible for one of the largest and 

arguably most famous armoured forces in military history: four SS panzer divisions, three 

Wehrmacht panzer divisions and two Tiger battalions. He destroyed Montgomery's 

armour in Operation Goodwood, wrecked Atlantic and Spring, and stopped Bluecoat. He 

snatched victory from Simonds after Totalize and Tractable appeared to have broken 

open the eastem Normandy front. His style was simple and direct ("a brave, incorruptible 

man"48). He let his commanders go about their business. There was little apparent 

brilliance or the engineer's precision about his style. Nevertheless, he got results. 

There were two tiindamental differences between Simonds and Dietrich. First, 

and most important, Dietrich couid rely on both his own considerable experience and that 

of his commanders, most of whom he trained personally, and some of whom had served 

with him since 1933. Simonds had no such riches although he, like Dietrich, had never 

commanded a Corps before, he had no experience in armoured warfare and neither did 

-- - - 

" MantFranz Kurowski Hitler's Generals Edited by Correlli Barnett (London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicholson, 1989); -4 17. 

'15 Srnial Interrogation Report. O b m t e ~ u ~ t X d Ü h r ~  losef ''S~DD" Dietrich, 3. 
47 Kurowski, 4 1% 

" Field Manhai Ham von Kluge, Letter to Hitler, 18 August 1944. Despite ihe mobbery shown 
toward Dieaich by the Wehrmacht's Russian hierarchy, von muge (who also orîginaîly dismissed 
Dietrich's leadership qualities) came to respect him h u g h  out the fighting in Nonnandy: "1 have corne to 
know and appreciate as a brave, incomptible man in these difficuit weekî." Quoted in Mil ton Shulman 
Defeat in the West (London: Secker and Warburg, 1947), 152. 



his officers. Second, Dietrich's tactics did not anse fiom complex plans. They were 

straightforward and easily understood; he let his commanders do the fighting and he 

provided the reserves as they were needed. That, as Napoleon once noted, was the only 

activity left to a commander once the battle had begun. Simonds's operations were based 

on an intncate design and ended in disarray. Each offensive introduced a new formula, a 

new gimrnick. That was the doctrinal difference between the two amies. The Germans 

knew how to fight and had confidence in a proven doctrine; the Canadians were leaming 

to fight. The Simonds-Dietrich contests began with AtIantic. 

The First Vemères: The German Counter-Attack. 20-21 Julv 

We chased you from the beaches, we chased you through the grain, 
You'll soon wish you never heard of the Normandy Campaign 

"Luger Lugging Ludwig - Lay That Luger Downl':Popuiar front line son& 2nd Cdn Inf Div, July 44 

Intention: 2 Cdn inf Div will be pnpared to exploi! to the SOUTK and secure areas 
BASSE 0163 FS 0463 pt 72 0461 ST. ANDRESUR-ORNE 0261 and .a 

VERRIÈRES 0560 
Operational Order, 2nd Cdn Corps; ûperation Atlantic 16 h l 4 4  

On the evening of the 19th General Dempsey ordered Simonds to take over Bras 

from British amour as soon as possible. It was to prove impossible. The fields 

surrounding Bras, which was situated in the middle of Bourguebus Ridge, were littered 

with British amour. O'Connor's 8th Corps had been stopped cold. Keller's 3rd Cdn 

Division had just cleared Vaucelles and managed to get a brigade into Cormelles. The 

Germans still held the high ground. By next moming Dempsey issued an amended plan: 

8th Corps would hold fast but 7th Armoured Division was to capture Bourguébus. 3rd 

Cdn Inf Div would relieve the battered 1 lth Armoured Division and the 2nd Cdn Div 

would advance southward and establish itself on the Vemeres f ea t~ re?~  

By 20 July, 2 CID was across the Orne and pushing south along the road that led 

to St. André, May, and Verrières Ridge. After tenacious fighting, the foward companies 

of the 272nd had been forced out of Vaucelles and Fleury-mr-Orne. Hill 67, which 

dominated St Manin, St André and May-sur-Orne, was secured. The Camerons pushed 

into St. André and Foulkes had three irfantry battalions poised to capture Vemères itseK 

- -  - 

Stacey, Victow Campaim. 174. 



GOODWOOD's LAST PHASE 
Situation 2nd CDN CORPS 20 July 44 
"OPERATION ATLANTIC" 

Figure 17 



Commanding the division may have been hstrating for Foulkes. He was not a 

dynamic leader; he led nom his Command Post via radio-telephones and was generally 

out of touch with the forward battalions. Had Foulkes wanted to direct the battle, he 

would have had little room for creative maneuver. 2nd Corps Staff planning reached 

down to battalion level; everything was spelled out. Every attack was frontal and the 

brigade staffs were reduced to cheerleaders. As it became evident to Simonds that the 

Ridge was within reach, he ordered Foulkes to push 6th Brigade fionvard and secure the 

most dominating feature south of Caen. Although & d w o o d  had failed as a breakout, if 

the Canadians could take and hdd Vemeres Ridge (a jumping off point for Falaise), part 

of the operation's objectives might yet be saved. At the least, Rommel's main defensive 

area would have been pierced and outfianked. 

The final push for the ndge was made by Brigadier H. A. Young's 6th Infantry 

Brigade with the Essex Scottish placed under c ~ r n m a n d . ~ ~  The Brigade was spread out 

across the entire 2nd Division front. The Camerons were holding the right Bank in St. 

André and engaged in a nasty house-to-house battle against the 980th Regt of the 272nd. 

The South Saskatchewan Regiment (South Sask) and Les Fusiliers Mont-Royal (FMR) 

were deployed two up and ordered to advance on a 2000 meter front. This meant the 

battalions would soon be totally out of sight of each other and not capable of rnutual 

support. 

The top of the ridge is flat and kidney shaped. The western end dominates May, 

S t. André, St. Martin, and Beauvoir F m .  The eastem end controls Route Nationale 158, 

the Caen-Falaise Highway. The center has a slight depression; in that bowl is the village 

of Vemères, unseen except for the steeple of its church. Young's attack went in at 1500 

hrs, supported by Typ hoons and artillery. By 1730 hrs, the FMR had captured both 

Beauvoir and Troteval Farms and were advancing on Verrières village. To their right, the 

South Saskatchewan had pushed up ont0 the western crest of the ridge and were ready to 

swoop down onFontenay-le-Marmion. It had also begun to rain. Behind the rain carne a 

fire storm that tumed success into tragedy. From the area of Vemères village, the 

'O 6 CiB had one of b x  French Canadian Battalions in Normandy (there were ody four in Europe), 
Les Fusiliers Mont-Royai, led by the onirrrs recniited fiom Montreai's French Canadian elite. The remaining 
unit. were from western Cana&: The Queen's Own Cameron HighIanders and The South Saskatchewan 
Regirnent 



Germans unleashed a violent counter-attack. Tanks and panzergrenadiers pushed fonvard 

supported by mortar fire. The two leading companies of the FMR disappeared. 

The Gennan attacks were by Kampfaru~~en (KG) formed fiom 272nd Infantry, 

2nd Panzer (KG-Kohn) and 1 SS LAH." The ~eibstandartd~ had Kam~fanippen in 

Vemères, Tilly-la-Campagne, and La Hogue. Their initial attack, by KGs composed of 

5th and 6th Companies of 2nd Battalion, 1 SS Pz Regt (Mk Ns), supported by 9th 

Company, 3rd Bn, 1st Panzergrenadier Regt, appears to have corne via Vemères. 

They overran the leading FMR c ~ m ~ a n i e s , ~ ~  tumed west, and, in concert with 2nd 

Panzer'sAKam~farup~e Kohn, shattered The South Saskatchewan Regiment. As the 

westemers fought to conduct an orderly tactical withdrawal, Colonel Kohn's battle 

gro~pJ4 came upon the unlucky Essex Scottish. "Two of its companies are reported to 

have broken; it became disorganized and lost very heavi~~."~'  There was no Canadian 

armoured counter attack despite the fact 2 CAB faced Mark 1% and on hand was a 

veteran tank regirnent - The Sherbrooke ~ u s i i  iers. '6 

" The 2nd Panzer was stiil cast of the Orne but rnanaged to organize a battle group and get it south 
of Vemères by 19 M y .  Bundesarchives: RH21-5/50 Kriegstagebuch des Panzer Armeeoberkommando 5. 
Angefagen 10.6.43; gefchloffen: 8.8.44. Reports 19-21 h l  44, The guts of the unit: Panzer Regiment 3, 
PzGren Reg  304, and Div HQ did not appear in 2nd Cdn Corps ut i l 24  My. Major Koch 
commanded 2nd Bn, 3 Pz Regt. In the fighting west of the Orne îhe CO of 3rd Pz Regt, Col Kohn had k e n  
killed, the CO of 1st Bn, Major von Leesten, seriousIy wounded. Koch's KG deployed behind Verrières 
ridge: "we were sent to the rear in reserve, i.e. tanks? armd infantry and 2nd Bn 74th Arty Rgt." Statcment 
Lt Peter Win, April 1990. 

" The Division had concentrated in the Forët de Cinglais area with its HQ at Lahousse (appmx 3 
km south of Vemères Ridge). Two of its K a m ~ f m p ~ e n  had b e n  in action West of the Orne at EterviIle 
and Louvigny as late as 11-13 July. LAH counter-attacks began Iate 18th July and continueci through L9ih 
By the 20th the Divisions main elements were on Bourguébus with KGs in La Hogue, Tilly-la-Campagne 
and Verrières, A combat team had b e n  near Ifs but withdrew to Beauvoir far during the night of 19120th. 
Rudol f Lehmann und Ralf T i e m  Die Leibstandarte Band TWl (Osnabmck: Munin VerIag, l986), 178- 
182. Bundesarchives: RH21-5150 Krieasta~ebuch des Panzer Armeeoberkomrnando 5. Angefagen 10.6.44. 

" The FMR was reduced to 50% effective strength. Two rifie companies "simply disappeared"; the 
depth Company commanded by Mjor De- came under "machine gun ûre from tanks and mortars." They 
soon had 30% casualties and the amck stopped. During M y  44, the FMR was able to produce only one strong 
rifle company. Personal i n t e ~ e w s  General I. I. De-vtraze, 1990,91,92. See a h ,  RG24 10985 Message Log 5 
CIB, 19 h l y  4. -- 

" 'Our counter-attack with d i  aMilable elements of the 1 SS & Div LAK dislodged the enemy 
h m  BOURGUEBUS [Verrières ridge] which he had penetrated with about 50 tanks and took height 67 
south of Fleury-sur-Onie." Obem Kohn was kilied west of St. Martin church 19120th My. RH21-5/50 
Kriegstagebuch 5 Pz Amy 20.7-44, and, Stacey 178. 

" Stacey, Victon. Camrwim 175. See a h :  Schack, B-540, 10. 

s6 27th CAR'S squadmns ("A" nghg "C left), had moved into position below the high gound to 
support an attack on St, André-su-ûme. RG 24 14287 WD 27 CAR, 19 M y  44. 



The Corn's Counter-Attack: 2 1 Julv 

Gwdwood was shattered but had created some problems for the Germans. 

Although Montgomery had been embarrassed, by battle's end, 2nd Canadian Corps held 

part of Bourguébus ridge, Hill 67, Beauvoir Farm, and the town of St. André. Hill 67 

overlooked the valley before Vemères Ridge and dominated the tactical approaches to 

the ndge and Fontenay-le-Marmion. The feature was a jump off point for any attack 

against Vemères. St. André was the anchor on the Orne. It controlled the only bridge in 

the area capable of taking Tigers and was the Orne terminus for the east-west road that 

connected Maltot and Vieux in the Odon salient with Bourguébus and the main Caen- 

Falaise highway, Route Nationale 1 58. 

Dawn, 21 July, found General Foulkes still in a tactical muddle. The 6th Brigade 

had been thrown off the tidge and Troteval and Beauvoir farms were lost to Gennan 

counter-attacks. The South Sask, totally disorganized, had been withdrawn from the 

battlefield." The remnants of the FMR and Essex Scottish, each about two weak 

companies strong, were hanging on below Beauvoir, white the Camerons, gnmly fighting 

for their foothold in St. André, were in danger of being surrounded. Sepp Dietrich, 

accompanied by LtGen Freiherr von Lüttwitz, Commander 2nd Pz Division, met with 

Schack on the 20th and decided to follow up their earlier success by ordering his panzer 

divisions to help Schack eliminate the Canadian battalion in St. André and recapture Hill 

67.'* The attacks began very early in the moming. "In der Nacht das Korps. das die LAH 

die 272. Inf Div. links von uns bei ihrern Anmiff zur Wiedereinnahme von St. Martin-de 

-Fontenay und St. André-sur-Orne unterstutzen sol."59 Assaults were made by Schack's 

980th Regiment supported by a KG from 1 SS L M -  Panthers from 1st Abteilung, L SS- 

Pz Regt and infantry from 2nd ~attalion, 1 SS PzGren ~ e ~ t . ~ '  The Kampfpppe  blitzed 

" "170 prisonen of a Canadiadian infdiv passed thmugh the comrnand pst." Schack, B-540, 1 1. 

'' D ietriih was briefd on the 272nds counter-attacks and 2nd Cdn Div's poor showing: "a 
unseter Vcrblaffiinv enviderte Sem Dietrich in seinen baverischn Dialekt: 'Eh es nicht schiesst, glaub ich 
nicht dranl'." WD 272.IdDiv. 2 1 Iuiy 44, RH 26,27215, 23. 

" ''Thai night the COQS ordered LAH and 272 Inf Div .. . left of S t Uaiiin-de-Fontenay and S t 
André. ,," Lehmann, 18 1 and Martin Jenner, Die 2 16~272.niede&chsische Infanterie Division, 1939- 
1945. @ad Nauheim: Podzun-Veriag, 1964), 158-159. 

ThiS battalion was motorized, Like the 12 SS W, and despite ifs status, the LAH had only one 
mie pzgren battaiion equipped with AeCs - 3rd BR h m  the 2nd SS Pz Gren Regt. 



through the Essex Scottish and drove them back to Ifs, the 2 Pz KG pushed through St. 

Martin and around the flanks of the Camerons. The attack bogged down in bitter fighting 

that took heavy casualties from both sides: 

Our own counter attack irnmediately launched from the south ont0 Hill 72 
[Vemères] held up under enemy barrage and flanking fire from ST 
MARTIN, but we were able to recapture Hill 72 after bitter fighting . . . 
some of our combat teams penetrated ST MARTIN and ST N R E  SUR 
ORNE, but were unable to clear up localities before dark as the enemy 
was stubbornly defending bunkers and strongpoints which the Germans 
had constructed inside? 

Foulkes, after some urging from Simonds, acted to restore the situation. With 

three battalions broken and a third about to be overrun, the situation looked @m. Second 

Division still had not regrouped its amour, but it did have Simonds to sort out the 

artillery. Only one fresh battalion was in position to redress the situation - The Black 

Watch (Royal Highland Regiment), the creme de la creme of Canadian infantry. The 

Montrealers were a cocky group of officers from Westmount and men from the working 

classes of what seemed like every city in North ~merica .~ '  The Watch had fought its way 

into Ifs by the evening of the 19th. The next afternoon they watched as the Essex Scottis h 

and South Saskatchewan fell back in disorder fiom the German counter-attack, 

Commander of 5th CIB, Brigadier W. I. Megill DSO, deployed his battalions in a wide 

defensive arc in case the German attack gained momentum and stnick north toward the 

Orne bridges. The German attack paused after clearing the 6th Brigade off the ridge. On 

the 2 1 s ~  continuing counter-attacks by 272nd and 1st SS Kampfgruppen again threatened 

to storm Hill 67 and totally cut off the Camerons in St. André. General Simonds finally 

ordered Wyman's 2nd Armoured Brigade to support Foulkes's Division. Prompted by 

Simonds, Foulkes promptly tasked LtCol. S. S. T. Cantlie's Black Watch to strike south 

and conduct, in effect, the corps counterstroke? 

" The Watch was comprised oCMontrealers but hciuded Canadians fiom every province plus 
nearly LOO Americans, ükmhkm, P o  Gemnns, Dana, Irish, Englisb even Scots - al1 wearing the Red 
Hackie. The unit was steeped in tradition and emnt de coms. During the Great War. the Gtrman Anny had 
ciuistened the kilted regiment "the ladies from hell." RG24 15009 "1st Bn The BI& Watch RHR a i  
Cana& Pt II Orden", Parade States, lune-July 44; Interviews, RSM C. W. Bolton, Cpl B. Duckett, 1990. 

" The Orders Gmup ran late. nie Watch crussed the start Iine as senior officea scrambled to 
reach theu cornmands. Correspondance Capt Campbell Stuart RHR 28 Wy, 1990. 



The attack was supported by al1 available guns, shooting "a formidable artillery 

and squadrons from 6th and 27th CAR. There was no real battlegroup 

formed. The Watch was not given a regiment of tanks under command and Wyman 

conversely, was not given the Black Watch and ordered to form an armoured battlegroup. 

It; it was, after ail, ideal tank country.6' The gunners laid d o m  a perfect barrage; the 

Watch leaned into it as if on maneuvers. By 8:00 PM they had advanced just over a mile 

in "a real text book a t - t a~k"~~  and secured the forward bluff of Verrières, digging in 

around the nanow gauge railway crossroads, about 500 meters west of Beauvoir fam. 

The fiont Iine had been secured.. 

Secure may be a generous word. AlthoughTroteval and Beauvoir farms had been 

lost, the approaches to Ifs and 67 had been blocked; but there was still over a mile of 

open tank country between the Watch and St. André. The 17 pdrs had not gone forward 

and the tank squadrons hung back. Throughout the counter-attaclg Canadian and British 

tanks had been supported by fire from the rear. From their positions on 67 and the 

crossroads, two highland regiments, the Calgary and Black Watch, were to enjoy a 

ringside view as a third highland battalion, the Camerons, was about to receive the full 

attention of Dietrich's 1 SS Panzer Korps. The Germans overlooked St. André from the 

wooded high ground of Feuguerolles across the Orne, from May-sur-Orne, and finally, to 

the east, from Verrières itself. It was a perfect killing ground. The only tank squadron 

forward of 67 was "A" Squadron, 27th CAR (The Sherbrooke Fusiliers ~e~i rnent ) .~ '  

M Stacey, Victow Campaien, 176, 

UUnq~estionably, îhey should have ben  intimately mpponed by tanks that far beiter than 
infantry ch- couid lean into a barrage and take a hit Doctrine piayed a part here. as well as an amioured 
corps perception that other arms failed to understand the limitations of amour, that tanks should not be 
evpected to lead &cks against prepared enemy anti-tank positions." English, 230. English is correct. The 
Black Watch counter-attack deiivered against a recently arrived, disorganized enemy on the fonvard dope 
of Vemères ridge was not about to meet any serious pak fronts. This was the tirne and place to lead with as 
much amour as Wyman codd scrounge. 

InteMew Brigadier W. J. Me@ Kingston. January 1990. 

" I. A. English, one of the few military historians prepared to discuss fault in Canadian 
commanders notes: The Shehrmkes were slow to dispatch their reserve squadron forward" English, 
229. He could have bener said: "Wyman was slow to dispatch nxrve  regiment fomd.'' 



Radlev-Walters and the Panzers 

Stout-hearted, calm and deliberate crew comds who make haste slowly wiil in every 
engagement best the enemy's ponderous tanks. 

M e r  Action Report, A Sqn, 27 CAR; Operation Atht ic  

"A" and "S" Sqns, with "C' Sqn in teserve, moved up to fixe posns in sp of infat first 
ligtii, Enemy counter-attacks developed at 0630 with infantry and tks, at 1430 hrs and at 

1700 hrs, a l i  of which were driven off? 
WD 27 CAR 22 Juiy 44 

Major S. V. Radley-Walters's "A" Squadron had been tasked to "support" the 

Cameron Highlanders in St. André. It was a typical armour-infantry grouping for the 

time. Radley-Walters discussed the situation with the closest Company commander and 

"did what 1 could to help out.'"g The Commanding Oficer of the Camerons, LtCol. N. R 

Ross, did not command the tanks assigned to him; he could, however, request assistance. 

It was a poor doctrinal solution, but in this case worked out well because of the sçuadron 

commander's aggressiveness. Radley-Walters was from Sherbrooke Quebec, son of a 

Minister, a graduate of Bishop's ~n ive r s i t~ . ' ~  A large, powemilly built man, he played 

varsity football, Ioved hunting and fishing and spoke with a sof€ Eastern Townships drawl 

that suggested a simple, honest f m e r .  His quiet demeanor disguised a sharp analytical 

mind and determined stalker's instinct that made him the top Canadian tank killer in the 

Second World War. He had been in action fiom the D Day landing, the tank battle at 

Buron, and the feint at ~arpi~uet.' '  He had that rare but successfùl combination of the 

tank ace: a good eye, an aggressive, daring nature, and bags of hunter's luck. The 

Sherbrooke Fusiliers were not only well led by their CO, LtColonel Me1 Gordon, but well 

served by creative and tactically gified squadron leaders who strove to develop gunnery 

techniques and improvised battle field solutions to overcome the Gerrnan advantage. 

Radley-Walters's contribution to RCAC doctrine was customized armoured 

protection and smoke tactics: his squadron pioneered appliqué armour in 2nd kmy'' by 

' RG 2h27 CAR WD. P. 7. (Narrative) 22 Jul44. 

69 I n t e ~ e w  Radley-Walters. Kilaioe, Normandy, Kingston. 1989,90,92. 

'O He acquired his niclmame "WoppS at Bishops hom a Czech roommate who couid not manage 
to pronounce "Radley-Waltemn The men in A Sqn called him "Major Rad" 

RG24 27CAR WD. 

" RG24 10460. BRAC Re~ort on 2 CAB Iuly 44. "Maj Radey-Walten stated lhat Churchili uad< 
links Iaasely tack weIded on his glacis plate deflected 88mm A .  shot fired from a range of 100 yds." 
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welding tank tracks to his Shermans for point defence. In the attack he used smoke and 

maneuver against the supenor panzers. He joined the Camerons ready to fight. It was to 

prove the most intensive seventy-two hours of his war? "A" Squadron deployed north of 

St. André to cover the approaches and get a clear view of Verrières, the dominating 

ground. 'The orchard NE of the town was occupied by 1800 hrs along with a handful of 

in f  "" 

On arriving on the high ground (023624)'tks were seen immediately below 
in the valley at a range of approx 600 yds. Confusion arose, due mainly to 
poor visibility . . . . They were ascertained to be PzKw V's h two gps of 8 
and 6 respectively approx 300 yds apart. The group of 8 was immediately 
to our front and the group of 6 to our left fkont. After one hour's exchange 
of fire, during which we lost one tank, there was no noticeable effect on 
the enemy. It was decided to place some of our tks along the orchard 
WEST of the main road and just NORTH of St. André proper.. . . Al1 tks 
laid smoke whereupon the recce offi led the way down the main road with 
1 tp, the remainder of 4 tp and 2 tp following in that order. No 4 troop 
peeled off into the orchard and immediately adopted good fire positions 
among the consolidating inc six of the three remaining seven tanks pushed 
on into the NE area of St. André - one tk, caught dong the main road 
where the smoke screen thinned, was KO'd. For two hours the enemy was 
engaged from three sides with the battle raging in our favour. Around 
1430 hrs we accounted for eight PzKw Vs as against five of our own. 
However, the posn of the six tks NE of the town was becoming penlous -- 
two tks being KOd, two turrets jamrned and another with its crew 
commander dead. Furthemore the enemy inf were . . . a perpetual source 
of danger as they infiltrated to within 25 yds. 2100 hrs found the Sqn 
consisting of six tanks (32% eff strength) assisting in an observation role 
f?om the high ground north of St. André until darkness." 

This was the classic Allied Normandy tank battle. "A" Sqn ran into a 

Kampfmp~e  attack, either 1st or 9th SS'~. The panzergrenadiers went fonvard and 

Tounter-attacks developed on St André fkom the SW and SE at 1715 hn. Others were broken 
up by arty fire. The Regiment destroyed 13 enemy tanks...." WD 27 C A R  21 My. 

'' "me tps were disposed tactically with 1 and 2 tps mainiauiing huiidown observation posns LOO 
yds Left of the orchard on to the high ground immediately in fiont; Sqn HQ including the 17 pr was in the 
fwd orchard; 3 and 4 troops were in reserve and in sp in the rear of the orchard. Before Iast iight, two 
enemy PzKw V's appeared on the horizon at 500 y& in full view of sqn HQ but NOT of the tps. On 
engaging, one burst into fiames and the second was irnrn~bilized,~ WD 27 CAR A Sqn Mer Action 
Report. Ahrtic. July 44, 

" "A" Sqn Mer Action Report Jdy 44. 

" Both 1st Bn, 9 SS Pz Regt and la Bn, 1 SS Pz Regt had KGs in the ara and b o a  launched 
attacks withh a 48 hour period, RH 26 272, Juiy 44. Bundes Archive. 



circled to the West of ~ 1 2 8 ,  the main road, wing to get into Si. André. The tanks 

wheeled around "the Factory" and sent one panzer Company right, to flank St. André, just 

east of NlZ8. When the fire fight began, the Shermans' range was 600 meters, incapable 

of penetrating the Panthers. There were only two options for Radley-Walters: rernain hull 

down on Hill 67, cal1 for artillery, and watch the fight (this would have meant 

abandoning the Camerons in St. André), or, to boldly attack. An aggressive charge was 

the only way "A" Sqn could close the range and allow its tanks to use their superior turret 

traverse and wrest some advantage from the Panthers. It was a gutsy move. Firing smoke 

rounds to cover its approach, "A" Sqn attacked. The action was a jewel of small unit 

tactics. Boldness was costly and by midnight, the Sqn had been reduced to six tanks. 

The successfùl Canadian counter-attack and Simonds's continued presence on 67 

was noted with concem by Heeresgruppe B. The recapture of Hill 67 was given prionty. 

By aftemoon, 21 July, four Kampfmppen fiom 1st SS Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler, 9th 

SS Hohenstauffen, 2nd (Vienna) Panzer Division and even a battle group from 2nd SS 

Das ~ e i c h ~  deployed in the MayFontenay area ready to attack St. André and Hill 67.78 

Undaunted, Radley-Walters maneuvered south toward the orchard at St. André and took 

up fire positions to support the battered Camerons. 

Enemy tks appeared in force at about 1000 hrs numbering as many as 14 
at a time on the high ground south of St. André at 1500 yds. They were 
immediately engaged. Within an hour five were burning and the remainder 
withdrew. Around 1600 hrs they again appeared in force but out of 
range.. . . Around 1800 hours when we were steaithily moving the 17 pr 
into a good fire posn the enemy attacked the general position with tanks 
and in€. At least two tks were within 100 yds before being spotted. A 
quick exchange of fire resulted in our destroying two against one of ours." 

The surprise attack was conducted by Panthers fiom 1st Battalion, 9th Pz 

Regiment, 9 SS Hohenstauffen who worked their way through town and sneaked up on 

DasReich has k e n  recorded as "the" SS panzer division fighting the Americans on the west 
fiank of the bridgehead, in fact, of its two Kam~fa'Upwn, one ~gularly appeared in the Caen ana and a 
DasReich KG was in May-m-Orne cira 2 1-22 Jdy. 

'* Across the Orne were the anti-tank guns and artillery spotters of 10th SS Pz Div Fnandsberg 
supporteci by LO2nd SS schRAbt, whose Tigers were ordered to support attacks a- 67. In addition, the 
artillery of 1st SS PZ and 2nd SS Pz Korps plus the frre oftwo compIete Nebelwerfer Brigades, the 7th and 
8ih. w& mperirnposed ont0 the area. RH%S/SO Krieestaeebuçh d& Panzer Armeeoberkommando 5. 
Angefagen 10.6.44; gefchloffen: 8.8.44. 

'' "An Sqn M e r  Action Report Jdy 44. 



"A" ~ ~ u a d r o n . ' ~  The Hohenstauffen attack continued but its fury was directed against the 

Camerons in house-to-house fighting: 

"The enemy attack continued for about half an hour but mainly on the 
posns SOUTH of the town. The remainder of the evening found us 
engaging anything and everything up to 2100 yds with the 75mm and the 
1 7pr.n8 

Lt Col. Ross's Camerons fought almost hourly platoon battles. At several places the 

272nd's positions were literally across the street from the ~ighlanders." The last attack 

(at 1700 hrs) was launched fkom the SE toward St. André sur Orne. 

"A" Sqn was in posn in an orchard prepared to meet this thmst and called 
for assistance from "B" Sqn .. . accounted for 13 Geralds, mostly Panthers, 
with an additional 2 probables during the day. At 1920 hrs the enemy was 
withdrawing towards May-sur-Orne under Our fire and probably not more 
than 3 or 4 tks successfùlly retired over the ridge.83. 

At night "A" Squadron would pull back behind the orchards north of St. André or 

on the western slope of 67 and form a squadron ~eagguer.~~ Once the squadron reached a 

safe harbour it would be met by its Al echelon vehicles which had crawled fonvard in 

"black out drive" to deliver ammunition and petrol. If possible, the Regimental Sergeant 

Major sent up a hot meal in "hay boxes"; if not, the men made do with iron rations. The 

' "About 20 Jd 4 4 9  SS Pz Div was subordinated to 1 SS R Corps to eliminate by a counter- 
attack a strong penetration in the Corps area east of the Orne." MS# 8-748 Battles and Movements of II SS 
Pz Coms From 24 Sui to the Beginning of Sep 44, 1. 

" The Cameron's Regimentai History also notes that ."..a gun a e w  of the attached Anti-Tank troop 
gave heroic support The gunners accounted for five enemy tanks ai point blank mge, engaging in a duel 
almost bmde-to-muzzle' with the ferocious and detennined enemy," The Camerons a h  used their 
platoon anti-tank weapons (the PIAT) to defend against Panthers at close range. R W. Queen-Hughes, 
Whatever Men Dm: a Historv of the Queen's Own Carneron Hi&hders of Canada. 19354960. 
(Winnipeg: pnvately printed, 1960), 105. 

Mo- and 88s "had the placed taped." The Camerons were within hailing disiance of the 
Germans throughout the action: .".. Capt Dave Rodgen had the unique e.xperience of carrying on a verbal 
slanging match with a German soldier who was an ex-Canadian.." Queen-Hughes, 106. 

" "A" Sqn ARer Action Report M y  44. 

" On 19 luly, 27 CAR Tank State was 53 M4,8 VC and 7 M3. By rnidnight 23 July, Tank State 
was 25 M4 and 6 VC. nie Regiment's 50% losses were mostly borne by A Sqn. RG 24 WD 27 CAR, WD 
2 CAB. Hard evidence of 2nd Pz and 9 SS presence was given to Corps htelligence: HCIhenstauRen PWs 
and capmd a ber~e~anzer MkV (recovery tank) with the Trident markings of 2 P z  "As darkness 
approached, the rally flag was flown and we pushed off to Iaager near Fleury sur Orne. One tp of " B  Sqn 
relieving "A" Sqn. The tanks at the rear of the column became ùivaIved in the darkness in confiised 
fighting." 

RG 24 WD 27 CAR. Mer Action Rewrt on Atlantic by "An Sqm Iuly 44. 



Squadron leaguer gave them a few precious hours to repair, replenish, and reste8' 23 July 

was warm and cloudy. 2nd Corps Headquarters was busy planning Operation Spring. At 

1 SS Pz Korps Headquarters interest in St. André and Hill 67 continued. The last German 

t h s t  came over the open ground between May and the Vemeres crossroads. The bulk of 

a Panther battalion appeared and pushed south towards St. André: 

18 German tanks were pinpointed by Maj S. V. Radley-Walters, OC "A" 
Sqn, east of May-sur-Orne during the moming. Air support was requested 
immediately and although it was subsequently ranked MOST 
XMMEDIATE by Comd, 6 Cdn Inf Bde, it took one and a half hours to 
find out from 2 Cdn InfDiv that air sp was not available. This ideal target 
had by then, somewhat dispersed and medium arty hit the remainder.86 

Long range fire by Fireflies and infantry 17 pdrs corn 67 kept the Panthers at bay. 

Artillery fire took the fight out of the supponing German infantry and the panzers 

decided not to go in alone. The last attack of Atlantic ended with a s h g .  The Carnerons 

and "A" Sqn had survived - only just." 

One of the longest and tactically, most interesting armoured contests in the history 

of the Canadian Armoured Corps had been fought at St. André. Dunng a seventy-two 

hour period from 2 1 to 23 July, the battlegroups of five panzer divisions, four of them SS, 

had attacked St. André. They had decimated the Carnerons and effectively destroyed "A" 

Sqn twice but the Canadian force hung on and defeated each thmst. Tanks from three 

panzer divisions penetrated into St. André. Panther hulks were found near the church, at 

" The squadron commander did not rest: "The fresh crews wenn't always üained ... I'd get a 
fantern and gather the new men around the back of my tank - pick up some Stones and start e.qIaining 
tactics: 'Here's how we work ... here's how 1 want you to support each other'," Xntenhew Radley-Walters. 
Kilaloe, Normandy, Kingston, 1989,90,92. See: DHist 171.009 D 110 "First Cdn Army System of 
Replacement" Appx B to CMHO Trg and Liaison Letter No. 9.8 Aug 44, 

WD 27 CAR. 22 July 44. 

" Racüey-Waliers was toiaily fninrated at the time it took an "air tentacle" (the British tenn for 
the Forward Air Controller -an Air Force officer in a tmck with a powerful radio to direct Typhoon 
atmcks) to arrive:-:I'U never forget the sight About 20 Panîhers crawlhg over Vemkres ridge, there they 
were, the biggest target I had ever seen We hit them with everything we had and kept calling for air 
support. FUially, in the aftemwn this Brit ofiicer arrives, Hight boots, sweater, d, big RAF moustache, 
gets out of his truck and with a big twthy srnile says: "Right, where's the Hun?. They had to stop me. I 
was going to hit hin" Interview, Radley-Walters Air support caused concem in 5th Brigade as well. 
Brigadier Megill recalled seeing the Panthers moving forward and fnisbrated with the inactivity, personally 
drove to Caen to "shake up the Air net" He was held up by WC jams. Intewiew, Brigadier MegiiL One 
reason may have been the weaber: "CIoudy weather and heavy rainfall on 21 Jui 44 prevented the enemy 
from codüing his airforce in support of gmund combat to the ordinary extent ... bad weather continued 

. 
during the fo1Iowing 3 days and only cleared on the aftemoon of 24 M." Schack, 8-54), 11. 



the crossroads ofN 162, throughout St. André, St. Martin and the fields beyond. 27 CAR 

claimed twenty-six tanks destroyed and four probables, mostly by "A" Squadron. This 

total amounted to thirty per cent of the regiment's tank victones since D Day, including 

the battle for Buron on 7 lune. The defence has passed into military obscurity, rnostly 

because ofthe whirlwind of blood, fury and tragedy that was to follow across the same 

fields of grain on 25 July: Operation Spring. 

Atlantic Lessons Leamed: Tanks Versus Infant- 

Well may the wheat and sugarbeet grow green and tush upon its gentle dopes, for in that 
now half-forgotten summer the best b l d  of Canada was freely poured out upon ihem 

C. P. Stacey 

The 19 July German counter-attack was a good example of what the RTC ideal 

world was al1 about - a good demonstration of local initiative and ~uftraastaktik.~~ If 

tanks could catch unsupported infantry in the open, any action quickly becarne a rout. In 

the case of 6th Brigade, three under-strength companies of Pz IVs (about twenty to thirty 

tanks) scattered the entire formation. The LAH counter-attack accomplished two of its 

goals: restoring contact with the ovemn 272nd Grenadiers in Beauvoir F m  and 

checking the entire Canadian attack - an impressive bonus was throwing 6th Brigade off 

the ndge and reestablishing the HKL. Putting aside the Orne crossing and house clearing 

through Fleury and Ifs, this was 2nd Division's tirst full day in action since Dieppe. The 

inexperience of battalion, brigade and division commanders was clear. The beauty about 

the Verrières position is that most of the crest and forward slope can be comfonably 

observed from Hill 67. This required a strong mix of determination, leadership, and, it 

must be said, courage. The tactical commander need not sit in a cellar trying to make 

sense out of garbled radio transmissions or liaison reports. Fleury and Ifs were less than 

two kilometres fiom Hill 67. Al1 Foulkes had to do was drive up (in a tank if that was - - 
/ 

88 E.wp1anation of "AuAraastaktW: "Gen DePuy: '..do what the neld higher commander would do 
if he were there and knew the same situation.,' Gen, v. MeIienthin: 'Exactly. The success of Auftragstaktik 
presunÿibly rests, at least in part, on knowledge by the nibordhate of the higher commander's concept of 
operations and objectives. in these circum~tances the nibordinste cm choose sensible courses of action 
which conûibute to the desired outcome within the fiamework o f  the overaii scheme."' Exüact: "GeneraIs 
Black and Von Meiienthin on Tactia: hpiications for NATO Milikuy Doctrine" BDM Corporation, 
Virginia, 19 December 1980, 17-18, MHI. 



preferred) and simply look. The rain, German fire, and Canadian inexperience took their 

toll. 

There are several important questions raised in this battle. Where were the 6 pdrs 

of the three infantry battalions and where were the 17 pdrs attached to the brigade? 

Veteran hands would have brought them fonvard without being told to. By the time 2nd 

Anti-tank Regt was finally ordered to advance, it was too late. They ran into an LAH 

troop and were wiped out. These things are learned from experience or realistic training. 

Senior Onicers' TEWTs rnay have concentrated too much on 'beach-head tactics," yet 

2nd CDwas  not a "landing division"; training in the UK may have been i n c ~ r n ~ l e t e . ~ ~  

Simonds and his generals needed more time to shake Italian dust out of their map cases 

and sort out a doctrine for the open areas south of Caen. The tactical grouping for 

Atlantic was awkward and belied the inexperience of bath? 
A fresh brigade, grouped with Wyman7s 2 CAB, would have been a better choice 

to attack the ridge. 6 CIB, under an action commander, went in with no mutual support. 

They were overrun and swept off the ridge. The only stable brigade was Megill's, which 

had established a pretty solid defensive arc based on the Orne, Hill 67, and Ifs. Veterans 

would have expected Foulkes to use Megill or 4th Brigade to counter-attack. Instead 

Foulkes did nothing; Simonds took over the battle and penonally snatched the Black 

Watch away from Megill and placed it under Clifi's command. He then ordered 6th 

Brigade to counter-attack. The corps counter-attack was conducted exclusively by the 

Black Watch, supported by three squadrons of armour from two,different regiments. The 

attack had plenty of Div and Corps artillery; Simonds saw to that. 

The most puzzling question has to be where was 2nd Canadian Armoured 

Brigade? July 20 was the sort of situation Wyman had probably hoped for at Le Mesnil- 

Patry. The terrain was ideal for armour. 2nd Div had broken through to Vemères. The 

question became if not now, when? The bulk of an entire armoured brigade watched an 
- * 

" "Tiiere was to be no more cxperimenting. Doctrine and eqpt had to k final* now, due to the 
shon trg period available. RG24 1371 1, WD 2 Cdn Corps. Minutes of Conference held by General 
Montgomery HQ 21 Amy Group 0930 hrs 13 Jan 44. 

Mer Young was wounded, Clift took command as acting Brigadier. He was given a fourth 
battalion and ordered to atuck Veniéres. He already had the Camerons fighting a serious battle for the key 
village of St André which should have held his complete attention 



infantry brigade routed. The answer was that there was no moured brigade. Domine 

had seen to that as we11.9' The Corps plan penny-packeted the tanks by individual 

squadrons and eliminated the possibility of an armoured counter stroke. 

Tt had been a bad day for Allied armour al1 round: 7th Br Armd, tasked with 

supporting 6 CIB, sat back and did little while LAH M k  IVs wrecked the FMR and 

recatured Verrières and Troteval  am^." Still, Wyman should have held a third regiment 

in his hip pocket ready to exploit just in case Simonds, Fouikes* Keller, or one of the 

brigadiers got lucky. While Simonds did not attempt to mate  an armoured battlegroup 

for a reserve, neithei did Wyman. Mer Le Mesnil-Patry, Wyman's amour battles took 

on an interesting They were defensive, they were defeatist, and they were never 

characterized by quick thinking. What could have been is best illustrated by what 

happened in the three-day battle that featured both a successfil brigade counter-attack 

and a stalwart defence of St. André by the Cameron Highianders and the Sherbrooke 

Fusiliers: two battered units standing against the continued assaults of battle-wise 

Russian and Italian front veterans. 

Again, tactically, the German was far from perfect. Expenence may have 

triumphed over the novice battalions of 2 CID but Dietrich appears as rushed and sloppy 

as Simonds. The German attacks were rashly planned and delivered in piecemeal fashion. 

With the armour availabie, there is little doubt that a single concentrated effort would 

have swamped the Camerons and Sherbrookes. Instead, they were regularly given 

respites; this favor, no matter how short, was decisive. Tanks were allowed to "bomb up," 

troops were visited by offlcers, morale was restored. The battle was fought at ''Desert 

pace." Things stopped at night. Shermans and Panthers retired to their harbours to 

'' T k  bdes may be placed under comd of divs but rem not under comd of bdes. Regts should be 
p1aced in sp." Minutes of Conference Montgomery 21 AG 13 Jan 4 4 W  15. 

" Stacey. Victorv Camoaim, 174-175. 

9, One reason why Simonds did not work closely with Wyman may have k e n  because they did 
not hit it off in M y .  I CAB worked sa often with 8th Army troops that when Simonds (Comd 1 Cdn Div) 
atternpted to order around Cdn tank regiments, Wyman responded: "Sir, 1 am not under your command - 1 
work for Generai Leese." Simonds was livid and had a long, unforgiving memory. Interview, Brigadier H: 
Hurdle. Radio Logs and WD of 2 CAB, 27th CAR and 10 CAR record that supporting m o u r  saw the 
German counter-attack and individuaI squadron commanders asked for direction Radey-Walters recafis 
that the tanks were "Told to hold their rire" for fearof kiliing Canadian infantry. "We saw them in the 
distance, lots of black figures Nnning around - they could have been Germans. Then we saw what Iooked 
like white handkerchiefs waving. It was our infantry surrendering." 



replenish and get an hour or two of sleep. Except for probing patrols by 272nd infantry, 

both sides left each other alone in the darkness. The German prospect to storm St. André 

and recapture Hill 67 was thwarted by bad planning and Allied guns. Although 19-23 

July was over-cast, the power of three divisional artillery groups and two AGRAs could 

not be ignored. 'The enemy . . . succeeded in pushing back the bravely fighting but less 

well armed 272 Inf Div in costly batt~es."'~ Mer their ill-fated atternpt to counter-attack 

the beachhead in June, the 1st SS Pz Korps was more cautious about testing Allied FOOs. 

Canadian kmoured Doctrine was not created in the United Kingdom or Camp 

Borden; it evolved in battle. The RCAC's-'Louisiana'' was Nomandy. It was a grass 

roots doctrine that first appeared at the troop, then-squadron, level. It does not appear to 

have cross fertilized or matured at the brigade and divisional level. There were no Me1 

Gordons controlling divisional maneuver from a turret well forward in the line of battle. 

Without stout-hearted, calm and deliberate leaders, 2nd Canadian Corps was sentenced to 

continued mistration. The Canadians had taken Verrières and lost it, but they hung on to 

Bourguébus, Hill 67 and St. André. Simonds's Corps was poised to cornpiete the job and 

Montgomery, smarting from Goodwood's failure, ordered him to give it one more go. It 

was to be launched on the same day as Bradley's breakout at St. Lo on 25 July. Simonds 

called it Operation Spring. The operational problem facing Simonds was that 

Montgomery had succeeded too well in "writing down" the German armour. Simonds' s 

Corps now faced the overwhelming aggregate of every German tank formation in France 

including the only JagdPanther battalion in western ~ u r o ~ e . ~ ~  

A San's Battle in St. André Reviewed 

In retrospect, Atlantic's one bright light was the defence of St. André. This 

rnodest battlegroup encounter has been overlooked by Canadian military history yet for 

al1 the hand winging about armour inferiority, it clearly establishes an important lesson: 

M4 squadrons, with Fireflies in intimate support, led by aggressive and experienced 

RH 26 July 44. 

95 RH 26 1 ml; Lehmann etc.: The 2nd SS Das Reich KG was in the a m  shortly afîer 
Goodwood /Atlantic but was soon drawn to S t  Lo. Panzer uni& facing Bradley were Das Reich - initially 
with only the R N battalion, 17 SS Pz Gien Div w i l  a battalion ofassault guns and the baitered but game 
PanzerLe hr, 



officers, employing maneuver and al1 arms cooperation, were able to defeat Panthers both 

in defence and in the attack, 

St. André is the only armoured action documented by after action reports from 

tank, tank troop and squadron commanders. It is corroborated by flanking regiments' 

reports and the War Diary of the Cameron's. More imponantly it is substantiated by 

German archival evidence from 272nd, 9 SS, 2nd Panzer, 1st and IInd SS Pz Korps War 

Diaries. Sherman M4 was totally inferior to Panther on most counts but the M4 Firefly 

was the best Allied tank on the fiont and, as part of a squadron team, quite capable of 

taking out Mark Vs. This laboratory experiment further illustrates that disadvantages 

aside, Canadian amour could handle itself if properly used and given a fighting chance. 

This lefk the burden of responsibility for taciical and operational victory with the 

brigade, divisional, and corps commanders. Despite Canadian military apologists, this 

responsibility to grou p, emp Io y and direct massed amour correct1 y does not diminish 

with higher rank. Without a doctrine and no armoured experience, Guy Simonds was 

soon to be given the opportunit- to direct a grand armoured host. His veteran regiments 

in 2 CAB were ready and the newly amved 4th and 1st Polish Armoured were still 

shaking out. The successfùl attack, its tactical plan, and the al1 important designation of 

assault echelons is in the hands of the overall commander. Simonds was about to get 

three kicks at the can. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

BREAKOUT 2: OPERATIONSPNNG jULY 25 
The Second Battle for Verrières Ridge 

It may seem ungrateful to raise cnticism at thts stage. We are, however, a vcry seif- 
criticai nation. It has been our main source of strength. 

Lt, General Sir Giffard Le Q. Martel 

The British character is naturaily not inquisitive enough and individual officers and 
soldiers tend to shirk inquirllig into matfers which they consider the business of other 

people 
Cooperation with other Arrns: The Tactical Handling of the Atmoumi Division. Feb 1943 

Amour in Mass: Doctrine 

By 1943 the British Army had oficially renounced Fuller and Hart and admitted 

that tanks by themselves cannot win battles. The emphasis however, remained on 

armoured supenority. "If a commander succeeds in destroying the greater part of the 

enemy's amour, while keeping the majority of his own tanks fit for action, he can 

operate freely, quickly and boldly over wide areas."' The normal roles of an armoured 

division were defined as: 

a. Co-operation with the main army and the Air Forces in effecting the 
complete destruction of the enemy, usually by envelopment, or by deep 
penetration through his defences after a gap has been made in his main 
position by other formations. 

No mention is made of destroying the armoured formations of the enemy. Paradoxically, 

this task was - _ given to the infantry divisions even though desert operations showed that 

infantry can only kill tanks in self defence. In the offensive, armour must do the tank 

' Mil Trg Pamphiet No.41, The Tactical Handlina of the h o u r d  Division and its Comwnents 
(London: The War office, 1943), 2 

Further: "c. Cwperation with other amis in the defence. unially by counter-attack. d. To 
threaten the enemy and so force him to alter or disclose his dispositions~" Mil Trg Pamphlet Na. 2. 
Offensive, (London: The War Of'fice, 1943), 8, 



killing job. This was one of the lessons of Goodwood. The armoured advance in 

Goohvood was destroyed by enemy tank fire and Pak  (Panzerka~one: anti-tank) strong 

points. Although much has been made of the web defence and fortified villages around 

Bourguébus, a complete analysis shows that mobile reserves panthers and Tigers) 

plugged the gap and threw O'Connor back. 

By the summer of 1944 the set piece attack doctrine was force fed to Canadian 

Corps and Divisional commanders. Armoured divisions were to be kept in reserve, 

protected against casualties, until after the dog fight had been won by the infantry and 

breakout could occur. An Operational Break In and subsequent Dog Fight, as the Soviets 

were busy demonstrating in the East, required an ovenvhelming preponderance of 

artillery3 Deciding that his gunners could not deliver, Montgomery had switched to 

heavy bombers. In his 13 Jan 44 Conference for senior commanders of 21 Army Group, 

General Montgomery stated his concept of operations. It should be remembered that 

Montgomery won at Alamein by out-lasting Rommel. The conference notes, which 

outline the proposed doctrine, devoted one paragraph to the "Use of Amour." In it 

Montgomery stated that tanks "must be brought through the breakthrough boldly to seize 

high ground."4 There are two problems here: Montgomery did not really know how to 

use tanks boldly and the bitter reality that, even with audacity and courage, a long range 

gun duel between Sherman and German main battle tanks was no contest. Massed tanks 

had to be handled with care lest the operational a m  have its blade point broken. 

British-Canadian attack doctrine began with a "break-in" by infantry divisions, 

supported by tanks as deemed necessary. Special armour (Flails, Fascines) might be made 

availab le. Individual squadrons, perhaps regiments, were added to the "dog fight" to 

guard the infantry brigades against counter-attacks by enemy armour, or support attacks 

on strong points. The armour used during the initial stages was what the British dubbed 

"Infantry Tanks" - independent Tank Brigades composed of Churchills and operating 

much like 2 CAB. The Armoured divisions were used exclusively to 'bbreak out and 

pursue". 

See Chris Bellamy: Artillew Red God of War - Soviet Anillerv and Rocket Forces (London: 
Brassey's Defence PubIishers, 19861, 62,66,20 1-202 and, Gudmundss~n, 135-136. 



The essence of the 1943 doctrine for an armoured division's attack was based on 

securing a fipivot" around which its armoured brigade could maneuver. This was a desert 

tactic that was only theoretically practical in the bocage. It was, however, a possible 

option in the open ground south of Caen. Securing a pivot for maneuver was also the role 

of "the mixed divisions in the offensive." The Infantry Division's tasks were: 

a. To destroy the main force of the enemy 

b. To create opportunities for the employment of the armoured divisions, 
either around the enemy flank or through his front. 

c. To seize and hold ground as a pivot of maneuver for armoured 
formations 

d. To engage and to destroy enemy armoured formations.' 

The experience of combat and the technical inferiority of Allied tanks demonstrated 

inherent problems with this doctrine and raised questions regarding the role of amour. If 

the role of infantry was to "destroy the enemy armoured formations," then what were 

tanks supposed to do - maneuver in open tenain as light cavalry? 

The answer, demonstrated again and again in France, Libya and the Russian 

steppes, was clear: the role of massed armour was to destroy the enemy's massed armour 

by combat and then to destroy the enemy's army by maneuver. Only massed armour can 

attain strategic results via Operational Maneuver; that is why the Arnericans called it "the 

arm of decision." Maneuver over great distances gave Sherman more than a fighting 

chance. The trick was to get past the fixed defences. In the breakin-breakout phase, the 

Sherman bowed to the Panther-Tiger combination. In the pursuit, it ran their tracks off? 

' RG24 137 11, "Minutes of Conference Held by General Montgomery HQ 21 Amy Group 13 Jan 
44"(hereafter cited as Montgomery Trg C o d  14 Jan 44), 2. 

Mil Trg Pamphlet No.41. 8. 
6 Panthen were troubled with design defects and quired regular maintenance - once extensive, 

prolonged manewer kgah they lost their advantage. See: Dept of Army Pamphlet No. 20-202 Gemm 
Tank Maintenance in WorId War IL Iune 1954, 23-26. 



Simonds and Tanks 

A characteristic of good generalship is to concentrate ovenvhelming force and fire power 
at the decisive point and at the right tirne 

The Offensive. War Office Pam No. 2, June 1943 

A holding attack which a c t d y  engages, M e a d  of a feint which does not engage, cm 
seldom be effective if its attack fails, because the enemy is no longer under threat in that 

sector. He has won and can turn elsewhere. 
LtGen Sir Francis Tuker 

Simonds's early debates with Burns in the Canadian give some 

insight into how Simonds would use tanks: "Assisted by the neutralizing effect of 

artillery and machine gun support, tanks cm close the enemy defences until they can see 

the hostile posts and engage them at decisive short range."' ~ubge~uent development as a 

formation commander does not appear to have changed Simonds's mind: 

The situation in the TEWT was that the armoured brigade had reached its 
objective and was anxious to push ahead while the enemy was 
disorganized. Simonds laid d o m  that armour should pause, reorganize on 
the objective and then wait until the artillery had caught up with them 
before advancing any funher. Brad ( Brigadier G. R. Bradbrooke, 
commanding the 5th Cdn Armoured Brigade) disagreed strongly with this 
policy and went on to commit %ara kiri' by saying, "Why should 1 wait 
for another 24 guns when I've got over 150 of them in my tanks? I don't 
need the artillery to shoot me on to anything and 1 can get there quite well 
mysel f." . . . The atmosphere became electric. Guy Simonds was an 
artillery man and to a gunner this was heresy of the worst kind.. . . Brad 
remained unconvinced and lost his command.* 

Sirnonds's doctrinal loyalty was to artillery, not armour. Releasing the armour to fight 

freely was an uncornfortable option. He really had no idea what it was to do. To Simonds, 

to give the tanks their reins, to gallop and fight the enemy as they found him, was to 

surrender control. He was a Montgomery acolyte, and the Montgomery system was to 

stop "fiigging about,'" reorganize, and put the ducks in a row. 

Spnng was, in faa, "the second battle for Bourguébus ridge," the infamous 

Goodwood objective and actually a spur of Vemères ridge. When Simonds watched the 

7 Capt G. G. Simonds, 'The Attack", Canadian Defence ou merl^ Vol XM Oct 1938, 379. 

' Kitching, 168. 

Minutes. 13 Jan 44, 2. 





British battle fiom the high ground southeast of Carpiquet airfield, he was shaken by the 

sight of tank after tank being taken out by German gun fire: "Within seconds it seemed as 

though 20 or 30 British tanks were 'brewing up.' "'O As the smoke from hundreds of 

hulks smeared the horizon, he made up his mind. He tumed to his aide, Captain Marshall 

Stearns, and said: "When my tum cornes, we will do it at night."lL 

Operation Spring was Simonds's second Corps battle but the first proper "a11 

Simonds" show. The operation was planned in great detail by the Corps. Basically, it was 

a frontal attack directly into the teeth of the strongest concentration of German panzer 

forces in the West and the largest number of SS units seen in the entire war on either 

tiont.12 In a post war interview, Simonds explained to C. P. Stacey that S p h g  was 

actually intended to be nothing more than a "holding battle" and the very nature and 

objectives of such an operation prevented him from revealing his real intent at the Spri~ig 

Conference held on 23 h ly .  l3 

However, the Corps' operational order made it clear that Spring was another 

breakout operation. It was understood as such by both the Canadian and British formation 

commanders. No ~ r i t i s h l ~  or Canadian general, besides Simonds, recalls that Spring was 

to be a holding battie. Foulkes, who became CGS, vehemently denied Simonds's 

'O Marshal S t e m  Papen: comspondana between Capt ManM Steam (ADC to Simonds) and 
Dr. Reginaid Roy during the preparation of Normandv 1944 (Toronto: Macmillan, 1984). From Dr. Roy's 
collection. S t e m ,  correspondance, 23 March 1981, 2, 

" Steanu Papen, 2. 

" The Shuustaffel grouping facing Simonds actuaily exceeded German SS Panzer concentrations 
for the Kursk offensive (1943): six panzer divisions and three Tiger battalions not induding schjpzabt 651 
and 1 16th Pz Div which were within sviking distance. See: Ench von Manstein, Lost Victories (Chicago: 
Henry Regnery, 1958), 443-448 and, RG24 Vol 10,680: "Weekly Reports HQ Army Group B L0.7.44- 
25.7.44" and 2nd Cdn Corps ht Report, "Locations of Identifed German Formations", 25 July, 1911. 

13 RG24 20,275 "Memorandurn of InteMew with Lt-Gen G. G. Simonds 19 Uar 46" by Col C. P. 
Staœy, 2. Chester W i o t  was convinced Spring was "essentiaily a 'holding attack' with very limitcd 
objectives at the crest of Bourguébus Ridge. Montgomery's directive of Iuly 2lst repeated his familiar 
theme. Second Army was to 'operate intensively' with the object of 'leading the enemy to believe chat we 
contemplate a-majar advance towards Faiaise and Argentan.", 390. 

l4 RG24 10,808. "Operational Orden - SpMg", for British 7th AD and Gds AD stated clearly: 
"Corps Comd's intention: a To capture the high ground above La Bruyère 0756. b. To exploit to wooded 
ana squares above Il60 and Ils9 ... c. To exploit to sectue the high gmund round Cintheawx 0754 and to 
seize Bretteville and the crossings over the river [the Laison] at this phce.", 1. Compare with: "Simonds 
contirmed that he had told Gened  Dempsey in advance that a break-thmugh wa9 probably too much to 
h o p  for, but it was of course quite out of the question to issue an operation order on ihose tenns ... 
General Simonds did nos however, go into detaii with his appreciation to G e n d  Dempsey." RG24 20,275 
Interview with Simonds 19 Mar 46, Stacey, 2- 



allegation. Both Bntish Armoured Division Commanders and al1 Canadian Brigade 

Commanders understood Spmg to be "a blitz" - a night capture of Vemères and a dawn 

breakout by two moured  divisions toward Falaise. 

Taking Simonds at his word, the tactics of a holding battle ought to be examined. 

There is an a ~r ior i  puzzle: if the net result of a holding battle (a full cornmitment of the 

enemy's armoured reserves) already existed before S'ring, what was the operational aim 

of Spring? Clearly, to keep German tanks away fiom Cobra. Therefore a holding battle 

would have to not only force the line divisions (2 1st Pz, 1st SS, lûth SS, 12th SS) into 

counter-attacking but also force von Kluge to commit the operational reserves (9th SS, 

2nd and 1 16th Pz). 

Should Simonds bring most of these forces into battle he would accomplish the 

operational goal of a classic holding battle." The essential element requires the capture of 

a key part of the enemy's defensive area. This forces counter-attacks that chew up the 

enemy's reserves. If the enemy fails to recapture the key area taken but still has tank 

forces available, they are then "fixed" to prevent breakthrough attacks. This robs the 

enemy of operational maneuver within his own rear area. Therefore, the key is to capture 

and hold the enemy's vital ground and he will be magnetized to your sector. 

On the other hand, if Simonds meant to break out - or at least capture Vemères - 
then his tactics should have been dictated by his own published "Attack Doctrine." 

Simonds's understanding of the German defensive battle was acquired during the Italian 

Campaign, and, although the terrain and tactical problems were rather different, he 

superimposed his doctrinal solution ont0 the Normandy battlefield. In an Operationai 

Policy for 2nd Canadian Corps published in early 1944, Simonds laid out his thoughts on 

the corps battle: 

8. Either infantry or armoured divisions should advance on a single thma 
line, disposed in depth on a one-brigade front, . . . 

-- 10. Advancing on a single thrust line with brigades disposed in depth has 
the following advantages: (a) The divisional artillery, even if reinforced by 
a proportion of medium and field artillery from the corps, is only 

-- - - 

" The Pz Div Lehr, 2nd SS Das Reich and 17th SS PzGren Divisions were well West, facing 
Bradley's 12th Army Group. 10th SS, with 102 SS, schPzAbt faced Dempsey but were deployed on 
Sirnonds's flank overlooking the Orne and certainIy capable of getting mixed up in Spring. RH2 MN4, 
Krie~stanebuch Panzer-Armeeo berkommando 5. Abendmeldungen 23 -7.44 - 25.7.44. 



suficient to support attack by one brigade . .. @) The leading brigade, 
operating from a firrn base, can act with great boldness, for there is always 
a solid anchor on which recovery can be made if the Germans make a 
sudden, strong counter-thrust . . . 
ATTACK 13. The essence of the German systern of defence is the 
counter-attack.. .. A well olanned infantrv attack with am~le  fire sup~ort, 
will oenetrate such a ~osition with comparative ease. but the first 
penetration will stir UD a homet's nest.. . . The success of the offensive 
battle hinges on the defeat of the German counter-attacks. with sufficient 
of our own reserves in hand to launch a new phase as soon as the enemv 
strength has soent itself The defeat of these counter-attacks must forrn 
part of the oristinal dan of attack which must include arranaements for 
artillery suppori and the forward moves of infantn, supportinn weaDons - 
including tanks - on the objective.16 

As before, the attack plan for Spring was outlined in the greatest detail by 

Simonds's staff and left no room for creative tactics at the brigade or battalion level and 

little latitude for innovation by the Division commanders. It violated the main tenet of 
,t 17 Simonds's Doctrine: "a single thmst line in depth on a one brigade fiont.. . perhaps 

because Simonds had M e  faith in Foulkes's ability to handle his green division as well 

as realistic reservations about Keller's battle skiils. The plan also contradicted Simonds's 

theory of tasking: 

The correct allocation of troops is best assured if each commander thinks 
in terms of formations or units "two below his own cornmand". . . , each 
commander will arrive at a correct allocation of troops without breaking 
up existing organization - the latter always a bad practice in battle where 
team work counts for so much.l8 

The classic Sirnonds Normandy battle featured the mathematical preciseness of an 

elaborate fire plan; it emphasized exacting staff work and attention to minute detail and 

timings. By July, brigade and battalion commanders were asked to execute, not think. 

Montgomery had advised Crerar that "No plan of battle suMves enemy contact." 

Simonds certainly understood this but nevertheless created battlefield solutions with the 

following cbaracteristics: creative attempts to solve a tactical problem that were cornplex, 

misused massed amour, and exaggerated German defensive capability and depth. 

l6 MG 30E 157.Vol7. Secret. 1-8 Ops17 Feb 44. Owrational Policv 2 Cdn Corps, 2. Underlinhg 
is Simonds'n 

L7 Simonds Op Policy, 3. 

l 8  Osmitional Poliw 2 Cdn Comr 



Under Command 
Br Gds Amd Diu 
4 Annd Regts 
4 MBns 
3 Reg& 
1 Anti Tk Regt 

2nd Cdn Cor~s:  Ooeration S ~ r i n g  
Corps Recce Re@ 

Anti Tk Regt 
Under Commrnd 
7 Br Annd Diu 2 Cdn Amd B& 2 Cdn Inf Div 3 C h  Inf Diu 
4 Armd Regts 3 Armd Regts 1 Recce Regt 1 Recce Regt 
4 WBns 9 InfBns 9 MBns 
3 Am' Regts 3 Arty Re@ 
1 Anti Tk Regt 1 Anti Tk Regt 

3 ArtY Rem 
1 Anti Tk Regt 

2nd AGRA 
1 Arty Regt 
3 Medium Regts 

Table 4 

Swing Phases of Attack 

The legacy of six weeks of breakout attempts was an overwhelming concentration 

of German amour in the area around Caen: seven panzer divisions (1 SS, 9 SS, 10 SS, 

12 SS, 2 Pz, 2 1 Pz and 1 16 Pz), al1 three Tiger battalions and the JagdPanther battalion. 

These were specifically centered against General Simonds's 2nd Canadian Corps. The 

reasons were simple: it was great tank country, closest to the Seine and presented 

Montgomery the best prospects for destroying the Wehrmacht's forces in France. 

Although Bradley was about to launch Operation Cobra, given the dense boca~e and 

constricted road network of le Suisse Normande, chances for a rapid and extensive 

Arnerican penetration appeared slim.I9 

Bradley's attack on the western flank has been touted as the climax of the master 

plan outlined by Montgomery in St. Paul's school well before the invasion. By the end of 

July, a successful attack anywhere on the Nomandy fiont might Save Montgomery's 

waning reputation. Mer the costly Channuood and Epsom offensives and the disaster at 

~oodwood," Montgomery's critics were having a field day at SHAEF.~' Eisenhower was 

Bradley's initial pkns were modest. The operational goal for 12th Amy Gmup was Coutances 
and "nossing of the Sienne River" - 25 km h m  St Lo. Cobra was p b e d  in essence as a more maderate 
Goohvood and perhaps appreciated as such by Mantgomery. See: Operation Plan "Cobra" Dated 13 luly 
1944, HQ 12 Amy Croup, issued 16 July 1944, Chester B. EIansen Papers, "Documents and Reports on 
Operation 'Cobra' Folder. MEE 

"Goohuood was not, in Tact, Montgomery's idea; it was Dempsey's." Alun Chalfort 
Montaomerv of Alamein Wew York: Athenaeum, 1976), 242. 



iivid after GoodwOOd>s failure and rumours that Churchill was about to relieve 

Montgomery of command abounded.12 

Another speculation was that Montgomery's vanity could not accept an all- 

American victory as the finale of the Normandy Campaign. He wanted desperately to 

defeat Field Marshal Erwin Rommel one more tirne. The ''Desert Fox" had held his old 

nemesis pinned to the beaches for two months. Goodwood was their last test and unlike 

El Alamein, Rommel's defences prevailedU against the Montgomery "set piece battle." 

Rommel was wounded dunng Goodwood and replaced by Field Marshal von Kluge who 

did not change the defence scheme or Rommel's deployment of panzers. Montgomery 

may have understood Svechin's basic principles of the classic strategic offensive, 

C'Tactics are the steps fi-om which Operational Art leaps - Strategy points out the 

path."24) but he was to have considerable trouble with the planning and execution. 

Commanding four amies appears to have been too much for him. The probability of 

even lirnited success in the same area where Goodwood had failed was minute. 

Nevenheless, Montgomery ordered a second attack." There are speculations as to why he 

" Particularly his RAF nemesis. Tedder. See: D'Este Decision in Nomandy. 394-396.50 1 Nigel 
Hamilton Master of the Battiefield Montv's War Years 194244 (NY: McGraw Hill, 1983), 733-735, 737, 
Alister Home Montv. The Lonelv Lcader, 19444945, (NX Harper, 1994), 170-171,220. 

One version held that Churchill had landed in Nomandy on 22 Iuly with "the leiter" in his 
pocket. "But the visit of General Marshall on 24 July m u t  have been his worse moment - Marshall \vas 
quite prepared to unseat him because of slow progress. Colonel Dawney has recorded that this was one of 
the few occasions when Montgomery was visibly worrkd." Chalfort, 244. See: Hamilton, 737-740. 
Eisenhower was particulariy fnistiated at Montgomery's continual failure: "Ike is like a blind dog in a m a t  
house - he c m  smeI1 if but he can't fmd it+- Cap KC. Butcher, Mv Three Years With Eisenhower (New 
York: Simon and Schuster, L946), 619. Montgomery did not impress Bradley's Staff Ofken: "spcctacular 
entrante, standing in his corduroy trousers, his enormous loose fitting gabardine coat and his beret like a 
poorly tailored bohemian painter." diary, Col. Chester B. Hansen, 16 hl 44, Chester B. Hansen Papers, 
MHI. 

SeeLiddell Hiut, The Rommel Papen, 491-492, Ronald Lewin, Rommel as Militaq 
Commander gondon: Batdora 1968), 228,487388, Desmond Young, Rommel (London: Collins, 1950), ' 

213; Butcher, 617-618, And, WiImot 343,351,356-357. 

'' David M Glantz "The Nature of Soviet Operational M Parameters J o u d  of the US Army 
War College Vol XV, No. 1, 1985, 6. 

M 5 14: "Second Army will carry out its amck by Cdn Corps east of Orne to c a p t w  Fontenay. 
Start a& 25 July." Montgomezy signalled his boss: "Am not going to hold badcand wait on western front.. 
Have ordered Dempsey to loose his forces tomonow anyhow and the Cdn Corps attack will begin at 0330 
houn 25 JuLn Msg to Eisenhower, 24 M y  44, Omar N. Bradley Papers: Correspondance 1936-1960, MHI- 



did. Montgomery pleaded strategic necessityZ6 He did not have complete confidence in 

Bradley or Cobra and envisioned "a series of left-right-left blows on either side of the 

orne"" in order to 90 keep the enemy g u e s ~ i n ~ . " ~ ~  He was sparring with the Germans 

("pivot on our Ieft . . . swing hard with Our right9'9 instead of landing the knock out blow. 

He justified his scheme for Spring to Eisenhower with an optimistic "Tt may well be that 

we shall achieve our object on the western flank by a victory on the eastem flar~k."~~ This 

was not a convincing plot for a Strategic Offensive, which was, after all, Montgomery's 

only job. The departure from the "set piece" approach was tactically refieshing, but what 

Eisenhower needed was a clear plan for an Allied version of stavka's3' "Summer 

Offensive," not Marshal Ney's "s'enaaaer. mis voir" style. Montgomery placed two 

British armoured divisions (the 7th Armoured and the Guards hnoured) under 

command to Simonds; "de Guingand phoned Ike to assure him that Monty had 'fattened 

up' the attack."" 

Spring was planned as 2nd Cdn Corps' first night attack. The break-in phase was 

done exclusively by infantry battalions. Their mission was nothing less than the capture 

of Vemeres ridge. H-Hour was 0330. This allowed the brigades approximately three 

hours before "tank ~ i ~ h t " ~ ~  permitted the Geman defenders to bnng long range fxe to 

bear. Simonds's plan specified three phases: securing the start line, caphiring the center 

'6 "Monty \as not an unusmi general. He was a competent general in positional W a r e .  But he 
never esploited his victones. He wouldn't fight until he had everything ... the breakout came because 
Bradley and Patton got tired of waiting around for Monty and finaiiy Ike gave permission to Bradiey to go 
ahead." Air Marshal Sir Arthur Conhgham, interview by Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, 14 Feb 1947. P o p e  
rnanusaipts, Patton Museum Library, Fort Knox, Ky. 

'' Quoted in Teny Copp and Robert Vogel, WpIe Leaf Route: Falaise (Aima: Uaple Leaf Route, 
1983), 80, 

" David Eisenhower, Eisenhower At War 1943-1945 (New York: Wings Books, l986), 376; 
Montgomery's directive, S tacey, Victory Cam-paim, 18 1- 183. 

" Home, 23 1. 

Quoted, Copp I Robert Vogel. Falaise. 66. 

'' Stavka (Stavka Glavnovo Karnandovm*ya Vooruzhennykh Sil USSR): Politbm cornmittee 
responsïble for direction of aU land, sea and air operations. Stalîn was chairman k Seaton, The Russa 
German War (Novato: Presidio, 1971, 83.598. And, J. Enckson The Soviet High Comrnand (London: 
Macmillan, 1962), 598-9. 

'* Butcher. 623. David Eisenhower says "bolster the attack", 377. 

a The earliest t h e  when armoured gun sights coufd distinguish targets and support the infantry or 
engage tanks. The Zeiss optics on Gerrnan tanks were considerably superior to Sherman sights. Furthet, the 
morning sun wodd rise over Vemères and bum süaight into advancing Canadian eyes. 



and Banks of Verrières (May, Vemères andTilly), and finally pushing through second 

echelon battalions to capture the reverse dope strong points that anchored the German 

defence (Fontenay-le-Marmion and Rocquancourt). Once the reverse siope of Vemères 

had been secured, German counter-attacks would be at a disadvantage. Panzers would 

have to advance across open terrain visible to Canadian Firefiies and FOOs. German 

mortar and artillery gun areas would be in mortal danger, some under direct Canadian 

fire."' At this stage Simonds could release his two British armoured divisions to race for 

the high ground and subsequently, Falaise. That was his stated plan. 

Aitematively, if in fact Simonds secretly planned to fight a holding battle, he must 

tear a hole in von Kluge's front, and establish a threatening bulge on Vemères. This 

would have the same effect as 22nd Brigade dug into Alem el Halfa ridge during Second 

d lame in:" any German armoured attack would be dismpted by artillery and shot to 

pieces by tank and anti-tank fire. If his opposite number, Dietrich, threw in al1 his 

reserves, Simonds would still have the Guards Armoured Division and parts of 2 CAB to 

block and, given the right moment, counter-attack himself 36 If Simonds could force 

Dietrich to commit the KGs of 2nd, 1 SS, 12 SS, and 21 Pz, if he could entice 9 SS and 

1 16th Pz forward, then Bradley's amour would have nothing to tbeaten its advance. The 

possibility of a Mortain counter-attack would be niled out. 

Canadian Intellieence 

2nd Canadian Corps intelligence collecting had been'superb. The final days of 

Atlantic had produced a cornpiete breakdown of Shack's reinforced division down to the 

actual names of battalion and Company commanders." The presence of 1 SS Pz Korps 

'4 The three supporthg aitillery concentraaons planned by 5 Field in support of 5 Bde's attack 
were called, appropriately enough, "Skip", "lumpw and "Stmble" - "Sturnble" was centered on May-sur- 
Orne. RG24 Vol 10,826 "Notes for CCRA's Confennce on Operation 'Spring', 23 Jul44" and, "2 Cdn Inf 
Div 00 No. 1,24 h l  44", Trace "Y' RCA 2 Cdn InfDiv Arty Fie PIan 25 lui 44. 

To react to a Canadian capture of Verrières, Commander 1st SS Pz Corps, Sepp Dieuich would 
have to counter-atiack with 2nd Panzer and 1st SS Karn~fnntopen and then consider tasking 9th SS. He had 
access to 102 SS schPzAbt Tiges, remaining Jagdhthers fiom 654 schjpzabt and puhaps îhe 10 SS Mk 
N bh However, he would reguire permission from von Kluge to mow those away hom the British sector. 

'' DAist W 3 9 ,  "Intemgation Report, 2 Cdn Corps. 24 Jul44." Complete breakdown of272 
Any Regt uicluding 4'Personalities" (Commanding War, M a n d  battery commanders). Supporthg 



and its Tiger battalions had been confirmed dunng GOOhVoadOOd Since Simonds and his 

staff had the information available3* it may be sudsed that they decided a night attack 

supported by an ovenvhelming artillery fire plan would minimize the danger fiom tank 

fire. Besides, if the aim was a holding action, the more German tanks, the memer?' 

G&2iH 12 SS HJ zu!E 9 SS H 10 S F  2 I Pz Div 
1 SS Pz R (2 Bn) 12SS R R (2 Ba) 980 GR (2 Bn) 9SS Pz R (2 Bn) LOSS Pz R (1 Bn) 22 Pz R (2 Bn) 
1 SS PGR (3 Bn) 25SS PûR (3 Bn) 981 GR (2 Bn) PGR H (4 En) 21SS PGR (3 Bn) 192 PGR (2 Bn) 
2SS PGR (3 Bn) 26SS PGR (3 Bn) 982 GR (2 Bn) 22SS PGR (3 En) 125 PGR (2 Bn) 

272 Fus Bn 
iSS Arty (3 Bty) I2SS Arty (4 272 Arty (4 Bty) 9SS arty (3 Bty) 10SS Arty (3Bty) Arty (3 Bty) 

B'Y 
i s s  m~ (3 ~ t y )  1 2 s ~  rn (3 BQ) ' 272 JR (4 Bty) ~ S S  ~h (3 Bty) 200 JPZ (2 ~ t y )  

WcknnacAJ SS SS Wckrmockt 
2 Pt Div 116 Pz Div 101 SS sPzAbt 102 SS s w b t  503 sPzAbt 
3PtR(2En) 16PrR(lEn) 
PGR (2 Bn) PGR (2 Bn) 
PGR (2 Bn) PGR (2 En) 
m y  (3 Bty) Arty (3 W) 
38JEk(3Bty) 2 2 8 J P ~ ( 3 ~ t y ) ~  

Table 5: Gennan Forcm Facing 2nd Cdn Corps 

reports outhed the organization of the three Grenadier Regiments. Report MA 249, MA 238. RG24 Vol 
10,677. In addition, French civilians had informeci Cdn Int oficers about the pnsence of mine tunneis 
under St. Mariin as well as the shaft that connected Fontenay-le-Marmion to May and Roquancowt. 

38 RG24: "21 Amy Gp Iatnim35,36"; "2nd Amy I n m m  1.138", '1 Br Corps intsum 47". 54, "2 
Cdn Corps Intsums "45,47,49,50,54,57 and "lntemgaiion Logs Period: 12 hi- 26 hi", WD 5 CD, 19- 
22 ld44 

I9 RG24 Vol 14046 WD 2 CAB; h t  Sums: "Apx A to Int Surn No.47" Dated 24 Ju144. Indicate 
some confiision: "Part of the mystery of the present whereabouts of the SS panzer divisions." However A 
Sqn, 27 CAR actions 19-22 Juiy had confinned presence 9 SS and 2Pz. RG24 Vol 14287 WD 27 CAR "Op 
'Atlantic' 3 1 Jui 44", 2 1-23, 

Table 6= 2nd Cdn Coms Int Summarv No. 13 : Estimate of Enemy Strs as at 23 Id 44. 
J?ormatioq fnfBns Pz IV Stuem/JPz N Fd/Med Guns 
1 SSPz 4.5 60 20 35 44 
9 SS Pz 4 20 50 20 4 1 
10 SS Pt 2.5 30 25 30 4 1 
12 SS Pt 3 45 35 30 30 
2Pz 3.5 30 20 37 42 
21 Pz 2 60 30 20 
272 liif 4 9. 48 
10 1 SS sPzAbt 25 
102 SS sPzAbt 30 
503 sMbt  30 

*Pobsibly Marders. For an ht Esîimate this was remarkably complete except for 10 SS which did not have 
its Panther Battalion in Normandy. The presence of 116 Pz Div had not yet b e n  discovered. 

" DDetoil: 10 SS, 21 9 116 Pz had Panther Bn; sPzAbt: Tigers (SOM had a Coy of Tiger Ilr); 
PGR: Pz Gren Regt - 1 SS, 12 SS, 9 SS, 10 SS and 2 Pz Divs each had 1 APC Pz Gren Bn, remahder were 
motor tpt  GR: Grenadier Regiment - each of l x  Inf BK Ris Bn: Fualier Batialion (Div Recœ - bicycle 
borne). 
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Foufkes vs, Schack: Round 2 

General Foulkes was given three tasks. First, secure the division start line which 

was the east-west road that ran along the northem edge of Vemères through Troteval 

Farm, Beauvoir Farm, St. Martin, St. André and ended at the Orne river. Second, capture 

the two key villages that controlled the center and western flank of Vemères Ridge: 

Vemères and May. Third, secure Fontenay and Rocquancourt. Foulkes's tactical solution 

was interesting. He attacked two brigades up, each leading with an infantry battalion. 

However, given Simonds's detailed Operational Instructions, it could be argued he had 

few alternatives. Nevertheless, he could have chosen to be strong somewhere; instead, his 

tactical plan ensured he was weak everywhere. 

On the left, 4 Brigade was to capture Verrières and Rocquancourt. Foulkes had 

reduced this brigade to two battalions: the RHLI (The Royal Hamilton Light Infantry - 

the "Rhilies") and the RRC (The Royal Regiment of Canada). The start line was to be 

secured by another "borrowed" regiment, Les Fusiliers Mont-Royal, already shattered by 

Atlantic. 

On the right, 5 Brigade was tasked with the capture of the western half of 

Verrières Ridge: the villages of May sur Orne and Fontenay-le-Marmion. Brigadier 

Megill had been ordered to throw two battalions against the main line of enemy 

resistance held by elements of at least four German bat talion^.^^ To augment his 

divisional reserve, Foulkes ordered Brigadier Megill to transfer Le Régiment de 

Maisonneuve to 6th Brigade. In retum he gave Megill the depleted Camerons, still trying 

to secure St. André. Megill's brigade now faced the challenge of using two infantly 

battalions with which to capture May and Fontenay consecutively. Given the state of 

RdeMais, S Sask and the Essex, there was no effective brigade reserve. 

On the east side of the ridge, Keller's 3rd Canadian Infantry Division prepared to 

capture Tilly-la-Campagne. The North Nova Scotia Highlanders were already in 

4' Bundesarchiv REIi9W9 Tagesmeldungen vom 6.6.44 bis 3 1.8.44, 258. Schack's resources 
were: Grenadier Regt 980 (3 weak Bns); Gren Regt 981 (2 weak Bns, 481,483); Gren Regt 982 (2 weak 
Bns, 350,485); Fusilier Bn, Artillery Regiment, Anti-tank En Roughiy the quivalent of7-8 Canadian M 
Cornpanies. Megili was badly out numbered. Also B-540 Schack 13-14 and, MS B-702 Gen der Infanterie 
Fnednch-August Schack, "2724 Infanûy Division (26 hl-12 Sep 1944)" US Army, Europd: Historical 
Division, 1945, MKI, L-2, 



Bourguébus, just north of Tilly, and held their own start line. Keller was attacking one 

brigade up, one battalion leading against a strongpoint held by a Company of 

Leibstandarte supported by Pz IVs. It was not going to be a pretty sight. 

The final Corps Commander's conference was attended by both Divisional and 

Brigade cornmanders." In retrospect, Foukes's Division was given too arnbitious a task. 

To ease the burden, Simonds gave Foulkes 2 CAB (less one regiment) under command 

and lots of artillery support. But Foulkes knew less about tanks than Sirnonds. He 

awarded his amour piecemeal, by squadrons, one per brigade. Both he and Keller had 

generously allotted one squadron of Shermans to each battalion conducting the third 

phase assaults. As the battle became cornplex, they forgot about the rest. There was no 

mutual support within the divisions, nor within the brigades. Brigadier R A. Wyman, 

Commander of 2 CAB, had no effect on Spring. His presence went umoticed, 

2nd Canadian Infantrv Division 
Command and Groupina 18 Julv-25 Iulv 44 

WC: Maj. Gen. C. Fouikes 
GSO1: Lt Col C. R Archr'bald; C M :  Brig R H. Keefler 

Operation Atlantic 
4th Infantrv Brigade 5th Infantrv Brbade 6th Infantrv Brigade 
Comd: Brig. S. Lett Comd: Brig. W. J. Megili Comd: Brig El. k Young 
The Royal Regiment of Canada The Black Watch RHR of Cana& Les Fusiliers Mont Royal 
The Royal Hamilton Light Iiifantry Le Regiment de Maisonneuve The Queens Own Cameron Hi 
The Essex Scottish Regiment The Calgary Highlandew The South Saskatchewan Regt 

Owration S~rinx 
4th Infantrv Brigade 5th lnhtrv  Brigade 6th Infantrv Brigade 
AKomd: LtCol J. E. Ganong Comd: Brig. W. J. MegiIl Comd: Brig. H, A Young 
The Royal Regiment of Canada The Black Watch RHR of Canada The South Saskatchewan Regt 
The Royal Hamilton Light Infantry The Calgary Highlanders Le Reniment de Maisonneuve 
Les Fusiliers Mont Roval The Oueens Own Cameron Hi~hIande The Essex Scottish Regiment 

Table 7 

" Held at LOO0 am. on 24 My. Simonds outiined the gen rheme of the pmposed breakWou& 
Simonds told Stacey thaî he decided not to hold a fonnal "orders group" for Spring just a series of 
conferences. Stacey i n t e ~ e w  Sirnonds, 2. 

It has been argued that then was littie an armd bde commander could do: 'Tactics we adopteci 
in the UK: where does the brigadier go? He just set up beside the Div Commander and listened to the battle 
- even regimental COS had little influence on tacticsm Interview. BGen Radley-Walters, May 94. 



Schack's Defence 

General August Schack's 272nd Infantry Division had taken well over thirty-five 

per cent casualties by the time Atlantic had ended. His regiments had been counter- 

attacking throughout the battle, the most recent efforts being the attempt to recapture St. 

André. By 25 July, Schack was reduced to three very weak regiments." He deployed two 

up, using Highway 162 as the inter-regimental boundary. The 982nd Regiment was 

deployed east - in St. André and astride the Orne. The 981st Regiment was east of Route 

Nationale 162 and held St. Martin, the "Factory," (a mining industrial complex with a 

prominent elevator tower leading to the t u ~ e l  beneath) and the open area on the western 

fonvard slopes of Verrières. Its two battalions were well dug in and carefully laid out 

killing zones in the open fields." The Fusilier Battalion held May and the third Regiment, 

980, was in depth, defending reverse slope positions dong western Vemères fiorn May 

to Rocquancoùrt. This regiment was supponed by the divisional anti-tank battalion, and 

the vanguard of a 2nd Pz Kampfmppe, the headquarters troop of four Pz W s ,  stationed 

in h4ay? 

The importance of holding on to the westem end of Verrières did not elude 

Armeegruppe B Headquarters. On 23 July Schack was visited by Feldmarschalls von 

Rundstedt and von Kluge in his headquarters in ~retteville.~' He reviewed the past day's 

fighting and outlined the precarious state of his division. The 272nd was quickly 

reinforced." This gave Schack the depth he required to hold his sector against a corps 

" Schack, 1, RG24 Vol 10,808. Interrogation Log. 2 Cdn Corps. 26 Ju144.272 had k e n  in 
constant action with 2 CID and under continuai observation by FOOs from area Hill 67 - Iife !vas miserable 
for Schack's men, PWs taken Fiom 272 Fus Bn and 98 1 Gren Regt on 25 Jul "had no food for two days." 
Interrogation Log. 2 Cdn Corps. 26 fur 44. See dso: T e q  Copp, The Brigade - The Fifth Canadian 
lnfantrv Brigade. 1939-1 945 (Stoney Creek: Fortress, 1992), 60-61. 

The fields o f f r e  were "Like roads cut thmugh the wheat" for MG42 fin. ' n i e  wheat was waist 
hi& you'd corne to Iike an intersection of two cleared h e s  and there would be MG fire coming in at 
about knee high Ievel. 1 don? thiCnk they aimed at dl. 1 think they just set up theu machine guns and fired 
them whi1e they hid in their trenches." interviews, Cpl Duckett, M M  Bolton, Montreal, Novernber L989. 

" RG24 Vol 10677.1 Corps Interrogation Team "Report 272 Fus Bn, 272 Div. 1 Br Corps Cage. 
3 Aug 44'*, Rrlanric - Spring reduced 272 Fus Bn to "roughly 300 men: 3 rifie and 1 hy coy.", 2 Ako, 
Schack, B-540, 12. 

47 RH26-27US. WD 272. Infanterie-Division. 23.7.M. Ahhough Dietrich is not mentioned, he was 
present He had aiso visiteci Schack earlier (20 July 44) with LtGen F von Lu- (CO 2nd Pz Div). 

48 "Ausserdem wurd en irn abschnitt der Div. am 24.7.44 eine Panzerabteiluna und ein 
Pz.Gren.Bt1. von 2,kDiv.. eine P z  Abt- und ein PzGren.Bt1, von 9.SS Pt-Dix. die Aufka~Abt der tO.SS 



aîtack. Schack's only dedicated reserve was K a m ~ f m o ~ e  Sterz from 2nd Panzer 

Division which comprised a weak Panther battalion, a depleted Panzergrenadier battalion, 

and a platoon of the deadly J~ZIVS." 

Within 1 SS Pz Corp's operational depth, only 30 minutes from May, sat two 

9 SS Panzer Kam~faniooen: Ge~anzerte Gruppe Mever, commanded by 

Obersturmbannführer Otto Meyer (no relation to the Hitle jugend's ~ u r t  Meyer), and KG 
Zollhofer commanded by ObersturmbannfShrer EL Zollhofer, CO of the combined 9 SS 

Panzergrenadier force, "Regiment Hohenstauffen." These battlegroups, available to 

Schack but controlled by von Kluge, were the only SS reserve available - in fact, 

comprised the entire operational reserve for 1 SS Pz Korps. Iftheir attack failed, Dietrich 

would have to ransack 1 st and 12th SS for Kampfgnippen and re-deploy heavy reserve. 

Dietrich had ordered 503 sPzAbt, still grouped with 21st Panzer, to deploy closer to 

Verrières ridge. Its Tigers would soon poke their snouts into Sprhg and wreck Canadian 

amour supporting the attack on ~ o c ~ u a n c o u r t . ~ ~  The Iast, and only true operational 

PzDiv. unmittelbar hinter der W. K. L. beiderseits von St. Martin als EinmiFreserven bereitgestellt." (one 
tank bn and one pzgren bn from 2 Pz Div, a pz bn and one pzgren bn h m  9 SS Pz and the recce bn fiom 
10 SS Pz deployed behind the Forward Edge of the Battle Are. (HKL) and in the St. Martin ma). 
Bundesarchiv RH26-27U 5,272. Infanterie-Division, 27; see also ETHINT B-540 and Schack, B 702: 
272 Infantn, Division in Nomandy, and, Martin Jenner, Die 216./272 niedersiichsische Infanterie-Division 
1939-1945 (Bad Nauheim: Podzun Verlag, 1964), 158-159. Shack did not actually have SS KGs "under 
command" Htihenstauffen was Dietrich's O& Corps reserve and after the Attentat SS panzers were 
am.venbIe ody to Hitler or m e d  SS generals. 

RH19 W9, WD Pz ArmeeS places 10 SS Recce Bn south of St Martin: the Factory a m .  
ETHMT MS B-257, Gen F. v, Luttwitz, "2 Panzer Division in Nonnandy" US Amy, Europe: Historical 
Division, 1945, 24. The formation was orighlly commaaded by Gen Heinz Guderian until the Anschluss, 
after which it recruited from the Vienna area. It anived in the Caen area: "16 July - transferred south of 
Caen . . . evening of 24 iuly ,. . Div HQ at AngoviIIe, 25 miles south of Caen.", 24-26. Mso: Franz von 
Steinzer, Die 2. Panzer Division (Friedberg: Podzun-Pallas Verlag, 1974), 192, F. J. Sûaas, Geschicte der 
2. Wiener Panzer-Division (Vienna: Vowinnei, 1979, 185486, and, Helmut Ritgen "Kampf um May- 
sur-ûrne am 25 Juli 1944' unpubüshed manuscript, Moorkamp, 1990, 

" Dietrich daimed 503 sPLAbt was under command to 272nd MDiv. Th- is contndicting 
evidence. 503 sPzAbt rexnained under command to 21st Pz (during Bhecoar and Falaise Pocket). Dietrich 
may have briefi y snatched it f h m  General Feuchtinger before Spring. Feuchtinger cornplaineci loudly and 
often that Canadians and English wouid "... eat him up" unless he was reinforceci with "his" heavy tanks. 
Dietrich sneered: "Er hatte mehr Amst ais VaterlandsIieW C'He peuchtinger] bas more fear tban 
patriotism"). RG24 Vol 10677: Interrogation Report. Oberstmmnführer Josef Dieîrich, 1.2 Cdn Corps 
Int c o d y  identified 503rd's presence in 2ist Pz and theîr new KonigTigers: "503 Hv Tk Bn ident ,.. 
under 21 Pz Div ,., one of the three companies of 503 Hy Tk Bn is now known to be equipped with new 67 
ton Tigern RG24 Vol 14046. WD 2 CAB. Int S m  41.22 July 44. See: Interrogation Report GenLt 
Feuchtinger. RG24 Vol 10677,25 Aug 45. PzArmeeS WD reports Tiger-Abt 503 "im Ratun sudwesti 
Moultn (9 km east of Tilly), "schw.PrAbt 10 1 sudl Tillv-la-Camuame" (area Rocquancourt, 2 km south of 
Tiiiy) and "schw.PzAbt. 102, im Raum Preaux" (in area Preaux, which is 4 km West of St. André). RB 
21/549, 10.6.44-8.8.44, and RH19IW9, 258. The 654 sJPzAbt (schwereiap;d~atlzembteil~g: heavy tank 



reserve in Norrnandy, was the 116th Panzer Division deployed astnde the Laison River 

and about 45 minutes away from Verrières. Simonds would succeed well beyond his own 

expectations if von Kluge would be forced to use this formation." 

Despite the Company of some very respectable amour, Schack still had to fight 

the infantry battle. His regiments were much weakened by Atlantic and the tnckle of 

replacements were of very poor quality. However there were plenty of MG42s and anti 
r >,52 tank weapons: "every second inf man has a 'Faustpatrone . He was supported by two 

complete Nebelwerfer Brigades (7th and 8th ~erferbr i~aden '~)  plus the artillery 

resources of 1st SS Pz Korps and neighbouring corps; this consisted of almost one 

hundred batteries of lO5mm and 1SOmm guns; not including hundreds of mortars which 

were the Genan infantry's favourite, and most effective, indirect fire ~ e a ~ o n . ~ ~  Atlantic 

had driven in Schack's forward zone. His defence was now based on Company 

strongpoints in mutual support, each with an anti-tank capability, if only at the 

panzerfaust level. Whether Simonds realized it or oot, and as Corps commander he 

should have, 5th Brigade's attack was to begin within the second stage of Schack's 

defence. Spring had already broken in. 

9 Brigade: Death in Tilly 

The 3rd Div attack jumped off right on tirne. The North Nova Scotia Highlanders 

left their Start Line and approached Tilly-la-campagne with two companies up. "Monty's 

Moonlight" made the Highlanders uncornfortable. The enhanced light was made b y 

destroyer battalion). was dso available. Its JagdPanthers were also West of the Orne and free to join 102 SS 
in creating havoc in the St, André area The 654th was the only JagdPanther unit on the western front - so 
exclusive that it was only used as an oprational reserve. OKW WD fmt record& its presence when it 
appeared at May-sur-Orne in mid July. RH21-5/49, Abendmeldung Okdo.dH.Gr.B, 24.6.44. and, M 9 -  
W9 PzArmee WD Tagesmeldung 24.7.44, 935. See: Eric Lefëvre, Panzers in Normandv Then and Now 
(London: Battle of Britain Prints, 1990), 47,120, 

" Taai "reaction the" hcluded decision t h e  and batîie pmcedure. e.g.: Meyer's 9th SS KG IWS 
30 minutes driving time fiom Vemères Ridge. Its reaction time (including a Waming Order, combat 
estimate, then Radio or Verbal Orders) without including time for recce - could take 45 minutes. 

" RH 19W9.272 Div, Report 272 Fus Bn, 25.7.44. 

Equipped with IMmm Werfer, 2lOmm Weser and 300mm batteries. see RH19 W20, Adage 3 
"Die Werferbrigaden 7 und S", 2. 

" RH19 W20, WD Heeresgmppe B. 24.7.44. "86.A.K - 55 Battr., LSS-PLKorps - 20 Battr., 
II-SS-PzKorps - 25 Battrttrn 



directing powerful search light beams off low clouds creating an eerie illumination which 

the Germans called Leichenlicht - "dead men's light."" Since the searchlights were in 

Caen, behind them, most infantry dunng Spring felt the effect dangerously silhouetted 

them to the enemy. The silence was suddenly broken by automatic fire. Immediately, 

casualties were taken by LtCol Petch's men. Bloody hand to hand fighting ensued as the 

Maritimers met the Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler, simply the best division in the Third 

Reich. 

Tilly was held by a battlegroup of panzergrenadiers from 2nd Baîtdion, IIIrd S S 

PzGr ~e~irnent? close quarter combat erupted; the Germans shouted "Surrender, 

canada!"" The Stone buildings of Tilly made it into a natural fodress. Petch grabbed a 

house or two but by dawn his men were mostly huddled around the northern perimeter of 

Tilly while the Waffen SS defended their strongpoints. The North Novas were now too 

close for artillery support and daylight made movement suicidai. The NNS hung on while 

their CO desperately tried to get armoured support. Petch was back at the start line in 

Bourguébus, approximately 200 meters behind, using a radio to direct the battle." 

Brigadier Cunningham ordered "B" Squadron, Fort Garry Hone (commanded by 

Major A. S. Christian), originally tasked to support the Highland Light Infantry into 

Secqueville, to go fonvard and help. The tanks advanced boldly, initially using a railway 

line for cover, then crossed into the open fields heading directly for the village.sg 

Camouflaged within Tilly were tanks commanded by Untersturmfihrer Gerhard Stiller. It 

-- - - - pp 

" "artificial mooniîght suppiied by eight ~carchlight btys"; although the British Amy Operational 
Research Group had corne up with several navigation aides for night fighting. fhey were only for 
vehicIes.RG24 14 116 WD 6 CIB. 25 Jd 44. "Dead Men's Light": translation of taped statement made by 
Peter Prein, former Lieutenant and Signai Onicer of 3rd Panzer Regiment, 2nd Panzer Divisios 
correspondance, A p d  i 990. 

" Augmented by the Pioneer platwn and Flak mg (anti-ai& troop) supported by 7th Pz 
Korn~mie, 1st SS Pz Regt Le h m a ~  und Tiemmn, 182 and, correspondance with Gerhard S Mer, OC 7 
Pz Coy, i SS Pz Regt, LAH. 15 March 1990. 

57 -- Roy, 105. 
58 Petch's conduct did not endear him to his battalion. Correspondance NNS veterans, 1990. 

Before his attack, Major Christian, uaccording to instructions, had beui giving usehi direct fire 
support .... No more tanks could be committed as the remahder of the Regiment might be required by 3rd 
Caaadian Division in other important operationsn Lt Col E U  Wils411, d, Vanmard - The Fort Garrv 
Horse in The Second World War. Doetinchem: Uitgevers-Maatschappij, C. Misset NV, 1945), 46. See 
dso, RG24 14234 WD FGH, 25 hi 44: " Sqn remained in position of support a i l  night though 
communications with the InF broke d o m  completely." 



should have been a fair fight: Shennans against Mark IVs.6' Stiller held his fire until 

Christian was within 200 meters. He engaged the rear Shennans first, and then raked the 

squadron right to lefi. The rear troop was completely destroyed "keine funf  inu ut en."^' - 
in less than five minutes. Christian refiised to quit: "The squadron made three gallant 

attempts during the day to help the infantry but each time it was repulsed. Before the day 

was over, 'B' Squadron had lost eleven tanks - almost the entire q~adron."~'  Why 

Brigadier Cunningham sent in a single, unsupported squadron to rescue a battalion is 

unclear. There is no record whether Lt.Co1. R. E. A. Morton (Commanding Officer, 

FGH) argued against it, or ifhe even knew. Separating squadrons from their regiments 

and grouping them with brigades was accepted doctrine in 2nd Cdn Corps, but ordering 

"B" Squadron to attack alone, over open country, was rash. To allow the squadron to 

continue its attack throughout the day without support or reinforcement suggests 

incornpetence. This was a task for an armoured regiment. It is not clear if Cunningham 

and Morton went fonvard to have a look; it is more likely that they both stayed on the net 

following the action by wireless. The Garries, true to their l i ~ ~ e a ~ e , ~ ~  advanced 

unhesitatingly in the finest traditions of Canadian Cavalry. 

The North Novas would spend the day on Tilly's outskirts, enduring small arms 

and rnonar tire, until Petch ordered them out in the darkness. That night Keller, under 

Sirnonds's orden, told Cunningham he would have to go back in with two regiments: the 

NNS and the Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry Highlanden (SDGs). The North Novas 

" Stacey States in Victorv Campaien "B" Squadron "met Panther tanks and anti-tank gus." In 
fact, it was facing PLMkIV Ausf Hs., 189. 

6' "Wir haben Glück, das die Sonne noch so tief steht und die Tommv-Panzer. die ietzt von 
Nordwestern anrollen. gegen die Sonne richten mussen Naher ran kommen lassen. lautet die Devise. 
Gefihrlich nchten sich ihre Kannonenmiindungen auf unsere Heckenstellun~en. Endiich, Leuchtsimal 
weis 'Feuer frei' Aus den Panzer-Lauerstellwi~en fegen die LeuchtsDuren hinuber. Schus auf Sclius iaa 
aus den Rohren. wiihrend weitere Panzer in unsere Heckenreihe einscheren. Keine fùnf Minuten dauert der 
Zauber und der An- des Tommv steht." Personal correspondance, Gerhard Stiller, 16 April LWO. 

Roy, Nonnandv 1944. 108. Stiller's sketches credit at least one Garry Sherman actuaiiy 
entering Tiily befon it was knocked out by a flank shot fiom "k Nr. 711". hidden in the "Man*eganen." 
However, this could well be h m  a Iater (1 August) attack: Stiller correspondance. 

" The FGH were original memkrs of the Canadian Cavalry Brigade, the kau sabreurs tliat 
charged a German brigade ai Moreuil Wood, 30 Much 19 18. See: CDQ Vol. 3.1925-26. LtCol C. E. 
Comolly, T h e  Acîion of the Canadian Cavalry Brigade at Moreuil Wood and Rine Wood- March and 
Apnl 19 18" and, Brereton Greenhous "The Position was Desperate, If Not Fatai - The Canadian Cavalry 
Brigade at Moreuil Wood". Canadian Defense Ouanerlv KDO), (Vol 17, No.4, Spring 1988). CDQ (Vol II 
Oct 1924). 399, CD0 (Vol Ill 1925-26). 



were too bloody and numb to react; the SDGs "were staggered by this blow, felt by al1 

rank~."'~ 9 Brigade didn't want to go back into Tilly; both COS pled their case to 

Cunningham who agreed and went to see Keller. A nasty scene erupted. Keller threatened 

Cunningham, who stood by his COS. By the early moming of the 26th, the attack was 

cancelled. Nevertheless, Keller ordered an investigation. Within days Cunningham, Petch 

and Christiansen of the SDGs had been sacked. Spring cost 3rd division both men and 

experienced officers - D Day veterans who had been in the field for two months. The 

eastern anchor of Vemères Ridge remained firmly in German hands. 

Armour Destrovs the Black Watch 

1 stiIl have nightmares of that homble and disastrous &y. 1 stiil remember my fn'ends' 
faces today who were killed that day. 

Dg1792 Pte. John Conway, The Black Watch 

On the eastern Bank 4th Brigade's attack began well. The Royal Highland Light 

Infantry, commanded by Lt.Colone1 John M. Rockingham, reached Vemeres village 

quickly, and, in a fierce hand to hand battle, threw out the SS company which was dug in 

among the stone houses. The dite grenadiers6s who had fought with fanatical 

determination and much ski11 had been given a rude surprise by the southem Ontarians. 

The center of Vemères Ridge was reported captured by 0750 hrs. It was to be the only 

Canadian success of the ~ ~ e r a t i o n . ~ ~  

On the 5th Brigade front, the battle went much as feared by Megill. The 

Camerons failed to secure the star? line. Their attack began at 2045 hours 24 Iuly and 

they gave the task to a single c ~ r n ~ a n ~ . ~ '  Meanwhile, the Calgary Highlanders' 

supporting attack was given little tactical leadership fiom the battalion commander. 
- - - -- - - 

" RG24 15271 WD SDG, 25 Iuly 44. 
65 A combat tearn from 1 SS compriseci of an infanîxy company, engineers and anti-tank guns 

supportcd byarmour. "Pz GrenRm.1 die 1.. 2.. und 15. Kompnie, vertarkt [reinforcedl durch 
Sturm~eshütze und die S./PzRP;t. I (Panthers]," Lehmandiïemann, 188-190. 

See: DHist 1206, Letter fkom Brigadier I. M Rockingham to C. P. Stacey 27 Oct 1948 
describing the battle for Vemhres. Also, Brereton Greenhous Sern~er Paratus -The Historv of the Roval 
HamiIton Light Irüantrv (Hamilton: RHLI Historical Association, 1973, 245-250, 

" RG24 VoI 14,116.6 CIB WD 24 Jui 44. : "Major Lane (led) the Camemns of C attack .... The 
attack by the Camerons was 1ess dramatic (than the FMR atîack) in that it involved a clearance of many 
places. This p w e d  a slow and diff~cult task At least 12 MG posts were cieared out before the coy got to 
its objective at about O 100 hrs the folowing moming." 



Although the Calgaries discovered that the start line was not clear, LtCol D. G. 

MacLauchlan took no decisive action. MacLauchlan set up his battalion tactical CP 

(Cornmand Post) in an orchard north of the St. André-St. Martin crossroads and tried to 

direct the battle by radi0.6~ The actual Calgary attack was led by Company cornrnanders. 

It was poorly executed, featured no mutual support, and fiiiled to capture ~ a ~ ! ~  By the 

time the Black Watch had deployed for the advance to Fontenay-le-Marmion, the Calgary 

Highlanden were scattered al1 over the battlefield. The Watch was forced to clear 

Schack's troops out of the village, a task it never fully completed. When the 

Commanding Officer, LCOL S. S. T. Cantlie, moved to St. Martin Church to recce, he 

was killed by a burst of machine gun fire; the Second in Command, Major Modzfeldt, 

and the senior Company commander were wounded. "Command of the unit was assumed 

by Major F. P. Griffin of 'A' Company sometime between five and five thirty."'O 

As Griffin attempted to clear his start line and sort out his regiment, he was 

continually harassed by Division and Brigade Headquarters. Up to now things had been 

fmstrating for Foulkes. Suddenly it appeared to be al1 right. The Royal Regiment of 

Canada signalled it was ready to bypass Rockingham at ~errières'~ and cross the crest 

from the north east; al1 Foulkes had to do was to coordinate the Black ~ a t c h  attack. If 

they advanced at the same time from the north West, he would have a pretty pincer. His 

late timings and failure at May would be forgiven. He demanded Megill get the Black 

Watch moving. Griffin was visited twice and summoned to the radio every five minutes. 

At last, Brigadier Megill himself appeared? There are conflicting stories as to what 

occurred. 

" MacLauchlan was evacuated by Megill during the battle because he was "exhausted by the 
day's events" - more Likely to get him out of the way. See Copp, 83, David Bercuson States: 
"UacLauchlan's leadership came into question." David Bercuson, Battalion of Heroes (Calgary: Calgary 
Highlanders Regimental Funds Foundacion, 1994)' 80- 

69 Re24 10,874, Brig W. I. Megill, "Report of Action Caig Highrs 25 Jul44" 5 CIB, 28 Jul44, 2. 
LtCol. D. . McLaughiin, "Account of the Attack by Calg Highrs on May-sur-Ome, 25 Jul44."2 Cdn Inf 
Div, 28 Jul43, 1-2, Also, Copp, 73-75, and Bercuson, 76, 

'O Roy, 123. See also Dr. EL H. Roy, "Black Day for the Black Watchn" CDQ, 1985, 38-39. 

" DHist 112.3 1D Report on "Operation Sprhg" 25 hl44 prepared by Capt I. Swettenbam- 
"Then at 0825 h o u ,  the battaiion \vas report& to be south' of Verriéres.,.. Here may be found the 
reai m o n  for the peremptory orders which reached the Black Watch to press on to Fontenay." Section 6, 
5-6. 

Copp 84-85, Roy 123-125, InteMew Megil, 5. 



Grifin set a compass bearing and led the Watch straight up the slopes of 

Verrières. B has been portrayed as a rash decision and the principal reason for Simonds's 

infamous "a series of mistakes and errors of judgment in minor tacticsnn assessment, 

certainly aimed at Grifin and probably MacLauchlan. Griffin ordered the tanks to skirt 

his advance on the right, drive south to May and protect his flank until he reached his 

start line on top of the ndge. Then his Shermans could shoot him into Fontenay. "B" 

Squadron, under command of Captain John W. "Jake" Powell, had been delayed in St. 

~ndré." Griffin decided not to wait. The Black Watch battlegroup had not gone more 

than 600 yards when they ran into a German counter-attack 

By ten o'clock the situation for 272nd Division was tense. Their right had been 

tumed by the RHLI's capture of Verrières. Schack's foward companies reported Griffin 

more or less in control of St. Martin and the "Factory" and threatening ~ a ~ . "  With his 

rîght flank threatened and the fiuotkam~flinie (Main Battle Line ) rnostly lost, Schack 

ordered his armoured reserve, KG Stew to strike against St. Martin. 

Major Sterz originally comrnanded the 2nd Panzer's 38th PzJaegerAbt. His KG 

comprised "the remaining tanks of 1st Bn 3rd Panzer Rgt, 12-14 Panther tanks, the 

remainders of 1st Bn, 304 Panzergrenadier Rgt, under Capt Scholing, an outstanding one- 

eyed officer, and the 75mm tank destroyers of 38th PamrJaeger ~ n . " ~ ~  Karnpfm~pe 

Sterz arrived on the ridge at the same time as the Black Watch, already under heavy 

fire from 272ndYs machine guns and mortars, was approaching the crest. It was a 

73 RG24 20275 HQ Cdn Forces in the Netherhds. LtGen G. G. Shonds, "Attack by R IE. C. - 
Operation 'Spring."' 21 Jan 46., 5. 

'' RG24 20275 Col. C. P. Stacey, uMernorandum of Intm*ew with LtCol. J. W. Powell, Subject: 
The Attack on Fontenay-le-Marmion, 25 Jufy 44", 1,2. The Sqn Commander, Maj W. E Himis MP, had 
been wounded near "the factory" after G f i n ' s  Orders Group. St André's nanow Ianes (some were 
rnined) proved difficult. Personal correspondance LtCol. J. W- Powell. 1990-199 1. 

'' Copp Brigade. 60 -62. 

l6 Prein, 2. 

''Karn~fmpw Sterz was positioned south-rouihwest of--y-sw-ûrne with the mission to 
counter the enemy attacks expected." Prein Correspandaaœ- See a h ,  B von Franz Steiner, Die 2. Panzer- 
Division 19354945 (Friedberg: Podzrin-Mas Verlag, 1974), 214. The 25th was a clear day: "the enemy 
attticked on 25 JuIy in f i e  and sLightly cloudy weather." Schadc, B-540, 12. 



massacre. Sterz ordered his Panthers into May in a left hook, and the panzergrenadiers 

and Jagdpanzer Ns across the open ridge to the nght. As they came into fire position, 

mostly hull down, Sten's Karnpfmo~e tore into the Watch with cannon and automatic 

fire while the Panthers engaged the 1st Hussar Squadron approaching May. 

"B" Squadron amved at the Factory just as the Black Watch was crossing the 

open wheat fields, halfbay to the crest and already receiving heavy fire: "We noticed 

wounded men crawling back through the grain."78 Powell ordered the squadron to 

immediately support with machine guns and sent two troops up the road into May-sur- 

Orne: The Shermans reached the tomcenter at the same time as Sterz's Panthers. A 

quick fire fight knocked out two Shermans. The Squadron withdrew to the outskirts of 

May where they noticed the remnants of "C' Company, Calgary Highlanders, concealed 

in houses and ditches." The westemers were most glad to see them. "B" Squadron 

deployed astride the road and gave what support it could as the Watch, which by now 

was reduced to about sixty men, and still led by Griffin, disappeared over the ridge. 

General Simonds joined General Foulkes in the early morning of July 25th 
shortly before the Black Watch attack was to start. General Foulkes had 
his command post in the basement of a factory . .. we were very close to 
the Black Watch when they received their worst dose of enemy fire. It was 
obviously ovenvhelming. We knew something dreadful had taken place.80 

The counter-aîtack by the 2nd Panzer stopped Powell cold and destroyed the 

Watch. In fact, Sterz's assault behaved exactly as predicted by Simonds in his 

Operational Policy published in February: 

The way in which the Germans support their infantry in the counter-attack 
must be clearly understood. They move tanks or self-propelled guns to 
within close range of the objective they are trying to retake. These do not 
support by neutralizing fire, in the ordinary sense, but with aimed shell fire 
directed through telescopic sights at a range at which individual infantry 

" RG2J Vol 20,275 Letter to Director DHis by Capt T. E. Williamson, Trwp Leader with B Sqn 
6 Cdn Armd Regt (1H) 25 Jul44, dated 23 h 46, and correspondance LtCol Powell. 

RG24 10874, reports Megill, Mchughlin, RG24 Vol 20,275 Williamson and, Copp, 79. 

'O Steams Papen, letter 23 Mar 8 1, 3. Foulkes HQ was in a Brewery in Fleury which he never 
leR Simon& drove forward when communications failed and probably watched the slaughter fiom his 
Stanhaund ( m o u d  car), atop Hi11 67. Megill also testified he was atop Hili 67 and obserwd the RHC 
attack. Megill InteMew. 



dispositions can be picked out. The mord and matenal effect on our 
troops of this type of fire is considerable." 

German Reaction 

Operationally, Spring (specifically, the RHLI success), created a stir at 1st SS Pz 

Corps headquarters and soon drew the attention of von Kluge's staff. The heavy artillery 

bombardment and presence of two armoured divisions suggested this may be a follow up 

to Goohuood. Von Kluge disagreed. Spring was Mssing the signature hallmark of a 

major Allied operational effort. He demanded to know where the heavy bombers were. 

Although von Kluge did not believe this was another Montgomery breakout attempt, the 

large red arrow ariking across Vemères pointing south toward Falaise womed him. He 

drove to Dietrich's ~ e a d ~ u a r t e r s ? ~  

The Leibstandarte had reacted violently to Rockingham's victory. Its commander, 

SS General Theodor Wisch, began Spring with over 3 0 Panthers, his Pz IV Abt, and the 

seconded "101 Hy Tank Bn with about 20-25 tanks capable of r ~ t n n i n ~ . " ~ ~  His battalion 

commander at Vemères, Sturmbannfiihrer Becker, immsdiately launched counter- 

attacks. They attempted to envelop the Rhilies and cut them off But Rockingham, who 

had a detachment of 17 pdrs fiom 2nd Anti-tank Regt RCA under command, had 

deployed them around Troteval to protect his flanks. Their fire drove off the first German 

thnists." Meanwhile, the tanks of 22nd British Armoured Brigade were poking through 

the tree line at the top of Verrières. The British behaved timidly. With four tank 

'' Simonds Opcrational Policy, 2nd Corps. 
82 Abendmeldung, 5 Pz Army WD 25 July 44, and, Martin Blumenson, Breakout and Pursuit - US 

Armv in World - - War ï I  (Washington: Ofice of the Chief of Military History, 1969), 239. 

a Re24 10677 ''Special Int Report: Brigad FLlhrer Wisch, Comd 1 SS Panzer Div 'Adoif Hitler' 
(6 Jun 44 - 25 Aug 44)" 25 Aug 45, 3. 

" Rockingham felt ihat too much credit had been given to suppoitllig m s :  "As for the counter- 
attack in the evening. by which time the tanks of the 7th Amourcd Division had amiveci, the artiiiery, 
mortar, bren, rifle, and men sten, grenade and PIAT fire was just as responsible for replling the enemy as 
were the tanks and typhoons, which were, in any case, king directed by the RHLI ... Counter-attacks o f  
qua1 rtrength were directed against the RHLI as well as other uni& Uivolved, even before the arriva1 of the 
Armour? RoclÛngham letter to Stacey, 27 Oct 48, 



regirnents and £ive rifle battalionsas at the ready, they could have stnick for May, 

Fontenay or Rocquancourt. They did not. Auftrapstaktik was not in the British doctrine. 

They watched patiently, ducking 88 £ire fkom across the Orne, and waited for 

Simonds to do something. The GOC, believing the initial optimistic reports from Keller 

and Foulkes that Tilly and May had been cleared, decided to wait for his last phase to 

work itself out - the capture of Fontenay and Rocquancourt by the Black Watch and 

Royal Regiment of Canada. His inactivity is curious. Since his attacks were ruming at 

least five hours late, the Corps Commander must have realized that al1 surprise had been 

lest a d  he was losing the initiative. However, if he was indeed attempting to conduct a 

holding battle, then he had partially succeeded. In faa, he now had an opportunity to fix 

al1 German reserves by attacking in strength and securing the entire ridge. 

Instead, Simonds cancelled the armoured advance. He was going to wait for his 

infantry and artillery to capture May and Tilly, unsupported. In the interim, Simonds 

ordered the 22nd hnoured to assist the RHLI. The British interpreted this to mean 

feeding in one squadron at a time to help Rockingham. The remaining tanks assumed hull 

down positions on the norih slope in the area of Beauvoir farm out of sight of any target 

Save for Feugueroiies (four km west), and awaited either the ofIlcial word to "go" or a 

German counter-attack. Eventually a squadron from 1st Royal Tanks winkled its way 

past Verrières and peeked over the ridge into Rocquancourt. It was met with anti-tank fire 

and quickly lost a troop of Shermans. Overhead, Typhoon pilots reported seeing "a 

shooting gallery" of about sixty enerny tanks on the reverse $ope of Verrières ridge. 

I RTR prornptly ~ i t h d r e w . ~ ~  Despite this, there is no debate that British tank support 

helped Rockingham hang on. The RHLI was attacked seven times throughout the day. 

-- 

*' County of London Yeomanry and 1st Royal Tanks were on the ridge (near Beauvoir), 5th Royal 
Tanks were closer to Troteval, trading shots with Ge- tanks near Tilly. The Queens Brigade (IsVSth, 
Lst/6th and 1 ~ 7 t h  Queens Royal Regiment) was north of Beauvoir, close to Ifs with 8th Hussars under 
command. RG24 10933 7 Arrnd Div Op uistr No. 1 20 Jul44, RG24 10934 7 Armd Div Int Sum No. 45, 
25 hi44 and Int S m  No. 46,26 hi 44. See also, MajGen G. L. Vemey, DSO, MVO, The Desert Rats 
(London: GreenhiIl Books, 1990). 

Mernories of Wittman ai Villes Bocage and the buniing tanks of Goodwood made them think 
twice. "The Desen Rats" were not the cocky scrappers of North Afiica fame. They were tired and cautious - almost gun shy. Although individual squadrons were Elül pretty good, the division as a fighîing f o m  
sagged. Eventually Montgomery was forced io repkce their commander, although the 7th fought no 
differentiy for its new boss either. It was a spent unit, The best British tank division in Normandy \vas 
Robert's novice I lth Armoured. 



At about the same time as the Black Watch was being destroyed by Sterz, the 

Royal Regiment of Canada pushed past Vemeres and advanced against Rocquancourt. 

As 1 Rm they were stopped by a "humcane of fire" fiom a classic reverse slope 

position. The supporting Canadian tank squadron never crossed the ridge. As it 

maneuvered around the eastem flank of Verrières village, it was met by long rangetank 

fre from across the highway. The Fort Gany Horse and 1 st Hussars reported they were 

being engaged by "an Elephant." It was, in fact, the first Canadian contact with the 

heaviest tank in Nomandy: 503 schPzAbt had joined the Vemeres battle? Their 

presence would shut off any attempted movement south dong Route 158. By noon al1 

Canadian progress was halted across the entire front. The 9th and 5th Brigade attacks had 

met with tragic results and the only bright light was Rockingham determinedly holding 

ont0 Vemères. Simonds spent a good deal of time in 2nd Division's sector, conferring 

with both Foulkes and Maj General G. W. E. J. Erskine, Commander 7th h o u r e d .  

Around 1300 hr. Simonds decided that Tilly and May were to be secured before armour 

passed through. He ordered continued attacks against both objectives. Foulkes decided to 

use the Maisonneuves alone while Keller ordered Petch to go in again with the SDGS? 

Panzer Gepenanariff: 9 SS Hohenstauffen 

"Harzer, the Tommies have broken through in 272nd Division's sector. The axis of attack 
is Caen-Thury-Harcourt via Saint-Martin and May, as welI as the Caen-Falaise route via 
Rocquancourt. The 9 SS Pz Division HBhenstauEen will attack norlh as soon as possible 

and rcestablish the m. Engage with two regimentai Kamof~ruows. 
Any questions? No? WeII then, move now. Speed is essential!" 

Operational Order for 1 SS Corps Counter-attack, 25 Jui 44 
C hicf of Staff 1 S S Pz Korps, OberfLihr Krarner, 

to COS 9 SS Pz Div, SSLtCoI W. Harzer, 25 July 1944 

S imonds7s plans were disrupted by Dietrich's corps counter-attack. The failure to 

recapture Vemères caused mounting concern in 1st SS Pz Corps HQ. The presence of a 

large tank fôrmation had been reported and both May and Tilly were still threatened. A 

" 6 CAR WD, 25 lui 44; RG24 13711 2 Cdn Coqs, Ops Log, 25 Jul44, Sheet 8, enoneously 
reported contacts with JadgPzTiger / Ferdinand / Elephant this reappears in modem histories: "first 
disastrous confrontation with a German 'Ferdinand' or 'Elephant',.." Roy, 116. In fact the Elephant never 
deployed in the West; Kursk survivors were sent to Italy. 

Simonds also ordered Fouikes to anadt Rocquancowt %th the support of the whole Corps 
artiI1ery" by 1830 hrs. Stacey, Victorv Cam~aim, 193. 





Canadian breakthrough, or sirnply securing the remaining villages on Verrières would 

destroy Schack's 272nd Division and much of Wisch's infantry. Von Kluge gave 

Dietrich permission to use the 9th SS." Dietrich called SS Oberfiihrer Sylvester Stadler, 

Commander 9th SS, and announced "The Tommies have taken ~emères."~'  9th SS was 

directed to strike nonh immediately and its objective was "Hohe 88,"'' the center of the 

ridge. Stadler had both of his battle groups ready. Karn~fgnip~e Meyer was the 

Geoanzerte Gruppe (amour heavy battlegroup) and held most of the 9 SS armour: al1 

available tanks from the Panther battalion, the Pz IV battalion and the Stug batta~ion.~~ 

Undet command to Meyer were a Flak troop, engineers and possibly a panzergrenadier 

company. Kampfmppe Zollhofer, comprised Pz Gren Regiment ~6henstauffeny~ a Flak 

troop and a troop of Jagdpanzer IVS.'~ 

Stadler attacked two up. Zollhofer drove towards St. Martin, while Meyer headed 

for the ndge center. Meyer was met by the concentrated fire of a screen of Canadian 

17pdr anti-tank guns and the tank guns from 22nd Armd Brigade. Reporting he had 

encountered a pakfront, Meyer advised his battlegroup that "Wer die Hohe ubenchreitet 

ist ein toter man" (whoever crosses this ridge is a dead rnanlgs and side slipped West to 

support Zollhofer's attack. This was a classic example of Aufiraastaktik and 

determination. Understanding his commander's intent, Meyer continued the battle in its 

89 5 Pz Annec WD, 25 July 44 and, Blurnenson: " Kluge spent 25 July inspecting the forward 
positions of Pz Group West. He was on hand to wiiness the reaction to an attack near Tilly launched by 2nd 
Canadian Corps. The Canadians gained a mile or two uniil 9 SS Pz Div was committed to stop the 
advance.", 239. 

" Herbert Fürbringer 9.SS-Panzer-Division Hbhenstauffien: 1944 Normandie (Osnabruck: Munin- 
Verlag GMBH, 19871, 339. See also, Otto Weidinger Kameraden bis nim Ende @as SS PzGrcn Regt 4 
"DF' (Oldendorf: Verlag K. W. S h i n t ~  1987). 

'' RH19 W9 Tagesmeldung 25.7 Heeresgnippe B, 267. A h ,  Fiirb~ger, 340. 

" USAET?ENT P Series Manuscripts: SS Oberst W. Harzer, 9 SS Panzer Div "Hdhenstauffen", 
25 hl-Nov 44, 162. And JZTHINT MS B-407. SS General Sylvester Stadier. 9 SS PL Div 20 lune24 July 
44. Stadler rated his ~rength as: "Troops 88%; PzGren Bn 60% (few officers); Artiilery 90%; Tanks 70%; - 
the division did not meive any nuiforcements eithet kfore or afkr the invasion.", 2. MS 8-747and MS . 
B-748.2 SS Pz Koms by SS General W. Bittrich, commander. 9th SS reached Normandy 11-20 June, 
initially without its Panther battalior Concentration finally cornpleted by 25 lune. 

" RG24 13712, Int Sum 2 Cdn Corps: 9 SS was reduced to one PzGren Regiment by 25 July: 
"Due to heavy iosses on 18 July, L9 SS and 20 SS PGR amalgamated into 1 Regt of 4 bns." Herbert 
FürbMger, 9.SS-Panzer-Division (Bayeaux: Editions Heimdal,1990), 339-340. 

94 By 25 Idy, 9 SS R m n @  was 11 Smgs, 18 Pz N and 18 Panthen. Fiirbnnger, 342. 



most favourable sector? Canadian battaiions and brigades, products of British training, 

would have likely stopped when their phase of the attack was blocked. 

The 9th SS left hook was late getting off the mark. The Hohenstauffen had 

considerable trouble crossing the crest near May. "Wo ist Zollhofer?" demanded Schack. 

By 1840 hours the K a m o f ~ p p e  had joined the battle. One reason for Zollhofer's delay 

was that he, like S ten, was met by a Canadian attack." 

Foulkes ordered Le Régiment de Maisonneuve, under command to 6th Brigade 

and still bruised after clearing Etavaux, to go forward and capture May. Alone and 

unsupported, the Maisies rnanaged to push a few hundred yards south of their start line 

but soon took heavy flanking fire from the 272 defenders still in S t  André as well as 

10 SS and 102 SS Tiger fire frorn across the Orne (''Stumpanzer und Tiner vom 

Westufer der Orne den Kampf von St. d art in"^*). Just as the Montrealers were making 

progress, they, like the Black Watch earlier, encountered a counter-attacking 

Kamofmppe . The 9 SS cleared May, recaptured the Factory, and forced the 

Maisonneuves back into St. ~ndré." The remainder of the evening and part of the next 

day was spent in fighting to keep the 9th SS from recapturing both St. André and the key 

terrain beyond.Loo Panthers penetrated as far north as the dopes of Hill 67."' 

Hohenstauffen had reestablished the Hauptkampflinie. 

% L. F. EUis, Victorv in the West Vol iI (London: HMSO, 1968). 379. See also B-470 9 SS 
Panzer Division 20 lun-25 Jd 44. That 9th SS Wved at Veméres, let alone attacked St. Martin is arnazing 
given the air activity over Spring: "... 1,700 sotties in order to support the attack and to limit the power of 
the enemy's counter-attacks. Rocket firing Typhwns alone flew over fifty missions in response to the 
Army's calls." Copp, Vogel Falaise. 18, anci, Stacey, Vicîorv Carn~aim, 193. 

'' RG24 14 109. WD 5th Canadian Brigade. FUrbringer. 3 4 1, Schack 8540, 13. 

RHIX 19/IX/M. Abendmeldun~ Okdo HeeresGru~wB. 25.7.4. This was noted at L700 hrs. 

99 Copp Brigade. 83. ''The 9 [SS] Pz Div counter-atiacked at L7:30 with the object of recapturing 
the HKL and by fall of dark had regaineci 1-2 km ground .... The 9 SS Pz Div still reached the northem road 
of ST MARTIN on the same &y." Schack, B-540, 13. 

'O0 "A 22h. le 25 juillet, le Msonnewe lancai*t une deuxitme attaque, sans plus de succès." 
Jacques Gouin Bon Coeur et Bon Bras -Histoire du Rd~ment de Maisonneuve (Montreai: Regimentai 
Association, 1980), 103. Also: P. E. Schramm Krieasta~ebuch des Oberkommandos der Wehrmacht Band 
N (Frankfurt: Bernard und Graefe VerIag, 1% 11, 328. - 

i01 The 9 SS attack p e t e d  out by the moming of 27 ldy, after they had recaptured May, St. 
Martin. 2CAB 1 2 Corps logs on 26th hly confimi "ko'd Panther at Gnd 0236 15" - the southem dope of 
Hill 67. 



Von Kluge, now with one eye on St. Lo, where this time there were reports of 

heavy bombers, was satisfied. Aithough Vemères village remained in Canadian hands, 

most of the ndge had been held or recaptured. The original HKL had been restored in 

272ndSs sectorLo2 and both the corps and operational reserve were intact. The 9th SS 

counter-attack had not only restored the situation but dashed al1 prospects of Simonds 

saving spring.'03 Simonds had been poorly supported by his divisional commanders who 

exhibited timid leadership. Schack observed: "Command on the British [Canadian] side 

was . . . much too methodical and bent on security and this âom the lowest to the highest 

command posts . .. repeatedly favourable opportunities were not recognized and exploited 

fast enough by the ~ornmand."'~~ Foulkes in particular offered little helpful intelligence: 

General Simonds could not get the information he needed especially from 
2nd Division Headquarters and the Brigade Headquarters. This is why he 
spent so much time at or near 2nd Division trying to get the proper picture. 
It was most hstrating to him. los 

His already low opinion of Foulkes dropped considerably after Sprhg. Simonds 

decided "he must get rid of General Charles Foulkes, who in his opinion, did not have the 

right qualities to command . . . on at least three occasions Guy Simonds confided in me 

that he was going to get rid of Charles ~o'oulkes."~~~ The dissatisfaction with his 

commanders was to continue; Foulkes stayed on. 

Spring marked the second time Guy Simonds had confronted Sepp Dietrich. Tt 

was again an unsatisfactory conclusion for the Canadian general. This battle of Corps 

Commanders began with Simonds nurnerically disadvantaged operationally, but capable 

of local superiority. Had Simonds counter-attacked Htihenstauffen when Meyer and 

Zollhofer had reached their culminating point, Spring may have gone diferently.107 

-- 

'O2 RG24 10677: htemgation Reuon. Oberneni~pffihnr Josef Dietrich. During his 
interrogation Dietrich stated "So much did 272 Inf Div suffer during Uu's period . . . that the division was 
finally p d l d  out on the 29 My...." 

'O3 Black Watch and Calgary WD 26 luiy: the battaiions withdmv to Basse and Fleury-sur-ûrne. 

'04 Schack, 8-540, 16. 

'OS Stearns Papes, letter 23 Mar 8 1. 

Falaise in unsere Stellunaen - eimbrechen und weitere Infanterie und Panzerkxafte nachzufuhren. Unsere 
fanatisch karnpfenden î h ~ ~ e n  verhinden iedoch das Auswerten der feindichen Einbmche. Der Verluste 



Spring - Analysis: Neither Holding Action nor Breakout 

While General Simonds was weU aware of the purpose of "Spring" and all the other 
heavy night attacks, it was most fiustrating to him. 1 can remember tears coming to his 
eyes on one occasion when once again we were asked to put forth a "holding attackn 

CaptainMarshal Steams 

I am convinced that the Canadians could have brought about a much quicker decision if 
they had exploited our inferionty and their own ovenvhelming superionty in personnel 
and material in a more flexi'ble command and if they had sooner recognized and more 

ruihiessly exploiteci ouf crises of often catastrophic dimensions 
Lt General F. A Schack 

Night attacks are complex at best - ad hoc Nght attacks ( m g  was planned and 

ordered within two days of Atlantic) cany the seeds of their own destruction. Despite a 

superb fire plan to support the attacking troops, there were bound to be senous problems 

in moving formations in darkness through terrain that was under indirect and often direct 

defensive fire. For the Germans, Spring was a classic defensive battle. Dietrich's forward 

strongpoints, Tilly, Troteval and St. Martin, decimated Simonds's fira echelon. The dog 

fight chewed up his second echelon. Dietrich launched Stadler at exactly the rigtit 

moment and the Hohenstauffen did the rest: "Tn spaten Abenstunden aelang I.SS Pz. 

Koms im Abschnitt Tillv-Orne die afte HKL trotz stakster fdl. Gegenwehr 

mriickniae~innen."~~ Dietrich, given free rein by von Kluge, reacted decisively and 

aggressively. Granted, he had little choice. Failure meant the end of the Normandy front. 

By the moming of 26 My, he presented von Kluge with a compfete defensive victory. 

Operation Spring has been the subject of much study and debate. It is perhaps the most 

investigated Canadian Operation in the Western Campaign. No less than three official 

reports exist, including the controversial comments written by General Simonds 

himself. la9 The official study, Report No. 150, was ordered destroyed by the CGS, 

General Foulkes, allegedly because of disagreement between himself and Simonds over 

its contents. It nevertheless survived and is particularly informative on two accounts: Guy 

Simonds revealed that Operation Spnng was acnially intended to be a holding battle and 

der Feindes sind hoc 18 Panzer !varden ab~eschossen." Erich Murawski Der Deutsche Wermachtbericht 
(Boppard am Rhein: Heraid Boldt Verlag, 1962), 207. 

'09 Remt 150 is a compendium of the official work prepared for tbe Minister of Defuice. This fiie 
includes the Simonds report as weli as statements by mcipant$. It was ordered destroyed by Geaerai 
Foulkes as CGS but Stacey managed to protect one copy in the Directorate of History. 



that its failure was not due to poor planning but minor tac tic^.^*^ This raises the question: 

if Spring was a holding battle, was it an operational success although a tactical failure? 

The commander who surrounds hirnself with radios and a staffwill not 

understand what is going on at the sharp end. The Dietrich approach was to go have a 

see. The Simonds technique was a little of both. The Commander of 2nd Corps was ofien 

further fonvard than his divisional or brigade commanders. He saw rnuch but seems to 

have been unable to react decisively. His engineer-gunner mind searched for a technical 

solution. Simonds the soldier saw Griffin destroyed and became depressed. "When the 

news came over the communications system that 'the Black Watch have been wiped out', 

General Simonds did not say anything although he invariably reacted very violently to 

such negative information . . .."'L1 On the other hand, the RMC trained British gentleman 

calmly waited for his divisional corninanders to sort things out: This finally ended with 

him losing his cool, having a public row with Foulkes, and then ordenng a series of new 

attacks, some by first echelon battalions already bloodied by battle and thoroughly 

demoralized. Simonds's solution to Spring was to reinforce failure and even that came 

too late. He was already facing mutiny in 9 Brigade and something close to it from 6 

Brigade and its GOC.'~' With the Corps deployed to resist another counter-attack, it 

would require pretty spectacular leadership to retum to the offense. Finally, he just gave 

up and called the whole thing 0 ~ " ~  

Canadian histotical support for Simonds fails to consider the actual tactical 

evolution around 1st Cdn Army from 25 July to 5 August. C. P. Stacey defended 

Operation Spring as an operational attempt to prevent von Kluge from appreciating that 

the Amencan attack launched West of St. Lo on this same day was to be the main Allied 

"O DHin 1 l2.HD.003 "Report on Operaiion Spring", 8. Conversely, German defendea IeR 
Venikres with higher opinions about Canadian infantry, sec Schack B-540, 16. 

"* 'The Ede Comd told this to the GûC and stated that he felt it was his duty to the men under his 
command and to the Div as a whole, and that it was his duty to present the pichue to the Corps Comd ta the 
end that this situation should be clarined before any furthgr adv was attempted .... The GOC (Foulkes) said 
he agreed with Bdg Young and that he would make arrangements to meet the Corps Comd immediately." 
RG24 14 116 WD 6 CIB 1500 25 Jui 44. 

II3  The Guards Annoured remaineci unused throughout the battie despite their operational forecast. 
RG24 1371 2CdnCarps Ops Log, 25 lul44,and, RG24 10808: GdsAmdDiv00 No.2,24 luL44, 1,2. 
See a h ,  The Eari of Rosse and Col. E. R. Efill The Stow of the G w d s  Annowed Division - 194 1-45 
(London: Athenaeum, 1969). 
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effort. It appears in this respect the operation was usefiil, although tiom the beginning the 

Germans recognized it as a limited attack. J. L. Granatstein and D. Morton avoid the 

issue. Col J. k English prefers not to evaluate Spring, at least operationally, although he 

does point an accusing finger at Foulkes and Keller: "In a very large measure, 

responsibility for the relatively lacklustre showing of Canadian a n s  in Nomandy must 

be laid at the feet of divisional cornmanden. Clearly, neither Keller nor Foulkes were as 

tactically competent as ~irnonds.""~ Terry Copp believes "Operation Spring may not 

have been planned as a holding operation but it certainly became a very successful 

one."'15 A study of the armwred operations, particularly German operational flexibility 

before and after the battle, suggests a different interpretation. 

Had S'ring lasted half as long as Bluecoat, the threat of a push to Paris would 

have shifted interest away fiom   rad le^. '16 If Spring was to be a successful holding 

action, it had to keep the panzers near Caen for at least four days. If he understood his 

Commander's intent Simonds must have appreciated that Montgomery didn't want the 

panzers on the east of the Vivre, where they could escape; he needed them West of 

Falaise. Nevertheless, both Dempsey and Simonds sought to break out. That is why two 

complete annoured divisions were allotted to 2nd Canadian Corps. 

Spring failed operationally and tactically. The immediate lessons learned was the 

al1 too obvious absence of the "combat team" or battlegroup. Current doctrine permitted 

commanders to attach individual tank squadrons "in support" to a brigade. This did not 

create a symbiotic weapon capable of attack or defence in a tactical dog-fight. Petch, 

MacLauchlan and Cantlie went in alone. Even after delay forced attacks in clear daylight, 

there was no effort to form ad hoc combat teams. Senior commanders' ignorance of 

amour resulted in Foulkes (and Wyman - who should have known better) to allow one 

tank squadron to probe May and another to guide the RRC into Rocquancourt. Keller and 

Cunningham ordered a single FGH squadron to attack Tilly, well after it had been made 

clear ail ~ e h n a n  village strongpoints were held by Kam~faippen. 

"' English, 306,249-250. 

"5 Copp Brigade, 86. 

"6  "Armour came h m  Monty's ftont at the t h e  of Mortain and ~ u s e d  trouble." Gen Omar N. 
Bradley, intewîew, Pogue, 14 ûc t  1946. 



The only combat teams and battlegroups taking part in Spring were German. 

Despite the apparent difficulties that Simonds and his commanders had with planning1" 

and conducting a corps/army level offensive, they were equally burdened with doctrinal 

failure at the tactical level. The grouping of al1 arms into a fiinctional team was still 

beyond Allied expertise. Only three of nine available Sherman squadrons actively 

participated in Spring. British armour (7th Armoured Division with twelve squadrons) 

was introduced piecemeal at Vemères; the Guards Armoured Division, with another 

twelve squadrons, was not used at all. 7th Armoured's timidity, much like its earlier 

performance during Atlantic, was disappointing. Particularly unfortunate was their 

apparent refusal to support the Black Watch as it was being slaughtered by Sten's 

The Mvsterv of Montaomerv's Grand Tactics 

Before 25 Iuly there were eight panzer divisions around Caen. Within four days 

of Bradley's launching Operation Cobra, over half of them had disappeared.'19 St. Lo is a 

half day's drive From Falaise and a Karnpfmp e could move to blocking positions 

within a day. A complete division and its trains might possibly take as long as a week, 

although 2 SS Korps required only two weeks to move from the Brody area in Russia to 

Caen in June. The 272nd left on the night of the 26th and relieved 12 SS HJ on the east 

side of the 1st Cdn Army front. 10 SS re-deployed on 26 JuIy and headed west. 9th 

Panzer,'*' 21st Panzer and 116th Panzer withdrew on the 29th; 9th SS handed over to 

"' Schack notes: "The enemy's way of fighting was very metliodicai and always intent on 
rnaintaining Mcient security. In defense, he heId captured ground bravely and tenaciously." Schack, B- 
540, 16, 

"' 22nd Armoured Brigade deployed its four armoured regiments and mechanized infantxy 
battalion on the northem slope of Verrières near the road junction evacuated by the Black Watch before 
dawn. DuMg the attack, the adjutant of the Watch, Capt Campbell Stuart, who lost wireless matact with 
GriffTn desperately &ove up trying to get help. 1 climbed on the tracks of a well positioned tank and 
banged on the hatch. A head eventually appeared and told me to get my carrier out of there as it wouId 
dnw 88 b. 1 did so and quened him about the battalion He disclaimed any knowtedge and promptly 
closed the hatch." Capt Campbell Stuart, personal correspondance, 1990. 

A Montgomery apologist argues: "If fie GMoans could have shiAed even a single battered 
panzer division toward Bradiey .., it wouId have made his breakout infinitely more difilcuit and costly - 
perhaps even impossib1e before August." Alistair Home "In Defense of Montgomery" The Ouarterfy 
Journal of MiIitarv History. Autumn 1995, Vol 8, No. l), 67. In fact, four, wentually six, shif€ed over. 

'" 9th Panzer arriveci in Normandy fier Operation Spring. via Falaise. 



89th Infantry Division on 1st August. Finally, 1st SS LAH began to thin out on 3 August. 

On that day, eight days after Sping had ended, Sirnonds was faced with a single panzer 

division, the only German reserve on his fiont. It was the old Canadian nemesis, Kurt 

Meyer's 12th SS ~ i t l e  rjugend. 12' 

Spring neither destroyed von Kluge's panzer reserves nor magnetized them to 

Simonds's sector. Von Kluge's ability to re-deploy his tanks would stop Dempsey 

c01d.'~~ Operation Bhecwt was, in theoty, a decoy to draw German attention and 

strength away Born Bradley "Second British h y  must hurl itself into the fight . . . so as 

to  make easier the  task of the Amencan m i e s  fighting on the western flank."Iu It was a 

confùsing strategy since Dempsey's objective was the communication center of Vivre, 

south of St. Lo and southwest of Caen. Montgomery was attacking away fiom Simonds 

and towards Bradley. Bluecoat, if anything, hastened the  departure of panzer divisions 

and threatened MajGeneral J. Lawton "Lightning Joe" Collins's W Corps, the force 

responsible for Cobra 3 initial phase: getting through the  boca~e.'*~ If Dempsey 

"' P. E. Schram, OKW War Dhy (1 Apr-18 Dec 44) Historiai Division, ET0 MS 8634. 58- 
60.77. See also, RG24 Vol 14046 WD 2 CAB h t  Sum 5 Aug 44. Cdn Int confmed 9 SS and 10 SS had 
lefi, 9 SS was identified at Caumont; "10 SS has during past three days gone west." For details of pzdiv 
redeployrnent, SS Panzer formations: MS 155, General der PzTruppen Knreger, "1 SS Pz Corps (16 Aug- 6 
Sep 44)" and, Gen der Waffen SS Bittn'ch, "Il SS Pz Corps (14 Jun - 5 Jul44)." MS 8-358, Gen der 
Waffen SS Theodor Wisch, "Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler in Aug 44"; Maj.Gen Stadler, "9 SS Pz Div (20 
June - 3 1 Jul44)," Wehrmacht Pz formations: MS A 904 Gen der Panzertmppen Frhr, von Luttwitz, Comd 
2 Pz Div Interrogation. 1 Dec 1952, 4. B63 L Lt.Gen. Feuchtinger, "21 Pz (28 hl-14 Aug 44)"; 8658, 
Maj.Gen Mueller, "1 16 Pz (21 Aug - 19Sept 44). Head Ouaiters Rewrts: MS 8-162, OKW War Diaq 
"The West (1 Apr-18 Dec 44)." MHI. 

l n  After the 25th, von Kluge turned his full attention to Bradley and en msant, Dempsey. He was 
capable of operational rnanewer but forbidden to employ it creatively. Hitler's order, "Starre 
Verteidim$' (rigid defence), forced him to hold everywhere. MS B 723 "breakthrough to Avranches: "27 
Jul FIdm von Kluge [orderedl ... transfer XXXXVI Pz Korps - 2 Pz and 1 16 Pz to Seventh Army ... 116th 
Pz, Combat Team (1 Pz Bn, 1 PzGr Bn, 1 Arty Bn and elements Recce Bn) managed to reach the L'Epine 
area, 6 km soutiieast of Villedieu, in the monhg  of 3 1 July.", 13,34. RH21-5/44, Krie~ista~ebuch Panzer- 
Armeeoberkomrnando 5. 10.6.44-8.8.43, "272.I.D. lost mit Infanterie-Teilen, in der nacht vom 26.127, 
b e n i ~ e n d  21.Pz.Div. aus bisheri~em Abschnitt heraus." Abendmeldung 27.7.44, 115, MS B 034, OKW 
War Diary (1 Apr-18 Dec 14) "Feuhrer approved the release of 116 Pz ... 0915,28 Iuly .., 116 Pz Div 
requested to St Lo.", 58. 1st SS was the Iast pz div to leave Verrières, see, MS B 358 Wisch: "The 
division [Lw was ordered to withdraw swiffly, after relief by an inf div to the combat a m  NE ofMortain 
... Advanced units, Pz Bn 1, Pz Gr Bn IW2, Eng Bn The day for this mach was 6 August", 3. Also, RG 
24 Vol. 10,680, bans of "Weekly Reports fiom Army Group B, July - August 44." 30.7.44:b69 SS Iaunched 
an attack [a* Bluecoatj.". 2. 

I P  Hamilton, 758. 

'24 By earfy August, Bluecoat dmv three panzer formations ( 2 1 4  9 SS PL and 10 SS Pz) as well 
as al1 three Tiger battalions (101, 102 SS and 503 schPzAbt) west of the Ome. See Russell F. Weigley, 
Eisenhower's Lieutenants (Bloornington: Indiana University Press, 19901, 15 I-lS4,168-l69. 



succeeded, he would either get involved in a nasty trafic jam with W Corps or have to 

execute a sharp left tuni in order to face east again. Ifthis was part of Montgomery's 

master plan, it was awkward, launched late (30 July) and directly into the least favourable 

terrain imaginable: an expensive waste of precious British resources. Dempsey soon ran 

into mined bocage and was checked by counter-atîacks made by 21st ~ a n z e r , ' ~ ~  9 SS and 

10 SS Pz Divs, units that were supposed to have been "written downyy in fiont of Caen by 

Simonds. Bradley would soon realize that the better part of another four panzer divisions 

were heading his way. 

. At the end of S@g,.von Kluge had both restored his eastem front and retained 

freedom of action - operational maneuver. He had hurt 2nd Cdn Corps: "Herbei hatte 

der Feind Hohe blutine Verluste"'" (the enemy took high bloody casualties). He could 

deploy his panzers anywhere he wished, and he had panzers to send. 

'* "21sl Panzer Division, king brought up fmm the east bank of the Orne except for Amd-Gp v. 
Oppeln which was committed south of Cowain..On 3 August 1944,21 st  Pz Div, adjoining 10 SS Pz Div 
was holding against a much superior force...Adv e h  of9th SS PL Div - reconnaissance bn, reinforad by 
tanks ...The attack was wntinued on 3 August 44,2 1st Pz Div gaineci the Caen-Vi road With that, the 
enemy break-tbugh to Vire was pcevented for the time king." MS 8-748. I1 SS Pz KO~DS, 3-5. 

u6 WD Heeresmum B, Morenmeldung 26.7.44 RA19 IX/M 



CHAPTER FIVE 

- -. - 

' "Be Ahaid and you will Die." 

' Appx "R' to CMHQ Trg Liaison Letter No. 12. LtCol Ealsh MC, RA SI Atk, Schaol of Arty, 
Larichil. Extracts from a Report on a Recent Visit to Normandy. Juiy 1944. DHist 14 1.009 D 1 16, "Very 
few mines have been encountered so far. Neither side appears to be using mines extensivety at present." 
(Para 4). Alw : .".one British or Soviet tank was immobilized for evely 1900-230 land mines originally 
t aid. This figure accords with the British AORG.? Operations Research Office OP0 T 1 17 Aivin D. Cwx 
and L. Van Loan Naisawald, "SURVEY OF ALLIED TANK CASUALTIES IN WORLD WAR Iï', 
Operaiions Resuvch Oflice, The Johns Hopkins University, Fort Leslie J. McNair, Washington, 3 1 Manh 
1951, 68, 

BREAKOUT 4: OPERA 27ON TOTALJZE AUGUST 8 
THE THIRD BATTLE FOR VE&RES RIDGE 

Simonds Seeks Operational Maneuver 

What looked good to [Simonds's] precise engineering mind on paper seldom worked in 
practice once the human element was added, 

Brigadier Hany Foster 

Timete et Interficimini' 
Motto for Canadian Amour, proposed by MajGen F. F. Worthington, November 1943 

The fear of German armour forced Simonds into his second successive night 

attack. In his post-battle analysis of Spring the commander of 2nd Canadian Corps 

appeared to have been content with the essence of his failed pian: darkness and narrow 

fronts. Somehow Simonds also deduced that the Gemans had, with superhuman effort, 

laid a minefield of enormous size under the sarne ground over which they had been 

counter-attacking just twelve days ago. Aithough there were no intelligence reports 

indicating new engineer activity and Allied interdiction made the sudden amval of a 

quarter of a million mines remote, the new breakout offensive was built around the 

cleanng of armoured lanes through minefields of the type last seen at El Alamein. Was it 

Montgomery's influence, or a creative mind let loose?' The greater probability is  

Simonds was alarmed by the failure of Operation BIuecoat 

Despite the daims of Montgomery apologists, it is difficult to believe that 

Totalire, Bhecoat and Tmctuble were part of a strategic offensive designed to assure the 



success of an American breakout and envelopment? But in fact, Cobra was launched on 

Bradley's initiative as a reaction to Montgomery's inactivity rather than as a part of the . 

British commander's master plan: 

The breakout came because Bradley and Patton got darnned tued of 
waiting around for Monty and finally Ike gave direct permission to 
Bradley to go ahead! 

Montgomery's new directive (M5 15) was passed on 27 July and suddenly ordered 

"a big attack with six divisions from Caumont towards Vire and hope to get it launched 

not later than 2 ~ u ~ u s t . " ~  This operation was ordered while Hodges was still stuck in the 

bocage. Bradley's armour would not break out at Avranches until3 1 July. The 

Americans were fighting their way through thick hedgerows against determined 

rearguards - tough going for armour. As Martel liked to Say: "The tank is not &aid of 

the gun; it is afiaid of the concealed gun."6 

BIuecoat was preceded by an air stnke of seven hundred medium bombers. 

Dempsey attacked with six divisions West of the Noyers in the direction of the Vire. 'The 

two were complementary - Montgomery the extrovert, who loved the headlines; 

Dempsey the introvert, who shunned publicity, but who got on with the job eficiently 

and without any fuss."' Dempsey's 30,000 vehicles struck south through the Suisse 

Nonnande "but were soon caught in an inextricable mine field where tanks, Bren- 

carriers, half tracks becarne entangled and neutralized.. . ."* The British advanced hrther 

The Amenans propoxd that the British l Canadians breakout east not south, in the direction of 
Lisieux and the Seine. There are no references to anything like a planned grand encuclement. rt was 
proposed, however, "one corps to clear Brittany." See: 21 AGp/20721/G Plans. 27 June 44: Operation 
Luckv Strike - Clearance of Normandv. Colonel M s o n  HD Heiberg. G3, Chief of Plans, 12 Amy 
Group. Heiberg Papers. Patton Museum Lhrary, Fort Knox. 

' Air Marsha1 Sir Arthur Coningham, Intervieweci by Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, 14 Feb 47, P o p e  
Manwcripts, Patton Museum Library, Fort Knox, Ky. See: Operation Plan "Cobra" Dated 13 MY 1944, 
HQ 12 Amy Group, issued 16 July 1944. Chester B. Hansen Papers, "Documents and Reports on 
Operation 'Cobra' Folder." Bradley's Mission was consenative: " VU Corps with armored and motorized 
eIements will seize COUTANCES and crossing of the SENhE River to the Southwest. In addition, it will 
seize BREHAL and prevent any movement of enemy reinforcements to the North" 

' Hamilton, 757. 

Martel, 216. 

' Sir Brian Honocks, with Eversley Belfeld and IrEijGen K Essame, Coms Commander (New 
York: Charîes Scrîbner's Sons, 1977), 23. 

' "The hiUy tenain proved both crïssaossed with wceptionally numaous hedgerows - except it 
was dry, it was some of the worst of the Bocage - and lihrally sprinkled with minesn Russell F. Weigiey, 



than before but were stopped by a parsimonious German counter-attack that bled them 

dry and allowed von Kluge to build up his Mortain counter-attack force. 

Operation Bluecwt, although it was supposed to break through to the Vire, 

endured savage closed terrain fighting from 30 July until5 August and finally fizzled. 

Bluecoat rnay have been another disappointment, yet if one compares it to Spring, one 

can afford to be generous, and say that was a holding action. The British scnim locked in 

and pushed for seven days. Spmg was cancelled by the evening of its first day. 

Terry Copp, the only Canadian military historian to have produced a tactical study 

of Canadian operations in ~ o r m a n d ~ , ~  suggests that the real problem in Normandy was 

manpower. Both the Canadian Amy, an all-volunteer force whose well was near dry by 

August, and the British A m y  could not S o r d  the casualties inflicted by the Germans. 

This may have influenced Montgomery's tactics. If this was true then he failed miserably. 

His le&-right-lefi combinations show M e  ski11 in the ring.'' Sending Dempsey into the 

bocage in a hitless breakout turned holding action, cost him thousands of irreplaceable 

infantry. Not reinforcing Simonds or wntinuing to hammer at Verrières suggests he Iost 

the stomach for a true attrition battle - this was not the Montgomery of El Alamein 

fame. ' ' 
Although Bhecoat was soon bogged, Cobra succeeded, perhaps well beyond 

Montgomery's expectations. By 29 July, Collins had sealed the Roncey pocket and 

MajGen Troy H. Middleton's Vm Corps (MajGen J. S. Wood's 4th Annored and 

Eisenhower's Lieutenants - The Campaim of France and Gerrnanv. 19444945 (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1990), 169. 

Copp, Brimde, 108-1 10, and dm, Terry Copp and Bill McAndtew, Battle E.xhaustion - Soldien 
and Psychiatnns in the Canadian Armv 1939-1945 (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press.1990). 
115-124. Copp's intimate howledge of the Canadian soldier's mind rnakes him panidariy competent to 
di- whether tfic 2nd Cdn Corps was close to bnakuig by August. British canialtia in the bocage 
fighting suggests the situaiion was about as bad in Dempsey's Amy. 

10 "Montgomery was not an u n d  generaL He was a comptent general in positional wazfare but 
he never exploit& his victories. ..." Conuigham, Pogue ManuscnuScnpts. 

" This pmmpted the following observation h m  5 Pz Amy: The English and even more so the 
Americans have been afraid of and avoided any large ecnfice of men ... even when they were forced to 
buy certain successes with heavy losses, they still shrank fiom îhe all-out, the mic soldierly sacrifice." 
Quoted in G2 Periodic Report No. 130, lnUS Amy, 18 Oct 1944. M&h M. Philipsborn Papers, MHI. 
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MajGen R. W. Grow's 6th Armored Divisions) had secured Avranches. l2 On 1 August, 

Patton's Third Army became operational and by that afkernoon had sent Grow to capture 

Brest and launched Wood towards Rennes. It was no longer a tactical breakthrough, but a 

full sized operational breakout. Bradley had acquired operational maneuver in von 

Kluge's operational depth. By 3 August, Wood was in Rennes, to the absolute "shock" of 

von Kluge's senior staff, while Grow was half way to Brest. Patton had penetrated eighty 

miles into Brittany. That evening Montgomery telephoned Crerar and instnicted him ". . . 
to launch a heavy attack fiom the Caen sector in the direction of  alaise."'^ Montgomery 

ordered Totalize in direct reaction to Eisenhower's command to be bold - Crerar 

wouldn't get Totalize going until 8 August. 

The TacticaI Situation 

The enemy's fim objective, while continuhg frontai breakthrough attacks, is to outfIank 
and encircle the bulk of the 5th Panzer Armee and the 7th Amy on two sides. 

Secret Intelligence Report h e e  Gnippe B: 7 August 44 

I do not wish, or intend, to be a nuisance to anyone. 
General Crerar to Generai Bradley, 30 June 1944 

There is no evidence that Crerar tempered Simonds's tactical ideas. Montgomery 

could have, but was echelons above him, and Hany Crerar would not accept that son of 

interference. Besides, Crerar did not enjoy a good relationship with his boss.'4 

Conversely, Simonds would not go to Crerar for help. The Commander of First Canadian 

Army did not have the tactical skills to rein in Simonds although he was srnart enough to 

seek his council: "Crerar teaned on Simonds al1 the time. 1 don't think he ever issued an 

important order without first consulting Simonds, and most of these orders were inspired 

" .VIi Corps capturai Avranches with 4 and 6 Amd Divs almost abreast; 6 Armd on the right 
followed by the 79th and 8th Inf, 79th on tt" G3 1st US Army In- 2808008 to 2908008 Jul 44. 
Chester B. Hansen Papers, W. See Weigley, 173, 157-158. 

' Hamilton, 774. 

" Cmar took over 1st Cdn Army and had a row with his British Corps Commander, LtGen 
Crocker. Crerar tned to fire Crocker but Montgomery stepped in, Montgomery's policy was made clear as 
to how to deal with Crocker: "An Amy Commander should give his Corps Commanders a taslr, and Ieave 
it to them as to how they do it" MG30 El57 Crerar Papers Vol 8,24 Juiy 44. Later Montgomery wrote to 
Alanbmcke: "1 fear he [CrerarJ lhinks he is a great soldier* and he was determined to show it the moment 
he took command at l2ûû hn on 23 July. He made his dnt mistake at 1205 hn; and his second after lunch. 
MG30 EU7 Vol 8. Montgomery correspondance to Field Marsha1 Alanbmke, 26 lu1 44, 1. 



by ~imonds."~' The 2nd Corps s t a  al1 chosen for thek &th and vigour, were 

cheerleaders, not advisors. Crerar reigned supreme, but Simonds ruled uncontroiled. 

Operation TotaIize was scheduled to be launched a full two weeks after Cobra. 

When it was ordered, Bradley's amour was racing to encompass Nomandy, Brittany 

and the Loire; the war in France appeared about over? But by 4 August Bradley became 

conservative. The reports of Hitler's directives for counter-attack, as well as Ultra 

intercepts that indicated five panzer divisions were heading towards Mortain, made him 

cautious. These were the same outfits that Simonds didn't fix to the Caen fiont and 

Dempsey failed to make an impression upon during ~ l u e c m t . ' ~  

Given Bradley's reluctance to allow Patton to continue to run ~oose, '~  it was now 

Crerar's turn to do something about Normandy from the eastern flank. He decided to give 

Simonds a second go at a Corps attack.19 Totalize would be launched 8 August, the 

legendary black day of the German Army and one day afier von Kluge planned to launch 

the Mortain counteroffensive - Operation Lüttich. 

It should have been easy as certainly the odds had changed. D u h g  Spring the 

combat ratio was decisively in the Germans' favour. Now Simonds had resources of three 

infantry divisions, 2 CID, 3 CD, 51st British, and two annoured brigades (2 CAB and 33 

British Armoured Brigade). More importantly, he now had two fi-esh armoured divisions, 

4th Canadian Armoured Division and 1st Polish Armoured Division (4 CAD, 1 PAD). 

Facing him was the recently arrived 89th infantry division of LtGen Heinrich, just out of 

" Steams Papers 23 Mar 8 1, 4. 

l6 M515; 27 hl44 Montgomery to Bradley, Ilempsey, Patton and Crerar: W n  the western fia& 
the First US A h y  has delivereà the main blow of the whole Aiiied Plan and is making excellent progres.'' 
See, "Letter of Instnictions Number Twon (Bcadiey) 3 August 44, HQ 12 Army Group, Bradley Papers, 
MHI. 

l7 Of eight panzer divisions near Caen on 26 Jdy, by 30th July only 1st SS LAHpd 9th SS H 
remained HOhenstauffen left on 1st August and 1 SS LAH began redeployment on the 3rd. 21 Pz 9 SS Pz 
and 10 SS Pz took part in Bfuecoat. The four remaining panzer divisions contînued West. 

l8  "Letter of Innniaions Number Foui' (Bradley) 8 August 44, AQ 12 Army Group, Bradley 
Papers, MM. 

l9 " This plan [to aüack towards Falaise] alreacty 'drafted', at least in Simonds mind and Generaî 
Rodger weI1 aware of principles to be invoIved," S t e m  Papers, 23 Uar 81, 5. 



gamson duty in Norway and quite incapable of puaing up effective resistance? Behind 

them lay one panzer division, the only tactical or operational reserve on the eastem 

Normandy Front, the 12th SS Hitle r j ~ ~ e n d . ~ '  

The Germans still held Vemères Ridge, Tilly, Rocquancourt, Fontenay, May-sur- 

Orne, as well as St. Martin. Thanks to Rockingham, the depth of German defences had 

been somewhat reduced. The only heavy amour available, 101 SS sPzAbt, currently 

fighting Dempsey west of the Orne, was a half day's march away, but due to retum under 

Kurt Meyer's aegis. Schack's 272nd Division had left Verrières ridge. The General took 

his battered regiments and slipped east to take over the sector held by 12 SS HJ astride 

the road to Paris. But Simonds would not bother Schack. He was going to butt his head 

against Vemères again, and this time he had acquired the rnissing ingredient of the Allied 

breakout formula - heavy bombers. This was going to be an offensive blessed at the 

highest levels. SHAEF was to expect much from the Canadians but they were to be 

disappointed. 

" RG24 Vol. 10.81 1. 1st Cdn Amy Int Sum No.38 6 Aug 44. and, Kneastagbuch Panzer 
Armeeoberkommando 10.6.44-8.8.44. RH21-5/44,89th MDivComprised 1055, 1056 Gren Regts, Fusilier 
Company and 189 Arty Regt. It had more infantry than 1 st SS L M .  

" Simonds may have been fed misinformation by his Int M. ""During the night of516 August, a 
soldier of89. Id-Div. deserted to the enemy. In addition, an ambuiance of that Division got lost and ended 
up in Canadian ~gitions. This allowed the enemy to determine that the "LM Division had been 
relieved .... nïi t  impression was possibly reuirorced by the fact that K a r n ~ f m ~ t x  Wiinsche had set up 65 
dummy panzers in the area around Billy and Conteville (3.5 km north of S t. Sylvain)." H. Meyer, 170. 
Wisch stated that by 6th August mon of the division was CO-located with 2nd Pz ready to aüack Momin 
MS 8-358. MGenderSS nieodor Wisch, "StelIungnahme nim Fragebegen ueber den Einsatz der 
Leibstandarte Adoff Hitler im August 1944.", 3, The strength of 1 SS Pz Korps had diminished 
considerably. "Gliederung LSS PzKorps am 27.7.1944: SchArtAbt SS 101 7xlOcmlI75cm; schPzAbi SS 
10 1 12x Tiger I; 272 ID 50%; 276 ID 50Yg 12 SS Pz MY&, 20x PtlVN; 1 SS R 600/*60x nIVN." 9 SS 
and 2 R were at same strength as 1 SS while " 1 16 Pz etwa 80% der SolIstaerke." MS C-048. SSGeneral 
Fritz Kiaemer, "Das 1. SS Fr, Korps irn Westen 1944" (Part 2) Appx 2. MHI, 



Totalize - The Plan 

Two break-in Operations are required. 
General Guy Sirnonds - before Totalize. 

Like Montgomery, his approach to the probiems of battle was that of a scientist. Both 
were military perfectionists, but, whereas Montgomery was primarily the expert 
implernenter, Simonds was the radical innovator, forever seebg new solutions. 

Chester Wiimo t 

Totalize was to be the iast great offensive in the Normandy Campaign. It was 

Montgomery's final oppominity. to wrest personal victory and publicity fiom Bradley. 

The presence of the heavy bornben sealed the contract; it was al1 or nothing. TutaZize was 

Crerar's first "Army" battle and he rnay have been nervous about ite2' The weight wuld 

not have been al1 that heavy since the Commander turned everythihg over to Sirnonds. 

Nevertheless, Crerar recalled, poa factum, that Totdize was his tactical inspiration made 

into technical reality by Simonds: 

My basic tactical plan .. . the attack should secure maximum of surprise as 
means and methods employed .. . neutralize the long range and strength of 
the enemy's anti-tank defence and to ensure we get through and beyond 
the enemy zone of dense defensive fire, developed rnainly by his rnonars 
and machine guns.. . . With these principles before him, the detailed plan 
for the attack was drawn up with very great ski11 by Lt.Gen. ~irnonds." 

TotaIize was a grand corps banle, as 2nd Corps controlled every resource available to the 

First Canadian Amy. If there was any pressure, the lion's share fell on Simonds's 

shoulden. He decided that the Germans were not going to be surprised as to the location 

and direction of the offensive, but he was capable of perplexing them "in respect to time 

and rneth~d."'~ It has been suggested2j that ULTRA briefings fiom the Signals Liaison - Crerar had been bury writing congratulatory messages to Bradley. UTotafize succeeded he 
wouid meet him face to face at Argentan Crerar had toadied up to 1st US A m y  Commander directiy he 
arriveci: " I would like to pay an occasional visit to the US Anny sector and pick up such helpfûl ideas as I 
rnay ... I do not wish, or intend to be a nuisance to anyone - but, ifin suitable ciKumSfance I should m e t  
up with Grow, ~ & n s  or any of your Div Commanders ... it might k helphil ifyou would issue me with 
any credentials required to idenw me." Omar N. Bradley Papers: Correspondance 1936-1960, 30 Iune 44. 
MHT. 

RG24 10635. Crem letter to J. L. Ralston ( Min of Defence) 8 Sep 44. 

' 4  RG24 Vol. 10,811 2 Cdn Corps Gen G. O. Simon& "Planning Operation Totalize, k 
Appreciation by the Corps Commander" 1 Aug 44, 9. 

McGill historian David O'Keefe suggests that Simonds's reading of ULTRA transcripts 
convinced him that 1 SS LAEI was stiii in 2nd Corps' operational area of responsibility: "Without any other 



Unit attached to 1st Cdn Army HQ convinced Simonds that 1 SS LAH was still south of 

Verrières and dug in astride the main Falaise highway on the high ground near 

Cintheaux. Certainly Simonds was unique as the only Allied Corps commander in 

Normandy cleared for ULTRA di~semination~~ but intelligence interpretation would have 

been stretched to report the Leibstandarte's presence south of Caen. 

Simonds's own Intelligence Staff concluded that 89th Infantry Division had 

relieved 1 SS but "estimated that 1 SS Pz had left one anti-tank battalion deployed on the 

front."" An initial report admitted that the whereabouts of 1 SS and 12 SS Pz Divs were 

not so clear but subsequent intelligence made things clearer: "On 7 August news was 

received that large amounts of 1 SS and at least a battlegroup of 12 SS were fighting 

further West zt VASSY and the FORET DE GRIMi3OSQ re~~ec t ive l~ ." '~  This suggests 

that Simonds, rather than being infiuenced by  ULTRA^' and his own Intelligence 

resources, chose to ignore most recent information and shick to his original appreciation, 

information to corroborate the Ultra decrypts, Crerar's Chief of Staff, Churcfüll Marui, phoned Brigadier 
EIliot Rodger (Simonds's Chief of Staff) to tell him that there were signs that 1 SS Panzer division was 
pulIing away from the front .... M e r  teviewing Ultra information which came to his attention on August 6, 
Simonds calleci Crerar to tell him he had c h g e d  Totalize ... Simon& appreciated that the second "break- 
in" might meet stronger resistance than originally anticipateci but felt assured that the original Air plan 
wouid now be even more bendcial ,.. he scrapped the original idea of sending the 4th Canadian Armored 
and the 3rd Canadian Infantry to atrack the second line and instead, put the Polish and 4th Canadian 
Annored division together." Unpublished manuscript: "Situating the Appreciation: intelligence for 
operation Totalize", 2, and personal interview, 2 May 1997. 

'6 "Canadian First h n v  recipients of ULTRA: Lt. General H. D. G. Crem GOC, Lt General G. 
G. Simonds, B&., C. C, Mann COS, Col G. E. Beament ColGS, LtCol W. B. T. Reynolds GSO 1 Air, 
LtCol E. D. Danby GSO 1 Ops, LtCol McDougall GSO (IB), L ~ c o l  P. Wright GSO 1, Major I. A. Apis 
GS02.". G2 SHAEF Intemai Memo "List of Recipients of UItr;rt' The Richard Collins Fapers (G2 
SHAEQ, MHT, See also, "Reports b y US Army ULTRA Representatives with Army Field Commands in 
the European Theatre of Operations 1945." SRH-û23. HMI. 

" RG24 108 11 WD 2 Cdn Corps Report: Section ïH "Planning Operation Totalize - Section III, 
The Enemy. General Situation mid-My 1944." 15 August 44. 

" WD 2 Cdn Corps, Totalire "The Enemy. Generai Situation mid-July 1944." 

WL,TRA information was a M x  of SigInt (Signals Intelligence) and eavesdropping. Raw 
ULTRA was generally garbled and subject to interpretation, Information was ttansmi-tted verbally by SLU 
officers or interp6fted and written as data "fiom an excellent source ... a special source." Often ULTRA 
intercepts got lucky and this was generally during k t i c  opetations: "it was found that the use of plain 
Ianguage by the Germans was, as expected, fairly common dtuing any p e n d  when they wen sustaining 
severe pressure and ihis practiœ kcame even more wide spread as war progresad Artillery uniu talked in 
the clear quite hquently. ..2 Pz [Divj radio contact began early, over a month before D-Day .. . after 2 
August [2 Pz] identifid by intercept only rareIy ... It should be point4 out that information was chiefly 
drawn h m  Iow-grade trafnc anaiysis ... much of the pertinent part of the WTRAI conaibution to 
radio intelligence is contained in the decipherments of this medium grade tratnc. ULTRA Thid Army 
Radio Intelligence Historv in the Cammim of Western Eurow. October 1945, SHRO 42 HMI,, 28,29. 
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written on 1 August wherein he concluded, mostly based on Spnng analysis that: "The 

position p a y  sur Orne to Tilly and south to Hautmesnil] is at present manned by 1 SS 

Right and 9 SS ~ e f i . " ~ ~  Faced with the latest ULTRA updates as well as his own Int 

Surns, Simonds was clearly not prepared to revise his estimate at this late date. He may 

have been overtaken by events. 

Neo Classical Testudos - Evolution of the Simonds Doctrine 

General Simonds decided to launch another frontal attack?' As there was little 

option for maneuver before breakout, Simonds settled on technique. Totalke is often used 

to show Simonds's creative mind at its best, It is sometimes used to demonstrate his 

genius for planning and his engineer's precision. Simonds crafted a plan of attack unlike 

any other. Again he decided to go at night. Again he used artificial moonlight. Now came 

the changes, and they were doctrinally astounding. Armour was to lead. The spearhead of 

this night attack was not going to be infantry but a meat grinder of armoured columns. He 

drew up two armoured Testudos before the start line which consisted of an intricate 

a parade of navigation tanks, mine clearing flail tanks, armoured bulldozers, flame 

throwing Churchills, and main battle tanks32 in a very cavalry column of fours. These 

were followed by "Simonds's APCs," Pnest self propeiled guns converted to armoured 

RG24 WD 2 Cdn Corps "Planning Operation Totalize - Appnciation by Corps Commander" 1 
August 44. On 6th Aupst Crerar had written to Crocker and Simonds: "As it is appreciated that 12 SS k 
Div is now concentrated in wooded area Valmany-Mezidon-Blay la Campagne, these c atks may be in 
some str and pressed with detenninationn RG24 10634 Crerar Papers 6 Aug 44. Simonds wmte back: ".At 
is possible that nùther 1 SS or 12 SS may be involved in the fighling on the May-La Hogue position. 
Be- this second 'breakthrough' operation has k e n  foreseen in the original plan ... the weight of the air 
support has been disposed to deal with it during the second phare of Totalize." 6 Aug 44. 

'' RG 2410808. WD 2 Cdn Corps. 5 Aug 44 uistr No. 4 Operation Totufize. "htention: To 
Breakthmugh theenemy positions astride the Caen Falaise Road Method : 3 Phases: L Breakthrough the 
Fontenay (0358) -La Hogue (0960) posn. II. Brrakthrough the H-autmeSnil(0852) - St. Sylvain (1354) 
position. IIï. Exploit as ordered by Comd 2 Cdn Corps." 

32 Totake contradicted accepteci procedures, a daring expriment wiùiùi British (see Brit FSh:  
The Armd Div 1941 and, The Annd Div 1943.) as well as then m e n t  Amerricm annoured theones (see: 
FM 17-32 Armoured Force Field Manual Aug 1942; FM 17-100 Tentative Emplovment of the Armd Div. 
Sept 1943). See: Maj Pickeq "Armored Breakthmugh" Annoml Cavalrv humal (No. 5. Sept-ûct. 1949), 
23. VP. Naib, "The Tank Versus Tank Battle" Amor (Nov-Dec. 1954), 32. Col- W. D. Duncan "Mass 
Employment of Armor h n o r  (MarchhApril19S4), 34. 



personnel carrien (Kangaroos) at the Corps Commander's requed3 Each armoured 

group was packed closer than Piccadilly Circus at rush hour: 9 left my tank and walked 

back to the end of the regimental column, we were closed so tight that my feet never 

touched the ground, 1 just stepped from tank to tank."34 

The attack was to crawl along on cornpass bearing at a snail's pace while flails 

and dozers cleared the ground of mines. To ensure direction was maintained, Simonds 

had Bofors guns deployed on either side of the columns firing tracers down the axis of 

advance. Batteries of giant anti-aircraft search lights were used for both artificial 

moonlight as well as long distance beams that were fixed over the distant objective and 

served as a surreal guide. The Corps Signals Regiment set up radio homing beacons to 

guide the tank cornmar~ders.~~ 

This grand march was supported by a preparatory barrage and attacks by night 

bombers designed to obliterate the toms  that eluded capture during Atlantic and Spring. 

Totalise was an extraordinary offensive, of such Cecil B. DeMille epic proportions that it 

ovenvhelmed senior oficers in briefings: 

1 well recall his O Group before Totalize when the several div comds sat in 
a circle under the pine trees (dl  being rnuch older than GGS and some 
with desert sand in their ears) to whom he opened, "Gentlemen we wili do 
this attack at night with amour." Their jaws dropped noticeably? 

Its sheer scope was so much larger than life that it ensured every participant was a share 

holder in its success. It was Simonds's masterpiece and it had everything, from flame 

breathing Crocodiles to electronic warfare. It was clearly bound to fail. 

" The SP M7 Riest regiments (3 rd Div: 12th. 13th, 14th 19th Fd Regts RCA) m e d  with lOSmrn 
gun howitzers but outranged by 25 pounders, the standard gun in RCA Field Regimenîs. Sexton SPs (found 
in 4 CAD, 5 CAD and 1 PAD) m * e d  25 pounderç. The decision to strip the infanüy SP regiments was 
made to standardize artiIlery, "Defrocked Priests" did not corne about because SPs were no Ionger required 
by 2 Cdn Corps. The infantxy was supported by towed 25 pounders, the moured brigades by Sextons. 
Simonds's attempt to secure a patent for "his MC' was not granted by the War Department. Fully tncked 
Kangaroos were superior cross country vehicles but had no overhead cover. Cornpiaini.. were registered by 
RCN and Royal Wavy that Sùnands's had cannibalwd beached Ianding cratt, cutting out steel pIaie for 
"Kangamo over head cover." 

"' Gen S. V. Radley Wal ten, personal inteiview, May 1990. 
'' RG 24 10456. Totalize Rewrts. "If you went tao far Ieft on your tiUer your ear phones were 

filled with 'Dit-Daw. ..DituDaw" - ifyou went too far right you heard 'Daw-DiLDaw-Dit. Ifyou were nght 
on the center you heard a steady mushy sound." Gai S. V. Rad1 y Walters, persona1 intuview, May 1990. 

" Elliot Rodger, quoted by Dominick Graham, The Pnce of Command - A Biomuhv of Generai 
Guv Sirnonds (Toronto: Stoddart, 1993)' 148. 
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There were no doctrinal precedents, uniess one decided that the classic was El 

Alamein, and the best way to win in Normandy was to launch a Montgomery style desert 

attack." It was-Bluecwt's terrible experience with mines that appears to have inspired 

Simonds to plan Totalise's armoured crawl. It is not recorded if any 2nd Corps staff 

officer suggested to Simonds that mines readily sown by Gennan infantry in the closed 

country south of ~ i l l e r s - ~ o c a ~ e ~ ~  were a near impossible task in the open country south 

of Caen. Totalize was too cornplex, and like Spring before it, based on untrained, 

unrehearsed troops. No one dared tell the emperor about his clothes. It is perhaps unfair 

to criticize Simonds. At least he tried. At least he attempted innovation. But the simple 

truth was that he was out of doctrinal ideas. He really did not know what to do with his 

infantry or amour. He was trying new combinations, gambling with lives to Save lives. 

Whereas tanks were used in hors d'oeuvres sized portions during S'ring and 

Atlantic, this time there would be a surfeit of armour - two tank brigades in Phase 1 and 

two entire armoured divisions in Phase 2. The forthcoming trafic jam should have been 

predicted by the rnovement planning officers. It probably was. The road march to the 

form-up place for Phase 1 was "a dusty hell - you couldn't see m~ch."'~ Simonds 

planned to use the cab rank in the air for support during the advance; he also created an 

armoured cab rank at the Totalize start line. Attack along narrow fronts seems to have 

been the only option he could think oE 

Put down a fog upon it and it is helpless. Introduce into that fog, not a long 
straggling line of tanks, striving to see each other and painfully keeping 
direction, but a mass, a "phalam," of tanks on a narrow front. What hope 
have the defenders got? Those in the path of the charge are overwhelmed 
fiom right, center and lefi. Those on the flanks hear the noise, but cannot 

" See English, The Canadian Annv and the N o m &  Cam-den, 266. Sirnonds was in North 
Africa and observed the battIe of Wadi Akaxit in April1943. Colonel English, reviewing the infiuences on 
Simonds, noted that "El Hamma, Montgomery's suggested mode1 Tor Epsom, may also have been the 
precursor of Totalize.", 267. 

'* Ailied Intelligence traced the removal of panzer divisions from the bocage throughout carly Juîy 
as Rommel tried to rebuiid an operational reserve. As the mour feft, it was replaceci by second grade 
infantry divisions who sowed mines to in- protection This was not the case in the area around 
Vemères. Cdn in; reports never reported extensive engheer activity. ORS data showed that only 9% of 
tank wastage was caused by mines vs. 89% Born AP shot See: RG24 Vol 10,460 2 CAB Papes: Report 
No. 12, "Analysis of 75mm Sherman Tank Casualties 6th June to 10th July 1944" (hereafter cited as ORS 
Report No, 12), 1, and, Report No. 17 "Anaiysis of German Tank Casualties in France 6th Jtme to 3 1st 
Augustn (hereaAer cited as ORS Report No. 17). 3. 



see to interfere. The tanks, followed by (or carrying) their infantry, go 
through to their ob'ective, consolidate it dunng darkness and wait for pick 
up in the moming. L 

The solution to his problem was found on the Russian front which used 

overwhelming artillery on a front wide enough to tear holes that could not be plugged or 

covered by fire. The Russian offensive tore out divisional sized sections of front, poured 

in armoured battlegroups and immediately did battle with panzer reserves which they 

overwhelmed. Simonds did not leam from the Russians, although ironically, a delegation 

from Stalin visited him on 27-29 ~ u l ~ , ~ ' j u s t  as Totalize was ordered. 

. . . asking what the enemy strength opposite us was compared to our own. 
When we told them and that we were going to attack they were greatly 
surprised. They stated that they would not attack unless they outnumbered 
the enemy by at least 5 or 6 to 1 ." 

Simonds and his staff smiled politely and ignored the Russians; they lacked style and it 

was quickly assumed they lacked credibility." In fact, the Soviets were "echelons 

above"14 the western allies and Soviet strategic offensives were launched on a level of 

sophistication unknown to 12 Amy ~ r o u ~ . "  If one compared actual infantry strengths 

and tank-artillery superiority, Simonds was very close to the ideal Russian attack ratio of 

" C m n t  Reports from Overseas (CWO) 6 (26 Iuly 1943). 17-18. Quoted by English 267. 

'' They had j u r  ntumed from Bradley's Headquarten (visit 13-26 Juiy) where Amencan wags 
cracked: "My god, the Russians have broken through to St. Lo!." The visiton fiightened Russian PWs and 
unnerved Gerrnans. "Young, black-haired, savage looking, uiciined to glower a good deai, trim and neat 
and incredibly bright .... Russian asked a Gtnnan paratroop captain what he thought might have to happen 
to Germany afkr we win the war. Capt was terrifie4 guessed, he said, that Germany would probably be 
broken up into little pieces. Without moving a muscle, Russian Meneci, 'Not Gemiany, captain - 
Germans,' He did not mean to be clever." Chester B. Hansen Papers, personai diary, 13,26 Jui 44. The 
Russians saw Simonds on 27 My. The officers were: MajGen. 1. Skliarov, Maj.Gen. V. A. Vasiliev, Col. 
V. Gorbatov and Rear Adm. N. Kharlamov. Simonds received the Soviets with a Guard of Honour (12 Man 
D) and a band The party lunched at Simonds's "A" Mess. RG24 10808 WD.2 Cdn Corps. 27 July 44. 

" Stems Papers, 27 Apr 8 1, 2. 

" .".young men in baggy trousen with tunics tightly belted and high leather ho&, peaked ha&. 
Shy and wmiiling. They greeted the general with few halting words of English in heavy boyish accent. ..." 
Hansen Diary, 13 July 44, and RG24,2 Cdn Div HQ WD M y  44. WD includes photos of grim faced, wiry 
men in loose summer huiics and well worn boots. 

'4 W. C. Frank, k., and P. S. Gillet&, Soviet Military Doctrine h m  Lenin to Gorbachev. 1915- 
199 1. Greenwood. London.1992. P. 13% - 

" One possible rebutta1 was suggested by Bmke in a letter to Montgomeq: "the German density 
in Normandy is 2 112 times that on the Russian fiont, whüst our superiority in sînngth was only in the 
nature ofuime 25% as compared to 300% Russian superiority on Eastern Front" Bmoke did not point out 
thaî reai Soviet superiority was also 25% and the ovenvhclming numben wen achieved because of 
STAVKA planning and a working doctrine. Hamiltoq 767. 



10: 1. Here was a golden opportunity for victory, if he used mass and terrain correctly. 

Totalire required a classic artillery offensive. Instead, Simonds invented a monster mine 

field and then applied the principles that won Lighifwt for Montgomery and cost him 

Spring. 

Al1 Rewed UD and No PIace To Go 

Toralize has been misrepresented as a masterpiece of planning. The battle is seen 

for the tinsel not the tree. The simple fact remains that Totalize was essentially a slower 

and more tightly controlled version of sprhzg. While the latter gave the brigades and 

divisions little room for creative maneuver, Totalise ensured there was none. Bombers 

were new, night was not. Simonds's mine phobia was new, although not a single Sphg 

attack faltered because of mines, and the Germans paraded no less that eight panzer 

battlegroups across the open area behind Vemeres throughout July 21- 26. Tanks leading 

was new. Tanks leading at night was most certainly unusual. Simonds hoped to succeed 

on the narrow corridor he predicted was the key to success in his February O~erational 

Guide, except that this tirne there were only two narrow fronts, not three, and each was 

exactly four tanks wide. 

It must be remernbered that there was no place to go. Once breakthrough 

had occuned, the entire offensive would stop and wait for a daylight attack by Arnerican 

B-17s to blast more Norman villages out of the ground. This imposed the initial delay on 

success. The attackers wouId then loiter at the start line until twa armoured divisions 

completed a forward passage of Iines and sealed into the Phase Two line of departure. 

Only then could the amour break out. The criticisms are obvious and have already been - 

made elsewhere? 

A passage of lines exercise is always difficult, but was bound to be chaotic with 

two untried arrnoured -_ divisions. To make it even tougher, Simonds had decided to attack 

two up; he squeezed 1st Polish AD beside 4th CAD and gave each a frontage of one 

thousand yards. The Poles' start line "was complicated by the fact that they had heavily 

' But not with great resolve. Copp and Vogel, Morton and Granabtein, Roy and even English 
appuv more fascinated with the uitricacies of Totaiize than with its strange obxssion wi-th mines and 
Simonds's considerable di&cuity with masseci amour. 



wooded areas on their front.'A7 The armoured commanders did not like it. "Bath General 

Maczek, who commanded the Poles, and 1 asked General Simonds to extend out tiontage 

to give us room for maneuver, but he would not agree as it would mean changing the 

objectives of one of the assaulting  division^."^^ 
Simonds was gambling. He "wanted to shoot the works" on the second phase of 

Totalize, "That is why he used two divisions, he thought that at least one would get 

t h r o ~ ~ h . ' ~ ~  Tt seemed like a calculated nsk, but armoured divisions don't fiinction like 

AGRAs. Squeezing in more into less space does not resuk in ovenvhelming fire 

supenority, but instead, confusion and inviting targets for 88s. 

Totalize: 7/8 Aumst - The First Niaht Attack 

The sense of nightmare unreality ... the feeling of detached horror at the sight of a man 
being engulfed by the flames of a buming tank. 

Yet there remains an atmosphere of romance about this Operation. 
WD: 33 Br Armd Bde, Totulize 

There were other d i ~ c u l t i e s . ~ ~  2 CAB and 33 BAB were required, as the force in 

place, to assist 4th Armoured and 1st Polish Armoured in their movement forward, secure 

the start line and allow them to launch into Phase 2 in an orderly fashion. But the lead 

tank brigades had their own problems. "Soon visibility literally ni1 ... hampered by large 

bomb craters . . . tanks fell in . . . recovery impossible."" Navigation tanks soon became 

ditched and communication problems mounted. The leading elements became 

"hopelessly interrningled and confusion was made worse by the Bails who had not been 

47 Kitching, 193. 

Kitching, 193. 

" Stearm intervieweci by Dr. R Roy, 14 July 1982, 3. 

'O Totafize 's fm bombing was delivered by 660 heavy bombers. "Because the bombing ended 
early [cailed off by master bombea as tgts "became obmired"], the gound attack (which had ken 
scheduled to begin half an h o u  be/on the last bombs fell on the distant targets) actually kgan haif an hour 
aper the bombardment had concIuded Dust and smoke fiom the bombing, combined with darkness (and 
sadly inadquate map- and compass-reading) led many of the attackero to lose direction" Bnreton 
Greenhous, Stephen J. Hamq Wiiam C. Johnston and William G. P. Rawling, The Crucible of War, 
193 9-1 945 The Officia1 Sstorv of the Roval Canadian Air Force - Volume III floronto: University of 
Toronto Press* 1994), 814. 

" RG24 10455 Report: "An Account of Ops by 2 Cdn Armd Bde,l4-16 Aug 44", 4. "There were 
numerous haits, due to unavoidable delays by the leading tank ... though collisions were fiequent, the work 
of the tank drives was most cornendable." Vanmtar4, 52. 



present at the rehearsal and who lost station very early in the ~ roceed in~s . "~~  Entire 

troops were los< some for over 24 hours. Regiments lost direction and became involved 

in fnendly firefights. Several squadrons actually steered a 180 degree course change in 

the dust, darkness and excitement of combat. 

Head ofcolumn became split in individual parties led by officers who 
were attempting through the thick haze to pick up land marks . . . officers 
were leading tanks on foot .. . one party . . . had gone so far off its line to 
get involved with a Canadian column on the right ... . Charlie Charlie calls 
to follow Very lights .. . normal channels of command ceased to function. 
No one knew where his troop or squadron leader was and many a good 
tank commander had little idea ofwhere they were themselves." 

Moming found them anything but a force-in-place rather, scattered combat teams 

holding an area that ended at the bomb line for Phase 2. No mines had been encountered. 

Geman defensive fire was scattered, panicky, and mostly ineffective. The dust 

and confusion hindered progress. Tilly did not fa11 until0800 and Rocquancourt was not 

fùlly secured until afler midday. The Canadian amour arrived steadily on the battlefield 

until both divisions had the bulk of their tank brigades formed up north of the start line, 

about 0830 on the moming of the 8th. Before them lay open country. Simonds had 

broken through. 

The moraenmeldunq sent a chi11 through von Kluge: "We have to risk everything. 

A breakthrough has occurred near Caen the like of which we have never ~een."'~ While 

al1 the criticism of Totalise may be valid - it was unnecessarily complex, confûsed and 

much too slow - nevertheless, 2nd Corps had muddled through. Despite himself, 

Simonds had broken past al1 three lines of the German defence in depth. Nothing lay 

between hirn and Falaise except scattered Kampfrrnippen of 12 SS HJ which were slowly 

moving northwards preceded by their womed commander. 

Would Simonds boldly drive to Falaise? No. He called for a halt to allow artillery 

to catch up and the heavy bombers to pulverize his imagined secondary defence zone. 

Simonds's corï~iction that Von Kluge had created a Grosskampf HKL behind his HKL 

on Vemères is unfortunate, for there was no secondary area of defence. Every passing 

" 2 CAB. 5. 

53 RG24 10455 BRAC Battie Report No.2, "Amour Report: 144 RAC - 51 H Div Totalîze." 

" RG24 Vol 10677.2 SS R Korps WD. Von Kluge to Hausser, evening 8 Aug 44.. 



minute allowed Meyer and Dietrich to bring in more reserves into blocking positions to 

seal the break. It has been suggested that it was too late to cal1 off the bombers. Crerar 

would probably have been reluctant to tell Harris "no thanks after all" following the 

difficult staffwork and coordination required to switch them on in the first place. At fist 

light al1 forward advance stopped as 2nd Cdn Corps waited on their start lines for the B- 

17s to amve, sornething which would not happen for another six hours? 

The Green Fields Bevond 

I Lhink this made Guy Simonds overly cautious; as a d t  we Iost the momentwn of the attack. 
Maj.Gen George Kitching 

They tended to go Wou@ al1 the phases. The Canadian Amy never got over the staff 
college habit of following out every little part of the routine. 

Brigadier E. T. Williams: G3 2 t h y  Group 

I don? know the reason for the inactivity of the Cdn foras, after the fcirst obj was gained, 
but 1 suspect that it was NOT entirely the fault of the front Line tps but rather the result of 

too much planning by 2nd Cdn Corps 
Generalmaior der WafFen SS Kurt Meyer 

Kitching must have realized he had finally taken his division into the "green fields 

beyond,"56 ahead of him lay golden wheat fields that aretched al1 the way to Patton and 

Paris. His opposite number, " ~ c h n e l l e m e ~ e f ' ~ ~  responded in his traditionally aggressive 

style although he was momentarily shaken by the sight of the retreating 89th Infantry 

~ivis ion. '~  He got out of his kübelwa~en and rallied the broken i~~fantry."~ Meyer quickly 

'' n i e  moured van guards were almost in position by 0600, the two armoured divisions would 
be in place by 1100. T i e  for bombs on target was 1255. 

" Kitchhg had inhented not only 4 CAD but its heraidic devias as well. Wonhlligton fixed his 
own family crest (a Rsun) as the division's tacticai symbol and had given it a green shoulder patch: "Fim it 
perpetuates the 4th Div of the last war. Secondly it perpetuates the third colour of the Royal Tank Corps, 
vis 'Through Mud and Blood to the Green Fields Beyond'. Keeping this motto in mind for our Div, it is 
inevitable that we must p a s  through mud and blocxi before we can reach those green fieIds," RG24 13788. 
Worthington witing in 4 Cdn Armd Div Trg Insû Nwnber 16.12 Aug 43. 

'' By now he was "Pamermeyer" to the Hitlerjugend but still known as "Schneiiemeyer" to Von 
Kluge and Eberbach. H, Meyer, 162, 

"For the fm time during these long and auel y- ... 1 see f i  eeing German soldiers .... Mesmerhi, 1 
stare at the leaderless soldiers. My unifonn sticks to my skin. Cold sweat breaks £Yom ai i  pores. 1 know îhat 
the fate of the city of Falaise and thus the safety of the two German am& depends on my decisionn 
quoted by H. Meyer, Hist 12 SS Pz Div., 172, See a h :  Kurt Meyer, Grenadiere (Mimich: Schild Veriag, 
1957) 281-282 , 



organized a blocking position around Cintheaux then drove north to see for himself 

Auftra~staktik, the doctrine of ad hoc command, again saved the Gennan army. Although 

this scene could have happened in the Canadian, British or American amies, it was more 

normal in the German. The British-Canadian Regimental system, tribal identity, "our 

ofticers" - "their officers," the "look-the-other-regiment-broke" mentality generally made 

ad lib regrouping dificult. Canadians and British lived in their solitudes. Regiments 

watched other regiments being shattered while waiting for orders. Brigade commanders 

watched brigades being decimated and waited for orders. Aufiraastaktik doctrine allowed 

for tactical initiative; German discipline ensured that leaders of impromptu battlegroups 

followed orders without question. German senior headquarîers reacted immediately to 

~otalize.~' Sepp Dietrich, Commander 1 SS Pz Korps ordered 12 SS to stop the enemy 

breakthrough in a counter-attack At the same tirne General Eberbach, the supreme 

commander of 5 Panzerannee drove up to meet Meyer in Urville and "agreed with 

PanzerMeyer's assessment of the situation and supported his decisions for a counter- 

attack.'"' Meyer decided to strike with two battlegroups: KG Waldmüller and KG 

Krause. He then deployed the remainder of his divisi0n.6~ 

Panzer Geeenannriff 

With the cavalry attack it is not the size of the horse 
but the irnpetuosity of the charge that tums the d e s .  

Fredenck the Great 

" Meyer, 28 1. Hans Siegel recalled bat Meyer is supposed to have said: . "What? Do you e . W t  
me to stop the Tommies al1 by myself?" Siegel, personal interview, Sept 1992. 

"Even before dam on 8 Augus the Divisional Commander, Oberfiihrer Kurt Meyer, &ove to 
the front with severai messengers to establish a personai understanding of the development of events on the 
spot . . . Meyer drove cross-counûy to Cintheaux.. ." Meyer, 17 1. 

K Meyer 175-176. 

Meyer's &on was quick: U K a m ~ f ~ r u ~ ~  Waidmüiler, reinfoccd by iI. Panzer-Abteilunq and 
one Tigerkompanie is ta capture the hills of St. Aignan in a counter-attack;-the Komsbenleitkom~anie 
(escort company)% altached to KG Waldmiiiler ... the Divisionsbenleitkom~anie with aüached 1. 
KomDanie of SS Panzenanerabteilung 12 is to capture, advancing by way of E s t r k ,  the Ml west of S t 
Sylvain, and will be attacheci to KG Waidm0ller;- K a m p f ~ ~ ~ e  WUnsche is to immediately break off the 
counter-attack near Grimborq and Brieux, disengage from the [Sritishl ...and will defend the namw 
passage between Laison and Lake... the Flakabteilunq is to establish an anti-tank barriet on both sides of 
ihe  te Nationale in line with Bretteville-le-Rak$ The Aufklar(inesanm~e under the leadership of 
Untersninnfillirer Wienecke is to maintain contact with the left wing of 272.M-Div, and reconnoitre into 
the gap assumai to exist hom there to the west ... the Divisional commander will remain wiîh 
K a r n ~ f a r u ~ ~ e  WaIdmiiller. " transiated in H, Meyer, 172. See, K. Meyer, 282. 



When Meyer arrived at the Canadian front line he was astounded: "Seeing these 

concentrations of tanks almost took Our breath a ~ a ~ . " ~ ~  There before him lay Simonds's 

armoured might. The strange thing was that no one moved. The blitz that should have 

swept fonvard and carried away the 89th stragglers, his own Kampf-mppes and indeed 

Meyer himself, sat fixed. "We could not comprehend the behavior of the Canadians. Why 

did these overwhelming tank forces not push on their attack?"As Meyer surveyed the 

Canadian amour, he noticed the single B-17 overhead. "It flew across the terrain several 

times and then set a visual marker."65 It was a Pathfinder, the "FOO" of the heavy 

bomben; an airbome fonuard air controller, leading the heavy bomber Stream and 

marking the target. Meyer had seen it before the bombing of Caen and Goodwood. The 

puzzle of Simonds's inactivity was solved. He raced to his radio: "Get Closer! Get 

~ l o s e r ! " ~ ~  If his panzers remained on high ground, they would be destroyed. Safety lay 

near the Canadian start line. He directed his Kampfpppes to attack imrnediate~~.~' 

The counter-attacks ordered by Meyer were another "Who's-who" of tank warfare 

in Normandy. The Hitle jugend brought up the great warriors of the SS: Krause, 

Waldmüller, Wünsche and. the "Black Knight" himself, Michael Wittman. The highly 

decorated Wittman was already a legend on both German fronts and his most recent coup 

was the almost single handed thwarting of Operation Perch by counter-attacking 7th 

Armoured Div on 12 June and forcing 30th Br Corps back to its start ~ i n e . ~ ~  

Waldmüller and Wittman arrived first and smartly went into the counter-attack. 

As they shook-out in the open fields leading to Point 122, the center of the Canadian start 

line, Waldmüller lefi his panzergrenadiers and Jagdpanzer IVs from JPzAbt 12 at 
- 

RG 24 Vol. 10,474 "Special Interrogation Report BdeFiihrer Kun Meyer 12 SS Pz Div 'Hitler- 
Jugend' 24 Aug 45". "Operation Totaiizen, 6-7, Also, MS B 814. htemgation Report: "12.SS.Pz 
Division, 28.4.48", 2, Luther..232, H. Meyer, 173. 

6-1 ''Operaiion Totalize", 7, Meyer, 173. 
65 Meyer, 173. 

66 rmM& Siegel, sept 1992. 

" "1 shook Michael Wittman's hand and mentioncd the extremely critical situation. Our gooà 
Michael laughed his boyish laughter and clirnbed hto his Tiger." K Meyer, quoted in H. Meyer, 173. Also, 
Special Interrogation Report Kurt Meyer, 23 Aug 45, 7. 

a "Here was an opportunity which might k made the tuming point in the bridgehead battie .... In 
meantirne .... Out of the woods lumbered a Tiger tank which dmve on to the road and pmceeded right d o m  
the line [of22nd Armd Bdej ...' b d n g  up' one vehicle after another ... the road was an interno with 25 
amoured vehicles blazïng - al1 the victims of this lone Tiger." Wilmot, 309. Also, Lefebvre, f 69-176. 



Cintheaux, creating a block on the main road. His Pz IVs maneuvered northeast while 

Wittman's Tigers rumbled due north beside Route 158. Tigers always attacked if the 

opportunity presented itself The benef't of creating elite schwemanzer battalions was 

that they were well trained, highiy motivated and exhibited a faith in the supenority of 

their machines that often ignored tactical reality. This time there was little choice. 

Wittman adjusted his throat mike and ordered "Panzer Marsch!" 

2 CAB and 4 CAB were assaulted by Waldmüller's K a m o f m p ~  (thirty-nine 

PrIVs and four Tigers) as they jockeyed for fire positions north of Gaumesnil. The odds, 

forty-three tanks against six hundred, were ridiculous. However, because of the nanow 

frontage, the best Simonds's brigades could do was to each deploy two squadrons 

fonvard. That reduced the combat ratio to 1:2. With the advantage of high morale and 

unorthodox tactics, Waldmüller's KG used the scattered fmhouses for cover and closed 

the distance, firing as it moved fiom bound to bound. 

Wittman, aione with a handfùl of Tigers, simply charged up the center: "raced 

right into enemy fire . . . his tactic during such situations: Get through! Don't stop! Into 

the dirt and reach a fiee field of fire?' His Tigers advanced in "Y formation, stopping 

briefly near the hedge row at Gaumesnil, then rolled across the open fields, pausing now 

and then to fire and knock out a Sherman at long range. As the distance closed, l7pdn 

from 2 CAB replied. 'The attention of the attacking Tigers was concentrated on the 

Canadian tanks of the 2nd Canadian Armoured Brigade which were advancing on both 

sides of the Route ~ationale."'~ Suddenly Wittman's Tiger exploded. The flash, then 

fireball, temporarily blinded the Allied tank gunners. The turret was lifted into the air and 

slammed into the ground behind Pzkw No. 007. The ace of aces was dead. The debate 

over who scored this most spectacular of tank kills still continues." 
- - 

" H. Meyer, 173. See, Special Interrogation Report 24 Aug 45, 7. Direct aüack was not 
considered rash by Gemuui oflicers with Eastern Fmnt experienœ: "One of the simplest methods of sealing 
off a break-thmugh or eliminatîng a penetration is the fronial counter-attackn German Defense Tactics 
aaainst Russian Break-Throut!hs US Amy Trg Pam No. 2 0 4 3 .  Oct 195 1, 63. 'Tigers sometimes used 
almost reckiessly; their crews taking Nks to a degree which îndicates the utmost confidence in the 
vehicle." RG24 14 1186, BRAC, 1st Cdn Army CAC Bulletin No. l Appx F "Experienœ with Tiger Tanks." 

'O H. Meyer, 3 36. 

" Both 2 CAB and 33 BAB were in the area For a while it was assumed that Wittman was hit by 
Typhoons. Ais body was not discovend until1982 German War Graves Commission corroborated that an 
identification &SC, hagments ofa leatherjacket and a pistol belonged to Wittmn. Investigation of 
Canadian archives photographs c o n f h e d  Tig-007 was hit by tank fire, see RH 24 Vol. 10,458, File 



The attack by Wittman's Tigers and Waldmüller's tanks disrupted the entire 

Canadian fiont. Although the 12 SS attack was a mixed bag of Mark IVs and JagdPanzer 

IVs, the ferocity and aggressiveness of their t h s t  set 4th Armoured and 1st Polish back 

on their heels. Directly above the German attack fiew the 492 Fortresses from 8th 

USAAF." A couple of lead bombers dropped short. The airbome OP desperately flew 

into the bomber Stream wiggling his wings to signal the error, but the following 

squadrons followed suit and released their bombs. The 1st Polish Armoured was badly hit 

as were elements of 3rd Canadian Division, the main headquarters of 2 CAB, 2 Cdn 

AGRA a d  9 AGRA. Shock and confusion followed. At 1330 Simonds's Headquarten 

dernanded Crerar "Stop al1 bombing."" Simonds had considered calling off the bombers 

earlier, but it was too late. The 8th USAAF was already airborne and his communication 

chain stretched back to Canadian Army Headquarters "and from there to RAF 

Headquarters in England and fiom there to USAF Headquarters in England and from 

there to the leaders of the attacking  formation^,"'^ after which SHAEF would be advised 

212~1. LW9 (D37). See, Les Taylor, "Michael Wittman's Last Battle" After the Batde, No.48, 1985, 46-52. 
Taylor suggests the credit goes to Troaper Joe Ekins, Fireny gunner in "A" Squadmn, 1st 
Northamptonshire Yeomanry. The unit WD records ''T'hm Tigea reponed moving towards "A" Sqn and 
were brewed at 1240, 1247, and 1252 hours " Another claimant is Canadian General S. V. Radley Walters 
whose squadron (A Sqn, 27 CAR) engaged the Wittman from the north west - his guMcr knocked out a 
Tiger. Visîts to the site have satisfïed hlla that his c l a h  may well k valid. Max Hastings notes Witman 
"met his end in the thick of concentrated fire from a clutch of Canadian Shermans." Max Hastings, 
ûverlord (New York: Simon and Shuster, 1984), 299. "Witunan spotteci a nwnber of Allied Shermans 
advancing towards Citheaux and began firing at these machines ... these tanks were from a Canadian 
armoured unit üying to take the high ground in the vicinity of Pt 112 from the West.." Gary L. Simpson. 
Tiger Ace: The Stow of Panzer Commander Michael Wittman (Atglen: Schiner, 1994), 304. Wittman was 
finally buned with his crew (grave No. 120, R 3, B 47) in the German war cemetery at La Cambes. 

" " 1.0 19 air& - 6 14 Lancastcrs, 392 Halifaxes, 13 Mosquitoes - attacked five aiming points in 
front of Ailied trwps." Middlebrook and Everitt, 557. The Heavy Bomber Phase of Totafize was actually 
rescheduled for 1226 am. Marker shells were fired by 23rd Field at 1255 hrs. The bomben rnay have 
stmed bombing early, Mstaking the CramesniI eastiwest road for the Brefleville-le-Rabet nad  that lead to 
St. Sylvain. Surpnsingly there was laughter from the 12 SS. The tension had k e n  broken by a young 
panzergrenadier ("a typical boy from Berlinn) who shouted: "Welche Ehre, fiir jeden von uns xhicht 
Churchill einen Bomber!" (What an honour. Churchili is sending one bomber for each of us!). K. Meyer, 
286. The 12 SS counter-attack seems to have taken place during the bombing raid 1st Northamptonshire 
WD records Tiger combat fiom 1220 to 1252 hrs. Taylor, 47. 

'3 RG 24 10635. WD ; Ops Message Log. 2 Cdn Corps HQ 8 Aug 44, Operational Report C. O. 1 
PoEish Armd Div "Fighting D u ~ g  The Periad From 7-12 Aug 1944" 13 Aug 44, 2. 

74 *General Simonds had a constant cornplaint, and had already voiced it several times, that our 
contact with the Air Force was too remote, Toward the latter stages of operations in Eutope we did get 
f o m d  observation Air Force personnel who wouid k with the forward units and thmugh wireless would 
contact the fighter bamben overhead and caii them d o m  on specific targets Iike a house or a ta& etc. But 



and then Harris notified. Commander 2 Cdn Corps did not think he could cal1 thern back; 

perhaps he should have tned earlier. The bombing went in and it was a debacle. In typicai 

style, Simonds pronounced: " From now on it will be the RAF."~~ The B-17s flattened the 

target villages but they disrupted more Canadian formations than ~ e r r n a n . ~ ~  One 

Canadian casualty was General Rod Keller, Iast seen being carried into an ambulance 

shouting to his batman: "Roberts, bring me my pistol! I'm going to shoot the first 

he r i can  1 see!"" 

Command and Control: Kitchinn's Karnpfnnimen 

Drive on whenever there is a gap. NO "waiting for George." Don't expect the battle to go quite to pIan. 
Simonds at Corps Comd's "On GP "Cotalize": LOO0 Hrs, 23 , h l 4 4  

The enemy . . . carried out ail his attacks with tanks and without infantry. 
General Eberbach reporting to Von Kluge: 2330 hrs, 8th Aug 44 

The bombers cost Simonds time. As the 1st Poiish Armoured Division and 4 CAD 

were trying to sort themselves out, they were attacked by K a m p f ~ p e  Waldmüller: "Tt 

immediately engaged Polish infantry. The grim duels of panzers against tanks were 

fought by the fighting vehicles of the 4th Canadian Armoured Division and Michael 

'Wittman's ~ i ~ e r s . " ~ '  The attack disrupted H Hour. Tutaiize's second phase did not get 

going until 1530, two hours late. 

At the time, my division was accused of being slow in getting to Our start 
line .. . because of our very restricted frontage, had only about five 

the Air Force never tnisted an army character to do this. They wodd never surrendet to the Amy the right 
to have authority to direct theu actions." Stearns Papers 23 Mar 8 1, 7. 

" S t e m s  23 Mar 81, 7. 

'' 65 d&d, 250 wounded, 55 vehicles ciestmyecl. Most of the canialties were in Manek's division . 
Stacey, Victow Cam~aim, 223. Oddly enough, the unit's Operational Report ody refers to 'part of the 
arty. but aiso amn dumped for AGRA.*' M e r  Totalize 's fïrst day Maczek was optimistic:" Our own losses 
were insignifïcant" See: RG24 WD 1 Pol h d  Div: Operational Report, C. O. 1 Polish Ami Div 
"Fighting During the Penod From 7-12 Aug 1944", 3. 

77 Tony Foster. Meeting of Generals (Toronto: Methuen, 1986)' 360, and, Brigadier General 
Megiii, personal interview, 15 lanuary L990. 

78 Meyer, 173, Interrogation Report, 7-8. 



hundred yards in which to maneuver. This was the normal fkontage for a 
squadron to operate in.. . 

Kitching's grouping cannot be faulted. His vanguard was an armoudinfantry 

battlegroup named, in German style, after their commander. By 1800, the iead attack by 

Halpenny Force (The Canadian Grenadier Guards and The Lake Superior Regiment) had 

bogged down a kilometre south of Cintheaux, still held by the ad hoc rear guard thrown 

together by Meyer. Maczek's lead brigade, attacking two regiments up with 2nd Pulk 

Pancerna and 24th Lancers, had forced Waldmüller's Pz IVs back but now ran into 

another counter-attack fiom the east by the Divisionbenleitkom anie (Divisional Escort 

Company) which had Pz N s  under command. The well armoured, low silhouetted tank 

destroyers brewed up twenty-six Shermans. "The Poles no longer dared to leave 

Cramesnil fore~t."*~ Simonds, trying to control the battle by radio was not pleased: "Why 

don? the Poles get on?"81 Maczek tried to explain but it fell on deaf ears. 

Les Allemandes avaient caché des cannons anti-tank et quelques "Tigres" 
dans deux bosquets, séparés par une petite plaine. Le 2e Regt tomba dans 
un guet-apens quand il arriva entre ces taillis. Sa surpris £Lit totale. Mais on 
effectua aussitôt un regroupement de blindés et dans un bruit infernal 
1' avance continua lente et ine~orable .~~ 

Although they faced mostly Mark IVs, the 1 PAD attack against Meyer's elastic defence 

could not make progress on the narrow front. Worse, Totalire 's pause gave Lt General 

Wolfgang Pickert, commander 3rd Flak Corps, time to deploy his 88s to complement the 

anti-tank pak front 12 SS had formed with their own divisional flak in the Quesnay wood 

The Canadian attacks went in unsupported and piecemeal. As Meyer noted: "We 

were unbelievably lucky - the opposite side did not carry out one single concentrated 

attack."" %y 1510 the Poles reported they were regrouping. The Canadian Grenadier 

Guards conducted a senes of squadron Ievel attacks, trying to shoot infantry battalions 

into Cintheaux or aîtempting to maneuver past individual strong points. By last light, the - - 
- - 

'' Kitchhg 194. 

'O Meyer. 173. 

*' RG 24 10635. WD ; Ops Message Log. 2 Cdn Corps HQ. 1705 hn, 8 Aug 44. 

" -, La ReMère Division Blind6 Polonaise (Brussels: Weifare Sedion of 1 P AD. 1945). 1 1. 

" Meyer 173, Interrogation, 8. 



regiment had lost seventeen tanks. 4 CAB had fought 40 tanks south to Langannerie, east 

of Route 158. There they were finally stopped by 88 fire f?om Pickert's guns and Flakabt 

12 in Quesnay Wood. 

1 constantly ordered these guns to stay fonvard and act in an anti-tank role 
against Allied amour. My orders were just as ofien countermanded by 
Pickert, who moved them back into the rear areas to protect administrative 
sites. 1 asked tirne and tirne again that these guns be put under my 
command, but I was always told by High Command that it was 
impossible.*" 

This time Pickert followed orders and "in less than forty-eight hours the hulks of over 

150 Sherman tanks doaed the rolling wheatfields north ofthe Laison ~iver."'" 

Despite exhortations throughout the day by Kitching, who was in 
turn being hounded by Simonds, the armoured regiments could not get 
going. Inexperienced, rattled by Waldmüller's counter-attaclq and shaken 
by the friendly bombing, 4 CAB moved gingerly past the craters and 
reacted with undue tactical intent to any enemy salvo. This was their 
baptism of fire. The Commander of 4th Armoured Brigade, Brigadier R. 
A. Booth, proved a disappointment in that he behaved in the same 
indecisive manner as Wyman. He had been prornoted fiom LtColonel 
directly to Brigadier and was given 4 CAB because of his alleged battle 
experience and tactical cornpetence. He was a firm believer in the 
battlegroup and was convinced that the Fuller system (massed tanks alone 
had little chance of success) was wrong. Actually, "tanks alone," more 
correctly, a tank-heavy battle group with little or no infantry but 
accompanied by FOOs, FACs and engineers, could do wondrous things 
against an armoured counter-attack force. Dynarnic leadership was 
essential, but Booth had as. little success with his regiments as  man.*^ 

When Halpenny Force approached Bretteville-le-Rabet, they were engaged by fire 

from Meyer's anti-tank battalion and 88s fiom Pickert's pak front. The tactical answer 

was maneuver by battlegroup, not tactics at the squadron level. Maneuver required a - 

brigadier or GSO to point regiments in the right direction. The battlegroups were 

84 G e n e d  Joseph "Sepp" Dietrich, commander 1st SS Pt Corps. Quoted by Shulman, 150. 
- - 

". "1 warned the Field Mimhd,'' said Dietrich, "that the Canadians had oniy been stopped on the 
Laison River for a short penod." ShuIman, 151, 

Booth's fwtration, and inability, is recordai in 4 CAB Ops Log: 1617: " You are reporting no 
opposition so push on if there is opposition then 1 should know about itn 1702 "Fetch Sunray, what îs hold 
up? Push on ... no opposition in front - yet the going is very slow. 1 am not waiting any longer ..." 1736 
"Put Sunray on set. Put Sunray on set. Get Sunray immediately t" From1736 to 1830 4 CAB Logs records 
consist mostly of ignored commands h m  Booth to 22 and 28 CAR to "Rit Sunray on set." RG24 14052 
WD 4 CAB, 8 Aug 44. 



overwhelmed by their first action. They either forgot about the supporting m s  or were 

"not wholly aware of the capabilities of the gunners; we were never asked for smoke."" 

Instead of using the team work to take out rear-guard positions, the squadrons tried to do 

it themselves and failed: ".. . during these actions we never received one request for fire 

support and we began to think we were just dong for the ride."88 In its fkst battle, 4th 

Armoured tned to feel its way around the blocking force, looking for a hole. When it 

found an enemy strongpoint, its regiments attacked it. It has been suggested that the 

inexperience of 4 CAD and 1st Polish Armd resulted in the error of "pausing to deal with 

strongpoints rather than bypassing tl~ern."'~ In fact, there was no room to do this as long 

as Corps held them to their boundaries. There were no open fianks in the narrow fiontage 

S imonds gave to Kitching and Maczek. An armoured regiment bypasses an enemy 

strongpoint by saturating it with direct and indirect fire, then maneuvering around the 

open fiank using its own smoke as protection. Any attempt to seek out un trou Normande 

would meet with the long reach of an 88 or super 75.9' Eventually it was too late; the 

squadrons required fiel, ammunition, rest, and mostly a conference to sort everyone out. 

Kitching, pushed by Sirnonds, quite rightly wanted the breakout to keep going. Every 

hour lost meant more Tigers, more Panthers and more panzergrenadiers on the battlefield. 

The Corps commander had ordered them to press on through the night. But they 

were not going to heed his requests. It was not in their doctrine. To Simonds's rage, the 

armoured regiments did exactly what al1 armoured regiments had been doing since 1939. 

To Simonds's fury and Kitching's exasperationgl the regirnental COS fell back on theu 

" Lt.Col R. S. Lucas, FOO, 23rd Regt (SP) supporting 4 Cdn Armd Bde during Totolize. 
Correspondence with LCol J. A. English 12 Mar 90. 

88 Lucas, 12 Mar 90. 

Weigley, 204. 

The opposition amounted to a batidion's worth of anti-tank fire: "Die 12.SS PzDiv Hitieriugend 
Never) vertarkt durch 80 sturmgeschutz und 88 Flak brachte die PoIen bei St, Svlvain zum stehen und 
hinderte die Kmdiem Heraustreten aus Bretteville-sur-Laize." Eddy Bauer Der Panzerkrieq (Bonn: 
Verlag Bodo Zirnmerman, 1965)' 135. 

9L RG24 14052 OPs Log 4 CAB; 8 August Brigadier Booth's and General Kitching's + 
exhortations took on increasing annoyance and dhctness. By 1800, exchanges between HQ 4 CAB / 4 
CAD and the moured regiments we* decidedly angry. The regimental commanders, either due to enemy 
action or to simply avoid confrontation, ignored most of the calls: "You can get cracking! ... Are you 
moving? ... Push on! ... Fetch Sunray ... Put Sumy on set! ... Get Sunray immepiately! What is hold up? 
... Ifyou have no opposition you must push on! OutflanL and push on! No opposition in h n t  yet the going 
is very slow. I'm not waiting any longer - I want you to move fàst!" 



Dorset trainingg2 and went back to a "rear rally" and laa~ered?~ "[A] momentous 

decision - which granted Brigadefiihrer Kurt Meyer a respite of seven hours to raily the 

89th Division and deploy his 12th SS Panzer Division - vitiated Simonds's intention 'Q 

press strai~ht on steadil~ reaardless.' "94 This was combat refusal with dire tiiture 

consequences both on the men of 4 CAB and their commander. 

Nothing Booth could do would change things; indeed, he does not seem to have 

tried. He disappeared from the battlefield and had to be personally ferreted out by 

Kitching, who was so exasperated that he went forward to sort out Booth personally. He 

found him asleep in his tank: 

1 had the greatest difficulty in locating hirn and he would not answer calls 
on the radio. When I finally found hirn he was nearly two miles away fiom 
the battle and fast asleep in his tank. 1 personally had to climb up on the 
tank to wake him and tell him to go and see what was happening. 1 was so 
angry that I ordered him out of the tank and gave him a tongue-lashing for 
five minutes. He was almost in tears when he went forward?' 

By then it was too late for everyone. 4 CAB did not get going again until the next day and 

Totalize Iost another eight hours. 

Kitching or Maczek waited too long to sort things out when their brigade 

commanders began to lose their grip. Simonds tned to light a fire under his corps but 

wasn't sure which division needed his attention most. 1st Canadian Amy HQ watched 

patiently, hoping Simonds would find a solution. While Crerar stayed in his 

92 Training by British / Canadian Oficers fresh nom the Desen and Itaiian Campaigns resuited in 
a "tanks only fight in day" rneniality: "Unless the= is some fmai objective there is no limit to the advance 
which must be pressed from fim light until the light f;iils. As a matter of routine approximately one hour 
before dark comds automatically begin their night dispositions and if possible get themselves disengaged, 
secure and capable of king replenished. If this is done well a good start can k made at Rrst light the ne.* 
day." DEiTST. Royal Armoured Corps. Operational Circular No. 1.7th Annd Div Oos. 26 Nov North 
Africa to Nov 43, Voltumo River IiaIy. RG 24 BRAC files and TRG Fies 4 CAI). 

" "... went back to a regtl barbour at Gaumesnii. It was then ZOO0 hrs and it was considered that in 
view of the fact that darkness was npidly approaching, the fact that some regrouphg and proper tying up 
for the next advance was nea~sary." RG24 14260 WD 22 CAR CGG, 8 August 44. 

" H Meyer, 264. 

g5 Kitching, 195. Booth Ralized CanadiadBritish Armoured Doctrine was flawed. During a 
TEWT, (Ex Iroquois, 1 Iuly 44) he ordered his syndicates to use battiemou~s ('2Mgned to beat the 
enemy"). It is likely Booth not Kitching who created H a l p e ~ y  and Worthington Force. RG24 Vol. 1405 1 
and l5O98. However, I. A English notes hat " Booth ... delegated tactical nsponsibility down to battle 
gmups with îhe resuit tbat artiiiery was nwer effectively brought to bear againsi pockets of resistance 2 
English, The Canadian Armv and the Normandv Carnoaien, 290. 



~ead~uarters? his opposite number, SS General Eberbach, his face badly scarred frorn 

battle bums, a Ritterkreuz at his throat, drove fonvard to see Totalire and then went to 

von Kluge to discuss their dilemma: the "persilnlichen Befehl des Führers" ordering 

continued efforts toward Avranches versus the very real threat of at least two Cdn armd 

divs about to breakthrough to Falaise. His sombre evaluation convinced the Fieldmarshal 

to release the Panther Abteilung of 9th Panzer Division and 102nd SS sPzAbt (Tigers) as 

reinforcements for Meyer: '4 have no other forces left. Ifthis keeps going the same way 

tomorrow, we shall be unable to stop it.'y97 

Jimmds was still determined to make something of Totulize; he again would 

attack at night and would use searchlights to create "movernent light."98 Both 

battlegroups were given objectives astride Highway 158, the road to Falaise. The 

Grenadier Guards were told to clear Bretteville-le-Rabet. Aggressive leadership could 

push them past Quesnay woods. A brisk flanking maneuver would easily bring them to 

Point 140, highest of the bluffs overlooking the Laison River, and a springboard for 

Falaise. The BCRs were ordered to take Point 195, a knoll with the same characteristics 

as Hill 67 in that it resembled an open plain until the crest then fell away south 

overlooking the approaches to the Laison, the Laize and finally, Falaise. Point 195 was 

west of Highway 158. The arriva1 of two arrnoured battlegroups on the Laison would 

break down the door leading to Falaise, Chambois, and Argentan. The Hitle rjugend 

would not be able to cover a breakthrough six miles wide. 

Totalire deserves some study. It was the first Canadian attack by a complete 

armoured corps. It was the first occasion since early June that balanced battlegroups were 

used in the attack and was also the first time that proper armoured battlegroups were 

created. Le Mesnil-Patry saw Wyman order the QORs to ride on tanks which entered the 

" "Cre m... ope& by very dKferent rnethods ... Weather pedtting, he used to fly daily over the 
fighting area..in a light aircratt" Honocks, 3 1. "When Guderian fim vied to explain the concept [of 
cornmanding massed m o u  c h  19381 ... General Fritsch asked him "And how do you intend to control 
this division?" and Guderian answered, "From the front using radiol" Fritsch replie& "Nonsense. The only 
way to cornmand a division is h m  a desk at the rew, using a telephone." 'Translaîed Taped Conversation 
with General Hermann Baick, 12 January t 979", Battelle, CoIumbus Laboratories Tactical Technoiogy 
Center, Columbus, 2 1. 

* Quoted in Meyer, 174. See dm: RH 21-5/52 Kreigstabuch des PanzerArmeeoberkomando 
5.9.8.44 - 9.9.44: noch 9.8.44. Bundesarchiv, Freiburg. ' RG 24 WD 344 Independent Searchlight Battery Rk 8 August. Tmps remaineci 
deployed ... Movement Light again pmvided thmughout the night" And, Staay, Victorv CamDaia 225. 



battlefield a squadron at a time. Wyman never used his brigade as a complete weapon, 

although it was available. Kitching gave Booth the reins. 

The combat ratio finally favoured the attacking Canadians; Booth alone had 240 

tanks against about 100 tanks available to Meyer. Further, Meyer, whose panzers were 

still arriving in the area, had to cover the entire front and maintain a reserve. The only 

reinforcements expected were the Panther battalion from 9 Pz, seconded to Meyer on von 

Kluge's order and the grenadiers of 85th Mantry Division, arriving on bicycles via 

Vimoutiers and Trun. 

Attacking with two annoured divisions forward meant Meyer would be forced to 

divide his resources. At best, fiAy German tanks would be capable of interfering with 

Booth's concentration of over two hundred Sherrnans. Further, Simonds had immediate 

access to Wyman's 2 CAB, which had already enjoyed a punch up with Waldmiiller and 

Wittman. This allowed an attack ratio of roughly 425 Shermans and another 240 Polish 

tanks against Meyer's scattered ZUQS. The prospects of tactical victory was within 

realistic reach. In terms of Fireflies alone, the Canadian attackers held a decisive 

numerical advantage. 

Armour Available 

4 Cdn A m d  Div 1 Pol Armd Div 
29 Armd Recce Regt 10 Chasseurs 

4 Cdn Armd Bde 10 Pol Armd Bde 
21 CAR (GG) 1 PAR 
22 CAR (GGFG) 2 PAR 
28 CAR (BCR) 24 Lancers 

to Simonds for Phase 11 Totalize 

2 Cdn Armd Bde 33 Brit Armd Bde 
6 CAR (I Hussars) 144th Bn Royd Armd Corps 
10 CAR (FGH) 1st East Riding Yeomanry 
27 CAR (SherFus) Northamptonshire Yeomanry 

Total: 14 Armoured Regiments ( 840 tanks ) 

Table 8 

In the early hours of 9 August 4 CAD finally got its regiments going. Kitching 

had a rough idea of how to go about this armoured business. This was another - - 
opportunity to break out and achieve operational maneuver. All the bold things that were 

going on in Cobra, that had occurred in Bmbarossa and France 1940, were there for the 

taking. 

4 CAB deployed two-thirds of its armoured brigade as balanced Kampfmpoen: 

'Tlalpemy Force," and "Worthington Force7' which was a second armoured battle group 



based on the 28th CAR (the British Colombia Regiment) grouped with three companies 

of the Algonquin Regiment mounted in White half track armoured personnel carrien. 

However, as one military historian put it "the subsequent performance of this force in 

contrast with that of Halpenny's illustrated the depth of the tactical schizophrenia that 

gripped the armoured corps of the British and Canadian 

Armoured Breakthrouah: The Death of Worthinnton - Force - 9 Aumist 

The wild dash they had to make did not lend itseif to calm ground appreciation ... 
Maj L. C, Monk: The Algonquin Regiment 

. . , and the officers Iike g a l h t  gentlemen who bore no malice and knew no fear, made their military 
recognition, while the horsemen on each side watched with eager eyes for an opening to charge. 

Sir William Napier The cavahy commander requires the rarest combination of talent, He 
m u t  have the great prudence which is always required of an officer holding a responsible 

post; and at the same t h e  he m u t  possess extraordinary rashes and bravery, and 
combine the greatest calmness with the greatest impetuosiîy. 

CoIonel George T. Denison 

Lt.Col Don Worthington (no relation to General F. F. Worthington), started out in 

darkness. The plan was simple: south beside Route 158, then cross the highway and head 

West to the highest piece of ground. It should have worked. However, a night approach 

through what had now become a German defensive zone instead of a rear area, was a 

risky challenge for a regiment in its t'rst battle. The atmosphere, already electtic with the 

excitement of first enemy contact, was heightened by the confused Pace of the advance. 

It was so dark I could only see the red back lights of the tank in front. 
Sometimes we crawied aiong. Finally we just stopped and waited for first 
light. There were break downs. My troop pulled out around a broken dowi~ 
Sherman and prornptly got lost - there were too many tank tracks. The 
Regiment was being led by Lt "Wing Ding" Wilson - he made a right tum 
but everyone else tumed lefi - didn't believe "Wing Ding" could navigate 
. . . that's how we got 10st.'~~ - - 

The main body of Worthington Force tumed east. They rnay have been confused by the 

hard surîace road that ran east from Bretteville-le-Rabet and mistaken it for Highway 

" English, 280. 

lm Account by Lt Hamey McDermott, Troop Leader BCRs, 9 August. BCR historicai file, 
provided by adjutant, 1994. 



158. Then, "high ground was sighted and we headed for it.""' They arrived in the axa of 

Point 140, bluffs overlooking the Laison River, and stopped. "Without knowing it 

Wonhington had captured one of the Polish armoured divisions' obje~tives.'"~~ 

Tragically, they were on the wrong hill. 

Worthington's force set off a real panic in 12 SS. The fiont had been penetrated. 

The only thing that stood between the BCRs and Falaise was Meyer's own HQ, about 

three icilometres away. He ordered KG Wünsche to counter-attack immediately. Using a 

Panther Company from 1 Abt, 12 SS Pz Regt and a handful of recently arrived Tigers 

fiom the402 SS sPzAbt, Wünsche ordered a double envelopment to hit the BCRs nom 

north and south. This was more practicality than clever tactics. Each element served a 

double purpose. The southern hook of Tigers would engage Worthington's Shermans at 

long range while covering against an approach along Route 1 58. The northem hook 

blocked an advance by 1st Polish Annoured whose regiments were right behind 

Worthington. 

The Poles' performance was not discernibly better on the 9th. Although they were 

operating on the eastem flank of Simonds's moming attack and thus faced considerably 

fewer anti-tank positions, their advance was quickly halted as was the Grenadier Guards' 

advance on Quesnay Wood. The real tragedy was their inability to close the distance to 

Worthington's BCR battlegroup as it was being steadily decimated on Hill 140. A 

determined drive would have not only rescued 27th CAR but probably crossed the Laison 

and completely turned Meyer's flank. 

Maczek's leading squadrons could not have helped but notice the plight of the 

BCRs and Algonquins. Several times their tanks attempted to give support - lûth 

Chasseurs advanced to St. Sylvain but were forced back by a handful of Panthers. A 

second regiment, 1 st Pulk Pancerna, commanded by Major S tefanowicq attacked fkom 

the northeast and claimed to have reached the Laison River near Rouvres where they shot 

up a bicycle c6mpany fiom 85th Geman Infantry. They were immediately engaged by 

Wünsche. Stefanowicz, without infantry or FOOs, decided to retreat.'" 

'O' RG24 Vol. 10,800 WD 28th CAR, 9 Aug 44. 

'02 Kitchhg 196. 

lm see: S. Mlaczek Avec Mes Blindés (Paris: Presses de la Cite, 1961). 188, and Meyer, 178. 



Meanwhile, around Point 140, 12 SS Pz Regiment counter-attacked by fire from 

long range. The remainder of SS schPzAbt 101's Tigers (reinforced with a fiom 102) 

approached from the southwest, crossed Highway 158, and took out 27 CAR'S Shermans 

from an area south of Quesnay and the high ground across the Laison. Concurrently, 

Wünsche's Panthers drove northeast then circled to complete the envelopment. The 

Polish armoured regiments were taken on at long range by these Panthers supported by a 

few Mk IVs and P z  IVs leR over from Waldmüller's 8 August attack. Again these were 

mistakenly reported as Tigers and the over cautious leading Pulks stopped short and 

withdrew fiom the disadvantageof a longrange gun duel. Although 12 SS Kneggesichte 

credits Maczek's attack with destroying two Geman combat tearns,lM Simonds was 

exasperated with both Kitching and Maczek and the "complete lack of 

cornrnuni~ation."~~~ His anger finally forced hirn fonvard, where he chewed out the first 

regimental commander he saw. 'O6 The Poles vexed Simonds and drew scom from 

Kitching: 

I don? know what went wong with the Poles on those two days, 8 and 9 
August, but they certainly were no help to us.. . . 1 fomed a poor opinion 
of the Poles in that battle. If they had been as aggressive as Worthington 
had been the would have been there to relieve him of some of the fierce 
pressure.. . . 1 1 7  

In Maczek's defence, the inexperience and real fear of his men cannot be discounted. On 

their move to the Torcllze FUP both the 4th CAD and 1st PAD drove through part of the 

Goodwood battlefield. Tank crews gaped at the sight of the sixty odd bumed out hulks 

'@ ' n ie  Komsôe~lcitkornoanie was wiped out by that attack, the Divisionkaleitkom~anie was 
ovemin from the south at approximately 1400 hours. However, it was able to hold on and withdraw to the 
woods 2 km southean of St. Sylvain in the evening." H. Meyer, 178. This success seems to have k e n  
ignored by Simonds and subsequently, by modem Canadian Military Histocians. 

' O 6  The 4 CAB Radio Log 10 Aug 44, follows the BCR predicament and the l e s  than determined 
Canadian response: 0937h.n. We are being fued on from rear. ..l228 hrs. M u t  have assistance, c a ~ o t  hold 
pom ... 1236 hrP BM (Chubb) 4CAB: How does it look? 22 CAR: Damn Senous ... 13Olhrs. Strongly 
attacked ... severe cas, severai iks brewed up ... 1305 Brig (Booth) 4 CAB to 21 CAR: Make a rnad dash to 
help sit Wiii give good resul B... To 22 CAR: Hold on to yr posa and gains you have made at d l  cos& 2 1 
CAR will help you ... 22 CAR: 1 have 15 tks left! ... Infstiil here. We are few in numkrs ... 1652 hm 22 CAR: 
Ambulance can corne up al1 the way here. Rd clear. ... 1712 hn 22 CAR: Can you give us some suggestions 
about our t g  in refto bombingJ828 hn 22 CAR: Qwte a bit of activity on rîght flank... " Rest 
unintelligible to operator. 

'O' Kitching, 196. 



that still littered the area. Ifthat did not shake them up, it certainly created an attitude of 

serious caution. Aggressive leaders quickly overcame this as with the example of Cdn 

Grenadier Guards troop commander Lt. 1. P. Phelan who knocked out eleven anti-tank 

guns "in as many minutes"1o8 during Totalize. But the Poles, despite seeing the BCRs 

predicament decided not to rush the Panthers engaging Worthington. Whenever a Pulk 

advanced, it was savagely engaged by Wünsche. Maczek reported: 

right flank held up by enemy anti-tank guns at 110485 . .. can you do 
anything about it? . . . 3 PW taken 1700 hrs . . . ident 25 Gr Regt. 25 PzGr 
divided into 3 groups. First Waldmüller. Second Krause .. . other bagle 
group on their right flank. They have tanks Mk N and VI estimate 10-20 - - 

strong. Enemy inf defendhg ~ t .  Sylvain. En making good use of 
rnortar~. '~~ 

Gerrnan aggressiveness, and the ever present feu of Tiger by inexperienced 

crews, saved Meyer but killed Worthington: "les Allemandes lancerent de fortes contre- 

attaaues ao~uvées par des Tigres. Elles furent toutes brisées et nous infiiaeames des 

pertes très lourdes a l'ennemi . . . les Allemandes contre-attaquerent faro~chement.""~ 

Despite stnkes from RAF Typhoons and the presence of the Polish vanguard only two 

miles away, Worthington Force was lefl unsupported throughout the entire day as 

Wünsche's tanks picked them off one by one. 

By evening the entire Regiment's tanks, the half tracks of the Algonquin 

Regiment, and most of the men had been killed or w ~ u n d e d . ~ ~ ~  Hill 140 was an armoured 

graveyard abandoned to the Gennans. Among the dead was the gallant Lt.Co1. 

worthington.'12 Kitching's armoured assault was over, and for al1 intents and purposes, 

so was Totalire. Kurt Meyer's analysis bears repeating: 

'" Phelan was awarded the Military Cross See: Colonel A Fonescue Duguici, Histow of the 
Canadian Grenadier Guards 1760-1 964 (Montreal: Gazette Printing, 1965). 264. 

'09 RG24 13712. WD 2 Cdn Corps. Msgs fin L Pol AD, 1800 and 2345 hrs 9 Aug 44. Despite the 
ragged. incomple!e nature of the Sitrep, it was ihe moa uschil message sent by an m o u m i  unit to 2nd 
Corps that day. 

' I o  -, La Première Division Blindée Polonaise (Bruxelles: Imprcmerie Union Ofice, 1954). 12, 
13. 

"' Forty-seven îanks, 250 men h m  BCR and Algonquins plus an undetennineci number of ha& 
tracks. 12 SS suffered no Iosses in this engagement: "Wir seibst haben nicht einen Panzer verloren." K. 
Meyer, 294. 

" The destruction of the BCR unlike the destruction of The Black Watch during Spring - was 
given üttie officiai attention. The dinerence was the political dout of the Montreai Watch which forced an 



Every opening phase of a Canadian Operation was a complete success and 
the staff work a mathematical masterpiece . .. every Canadian Operation 
bore the mark of intensive planning and was built on sound principles. 
Canadians never followed up their opening success to reach a complete 
victory. Every one of the Canadian attacks lost its push and detemination 
after a few miles. Armoured wartàre is a matter of using oppominities on 
the battlefield, therefore the Divisional Commander belongs with the 
leading combat group. l l3 

Much has been made about the BCR's arriva1 on the wong objective: "This 

episode, with its tragic mixture of gallantry and ineptitude.. . ."'14 The BCRs may have 

been lost but 2nd Cdn Corps had also lost the BCRs. Worthington's attack has been seen 

as the glass half empty; the fact remains that a battlegroup had broken through and 

penetrated into Meyer's rear area. Nothing lay between Worthington and Falaise. What 

the BCRs (indeed, Kitching) desperately needed was to have success reinforced. In the 

full scope of an armoured breakthrough, particularly at the corps level, a rnatter of four 

miles is mere bagatelle. Maneuver warfare rapidly encompasses enemy positions. Had 

Worthington been followed imrnediately by a second regiment and then by a second 

armoured brigade, whether Canadian, British or Polish, the BCR breakthrough would 

have been the tale of Rommel's 7th Panzer on the Sedan. One difficulty was that 

Worthington did not know where he was, but conversely neither did Kitching or 

Simonds. To paraphrase Wilde, losing one's armoured regirnent in the dark is 

unfortunate, but for a division to lose an entire battlegroup in clear daylight is sheer 

careiessness. '15 

There were attempts made to find them. The 4th Division CDA, Brigadier J. N. 

"Hem" Lane, mistrated at his guns' seeming inability to suppon the BCRs, flew his 

Moth spotter aircrafi south along Route 158 searching for Worthington Force. His eyes 

fixed ont0 Hill 195; he reported no contact as he determinedly flew past that feature until 

investigation by the Minister of Ddence. As iate as 19 August 44, correspondance from Stuart to Crerar 
about the 25th July action at Fontenay were listed TOQ Secret No Circulation": RG24 10635. 

"' DHIST 811104: InteMew Kurt Meyer. Canadian Chaplain's Report 3 Sep 50. 

Brig Booth, in a l e s  than conimiied mannef, ordend 21 CAR "to make a mad dash forward to 
relieve it!" He had no idea where the BCRs were nor any practicai solutions. RG24 14052 WD 4CAB. 10 
Aug 44. 



he could actually see Falaise. Had he glanced leftlL6 he would have quickly spotted a 

regiment of Sherman tanks on high ground, mixed with half-tracks and infantry, with 

scores of vehicles buming black smoke. That he failed to see thern is a mystery. The 

simplest explanation is he did look and because they weren't supposed to be there, he did 

not see them. What he did see, he decided, were the Shemans of Maczek's Polish 

Division. 

Liaison between 2nd Corps and the supporting RAF headquarters was poor. 

Typhoons had been supporting the BCRs for hours. The information was not relayed to 

Kitching or Simonds. Finally, an armoured officer might ask the obvious question: where 

was the recce? With five reconnaissance regiments at their disposal, two of them 

armoured,'" Kitching and Simonds had the resources to find Worthington. Again the 

answer may lie in doctrinal evolution. By the summer of 1944 wise heads in the 

Armoured Corps decided that a better way to use the div recce regiment would be to 

ignore doctrine and use its tanks as another amoured unit, either as reserve or a 

supponing battlegroup. '18 

Simonds sent the Canadian Grenadier Guards south to look at 195. They were 

quickly turned back by Pickert's ~ 8 s . ' ' ~  The test of the day was spent in fhstrating radio 

calls. Simonds: 

was alamed at the lack of information as to the whereabouts of some 4th 
Division units. He visited 4th Division Headquarters twice on the 9th 
hoping to find things straightened out. 1 knew he was disappointed but 
trying not to show it.120 

'16 This fiight was dupücated by a Kiowa helicopter in May 199 1. The author flew the route 
simulating Moth speeds at varying heights dong the described approach as well as one m e r  West. At alt 
times, both hills were ciearly visible with very little effort. Pt 140 was particularIy easy to identiQ. Pt 195 
was more diBcu1t because of its paitîcular geography. 

"' 18th Armd Car Regt (12 Manitoba Drageons) - the 2nd Cdn Corps Rcce (Staehounds); 8 th 
Recce regt (14th Cdn Hussars) - 2nd Cdn MDiv recce; 7th Recce Regt (17th Duke of York's Royal 
Canadian Hussais) - 3rd Cdn Div recce; 29th Recce Regt (The Soufh Alberta Regiment) - 4th Cdn Annd 
D iv recce - equipped with Shermaw; 10th Chasseurs - 1 st Pol Armd D iv =ce (equipped with Cromwells). 

I l 8  The Corps recce 18th Amd Car Regt was sc~ening the left fi& east of 1 PAD. The other 
recce regiments were not aven recce ?ah. 

'19 At 1305 Booth ordered the Guards to "Make a Mad Dash to heIp sit. Will give good resulk.'' 
By 1307 22 CAR reported to Booth: "1 have 15 tks left! 3 robots exploded beside us, 88s to front and left 
ff ank- they have us covered from di directions" 4 CAB Log, 9 Aug 44. 

120 S t e m  Papers, 23 Mar 8 1, 2. 



2nd Canadian Corps (thirteen moured  regiments) simply stopped and waited for the 

BCRs to find themselves. Neither the Poles nor 4 CAB seemed to be capable of 

maneuvering past the handfùl of tanks Wünsche had holding the fIanks. The 

determination of Maczek's division is in question. They were well past the shock of 

being bombed and now faced an open front where they could maneuver. The presence of 

a Canadian regiment on their objective seems to have made little impression: 

There certainly was a tremendous difference between the aggressiveness 
of the leading armoured regiments - more particular the Canadian than the 
Polish.. . . Some seemed to turn away in face of comparatively minor 
opposition. 12' 

The real mystery is Amy communications. The Germans benefited fiom 

Canadian lapses in wireless and general security.'" IfMaczek's rear link reported the 

action and contact with Canadian Shermans to 2nd Cdn Corps Headquarters, it does not 

appear to have reached ~imonds.'" The status of communications is one of the more 

serious dificulties that Simonds experienced both at Totalize and Tractable. Eventually 

this lack of control was to coa Kitching his job. It should be pointed out that neither 

Kitching nor Simonds had exercised their commands in England before ~ o r m a n d ~ . ' * ~  

4 CAD and 1st Polish AD arrived in Normandy in time to shake out and get ready for 

Totalize. Simonds sent in a cornplete armoured corps into his greatest battle seemingly 

without testing tactics or communications.'2s Again, his plans were overtaken by events. 

"' Steams Papers, 23 Mar 8 1. Simonds's displeasurr scon reached Montgomery's ean: "P. S. 
Latest reports are that 4 Canadian Division is well on. The Poles are d l  on their start line & still e.upasing 
the eastem flank of the Canadian spearhead. 1 have toid Hany to give the Poles a kick up the fork." Monty 
to Brooke. 9 Aug 34, as in Hamilton, 782. 

'" Meyer ncalled that: "... most excellent documents were always to be found in captured 
Shermans." Wisch, 3. 

'a It is interesthg to note lhat4 CAB WD nported "Poles report 28 CAR bady shot up ... has 
only 7 tks le&." RG24 14052 WD 4 CAB, Ops Log 9 Aug 44. 

12' The training in England lacked a certain vision. In Ex Frost (4 D s  43), the aim was to 
"Practice Harbolmng by Day and Night" the emphaus was on "leaving harboun scrupulously clan.' 
Subsequent exetcises (FIash: Sodamint) did not emphasïze maneuver: "restricted by use of roadr." Stacey 
noted: "Kitching took over the division at the end of Febnïuy 1944. He never had the oppomuu'ty of 
comrnanding it in a full-scale exercise before it went into action. During the spring months tank movement 
\vas kept to a minimum to conserve the tracks of the tanks thai were used in operations." Stacey, Victop 
Camwign, 276. 

ILF Although individual uni& from 4th CAD conducted a test "raid" More Totaliz and 
padcipated in two unsuccesshil attacks agauwt Tilly-la-Campagne, the two annoured brigades were not 
tested. 



Veteran Canadian and British amour had easily defeated the initial counter-attack 

by Waldmüller. Fireflies had Tiger's number. Old hands seemed capable of taking Tiger 

on while new crews still feared the Tiger bogeyman. Simonds briefly tasted operational 

maneuver then lost it. The fault for a failed army level breakthrough cannot be laid at the 

feet of one armoured regiment.lZ6 

The 2nd Corps continued to bua its head against Meyer's front door for one more 

day. Simonds gained a couple of pieces of tactical real estate, but the battle was over. The 

actuai end came with the failure to reinforce Worthington on Hill 140. 

Totalize - Analvsis 

In the end it is the result of the manner in which car& are pIayed or the'battie fought that 
is put down on the score sheets of history, Therefore 1 rate the skiIlfiil tactician above the 

skilled straîegist, especially him who plays bad car& well. 
Wavell 

The operational results of Totalize were a gain of over eight miles and the virtual 

destruction of one German infantry division. It was the deepest penetration made by 

either 1st Cdn or 2nd Br A m y  thus far in the campaign. The German forces were 

stretched to breaking point and Crerar was poised on an excellent jump-off place to attack 

Falaise. Strategically, the western front, to quote von Kluge, "had burst."'" Patton had 

entered Le Mans, eighty miles due south of the Laison and the "Falaise pocket" had been 

formed. Totalire's tactical results were disappointing. Night moves for armour were 

dangerous and, one could argue, irresponsible. There was only the vaguest doctrine for a 

night attack by armoured divisions and it had not been practiced since El Alamein. 

Totalize demanded complex phases that would have sorely tested the most experienced 

armoured formations; to set them upon Kitching and Maczek was venturesome planning. 

Finally, as Meyer noted in his persona1 critique, "Stopping to water your horses in the 

At one point he seems to have considered blaming the ln Polish Armoured Division in 
correspondance to General Shmt, he wondered "IfPoles not inclincd for the ba«len and pmposed: "We 
take away their tanks to keep up the offensive strength ..." RG 24 10634. Msg Simonds to COS 1130 lus, 
12 Aug 44. Simonds's second night attack certainiy prompteci an OKW rrspow: "9 August 0300 hours to 
instruct the Panther battaüon of 9 Pz Div to pivot toward 1 SS Pz Corps." OKW WD, 82, 

ln Hitler, seeing von Kluge's worried report mapped at Warlirnoat: ' You teil Field Marshall von 
Kluge to keep on looking to his h n g  to keep his eyes on the enemy and not to look over his shoulder." 
Warlimont, 446. 



middle of a cavalry charge"'** is not maneuver warfare. There was no operational 

breakthrough, despite the fact that by the moming of the 8th a considerable gap had been 

created in 1 SS Pz Corps. A congregation of thirteen armoured regiments had been 

stopped by an equivalent of one. Again, a handful of Tigers rattled the Allied armoured 

force. While Bradley had successfÙlly defeated the Mortain counteroffensive of four 

German panzer divisions, Crerar had been unable to crack one. Totalize was Simonds's 

battle. It should have become Crerar's battle directly penetration occurred. 

1st Canadian Army was not directed with convincing operational skill. Both 

h y  and Corps Headquarters were mesmerized by Falaise. Crerar should have 

considered his left flank and the Seine. The entire eastem fiont of Norrnandy, fiom the 

Caen-Paris highway, to the Laison River, was held by Schack's 272nd Infantry Division. 

Its three regiments could not scrape together more than the equivalent of two to three rifle 

bat talion^.'^^ Behind Schack there was nothing, no panzer reserve, not even a single 

Tiger. Crerar continued to drive south where Meyer was being reinforced daily from 

Eberbach's panzer divisions inside the pocket.130 It would have been most interesting to 

see Crerar behave like Patton and head for the Seine and Paris, via the shortest way. 

Directinn The Corps: Simonds as Chairman of the Board 

The invaluable knowledge gained in our large d e  trainllig maneuvers in Louisiana and 
Carolina and the Desert Training Center crystallized thought to the tactid funciions of 

our major uni& and so the Corps was accepte4 and might be likened to a holding 
corporation, 

LtGen A. C. Giiiem Jr, Commander Xm Corps 

Corps Commander is the highest grand taclical commander on the batîiefield. He is chc 
last man towards the rear and who directs tactical frre on the enemy. He is the 

commander who conducts the battle. 
Gened Haislip, Commander XV Corps 

~ ~ i & 3  lA04 "Exiracts Kurt Meyer Chaplain's Report of Interview 3 Sep SO", 1. 

RH26-272 / 5. Bundesarchiv. 272 Infanterie-Division, 28-34. Nso, "By 29 July - al1 elements 
of 21st Panzer had been relieved except for 2d Coy of 192 Mtn Inf Regt and the 200th Assault Gun Bn 
[convened French tanks] which remained in the 272 sector for some tîme." MS 8-702 Gen der M A  
Schack, "272 Inf Div (26 July-12 Sept 44)", 3. 

"O Meyer was reinforceci thmughout TotaIize:lOl SS sPzAbb 102 SS M b t ;  the Panther 
battaiion fiom 9th SS and 85th ~nfantry ~ i v  amving on bicycIes (interesthg target for rear armoured can) 
via Vimautiers 



While Bradley directed his two m i e s  and Collins and Patton maneuvered their 

corps, Montgomery looked over both Dempsey's and Crerar's shoulders. Crerar let 

Simonds do pretty much as he liked. Simonds had enough to attempt to wreck a fiont 

line, but he couldn't break out - at least in the correct Soviet style. If he turned to his boss 

for help, Crerar could honestly say he had given him everything he had. There were no 

more tanks in the cupboard. Delay became embarrassing; by 9 August, 1st Cdn A m y  

was still fighting "The Normandy Campaign" while the 12th Arnencan A m y  Group was 

sixteen days into "The Campaign for Northem  rance."'" 
The Corps is the heart oCOperationa1 Maneuver; it is the first permanent planning 

structure that guides operations. Dynamic corps win campaigns. American Doctrine 

stated that: 

. . . the attack by a corps ordinarily is a matter of days and not of hours . . . 
planning requires weeks, even months ahead of contemplated, probable or 
possible Operations .. . al1 units are provided with operation overlays and 
objectives designated. lg2 

By those standards Simonds's humed preparations for S ' g ,  Totalise and 

Tractuble show him to be a remarkably skilled technical, if not tactical, planner. 

Conversely, it says little for Crerar's or Montgomery's a b i ~ i t ~ " ~  to forecast operations. 

The time denied Simonds could have been better used to prepare divisions: "most 

important, subordinate commanders and their staffs, through conferences and war games, 

[should] become familiar with ail plans and their  variation^.""^ 
American General Wade H. Haislip argued that the corps commander and 

his staff must have complete flexibility of thought and action and develop simple 

13' American Operational Histories consider the Nonnandy Campaign over on 24th Iuly @fore 
Spring is launched); the Northem France Campaip (25 My-14 Sept) kgins a month before Simonds 
closed the Gap. 

13' FM LOO-15 Larger Units. Para 173, see a h ,  FM 101-10. fïhe Coqs). 

13' "Monty, who has never won a batile since he left Auica and only El Alamein there. I won 
M d  for him..I can outfight that little fan, Monty, anyîime. Rovinge, 115, 175. Wilmot's evaluation of 
Crerar's efforts aiso show the tirnits of Montgomery's operational planning: " the evidence suggats that 
the [Canadian] thnist from the nonh was not pressed with sufficient specd and strength." Wiimot, 424425. 
See, "Letter of Instructions Number Thtee" and "Letter of Instructions Numbet Four" (Bradley) 6,s 
Au@ 44. 



plans. 135 Simonds had remarkable fieedom of action and it could be argued that he 

enjoyed too much. On 26 July Montgomery wrote a letter of advice to Crentr on how to 

handle Simonds: "When an A m y  Commander has only one corps in his army he will, 

unless he is careful, find that he is trying to comrnand that corps hirnself in detail. He has 

to exercise great patience and re~traint.""~ Bradley had to intervene and check Patton 

when, with impatient cavalry gusto, he countermanded or "adjusted" his own corps 

commander's orders. 13' 

Crerar took the advice too literally and evolved a hands-offpolicy that virtually 

gave Simonds command of the 1st Cdn h y  until the end of the Falaise Campaign. 

Crerar's "Attack Doctrine" was finally published in July 1944 and dealt in generalities 

until he mentioned artillery. It was uninspiring."' Crerar had little concept of an 

armoured break-through attack. He felt more cornfortable in issuing a "Tactical 

Directive" for his Army which was nothing more than aspects of a brigade level attack 

prepared by a gunner. Nevertheless, it may be argued in his defense that he had enough 

sense to let his corps commander do the thinking for him, even though Simonds, like 

Crerar, was learning through experimentation. 

It is easy enough to go "Simonds bashing." But if 2nd Cdn Corps had achieved 

total success, what would Montgomery, or specifically, Dempsey, have done on 26 My? 

He was not organized to either reinforce or, more importantly, exploit, a Canadian 

breakthrough. Montgomery had not deployed 2nd British Army in anticipation of victory 

""...once you have made a decision, stick to it ... always have a & effort and pour it d o m  h 
front of the place you want to go." "Example of the Attack of a Fortüied Zone" Wade H. Haislip Papen 
16, OCMH, M. 

"' MG30 El57 VOL 8. Crerar Papen. The incident with Gened  Sir J. T. Crocker, Commander 1st 
British Corps, led to the infiamous "1 fear he thinks he is a great soldier. ..He made his fint mistake ai 1205 
hrs and his second aAer lunch" crack by Monty to Brook re Crerar. Montgomery was wrong; Crocker 
behaved Iike a mot. Crerar was right to have wanted him disciplined. Patton would not have stood for it, 
but Crerar was too polite. too inexperienced and ta, insecure. See, Stacey, Victow Cammien, 196497. 

13' Oftertnecessaxy, but just as often led to corifhion. Patton simply had no time for slow thinking 
generals, at any level. '$1 had to use the whip on both Middleton and Müliken today - they are both too 
cautious." Patton in Charles M. Rovînge, The Unhown Patton (New York: Bonanza Books, 1983), 170. 

"' "The particuiar problem of the Fint Cdn Amy will be the development of a "Break-in" and 
"Break-through" battle ... A nlateâ, and most important, requirement - which m u t  k thoroughly drilled 
into the mincis of al1 those under command - is to resist the temptation to "go to ground" if, or when, their 
fonvard movement happens to corne under heavy enemy fire...T O pnss  on is not only tactically sound, it is, 
for the individual, much safer." MG30 E157. Crerar Papers Tactical Directive by Comd Fi Cdn Amy. 
22 Ju144. 



but rather in expectation of Canadian failure. It is uniikely Montgomery schemed against 

Crerar or Simonds, but he certainly failed to plan ahead.lfg The taaical deployment of 

2nd Army could only lead to a BIuecwt type operation, an attack on the wrong side of  

the Orne and into the wrong terrain. The best Dempsey could do is send a corps east Ma 

Caen - a long trek. Montgomery's concept of future operations, despite his energetic 

daims to the contrary, was short-sighted. 

There is another simpler possibility. In hindsight, the grand Cannae encirclement 

that was Falaise was bnlliant. It was everything Montgomery was not. It is far more 

creative than dull tidy Montgomery who was simpty sticking to the basic plan he laid out 

on 15 h4ay.l4' His goal was to support Bradley, to push south, not to encircle the 

Germans. Montgomery wanted to accomplish his stated aim - clear Brittany and capture 

a decent pon: 

As to Caen, even General de Guingand didn't tell the tmth about that. It is 
tnie there was a plan which showed the Americans corning up on the right 
towards the Seine while they [21st Army Group] swung at Caen. But that 
is far diflerent fiom the decision to strike out on the right and pull quickly 
around. Monty undoubtedly intended to start the breakout on his front and 
then let the Americans corne around as they could. He intended at first for 
Patton to spend his time cleaning up the few Germans in  ritt tan^.'^' 

- - -- 

13' "Montgomery's decision not to ceinforce the Canadians was made August I l  ..." Bradiey, 
quoted by Car10 D'Este "Falaise: The Trap Not Sprung" The ûuarterlv Journai of Militarv Wstorv, Spring 
1994, VoI 6 No.3, 61. "1 could not understand why at so crucial a moment Monty had not reinforced the 
Canadi ans.... His unredistic faith in the Canadians had cost us the golden opportunity," Omar N. Bradley 
and Clay Blair, A Generai's Life (New York: Simon and Schuster,l983), 299. 

"O The scheme was an ever widening bridgehead that wouid eventually reach the Seine but only 
after Brittany and northern Bay of Biscay ports were seizexi. The intent was to push out in the southwest 
tomrd Vivre and Avranches, The planned carnpaign as outlined by Montgomery had no "Cannae" 
strategy. See: Maps and scheddes, First US Amy Group: "Invasion of the Continent of Europe, 
Discussion, Planning and Operation, Land, Air and Sea, Initial Planning, December 1941 to Fa11 of Metz, 
November 1944", Numa A. Watson Papen, USAMHI. And, "Strategy of the Campaign in Western Europe 
19444945" The GeneraI Board United States Forces, European Theatre, 1945, 30-3 1. 

"' Wing Commander Leslie Scamian, Aide to Lord Tedder. Intewiew by Dr. Fomst C. Pogue, 8 
Mar 47, The Naval Chief of S W  offered a different spin:: "Monty's tallc of his original p h  to hinge on 
Caen is absolute balls, Monty's a great operationai commander. When he was checked in his original intent 
of taking Caen he had the idea of doing the other op, 1 believe the second shows greater uisight. 1 don't see 
why he doesn't teii the truW Capt J. HU&= HaIIet, Naval COS COSSAC. In te~ew by Dr. Fomst C. . 
Pogue, 12 Feb 47, Pogue Manuscripts Patton Museum Library, Fort Knox, Ky.* 



Minor Tactics 

Ail too often the battle-pL,uies failed us; they always watch 
for the chance of Ietting down the unskilled. 

Tuker 

Tactically, Simonds has and should be cnticized for an inability to handle amour 

after phase two; this failure somehow mutated into official bewilderment, echoed even by 

Stacey, at the action of the BCRs. However, by 9 August, Crerar should have been well 

forward and directing the pursuit Iiom Simonds's tactical HQ, if not corn a tank. At this 

stage it was a question of coordination with British forces and the creative direction of 

operational level formations. Sirnonds was juggling the equivalent of two corps. He was 

controlling the largest armoured force yet available to a Canadian general. 

Any tactical analysis must also note the conduct of ~itching and Maczek. From 

the outset, both were quite unable to get anything out of their divisions. Frustrated 

directives sent by radio were generally ignored. Both the Polish and Canadian armoured 

brigadiers had no practical effect on the battle.14' Totalize was fought at the battlegroup 

level by lieutenant colonels and majors. 

Toirilize's operational set backs - the decision to stop for a second bombing 

phase, the unfortunate bombing of friendly vanguards by 8th USAAF and finally, 

inability to get going against scrappy but inferior opposition - may be attributed to bad 

luck but the post mortern wili find doctrinal inexperience as the probable cause of death. 

Kurt Meyer was unforgiving in his evaluation of Totulize: 

British and Cdn planning was absolutely without risk; neither army 
employed its armd strength for (the job for) which it was created. In both 
amies, the tk was used, more or les, as an inf sp weapon. 

- Armd warfàre is a matter of using given opportunities on the battlefield, 
therefore the Div Comd belongs on the leading combat gp, to see for 
himself, to Save precious time, and to make lightning decisions from his 
moving tank. He, and no one else must be the driving force of his div.. . . 

'The Brit and Cdn forces executed the ops in an inflexible, tirne wasting, 
method. Never once did "Speed" as the most powerful weapon of Armd 
Warfare, aPpear.'" 

14' Maczek didn't think they had done too bady: "La Division a bien pas& son baptême du feu." 
La Premiére Division Blindée Polonaise, 13. 

'" K u t  Meyer hterview, 2. 



Meyer's comments have been sniffed at by both veterans and historians. This may be 

Sour papes. His qualifications to criticize Totalire are the best imaginable - he won the 

battle. 



CHAPTER SIX 

BREAKOUT 5: OPERATION Z'MCTABLE AUGUST 14-21 
Simonds Acquires Operational Maneuver 

Tractable was certainly one of the strangest atîack formations anyone m r  dreamed up 
and without a hope . . . of succeeding as planned. 

Brigadier Harry Foster 

He fonned deep, massive colurnns, and put them in motion toward the point of attack, 
Not one of the horsemen in these masses would have been able to give his horse another 

direction had he wished to do so. 
Hdhenlohe: Conversations Upon Cavalry. 

Any debate over Sirnonds's purported genius wiil include as evidence his second 

attempt to break through to Falaise - Operation Tractable. One can imagine a weary 

Simonds surveying the debacle of the two evenings' worth of Totalire and thinking: "The 

next time my tum cornes, we'll go in day. .. ." Simonds's commitment to the Montgomery 

set piece battle remained undaunted. In fact, although Tractable was a day operation, it 

borrowed heavily fiom Totalire. The darkness was replaced by a thick smoke screen and 

the tank columns were repiaced by an armoured phalanx but the operation still carried a 

heavy bomber attack, the SHAEF seal of approval for an officia1 break out attempt. 

By now the Allied offensive had been totally subverted by a dangerous 

dependence on air power as a doctrinal antithesis to the Soviet strategic offensive. Air 

Marshal Tedder noted later: "The A m y  having been drugged by bombs, it is going to be 

a difficult process to cure the dnig addicts."' Despite the unity of command bestowed by 

Eisenhower, Montgomery resisted shifting the combined Allied AGRAs and their 

equivalents to support a breakout and conduct a sttategic artiilery offensive2 - "one big 

' John Terraine, The Right of the Line - The Roval Air Force in the E u m m  War 19394945 
(London: Hodder and S toughton, l985), 645. Totaltie and Tractable fiatricide did not put Simonds off - 
Terraine notes Tedder was referring to Simond's request for air attack on Walcheren in October 44. 

Ardennes 44 included a German strate* artiUay offensive. Controt of indirect fin was in the 
han& of a single oficer, der Artilleriekommandeur (Arko), who couid group divisionai and corps 
resources. . B. 1. Gudmundson On Artillery (Westport: Raeger, 1993)' 134436. Soviet artillery was even 
more sophisticated "'The maneuver was carriai out by rail and m d  over a distance of same 600 to 660 
krns between 5 and 13 My [1944] ..35,ûûû motor vehicles and 3500 artiliery pieces .. . strength was 



strike'*3 as the Stavka called it- far deadlier than the bomber "slam dunk." Besides the 

quick fire planning and easy target swapping, artillery could "repeat" until a particularly 

difficult area had been obliterated. Once the bombers had made their pass, they were 

gone. There was no correction of error. 

On the other side of the channel, "Bomber" Ham's was not very keen about his 

Wings becoming a permanent part of army operations. Both Harris and Doolittle (Eighth 

US Air ~ o r c e ) ~  harboured their wings for air offensives destroyed politicals centers like 

Berlin, eliminated strategic industries (chemicals, aircraft production, synthetic oil plants, 

etc.) and- hastened the destruction of the Lufbvaffe. The Allied air offensives savaged the 

German Air Force by forcing it to do battle against increasingly bigger and better 

American fighter squadrons. By the summer of 1944 the skies were full of improved P- 

47D Thunderbolts, and the best air superiority fig titer of the war, the P-5 1D. With 

Mustang and hg6 support, the heavy bombers not only pounded ground targets but 

watched as their "little friends" decimated the -r of the ~uftwaffe.' 

Nevertheless, the Harris lobby now found itself an integral part of the ground 

offensive. The operations were planned by the army and the Air Force filled in. It was 

almost like being under command. They didn't like it.* "They would never have 

increased from 5500 to 9000 units and a density of 180 to 240 guns, mortars, and rocket launchers per km 
.of Front," Chris Bellamy, 62. 

J. Erickson, L. Hansen, W. Schneider, Soviet Ground Forces - An Operational Assessment. 
Westview. Boulder. 1986, 16. and, A. A. Sidorenko, The Offensive (Moscow: Voenizdat, 1970), 128. 

Include Gen Curtis LeMay and other "Air Power" advocates. There was no single command for 
Allied air forces. Thc strategic bombers were put under Eisenhower's operational control for Overlord. 
Subsequent Operations could be ordered but required considerable cooperation from the bomber chiefs, 

' One of the major concerns during July and August was the V1 rocket attack The flying bombs 
were hitting London and morale was shattered ("alarm and despondency"- Churchill). The RAF was 
ordered to bomb the launch sites on the Normandy and Pas de Calais coast. KMontgomery couldn't over 
run them then Himis would have to flatten them Operation Crossbow (attack on V weapon sites) required 
all heavy bomber resources. The raids were costly - 3,000 aircrew. Terraine, 653. 

The P47, almost as large as a B 17, and heavy (?he gliding angle of a brick"), was dubbed "lug" . 
(as in Milk Jug ) by crews, See: William Green, Famous Fighters of the Second World War (Landon: 
MacDonald, 1957), 84-90. 

Adolf Galland: " Between January and April 1944 our day fighter arm lost morr than 1,00 pilots. 
They included our best Staffel, G r u ~ ~ e  and Geschwader commanders." Alfiid %ce Luftwaffe (London: 
Pan, 1969), 133 and, Adolf Galland, The First and the Last (New York: Bailantyne, 1957), 195; See also, 
Janus Bekker The Luftwaffe War Diaries (New York: Ballantyne, 1964), 522-523, 

. 

"Amy Headquarters, however, was decidedly dissatisfied at this time with the arrangements in 
effect for obtaining air suppon within the theatre, when requests involved resources beyond 



surrendered to the A m y  the right to have authority to direct their actions.yyg Harris 

reviewed Chamwood, the first use of heavy bombers, and offered an acid critique: "The 

army unfominately did not exploit its ~ ~ ~ o r t u n i t i e s . " ~ ~  A subsequent failure at Goodwood 

and Tofalize created and fed an angry anti-Montgomery lobby in the RAF, determined to 

get him sacked." Sir Arthur Hanis may have said "Don't be shy of asking"12 but there is 

reasonable doubt whether he actually meant it. 

The bombers, used "improperly, as super heavy artillery,"13 were, despite the new 

bomb sight, an area weapon. Bombing radii could vary Born one to ten miles. Sanitizing 

the start line at Cobra and Totulize was not the same thing as slarnming Essen or 

Cologne. Mistakes were made and the Air Force got the bad press. Bombs often landed in 

wrong places and generally hindered the speed of the attack.14 During Cobra, Totalize 

and Tractable, the USAAF and RAF killed or wounded an impressive number of senior 

offi~ers '~ and hundredç of Ailied troops. This was big time fratricide. 

-- - - 

those of the tactical group immediately supporting the Amy. Brigadier Mann reported to General Crerar 
that existing practice 'in effect. results in the Senior Air Staff Officer 83 Group RAF becoming the 
adjudicator of the militaty necwity or desirabiliw of a particular attack upon a particular target'. no mattcr 
how strongly or urgcntty the A m y  had put the case; he particularly compIained of the deiays involved." 
Stacey, Victorv Carnmim, 238, 

' Steams 23 Mar 81, 7. 

'O Turraine, 651. 

" Tedder stated the RAF felt they had been "had for suckers 1 do not believe there is the slightest 
indication of a clean breakthrough." Turraine, 653-656, Nigel Hamilton 733,745 and, Car10 D'Este, 3 10, 

l2 b n i s  to Crerar, 7 August, quoted in Stacey, Victov C m a i m ,  218. 

13. "When the use of heavy bombers in the battlefield, very close to out awn troops, was first put 
to fonvard I expressecl doubts; it seemed to me that the m y  had no idea what nsks the boops would be 
ruminp.'' Su Arthur Hamk, Bomber Offensive (tondon: Colluis, 1947), 21 1.213 and, Hamilton, 733. 

" *The margin of safeîy is 500 yards ... but a few bornbs may fa11 within the local bombline (an 
'Amy Bombline' and a 'Local Bombline' are desipaieci .... Onginatorof the q u e s t  will give a Local 
BornbIine . .. and define the Limes during which attack will take place)." Appx A to Operationai 
Mernorandurn No. 34-30 Aug 44. Col S. E. Edwards, G3 AU, 12 Amy Graup. The ET0 Board Sutvey 
(Questionnaire prepared by R H. George of Brown University, June, 1949) reporteci US Army opinion on 
heavy bomber support HQ W[ Corps: "The heavy bomber effort at S t  Lo is believed to be ineffective ... 
disorganizing troops to such an extent that fûll advantage could not be taken of the carpet bombing attack.- 
HQ 2nd Arrnd Div: "Results of bombing were devastating but certain shortcomings reduced its 
effectiveness considerabiy, The necessity tu withdraw ourîrwps h m  the fiont lines caused initial l o s  of 
1500 yds which had to regained by fighting because the enemy followed our retrograde movement 
closely." The Sheffield Edwards Papers. MHI, 

'' in a homd irony, the advent of Cobra and the aiumph of Amencan amour bmught about the 
death of Armor's nernesis, Generai Leslie McNair "The fïrst three star general in o u  history to die on a 
battiefield." E. I. Kahn Jr, McNair Educator of An Army (Washington: The Infanûy Journal, 1945), 1, His 



At any rate, thanks to Montgomery's approval and Crerar' s diplornatic skills, the 

bombers were back again for Tractable. This time Simonds would use the RAF which 

was a peculiar choice since the British were committed to "area bombing." The USAAF, 

with the faults it did have, was most praaiced at daylight bombing and committed to 

putting al1 the bombs "in the pickle barrel." The RAF attacked at night and anything 

within ten miles of the bombing point appears to have been a wizard prang, judging by 

Berlin, Nuremberg and Dresden. Given the results at St. Lo and his own experience at 

Totalise, Simonds's decision to use heavy bombers a second tirne fiinher illustrates his 

doctrinal bankruptcy. 

Tractable 's aim, again, was to complete the encirclement of German m i e s  in 

Normandy. Montgomery's August 1 1 directive stated: 

10. Canadian Army will capture Falaise. This is a first pnonty, and it is 
vital it should be done quickly. 

1 1: The Army will then operate with strong armoured and mobile forces 
to secure A.rgentan.16 

Crerar again deferred to Simonds by issuing his own directive on 13 August that 

pretended to push corps around but basically ordered Simonds to perforrn the main task. 

The mission was then changed: 2nd British Army would now capture Falaise. The object 

of Tractable was to "dominate" Falaise "in order that no enemy may escape by the roads 

which pass through or near it."" What Montgomery meant is not clear, but a successful 

British capture of Falaise could close the gap and give Dempsey some much needed 

recognition in the campaign. 

Operation Bltrecwt, had been a costly disappointment. The fighting had been 

savage; much British blood had been spilled and even though Mont Pinçon, the Gerrnan . 

"wedge to stop their defensive door opening any further,"18 had been captured, the 

death caused a tremendous flap and angered Miushall. McNair had recently been "appointed" (via the 
"BodyGwd" deception) to replace Patton as Commander FUSAG. He visited Bradley before the St, Lo 
attack and insistexon observing îhe bombing from a dit trench with the forward battaiion of the 30th 
Infantxy: "Some person had said: ' The troops sure Iike to see you up front'." The bombs landed right on 
top of him: "threw his body 60 feet and mangled it beyond recognition except for the thtee stars on his 
colIar." Hansen Diary, and documents, 12 Army Group HQ, 25-27 M y  44. 

l6 RG 24,10811 WD 2nd Cdn Corps, 21% Amy Gmup Directive 11 August 44. 

l7 RG 24 108 1 1 WD 2nd Cdn Corps, "Ops Fim Cdn Anny", August 44: Memo "Operation 
TractabIe", 13 Aug 44, and, Stacey, Victorv Campaim, 237. 

" Wilmot, 409. 
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operational results were unspectacular and costly in both morale and commanders. 

Lt.Gen. Bucknell, W C  2nd British Corps, had failed to perfonn afier being ordered by 

Montgomery to "gct on or get out" and paid the price. He was followed by a virtual 

blood-letting of senior officers: "Bullen-Smith (5 1 st Highland Div) .. . had to go.. . . I 
removed Bobbie Erskine (7th Armd Div). . . . L also had to remove Loony Hinde (23 Armd 

  de)."" Meanwhile, Bradley had won an impressive victory at Mortain and the aîtention 

of the world's press as Amencan amour ran unchecked through Bnttany and the Loire 

Valley. 

Montgomery continued to ignore the German eastem flank, stretched thin as a 

party balloon, and held by tired, unsuppoaed infantry divisions. A viable operational 

solution was to look beyond Falaise-Argentan and strike directly for the Seine and Paris. 

It is what Patton wanted to do. But both Montgomery and Bradley seemed to be content 

with more conservative  objective^.^^ Tasked by Crerar to dominate Falaise, Simonds 

decided to try another frontal set piece attack. He again piaced his faith in the heavy 

bomber attack. 

In daylight, with massive smoke screens forward, 2nd Corps would attack in two 

columns, each comprising an armoured brigade followed by two infantry brigades. The 

fonvard brigade would be borne in armoured carriers, the reanvard would march. The 

attack was a smorgasbord of Blitzkrieq principles. The tanks were to secure the high 

ground and establish the pivot. Simonds maneuvered amour at the tactical, not 

operational, level. Finally, the mechanized infantry would mop up the Laison valley 

while the marching infantry brigades "would be in readiness to pass through and hold the 

high ground seized by the tanks."21 A German commander would use his 

panzergrenadiers to join the tanks in a massed exploitation and pursuit. Simonds may 

have intended to use the Polish armoured brigade for this role. 

The western "box3* was based on 3rd Cdn Inf Div less 8th Brigade but included 

2 CAB under Grnmand; the eastem "box" comprised 4th Cdn Armd Div plus 8th Bde. 

' Montgomery to General Sir Oliver Leese, 2 1 August 41, quoted in Hamilton, 804. 

'O See Martin Blumenson The Battle of the Generais. The Untold Storv o f  the Falaise Pocket m w  
York: William Morrow and Company, Inc. 1993), 211,213. Hamilton 786, also: "Letter of TNtnictions 
Number Foui' Bradiey, 8 August 44. 



Simonds, still smarting fiom Totalize's failure, laid down the law to his tank 

commanders: 'We stressed the necessity for pushing amour to the very limits of its 

endurance and that any thought of the amour requinng infantry protection for harbouring 

at night or not being able to move at night was to be dismissed immediately."u The 

armour was formed up as for the changing of the guard on Parliament Hill: 

Each armoured brigade had about 150 tanks drawn up in three ranks of 
about 50 in each rank and only fifteen yards between tanks. Each of the 
two blocks of 150 tanks represented a solid phalanx of amour one 
thousand yards wide and two hundred yards deep? 

The van was cornposed of armoured engineers and recce, then the main body of massed 

tanks, followed by armoured infantry? Marching brigades brought up the rear. The 

Corps' open flank was screened by 18 CAR (12th Manitoba Dragoons). Medium 

bombers would bash the villages, artillery smoke would mask the flanks and the mine 

sweeping flails" would lead. It was again, an engineering solution. If Simonds had lost 

control of the armoured regiments during darkness, he now had them in day, well in 

front, formed up and literally, "on parade." He shouldn't lose track of them now. 

The front was about 800 yds, GGFGs on the right, ourselves on the left, 
the BCRs and Bde HQ behind, the total depth being 120 rneters. Our 
formation was three sqns up, each sqn being 2 troops up - we were to 
move off at 1 140 hours, speed 12 mph. The air was electric? 

Military historians are tom between the plausibility that Tructuble was a clever bit of 

work that demonstrated Simonds's inventiveness or the "suggestion even of an 

unfamiliarity with basic armoured vehicular movement."" Was this the way to use 

RG24 13789 WD HQ 4 Armd Div. 13 Aug 44. Simonds ais0 decided to enlarge his Tac HQ: 
"living from slit trenches and mess tins should corne to an end and the caravans, messes and other adm 
vehs would not move with Main Div HQ. The news was teceiveci with great rejoicing by al1 pers." 

a Kitching, 197. and, RG 24 14260 22 CAR CGG. 8 Aug 44. Eadi regïmental fiont was apx 270 
yds - about three football fields. BasicaIIy, the same area of maneuver that Totalize presented. 

24 Wasps (flame throwers on Bren gun carriers) used for the 6m tirne. A temifjing weapon - Wasp 
crews, like the Churchill-Crocodile crews were generally shot ifcaphued. 

Simonds again atiriiuted superhuman logistic and engineering skills to the 12 W by convincing 
hirnseif there were serious mine fields in his path. His htelligence certainly did not suggest there were. 
Failure ivas by Airforce photo interpeters to advise Simonds that the Laison was a tank obstacle !vas key. 
Missions f lom in late July/August (sec 1st Cdn Amy Air Phot Int Collection, Teny Copp, Wif id  
Laurier) should have Ied topographical engineers to realize this. 

26 RG24 14260 WD 22 CAR CGG. 14 August 44. 

" Stacey prefers to concentrate on the kibg of an officer fiom 8th Recce Regt (discussed below) 
whose captured papers were "containhg the gist of Generai Simonds's ordersrSm R Roy felt "It was a s o d  



massed amour? Some military historians were curt: "The result was a scheme few 

coffee-table strategists would use - even in de~~erat ion."~~ 

If Simonds thought that the Laison line was lightly held then his ideas make some 

sense; however, Simonds presented Tractable as an attack against a prepared main 

defence position - not a task for armoured divisions. He got it exactly backwards: 

The armored division is the basic large armored unit of the combined 
ams.. . . In general the d e  of the infantry division operating with armored 
divisions is to create the opportunity and the role of the armored division 
is to exploit it? 

The British opinion was: 

There are two main roles for armoured components in an anny. These are: 
a. in conjunction with infantry to effect the 'breakin' or breaching of main 
enemy defensive position. b. Exploit, strike deep in the enemy's rear . 
installations either through gaps or around the flanl~.~' 

The issue isn't which current doctrine was correct - the point is Simonds made things up 

as he went along. 

Rather than create customized groupings, Simonds ordered the tanks to go in 

alone. Battlegroups tried during Totalize were now abandoned. The set piece had al1 

Simonds's elements, like playing pieces on a chess board. No complicated packaging to 

confuse staffs or letting armoured commanders mn wild, just a good old fashioned 1916 
- - - - - - - -- -- - 

plan - imaginative, well thought out, and carxying a powerful blow." Keegan ducks the issue completely 
and settles for oostalgia by quoting Tractable 's "unforgettable sight of hundreds of annoured vehicles 
massed on the plains of rolling corn..."; John Keegan Six Amies in Normandy (New York: The Viking 
Press, 1982), 254,256. Copp and Vogel note it was "an operation of considerable comple *...one of the 
most remadcable assault operations of the Second World War ...." Their analysis for failure noted the 
difflculty with Simonds's smoke plan, the bombing and the 8th Recce incident but conclude with "The 
reality is that no AIlied armoured formation, British, American, Polish or Canadian, provcd capable of 
breaking through organized German defences..,without the assistance of the most elaborate air and artillery 
support." Terry Copp and Robert Vogel Made LeafRoute: Falaise (Alma: Uaple Leaf Route, L985), 116; 
I. A. English, an espenenced StafFCollege instnictor, offers Simonds rnild criticisrn: "Not to have e . . t e d  
huge amounts of dust to generate mas  confusion and associated control problems, however, seems an 
e.utraordùiary oversight, suggestive even of an unfamiliacity with basic armored vehicuiar movement. This, 
coupIed with a misreading of the Laison was the fatal flaw of 'Tractable'." English, 299. 

J. L. Granatstein and Desmond Morton, Bloodv Victow, 173. 

~9 FMi7- LOO "Employment of the Armkd  sion on" 29 Sept 1943. (Washington: Dept of the 
Amy, 19431, 9. FMl7- 100 had its mots in the practical doctrinal sweat shop of louisiam See MGen B 
Magnider 'The Armored Division" US Amy Trg Pam, Fort Knox , 4  Mar 1941. See, FMlOO-S,24 Jm 
1941 and the onginai draft, FM17-10,2l Jan 1941 "Doctrine and Organization of the Annored Division" 
MHI. 

" ''The Cooperation of Tanks with Wanüy Divisions" Military Trg P m  No.63, War Oflice, M y  
1944, 6. 



assault with tanks fonvard. Replacing artillery by Lancasters and Halifaxes had a modern 

touch but basically it was a senes of mcks and mauls towards the opponent's goal. 

Simonds rnay have been influenced by the British moured  doctrine: 

The work of a "ruggef' scrum may be aptly compared with the operation 
of an armoured division. The vast majority of the players at first employ 
al1 their strength and energy to hold and push back their opponents. Once 
this is done, the "wing fonvard" may break away in order to penetrate the 
defence, and the remainder of the fonvards will back up this attempt to 
score.3 ' 

The battle began badly before the first shot was fired. An officer fiom 8th Recce 

Regiment got lost and was killed inside 12 SS lines. His maps were taken to Meyer. They 

contained the entire Tracrable plan. Meyer adjusted his meagre resources to meet the 

onslaught: "During the night fiom 13 to 14 August, Kampfmp~e Krause (1.26 and 

Divisionbealeitkompanie) was moved from Olendon (eight km north-northeast of 

Falaise) to Villers-Canivet (six km northwest of  alaise)."'^ Bad luck for Simonds but 

realistically, there was little the Germans could have done anyway. They were bound to 

defend the approaches ont0 Falaise, and Simonds, obligingly, was going through the front 

door again. If there were adjustments to the HJ defence, they were cosmetic. 

Simonds's decision to attack with two divisions fonvard was carried out by his 

armoured cornmanders, who in turn, deployed two-up using as much ground as they 

could squeeze out of the boundaries. It was al1 very much the standard attack of 

cuirassiers3' - but this was 1944, not 1870. Simonds's understanding of tank tactics 

appears to be based on his expenence with a troop of Canadian Horse Artillery. Like 

many of his peers he associated the tank assault with the charge. The technical difference 

was that tanks "chargeci" operationally; tactically, they rnaneuvered into killing range and 

destroyed the enemy with direct high velocity gun f~e."~ Like German or French heavy 

cavalry at Sedan, Kitching's armour was being sent on a Todritt. 

" Mil Trg P m  No. 41. The Tactical Handling of the Armoured Division and its Cornponents. The 
War Office, July 1943, 6. 

" K. Meyer, 184. 

'' The cuirassiers laid special stress upon riclhg boot to boot, and never moved at a faner pace 
than the trot" Ellis, 13 9. 

" The ' m h  to battle' idea is WRONG. Here we creep up. Each tank should ovenvatch another 
tank; each section should ovenvatch another section, each platoon anather pIatoon," Perkins, "Combat 
Lessons CL 1- 1944, 32. 



Kitching's deployment has been criticized by I. A English for countermanding 

Simonds's own operational po~icy.35 The problem was doctrinal. There was no clear 

proven Allied breakthrough formula. Sirnonds was attempting a "break in" by forces 

designed for a "break out." The real estate battle would have been better handled had the 

Canadian A m y  understood the alchemy for the tankovii udar. Having given them a bit 

more room, Simonds promptly drew them up as straight lines in tight boxes. The 

"Simonds Doctriney' was most regularly betrayed by Simonds himself 

It is not difficult to find fault in Kitching's deployment; still, he attempted mass. 

He leamed his lessons dunng Toralze: Schwerpunkt works when Stukas keep the 

defenders' heads down. Canadian amour, fhstrated by the narrow frontages, demanded 

room to maneuver. Each brigade commander tned to gave his regiments the ground they 

required to skirt or to ovenvhelm any surviving pak positions. Brigadier Booth was going 

in without his stablemate, Wyman, who had been wounded during Totalire. It was to be 

Booth's last battle, 

RAF and Yellow Smoke 

It was a sort of 'draw swords and charge' &air. 
Major R White, 1st Hussan 

Like Totuiize, Tractable began with a bombing attack. As in Totalize, the 

bombers again pounded Simonds's troops as they waited on the start line. Simonds 

watched the attack From Hautmesnil Quarry accompanied by Air Marshal Coningham 

who had corne forward assuring 2nd Cdn Corps that the RAF, unlike the USAAF, would 

get it right. As the bombs began to fa11 short,'6 Captain Marshall Stearns remarked "Here 

we go again" and Simonds 

" English, 290: "Kitching's reaction, however, was to attack with two brigades up, instead of in 
depth as per Simonds's operational policy, leaving them pretty much to their own devices." 

* 3 0 5  a i r d  ... a carefui plan was prepared with Oboe and visuai rnarking, and with a Master 
Bomber and a deputy at each of the 7 targets. Most of the bombing was accurate and effective but, about 
wway through the raid, some a/c staxted to bomb a large quarry which may have ben  causeci by the 
yelow identification flares which werc ignited by the Canadians. It was unfortunate that the tgt indicator 
king used by the Pathfinders were also yellow ..- apx 70 dc b o W  the quarry and nearby Allied 
positions over a 70 min pend ... îhis was believed to have been the fint occasion on which Bomber 
Comrnand alc had hit fnendly troops during the Battie of Norrnandy." Middlebrook and €vent& 562. 



. . .spun around on me and said 'It's only enemy mortars or counter 
battecy.' I will always remember Jarvis (the driver) in the rear view mirror 
raise his eyebrows in a most revealing gesture. I think General Simonds 
also knew the RAF. had made a similar mistake to the USAF but he just 
could not, for the moment, accept it and all its grave consequences. Then 
on looking up, there could be no mistake. The bombers were very low 
(less than 100 feet) and we could see the bomb bay doors open and the 
bombs drop out.. . . 37 

Simonds was immediately recalled to Crerar's Headquarters for a conference. He left the 

Air Marshal's party to find his way back through a very angry 2nd ~ o r ~ s . " *  After the dust 

had settled, the order was given: "Move The phalanxes surged forward. The 

initial mounted rush was in the great tradition of Wagram, the heavy cavalry led into the 

smoke and dust, aiming for the red sun: 

The advance began in good order for the first 100 yds some of the 
formation was maintained. But then the dust came in billowing clouds. 
Distant aiming marks were obliterated, tanks were held up getting through 
minor bottlenecks, Foot Guards tanks came in our midst then blind 
running Churchills with Fascines. But though the formation was lost, the 
advance went on4* 

The recognition problems persisted. Army and Air liaison officers seem to have misunderstood 
smoke and flare recognition codes: "I can remember the path finders before the first wave of heavy 
bombers cam over, dropping their markers right on target, I have no idea what went wrong, 1 also 
remember a piper Cub, used by our artilIery observation oflicers, flying right into the bomber formations 
and rdeasing red flares to warn of some mistake. Apparently this meant to the bombers "you're on target, 
hit them again." Stearns papers 5 Oct 8 1, 3. Hams' reaction was stem: "Disciplinary action was taken 
against individuals whose responsibility coutd be established, Two Patfifider crews were re-posted to 
ordinary crew duties, squadron and flight commanders personally involved relinquished their commands 
and acting ranks were re-posted to ordinary crew duty, and all crews implicated were 'starred' so as not to 
be employed upon duties within 30 miles f o w d  ofthe bomb line until reassessed after fbrther 
e.perience." Stacey, Victorv Carn~aim, 243-244. A reason for this prompt discipline must have been Air 
Marshal Coningham's personal e m b m m e n t  - ("fUrious but cool as a cucumber...") he left the Tractable 
area to visit RAF headquarters. Steams papers 5 Oct 8 1, 3. 

"just over 800 hundred aircraft from Nos L,4,6 and 8 Groups hit at enemy concentrations and 
strongpoints about a mile in fiont of the start fine ... the master bomber 'was heard to stop some crews 
from bombing a quarry short of the target ...' The m y ' s  curious request that, notwithstanding 
unfavourable win@, the bombing should take place from north to south, perpendicular (rather than parallel) 
to the front, 'in order to conform to the ground movement' was in part responsible for the accident. Such 
subordination of Bomber Command's effort to army requirements bothered Harris when he first saw the 
plan for Totalize, but Sir Arthur had also been nervous because, persuaded that they would not show up in 
daylight the army had chosen not to fue coloured marker shells to identi@ the target" Greenhous, Harris 
et al, The Official Historv of the Roval Canadian Air Force Vol 8 15. 

39 "The fm bombs dropped on us at 1430 horn and at LS40 we had our last" Captain T. J. Bell, 
12 Field Regiment, quoted by Greenhous, Ham's et al, 8 18. 

RG24 74260 WD CGG 14 Aug 44. 



The initial German outposts41 were quickly ovemn and suddenly the S hermans were 

confronted with the prospects of the Laison river. The mighty Laison was more of a ditch 

- in some places a soldier could leap to the other side. But its banks were dificult enough 

to create a tank obstacle. Canadian armour sniffed around the approaches looking for a 

spot that would not nsk a thrown track. The advance paused. 

Immediately behind were the recce troops of the 17th Duke of York's Royal 

Canadian ~ u s s a r s . ~ ~  While the armour waited for the Churchills to corne up with 

fascines, their armoured cars searched for a crossing. Eventually two were f ~ u n d ~ ~  and 

the Hussars surged out of the smoke and ont0 the high ground dominating the river, the 

last feature protecting Falaise. 

Both squadrons now found themselves, instead of in a mopping-up role, 
taking the bridgehead over the river and coming under heavy anti-tank and 
machine-gun fire. Col Lewis, realizing that his two squadrons were now in 
front of the amour, crossed the nver and found them digging in on the 
south bank." 

The advance stalled and broke up into troop and patrol-sized actions as individual pak 

7Ss, 88s and P z  IVs unmasked. Finally, tanks crossed. Squadron sized poumrnes 

winkled up the high ground. They could do no better than the Hussars. As bold troop 

leaders pushed fomard, they were knocked out by Meyer's pak 'n panzers. The advance 

sputtered, then stopped. Tracfable was over. 

Although Kitching had two armoured brigades under command (2 CAB as well as 

his own 4 CAB) he again could not get the tanks moving. The grouping for Tracrable had 

divided the attackers into separate commands - infantry, recce and armour - each with a 

specific task Control quickly slipped away and there was so little information on the 

" Although pieces of 27 1st and 85th Wehrmacht Mantxy Divisions were in the area, the pnnciple 
defence m e d  on the Hitlerju~enâ, now nearly spent after counter-attacks during Totalize and the Clair 
Tizon bndgehead. 

" 7th  ce Regt's tasks were: "Mop up area between nver lineand 2 CAB, then join 2 CAB on 
OBJ." The unit was under command to 2 CAB dong with 2 sqns 22 Dragoons (Flails); 80 Aslt Sqn RE 
(AVREs); detachment RCE (2 Bulldozers). 

" Lt D. Ayer found a crossing site for tanks. Meanwhile Sgt O. Routley found a passable bridge 
in R o m .  Personai intexview, CoIonels George Routley and James Domville, 1988, See, Pavey, 47.53. 

44 "He got the two Squadron Commanders, hikjs. E. R Allen and C. W. MacLean, went forward 
with the- recced for a commanding piece of ground and issued orders for an immediate advance and 
consolidation of points 160 and 165, coverhg the river crossing.~vey,  53. 



brigade and divisional radio nets, that Simonds was "appalled at communications of 4th 

h o u r e d  ~ i v . " ~ '  Added to this confusion was the loss ofLeslie ~oothP6 

Brigadier Booth had arrived in Normandy unprepared for his task. His previous 

experience in Italy had taught hirn to take on rear guards in very dificult terrain. There 

was no maneuver since the ground prevented it. Now he was faced with the prospects of 

directing three regiments across open country. Like his counterparts in the "Desen Rats," 

his heart sagged. He was lost in Normandy and totally ineffective. Kitching smelled death 

on him ". . . 1 became convinced that Boothie had a premonition he would be killed. He 

certainly was not the same keen and cheerful man of the year before in ~ i c i l~ . "~ '  He had 

abandoned control during TotaIize whilst in the most crucial part of the offensive. 

During Tractable Booth watched mesmerized as his regiments rattled in andout 

of smoke, engaging distant targets which were al1 invariably reported as Tigers. Suddenl y 

his own tank came under fire. Booth's Brigade-Major, A. G. Chubb, was right behind: 

. . . saw him half sitting on the ground behind his tank. 1 dropped through 
the escape hatch and I ran fonvard to him. He was conscious and spoke to 
me. His right leg was shot off at the ankle and he appeared to be wounded 
in the chest. 1 dragged hirn by his belt towards my tank which finally 
rnoved and Lt McLaughlin and 1 threw him on the back of my tank." 

The mortally wounded Booth was then put by the side of the road beside dead and dying 

troops and lefk for the medics. Kitching did not know he was dead until hours later.J9 

The armour went uncontrolled and Ieaderless during Tractable's most critical 

period. Kitching asked Simonds to give him Lt.Col. Bob Moncel, the Corps GSO 1; they 

had discussed this earlier, but the jeune dauphin (at 26, Moncel would be the youngest 

brigadier in the Canadian Army) would take most of the day to arrive. Sirnonds's choice 

'' stearns, inte~ewed by Roy, 14 hl 82, 3. 

46 The Commander of 12 SS Pz Abt II, Sturmbannführer Karl-Heinz Prinz, veteran of Buron and 
victor of Le Mesnil-Patry was killed during Tractable, He died on 14 August near Torps, 2 Km west of 
Soulangy. -- 

'" RG24 14052 WD 4 CAB. August. Appx 7. "Account for Day 14 Aug 44" by Major A. G. 
Chubb. 

Booih's performance has not ken euaminecl in detail save for Roy who sees bis l o s  as a 
tragedy for 4 CAB: "Booth, had he continued in action, might have organized even part of his 
brigade ... Che &ght speculate that had Booth not ken k i k i  at the outset of the batiie, even the final 
objective might have been seized..", 263,280. Copp I Vogel and Granautein / Morîon note Booth en 
passant. J. A. English is mildly cntical., 290,3 12- 



for altemate brigade commander would have been Don worthington5* but after 9 August 

that was no longer an option. hterim command went to LtCol. Murray Scott of the 

Govemor General's Footguards who was attempting to fight his regiment through 

German lines while handicapped by a broken ankle. Being a good soldier, he saluted and 

camed on. He should have told Kitching. Directly Kitching discovered Scott was hurt, he 

considered going forward and taking over personally. The armoured breakout was his 

raison d'être and things were not going well at the sharp end. It was to haunt Kitching 

Iater: 

If 1 had known that Murray Scott had been injured before 1 appointed him 
to replace Booth, 1 would not have bothered with him at all. 1 would have 
taken over the armoured brigade myself rather than have it go through 
three commanders in thirty-six hours? 

Despite the confusion, the tanks and recce troops secured the high ground leading to 

Falaise. Meyer directed his meagre reserves into blocking positions and held on while his 

Kam~feruppe commanders counter-attacked for each piece of ground lost: "The enemy 

was able to penetrate deeply into the village. However, with the support of a Tiger, he 

was thrown back again.. . ."52 Tracfable did not formally end but continued in a series of 

phases (mini Tractables) until the Falaise gap was closed. 

Simonds would not accept failure. M e r  a month ofhstration he finally caught 

the scent and began to move Iike an armoured corps commander rather than a gunner. His 

fiontal attacks had been directed into the only area that Meyer must defend. He now 

began to use ground. Simonds shifted Kitching and Maczek southeast and ordered them 

to cross the Dives. It was the beginning of Maczek's, and Simonds's, golden hour. 

At 0900 15 August Simonds met Kitching at Foulkes's 3rd Div Headquarters and 

ordered him to cross the Ante river, northeast of Falaise and "strike down the west side of 

S teams Papers 27 Apr 8 1, 2. 

" "Perhaps 1 shouid have taken over the amoured brigade in spite of Gened Shonds's 
objections. Certainly 1 wouid have done so if1 had known that Moncel would not be available for those 
five hectic days. With the 2UD0 vision of hindsight, 1 realize now that my commander of artillery, 
Brigadier Lane, could have done the job well. I shouid have sent him forward to take over the brigade on a 
permanent basis. 1 am sorry 1 didn't" Kitchhg 200,206. 

I2 Report from ~g commander 102 SS sPzAbt 15 Aug. H. Meyer, 186. 



the River Dives and capture ~ r u n . " ' ~  4th Canadian Armoured got stuck crossing the Ante 

but Maczek got lucky. His leading troops secured a crossing and he quickly brought up 

his divisional engineers to throw a second bridge across the river. He was suddenly where 

every armoured commander had dreamed of being - in the pursuit. 1st Polish Armoured 

had broken through. Simonds had acquired operational maneuver. He did al1 the right 

things: he gave Maczek his reins and hauled back on Kitching's bit. 

Maczek and 1 Polska D-hziia Pancema 

Piia ~ i w a  mine dzbanki - Kochaia ich Lublinianski 
Lance mbi ma10 wartv - To iest ~ u l k  dwaniestv czwartv 

24th Polish ~ancer? 

The proper study, perhaps the only operational study, of Canadian armour is the 

period 9 to 21 August 1944. During this month Simonds controlled a tank force of 

fourteen regiments consisting of two divisions and two independent brigades. By the time 

he crossed the Ante he still had most of this force (less 33 BAB) intact. Operational 

analysis of Canadian armour is best based on the actions of 1st Polish and 4th Canadian 

Armoured Divisions. Both were equipped with the same fighting tanks," the same 

artillery, the same number of infantry battalions, the same command structure and 

support organization. Save for the regimental badges, they wore the same uniforms and 

had surprisingly similar traditions. By the time the 10th Polish Dragoons amved in 

Nonnandy they even had a regirnental tartan and dudziarz (pipers).s6 

" RG24 WD Ops 1st Cdn Amy HQ, Aug 44, Stacey, Vict0c-y Campaim, 249, Himilton, 794, 
Kitching, 200. 

" Pclliking beer fiom M l  tankards, being loved by Lublin ais, still bey stand with lances 
ready, that's the 24th Regiment": Regimentai mantra. 

" The oniy difference king that Maczek's Recce Regiment me lûth Chasseurs) were not 
equipped wiîh Shermans but with the faster British Cromwell. 1 PAD div tac symbol was the "Wuiged 
Hussar" - a feathered crest that traced its on'gins to the great Polish Kingdoms of the Middle Ages. 

56 nie 10 Pulk Draeonow (10th Regiment Polish Dragoons) became quasi-Scottish during their 
stay in the UK "w szkockim tartanie. ~mmanvm ~rzez  lorda Hamihona" and adopted the Hamilton tartan 
and vained its o m  pipers. Each unit had its own traditional mantra, some dating back to the Napoleonic 
wvars: " LO Pulk S trzekow Konnvch / W iednvm hpciu w iednvm bucie / CholU stnelec uo Lancucie" : 
Tenth Reginlent ofChusseurs a Cheval, some in sIippers, others in hot4 they promenade in Luncuci. Se 
Henryk Smaczny Ksiena Kawaleni Polskiei 19 14 - 1947, (Warszawa: Tesco Przedsîebiorstwo 
Zpgraniczne, 1989), 156; S?anislaw Komornicki, Woisko Polskie 1939-1945 (Warszawa: Wypawnictwo 
Interprises, L990). 253-255; hilarian Zebrowdcî Polska Bron Pancerna (London: White Eagle Ebess, L971). 
422-423. 



Simonds's Armoured Corps: Nomandy 44 

4th Canadian Arrnaured Division 1st Poliah Armoured Division 
Ma&-Gen. G. Kitching Maj.& S. Maczek 

Race Regimcnt (Shemianr) k c e  Rqbncot (Cromwclls) 
29 Recce Regt ( The South Alberta Regt) 10 Puik Strzelcow Konnych (10 Chasseurs) 

4th Cdn Armoured Brigade (Shermuis) 10 Pol Armoured Cavalry Brigade (Shamanr) 
- 

21 CAR (Govemor G e n d s  Fwt Gusrds) 1 Puk Pancemego (1st Polish Amd Regt -  PAR)^ 
22 CAR (The Cdn Grenadier Guards) 2 Pulk Pancemego (2nd PAR) 
28 CAR (The British Columbia Regt) 24 Puik Ulanow (24th Polish Lancers) 

Mech Inflattaiion 
The Lake Superior Regiinent 

10th Infantry Brigade 3 PolLh Rifle Brigade 
The Lincoln a d  Welland Regiment PodhaleRifles 
The Algonquin Regiment 8 th Rifles 
The Argyll and Sutherland HigNanders 9th Rines 

hti-tank Regt 
5th Anti-tank regiment 

Dfvbiclnal ArtUIery 
23rd Field Regiment (SP) 
15th Field Regiment (Towed) 

Anti-tank Re* 
1 Pancema Artilleria Proti Pancer (1st Anti-tank Regt) 

Mvlrlonal Artlllcy 
1 Pancerna Artilleria Pulk (Armd Arty Regt - SP) 
2 Pancerna Artilleria Pulk (Towed) 

Total 240 Main Battle Tanks Total 240MBT 

Table 9 

Although some of the senior Poles, including Maczek himself, had seen action in 

the '20s against the as well as the '39 Polish and '40 French Campaigns, the 

bulk of the officers and men were as new to combat as their Canadian c o ~ n t e r ~ a r t s . ~ ~  

Their initial performance, much like 4th Armoured Brigade, was disappointing. In some 

aspects it was worse. The 1st Polish commanders were criticized for showing little 

aggressiveness or tactical skill. Faced by PzIVs fkom Waldrnüller's Kam 

" "Pulk": - Regiment; b'Pancerna": Armoured, "Ulanow": Lancers (as in German Ublans); 
"StrzeIcow": Mksmen, musketeers - combine with "Komvch" morses) to make Chasseurs a Cheval. The 
Napoleonic idiuence on the Polish army is considerab1e (beside a half dozen line regimenis in the Grande 
Armee, the elite lancer regiment of the Imperia1 Guard was le Lancier Polonaise). " 10 Chasseurs a Chevaln 
rads  better than "mounted rifles" since they were a recce regiment in the French ûadition. 

Dngoons in the tmditional Napoleonic sense of "muunteci infantry." 

" It has k e n  argued that the motorized and cavahy actions of 1920- gave the Poles a broader 
insight into rnechanized maneuver than their western counterparts. PoIish GOC Marshal Pilsudski cailed 
lumself "an open air strate@%." Polish forces used Cavalry and airpianes for recce and sûikes:"..this was 
decidediy a war of movement, It was open Mare.." Maj O. H, Saunders, "The PoIish Campaign of 1920" 
(Lectures delivered at US Army War ColIege, Washington DC, 12 Feb l933), 16. 

The 1st Polish Division was built fiom veterans of the Russian War and the '39 Bnua 
encirclement who arrived in Engiand via the Baltic, the Balkans, and France. They were joined by 
volunteer Polish cadres fiom North America, Latin Arnerica and even Afnca. 1 PAD was Iargely built 
through General Sikorski's energy and political contacts in America 



reported contact with Tigers and made no progress past their second phase start line. In 

rebuttal it may be noted they were heavily hit by USAAF bombers and the resulting 

confusion, coupled with the smart counter-attack delivered by Waldmüller and Wittman's 

Tigers, created a reluctant and perhaps demoralized group of tanken. Dunng both 

Tutulize and Tracrable the Poles found themselves victims of fiiendly fire. On both 

occasions they were hit by heavy bombers which caused thern to be disorganized. 

Simonds was not very impressed with Maczek after ~ofulize.~~ He considered 

disbanding the division altogether but was persuaded by Crerar and Stuart to give 

Maczek another chance. By 16 August their faith was finally rewarded - Maczek and his 

crews seemed to find their pace. Their progress fiom the Dives to Chambois and 

Coudehard, despite the decidedly poor tank country, is a text book example of an 

armoured division in action. The Polish Division became the antithesis of its former self. 

In the next five days it was to conduct a series of brilliant operations that were to close 

the Falaise gap and allow Crerar, although Montgomery would eventually take the credit, 

to trap two German amies. 

Falaise Pina-Ponn: Montaomerv' s Indecision vs. Maczek' s Action 

By the time the Tractuble-Falaise Operation had ended Simonds had been jerked 

around like a Puppet on a string. Crerar's operational directives changed almost daily but 

Crerar himself was a victim of Montgomery's indecision. Tom between the covert desire 

to achieve a flashy grand finale that restored the limelight, and his main job to direct the 

operations of both 2Ist and 12th Army Groups, Montgomery failed miserably. He did not 

know what to do with Bradley. At first he let him range far and wide, well away from the 

Falaise front. When Dempsey and Crerar floundered, he called him back. There were no 

fewer than frve different operational instructions regarding the technical procedure to 

capture Falaiseand close the pocket: 

On August 4, he assigned the place to Crerar, on August 6 to Dempsey, on 
August 11 to Crerar or Dempsey, on August 13 to Dempsey, and finally 

Nevertheless, by the end of the Falaise Campa@, "Generai Simonds ihought very highiy of 

. 
Generai Maczek" Stearns Papers 27 Apr 8 1, 3. 



on August 14, to Crerar. His inconsistency on Falaise paralleled his lack of 
firm decision on how to trap the Germans in ~ o r r n a n d ~ . ~ ~  

Bradley lost faith in Montgomery and Simonds. On 13 August after ordering Patton into 

Falaise, he changed his mind. Convinced that the Cannae maneuver had failed, he cast a 

larger net and ordered Patton to stnke for Dreux, northwest of Vimoutiers. MajGen W. H. 

Haislifs 15th Corps was ordered to hold at ~ r g e n t a n . ~ ~  This was Bradley's famous 

"halt" order. Ifthe Falaise Gap was going to be closed, then Simonds would have to do it. 

Montgomery did nothing to countennand this. Throughout the battle he was the 

antithesis of his legendary 'Well I've given my orders there is nothing lefk to do but go to 

bed' style.64 Although he lef't the Americans alone, he interfered regularly with 21st 

Army Group commanders, changing missions and practically hounded Crerar until he 

secured his persona1 objective that someone, anyone, finally made contact with Bradley. 

The lucky fellow tumed out to be Stanislaw Maczek. 

Maczek was Austro-Hungarian by birth and won his spun as a Kaisen'ae~rer in the 

Hapsburg cavalry. He comrnanded one of Poland's two armoured brigades in 193 8. He 

was a modem tank officer L a  Fuller, Guderian, and deGaulle, and fought deteminedly 

in the '3 9 campaign - one of the few Polish formations to successfull y counter-attack. He 

eventually escaped to France and reformed the 10th Polish Armoured Brigade. After the 

debacle of 1940, he reached Scotland via Algeria and Morocco. He raised the 10th PAB 

for a third time, based on the British pattern, although it was not a British Le~ionne 

Étranger but a "constituent element of the army of the Republic of ~oland."~' 

Simonds's initial Tractable grouping, aimed at "a real blitz, was based on 

brigade sized echelons (10 PAB was separate from 3 PB). Maczek began Tractub[e as 

the depth armoured division. Simonds either took some of his TotaIize mors to heart or 

perhaps still did not trust the Poles. As Tractable wound down in the center, Crerar 

Blumenson, 217. - - 
"XV Corps Operations August 44" The Wade EL EIaislip Papen, MHI "1 believe they were 

sound [orders] ... The Decision was mine and mine alone." Bradley Papers, 30 1 MHI. See: Stacey, V i c t o ~  
Campaim, 245, Blumenson, 213,220; Weigley, 206. 

a B. L. M. Montgomery, The Mernoirs of Field-Marshal The Viscount Mo~taornerv of Alamein 
(London: Collins, 1958), 128. 

" Sm: Keegan, 264, M a a k ,  235. 

66 Stearns Papes II Mar 8 1. 



ordered Sirnonds to change his principal objective and leave Falaise to the infantry and 2 

CAB. 2nd Corps was now to capture Trun with its two armoured divisions. The Poles 

were in the nght place but Simonds had to order Kitching to side step dong his front and 

reposition his division to strike towards Trun. This was no easy feat for a new division, 

but Kitching was in position by the 16th. That day Simonds ordered both divisions to 

strike south; 4 CAD was to cross the Ante and 1 PAD was to cross the Dives while 3rd 

Cdn Inf Div continued the attack against Falaise. Whether it was simply a matter of time 

to senle down or finally wearing out Meyer's rneagre resources, General Maczek found 

himself with both room to maneuver and a mission that seemed tailored to his division's 

heretofore hstrated élan. The Polish commander took off like a bat out of hell. 

1st Polish Armoured broke out on Kitching's eastem flank. Maczek's own flank 

was covered by the Corps Recce Regirnent. He soon reached the ~ i v e s ?  "Les lanciers 

polonais parviennent à traverser la rivière dus  à l'est. a Jort. et la ler DB polonaise 

s'enfonce vers les collines du Pays d ' ~ u @ e . " ~ ~  Maczek's force, consisting of 10th Armd 

Brigade, followed in tum by 3 Pol 1nf ~ r i ~ a d e , ~ '  was deployed as per the '43 British 

training pamphlet on the armoured division in the breakout, but with a touch of the 

German - a reinforced vanguard based on 10 Pulk Strzelcow Konnych (10th Chasseurs 

or 10 PSK) with an extra infantry battalion grouped with a tank squadron. The van was 

followed by his armoured mass comprised of 10 Armd Bde less 24 Armd (L) Regt (1st 

and 2nd Pulk Pancema and 10th Drageons, the brigade mechanized battalion). The 3 rd 

Inf Brigade, two battalions plus the 24th Lancers, was en profendeur. 

Maczek quickly pushed past his Dives bridgehead and penetrated deeply into 1 SS 

Pz Korps rear areas. He advanced his Kam~f~ruppen like the bull's homs of a Zulu i m ~ i :  

prelirninary t h s t s  on the flanks while the head drove for Chambois. Meanwhile, 4 CAD 

foug h t  its way past traffic jams and minor but stubborn rearguards. Instead of 3rd US 

Army's cavalry romp, both armoured divisions had nin out of tank country. Their 

vanguards had-entered le Suisse Normande. 

RG24 137 12 WD 2 Cdn Corps. 15 Aug 44: "Pol Mtd Ries Regt crosses R Dives apx 1530 ai 
225427 and 235463." 

George Bernage, Nomandie (Bayeux: Editions Heimdai, L989), 459. 

69 RG24 10942 WD PoIish Armoured Division Rozkoz do Natarcia Nr. 1. Confitory Orders 
issued 16 Aug 44. 



Maczek, flanking wide, pushed past Meyer's rear guards; Kitching, striking into 

the Dives valley, soon got bogged down. It finally became clear to Montgomery that 

waiting for Crerar to take Falaise while Dempsey and Hodges bashed forward through 

the bocage was simply squeezing German toothpaste out of the tube. The center of the 

gap was Tmn. After having agreed upon Argentan as the inter army group boundary on 

the 13th Montgomery now ordered Bradley and Crerar to arike for Tmn and 

~hambois." It was too late. Patton was already nearing Paris - XVth Corps reached the 

Seine on the fifieenth of August. 

Only three American divisions were available at Argentan: 80th and 90th Infantry 

supported by 2nd French Arrnoured Division. Bradley had previously forbidden Third 

Army to advance north when they could have easily reached Falaise. He now ordered 

Patton to have Haislip capture Tmn. The earliest American H Hour would be 0630, 18 

August. Montgomery had lost operational control of the Falaise battle. 

That same day, 16 August, Field Marshal von lKluge7' accepted defeat and had 

ordered a general withdrawal of German forces from the Falaise pocket. It was to be his 

last operational order: ". . . he was a good leader of troops, but he was no armoured 

general, and was a rather petty type of ~unker."" Bayerlein's curt portrayal of "der Kluge 

Hans" (Clever Hans) could easily describe Montgomery. 

clos in^: the Gap 

The best news 1 can give you tonight is that the gap has now been closed and the Polish 
Amoured Division has reached TRUN and is pushing on to CHAMBOIS. 

Montgomery to Brooke. 17 August 43 

By midday, 17 August: "Simonds decided to move the whole 4 Cdn Armd Div 

nonh and across the River Dives at Couliboeuf. It had been found abandoned by the 

UAt 2030 Amy Gp Comd General Bradley cailed General Patton on the phone and stated in 
substance that hewanted General Patton to d e n  9ûth Div and the French 2nd Armoured which were to be 
backed up by the 80th Mantry Division, to attack, take and hoId the line Argentan-Tu, He M e r  stated 
that the Canadians were king orded  to push fonvard and close the gap h m  Falaise to T m "  WD HQ 3 
US Army 16 Aug 44. The Hobart R Gay Papes (BGen, DICOS 3rd Amy). MM. Up to 16th August, 3 rd 
US Army WD had demonstrated a eurious lack of interest in Canadian Operations 

". ET= 67, WD 5 Pz Amy, 14; and, Bundersarchîv RHMW2O Heeres Gmppe B 
"Meldungen & Unterhgen Ic von der zeit 1.7.44 - 3 1.8.44": 16.8.44. This was reinforceci the next day by 
Model. 



armoured cars of the 12th Manitoba Dragoons, whom Simonds had ordered to find ways 

ahead."n Meanwhile, Maczek was well beyond the Dives. Xe had reorganized his force 

into three battlegroups and had boldly advanced south, southeast and east." He had 

totally outmaneuvered Meyer and reached not only Kitching's objective" but created an 

expanded bridgehead that allowed for corps maneuver. In a series of chess moves, a 

Polish armoured battlegroup stnick southwest to cut off Trun and positioned itself on the 

high ground dominating the t o m  and the Dives v a l ~ e ~ . ' ~  Having established a pivot and 

an anchor on his flank above Tnin, Maczek again reorganized and sent his left battle 

group in wider enveloping maneuver that covered his open flank and center, securing an 

outward divisional perimeter against counter-attacks. This was punuit operational 

maneuver. 

Simonds began to visit Maczek regularly; his own Corps Tactical Headquarters 

was Spartan, "two vehicles against a fente? The Commander liked what he saw but 

remained wary. This was not the armoured warfare as he had predicted or tned to 

practice, but it produced results. He did not wait to bring up Corps artillery and he did not 

force the Poles to tamy at safe phase lines while he tidied up. He became a decisive 

commander working with a panzer leader who quickly gave him what he wanted. They 

" FIWM 66 ML 1079 " ï n t e ~ e w  GenLt Fritz Bayerlein", 7-9 Aug 45, 17, a h ,  Wilmot, 347. 

" William Hutchinson Test of a Corps Commander" MA Thesis, University of Victoria, 23 1. 
and RG21 1372 2 Cdn Corps WD/ûps Log. Aug 44, RG24 108 11 At 1015 hrs on 17 August Simonds 
issued orders from Main HQ 4 CAD: "Iink up with US Forces and hold the line of the River Dives" WD 
2nd Cdn Corps G Ops Uain, 17 Aug 44. 

" RG24 Vol 10.81 1 WD 2nd Cdn Corps G Ops fi Aug 44: "10 Pol Mtd Rifies on wide 
front. ..en resistance weak. Chief hindrance rd b Iocked by retreaîing south civiIians," Most French civilians 
moved away from the Canadian advance which heralded destruction by air and artdlery. As Iate as the 
m m e r  of 1984 the rnayor of Falaise relùsed to host a reunion for RAF Typhoon pilots. He stated the 
Germans had always behaved u ~ ~ c r e c f l ~ 9 '  in Falaise but the Allied air force destroyed his town. Interview, 
Wing Commander Henry Ambrose, RAF. Normandy, May 199 1. 

" 4 CAD acwally withdmn from the Trun area on the 16th: "Obj could not be held due to hy atk 
screen ... main enemy opposition has been ak..PW reports tk force under comd of battle gp WUnsche and 
est str at 45 Tige&' They were nght about Wünsche but exaggerated the amout: there were not 45 Tigers 
in ai l  of France on 16 Aug, let alone in 12 SS HJ. Meanwhile, Manek ''surpriseci enemy ... many PW and 
much booty include 6 guns 105mm in area 1847." By last Iight Kitching signalled: "Div wdr to conc areas 
for maintenance ...." RG 24 13712.2 Cdn Corps WD and Ops Log. 16 Aug 44. "Generai Simonds changed 
our orders again, Wead of the amour going for Trun, it was now to deploy in an area about two miIes 
north of it." Uaczek, 203. 

'' One of its combat tesms may bave entend the town center, beating 4 CAD van guards. See: 
Eddy Florentin Battie of the Falaise Gap (London: EIek Books, 1969, 177. 

Steams23 Mar81, 6. 



worked well together: a tactical discussion, a quick agreement and then Simonds would 

leave, allowing Maczek to c q  on. The important thing was Maczek continued the 

advance, relentlessly playing the center game towards Chambois and the Americans. His 

second armoured battlegroup maneuvered southeast and drove towards Champeau& 

anchoring the envelopment and establishing a six mile fiont, the center of which was four 

miles from Chambois. Simonds passed the good news to Crerar. 

Montgomery was both pleased and excited. He ordered that it was essential that 

the 1st Polish Annoured strike past Trun to Chambois. Simonds gave the appropriate new 

orders; Maczek called another quick Orders Group and again reorganized his division for 

10 PSK BG: Secure Chambois; make contact with Amencan forces 
1 PARBG: Hold in str afea of height 259 
2 PAR BG: Block Chambois 4065 13 
24 PAR BG: Hold in str hi@ ground between 259 and Trun 

the last phase.lst Polish Armoured Division: Maczek's Grouping 17 Aug 44. 

Maczek's organization for the final phase was simple: four balanced groupement 

10 PSK& 

P a l h a l e  

tactiaues. Each compnsed an armoured regiment (10 PSK was equipped with Cromwells) 

and a mechanized infantry battali~n.'~ Each Polish batîlegroup also had a squadron of 

Figure 27: Four Battle Groups 

Four Battle Groups with the following Tmks: 

tank destroyers attached - a "standard Normandy grouping" as practiced by the 
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This was not the sort of doctrine with which the British-trained Canadian staffs 

may have felt cornfortable. It probably gave Simonds a nagging headache and certainly 

would have rattled Crerar had he been forward enough to see. But Maczek was not to be 

denied as long as he produced results and brought Montgomery's blessings upon the 1st 



Canadian Amy. The attempt to capture Chambois by last Iight, 17 August, miscarried 

when Kosnitski's 2nd PAR battlegroup, a victim of linguistic confi~sion,'~ captured 

Champeaux by mistake. "During the night of 17/18 August one Polish tank regiment in a 

misdirected night march, aimed at Chambois which arrived at Les Champeaux, 

encountered elements of 2 (SS) Pz Corps, an ominous ~ i ~ n . " ~ '  

By 0900 of the 18th 4 CAB'S Canadian Grenadier Guards reached Tmn, which 

they found abandoned. Kitching had closed the northem part of the gap. 2nd Div had 

cieared Falaise and the new commander of 3 CID, Maj.Gen. D. G. Spry, had moved his 

brigadesTdown toward the Dives to cover the northern bank from Morteaux-Couliboeuf to 

Tmn. "For the first time since the div arrived in Nomandy it is now in country which has 

not been ravaged by war. Houses are intact, fields are greener and not littered with 

wrecked enemy eqpt. Even the air smells fi-esh."*' 

The Polish battlegroups resumed their advance early on the 18th, but by now the 

Germans were also moving by day through open terrain offering Allied tactical air targets 

undreamed of. On 17 August, Arnerican, British and Canadian air squadrons had flown 

2029 sorties into the Falaise Pocket; on the 18th it was 2057 and on the next day, 19 

August, they would £iy an additional 3856 sorties. Maczek's advancing battlegroups were 

both supported and attacked by their own air forces; everything from Typhoons to 

Thunderboits had a crack at the Polish vanguards and support echelons." That aftemoon 

Simonds held his third Orders Group and again ordered Kitching and Maczek to take 

Chambois and link up with the Americans. He went fonvard wkh Maczek and "amved to 

'* 10th Dragwns were mounted in White half-tracks, the remaining ihree canied their rifiemen in 
Bren Gun Carriers. 

''son guide civil. interpretant mal l'accent wlonais. a confondu cette localité avec Chambois." 
Gwrges Bemage, La Retraite AIIernande - Nomandie: Août 1944 (Bayeux: Editions Heimdal, 1957), 85, 
Manek, 205. 

'O Hutchinson, 232. By 15th August Ultra intercepts ha& despite the quality of transmissions. 
determined that considerable panzer forces were heading toward Chambois: " 2 Pz Div Fornentai/FaIaise 
Road ... 9 SS Pz Div S. Falaise." S m 4 9  Technical Sianal Intelligence Transmitted Directlv to G-2 12th 
Annv Groun ET0 From 14 August to Uav 1945,lS Aug, 17 Aug 44, MHI. 

'' RG 24 13789 WD 4 CAD 17 Aug 44. There were ah clouds of mosquitoes: They are 
definitely organized. Iii the &y flies and yellow jackets work from &wn tiii dusic. They fly at low level and 
never miss.'' Besides the bugs, there was 'aysentery. We al1 have it now." 

By last light 18 August, 1 Polish Amioureû Division, fighting both fnendly air mikes  and 
German rear guards, had m i v e d  50% of 2nd Cdn Corps' entire casualties: 263 as compand with 286 for 
the remaining three divisions and two brigades. WD 2 Cdn Corps. 18 Aug 44; WD 1 Pm. 



witness an attack on the Polish divisional headquarters by Typhoons of the RAF, one of 

many such air attacks the Poles were to suffer that day."" 

At 1100 am. 19 Augus, Simonds held yet another conferenceS4 with his four 

division commanders. The Poles were to leave the Trun area to 4 CAD and concentrate 

on securing Chambois. 4 CAD would then hand Tmn over to 3rd Div and advance 

southeast to capture Vimoutiers. 3 CID would advance along the north bank of the Dives 

valley and follow Maczek into ~hambois.~' Somewhere behind, fiom the southwest, 

would appear the vanguards of Dempsey's army, driving the Germans before them ont0 

the Canadian gun line on the Dives, much-Iike shooting grouse. The meeting broke up 

and Maczek lefi quickly to catch up with his vanguard commanders. Simonds was not to 

see him for another two days. 

Despite air attacks and increasingly stubbom German rear guards, by the evening 

of the 18th Maczek's leading elements had cut the German line of escape. He had a battle 

group outside Chambois, another on the ground of tactical dominance northeast of 

Coudehard near Vimoutiers, and two battlegroups in his hip pocket. By the 19th, he had 

closed the gap: "La Première Division avait atteint tout ses ~b-iectif~.'''~ 

The presence of the Polish Armoured Division in the mouth of the gap alerted the 

new German theatre Commander, Field Marshal Walter Model -"at fifly four he had 

attained a field marshal's baton . . . youngest in the Wehrmacht . . . nithless energy and an 

intimate relationship with the Nazi party."*' The "Führer's Fi reman" had replaced von 

Kluge on the 17th; by the next day he was planning both a fighting ~ i t h d r a w a l ~ ~  and a 

" RG24 137 12. WD 2 Cdn Corps. 18 Aug 44 and, Hutchinson, 23 5. 
84 Simonds's almost daily conferences were not a good example of "mission driven" operations. 

Part of the blarne was Montgomery's (and thus Crerar's) changing directives; the other was doctrinal. 

" Foulkes's 2 CID would follow 3 CID and protect the flank of 2nd Corps. RG24 13 712. WD 2 
Cdn Corps. 19 Aug 44 

" S. Mamek La Première Division Blindée Polonaise (Bruxelles: imprimerie Union Onice. 
1948), 15 and, fficzek Avec Mes Blindés, 211, nie Polish presence on the heights above was discovered 
by the Germans late Friday, 18 August A rnixed column marching up the D-16 was suddeniy engaged by 
concentrated £ire from the wooded hills. It was destroyed in 15 minutes: "The Germans, to their 
stupefaction and fnght, discovered that their retreat is henceforth cut off." They began to engage Hi11 262 
with mortar fa. This steadily increasing bombardment was to last four fidl days. Bemage, 490. 

" See Shuirnan, 170. and Carlo D'Este în Bamett, Hitler's Generals, 3 19. 

' At 19 15 Model met with Dietrich, Eberbach, Kuntzen, Gause and von C e W .  S~urpnsingly, 
he confinned von Kluge's directive and ordenxi a hurried withdrawal fhrn the tightening pocket: '39 



rescuing counter-atâack. Maczek had forced the Germans into desperate reaction; the 2nd 

SS Panzer Corps, now composed of 2nd SS DasReich, 9th SS H8henstauffeq 9th Panzer 

and elements of 116th were ordered to stop, regroup, and attack back into the 

pocket. 

Simonds must now make fast the Polish cork with Canadian glue. He was again 

vexed by Foulkes and Kitching who had not succeeded as he would have liked. 

Kitching's regiments were advancing cautiously and continued to suf5er a nightmare of 

communications problems. 4 CADYs progress was particularly annoyingy considering the 

difference in battle losses between the two groups, and Maczek's units were taking the 

bulk of 2nd Corp's casualties. Kitching drove against the 12 SS rear guards, a generous 

term as by now Meyer's three remaining Kampfmp~en resembled squadron sized 

combat teams, often based on a single pair of tanks.g0 

The boundary problem continued. Montgomery did not adjust the battle real- 

estate to conform to the changing sit~ation.~' Bradley refused to exercise initiative, 

despite Patton's alleged offer to "drive the British into the sea for another ~ u n k i r k . " ~ ~  

schnelI als mUalich aus dem Frontbonen herausniziehen." WD 5 Pz Amy, noch 18.8.44. His objective was 
nothing Iess than the Seine: "Meine absicht ist Rueckzue; hinter die Seinen See: MS A 922 General der 
Panzemppe Eberûach, "Panzergnippe Eberbach bei Alencon und bcim Durchbmch aus dem Kessel von 
Falaise." Quoted by Eberbnich, 7 Feb 46, 31. 

" 1 16 Pz acquitted itself well in thc uHexenkessel" or "Kessel" ("witch's cauldronn- standard 
German term for the Falaise Gap) despite the bad reputation it @ed earlier: "Commanding General17 F9 
Corps requeN that Div Commander 116 Pz Div (von Schwerin) be relieved This division dways mucks 
up the job." CG 47 Pz Corps to CG 7 Army, 2200 hn, 6 Aug. Exüacts fkom Telephone Journal 7 German 
Amy (files captured by 1 PAD, now in US archives). Martin M Philipsbom Papers. Also, B-162 1 16th Pz 
Div (1 1-24 Aug 44), 8-058 GenMaj H. Voigtsberger, 1 16 Pz Div. Falaise and, B-155 SS - 
OberGruppenfiihrer Georg Keppler 1. SS Panzer-Koms 16.8-18.10.44., 2. 

" H. Meyer, 207-208. 

'' "Monty is supposed to have done a great job at Falaise. Reaily helped the Germans get away. 
Still wanted to do the job hunself.... And then he bmught in his damned inter-Amy Group division again. 
Jeaious of Patton - littie man." Air Marshi Sir Arthur Coningham, Interviewed by Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, 
14 Feb 47, Pope  Manuscripts. Patton Museum Library, Fort Knox, Ky. " There is debate whether Patton actuaify said this, see Blumenson, 207-208, and Weigley, 206. 
On 16th August "at 2030 Army Gp Comd, Gui Bradley called Gui Patton on the phone and stated in 
substance that he wanted Gen Patton to alert 90th Div and Fr 2nd Armd Div which were to be backed up by 
the 80th Inf Div to attack take and hold the line Argentan-Tm He m e r  stated that the Canadians were 
being ordered to push fonvard and close the gap h m  Faiaîse to Trun." extract WD 3rd US Army, The 
Hobart R Gay Papers @/COS 3rd US Amy) 16 Aug 44. HML T h e  decision to turn XV Corps noch M m  
LeMans was made by me and approved by Generai Montgomery, who also approved our advance as far 
north as Argentan. Dempsey knew ofthis move and jokingly stated he was going to beat us to Argentan .... 
Severai days later, 2 1 Amy Group urged us to push on nill fiirthec north to Chambois and T m  We did 
advance as far north as Chambois, where we joined up with the Polish Division." Omar N. Bradley Papers: 



With Bradley's stubbomness and Montgomery's indecisiveness, the gap was shut but not 

bolted. The Americans stayed put at kgentmg3 Crerar actually sent a liaison oficer into 

Patton's Headquarters to coordinate the two advancing amies. He was sent back; direct 

liaison with 1st Cdn Army was refùsed. Bradley would only deal with ~ o n t ~ o r n e ~ y . "  

Maczuna: "A Polish Battlefield" 

.., la ~rovidence nous offre ainsi la ioie d'une revanche sur cette unité combattue en 
Polome en 1939. mais cette fois. les rôles en sont inversés. 

Maczek , on k ing  attacked by 2 SS Das Reich 19 August 

Mode1 ordered 2 SS Pz Korps to begin thejr counter-attack on the aftemoon of the 

19th. They soon pushed 1st PAR'S patrols away from Vimoutien. Maczek's northem 

battlegroup fell back onto his center, the highest terrain in the gap - Hills 262,252 and 

240. In the valley below, 10 PSK penetrated into Chambois and met the vanguard of 90th 

Major W. Zgonelski of the 10th Polish Dragoons, spearheading for the 
Canadians . . . pronounced that our meeting was the first time Amencan and 
Polish soldiers had ever met on the field of battle. Neither of us 

Correspondance with Wjor Historical Figures l936-lg6O. MHI. Correspondance with D. D, Eisenhower, 
10 Sept44. 

" Although on 17th August a message was delivered h m  12th Army Gmup, signed by Bradley 
which ordered the: "...mission of seizing Chambois, T m  and continue to advance to the North until 
contact is gained with the British" e.xûact WD 3 US Amy, The Hobart R Gay Papers, 17 Aug M. MHI. 

" "A British Liaison Onicer by the name of - [narne not given Ui entryl reporteci as Liaison 
Officer from the Canadian Army. He was told that unfortunateIy the Amy Commander couid not accept 
Liaison Officers from the Canadian Amy, but that the liaison between the two would have to be through 
Commanding Gened, Twelfth US Army Group; that he, the Amy Commander, was very sony that this 
was me, but it was the policy of the Amy Group Commander, therefore would have to be canied out." 
The Hobart R Gay Papers, extract WD HQ 3 US Amy, 17 Aug 44. MHI. The exception was artilfery. 
Bradley permitted communication between Corps Artiiiery Headquarters. Commander of 6th US Armd 
Division had a more enlightened view ofcorps/army boundaries: "not impenetrable barriers ... quite the 
contrary mch a line constitutes an invitation to a commander to seek out his neighbour across the boundary 
and arrange with hirn their adjoining operations to ensure mutuai advantages." HIS 3 14.7 MGen R W. 
Grow, "Black Lines on a Mapn 3 1 Oct 1952. The Robert W. Grow Papers, Hofihan Collection. M. 

9s Simonds advised Crerar who responded wiih undisguikd delight: Crerar to Simonds, 19 Aug 
44,s 140 hrs: "Desire you transmit to GOC Pol Armd Div my congratulations conceming the important and 
gallant part al1 under his command have played in recent fighting. The Fust Cdn Army is very proud to 
count the Polish Armd Div amongst its formations." RG24 137 12 1 Cdn Army WD. "...made first contact 
with another of their Allies, the Pola, when Co. L, 359th Infreached a position W of Chambois and was 
blocking the road to Trun aod was passed through by reconnaissance elements of a Polish iumored 
brigade." MGen I, A, Van Fleet, Tough Hombrcs - The Storv of the 90th Mantrv Division (Paris: 
Defossés- Neogravure, 1945), 25. The 90th referred to îhe gap baüles as the "Chambois Shambles." 



appreciated that this was another histone moment - the closing of the 
Falaise ~ a ~ . ~ ~  

Soon, they too were under attack. 1 Polish Division had closed the gap as an armoured 

division in the pursuit - divided into maneuver elements and securing ground of tactical, 

indeed strategical, importance. It now had to hold ground in closed terrain. This was not 

the accepted operational doctrine for an armoured division: c'Armd Div is not suitable for 

defensive action and, as such, should be relieved of this type of mission as soon as 

possible."g7 It would have been understandable if he withdrew. 

But Maczek was made of stemer stuff Realizing he was about to be surrounded, 

Maczek organized his force into two strongpoints. Chambois would be held by 10 PSK 

reinforced with the 24th Lancers battlegroup supported by "Tough ~ornbres."'~ The 

Coudehard - Bojois feature, dominating the Dives valley, would be held by the 1st and 

2nd Polish Armoured Regiment's battlegroups. The battle position resembled a cudgel or 

mace and Maczek, who hated using grid references, christened it Maczuna, a symbol of 

sovereign power for ~ o l e s . ~ ~  

The Polish commander was alone. He had outrun ~itchin~.'OO 4 CAD did not 

stnke for Vimoutiers; rather, it pushed slowly past Tmn, along the north bank of the 

Dives. Armoured regiments had rough going in the hills and wooded ground. They 

naturally gravitated toward the Dives valley which was wider and easier for tanks. The 

valley quickly swallowed up 4th Brigade's tank squadrons. Often, Sirnonds did not know 

where Kitching's troops were, and he seems to have doubted whether Kitching did. 

" John Colby, War from the Ground UD -The 90th Division in WWII (Austin: Nortex 
Press, 1979) RecolIectioiis by Capt. Laughlin E. Waters, CO G Coy, 359th Tnf., 229. 

'' FM17-LOO "Employment of the Armored Division.", 9 and, ' n ie  Cooperation of Tanks wiih 
Infantry Divisions" Military Trg Pam No.63, 6. 

* The 90th Mwas fomed from Texas and Oklahoma cadres - hena their r d  shoulder patch 
'TOn - by 1944 &s had prompted the division's nîck Mme: "Tough Hornbres." 

99 Maczek, 210-218. The position was bas& on two heighîs that dominatecl the Dives Valley: 
Bosjois and Coudehard (which was just north east of Mont Omel - often confirsed with Uanuea). The 
third element was a point just north of Coudehard It was wooded but c o v e d  the approach from 
Vimoutiers. It was against this flank that the 2 SS Pz Karps attack stmck fim. M a a x a  ("la massue") 
turned out to be prophetic when, on the 22nd of August, the van guard of 2nd French Armoured Division 
arrived at position 262 "commandée par un officier, plus tard generai, portant le nom de Masni." 



Moncel was late in amiving at 4th Brigade. Kitching did his bestLoL in the meantirne, but 

his division had become probing fingers rather than an armoured fist. 

Military history has been kind to Maczek. Professor Terry Copp argues that 

Kitching may have been cheated out of his just rewardsLo2 since 4 CAD captured Tmn, 

Crerar's first objective and the center of the gap. This is technically correct, although 

there is some evidence the Poles were there first.Io3 It may be noted that Maczek, by 

arriving in the area earlier and securing the high ground north of Tnin, made Kitching's 

task easier. Therefore, Simonds had two operational objectives: Trun and Chambois. 

Maczek grabbed one, Kitching finally grabbed the other. Since the gap was not 

completely closed until after the 21st, it may appear that to single out Maczek for this 

praise is excessive. However, operationally, the Poles did take the last objective. It may 

not have been tidy, but it did the job. The 21st Army Group's blue boundary line finally 

merged with 12th Army Group's blue line. Maczek's accomplishment was noted by both 

Bradley and Montgomery. That they chose to overlook Kitching is unfortunate, but it is 

not totally unfair. 

Ordered to reach Chambois and help 1 PAD plug Model's escape route, Kitching 

threw in a battlegroup formed on his armoured reconnaissance unit, The South Alberta 

Regiment (SAR), coupled with The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders (AGSH). By the 

time this force reached the middle of the gap, S t  Lambert-sur-Dives, they were no more 

than a combat team consisting of "C" Squadron Sa supported by "B" Company, 

AGSH. 'O4 The Shermans were led by Major D. V. Cume. The Falaise gap'O' was now an 

-. . . . . -. - - - - . . .- 

'O' WD 2 Cdn Corpq 3 CID: "~orne troops spent the &y accumulating Ioot"; "two armoured 
regiments appear to have sat idle awaiting ordets": Hutchinson, 240. 

'O2 Discussion with Teny Copp, May 1996. 

'O3 Maczek certaînly thought so and apparentiy ro did the British: "Freddie (de Guingand) thought 
Bradley should have joined the Poles at Trun" Intemiew, Brigadier Sir Edgar Wiliiams, Pogue Papers, 
John Keegan agrees: ."..the lûth Cavahy Brigade departed h m  its start line near T m  in early afternoon 
(17th August)." Heegan, 274 and 272. "... the 24th Polish Lancers crossed Louvièresen-Auge; the Poles 
could have descended on T m  which they could see as if fiom a baicony, three kilornetres lower down the 
sIope." Florentin, 177, 

lm Currie was soon to k reinforced by "C Coy, Argyle and Sutherland Highlanders and "C' Coy 
from The Lincoln and Welland Regiment. 

'O5 The Falaise Pocket was "9 km in width and 12 in depth" on U August. M d e  were Gcnerals 
Hausser (7th Arme), General Eberbach (Pz Gnippe Ebebch), Generals von Funck (LXXIV Corps), 
ELfeld (LXXXN Corps). Staube (XXXXVII Pz Corps) and Meindl (Ilnd Parachute Corps). The units in 
the pocket comprîsed: 7 infantry divisions (84& 226th 227th, 326th 353rd, 363rd, and the elite 3rd 



area approximately three miles wide with two poor roads that made up the remaining 

escape routes for the two trapped German m i e s .  One road led through St. Lambert; this 

eventually became the "comdor of death" as it wound its way up to the heights of 

Coudehard and the Polish battlegroups. The second route skirted Chambois. The 

Germans were determined to do several things: destroy the Polish-Arnerican force in 

Chambois, control St. Lambert, and break the two Polish battlegroups blocking D-16.1°6 

This would allow them to execute their 1s t  and most important aim, the extraction of the 

forces within the pocket. 

Currie attacked St. Lambert-sur-Dives; his force entered the village but was 

stopped by a savage German counter-attack. Currie did not close the gap but his presence 

forced the Germans to continue attacking throughout the day to keep an escape route 

open. These desperate assaults, put in as ail-or-nothing actions, were defeated by Cume's 

dwindling force.Io7 His stand at St. Lambert won him a VC and allowed Sirnonds time to 

bring up his brigades. Meanwhile, the Germans continued to seep through the St. 

Lambert fissure, "a real valve through which the whole pocket was deflated."lo8 

The Poles and Arnencans hung on to Chambois and were eventually given less 

trouble as the Germans concentrated on escape past them. The key to the puzzle was 

Macmaa. Maczek's men were surrounded and running low on food, medicine, and 

ammunition. By now the pocket had become a Kafkaesque nightmare filled with 

Fallschimjaeger); 5 armoured divisions (I SS LAH, 10 SS F, 2nd Pz, 116th Pz) and the remnants of 12 SS 
HJ. Though some uni& caught "Encirciement Fever", most remained surpnsjngly calm and orderiy dunng 
the withdrawal operation. 

'O6 '' During the enrire time we were in Chambois, the fighting was so fluid that many times we 
were cut off from our lines of suppIy. The Poles were cut off from theirs even more ... the Poles would turn 
their prisoners over to us." Colby, 232, 

'O7 Participants in the fight recalled Curie "barely hung on ... low on ammunition and always 
k i n g  flankeb" LCol D. McLean MC, SALH, personal interview 23 July L994. "Seven enemy tanks, 
twelve 88mm guns and forty vehicles were destroyed, 300 Gemians were killed, 500 wounded and 2100 
captured...'We knew atone stage that it was a fight to the finish but he (Cuniel was so cool about it, it was 
impossible for usto get excitecl.'" Extract nom Curie's VC citation: Surgeon Commander F. J. 
B lathenvick, 1000 Brave Canadians -The Canadian GalIantw Awards 18%- 1989 floronto: Unitrade 
Press* 199 l), 72, 'They had been unable to seize the bridges but without their valiant stand ... many more 
Germans would have escaped." D'Este "Faiaise: The Trap Not Spning.", 62, and, Stacey, Victoq 
Camuaim, 260,262,264, 

'" RG24 137 12  2 Cdn Corps Ops log: 19 Aug 44,1145 hrs, mi 18 CACR: "En breaking through 
at St. Lambert sur Dives 3 3 26." OKW War Diary, 2 1 August 44, 1 18: "Inasmuch as the British refrained 
from pushing hard from the north, the retreating movements couId be carxied out according to scheduie- 
The Amencans, however, continued to press M.'' 



retreating German units, skeletons of the divisions that tried to attack Mortain and hold 

the line against Patton and Dempsey. Model's troops were under the harassing fire of 

over 3000 guns - American, British and Canadian. The sky was filled with Allied fighters 

and ground attack aircraftl" which savaged the withdrawing columns as they approached 

the gap. Allied air did not, however, attack Germans inside the gap.llo The real fear of 

Ming their own troops, which they had been doing throughout Tractable, resulted in the 

imposition of a "restricted fire line" for corps ariillery and air. Gennan columns quickly 

realized that as they approached the St. Lambert-Chambois area, they were granted a 

respite h m  rocket fring "TyphiesY7 and "Jugs." The slaughter inside the gap, from St. 

Lambert to Macmsza, was caused by direct fire from Poles, Canadians, and the 359th US 

Inf Regiment, as well as battalion mortars and regimental artillery batteries finng over 

open sights. 

Kitchinn Relieved: "Kessel fieber" 

Nor was the Canadian attack as vigorous and venniresome as the occasion demanded. 
Chester Wilmot 

Rain late on August 19 was more than an omen - it wamed that weather would 
ground the fighter-bornbers on August 20. The c1hna.v of the Nomandy carnpaign 
had corne. It would be a soldiers battle. 

J. L. Granatstein and Desmond Morton 

The 20th of August was Maczek's fiercest day. Hammered fiom two sides, the 1st 

Polish hnoured was near to being o ~ e r r u n . ~ ~ ~  The Gemans attacked al1 along the 

Dives. Groups tried to break through at Tnin and the crossings between it and St. 

Lamben. The heaviest iighting continued around Cume's block and Macmga. The 

Germans hammered the position with mortars, artillery, Nebelwerfers and direct tank fire. 

'" The effect of air attacks was considerable although the effeçtive kill ratio against amour was 
much exaggerated and gave birth to a air attack legend that was mostly fiction. See, fan Gooderson, 2 1% 

"O See: General Richard Rhomer Patton's G ~ D  (Makiun: General Publishing Co, 198 L), 224- 
226- Elhomer's Air Force spin is both supported and attacked by miliüuy histon'ans. 

" ' RG24 137 1 2  WD 2 Cdn Corps. 1 Pol Amid Div to Corps: "Am sit grave." 1830 20 Aug 44. 
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Combat team-sized attacks fkom 2 SS Pz Corps;basically, Das Reich and 9th Panzer,'" 

began to penetrate the outer perimeters of Maczuna Rom the north. Maczek's 

battlegroups were in serious trouble; these were dogged attacks by experienced German 

troops. 

At first 2nd Corps did not appreciate the seriousness of the Polish situation. 

Finally, the GOC decided to see for himself: "L'arrivée à mon P. C. du commandant de 

toms canadien. le peneral Simonds. fait finalement changer d'opinion l'état-maior 

canadien."'13 Realizing that the Poles were in very real danger of being over mn, 

Simonds ordered Kitching to Save them.ll%tching dragged his feet. He didn't like 

Maczek and was in no hurry to rescue him from what Kitching felt was a self imposed 

untenable position. 

1 said to General Simonds words to this effect: 'To hell with them. They 
have nin out of food and ammunition because of the inefficiency of their 
organization; our people have been fightin just as hard but we have f rnanaged to keep up Our supply system.' l1 

Simonds was again made fur i~us,"~ particularly when "l'attaque canadienne ne se 

produit On the morning of the Zlst, to Kitching's dispieasure, Simonds took over . 

personally: ". . . he peremptorily ordered 4th Annoured Brigade to rescue the Poles 

irnrnediate~~.""~ He then tumed to Kitching and fired him on the spot.'1g 

'" "In the night of L7/ 18 August Corps received the order to withdraw before the pocket was 
closed ... Direction of thrust and attack objective for 9th Panzer Div was Tnin; for 2d SS Panzer Div, 
Chambois ... 9th SS Panzer was able to push..oniy to the Les Cosniers area..2d SS Pz Div at first gained 
ground unhindered untii it ran into a heavy tank engagement north of CoudehardonB-748. Wilheim Bittrich, 
n ss PZ Coms (1s IUI-21  AU^), MHI. 

I l 4  Simonds had reinforced Kitching with 2 CAB and 9 CD. Komitski held a final Orders Group: 
"Gentlemen, a11 is lost. I do not think the Canadians can corne to our rescue. We have ... no food and very 
IittIe ammunition ... Fight di the same. There is no question of surrendet. I speak as a Pole. Tonight we shall 
die." See: Keegan 281 and Eddy Fiorentin, 261 for different versions of Uu's speech 

Il5 KitcCGg, 205. 

The radio conversation ktween Shonds and Kitching was witnwsed by Maczelq who, 
although he couid not hear what Kitchhg said, guessed he was king di&cult: "Je n'entends pas les 
reponses du commandant de la division blindée canadien, mais le ton et les reptiques du gened Simonds 
me les laissent deviner." Maczek, 219. 

* 

''' Kitching, 205. "General Simonds has ordered the following action: 4 Armd Bde (4258) to c. 
attack axis Pt. 240 (4259) Coudehard and to reorganize a position now held by Poles. 2 Cdn Armd Bde to 



It was the most difficult thing he had ever had to do ... he had tremendous 
confidence in him because of their close association in Sicily and Italy and 
almost loved him as he would a brother, and admired his great courage 
and personal ability; that he found it almost impossible to understand how 
things had got so out of contr01.'~~ 

The Canadian Grenadier Guards, followed by the Govemor General's Foot 

Guards, attacked with determination and bashed through to Macmaa They were much 

welcome: "the Poles cried with joy when we anived.. . .""' Although past performance 

had caused Simonds to lose faith in Kitching, the sluggishness in dealing with an order to 

rescue Maczek rnay well have been the last straw.'" 

The Victory Numbers 

The AlIied Intelligence had senously underestimateci the ability of the German leaders to 
form effective battlegroups out of fhe more fanatical oftheu men who were determinecl 

to escape or die in the attempt 
Lt. General S u  Brian Hocrock, 30th British Corps 

The Normandy campaign was over. The Germans eventually withdrew 157,800 

men from the Falaise pocket itself as well as the bulk of their rear echelon troops and 

service equipment for a total of 165,800 t r o ~ ~ s ' ~ ~  safely evacuated north of the Seine. 
-- - - -  - - -  - 

seal offline Pt240 (Village 343 1). 10 Inf Ede, 9 InfBde (latter under 4 Cdn A. Div.) to strike to the avis 
Tm-Chambois and close gap." RG24 10634 Message Log 2 Cdn Corps, 1930 hrs, 20 Aug 44. 

'19 "Le 21 âout, tot dans la matines le commandant du corps vient me voir de nouveau pour 
declarer qu'en raison d'evenements complexes l'opcration ne sera declenchée qu'a present. Avant de 
repartir il ajoute en passant que depuis ce matin la 4e division blindée canadienne est pIac& sous Ies ordres 
du colonel T., chef d'etat-major du corps." Maczek now knew Kitching had paid the price, 

''O Stems Papen 27 April8 1. 

"' RG21: WD 22 CAR 22 August 1944.'The picture at Point 262 was the grimmest the regirncnt 
had so far corne up against ... unbwied dead and parts of them were strewn about by the sco re... they had 
severai hundred pnsoners of war loosely guarded in the field." 

'" Hutchinson wggests another possibility as "the last sîraw": "Simonds went f o m d  to HQ 4 
Cdn Annd Div at about 1500 hrs ( 20th August) to get to see for himseifand obtain more accurate 
information Told by Maj-Gen Kitching that T m  and St. Lambert were in Canadian han& Simonds 
worked his way fornard, in the Sraghound, to the high ground about one d e  east of Trun and two miles 
from St. Lambert% see the battle. Brought under machine gun fire by a party of Germans about 300 yards 
off the main road on his return journey, Simonds came back into Kitctiing's headquarters extremely angry. 
Though Kitching never claimed the road between the two towns was cIear, Simonds berated him for his 
failure to give accurate information and then le& In retrospect, Kitching believes this may have been the 
criticai incident in his relationship with Simonds." Hutchinson, 241. Kitching does not mention the incident. 

'" See: Meyer, kiasaesdiichte der IZ.SS Pamer Division, 354. Georges Bemage La Retraite 
Allemande (Bayeux: Editions Heimciai, L988), 36,87. Michel Dufrrsne: 'Normandie: Âout 1944 Heurs et 
majheurs d'une fin de campagne. Les décisions des commandements alIies et allemands." Revue Histonaue 
des Armées, No.3 (Vuicennes: Château de Crmcennes, 1987), 114-11 S. 



Although the divisions were dismemberedL2' and the panzer force al1 but shattered, there 

were enough left over to destroy Operation Market Garden, cause the Americans serious 

worry in Lorraine, gamson Calais, defend the Scheldt, and form the core of another 

Strategic Offensive. The Order of Battle for German forces in France and Belgiurn still 

totaled well over 250,000 t r ~ o ~ s . ' ~ '  

Histoncally, Falaise has produced a minor statistics kam~f .  There are varying 

accounts and numbers. Recent studies suggest that only 44,800 troops got out of the 

pocket.126 Grand totais for German Normandy losses appear to include total casualties 

fiom the entire campaign - D-Day to Falaise. Further, statisticians appear to confuse the 

actual fighting elements with the A and B echelon elements of the two mies .  

Throughout the carnpaign, German rear areas (reforming Karnpfaruppen, logistics and 

administrative personnel, or troops in hospitals) were thinned out and steadily evacuated. 

A good example is 12 SS HI whose alleged reduction from 20,000 men to a battlegroup 

of 500 is often cited as evidence of the Normandy bloodbath. Hitle rjugend did suffer and 

many of its commanders and panzergrenadiers died in Nonnandy but a surprising number 

were captured or killed after the Kessel, during the Rücksmarsch through France and 

Belgium. For exarnple, Kurt Meyer, the COS, Hubert Meyer, al1 three Regimental 

commanders (Wünsche, Waldmüller and Mohnke ), the bulk of the Divisional 

Headquarters and most of the rear echelon escaped the Falaise pocket despite the 

supposed tight net created by Allied armour and tactical air: 12,000 Hitlerjugend and ten 

12' Some uni& through discipline and esprit de corps maintaineci morale. The Das Reich was 
"greatly impressed" when Meidel's 3rd Fallshiimjaegers marcheci out of the gap "in cadence", singing their 
lied. German discipline remained tight throughout the August batttes, 10 Polish Armd Bde found, Üicluded - 
in captured enemy documents "3 sheets of very poor quality note paper on whicli was written no less ihan 
200 times in an uneducated Gothic fis: '1 must look at the training syllabus three times a day."' RG24 
137 12 2nd Cdn Corps IntSum No. 20, Aug 1944. 

" Broken dom: 165,800 escaping from Nonnandy, 72,000 fi-om 15th Anny north of the Seine, 
plus training and support cadres. Dufiesne claims" un effectif nominal de 371,000 hommes." Dufiesne, 
119, "On 29 September OB West reported his losses since 6 June as follows: A m y  [total] 363,000 ... Navy 
appx 60,OOO ... Luftwaffe: 29,00O...U (less fortresses) 460,900 (sic)," MS B-034, OKW War Diarv, 29 
Sept 44, 151. 

'" "44,800 hommes sortis de la Poche, 60,000 hommes entre le mer et Gace, 15,500 hommes 
entre Gace et Nonancourt, 25,500 hommes entre Nonancourt et ia Seine, 12,000 hommes a l'est de 
Virnoutierxn Bernage, 114. 



tanks assembled at Verneuil-sur-Avre after the battle.12' Enough that the 12 SS HJ 

remained a formidable force for the Ardennes offensive three months later. The SS 

divisions in general seem to have got out of the Falaise pocket surprisingly we11.'~* The 

real loss was the c'small change" of amies - the infantry battalions - combat experienced 

units that were either ovemn or trapped within the pocket. The Gennan army was still 

65% horse drawn. Although there was no mass sunender and the bulk of the trapped 

forces escaped, the battle has nevertheless been dubbed the "Stalingrad of the West" by 

Western writers. The entire campaign was a long, slow bloodletting for the best 

formations in the ~ e i c h l ~ '  that ended witit a impressive tour de force by Allied amour. 

Pavina The Piper 

Montgomery's "get on or get out" style had finally appeared in 2nd Cdn Corps. 

The understanding and forgiving Simonds who had kept Keller and Foulkes in Iuly now 

ordered extensive decapitations. By the end of August 1944, among the nine infantry or 

armoured brigades, three brigades retained their original commanders. Of the twenty-four 

infantry battalions only seven commands had not changed. Five banalions and two 

armoured regiments lost their commanders because they were considered unsuitab~e.'~~ 

'" '&The rotai losses to 22 August amounted to approximately 8.000 men The exining strengtli of 
the Division on that day was approximately 12,500 men and not 500 men, as repeatedly reported in relevant 
li terature," H, Meyer, 204. 

'" 1st SS LAH PZ Div: 10,000 al1 ranks; 2nd SS DR Pz Div: 12,000; 9th SS H Pz Div: 15,000; 
1 O th SS H Pz Div: 10,000; 12th SS HJ: 12,000; 17th SS PzGren Div: 6000; Pz Div Lehr, 8,000; 2nd Pz 
Div: 8,000; 9th Pz Div: 1000; 116th Pz Div: 8,300; 3rd Failschirmjager, 5,000; 2,000 each for 276th. 277th 
and 353rd Inf Divs; 1,000 each for 84th, 326* and 363rd In€ Divs, Bayerlein (PzLehr) reported:" .,.20 
tanks and tank destroyers ... four batteries of artille ry... one and one haif batteries of anti-aircraR..about 100 
half-tracks, and about 100 motor vehicles," Impressive totals for a division that endured the initial bombing 
at SL Lo on 25 Jdy. Bernage, 87 and Duf'resne, 114,119. See also: MS B-63 1, Feuchtinger: "21 Pz Div." 

" Estimates have include a grand totd of460,900 German casualties, including naval and air 
forces. "Et cette erreur est devenue un cliche reproduit a l'inftni." Dufiesne 119. Aliied losses were high: 
206,703 American; 124,394 British and Canadian. Fkst Cdn Amy suEered 18,444 casudties by 23 August 
(5021 were fatal). The Falaise Campaign cost total 5,679 casualties. Stacey, Victorv Cammim, 271. 

S tacey, Victory Campaim. 215, see: Cmar Papen. "Personal and Secret to S h n d s  29 Aug 
44 re 'Demotion of Commanding Offis'." By the end of the campai@ the sutfeit of Artîllery officers in 
command was fially noticed by Crerar. lii his instructions to Simonds regarding a replacement for A/Brig 
Ganong, Crem m i e :  "to be kplaced by a diable nominee (not a ~ w e r  onicer).'%fnderluùng is 
Crerar's. 



The Amencan performance in the Normandy breakout has been both praised and 

criticized. The argument may be made that Bradley was not perfect. But to deny the 

brilliance of his corps' operations would be unfair and petty. Having acquired 

Operational Maneuver, the Amerkans performed in a grand style that was as creative and 

effective as Manstein's 1940 Campaign in France. The Canadian Amy did its job, albeit 

at great, perhaps too great, a cost. Canadian losses per capita oftheir male population 

were the heaviest of the western Allies. Crerar appeared content to follow orders rather 

than to read the battle and seize any initiative with his anny. At a time when Patton was 

both taking Brittany and stretching the envelope east toward Dreux, Crerar continued to 

bash south towards A.rgentan.13 ' 
The performance of Canadian amour is another story. The armoured divisions 

were il1 prepared for combat in Nonnandy at the operational or brigade level, however, 

the exploits of individual regiments troops and squadrons were in the finest traditions of 

any army. The dificulties lay in command and control. Simonds had two months to 

perfect his art, Kitching and Maczek had three weeks. Normandy was a "learning 

experience"; it tumed out to be the only experience. 

- - 

"' Crerar was highiy regarded by at leas one of his British Corps cornmanders: "General Crerar, 
who in my opinion, has always been underrated, largely because he was the exact opposite of Montgorneq. 
He hated publicity, but was full of common sense and always prepared to listen to the Mews of his 
subordinaie commanders, " Horrocks, 182. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

CANADIAN ARMOUR IN NORMANDY 
Out-Gunned, Out-Armoured, and Out-Numbered 

The outstanding lesson of the campaign as far as the uni& we have visited are concerned 
is the fact that Sherman 75mm is out-gunned and out-armoured by the Germans. 

ûperationai Report Fi Cdn A m y  2 Aug 44 

Valentines to Russia - The Canadian Tank Scandai 

The Canadian Armoured Corps was an enthusiastic national response to 

Blitzkrieq. The young Dominion fielded four independent armoured brigades and two 

armoured divisions. As a symbol of its new strength and technical ability, they were to be 

equipped with an advanced Canadian tank. The Ram 1' was a rival of the Ameiican 

Sherman and a serious contender for the North American main battle tank crown, It was 

an advanced vehicle for its time, designed with a turret ring large enough to accept 

heavier calibre guns.2 The original plans called for the installation of a six pounder, 

which gave it immediate superiority over al1 existing tanks; however, the guns were not 

immediately available and a two pounder interim was installed. As the war continued, 

Canadian industry caught up with demands. The Ram II was finally introduced, fitted out 

with the six pounder gun and built in sufficient numbers so each Canadian armoured 

regiment would be completely equipped for the invasion of Europe. It was not to happen. 

As the war continued, armoured warfâre rnutated to monstrous proportions. Yet, 

while the Germans and Russians were desperately augmenting armour and gun calibre, 

the Western Allies continued to produce medium tanks. The requirements for the 

' Ram weighed 25 tons, nine feet high, nine feeî wide and about 8.5 feet long; it could clear an 
eight foot trench. Capacity was 150 gallons of petrol for a range of 125 miles. Top speed was 25 mph 
Communication w k  provided by a No, 24 wireless. See: Chamkriain / Ellis, 172-174, William Gregg 
Canadian Militarv Vehicf e Profiles Vol 2 (Rockwood: Canadian Miiitay Historical Society, 198 l), Profile 
No. 2. 

Chamberlain / Eus, 172, Grove, 100, Gregg ProHe No. 2. 



Sherman (successor to the M3 Grant with a 75mm gun in a fully traversing turret) had 

been drawn up by the Armored Force Board in 1940. A pilot vehicle (T6) was completed 

at Aberdeen Proving Grounds on September 19, 194 1 : 'Tt is tempting to suggest that the 

T6 was influenced, if not copied to some extent, fiom the Canadian Rarn in view of its 

sirni~ant~."~ An early production Ram, named for the device on General Worthington's 

coat of arms, leR the Montreal Locomotive works in July 1941 for five months of trials at 

W. S. Army Proving Grounds in Aberdeen, Maryland. In the end, the Americans adopted 

the M4 (soon to be cluistened "Sherman" by the British), while Canada mass produced 

enough Rams to equip a full armoured corps! 

Regular use of Rarn II in the UK uncovered flaws. Vehicle trials were ordered in 

1942 and finally a cornmittee was formed to evaluate the Rarn vis à vis the Sherman, 

which was being introduced into selected British armoured regiments in England. Its 

findings were harsh.' It was decided to totally convert the Canadian Armoured Corps 

from Rarn II to ~herman.~ The formai announcement was made on 1 June 43.' DND 

ordered the Canadian Armoured Corps to "reclassify Rarn as a target tank and sdopt the 

M4A4 for the CAO."' Initial plans called for a mix of Canadian produced Shermans 

"Docurnentary evidence, and the chronology of events, disprove this however." Chamberlain and 
Ellis, 114. "Instead of waiting for the redesigned vehicle which would eventually emerge as the M4, the 
British Tank Mission in collaboration with the Canadian General Staff designed a modifred M .  for 
production in Canada. The new tank was to use the standard M3 pwer train and ninning gear, but the hull 
and turret would be a Canadian designn R P. Hunnicutt, Sherman - A Historv of the Amencan Medium 
Tank (Belmont: Taurus, 1978). 108, ChamberIain and EUis, 1 13, William Gregg, Canadian Militaxy 
Vehicle Profiles Vol 1 (Rockwood: Canadian Military Histoncal Society, 1981), 14-15. 

' Grove, 99, "The MG'S  report on the Rarn was concemeci only with its cornparison to the M4 
and offered no comment on its relevance to the T6 design." Chamberlain and Ellis, lI4. 

"Ram II does not meet the reqWements d a  first line operationai tank.. .6 pdr does not penetrate 
enemy tanks at more than 800 yards ... navigates obstacles better, s t e e ~ g  and braking superior 
,.,[Sherman isj ... Iess fatiguing ... fïre hazard l e s  .., the huii of the Ram is cast steel whereas the hull of 
the Sherman is amour plate ,.. cast steel is more easily penetrated." RG24 12 291 HQ 1 Cdn Amy Tk 
Bde, Minutes of Cornparison h m  and Sherman Tanks. Cornmittee headed by Brig. R A. Wyman. 31 May 
43. See: WD 9 CAR, 5 Amd Div, Italy. 15 Dec 44. The decision was hastened on 22 May 43 when Stuart 
advised McNaughton of "Serious Rarn spare parts shortages.. , . Generai McNaughton referred to Ram 1 
conversion to recovery and engineer tank. ..Ram Es wouId be used for armoured OPs and Command 
tanks.,." RG24 12 183 1IARMD OPS File. 19 Mar 43. RG24 12290, Stuart to McNaughton 22 May 1943. 

RG24 12290. Memo Stuart to McNaughton 22 M y  1943. RG24 12290 Cdn Tank Policy. Memo 
i hne 43, 

' RG24 12290 Cdn Tank Policy. Memo 1 June 43. 

vdn Tank Policy. Memo 1 June 43. 



augmented by purchases corn Washington. However, the American production could not 

meet the Canadian requirements. By the end of June the British War Onice "confirmed 

they will provide M4 .. . 1000 M4A4 fiom UK."' Subsequent agreements resulted in the 

decision to reorganize three Canadian armoured brigades fiom War Onice resources, and 

equip one brigade with M4A1 tiom Canadian production. 

Despite the clear requirement for a new tank, the Canadian tank industry was not 

turned around. Obsolete British ~alentines'~ continued to be built for Lend Lease by 

Henry Blaine Bowen at CPR's Montreal Angus shops." Useless in a modem armoured 

battle, the vehicles ended up- as "infantry tanks" in Russian second category assault 

divisions. By the faIl of 1943 it was patently clear that the Third Reich was in retreat in 

Russia, pursued by factory fresh T34/8Ss and the first Stalin tanks. Sending Valentines to 

Russia had negligible effect on the Soviet war effort but robbed Canadian regiments of 

badly needed Shermans, or ideally, Fireflies. 

Canadian production was restnictured to produce 150 x 25 pounder ~ e x t o n l ~  SP 

(Self Propelled) guns, and fifty Shermans per month while the War Office promised to 

equip the 4th and 5th Canadian Armoured Brigades with M4A4, the 2nd Cdn Armd Bde 

with M4A.2, and the 1st Cdn Armd Bde was to be given M4A1 f?om Canadian production 

lines. l3 The TOE (Table of Equipment) listed 490 tanks per Canadian Armoured Division 

The Canadian plans were to conven production "100% to 25 artillery . . . accept MJAl from 
WO . .. anange with WO re disposal of 600 Rarn II." RG24 12290 Cdn Tank Policy. Memo 26 Iune 33. 

'O Britain ordered 300 Valentines from the Canadian Pacific Rqilway Company on 13 Augun 
1940. Initially they were to equip army tank brigades but the decision to buiId a Canadian Cruiser tank 
based on the American M3 Medium resulted in another production order for Ram 1s. Grove, 98. 

" Staiin had already forced the Americans to promise the Red Army al1 production of Diesel 
powered Shermans despite British pleas. Diesels were less Iikely to "brew up." Despite their tacticaI ' 

inferionty, Canadian Valentines were wdI constructed and appreciated by Soviet inf'antry: "Oniy the first 
30 Valentines of the 1,420 finally produced by the CPR by May 1943 saw service in Canada, where they 
were used for training. The rest went to Russia where they were some of the most popular western tanks 
used by the Red Amy." Grove, 98, A h ,  Chamberlain 1 Ellis, 116, 

" "25 pr. S. P. Tracked, Sexton" was arxned with the 25 pdr and evenhdly repiaced 105mm SP 
"Priests" initiaiiy distributed as SPs. Some Priests landed with 3 C D  on 6 hie. "Sexton entered 
production at Montreal Locomotive Works early in 1943 and by the end of production in 1945, 2150 had 
k e n  produced-" Greeg, Profile No. 3., Grove, 100. 

'3 Decision taken at the end of August: RG24 12183 l/ARMD OPS File Secret Memo 21 Aug 43. 
The Sherman series uicluded the following types: 

M4 - Wright-Continental R-975 WhirIwind radial airctaff engine; 
British designation Sherman 1: 75mm gun 

M4Al Wright-Continental (in some Cdn Amd Regts); * 



and 193 main batîle tanks (MBT) per independent Cdn Armd ~ r i ~ a d e , ~ '  but the net result 

was the srnorgiisbord of equipment found in 2nd and 4th Cdn Armoured ~ r i ~ a d e s . ' ~  It 

was not unusual to have a squadron's tank state include "twin Jimmies" (GM engines), 

Chrysler A-57 multi-banks, and even the Wright-Continental R-975 Whirlwind radial 

aircraft engines. This created difficulties in supply and maintenance. Although delivery 

was less than satisfactory, in the finai review the decision to accept the M4 made good 

sense. Although the ~ r i t i s h ' ~  stubbomly stuck to their doctrine of Cruiser and Infantry 

tanks, a clear appreciation of Canadian requirements, the realities of the battlefield, and 

production capabilities suggested that one tank, not two or three, was the logical solution. 

There was no Allied main battle tank ready to meet Tiger. The Churchill was slow and 

clumsy while the Pershing was still delayed by internecine disputes. The immediate 

choices were Sherman, Cromwell or Churchill. British tanks were praised for their 

Christie type suspension, electrical fittings, gear boxes and steering brakes. British tank 

engineering, in general, was poor. The engine compartment design, location of cooling 

system, and other accessories made engine rernovd very dificult." Of the Allied MBTs 

available, only the Sherman was battle proven in 1943 and, when evaluated against 

available British kit, a far better tank. The Sherman's engine mounting was designed for 

British designation Sherman II: 75mm, last series - 76mm gun 
M4A2 Diesel powered GM Twin 6-71 (found in some Cdn units; mostly in USMC and Red Army 

fmns); Sherman IIT 75mmgu.n; Sherman IIIA 76mm gun 
MM3 Ford GAA (mostly US Army Tk Bns) Sherman IV all75mm gun 
M4A4 Ciuysler A47 multi-bark five automobile engines mated together - lengthened rear hull 

(rnanufactured aimost exclusive1y for British / Cdn Regiments); Sherman V: 75mm gun 
M4A5 Designaion for Canadian Ram Tank: oniy in Cdn units; one Ram 1 tested by US Anny 
Firefly: 17 pdr gun. (Brit / Cdn h d  Regts oniy): nearly al1 marks of Shermans were converted to 

Firefly but most numerous was Sherman V. When fitted with l7pdr the mflïx C was added, Le. 
Sherman IC, IIC, mC, IVC and Sherman VC (most numerous). 

l4 RG24 12 183 l/ARMD OPS File: h o u r e d  R a c e  Regt received 43 MBT; h d  Regt 6 1. HQ 
Annd Division 13 mked tanks (8 cruiser, 5 Comd / AA); HQ Armd Bde got 12 mked MBT (8 cruisersv 4 
Comd / AA). By "cruiser" tanks  vas meant Sherman A "Command ta@ was a Sherman with the gun 
removed to alIow for more radios and maps. 

' Total US production of tanks was 88,4 10 of which the British go t 25,600. Total British tank 
production to December 1944 was 24,843. German tank production was 24,360. The M4A4 Shennan tank 
comprised 4,537 individuai parts - of these only 1,269 were manufactured by Chrysler, the rernaining 3,268 
were supplied by sub-contractors. 

l6 British Anny fielded I 1 armoured divisions and 12 independent armoured brigades by 1945: 
Crawford, 36-48. 

" "British tanks are not made to take the engine out ... British tanks are generally harder to &utn 
Cletrac Questionnaire, 2,3. 



easy service and quick removal. The turret and hull had more room for crews and 

maintenance was relatively simple. "Better vision for both driver and bow gunner ... 
power traverse . . . spares were more readily availab~e."~~ The most beloved feature of the 

Sherman was the power traverse. It gave the crews a fair chance, indeed, an edge, over 

German armour in a close quarter melee. 

The Canadian S hortages 

Briefly therefore, we are short of Shermans, and we are likely to be shorter. 
MajGen Richards, RAC, MiÛn HQ 21 Army Group, 15 Aug 44 

Allied armoured doctrine, side-trackes by myopic squabbles and erroneous 

analysis, failed to produce a tank capable of meeting German amour on anything 

approaching an equal footing until 1945. Allied inability to build a main battle tank, 

despite extensive expenence and a wealth of technical data from two theatres, resulted in 

horrendous casualties to both its armoured forces and their accompanying infantry. 

Capitalist industry's failure to forge what the Soviets and Nazis had accomplished by 

1942 has been called "The Great Tank ~candal."'~ The Canadian compromise to keep the 

tank industry "ticking ove? with limited Sherman production and concentrate on the 

Sexton SP was to prove deadly by the summer of '44." Totally dependent on British 

supply, the Canadian Armoured Corps found itself without the 17pdr Fireflies it required 

to survive in battle. Worse, the Replacement and Conversion Units had no modem tanks 

on which to train crews - every production mode1 was sucked into the Normandy 

maelstrom. This was Canada's private "tank scandai": tying up assembly lines to crank 

out hundreds of third-rate lend lease tanks to a country that was already producing the 

best tanks of the war. Worse, remaining production concentrated on manufacturing self 

'' The engineering bad points were minor: position of batteries below tumt basket on some 
Sherman m-, long work required to change steering brake d m ,  and the "volute-rpring-and-lever type 
suspension" RG 24 10457 WD 2 CAB June-My 44. RG 24 10457 WD 2 CAB lune-My 44. 

l9 See: David Fletcher The Great Tank Scandal (London: HM Stationery Office, 1989). 1-2. 

Chamberlain and EUis note that: "Australîa and Canada, which a c W y  got as far as pmducing 
tanks of their own in the war years, have always meived less than theu fair shm of recognition for the 
tremendous effort and initiative involved. In each case their indigenous design started off based on the 
Amencan M3 Medium tank... Both the Canadian and Austraiian vehicles ended up vastly supenor to the 
original M L I n  the event of the Canadian ta& the Ram, still rnanaged to play a most Unporiant part in the 
war. but as a special purpose vehicle in several essential but ungIamorous mles." Chamberlain / Ellis, 14. 



propelled artillery while the tank crews were pleading for Fireflies. Particularly galling 

was the revelation that shortly after the Normandy landings, 3rd CID scrapped its SP 

guns and re-equipped with towed 25 pdrs . The tracked SPs were left to rust - eventually 

mutating into Simonds's " ~ a n ~ a r o o s . " ~ ~  Cornplaints from both 2 CAB and the 

Conversion Units harassed CMHQ, which in tum badgered Ottawa : 

Some concem over the inadequacy of training of CAC reinforcements on 
the Sherman tank mounting the 17 pdr . . . al1 available Sherman 17 pr 
tanks are urgently required for operational theatre . . . not possible to 
release even one for CRU training purposes.22 

By the time Atlantic was over, both Recruiting Units reported serious shortages and 

finally, ni1 retums on Sherman VC Firefly and even Sherman IDs: 

Secret. To Chief of StafKMHQ from DRAC. 25 Jul44. At present there 
is no pool of spare Shermans, either new or part wom . . . the current 
Sherman shortage precludes the use of more than an absolute minimum of 
substitute vehicles? 

Canadian repair crews (CEME) finally resorted to cannibalization. Eveotually, returned 

Shermans resembled Panther hulls h v i n g  at the Henschel Werks f?om the eastern fiont, 

stripped bare to the metal. This resulted in stiff warnings Rom Main HQ First ~ r r n ~ . ' ~  

Over-confidence and a refùsal to listen to advice from the British military mission 

resulted in Yankee hubris. Facing Normandy panzers and panzerfausts, Bradley's Corps 

were confronted with sky rocketing tank casualties. By July, the impossible happened; 

the Arnerican Army began to run out of tanks. 

" SPs ("Priesu") were built on M4 chassis and mounted a lOSmrn gun-howitzer. Canadian CDAs 
decided to ceequip RCHA regiments with towed 25 pdrs because of the latter's superior range. 

2 CACRU Vallied replacements for 1st and 2nd Cdn h d  Bdes while 3 CACRU provided for 
4th and 5th CABS.. RG 24 Vol, 10,457 BRAC File 30-7-5 M y  44. 

24 RG24 10457 &met 97-2-2: Main HQ FFir Cdn Amy 4 Aug 44. By 17 Aug Fint Cdn Amy 
aIlotments for field units were: Sherman III xl; VC x66; V x44; Cromwell x34; Challenger x8 and Stuart 
&3. Totai deficiencies: 217 Shermans (quai to 2nd Bt  Army's 217 for three Annd divs and two Tk Bdes) 
and 259 other MBT and Stuart vs. 2 Br Army's 168, RG24 U186 BRAC First Cdn Army 15 Aug 4. 



Oriains of the Scanda1 

The individual superiority of Matilda in 1939, a superiority diminished by lack of 
numerical strength, once lost was not regained until four years later with the 17-pounder 

up-gunned Sherman in Nomiandy. 
G. MacLeod Ross 

Why is it that 1 am always the iast to hear about this stuff: Ordnance told me this 76 
wouid take care of anything the Germans had. Now I find you can't bock out a damn 

thing with i t  
Generai D. D. Eisenhower 

By the summer of 1944, western amour had evolved, in theory, in direct reaction 

to German armament. In fact, it reflected the persona1 biases of general officers in key 

positions who, rather than answer clear calls h m  the battlefield, ensured their personai 

philosophies were implemented. In England, Fuller-Liddell Hart disciples and RTC 

zealots directed tank development. 

In these lotus years until the outbreak of the Second World War, J. F. C. 
Fuller and B. H. Liddell Hart began to prod authonty frorn inside and 
outside the War Office respectively, though they never tackled the rnany 
technical problems which had to be resolved before the tank really 
supplanted the horse on the battlefield.. . . In retrospect it becornes clear 
that no one in authorit was giving any thought to either the technics or 
the tactics of the tank. Y, 

In the United States, General Leslie McNair operated behind the support and approval of 

George Marshall. While it may be argued that Russian and German armies were even 

more under the aegis of their political bosses ( in particular Hitler, whose meddling in the 

most trivial of technical decisions hamstmng both the Panzer Arm and the ~ u f t w a f f e ~ ~ ) ,  it 

must be noted that dictatorships managed superb tank parks. Western expertise focused 

on their air forces, yet even here they failed to produce an operational jet aircraft like the 

Me 262. The Allies had aimed to develop an operational doctrine for their own 

Blitzkrieq, but could not exercise it while saddled with inferior weapons whose tactics are 

based on t& parry rather than the lunge. By the sumrner of 1944, Western creativity in 

operational warfare appeared stymied. After five years of battre, Allied armoured 
-- 

25 G. MacLeod Ross with Maj Gen Su Campbel1 Clarke The Business of Tanks 1933 to 1945 
(Devon: Arthur H. Stockwell, 1976). 38-39. 

'' Walter Warlimont, tram., R H. Barry Inside Hitler's Headauarters (New York: Praeger. 1965, 
528,533. 



doctrine had not appreciably changed; there were still two types of AFVs: the Lnfantry 

Tank and the Cavalry (or "Cruiser") tank. There were two types of formations: Tank 

Brigades, which operated with or under command of an infantry division, and Armoured 

Divisions, capable of operational maneuver. In practice, the letter of the dual tank 

doctrine was not religiously followed and the Americans and Canadians relied on one 

battle tank, the M4 Sherman. The British, who could least afCord it, deployed three main 

battle tanks: the Churchill Infantry Tank and two Cruiser Tanks, the Sherman and the 

Cromwell. 

The Allies had defeated Tigers in North Afnca in the early months of 1943. By D 

Day, Tigers had been living in British captivity for well over a year. Why was German 

superiority such a surphse in Normandy? A flawed appreciation, based on incornplete 

evidence was the reason. Initial contact with Tiger suggested that it could be knocked out 

by available anti-tank artillery, and although a trial was ordered to test these theories, it 

was never completed." Accordingly, after final victorj in Afnca, it was decided that the 

Sherman could do the job and the American heavy tank programme was stalled. The T7, 

ready for production in 1943, was cancelled. The Sherman was the more logical choice if 

one's priorities were transportation: ". .. it was preferable to use the available shipping for 

two 30-ton medium tanks rather than one 60-ton heavy tank."'= Early reports, expressing 

undue optimism and nationalistic self-satisfaction from Alamein and Tunisia, had been 

encouraging. The American heavy tank was placed on the back burner as McNair decided 

to go into Europe with the Sherman and his Tank ~ e s t r o ~ e r s . ~ ~  

" See: RG24 10596. Report by Col I. A. Barlow @DG of A) and LtCol Neville, Weapons Tech 
Staff  Field Force, regarding initial attempted test at Robaaba Pont du Fahs on the O& Tigers killed in 
Afnca. An RCE officer was present and took first photos. Test was cancelled when British RA officer 
supporthg the xieniific team decided to withdmw- his anti-tank guns because of sporadic monar fire. 

R P. Kunnicutt Firepwer - A Hiaorv of the Arnerican Heaw Tank (Novato: Pmiâio, l98S), 
49. The decision was damneci later by combat troops: "The hct that our equipment must be shipped over 
long distances does not, in the o p i ~ o n  of oui: tankers, just* o u  inferiority, The M4 has proven inférior to 
the German Mark VI in Afnca before the invasion of  Sicily, 10 Iuly 1943." BGen J. EL Collier, Comd 
CCnA." Eauhibit No. 1. P. 1. fiom: Maj.Gen, 1. D. White, Commander2nd Amioted Division, A Report on 
United States vs. Gennan Armour - PreDared for General of the Ar? Dwieht D. Eisenhower. Su~reme 
Commander Allied E.Witionarv Force 20 March 1945, USAMHI. Exhiiit No, 3. Hereafter cited as Wlute 
Report 

Continued production of M4A3 (76mm) and its brawny cousin (178mm mm&$, 140mm nose 
amour, 102mm frontal phthg), the MSA3E2 - appropriately dubbed "Cobra King", tint used in Operation 
Cobra but was better known as "Jumbo. " This was the US ïnterirn version of an ïnfàntry Tank 



While the Americans procrastinated, British industry was both not competent and 

too extended by the war to give tank design any sort ofpriority; as a result the least 

skilled men ended up at the tank design bureau. 

. . . the D of M who steadfastly refused to stir the apathy of the General 
Staff in this respect, refùsing to up-gun his tanks because the General Stafï 
had not asked for bigger and better guns. Thus it came about that 
ignorance interposed one more obstacle in the essential liaison between 
those whose duty it was to decide WHAT to build and those whose 
responsibility was HOW to build it." 

The result was the alarming state of British Amour: under-moured, under-gunned and 

mechanically unreliable Nghtmares Cc... with the cooling system installed backwards to 

suck in hot air from the engine and roast the crew .. . it took forever to peform the 

simplest repairs").3' The best the British could do was corne up with the excellent 17 

pounder and agree that the only decent tank to mount it on was the American Sherman. 

American attempts to create an interim battle tank were blocked b r n  within by 

McNair's preference for the tank destroyer and the bias of American Industry and 

Ordnance against the simple logical solution of the ~ i r e f l ~ . ~ ~  The 1943 AGF policy 

statement (issued after the North African campaign) concluded: 

Both British and American battle experience has demonstrated that the 
anti-tank gun in suitable numbers is the master of the tank... . There has 
been no indication that the 76mm anti-tank gun is inadequate against 
German Mark VI tank. " 

'O Conelli Barnett. The Audit of War (London: Collins, 1986), 255, see also Hancock and Cowing 
British War Economy (London: Collins, 1969), 145. 

'' Barnett, 263. 

'' "American tank development policy seems to have been just as monbund as the British, though 
with more excuse due to their isolation .... Between L919 and 1938 no iess than 18 types of tank were built 
as pilots, with none ever going to production a record which parallels the British." Ross, 255.The British 
Director General of Artillery, Gened Campbell Clarke, sent a sample l'lpdr to the British ïnspector 
General of Armament in Canada; the British Technical Mission in Detroit was able to obtain dimensions 
and confirmed that the Chrysler Sherman tmet could be made to accept it. 

'3 McNair ignored Devers' other recommendations regarding the TD programme and immediately 
canceIIed the main battle tank. "The remmendation of a limited proportion of tanks carrying a 90mm gua 
is not concurred in for the fo11owing r m n s :  The M4 tank has been hailed widefy as the best tank on the 
battlefieId today. ... There appears to be fear on the part of our forces of the German Mi& VI riger) tank 
There can be no basis for the T26 tank other than the conception ofa tank-m.-tank duel - which is believed 
to be unsound and unnecessary." Rg 337 @Q AGF) 320 "AGF Policy Statement", Chiefof Staff AGF. 
Nov 43. USAMHI. 



The report was premature and served to fbrther General McNair's personal bias against 

Armor and a contemptuous reaction to British battlefield lessons as well as his own 

staff's report. Meanwhile, RAC Liaison Letters, issued throughout British, Canadian and 

American headquarters, continued to send storm ~ a r n i n ~ s ? ~  Despite the cautionary 

advice given by ordnance experts, the British could not convince the Americans to build 

Fireflies. The 17pdr was not considered sufficiently superior to the 76mm tank gun to 

warrant Arnerican production. General Devers actually rehsed to attend a shooting 

dernonstration that compared the 17pdr to the 76rnm and 90rnm guns. Rejected in Detroit 

and Washington, the British Technical Mission advised Whitehall that if the British 

wanted Fireflies (the 17pdr M4), they would have to build them thern~elves.~' 

There were two reasons which prevented the Amencans f?om accepting 
British advice: the suspicion that the Machiavellian British had so advised 
because they had some ulterior and probably sinister motive, or, the fear 
that if an American accepted our advice he would be told by the 
isolationists that he had sold out to the ~ i r n e ~ s . ' ~  

The Arnericans dug in their heels. The only reason the British won in the desert, 

Amencan tank designers said in private, was because Arnencan Grants and Shermans 

amved in time. It was American armor, not British, that won in Africa. Although 

exaggerated, the theory was not altogether untnie. American faith in the 76mm gun and 

the tank destroyer would not be shaken until Normandy, when it was too late, and 

Bradley was reduced to begging Montgomery for ~ireflies? 

" See: Monnation on PzKw VI from 30 Müiiarv Mission, Moscow. 30 Aprii, 1943. From: David 
Fletcher, cditor Ti~er! The Tiner Tank: A British View (London: Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1986), 
27. See aiso RAC reports: DHist 171.009 D l  16, RAC Liaison Letter, April 1943, 

'' n e  17 pdr was a ninogate solution and seen as nich by tank experts. The British Mission 
coniinued to lobby for a new heavy tank: "Armoured Board reconunends . .. hy tk T26Al on a large scale, 
deveIopment and correction of defects must be pushed with the greatest possible vigour ...gr eatest possiile 
urgency." RG24 10455 RAC Branch 21 Amy Group. Brigadier G. MàcLeod Ross: Teport British Amy 
Sm/ British Min of SuppIy Mission." 18 JuIy 44. "US would refuse to fit 17 pdr on the grounds of 
production, necessity and Iack of tirne. .. b e n  though] ... 17 pdr was superior to US 3" compatative 
ballistics were 14.4 Ibs at 2600 rnetres for 3"US and 17 Ibs at 3000 metres for 17 pdr." RG24 10597 Memo: 
"Washington Tank Meeting No. 69. Re: Fitting 17 Pdd3" into Vehs" 30 June 42. 

36 Vivian Dykes quoted by Ross, 193. 

" Mayo, 33 1,388, and, Ross, 288,290. 



Although Tiger had been defeated, technical analysis was misinterpreted and 

incomplete and Panther had not been evaluated at dl.38 n ie  fmt Panther knocked out by 

the Allies in Europe was killed in Italy, during the attack on the Hitler Line on 24 May 44 

by a Canadian crew fkom the British Columbia ~ r a ~ o o n s . ' ~  The tirst detailed Panther 

reports read by Eisenhower's staff would be fiom Normandy. 

Even more hstrating for Bradley was the realization that Montgomery's 

armoured units, equipped with 17 pdr converted American M ~ s ,  owned the better main 

battle tank. The Allied armoured force was in a complete muddle. A certain bittemess 

was directed at the British-Canadian Annies fiom 12th A m y  Group. This resentment 

was resurrected in the US Officia1 History of Ordnance which noted that while Shermans 

were desperately needed by American troops, "There was one resource within the theatre; 

the plentiful Shermans held in reserve by Field-Mars hal Montgomery's 2 1st Army 

~ r o u ~ . ' ~  This raised a bitter pmtest from British pundits41 but the question was fair. If 

Montgomery really meant to adhere to his strategy, why not feed Bradley the extra tanks 

for the breakout? 

The dichotomy within the Canadian "tank scandal" was that, despite an 

impressive industrial base in Canada, the army was totally dependant on British stocks 

for Shermans. Canadian tanks were built in the United States, shipped to England where 

they went into a common pot, and were redistributed by the Bntish Army. 

"US Army had accurate lcnowledge of the ninther's characteristics [Augun 19431 although 
Dean WjGen WilIiam F. Dean, head of Requirernents Section, AGq believed that the Gemian 
production would emphasize Tigers. Yet there is no evidence that anyone in AGF wondered whether thcir 
guns were adequate to cope with the Panthe?' BaiIey, 9 1. 

M4 Sherman, comraanded by L t  N. C. Taylor, Gunner was Tpr C. D. S h m .  Sa: RG 24 WD 
HQ 5 Cdn Armd Div. 24 May 1944. See a h :  Roy, Sinews of Steel, 250-25 1 for a detailed account of this 
engagement by Taylor himself taken kom BCD Archives. -- 

KI Lida Mayo, nie Ordnance De~artment: On Beachhead and Baitlefmnt (Washington: Onice of 
the Chief of M i f i w  History, 1968), 3 12. 

" Brigadier MacLeod Ross (19424945 British Technid Liaison Ofncer to the CT. S. Amy 
Ordnance in Detroit - the "Arsenal of Democracy") takes issue with Lida Mayo's "ambiguous comments" 
regarding tank shortage, parfkulariy her assertion that American replacement shxtages in Normandy 
continued despite heavier casualties while Montgomery was pennitted to mintain a generous reserve of 
1,900 tanks for British and Canadian armoured battalions, Ross blarnes American short-sightedness and 
reW to accept practical advice, Ross, 280. 



Canadian military historians have been carefùl to point out the high casualty rates 

in ~onnand~."  Amencan, British and Canadian infantry banalions reported serious 

shortages by the end of July, however, a review of tank retums confirrns that there was 

also an equipment shortage. The slow unloading rate at the Mulberry harbours added to 

difficulties. British production attempted to answer immediate, aibeit reduced, 

requirements of British Armoured Divisions. Independent Infantry Tank Brigades took 

second priority to the arm of decision. There was no favoritism; simply, there were not 

enough Sherman VCs to go around. From June through early August, the maximum 

number of Fireflies in the entire 2nd Canadian Annoured Brigade never exceeded 

twenty-three tanks. 

The plight of 2 CAB has been overlooked in the accounts of the great battles that 

took place in July and August. Canadian attacks never enjoyed tactical supenority in 

armour - indeed, they seldom had parity.43 The situation would not be redressed until 

August when the cumulative effeas of four Allied offensives and the virtually non 

existent replacement programme had reduced German panzers to mere shadows of their 

D Day strengths. 

" "Field Manbal Montgomery has published figures indicatingthat d o m  to 1 October the 3rd 
Canadian Tnfantcy Division had more Casualties than any other division in the anny group, and the 2nd 
Canadian Division was next" Stacey, Victorv CamDaim, 271; " After 29 h e  the 3rd Division's NP rate 
skyrocketed and during M y  more than one in evecy tluee casuaities was due to battle exhaustion.. .. By 2 1 
July the division had been in combat for six weeks and had casualties aimost quai to its total strength in 
riflemen, bdeed, 75 percent or more of these casuaities had occurred in d e  compazües of the division and 
the losses of officers and NCOs had h n ,  as expected, pniportioriately very high." Copp / McAndrew, 
1 15, 117. 

43 Table 10: Strenmh for German tank forces in the West: 

Da8 

30 Apr44 

10 lune 44 

See: MS#P-059 US Amy Historical Section. 9 June 1950, 10-13.OCMH, USAMHI. 

Pt III (%) 

145 (16) 

39 ( 

Total / %ofovemil Str 

1622 (19) 

1862 (20) 

R IV (%) 

674 (32) 

748 (32) 

R V (%) 

514 (31) 

66g3 (35) 

Asouiil GunsuidTDs 

IO1 (18) 2 1 9 0  

102 (16) 310 (8) 



- Table 11 

GERMAN PANZER BNS versus CANADIAN TANK %NP 

The most serious problems were Fireflies and replacement crews. " If a squadron 

lost 50-65% tanks, which was not unusual for tanks in Normandy engagements, the crews 

generally suffered 15925% casualties. Replacement MBTs were stocked by the 

Note: 25 h l y  incfudes the 3 tank battalions of 22nd British Armoured Brigade (7th Armd Div) 
that supported Spring and actucilly engageci German m o u r .  Canadian / British tank 
"replments" wcre in fat, battalion sized formations. 

I9JCnY 
1 
O 
2 
2 
2 
7 
3 

2 1 m Y  
1 
O 
3 
3 
3 
10 
3 

1 8JUW 
TIGER B N  1 O 

Replacement Squadron, or Tank Delivery Squadron, often formed from a unit that had 

JAGDPANTHER BN 
PANTHER BN 
W I V B N  
IPZ/STUG BN 
GER BN TOTALS 
CDN BN TOTALS 

been broken up. Their mission was to bring up new tanks fiom the beaches, fitting them 

2SJrnY 
3 
1 
3 
3 
4 
11 
6 

O 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 

for action and filling them with new crews sent over fiom the training depots in England. 

8AUG 
0.25 

O 
0.25 
0.50 
0.25 
1.25 
14 

The tanks were then delivered to the fighting regirnents. The reality of operations 

changed this. Tanks were placed in fonvard tank parks and simply picked up and driven 

away, often directly into battle by veteran crews. Replacement crews were regularly 

dumped off at RHQ and sent forward with the rations. Despite the large training cadres in 

the schools and depots46 moa new troopers arrived with only a mdimentary knowledge 

of driving, mechanics or gunnery. Few were cross trained and many had only a brief 

introduction to the Sherman itself4' 

44 RH2L-5/44, "Knegstagebuch Panzer-Armeeoberkommando S.", Abendmeldungen 23.7.44 - 
25.7.44MS B-162, OKW WD 1.6.44-i4.8,44. and, RG24 WDs 2 CAB, 4 CAB, 4 CAD, 2 Cdn Corps. 

45 By 8 June, immediately after the battle for Buron, 27 CAR'S tank States report reorganization 
fram four to three 2 CAB squadrons: "The unit has now b e n  organized on a 49 fighting tank basis, Regtl 
HQ 4 tks, ea@ sqn HQ 3 c k $ 3  tps of 4 tks each" DHist War Diary 27 CAR. 14 L.4A.270 13 (D2). 17 Iuly 
1944, P. 3. 

Set MajGen E L. M. Burns Uanmwer in the Canadian A m  193 9-1945 floronto: Clarke 
Irwin, 1956), 91. 

"1 expected about 25 nplacements, 1 got 10 and when 1 lwked at them closely, I realized that 
haif of hem were Second Lieutenants. 1 gatheted Uiem around the back of a ta* took a flashlight, picked 
up some nones and showed them how we operated - basic tadcs. Then 1 mixed them up in the crpws, 
trying to make sure the= were veterans with the new corners. 1 didn't break up old crews if1 couid At 
dawn 1 twk them into battle, The Iucky ones SUrYivedn LtGen RadIey-Wdters, personal interview, 1991. 



Sherman vs. Panther: Small Unit Tactics and Gunnery Cornplaints 

Stout-hemted. calm and deliberate cmv comds who make haste slowly will in every 
engagement best the enemy's ponderous tanks, 

"After Action Report on Atlantic by A Sqn." 23 Jul44 

Aggressive Squadron commanders did triumph in tactical contests. Although they 

had fought a half dozen engagements and two major battles (Buron and Carpiquet), the 

Sherbrooke Fusiliers leamed important lessons £tom their three day contest for St. André 

and Hill 67, In the after action report the squadron commander stressed three key points: 

prevention of enemy tank recovery, smoke screenq and tactics: 

It was found that . . . Disadvantages were soon tumed into advantages by 
the bold use of those tactics. Stout-hearted, calm and deliberate crew 
comds who make haste slowly will in every engagement best the enemy's 
ponderous tanks.48 

One "lesson learned" tactical adjustment capitalized on a Panther design fault: 

One round, which struck the lower half of the curved gun mantlet and 
being deflected downwards went through the top decking (5/8" thick) 
behind the driver. This exploded the amn, Tt appears that this can be done 
every time by hitting the lower pan of the gun rnant~et.~' 

This required exacting gunnery but gave Shermans a fighting chance against Panther. 

During June and early July comprehensive studies were conducted throughout 

2 CAB regarding gunnery and tank survival. The most numerous and consistent crew 

complaints were, in order of priority: "1. Amour 2. muzle flash on the 17 Pdr VC 

Firefly 3. observation and hatches."jO Insuficient amour protection was the great 

nemesis. Frontal hits on Panther were defeated by German armoured plate at ranges well 

"Recove-;: Every effort must be made to burn enemy tanks when the possibility exists of 
r e c o v e ~ g  them, othenvise they live to fight another day. Smoke: The practical use of smoke must never be 
forgotten particuiariy in attack. A sqn shoot produces a most effective screen. Serious consideration to the 
installing of rear emission smoke on tks should be considemi," DHist 14 lAA 270 13 WD 27 CAR; "Mer 
Action Repo'on Atlantic by A Sqn" 23 W44. 

Re24 14287 27 Cdn Amid Regt (Sher Fus) After Action Report. 17 lu1 44, 15. This technique 
had evidentiy ken discovered by the Russians eariier because by the Iate sunimer new models of Panther 
with an improved, deflecting gun manuet began to anive on the Normandy front. See: T. L. Jentz, 
Germanv's Panther Tank -The Ouest for Combat Su~remacy, (Atgien: Schiffer Miliîmy, 1995) "Chin Gun 
Mmtiet" %as introduced in September 44" on the Panther Ausf, G, 96. 

'O RG24 2 CAB. G m e r y  and Crew Questionnaires. Appx D. Reports from ai i  units în 2 CAB 
Iune-July re "Sherman II, V, VC and Stuart V. The other "top peevesn were seats that prevented access or 
escape and ammo misfires. 



under 500m while the MkVs L/70 gun could take out Shennans at ~ i l l . ' ~  The high 

penetration rate to Sherman forced ad hoc measures on the battlefield: 

The system used is to tack weld track links to the hull and the turret just 
strong enough to avoid being shaken off by the vibration and the motion 
of the tank. On top of the welded links additional loose links are either 
hooked in by means of the end connectors or wired loosely into posn. 
Under these circumstances a shot hitting one of these links breaks the weld 
and allows one or a group of links to slip. These links also act as a burster 
course for HE and have the effect of spaced armour in combating HC or 
PLAT. 52 

The acknowledged innovator was Major S. V. Radley-Walters of "A" Squadron 

whose technique was soon copied by the rest ofthe Regiment and 6th CAR. The method 

spread throughout ~o rmand~ . "  

On interviewing tk crews in the tk harbor they were unanimous on this 
point and most of the crew commanders quoted numerous occasions 
where both the 88mm and 75mm HV AP shot had hit their tanks at close 
range without penetrating. Maj Radley-Walters stated that Churchill track 
links loosely welded on his glacis plate deflected an 88mm Ai? shot fired 
from a range of 100 yds.. . . Every available type of track link is being used 
and in "A" Sqn every tk was plastered al1 over with Sherman, Churchill, 
Panther and Tiger track links.54 

While there may have been concurrent, 27th CAR'S solution was the first 

oficially considered by the War Onice who promptly sent down an RAC team 

accompanied by London engineers to evaluate the battlefield 

'' "A single shot from a Panther hocking out two Shermans before finally stopping in the driving 
sprocket of a third." Raâiey-Walters personal interview, 1990. 

52 RG24 2 CAB. Appx D: "Fighting Equipment Division D.TD. to 2 1 AC. AF.V. cech)." 
Report and interviews with 6th 10th 27th CAR tank crews. 27 Juiy 1944 (HereaAer cited as D.T.D. - - 
Report). 

" British units appeared to dislike "Quick Fix Amour" because it was Canadian. "Tk aewr state 
that the preset Quick Fix plates are king removed by en shells ... fiom Cdn sources .,. thought to be 1ittIe 
good .,. Cdn units [shouldJ understand that this does not provide annom protection in the true sense of the 
word." RG24 10458 21 Army Group AFVTech Report No. 14 30 Aug 44. "It would appear wiser to use 
the e m  weight-carrying of the Sherman to take a better gun; i.e., to make German tanks more vulnerable 
rather than to attempt to decrease our own vihexability." No. 2 Section ORS, Report No. 12, 2. 

" D.T.D. Report 
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expedient. They complained about the additional weight and engine stre~s.'~ 

Notwithstanding official recommendations, crews continued to weld tracks ont0 their 

tanks. Ifthe angle was greater than 10 degrees and the range over 1000 "Quick Fix 

amour" often saved the crew's lives? In essence, it was "appliqué armour," now 

standard throughout NATO and former Warsaw Pact armoured forces. 

The Sherman VC Fireflv 

nie weakness of the 17 pdr was its good gun but thin amour. The gun had a bright 
muzzle flash and a small puEof smoke cemainexi at the munie. This gave the position 

away when the 17 p& was f i ~ g  beside 75mm tanks. 
WD 27 CAR 

The Firefly was both a godsend and a curse. Tt was the only tank capable of taking 

on the Panther and Tiger. This was quickly recognized by the panzer battalions and soon 

Fireflies were singled out for special attention: "these are always hotly engaged by the 

enemy as soon as they are seen so that cas in them are high."" The Firefly's long 17 

pounder gave it a distinctive profile which crews tried to disguise: "17 pr [barrel] should 

be painted black for four ft from the r n ~ a l e . " ~ ~  The Sherman VC had recurring 

problems: main gun misfires, engine stoppages, and very high petrol consumption. 

Besides the constant corn plaint over armour, muzzie flash caused the most concem. 

'' Reports from D.T.D, BRAC and 2 CAB contain photographs, descriptions and crew comments. 
See ako: DHist 14 1 13 27 Armd Re@ (SHER FUS), RG 24 Vol 14,287 27 CAR "Operation 
Atlantic" and, D.T.D. Report. "We canied 3.5 tons of eutia track welded on our tanks!" The chief engineer 
counselled Radley-Walters: "Why, with aU this extra weight, you'll be lucky if this tank gaes anothcr 300 
kilometres." The battle-scmd Major, weary after ihr# days of hard Bghting around St Anciré, pointed to 
Veméres Ridge, one kilometre away, and stili held by the Germans despite three Canadian ssaults: "if she 
gets me to the top of that - she's paid for herseif!" LTGen S. V. Radley-Walters, conespondance and 
intewiew April, 1992. 

" By October even BRAC admitted that applique armour was mt a bad idea: "Tnstrs issued ... 
extra îrack may be fastened to turrets and huils at the discretion of Annd fmn comds ... addit 1000 lbs on 
m e t  and 3Q0,0 Ibs on hdl  is niggested as reasonabIe Re24 14186 BRAC, First Cdn A m y ,  
CAC Int Bulletin No. 1, 15 Oct 44. ûther crews used sand bags, wood planks, chicken wÛe cages filled 
~ 4 t h  ration boxes and road wheels. Gennans used the sarne principle. Stup even applied concrete araund 
the gun mantiet and the driver visor. Bruce Cuiver, S h e m  in Action (Wanui: SquadronlSignal, 1977), 
9,37,45 and, Bruce Cdver, S turm~eschütz ITI in Action (Warren: SquadronISigd, 1976), 49. 

RG24 10460 2 CAB papers: Appx B. "6 Cdn Amd Re@ Answers to Tk Gmery 
Questionnaire." 

' RG24 10460 2 CAB papers: Appx C. "Reply to DTD Tk Gunnery Questionnaire. By 10 Cdn 
Armd Regt Eqpt Sherman III and VC and Stuart V n  



"There is no dificulty with the 75mm but with the 17 pr it is impossible to observe under 

1000 yds.''5g 

The 17 pr fiill charge amn has such a high velocity that by the tirne the 
dust has settled enough to observe fire, there is no indication of strike. 
This prevents accurate observation of fire and reduces the efficiency and 
arnn economy of the ~ e a ~ o n . ~ '  

The high velocity 17 pounder produced a bright flash that momentarily blinded 

the gunner and announced to the watching world exactly where the Firefly was, soliciting 

a prompt reply fiom hidden SP, anti-tank or tank guns, if not the target itself It was 

recommended that the bow gunner or driver could often help indicating "fall of shot." 

Normal wind dissipated the pollutants and allowed the gunner to identify faIl of shot and 

make the minute conections that permitted the al1 important second round hit; otherwise, 

the Gemans had enough time to respond. 

The crew commander could try to help by sticking his head out the hatch and 

follow the engagement with binoculars. At distances over 1500 meters the trajectory was 

high enough and the time of flight long enough to allow gunners to regain 20-20 vision. 

Engagements under lOOOmeters, the area where the majority of tank actions took place, 

meant that precious seconds were lost: "It is desirable eventually to have two Sherman 

VCs per tp thus to maintain constant fire which cannot be done now because tank must 

withdraw to get fiesh amn."62 To add to Canadian ire, German smokeless/low-flash 

'' RG24 10460 2 CAB p a p a :  Para 8. This is supponed by al1 Canadian reports as well as 
supporting documentation fiom 144 RAC, 33 Aimd Ede (British) included in the report Comments are al1 
s i m i k  "Gun flash interferes with observation on Sherman VC ... f i ~ g  the 17 pr the flash seriousiy 
interfered with observation." See Tk Questionnaires throughout 

RG24 10457.1 Cdn Field Research Section. Main HQ First Cdn h y .  14 Jan 45. Re~ort on 
RAC weapons: Answer to WTSFF Questionnaire No. 1. The tracer bum on 17pdr amrno was not 
considered satisfactory: "not bright enough..bms out too quickly." Other ammo types were also cri ticized: 
"APDS was riot iiked by those who used it because of unpredictable accuracy at ranges over 800 yards. At 
short range, it is considered very effective ... HEAT was not considered very accurate at  long range." The 
Tank Gunnery Questionnaire (Apx A WTSFF) contained 27 specific questions answered by reg1 offrs and 
NCOs. 

The main gun also produccd a tremendous report accompanied by a violent blast ihat created 
large dust cIouds. The tremor and blast annoyed accompanying infantry and momentarily obscured the 
target. RG24 10457.1 Cdn Field Research Section, Main HQ F i i  Cdn Amy. 14 Jan 45. Report on RAC 
weamns. Apx A WTSFF, 

" RG21 Vol. 10925, G3 3 Cdn Inf Div Jul44. Lessons Leamed - 3 Cdn Inf Div Questionnaire. 
Appx "D." Other problems emerged - gunnery misfires and sorne tanks' electric circuits caused engine 
failure: "Quite frequently the engine will stop." 3 Cdn Inf Div Questionnaire. Appx "D." In addition, 



powder meant that the signature from a firing Panther or Tiger was considerably less 

making acquisition more difficult. Only the dust fi-om the cannon blast allowed detection 

by the most alert Firefly gunners. 

There was unanimous demand for a proper cupola to allow safe observation. 

German tanks had commanders' cupolas fitted with episcopes that allowed al1 around 

observation and, when opened, protected the head of the crew commander. Canadian 

Shermans and VCs' hatches opened upwards. German cupola hatches popped up a few 

inches and then could be swung to the side: this gave the crew commander four inches of 

clear observation yet shielded him from shrapnel. air burst and machine gun bursts. 

Canadian crews had no such protection yet most tank commanders chose to have hatches 

open since spotting the enemy first was another life or death matter. Further, it allowed 

the crew to breathe fresh air? 

Crews are exhausted and have headaches after long engagements but this 
is not known whether this is normal or due to fiimes. Fumes are not 
noticed in the excitement of battle." 

Determined soldiers were prepared to take the nsks and the results were predictable; the 

highest percentage of tank crew casualties were the vehicle cornrnander~.~~ Regimental 

requests were persistent : 

The al1 around vision cupola is very much wanted; crew commanders 
consider that the present observation through the periscopes in the cupola 

"Petrol consumption of this veh is high ..." Tank Questionnaires, throughout. 6 CAR: Paras 14; 10 CAR 
Para 15; 27 CAR: Paras 14,15,33 Armd Bde: Para 8; 21. 

" Other adjuments were the universal dumping of the 50 Cal HMG mounted on Shermans. The 
firing position (crew commander had eaupose his upper torso) was much disliked, The gun constantly hit 
low branches or got entangled in wire. They ended up on reconnaissance Bren Gun Carriers. Commander 
of A Sqn, 7th Recce Regt recalled: "We stripped the knocked out tanks found the ordinance tank parks or 
were given 50s by crews. By the end of lune, every Bren Gun Carrier had its own 50 calibre machine gun. 
Quite a lot of [ire power for a recce troop." Colonel James Domville, persanal interview, 1988. 

" 6 CAR a m e n  to Questionnaire Para. 3.c. "Homelite fumes, however, are distressing. in one 
case a gnr was knocked by Carbon Monoxide fiom the Homelite while firing with the Tk engine stoppcd." 
33 BAB answen to Questionnaire Para 4. "Convoy driving most unpleasant, especially in view of the 
diesel Cumes given off by the Sherman IIi- Ifthere is a following wind, particuiarly when the tank is 
stationary, the dust cloud moves forward interfering M'th observation and the suction through the oi1 cooler 
draws the dust through the fighting and driving compartments, through the periscope, turret ring and any 
joint that is not d u t  tight." 27 CAR answers to Questionnaire ParalS, ii. 

" Canialties to tank commandes through head wounds when a tank is not penetrated are a 
serious problem, as they take longer to train and are more d i n i d t  to replace." RG 24 Vol. 10,554 Appx 
"J" to 21 Amy Group RAC Liaison Letter No, 5, "Extract From Report by Medical Research Section on 
the Distribution of Casualties Amongst The Crews of Cromwell and Sherman Tanks" 28 August 1945, 2. 



is entirely inadequate and experience proves there should be at least a part 
of the hatch open so they can stick there heads out to observe. As a result 
the cas to crew comds have been very heavy fiom snipers and ordinary 
rifle and MG fire. Crew comds once more dernand that they have an 
adjustable seat so that they can see out of the cupola without having to 
stand in an awkward posn. They point out that in the prolonged actions 
that have taken place, cornds have to stand for as long as 18 hrs on end?' 

Veteran tankers simply wanted Allied engineers to sirnply reproduce the Tiger cupola but 

there was no response from the factories. Commanding a tank continued to be a very 

dangerous and unarmoured occupation. 

Dunng the winter of-1943, while formal tests were being conducted at Chobham, 

a captured Tiger was put on public display at Horse Guards parade!' Arnerican and 

Canadian armoured officers joined British school kids in climbing over the tank and were 

relieved to find out it was a sitting duck for any 6 pounder. ~ h e  tmth was the exact 

opposite. Controlled trials quickly proved that although Tiger could be killed via short 

range flank fire, should it choose a less aggressive tactic and select to fight it out at long 

range, the Royal Ordnance scientists discovered, to their honor, there wasn't an Al lied 

tank in the inventory that could defeat its amour. Point blank engagements at under 100 

rneters proved that 6 pounder and 75mm tank guns could not defeat Tiger's armour. The 

rounds simply bounced off. 

There was more bad news: controlled tests68 with standard Sherman and the new 

A4 armed with the highly touted 76mm Ml A l  gun (just being delivered to Amencan 

66 LO C A R  anmers to Questionnaire Para S. "Untii the ARV cupola appears in the service, crew 
commanders will continue to put their heads out when searching for targets or obseMng fire." 27 CAR 
m e n  to Questi*onnaire Apx D. Para 5. "The Comd stiil prefers to put his head out while searching for 
targets and obsening fire .... There is a great demand for the commander's cupoIa The present practice has 
been to l ave  haif of the hatch open and observe with the head out of the opening. Many crew commanders 
have been 10% ihis way due to morta. fire and snipers but the feeling is stiil that the chance m u t  be taken." 
33 BAB answers to Questionnaire Para 5. 

" "B-ig A. Granelli visited the School of Tank Technology and retumed to report he had seen tlie 
'Tiger' PzKw VT, and had been impressed by its overaii size, of which, the Bdr said, 'no very accurate idea \vas 
conveyed by photographs."' RG 24, 14045 WD 2 CAB 3 Dec 43. Tigers had been at the Schwl of Tank 
Techology at Chertsey since October. A Tiger was then piaced in Horse Guards Parade for general pubIic 
inspection in November 1943. Decernber's London Illustrated News (4 Dec 43 issue) shows Amy officers and 
children ciimbing over the tank. It was returned to Chertsey and Luiiworth Camp, Dorset for gunnery trials. 

" Gennan tests recorded performance of KwK (tank gun) and Pak (AT gun): "Calibre M d e  
Amour-piercing capacity in mm with armor piercing shell39 at MM Length Velocity dsec angle of 6O 
degreest* at ranges to 3000 m Both 75 and 88 mm regulariy penetrateû Sherman Arrnour equivalents to 2000 
m. 88mm penetrated at 3000 m MS#P-O59, G e m  Tank Strength and Loss Statistics (US Amy Historical 



select tank battalions) produced disturbing results. The standard Sherman 7 5 m q  which 

formed the bulk of Amencan, British and canadiadg tank battalions, had no chance 

against ~ i ~ e s "  unless they maneuvered within 100 meters and hit the rear turret or 

vertical side plates. This was particularly risky business for US and British tankers since 

Tigers were always protected by a silent parnier'' and hedgerows were defended by 

German infantry anned with panzerfaust. Canadian Shennans had to cross the open velds 

that charactenzed the country between Caen and Falaise. 

Peneûation Table: Tiger venus Shemian A2 (75mm M3 GUI) and Sherman A4 (76mmMiAl  un)^ 

Front: Tunet 
Mantie 
DFP 
Nose 

Side: Turret - 
Super 
Hull 

Rear: T w t  - 
Hull 

Tiaer 1 vs. Shaman A2 

1800 m 
200 m 

O m 
2100 m 
3500 m+ 
3500 ln+ 
3500 m+ 
3500 m+ 
3500 m+ 

Shennan A2 vs. Tiner 1 
O m 
O m 
O m 
O m 

100 rn 
100 rn 
900 m 
100 m 

O rn 

Tiner 1 vs. Sherman AQ 

1800 m 
200 m 

O m 
2100 m 
3500 rn+ 
3500 m+ 
3500 m+ 
3500 m+ 
3500 rn+ 

Sherman A4 vs. Tigerl 
700 m 
LOO rn 
600 m 
400 m 

1800 m 
1800 m 
3200 m 
1800 m 
1700 mT3 

Table 12 

The 76mm M4 M1A4 stood a better chance however, A4 Shennans were in short supply. 

Not a single 76mm was available on 6 June. By 6 September only 250, out of the 19 13 

tanks in 12 h y  Group, were A4 Shermans. The British 76mm gun - the 17 pdr 

Division, 9 Jtme 1950). The statistics provided by German experts (Professor Porsche, Hermann Burkhart 
Mueller-Hillebranâ, and Generaiobst Franz Hdder), 7. 

" BntisMCanadian Regiments were vark~u~ly quipped but primarily with the A4: "the decision of the 
US SeMce of Supply to dlocate to the British the entire Chrysler output of Shennan (M4A4) tanks for the fim 
quarter of 1943." Ross, 239. Ross insisteci on "standardizing the engine" but was not totally successful. 
Canadian Shermans were driven by aircraft engines, Chrysler and Ford V-8s. See: R. P. H-cutt, SHERMAN 
A Historv of the American Medium Tank (Belmont: T a u ,  1978), throughout, and, Konrad F Schreir Jr, 
Classic Sherman (Conga Park: Grenadier, 1969), 77, Chamberlain and Ellis, 116- 1 18, Crow, 56-60. 

'O Early versions of the Sherman had a periscopic sight, the British Tank team visiting Washington 
insisted that "British" Shermans be equipped with a telescope. Ainencan engines were d l  superior to British 
models. Ross;- 241-242. 

"Almost invan-ably, the sp of at Ieast one other tk or sp gun, which cemained dent until or 
udess needed." RG24 14 186 BRAC, 1st Cdn Amy CAC Bulletin No.& Apx F "Experience with Tiger 
Tanks." 15 Oct 44, 

72 T o m  Ientz and Hilary Doyle, Tiger I Heaw Tank 19424945 (London: ûsprcy Military, 1993). 
L7,19-20. a h ,  T o m  kntz and Hilary Doyle, Kingtiger (London: Osprey Militaq, 1993), 23,34. 

73 British tada  fard the worse. Cromwell and Churchill were easy kills; while their 7Smm guns had 
littie &kt on Tiger's tough skin, see: Jentz / Doyle, 19. 



mounted on the converted Sherman VC firing APCBC (self discarding sabot) soon 

proved to be the only MBT thatcould defeat Tiger in a frontal engagement at ranges of 

17004900 meters - and the tank crews loved it: "Without doubt the Sherman Firefly was 

the best Allied tank of World War TWO."" 

The Enemy's Cats 

If we had a tank like that Tiger, we would ail be home today. 
Sgt. Clyde D. B m n ,  Tank Commander, 2nd Armored Division 

Der Tiger ia wenn man's bedenkî, Eh Wagen, der sich primma le&" 
Tinerfïbel (The Tiger Primer) 

By July 1944, after three weeks of Nonnandy combat, Allied armoured doctrine 

had undergone drastic mutation. In the bocage country, Arnerican and British infantry 

preceded assaults in order to clear out tank hunting teams and lurking assault guns. In the 

Caen sector every operational offensive that pushed into open country was savagely 

hurled back despite overwhelrning Ailied artillery and air superiority. The German 

defence so altered Ailied doctrine that heavy bombers were pressed into service on four 

separate m y  level breakthrough atternpts and the Commander of 2nd Canadian Corps 

was forced to resort to complex night attack in August despite the fact that his opposition 

had been reduced to one ernasculated SS division. It was not until Bradley had achieved 

operational maneuver that "traditional" armoured doctrine retumed. There were many 

reasons for the stalernate from 6 June to mid August; some of these include the Allied 

inexperience, dynarnic German leadership employing a proven doctrine, and defence in 

depth. The list is long, but one could also simply Say, "Tigers and Panthers." They 

stopped the Allies cold. Nothing could knock them out and nothing could withstand their 

" Se: RG24 Vol. 10,457 2 CAB Tank Questionnaire - Gunnery" 27 Iuiy 44 Appx B. Firefly 
firing "super APDS l'lpck shot" could not penetrate fkontai amour on Tiger IL but could defat side and 
rear armour on hull and tufret. ",,.6 Mk V's were observeci moving from ST ANDRE ... which we 
engaged together with B Sqn Due to the range the 7Smm had no AP enect.... The Fireflies were brooght 
up and these two were brewed up." RG24 14287 27 CAR Mer action repos 17 h l  44, 16. 

" "When one thinks of the Tiger Tank, the vehicle is in ihe first rad?' Tiger crews were given a 
maintenance muai (Tkerfibel "The Tiger Primef') that included cartoons, maxims and mottoes: 
Tigedibel. hpector Generai of Tank Tmps O 1.08.1943 (Wehrmacht S c ~ * c e  Regulations D656127). 
Motohuch Verlag. Stuagatt, 



The technological supenonty of Tiger and the aggressive, almost reckless way it 

was employed by its confident crews, created a powerful legend that mesmerized Allied 

comrnands and agonized Allied armoured troops. British and American amies first 

encountered the new German heavy tank, the PanzerKampfWagen VI "Tiger 1," dunng 

the North African Campaign. It outclassed anything in the Allied inventory. It weighed 

54.1 tons, carried lOOmm frontal armour plate that defeated every gun in the Western 

inventory, and mounted the 88mm Kwk 36 U56 cannon which killed every Western tank 

it could find, at any range. Normandy introduced the Allies to the newest main battle tank 

in the Wehrmacht arsenal: the PanzerKarnpfWagen V "Panthei': crew of five, combat 

weight 44.8 tons, managed 45 kph on roads and 30 kph cross-country, which was 5 kph 

faster than the Sherman, a much lighter tank. It camed the very deadly Rheinmetal75rnrn 

KWK 42 U70. 'The German guns have a much higher munle velocity and no tell-tale 

flash. The resulting flat trajectory gives great penetration and is very accurate."" 

Panther, like Tiger, was pmduced as a German reaction to Soviet amour. In 

1941, when General Guderian discovered the Soviet T-34 and KV tanks were supenor to 

German main battle tanks, he urgently requested a special commission to design a new 

main battle tank as quickly as possible to "restore Gerrnan ~ u ~ e r i o r i t ~ . " ~  Suggestions 

included outright copies of the T-34. The final decision reached was to base the panzer 

arm on two new all-German designed tanks: Tiger and Panther. Rushed production had 

its drawbacks. By 28 Iune 44, the Inspeaor General Panzer Troops, Heinz Guderian, 

reported on the state of German AFVs: 

The PzKpfW N, V and VI have proven to be successful..[but]. .. The 
Panther appears to catch fire quickly. The life span of the Panther's rnotors 
(1400 to 1500 kilometres) is significantly higher than the Panther's final 
drives. A solution to the final drive problem is urgently needed.78 

76 E.xhibit NO. 1. Report: BGen J. H. Collier, CC "A*. 1. White Repon 

" Generai Heinz Guderian, Panzer Leader (London: Michael Joseph, 1952). 276. 

MkV engines wcre unpredictable: '27 luly-5 Aug the [Panthal coy changed HQ three tirnes, 
always moving at night , .. new engines after 435 miles." RG24 13712, Maintenance Log 1 SS Pz Div 4 
Coy, I SS Pz Rej& I Jul-30 Aug 44. 



Despite the comp~exity79 and high manufacturing cosf Panther became the main battle 

tank for the Wehrmacht and dominated battle, particularly in the West. Although it 

dwarfed Sherman, Panther outperfonned the American tank in wet and muddy terrain. By 

the fa11 of 1944, there were bitter cornplaints fiom battalion cornrnanders and crew 

commanders alike. 

It has been claimed that our tank is more maneuverable. In recent tests we 
put a captured German Mk V against al1 models of our own. The German 
tank was the faster, both across country and on the highway and could 
make sharper tums. It was also the better hi11 climber?' 

The Panther had six distinct advantages over Sherman: 

a. smokeless, low flash powder 

b, better gun: higher muule velocity, greater accuracy, defeated al1 Allied 
amour: "The Jerries' guns didn't fail, they knocked out three of our Tank 
Destroyers and one Sherman tank at 2800 to 3000 yards. Ifour tanks had been as 
good as the Genan  tanks they would never had scored a hit . . .. 1 have actuatly 
seen ricochets go through a M4 at 3000 yards."81 

c. better amour defeated al1 allied guns above 500 meters in frontal engagement : 
".. . 1 saw a 90mm TD shell bounce off a Mark V at approximately 1200 yards.. . . 
1 have seen HEAT fired fiom a 105mm Howitzer at a Mark V at 400 yards. The 
track was hit and damaged and a direct hit on the turret which only chipped the 
paint."82 

d. superior sights : "German sights caused us much concern ... more magnifying 
power and cleamess than Our own . . . they are able to choose their power between 
2 and 6 power, where ours is a stationary 3 power. The German sights have 
lighted graduations and can lay on a target at night.. . . Y ,  83 

79 "...a tremendous variety of spare parts was rquired ... cannibalization by crews was so thorougii 
that the manufacturer would rarely receive more than an empty hull." German Tank Mintename in World 
War II. Dept of the Amy. No. 20-202. Washington 1954. G e m  reports noted: "... large fuel consumption - 
. . . m g  emenîs must always be made for Panthers to be protected by other troops at night ... tess suitable 
than Mk HI or Mk IV or assault guns for supporting PzGrens in mopping up/overunning the enemy." WD 3 
US Army, G2 Periodic Report No.5, Appx No. 2,30 July 44. Hansen Papers. 

" Exhibit No. 2. LtCoi W. M. Hawkins, 11, "Sgt Frederick H. Wilson, Tank Commander: The 
German Mark V, which is much heavier than our M4, beat ours around a large sized field. Made a sharp 
Werve or reverse of direction in a shoner space than ours can possibly do." Exhibit No.3 Sgt F. H. Wilson, 
4 1. White Report, 

" Exhibit 3, S g t  Leo Andenon, 13, White Repon 

Exhibit No.3, SlSgt Ciarence W. Pennington, 22. And, Exhibit No.2, LtCol John A. Beall, 
Comd, 7O2d Tank Destroyer Bn, 19. White Report. 

" "For shooting into the sun they just flip a lever whini just lets down a colomd lem, reducing 
the g1are.l' Ezthibit 3, Pte Howard A Wood, T-5, Gunner, 6. and, RG24 Vol. 10460 2 CAB "Answers to Tk 
G u ~ e r y  Questionnairew A lengihy report with retutns from the three Armd Regts in 2 CAB. 27 Iuly 4 4  
Appx B. Para 15. A h ,  Vol. 10,457, 1 CAC hne 1945, Tank QuestioMaVeW P m  25. 



e. superior flotation: ". . . before the addition of track extensions, Our medium 
tanks sank 6 to 8 inches while the M W  tracks were not over 4 i nche~ . "~~  

E greater speed 

Although it weighed less than Tiger, Panther was physically larger (68cm wider 

and 34cm higher) but it was always portrayed as a subordinate tank. Its presence created 

less panic. It was one of the curiosities of the wu. There were only three weak Tiger 

battalions in al1 of France yet they were reported everywhere. Panthers outnumbered 

Tigers by at least four to one, knocked out more amour and infantry but never inspired 

quite the same terror. 

Tank Kilfina: The Facts 

Some things I have seen in combat that were disturbing and disgusting to any tanker. Many times 
I've seen our tanks engage G e m  tanks in tank duels. Theu tanks have the ups on us.... 1 am a tank 

commander and a veteran of Af'rica, Sicily, France, Belgium, Holland and Germany. I have k e n  
wounded once and have seen most of the action that my unit has been in. I guess I am just lucky. 

Sgt Lea Anderson. Platoon Leader, 2nd Armd ~ i v "  

Field studies based on actual engagements were gathered at the direction of 

American, British and Canadian armoured headquarters to permit clearer doctrinal 

analysis of tank engagements in the ET0 and tender a vast amount of valuable evidence 

for the resolute military historian. The highest number of Allied war casualties occurred 

in the three rnonths of the Normandy Campaign, and there were clear differences between 

the British-Canadian and American wastiige. American tank casualties peaked during the 

winter of 44-45, retlecting Lorraine and the Battle of the Bulge. Dunng the same period, 

wastage for 21st Army Group was virtually nil. British-Canadian armour losses reached 

their zenith during the Norman summer. By the time Cobra was in full slither, Patton's 

" Exhibit No.2, Col. Paul A Dimey, Cornd 67th Armd Regt, 2, and, Exhibit No.2, LtCol Wilson 
M. Hawkins, Comd 3rd Bn, 67th Armd Inf,, 10. Exhiiit No.3, 1st Lt. Harold A. Shields, Co "A", 66th 
Annd Regt: "L.1 noticed that the Gerrnan tank had sunk into the soft ground about 3.5 to 4 inches. I also 
noticed the impressions left by an M4 medium tank and noticed that it had sunk about 5 or 6 inches. This 
was very interesthg to me, as the German Mark V tank, weighing approxirnately 45 ton, was three limes 
heavier than my own tank, weighing IS ton. Our own M4 medium tank weighs 30 tonm and, "1 saw where 
some MkV (Panther) tanks crossed a rnuddy field without sinking the tracks over five inches, where we in 
the M4 started across the same field the same &y and bogged down." Exhibit Na.3, Cpt Henry I. Fauini. 
White Report, 

G e m  Tanks Destmyed by XIX Corps. U Dec 44. Booklet Tank and SP Gun Identification. 
Tech Int Bulletin #8.20 Feb 1945. ETO, 



'' Operations Raearch Onice ORO T 1 17 Alvin D. Coox and L. Van Loan NaisawaIQ "S URVEY. 
OF ALLIED TANK CASUALTIES M WORLD WAR Il"; Major R P. Bourne and Major N. k 
Shackieton, "Andysis of Firepower in Normandy Operations in 1944" NDHQ Operational Researdi and 
Analysis Establishment (Hereafter cited as Analysis Firepower Normandy Ops 44). An4 David C. 
Hardison, "Data on WWIf Tank Engagements hvolving the US Third and Fourth Armor4 Divisions", 
BRLM Report No. 798 Ballistic Research Laboratones Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, 1947 
(Hereafter cited as BRLM 798), and., BRLM Report No. 702, "Terrain and Ranges of Tank Engagement", 
Research Labotatories Aberdeen Proving Ground, Miuyland, 1946. 

Third Army faced little armoured opposition, yet enjoyed the lion's share of the attention, 

while Hodges, Dempsey and Crerar stniggled against the bulk of 5 Panzer Armee. 

The AGF commissioned a series of reports from the Aberdeen Proving Grounds 

and independent university scholars. DND Ottawa tasked s e ~ n g  staff officers familiar 

with the armoured operations in France. Arnong the most complete efforts were two 

surveys by Professors Coox and Naisawald, a Canadian study, exclusive to Normandy, 

conducted by two veteran cavalty officers, Majors N. A. Shackleton and R. P. ~ o u r n e * ~  

and a comprehensive study by David C. Hardison for Ballistic Research Laboratories, 

Aberdeen Proving Grounds. - 

Shackleton and Boume studied twelve key Normandy battles featuring Canadian 

forces at division level and below. The report's rnost important findings were: 

a. An average of three to one superiority, in sub-units and weapons, of attacker 
over defender was only achieved in two actions, NOS at Carpiquet (4 July) which 
failed, and No. 6 at Buron-Gmchy- Authie (8 My) which succeeded. 

b. In two of the successful attacks the defenders had no artillery support and in a 
third the defenders had no tanks. 

E In the successful attacks the value of attacking artillery and mortar fire 
exceeded that of the defence by more than 50%. 

g. Except in one instance in the successful attacks (J?t 140, the destruction of 
BCRs by Kg Wünsche on 9 Aug) the value of attacking infantry exceeded that of 
the defence. 

h. Except in one instance, in the successfbl attacks the value of the attacking 
amour was at least 30% less than that of the defence." 

The Hardison study gathered data From 136 separate tank engagements (part of 98 

Battalion or Combat Command actions) covering the period 15 August 1944 to 30 

December 1944. Seven unit actions featured the battalions of 3rd Armored Div (MGen 1. 

D. White) and 4th Armored Div (MGen J. Wood) from the Breakout and Pursuit in 

" Boume / Shackleton, 2-3. BRLM 798. 



Nomandy, through to the Arracourt Battles and the ~ e l i e f o f  ~as to~ne .**  The 

participating amour was prirnarily M4 Sherman although Tank Destroyers (Ml0 and 

M18) participated in eight engagements. The four significant findings were: 

a. Range was the deterrnining factor and exclusively favoured the Germans. 

b. The Local Advantage of the Defense: 

In the 86 engagements in which the numbers of weapons and casualties are 
known, the allies employed a total of 797 weapons, lost 149. The enemy used 327 
weapons, lost 158 ". . . In the 40 considered engagements in which they were on 
the attack, the allies lost 100 of 437 employed weapons while the defending 
enemy lost 45 of 135. In the 37 engagements in which the enerny were attacking, 
they lost 83 of 138 weapons whiie the allied defenders lost 14 of 205." 

c. The Advantage of First Fire: 

"Of 1 1 engagements in which they tired first, the attackers lost 12 of 88 weapons 
while destroying 30 of 64 defending weapons. Of 57 engagements in which they 
fired first, the defenders lost 22 of 23 8 weapons while destroying 154 of 397 
weapons. Thus in 68 engagements 34 of 326 weapons were lost by the side which 
fired first while destroying 184 of 461 opposing weapons." 

d. The Advantage of Mass: 

"Of the 81 cases where a force of 3 or less weapons was employed, that force, in 
37 cases, was annihilated. Of 91 cases in which a force of over 3 weapons was 
used, the force was annihilated in only 10 cases.. .. It is interesting to note that in 
100 of the considered 129 engagements, one force had no losses . . . in a majority 
of engagements, one force tended to possess an ovenvhelming immediate 
ad~anta~e."~' 

The study firther identified two critical factors in tank combat: Locating the enemy 

(target acquisition), and, the Advantage of first fired AIMED rounds (77% of 

engagements resulted with NO casualties to one force).g0 Above all, distance and arrnour 

decided tank combat results: "in a head-on one tank against one tank fight ours alrnost 

always cornes out as a casua~t~."~' Of 136 tank engagements investigated, wastage was 

equally distnbuted in the three main range categories: 0-500 meters, 501-1000 meters, 

and 100 1-3500 meters. Each range group accounted for approximately one third tank 
-- 

" Data on WWII Tank Engagements Involving the US Thkd and Fourth Armored Divisions" 
and, White, "A Report on United States vs. German Amour," 

BRLM 798, 9, 1925. 

" BRLM 798, 25. 

91 Exhibit No.2 Col 1- S. Hinds, Comd CCB, 2d h d :  "Cornparison of US Equipment with 
Similar German Equipment", 1. 



kills whereas German losses dropped by 50% at distances over 1000 meters: "The higher 

muzzle velocity increases their trajectory, as range estimations are of less importance 

with such a flat trajecto~y."~~ The immediate battlefield effects of the "tank scandai" were 

that German guns could kill at any distance but the superior armour on German tanks 

made them twice as safe at long range. 

Tank Losses from 136 Engagements 

Allied Tank Cosses per Action: German Tank Losses per Action - 
out of Total 215 AFVs KO'D out of Totai 175 AFVs KO'D 

Table 13 

A continued series of corps level tank battles like Goohuood or Totafize would 

have reduced the Ailied tank a m  to near impotence despite the aggregate attrition to 

German armour. Notwithstanding ovewhelming air and tank superiority, total Allied 

casualties were almost three times that of the Wehrmacht. If not for the arriva1 of an 

another half dozen American tank divisions, there would have been no appreciable Allied 

moured mass capable of both continued breakthrough operations and follow-through 

maneuver. In operational contests, the old lesson was repeated and releamed: attrition 

precedes maneuver. 

Given the technological reality of the battlefield, the art of killing German panzers 

en masse had less to do with gunnery than operational maneuver. The Soviets had - 

discovered this by 1943; the western Allies adopted a ccwe'll l e m  from our own 

mistakes" approach. It took Montgomery at lem four tries before one of his amies broke 

through and by then he had decimated his amour and fired most of its leaders. 
-* 

- 

91 White: LtCol W. M Hawkins, Comd 3rd En, 67th kmored Regt 

" This p p h  represents results from data included in Hardison, BRL MR-798 "Data on W.W. II 
Tank Engagements Involving the U. S. Thrid and Fourth Armored Divisions" which comprises detailed 
accounts of 136 tank engagements cira 194445 in the ETO. The final statistics have been compiled by the 
author. 



ALLIED and GERMAN TANK DESTROYERS: FRANCE 1944 

TurlrDaboyerM 10 
G e  7 6 m (  CIübufLaiph) 
Range ( E i Y F d  Par(nlion): Mk IV Io lJOOm ; Puiihcdll~a: d 
Bat AmWw Paemhon l t  5oOm: 33- 
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Cornkt WciahT 30 wu 
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GUIMAN TD ADVANTAGE 

StuG III compared to Grant 

StuG III compared to Sherman 

StuG III compared to Ml0 Tank Destroyer 

Although both vehicles aie Tank Destroyers" and both 
are built on the chassis of an MET, the Ml0 dl1 has its 
Eunet. Trade ~Kfiexibility vs amour and hlgh target profile. 
Stug Ill can hide in small de pressions and behind low walls. 

Figure 30 



"Who KiIled Tiger?" 

It has been stated that our tanks are supposed to attack infântry and should not be use- 
tank vs. tank It bas been my experience that we have never found îhis ideai situation for 

in al our aüacks we must af necessity fight German tanks. 
LtCol W. M Hawkins, CO 3/67th Annd Bn 

In my opinion the reason our armor has engaged the German tanks as successfuily as it 
has is not due to any means to a superior tank but to our superior numbers of tanks on the 
battlefield and the willingness of o u  tankers to takc their losses while maneuvering to a 

position fiom which a penctrating shot can be put through a weak spot of the enemy tank. 
Colonel S. R Hinds, CC "B", 2nd Annored Div 

On 24 May 1945 the three principal German operational commanders in the 

Norrnandy campaign, Generals von Geyr (Panzer Gmppe West), Sepp Dietrich (1 SS Pz 

Korps) and Paul Hausser (2 SS Pz Korps), joined General Heinz Guderian at the Seventh 

Army Interrogation Center in Bavaria. Dunng the session, this crème de la crème of 

panzer leaders was posed the following question: "To what do you attnbute Genan  tank 

losses by percentage - air, anti-tank, and mechanical? Which was most feared by tank 

c r e ~ s ? " ~  Except for Guderian who was very hesitant about answering this question, the 

replies were direct and revealing. Obergruppenfihrer Paul "Papa" ~ausser :~ whose 

divisions were most victimized by AIlied air and Naval gunnery, noted: 

During long movements to the zone of action, 20-30 percent of al1 tanks 
en route faIl out due to mechanical failures. Considering the remainder as 
100 percent, 15 percent are lost through mechanical failures; 20 percent 
through air attacks; 50 percent through A/T defense; and 15 percent are 
knocked out by artillery. Tanks and TDs are feared most by German tank 
crew. 96 

Guderian is quoted as saying that "60-70 percent through mechanical failures (Eastern 

Front); 15 percent AIT; 5 percent artillery; 5 percent mines; 5 percent others."" Dietrich 

did not agree completely, "Mechanical failures, 30 percent; air 10 percent; AIT, 15 

94 Apps E, Amex 2 "GERMAN ESTIMATES AND COMMENTS ON THEIR OWN TANK 
CASUALTIES", 92, taken from Coox and NaisaWZIId, ORO 117. 

'' "unser Dam Haussef'(our papa Hausser): Otto Weidinger, Kameraden bis zum Ende (Das SS 
PzGren Rea 4 "DF') (Oldendort: Verlag, K. W. Schitz, t987), 145. 

% von Geyr could not give even appmximate figures. "He thinks air-tank cooperation the most 
d e d y  combination." ORO-T-117 Gennan Estimates and Comments on Their Own Tank C d t i e s .  
Annex 2 to Appendk E, Seventh Amy Interrogation Center, ETO, 24 May 1945. MHI, 

ORO T 1 17, Appx E, Annex 2, 92. 



percent; tanks, 45 percent. Losses due to artillery were negligible. Most feared by crews: 

Allied tanks and TDS."~* 

Von Geyr, who, mostly through inexperience and arrogance, lost his entire 

Headquarters to an air strike by fighter ground attack in rnid lune, was understandably 

impressed with air power. Those who suffered through the full three months knew better: 

tanks kill tanks. The most interesting information is the rate of mechanicd breakdown. 

The Generals' recollections were backed up by Allied ground survey teams who 

examined every tank or AFV hulk found in the Normandy battlefield. They concurred 

that wastage was, in fact, caused by mechanical breakdown or crew abandonment and 

supported Dietrich's and Hausser's indif'ference toward the allied fighter ground attack 

threat. Extensive American interrogation and battlefield inspection concluded that the 

vast number of German tanks were killed by direct gun fire, the ovenvhelming majority 

fiom tanks and TDs. The rernaining losses were caused by air, mines, and rniscellaneous 

enemy action. Again, the highest single cause of Gennan tank losses was fiom 

miscellaneaus, non-enemy, action: 

German Tank Losses by Causation 1944-1945 99 

Cause of Immobilization No. of Sampled Tanks Percent of Total Known 

G u n f i  (75,76,90,TD) 520 43.2% 

Hollow charge 53 4.4% 

Air 91 7.5% 

Mine 3 0.2% 

Misc, enemy action 9 0.7% 

Misc, non enemy action 522 43.8% 

Table 14 

Normandy ended Geman industry's recovery in the face of increasing strategic 

bomber attacks -_ and Soviet offensives. The Speer refoms could keep pace with Eastern 

Front wastage but were eventually ovenvhelmed by the drain from the Normandy 

" ORO T 1 17, Appx E, Annex 2, 92-93. 

99 ORO-T-117- Appx E, Table XXXV. 252 panzers werr destroyed by their own aews, 222 were 
simply abandoned because of lack of spare parts, gas, recovery or while under attack 



battlefield. 'O0 Interestingly, during this penod Allied tank production actually dropped. 

This was understandable in the UK where the War Department decreased tank 

manufacture, prefemng to concentrate on Firefly conversion and depend on American 

lend Lease M4s to equip its armoured divisions. American production began to decrease 

afier Normandy and fell immediately before the Ardennes. The price for hubris was the 

shock of the Bulge and slapdash M26 heavy tank which did not reach troops until well 

into 1945.'01 

The Amencan Army commissioned supplementary studies to extend the initial 

surveys submitted by 2nd and 3rd Armd Divisions. Professors Coox and Naisawald, 

working, as fate would have it, out of the Operations Research Office in Fort Lesley J. 

McNair, provided a conclusive analysis of allied armour in battle. Their findings 

concluded: 

1. Gunfire, both numerically and percentagewise, exacted the highest over-al1 toll 
of tank casualties.. . . 
2. Hollow charge weapons fluctuated at a very low level of effectiveness.. . . 
Toward the end of the war the incidence of tanks irnmobilized by panzerfaust 
weapons, dunng offensive and pursuit operations, reached the toll of 25 to 35 
percent of al1 tank casualties.. . . 
3. Land mine warfare indicated an increased number of mines employed by Axis 
powers.. . . The decreased tank casualties to mines in the final stages of the 
Western European campaign seemed to indicate that the enemy could not lay 
mines because so many of his troops were attempting to get out. 

'" During Ihe fim five months of 1944, production kept pace with losses: Tanks - 3,571, Assadt Guns - 
2,550 for a total of 6,121, For the same period Department JN6 recordeci accepting 5,212 units fiom the 
manufacturer against a battlefield wastage of 3,119, This gave the Wehrmacht a net gain of 2,093 units, 
Before D Day, total holdings for OKH had been increased by 36%. 

1 Jm 44 6 June 44 
PzMkVI 437 698 
PtMkV 1,386 2,234 
PLMkN 1,558 2,048 
7Smm Stug 2.439 2.933 
Total 5,820 7,9 13 

see: F. U von Senger und Etterlin, Die deutschen Panzer 1926-1 945 (Mûnchen: J. F. Lehrnanns Verltig, 1965), 342- 
345. 

'O' AFV Production totak: 1943 L 944 
GERMANY 12,063 19,002 
USSR 24,000 30,000 
UK 7,476 2,474 
USA 29,497 17,565 

MS#P-059 "Germm Tnnk Strength and Loss Stotistics", Appendix 3 '%Productionn, and ORO T 1 17, 77 Appx D. See 
a h :  v. Senger u Etterlin, 346, Wilmot, 147,150. 



4. The Canadian sample provided the only detailed data from which concIusions 
rnay be drawn concerning the toll exacted by non-enemy causation. The figures 
show the very high proportion immobilized by this factor, in relation to al1 other 
causes, during offensive and pursuit operations; thus, dunng the breaching of the 
Gustav Line in Italy, terrain and mechanical failures accounted for twice the toll 
exacted by the usually highest causative agent, gunfire.'O2 

Coox and Naisawaid site 785 yards as the average ET0 range for tank 

engagement; this is lower than the average range from Normandy-Western France which 

is 902 yards, based primarily on British-Canadian engagements in the area around and 

south of caen.lo3 

Although Arnericans lost more tanks than the British and Canadians, the British 

and Canadians did it with more style. Few defeats could equal the grandeur of 500 

buming hulks at GOOhVocxi or the destruction of the BCRs during Totufize. The 

Americans were bled slowly and methodically by Stugs, Paks and panzerfausts. Bocage 

engagements were at point blank distance. Although the American tank battalion samples 

total 2579, half were victims of gunfire and only about 30% of this was tank fire. The 

British and Canadian losses to gun fire were 60% of which 55% were kills by tanks. 

Armour wlnerability forced the Sherman to try to close quickly but it was 

generally quickly discovered: "The silhouette of the Sherman is such that it is easil y 

spotted 200-3500 yards away."'04 German amour, openly contemptuous of the Allied 

75mm gun,105 tempted Shermans, daring them to come forward and joust: "the enemy 

showed tendency to put his tanks on forward slopes and hold tbat position counting on 

the extrerne range as a safety factor."lo6 Sherman's only advantage was the quick draw in 

a short range gunfight: 

102 ORO T 117 "Conclusions", 2-3. 

'O3 Based on study of BRL MR-798. Author selected 136 tank actions (August to December) with 
an average AUied to G e m  tank numben of 12 tanks to 4 panzers. Average range of intervisibility was 
1229 yards, adistance that would have been unusual in the Italian Theatre for unitlsub unit action. Most 
tank gun hits were on the huIl(52%). 

Exhibit No.3, Capt Hemy W. Johnson, Co "F', 66th Armd Regt. 5, White Repoa 

' O 5  Although the British Armament Rerearch Establishment pmduced an Amour Piercing 
Discarcihg Sabot (APDS) round for the 6pdr in late 1943, an APD S round for the 17pdr was not available 
untii the summer of 1944; it immediately became the mWay for Firefly and anti-tank troops. 

'06 D Hist 14 l.4A27O 13 LD2.27 C h  Armd Regt (Sher Fus). Mer action reoort, Lt P. W. Ayriss 
3 1 Jd 44. 



. . . the Oilgear traversing, which gave hair-line laying of the gun . . . its 
high speed in traversing fiom target to target was sa much faster than the 
gear on the German 'Tiger' tank that it was possible to catch the enemy 
tank off line. Io' . 

The great German bugbear was maintenance. Both Panther and Tiger were 

difficult to keep running. Because most abandoned panzers were recovered at night by 

German mechanical engineers, there are few records of serviceable Panthers being 

overrun by Allied forces until the retreat from Mortain in late ~ u g u s t . ~ ~ ~  Gennan tank 

maintenance and repair was carried out as far fonvard as possible. Maintenance crews 

accompanied the troops "as enerny fire permitted."'Og Mechanical Engineer officers of the 

tank battalions accompanied the maintenance crews to the combat area and personally 

directed their work. 

Damaged tanks which could not be repaired with the available means by 
combat units were collected by recovery vehicles and tumed over to the 
maintenance companies of the tank regirnents or to other maintenance 
shops. By evening, battalions or regirnents had a clear picture as to the 
number of operational tanks, the number in need of minor repairs, the 
number in need of major repairs and total losses. These figures were 
reported through command channels. ''O 

Without normal first line repair support, Panther and Tiger could not keep Pace 

with Sherman: "Many a Panther was lost because of shortage of some elementary spare 

'O7 Ross, 248. "...~pon thata Sherman had been knocked out with the German 75mm round 
going through the transmission, through the ammunition rack on the hull floor, through the engine and out 
the rear!" Sherman's gun couid not r e m  the favour: "Ordenng my gunner to fire at the closest tank, which 
was approximately 800 yards away, he placed one rigtit in the side, which was compietely visible to me. To 
iny amazement and disgust, 1 watched the sheil bounce off the side. My gunner fired at least si.. more 
rounds at the vehicle hitting it from the turret to the track ... 1 was completely surprised to see it moving aftcr 
receiving seven hits from my gun, Sgt F. W. Baker, 2nd Armd Div." Zaloga, 33,35036. 

Io8 One Mk V captureci near Vimoutiers produceci a log book that showed some impressive track 
mileage; the vehicle had road marched from Paris to Verriéres, then to Mortain and back again to the 
Falaise area.-EE this Panther was typical, then Panthers could keep going and trade maneuver for maneuver 
with Sherman for considerable periods but only so long as the batdefield remairied stable and normal 
maintenance and repair took place. Coox and Naisawaid samplings indicate 79% pet armoured brigade per 
79.4 days in Pursuit. The average per LOO miles was 79% of tank losses and was attributed to Mechanical 
FaiIure. Italian statistics for this period using 1200 Canadian and US tank casualties are 35% tank wastage 
due to Mechanical Failure, Overall ET0 figures for AFVs immobilized by drowning, accident, bogging and 
niectianical failure, based on US and Cdn sample of 6200 casualties is 21% . 

'O9  Re24 10553 CMF W o  Letter No. 10; Jeng 97. 



part or because it could not be repaired in tirne.""' Repair by tank crews was next to 

impossible; the MkV and Mk VI were too complex a machine and, by 1944, most crews 

did not have the training or mechanical skills for anything except rudirnentary 

maintenance. 

In conclusion, despite claims by RAF ~ ~ ~ h o o n s ,  the most accomplished 

German tank killer in Normandy was German engineering. An astounding 48%'" of 

German tank wastage was due to abandonment or destruction by their own crews. In 

some cases it was lack of fuel but mainly the cause was mechanical breakdown. The best 

way to kill the big cats was to march them to death. Maneuver warfâre was the kiss of 

death to the panzer arm in 1944. 

The final word on German technology was nailed into the last paragraph of the 

New Zealand Division study which concluded: "Who Killed Tiger? - Tiger Killed 

~imsel f ."  '14 

"' Publication No. 20-202 "Gennan Tank Maintenance in World War II" US War Office, 
Departnient of the Amy, June 1954, 23-26. 

I l 2  See data from BRL MR-798, ORO T 117, ORS Report No. 12 and, ORS Report No.17, 
indicate Air Force claims were tvildly e'xaggerated - no more than 9% of panzers were knocked out by air 
strike. The number rose after Mortain to 25% of tanks attacked were destroyed by Rocket Projectiles fiom 
Air&, Air Cannon and Bombs vs. 63% tanks Kao's by A .  shot. See: fan Gaoderson "Ailied Fighter- 
Bombers versus German Armour in North-West Europe 1944-45: Myths and ReaIities", The Joumai of 
Strategic Studies Vol 14 No.2 June 199 1, 210, 

' " ORO T L 17 clabm %% abandoned / destroyed by crews, Coox and Naisawald give 43.2% 
abandoned, ORS Report No, 17 states that in the grand total of German tank wastage, airstrikes accounted 
for 4.4% vs. 1 1% from AP shot and 76% destroyed or abandoned by crews. ORS No. 17, 1-3. 

I4 During the m e r  of '44 as the Gexmans withdrcw ftom Rome, a New Zealand Division 
technid team set about examinhg the Tiger tanks found dong the retreat To their surprise, there were 
twelve Tigers found "on or aiongside the road" Seven had no battie damage, three were blown up by their 
crews, and only tsvo tvere actuaily hit by AIIied guns. Close inspection showed that most Tigers simply 
broke down. Tigers were "not sufficiently rekble for long marches" The specialization required for 
maintenance tvere more than the aiceady hard pressed Gernian support system could keep up with The 
experiment's conclusion was simple: "Push hirn ... make him nra" RG24 14186 (BRAC) 1st Cdn Army 
CAC Me Bulletin No, 1, Apx F "E.xperienœ with Tiger Tanks" (2nd NZ Div Int Sum 334) 15 Oct 44. 



THE OPERATIONAL ART IN NORMANDY: S ' m  vs. S T A W  

Penetratiag and merciless andysis and criticism of our d i m y  experience is needed if 
our armed seNices are to grow better rather than worse. We cannot Hord to have any 

protected heroes. 
Major P. E. Appleton, Cavahy 

Tactics are the material of Operationai Art 
A A Svechin 

As we manewer in Louisiana, so s h d  we fight 
Maj. General W. D. Crittenberger 

Cavalq and Mechanization 

The introduction of m o u r  in World War 1 signalled the end of cavalry 

operations. Although mounted formations fought spirited campaigns during the Russian 

Civil War and the Polish campaignq the future lay in mechanization. The Fuller-Liddell 

Hart solutions to firture war ("all-tank amies") were debated by military professionals 

and initially rejected because of the mechanical unreliability of the tank and a parochial 

reaction against young Turks who threatened to dominate the military establishment. 

Despite the efforts of armour pioneers, mechanization succeeded primarily because of 

politicians. The support of both Fascist and Communist despots created vast tank parks 

and forced the west to create paraliel organizations. Notwithstanding experimentation in 

Spain and Manchuria, mechanization was totally accepted only after the invasion of 

Poland. France and England did not organize armoured divisions until 1940 and the 
- - 

Canadian and American armoured corps were created afker the Gennan invasion of 

France. 

Initially, both Infantry and Cavalry anempted to absorb the tank. The Cavalry 

wanted to bring it under control as a stable hand to the horse while the Infantry intended 

to use armour as a mobile machine gun platform moving at a soldier's pace. Tank 



fanatics' demand for a separate a m  was successfully resisted in the USA but not in 

Ruuia, Germany, and England. The creation of the RTC was a half step forward for 

armour; it identified and concentrated the zealots, making them easier targets. Both 

European and American cavalry attempted to subven mechanization. As late as 1939 the 

cavalry still refused to recognize the capabilities of amour.' Opposition came principally 

from senior commanders rather than the regiments who were, in fact, quite prepared to 

rnechanize. The horse, ever the devoted cornrade, was better off patrolling the frontier 

and playing polo than advancing against shrapnel or maxirn fire - no cavalier wanted to 

see his faithfùl steed slaughtered. 

Blitzkrieg made the transition both necessary and clear: Amour was cavalty. 

Better still, the armoured division was the resurrection of heavy cavalry. The panzer 

brought promise of tactical dominance to the arme blanche. The US Cavalry, perhaps 

because it continued to perform operational missions and developed a "modem" doctrine 

for horses in the post war period, refused to accept any conversion. This refusal to accept 

reality led to a break between "cavalry" and "armor" that should never have occurred. 

The US CavaIry would never recapture its former stature. Mechanization affected no 

other arm in the same savage way. 

The "Louisiana Maneuvers" served to both assay the intended doctrine and to 

convince the doubtful. The American mechanized jeune école finally had the opportunity 

to test curent Branch doctrines. The resuits were conclusive: in any tactical problem 

where armour was pitted against horsed or partially rnechanized formations, the armoured 

force succeeded hands dom. The maneuvers put the old-school opponents in their place 

and allowed Armor to find its legs: "(Louisiana) indicated a definite change in policy in 

so far as Infantry Tank units were concerned. Pnor to this time we had separate tank 

' ''Cavdry geneials, and they were rnany, denied aii their m e n t  e.qeriences and continued to 
extol the power of the weIl-bred horse." A. J. Srnithers, Rude MechanicaIs - An Account of Tank Maturitv 
DuflUflng the Second Worid War (London: Leo Cooper, 1987), xii and 7. As late as November 1940 both 
Generals J. K. Herr and G. A Lynch (Chiefs of US Cavairy and Mantry) opposed MGen F. M Andrews 
(Army G3) when he recommended to Generai Miushall that "the Armored Force be created as a separate 
combat d Their argument was that it "violateci" the tenns of the Natiod Defence Act of 1920 in 
creating "non-infantry and non-cavalry armored uni&." Cavalrv Jourmi Wy-June, 1946), 38. For Herr's 
side, see: MGen J. K Herr, and E. S. Wallace, The Storv of the US Cavab (Boston: Littie Brown, 1953), 
248-262. See dso, Maj Gen R W. Grow "The Ten Lean Years: From the Mechanized Force (1930) to the 
Armored Force (1940)" Armor Jim-Feb, March-Apd, My-June, July-August 1987 and, Robert Alan 
Doughty, The Seeds of Disaster -The Deveio~ment of French Annv Doctrine 1919-1939 (Hamden: 
Archon, 1985). 



platoons, companies and battalions widely dispersed over the country."* Yankee cornmon 

sense, with a little help from Military Attaché reports and the spectre of France 1940, 

embraced both Fuller and the essence of Tukhachevsky while Canadian doctrinal 

thinking remained docile and subservient to current British opinion. 

Doctrine 

There were two basic problems in the formation of an "Armored Force": doctrine 

and organization. Doctrine is simply a clear explanation of "how we fight". Ultra 

sophisticated doctrines are useless if they are not understood by the troops who must 

carry them out. Still, new doctrines cannot be simplistic if they are to produce results in 

the battlefield. A three-part system is necessary. 

The first stage is the formulation of a new doctrine by the General Staff. It should 

be founded on basic tactical principles readily understood by soldiers but decisive at the 

operational or strategic level. At the minimum, doctrine meets operational requirements. 

If totally new, it requires modem equipment as well as effective control techniques. The 

art is then perfected through war gaming. Thus an experimental formation is vital for any 

army in order to remain intellectually and tactically alive. 

In the 1930s, western nations produced experimental tank ouffits and conducted 

trial maneuvers in Grafenwohr, the Salisbury Plain, Verdun, Kiev, and Louisiana. These 

allowed the oficers responsible to test before they began to teach. Since philosophes 

differ in expenence and paths to conversion, there is always a bit of Luther versus 

Zwingli in the officer corps. The challenge in developing a "perfect doctrine" is to have it 

function effectively at two levels. The difference between the Western philosophes and 

the Soviet Union was that liberal democracy insisted on an egalitarian doctrine that 

forced the staff to consider the welfare of the soldier. Although western generals wasted 

their men as uselessly as totalitarian powers, General Staffs were concemed with unity of 

doctrine and prepared to entertain debate. This cost time. Totalitarian regimes imposed 

doctrinal solutions with exacting discipline. The Russians, and to some extent the 

Germans, developed an operational doctrine that, to the untrained observer, was barbarie: 

' Lessons Drawn fiom a Conceniration of the Provisional Tank Brigade. Presented to Officers of 
2nd Arrnored Div 7 Oct 1940. Aivan C. Gillem Papers, MHI. 



ovenvhelming numbers wearhg d o m  a gallant but spent foe. Instead, the zenith of 

doctrinal accomplishment was the Eastern front where doctrine featured common sense 

and simplicity for the soldier and intricate chess moves for the grandmasters in the Red 

Army's General Staff. 

Once the academic staffs at War Colleges understand doctrine, it is ready to enter 

the second phase, education. There are two subsets: revising the cumculurn and 

educating the oficers who in tum will indoctrinate the masses and purge anyone who 

does not profess the faith. Then formations must practice the new principles in what 

Francis Tuker called the "approach to battle", the better the training, the easier the battle 

("Train hard, fight easy" - Savarov). The last, perhaps most important requirement is 

teaching the doctrine to combat troops: "How we fight" prirners. 

Adopting an armoured doctrine is impossible without an industry and a generous 

budget capable of equipping the force. Tank divisions need tanks. The Americans and 

Russians had both. The British and Germans didn't. The German h y ' s  tank 

development programme looked good on paper, but it was, in some ways, bogus. The 

industry that produced the volkswagen3 could not manufacture a main battle tank able to 

move around the battlefield without a coterie of mechanics and spare parts. The Panther 

and Tiger were deadly armoured killing machines but mechanical nightmares invented by 

engineers with a çurprising inability to correct dreakdown. Worse, they anived late as a 

response to the Red Army armour. Russian tanks were simple. They worked, and they 

had big pns.4 The fact that when they finally reached the battlefield, the individual 

Panther and Tiger was marginally superior to the T-34 or KV, is a moot point. The Red 

Army was not jousting. The Soviet Strategic Offensive conducted operational maneuver 

at the army group level and called for masses of fast tanks that could attack deep and 

required little maintenance. 

Effective Main Battle Tanks required both clever design and enlightened 

developrnënt. The Americans, despite the acknowledged success of the Sherman, failed 

in fact, G e m  industry couldn't even manage nitncient transport - hena the nearly one million 
horses in the Wehrmacht, 

As late as 1990s T34s confionted Canadian Cougar squadrons in Somaüa The third world's 
amies and revofutionary amies are rnostiy equipped with TSS-T62 or their copies. The Afghani rebels 
traded in sheep herding for tank fighting, Only robust armour could survive both the EIimalayas and peasant 
han&. 



in this respect. Their inability to produce an effective battie tank was not as complete a 

disaster as Britain's, but it was serious. The US Armored Force did not have a tank that 

could meet the enemy on relatively equal terms until 1945, despite the fact that the AGF 

quickly realized they required a dependable main battle tank to engage in Blitzkrieg: 

. . . culminating phase of 3rd Army maneuvers was designed to illustrate 
the action o fa  large contingent of tanks to execute a breakthrough . . . the 
attack area was drenched by heavy rain storm . . . the tank attack was 
launched with disastrous results. Not over 20% of the tanks reached their 
objectives.. . . They were impotent, faulty in design of questionable 
military value.' 

The M4 was an interim solution. The mechanically reliable Sherman eventually won 

campaigns, but at considerable cost to men and machines. The Americans have been 

prepared to learn from the Germans and are not ashamed to admit it. Wehrmacht dictums 

fit Yankee style and temperament: "War is not normal. It c m o t  therefore be won by 

rules that apply in peacetime. Situations in war chinge rapidly and changing situations 

cannot be saved by ru~es ."~ 

Basics: What is a Tank? 

While western engineering fiddled with heavy amour, there were parallel forces 

still at work; for even as "Armor" wrestled with tank doctrine, the Infantry and Artillery 

Generals, who now were responsible for the creation of a modem army, continued to 

question the tank as a viable battle system. The issue was definition: what is a tank? More 

importantly, what are tanks? The armoured division could not fight as an infantry 

division nor support an infantry division. It had its own doctrine. The result was an 

identified requirement for "Tnfantry Tanks" and "cavalry Tanks." The British and French 

convinced themselves this meant a requirement for two different types of tanks and 

promptly went about developing them. But the West failed to completely analyze the 

problem. The answer to "What is a tank?" was that a tank represented a tracked, 

armoured vehicle that could fght in any terrain, in any conditions, in any climate, singly 

Lessons Drawn from a Concentration of the ProvisionaI Tank Brigade. Presented to Officers of 
2nd Annored Div 7 Oct 1940 J- R Gillem Papes, USAWC, Carfisle, 

Tecture, Captain Bechtolsheim, US Artillery School1932", BrigGea Henry C. Newton Papen, 
MHI. 



or in small groups. The tank excelled in the attack, and was also deadly in the defence. 1t 

best supported the infantry, but could fight independently or work with d l l e r y  and air. 

There was simply nothing the tank, accepting its utter dependability on petrol, oil, and 

logistic support, could not accomplish.' 

However, massed amour (tanks3 was a totally diff'erent matter. Chedéville's 

observation "Le char est tres de~icat''~ is best applied to the armoured division or tank 

army. Massed tanks are not capable of defending ground; they do not attack prepared 

defenses and are severely limited by terrain and 10~istics.~ Used in the Breakout and 

Pursuit, tanks fight tanks but specifically, they maneuver. Massed amour, conducting 

operational maneuver in deep battle, is capable of achieving strategic results, and is 

therefore a strategic am. 

This was realized in principle by most general staffs but, until August 1944 

(Cobra), only effectively practiced by the Germans and Russians. Given an orthodox tank 

design, the issue was employment. The same tank could perform either Infantry or 

Cavalry roles as long as it could survive on the battlefield against enemy MBTs. By 

1945, even Montgomery was convinced: "We require one tank which will do both 

jobs." l0 

7 The psychological effect of armouroften exceeded its actual ability: “...bath German and our 
OIML [tankil have, in my opinion on our own infantry exaggerated out of ail proportion ... eventually one 
Gennan tank was heard approaching. Our inf had resisted German inf datks ail night but the approach of 
the German tank was the deciding factor, and our infantry withdrew fiom the bridgeheart" RG24 12185 
BRAC 1st Cdn Army, Brig G. R Bradbrooke Second Periodical Re-port. Sect 18. 'The Moral mect of 
Tanks." 6 Nov 44. 

Generai Charles Cheddville, "Les Chars de combat actuels et le haut commandement", Revue 
Militaire Franm*se KI Febmary-March 1922, translateci, Fort Leavenworth: General Service Schoois, 46. 

"Pmper Missions" for the Armored Division were confïrmed by the US A m y  ET0 General 
Board (June-November 1945) "Armored Divisions Cornmittee" (Hereafter cited as: ET0 Armored Board). 
The primruy role was "offensive Operations in the enemy reaf The remaining missions, presented in orâer 
are: 2. Breakthrough screen, establish contact, 3. Seize essentiai ground, 4. Regain initiative, 5. m o r e  
impetus of an atiack, 6. Spearhead attack against an enemy "not prepared for full defence." 7. Attack on 
narrow front against a prepared position, 8. Breakthrough on a wide front against a demoralized enemy, 9. 
Eqloit success, 10. Rune, 11. Strategic Envelopment, 12. D e m y  enemy armored 13. Opeiate 
against lighîiy armored formations, 14. Counter-attack in a withdrawal, 15. Delay as the C o v e ~ g  Force. 
ETHïNT Study Number 48, File R 322.2D.7 Nov 45, 7. 

Io Address to Royal United S e ~ œ  InstiWon, Nov 1945. Quoted in Cavaky l o d ,  Jan 46. 



The Evolution of Armoured Doctrine: the American and Canadian Amies 

To make war aiways means attacking. 
Fredenck the Great 

The Canadian Cavalry was too srna11 to effectively participate in the 

mechanization debate. Canadian mechanized and tank battalions were disbanded afler 

World War 1 and the cavalry reverted to a decentralized mounted force. Debate was 

exclusively intellectual and conducted principally by non-cavalry officers (Simonds and 

Burns). The transition to amour was effortless since the European campaigns had & 

facto refùted any possible objections. The Canadian Armoured Corps quickly evolved as - 
an efficient fighting force but its leadership was not developed in other theatres. Canadian 

amour went to battle under the direction of artillery, engineer, and infantry-trained 

divisional and corps commanders. 

The Arnencan Tank Corps experienced combat in France during the Great War 

and enjoyed an established industrial base with the expertise to develop and mass 

produce tanks. The mechanization debate was bitter in the United States although the 

pioneering efforts by Van Voorhis and Adna Chaffee ensured that both experimentation 

and cross fertilization of  officers occurred. The negativism and resistance of the 

American Cavalry was il1 conceived and eliminated the Corps from a decisive role in 

World War II. The War Department accepted the easiest solution to the problem in 1940, 

and, rather than award control of amour to the Infantry or the Cavalry, it gave it to 

neither and created the Armored Corps. 

My firm belief is that had General Hem, from the beginning, taken a 
strong stand for the mechanization of the Cavalry Branch, the Armored 
Force would never have been created." 

The Cavalry was reduced to reconnaissance duties at the squadron level. The AGF, 

having garrotted the US arme blanche, and its grand traditions, was forced to create a 

new armoüfed ethos. The GHQ and Armored Divisions' tank battalions could not invoke 

the spirits of battles put. Save for the few battalions that fought under Patton in 19 18, 

American armour had to redefine itself. Far younger than the RTC, not as brassy or 

11 Grow, Armor ApriI-Aug 1987, 38. 



confident, but with the better equiprnent and a home grown doctrine,'* the US tank force 

was a working class host experimenting with the tenets of mechanized war. In some 

ways, the Canadian Armoured Corps mirrored the Amencan Armoured Force more than 

its British brothers. In combat, American armour endured the same teething troubles that 

Canadian armour did, but it performed better at the Divisional and Corps level. This can 

be traced directly to doctrine, leadership and experience. 

European and American experiments with divisional balance represented the 

particular convictions of their General Staffs. In their respective armoured divisions, the 

French tanks outnumbered infantry two to one and the British six to one. Pre-war 

experiments, heavily influenced by Fuller, suffocated balance. The "al1 arms team" 

solution was marginalized in the new all-tanks doctrinal catechisms. But by mid war, the 

German ideal panzer division had been reduced to a recce battalion, two tank battalions, 

four Panzergrenadier Battalions (mounted in APCs if possible), an attached heavy tank 

battalion plus a Jagdoanzer battalion of Stu~  m s  or Panzeriaeners. However, their secret 

was not amour-infantry balance, but doctrinal balance: 

The main point I would like to emphasize is that the overwhelrning 
success of the German Amy was not due to the air corps, was not due to 
motorized troops alone, but was due to a balanced field army, with 
balanced organization and balanced equipment, executing a plan under 
almost perfect leadershipL3 

The British, and therefore the Canadian, solution divided the Armoured Division 

into two solitudes: an Armoured Brigade and an Infantry Brigade. The Arnericans began 

operations with balanced triplicates consisting of three tank battalions, three armoured 

infantry battalions, and three self-propelled artillery battalions. Both versions survived 

the war, however, the final solution, set by the ET0 Armored Division Committee (7- 

Nov 4 9 ,  was a battle proven US Armored Division that was based on imbalance: three 

regiments, each with one tank battalion and two infantry battalions supported by five 

'' Jean R Moenk, A History of Large-Scaie Armv Maneuvers in the United States. 19354964 
(Virginia: Headquarters United States Continental Army Command, Fort Monroe, 1969), 27, See a h ,  
"Lessons Drawn from a Concentration of the Provisional Tank Brigade," Presented to officers 2nd 
Armored Div on 7 October, 1940. Alvin C. Gillem Papers, MHI and, "Report on Supply of Armoured 
Units based on experience in Louisiana and Cadina Maneuvers, 9 Dec 1941n, LtCoI. Heruy C. Newton 
Papers, MHI and, Cario D'Este, Patton - A Genius for War (New York: Hlarper Collins, 1995), 394. 

" lrIajor Percy Biack, Attacht at Berlin 6 Dec 39. 



battalions of self propelled artillery (three medium and two heavy). The final solution had 

infantry outnumbering tanks three to t ~ o . ' ~  so much for Fuller and Liddell Hart. 

The mutations that occurred in American armoured organizations were 

considerably iess drastic than the British; although there were two «heavy3' armoured 

divisions (the 2nd and the 3rd)' the intemal organization was not really tampered with. 

Chaffee was even suspicious of relatively modern US Infantry terminology: 

1 do not like the words 'Combat Team' applied to armoured for in the 
Amy at large, it refers primuily to the infantry Regiment and its 
associated battalion of artillery in the Triangular ~ivis ion. '~  

In the end, rnassed amour in an average tank division really meant about 250 

tanks. The American h y ' s  principal doctrinal evolution centered on combat team 

tactics in the bocage. They never quite developed a Soviet-style strategic or operational 

levei of armoured warfare; "Deep Battle" was to remain a Russian art until discovered by 

the Pentagon in the late 1970s. But then, the Arnericans could argue, they didn't have to. 

Yankee doctrinal independence began in Louisiana and matured in North M c a :  "The 

British suggested that American upstarts didn't know a thing about desert warfare. Weil 

we didn't; but we did know how tanks worked.. ."16 Commander of 1st US Armored 

Division was more blunt : 

. . .the British officer seems to know very little about defense, liaison, 
contact between units and mutually supporting units. He covers this 
ignorance by a studied nonchalance and indifference." 

Despite Major General John S. Wood's comment ("Fuller and Liddell Hart are 

contrary to the US Army tradition set by Grant: attrition - Wear the enemy down."I8), the 

" ET0 Armored Board, 7,8. 

l5 13 Sept 1940: Unmrised Copy of Lecture given by MajGen Adna R Chaffee to the Officers of 
the Annoured Force at Fort Knox Ky on 13 Sept 1940. Crittenberger documents on 2nd Div. MGen W. D. 
Critienberger Papers. Nevertheles, tenns like "Combat Team", "Task Force'' and "Frag Orden" bcgan to 
be used with regularïty in the Armor Force as early as 1940 and 1941, 

" ktter to LGen Mark W. Cl* 29 Sept 1943. Hannon went on to say: "If we should lose this 
bridgehead [Salerno] which might happen - it will k ôecause the Gennan breaks through on the British 
side." The Ernest Nason Hannon Papers, MHL 

I g  ciarke Papen Vol 2, 265. The commmders in 4th Amoreci carriai mixed pedigrees: Baki was 
the & CavaIry officer. Wood and W e y  wen Artiiiery whik Clarke and Hoge were Engineers. Clarke 
noted that Liddell EWt caiied Wood: "l%e Rommel of the American Armouced Force ... more conscious of 
possibilities of deep exploitation and importance of speed than anyone else? 



Amencan Army was quite comfortable with far ranging operations. In fact, it was bced on 

them. Sherman's march to the sea, or Lee's attack into Pennsylvania were classic 

exarnples of operational maneuver and the "Deep Battle." With traditions like that in their 

saddlebags, Amencan cavalry generals would naturally conduct a devastating and 

exacting pursuit, given the chance. The Amencan Army, perhaps because their argument 

over armor centered on custody rather than doctrine, approached the armored division 

with a more open mind. 

While operational maneuver was practiced in M c a  and reached cornpetence at 

corps levels by both sides, German maneuver (the Rommel effect) was the more creative. 

Unfortunately, Montgomery's "set piece battle" and new faith in defensive victories 

overshadowed armoured operations and deep battle. Success at El Alamein and Medenine 

deflected criticism of Montgomery's handling of amour in the pursuit. Montgomery 

became the doctrinal imperatur for British and Canadian h i e s  and he would have a 

devastating influence on the Allied operational art. 

Early fighting confirmed the superiority of ~uftraszstaktikl~ the Kam~fanip~e  

system, and the ail-ans team. Geman officers prided themselves on their 

"Fineerspitzen~efuehl . . . an instinctive sixth sense for terrain and tactics - a masterhl 

touch in the art of ~ a r . " ~ '  The key lessons, dominance of amour and the big gun, were 

quickly understood by the Empire's army, but British industry failed to respond to the 

challenge with an efficient, let alone effective, main battle tank. The Allies, in the 

delirium of final victory in Tunisia, put the development of the heavy tank on the back 

burner. 

The tactical lessons of Nonh AFrica forced a reorganization of the British, and 

therefore, Canadian, Armored Division. The desert tactics ("the defensive box,', "brigade 

fortress," and the "pivot") were taught to Allied armoured divisions preparing for 

Normandy, but tumed out to be a waste of time. In general, both amies were close in 

basic pinciples, although the Germans were better led at Divisional and Corps level. 

l9 General von Melienthin, quoted in Generals Bdck and von MeIIenthin on Tactics: h~lications 
for NATO Militarv Doctrine. BDM Corporation. V i a ,  19 Dec 1980, 22. 

When chailenged by US GeneraI DePuy "Out of every one hrndred Gerxnan geneds, (how 
many) had Fingerspitzengefuehl?", Generai Bdck repüed, "Ihrp+ or four, but they were unrecognizedgnizedn 
Generals Bafck and von Mellenthin on Tactics, 21. 



Technoloav: Tank Scandals 

The impact of Tiger was misinterpreted and incompetently reported after Tunisia. 

Tests were incomplete and lengthy. By the tirne a complete analysis oETigerYs dangerous 

potential was published by Aberdeen and Bovington, there was no time to act. The 

premature conviction that Sherman would do the job nicely eventually led to the Allied 

"tank scandai." Allied development of heavy tanks was lm. Lessons fiom the Russian 

Front had little effect. Parochial infighting, interdepartmental competition, and stubborn 

bureaucracy delayed the appearance of a suitable heavy tank until the last year of the war. 

Chauvinisrn ( M e  more than "our" 76mm gun is better than "their" 76mm gun ) 

prevented the American A m y  fkom mounting the British 17 pounde?l on their own 

Shermans. Embarrassing, since the only effective tank killer in Normandy tumed out to 

be the British "VC Firefly." Shaken awake by the reality of the battlefield, Bradley 

urgently requested Fireflies; there were none to be had. Hopes piaced in the American 

76mm gun were disappointed; Allied tanks were out-gu~ed, out-armoured, and out- 

maneuvered by Gennan tanks. 

American (and therefore, Allied) tank development had been side-tracked. The 

Tank Destroyer principle was imposed by General L. McNair and soon was proven 

inadequate. The Ml0 was only effective at short range against Panther-Tiger and so 

. inadequately annoured that both Pz Eis and mortars could stop them. Guns and armour 

dominated fighting in Normandy and througliout Europe. Allied tankers were forced to 

conduct engagements at very close ranges. This was not an immediate disadvantage in 

the bocage but became crucial in the open plains south of the Orne. Panther's, Tiger's 

and Pak 75/88's extensive ranges dominated the Caen sector. The Allies eventually 

survived two senous scandais. The Normandy lessons were hastily overlooked because 

there were no large scale American-Gennan tank vs. tank contests, and at the end, the 

Allies weresuccessful. The Ardennes again spotlighted allied inadequacy when Tiger Ils . 

ripped through American units. 

*' The 17 pounder was basically a high velocity 76mm gun 



The Tank in the Attack: Valour Denied 

Intimate c w p  between S a n d  tks. Kannour has to go into villages it must k preceded 
by inf to deal with hidden enemy Atk weapons since the tic has lost one of its main 

weapans, Le. its manewerability.. 
Lessons Learned 3 Cdn Inf July 1944 

There has been some grumbling about m o u r ' s  hesitation to lead during the 

Normandy battles: "Without question the tank ann remained the weakest link in the 

Anglo-Canadian order of battle."22 Yet amour cannot both be the excuse for tactical 

deficiency as well as the reason for final operational victory in Normandy. The battlefield 

commanders have been called to task:". . . the buck must be passed back to higher 

command for not insisting, as Montgomery did, on making armor confonn even against 

its wi11."~ but modem criticism rarely rises above the division headq~arters.~' Like 

General Simonds himself, historians &en find fault in regiments, brigades and the 

divisions: "Frustration with their tactical shortcomings demonstrably drove Simonds to 

assume more rigid control, possibly with a view to showing them how all-arms 

operations should be c~nducted."'~ This suggests a false premise - that Simonds's initial 

operational plans gave cornmanders extensive fieedom of action, which they squandered. 

This is certainly not the case in Spring, Totalize, or Tractable. 

If the argument is that divisional commanders failed to impose their personality 

and give direction during battle, the same may easily be said of Simonds. Spring and 

Totalize are not examples of dynamic leadership. Simonds's persona1 input during 

English, 3 12. 

a English, 230. 

' 4  Although Sîacey has been stem with regimentai officers, he avoided comments about Foulkes, 
and Simonds. Stacey, Victorv Cam~aim, 275-276. Steven Harris has noted reluctance in Canadian 
military history ranks: "Taking their lead fiorn Stacey, the popular historians of First Canadian Army's 
battie in Normandy have been aitogeîher upbeat. They acknowledge that it had teething probiems but 
suggest that au's was somehow ail right, especidy when (beginning, now, to drift into inaccuracy) we were 
fighting battle-hardened fanata. Besides, they conclude, everything was under control and had shaken 
iîself out by the end of Aups~' '  Steven Hams' review of English: The Canadian Armv and the Normandv 
Campaim. "The Norrnandy Campaign", F o m  Vo1.6 No.3 Oct 199 1, 27, Hams intended this for "R H. 
Roy.. Desmond Morton and 1. L. Grananein" and perhaps Copp and Vogel. Morton and Granatstein are, 
however unique in their criticism of Simonds at his most dangerous: Totalize and Tractable. See Bloodv 
Victo- 167, 173. English is exempted for having noted Keller's, Foutkes's, Kitching's and Crerar's short 
comings. Dr. Harris does, in the en4 join the popular front in its praise of Simonds. 

* English, 3 13. 



Totalire and Tractuble consisted of imtated exhortations to %et cracking."26 Simonds's 

tactical isolation ( "Simonds stood alone. Too little staff or tactical depth existed either 

above or below to adequately support km, or even Save him from his foibles.. . ."27) has 

been well described but ought to include the fact that it was selfimposed. Canadian 

Corps and Amy staffs were easily the match of any Allied or German counterparts. He 

ofien ignored (S'ring. TotaIize and Tracfable) the intelligence provided.28 The Canadian 

problem was operational, not administrative. 

Simonds escapes criticism because, as English, Granatstein and Graham note, he 

was our best corps commander, indeed, our ody Corps Commander in Normandy. Since 

his character and resolution are beyond doubt, his ability has been granted a bye while 

generals below him are given unsympathetic cnticism. The tactical cases against Keller 

and Foulkes are virtual nolle contendere; the verdict on Kitching was pronounced by 

Simonds himself during Tructable. The remaining targets are found at the battlegroup 

level (Lt.Co1. Donald ~ o r t h i n ~ t o n ) ~ '  or in the two armoured brigades (Brigadiers Booth 

and Wyman). The latter merit reproach but are hardly the sole culprits. 

Colonel English's final evaluation is particularly disturbing ". . . the infantry 

nevertheless performed better than Canadian a17nor."~~ This may be an exaggeration. 

Apart from the actual invasion, and even here the decisive value of Hobart's "Funnies" 

and the DD tanks cannot be overlooked, there were no infantry - only victones. Amour 

is best judged via its métier - operational decision at the division and corps level. 

26 RG24 14052 OPS Log 4 CAB; 8 August 44. 

Simonds's deged hamstringîng with inept staffshould be baianceci with the fact that the one 
consistent compliment given to Canadian operations by Gennan commanders was the high stanâard of staff 
work: "Every Canadian op bore the mark of intensive planning .... Every opening phase of a Cdn op was a 
compIete success and the staff work a mathematicai masterpiece." DHIST 81/104: InteMew Kurt Meyer, 
Canadian CfipIain's Report, 3 Sep 50. 

" Neither Stacey nor Engüsh - ïndeed most Canadian military historians, are overly sympathetic 
to Worthington and certainly dont dam the corps commander for havinga breakthrough slip thmugh his 
fingers: "This episode, with its tragic mixture of  gailantry and ineptitude." Stacey, Victorv Cam~aim, 228, 
'Tragically lest," English, 280, "Much has been made o f  the faulty navigation of the BCR-Afgonquin 
force, but it is clear ftom the day's events that nothing much wouid have changed.." Copp / Vogel, 100, 
"an epic of courage and sacriftce, it yielded no redeeming tactical gains." Granatstein /Morton, 172, 



Operational maneuver eluded al1 2 1 st Army tank formations until Simonds' s amour 

drove past the Ante and linked with Haislip to close the Falaise Gap. 

Both arms had their share ofbunglers. The rout of an infantry brigade, indeed, the 

withdrawal of Foulkes's entire division fiom Vemères Ridge during Atlanticy cannot be 

singuiarly laid at the feet of the 27th CAR:". . . the Sherbrookes were slow to dispatch 

their reserve squadron fonvard."" Atlantic 3 woes began with the Corps plan and 

continued through the Divisional Headquarters' grouping instructions. Me1 Gordon is no 

more responsible for Atlantic 's faiiure than Don Worthington was for Totalire 's. 

Simonds's own verdict against the Calgary Highlanders and Black Watch was ruthless: 

"failure was not due to poor planning but minor ta~tics.'"~ Outside of individual 

examples of splendid leadership and grit (Rockingham in Vemères and Stewart taking 

Hill 195 during Totalise) the infantry seems no more successful than the tanks. 

There was little cross training and combined arms-combat team training before 

Normandy and this was quickly demonstrated in combat: "The inf comd should NOT try 

and place tks on the ground any more than he would try to place arty guns. He should 

state only where he wants the fire of the tk~."'~ The 2nd Canadian Armoured Brigade 

regularly complained against "Lack of understanding by Inf Comds of the capabilities 

and methods.. . ."j4 M e r  a month of combat, 2 CAB reported " an armored corps 

perception that other arms failed to understand the limitations of armor, that tanks should 

not be expected to lead attacks against prepared enerny anti-tank positions."3s The 

infantry often had no idea what the tanks were doing or even if they were actually being 

32 RG24. Crexar Papers. Report No. 150. 

" D Hia 141.4A27013 LD2.27 Cdn Amd Regt (Sher Fus). M e r  action report, Lt. P. W. Ayriss 
3 1 hi 44. The Irifantry's tactical confision or despelate initiative, embraced TDs and artillery: " ... some 
Inf fmns regad them [SPs] as tks and use them as such when there are no real th aiiotted to them " DHist 
14 1.009. D Il6 Appx "W to CMHQ Trg Liaison Letter No. 12 (Bereafter cited as Liaison 12). LtCol Eaish 
MC, RA SI A* School of Arty? LarkhiU. Extracts fiom a Report on a Recent Visit to Normandy. Jdy 
1944. Also, "The inf seemed to get their A tk guns and 17 prs up fast; but then the bn comd didn't seem to 
realize that they could release us.... The 17 prdet, once having got their g w  in posn did not seem to keep 
an adequate watcb They were very much a h i d  of nring their $uns." RG24 14287,27 CAR afteraction 
report, 17 Iuly 44, 17. 

'' RG24; 2 CAB Papen and Documents: Report No. 12: "Anaiysis of 7Smm Sherman Tank 
Casuaities 6th June to Lûth M y  1944." 



supported: "Tnf should be taught to realize that even though their CO-op tks may NOT be 

in their immediate view the tks are probably in a fire posn fiom which they, when called 

upon, can give supporting fire."36 

The Infantry's want of proficiency with amour was doubly fiustrating because it 

became clear that infantry could not advance or defend without tank support: 

. . . the infantry man considers tanks are vital and indispensable tu his 
successful advance.. . . One tank even though it does not fire at all, will 
restore impulse to an infantry advance which has broken down under 
enemy fire. When the tank moves ahead, the infantry will invariably 
regain heart for the combat. On the other hand an infantry attack 
accompanied by tanks, which has been going forward with confidence and 
efficient action will begin to flag and then fail if the tanks withdraw? 

This issue was not the utter dependence on armour by infantry3* but the need for 

combined amis tactics at the combat team and battlegroup level. Armour's dual tasks - to 

use both "Infantry Tanks" as well as "Cavalry Tanks" has been dubbed "the tacticai 

schizophrenia that gripped the armoured corps of the British and Canadian armie~."'~ 

Montgomery's early instructions on grouping attempted to address command 

relationships but ended up extending the confusion: 

Tk bdes may be placed under comd of divs but regts not under comd of 
bdes. Regts should be placed in sp. Armd Bdes should not be placed under 
comd of inf bde. When an armd regt is placed in sp of an inf bde, the armd 
bde cornd should do planning with the inf bde comd and not leave the 
planning insofar as it affects the armour to the OC of the unit. Most 
important - al1 planning on Brig's level. When planning, ensure it is a 
combined plan for al1 arms and not just an inf plan with tanks added o d O  

'' G3 3rd CID Jui 44, 2. Many infantry commandes were not fàmiliar with tank tactia: tanks 
were regularly sent fonvard as simple targets to draw enerny fin. LtCol Perkins, Tank Battalion 
commander in M y ,  1944. "Combat Lessons: Rank and File in Combat: What They're doing. How They 
Do Ity' fiom S. L. A. Marshal: CL#l. US Amy Publication 1944, 32. 

'' D Hist CCCR Bulletin: Nates on Battiefield Expenence. 19 July 44. The 'morale' value of an 
AFV, whatever its nature, to the infantryrnan going fwd to attack .... In one or two e.xtrerne cases, even SPs 
have been used as nlying pts for 1n.f who would not adv without hem" Appx "H" to CMHQ Trg Liaison 
Letter No. 12, LtCoI E Walsh MC, RA SI Atk, School of Arty, LarkhiiI. E.vtracts from a Report on a 
Recent Visit to Normandy. Juiy 1944. DHist 141.009 D 116. See dso, DHist 171.009 @ 160) 19 Aug 44 
"Notes on BattIefieId E.uperience AfEecting Training." 

" "Our sp by armour has been very helphil." G3 3rd CID Jul44, 2. 

'O Montgomery Trg Conf 14 Jan 44, 2. 



Samoline. of Allied Tank Wastage 

On several occasions tanks were asked to lead in aetacks on manned A Tk Minces. This 
they dici, in order to maintain the momentwn of the assauIt and suffered unduly high cas 

in consequence4' 
The question of wastage or casualty rates C'It seems incredible, in shorf that the 

tank arm with a significantly lower casualty rate often rernained behind while forlom 

hopes of infantry, tom by enemy and fnendly fue alike, plodded ever ~nward."~~)  

deserves some review. The notion that armour held back ("Unquestionably, they should 

have been intimately supported by tanks that far better than infantry chests could lean 

into a barrage and take a hit."") while a steadily reduced Canadian infantry conquered - 

Normandy is exaggerated. Ofien, the opposite was the case: "The enemy [4th CAB] 

seems to be reorganizing his units. He camed out al1 his attacks with tanks and without 

infant~y."~~ 

The number one personnel killer in Normandy was the mortar (70%).~' By 

definition, it did not affect most tanks. Conversely, panzerfausts and pak 88s were not 

aimed at individual soldiers. Of the five tank actions before T'tulize and the fifteen 

Canadian assaults that included two or more squadrons of tanks - from Buron (7th June) 

to the closing of the Falaise Gap (22 August) - only one, the initial stmggle for Verrières 

during Athniic, saw the infantry precede the amour ont0 the objective." 

'' RG 21  14260 WD 2 CAB. Report: Lessons fiom Operations 26 k e  44. 

* Generai Eberbach reporting to von Kluge; 2330 hn, 8th Aug 44, quoted in Meyer, 176. 

" RG 21 10554 BRA 2nd Amy. Secret. RA 2 Army Arty Notes. (Pd 19 Jun - 6 Aug 44)."By far 
the highest number of our casualties (about 70%) are ftom mortacs. The problem of mortar location is 
therefore as, or more, acute here than in other fronts." 

46 The fifteen Canadian armoured, armoured heavy or infany cum amour attacks are: 1. Buron - 
7th lune: 27 C A R  2. Le Mesnil Pam - 1 Ith June: 6 CAR, 3. Buron - 8th M y :  27 CAR, 7th Recce. 4, 
Cmiauet - 4th M y :  10 CAR, 27 CAR. 5. Atlantic: 19th July: 2 CAB. 6. St André - 20th-22nd July: 27th 
CAR. 7. Spring 25 M y :  2 CAB. 8. Totalrie Break-in - 718 th August: 2 CAB, 33 BAB. 9. Totalize Counter 
attack by 12 SS - 8th Aug: 2 CAB, 33 BAB, eIms 1 PAD, 4 CAD. 10. Totolize Breakout 1 - 8th Aug: 1 
CAD. 1 P AD. 1 t . Totaiize B reakout II - Aug 9th: 22 CAR, 28 CAR, 12. Tractable Breakout - 14th Aug: 2 
CAB, 33 BAB, I PAD, 4 CAD. 13. Tractable Il - 18-19 Aug: I PAD to Trun, Chambois. 14, TructableII 
Closinp. the Gai, - 18 August: I PAD stand at Maczuga / 19 August: 29th Reax at St Lambert. 15. Falaise 

- 20 August: 22 CAR rescue to Mamga. In cornparison, Majors Bourne and Shackleton anaiyze 12 
batties: Buron, Putout-en-Bessin, BretteviIe, Le Mesnil Paay, Carpiquet, Grouchy-Buron, Venières Ridge, 
Tiily La Campagne (4 batties) and Pt 140 ("Worthington Force"). See: Anaivsis Firepower Norman& Ops 
44, 1,2and,TabIe 1. 



Canadian historians may be influenced by General Burns's eminent study, Man~ower in 

the Canadian Amy. His data for Norrnandy credits armour with 22% casualties 

cornpared to the infantry's 6 ~ % . ~ '  These are total losses and include infantry casualties 

taken from indirect fire to which armour was largely immune?* The bulk of armoured 

casualties occurred in the a t - t a ~ k ~ ~  - d e r  the infantry, amour's casualties exceed al1 other 

arms and s e ~ c e s . ' ~  Battle casualties to tank troop commanders were 57%'' compared to 

Rifle Platoon commanders 3 1.2%:~ BRL MR-798 stated: "Limited data on allied tank 

crew casualties indicated that an average of 2.0 to 2.5 crewmen per tank became 

ca~ualties."~' That meant for each tank hit, crews took over 50% casualties. This rate of 

wastage was not found in any other am. 

Detailed Wastane: 2 CAB in Battle 

Battle data illustrates both the aggressiveness of units as well as a more accurate 

armoured picture of actual losses - but statistics do not reflect the psychological damage 

" MajGen E. L. M. Bum, Manmwer in the Canadian h v  19394945. (Toronto: Clarke M n ,  
1956), 9 1. B m  later writes: " It will dso be noted îhat the actuai casuatties in the infantry were Iess than 
as given in the 1944 wastage rate caiculations.", 94. 

"Limited Data on Allied tank crew canialties indicated that an average of 2.0 to 2.5 crewmen 
per tank ôecame casualties." ORO T 117, 4. 

49 Gennan Tank Losses BRL MR-798 ORO T 1 17 
GUNFIRE 43.8% 44% 
SELF DX / ABANDON 43% 43.3% 
AIR AlITACK 7.5% 8% 

" Inf65%; Armour 22% Artilley 9% Engineen 7% Signals 4% Ordnance and RCEME 2 %, 
al1 others 5% Burns, 9 1, The greatest fear was fire but only 10% of crew cas were bum. RG24 10554. 
Report Medical Research Section on Distribution of Casualties. 28 Aug 45. 

51 Casualties by position in main battie tanks were Commander 57%; Gunner 5 1%, Loader 5 1% 
Bow Gunner 48% and Driver 47%. Light tank crew casud ties were higher. "Germans would disable tank 
by panzerfaust or Bazooka fite, forcing the crews to abandon the tank. When the crews were attempting to 
abandon the tanks they would be shot with machine pistols or MGs." Visit Col Black to 736th Tank Bn, 
HQ 9th US Army, 24 Apr 45. P.37. See aiso: German Tanks Destroyed by XIX Corps. 15 Dec 44. Bookiet 
Tank and SFGun Identification Tech ht Bulletin No. 8.20 Feb 1945, Casualtîcs '%vholly outside th& 
vehicles, amounted to 40 percent of the totai casualties sustained, Of this figure, 30 percent, or 1 I percent 
of the totai, became casuaities whiie trying to escape immobilized tanks." ORO T 117.4, 12, Figure 8. 

" Infantw Onr Cas 1944 ETO. Rifle PI Comd: 3 1.296, Rifle Coy Comd: 30.0% 2 Vc Rifle Coy: 
20.10/4 C.O.: 18%. D Est. 2 ORG. Report No. 19 "Iiüantry Officer Casuaities.21 Amy Gmup. As at 3 1 
Jan 45", 120. Basai on 2,407 Offk Cas from seven divisions d e r e d  h m  6 hne to 6 Nov 44, MortaIity 
rates were highest for C.O. s (38.m); Coy Comd (32.6%) and, Pl Comd 289 Ya 

" ORO T 117, " P e m ~ e l  CasuaIties." Tables XX, X X I I ,  W, "Conclusions". 38.40,42,4. 



to crews who have received glancing hits or survived a knocked out tank. Brigade Tank 

States, daily vehicle status reports, indicate that 2 CAB battlefield wastage equalled, and 

in most cases exceeded, corresponding infantry casualties." M e r  the Atlantic battles, 

27th CAR'S losses were 80% Sherman and 50% Firefly VC. This should meet any 

historian's tough standards. Following Spring, 2 CAB'S Regiments reported the 

following wastage: 

1 2 CAB Losser Operation op ring'* 1 

27 CAR: 40% M4 50% VC I 
Table 15 

4 CAD's losses during Totalize are well known, Force Worthington alone took 85% tank 

casualties. During Operation Tractable, 14 Aug, where both recce and amour took tums 

leading the assault, 2 CAB'S reported wastage by 16 August wax 

1 2 CAB Losses Operation T r a d l e  1 

Table 16 

The combined strength of Fort Gany Horse and 1st Hussars was "equal only to two 

sqns? This wastage was not made good until Septernber. 

The Sherman was an easy tank to kill. It took 1.63 hip to knock one out." Tt was 

vulnerable to al1 enemy anti-tank weapons and the majority of German AP shot (89%) 

penetrated the hull and caused fires - a surprishg 91.2% of Canadian tanks bumed when 

27 CAR: 

" By 12 lune, 2 CAB reported thc following losses: 6 CAR was reduced by 3 5% S h e m  M4, 
including LOO% Fiifly VC losses; 10 CAR lost 37% M4s and 66% Fkeflies; 27th CAB wastage was 33% 
M4 and 66% VC. 2 CAB lost 45% of its Shermans and 77% of Fireflies within six days of combat. 

" RG24 Vol. 14046 2 CAB Radio Logs 7 Jime 44-3 1 Aug 44. Data based on 2 CAB, BRAC Tank 
States. 4 CAD boxes did not include daily tank states. 2 CAB tank states were incomplete during 
operations 

55% Mi( 

" Account of the Opratians of6 Cdn Armd Regt (1H) 14-16 Aug 44. MG30 El57 Vol 8. 
GOCinC File 13-04 dso, WD 10 CAR 16 Aug 44; 2 CAB Radio Log 14 Aug 44. 

84% VC 

" ORS Report No. 17, 5. 



hit and prompted the infamous "Ronsony' nicknarne for the ~herman.'~ This is 

extraordinarily high compared to Allied average of 65% (73.5% British and 54.9% US). 

Diesels seemed to bum less easily but they were not to be had in large n~rnbe r s .~~  

As earlier data has dernonstrated, ranae was the determining issue in Normandy. 

It posed no limitations to German amour which killed comfortably at any distance, but 

forced Allied tanks to close well within 500 meters to effect penetration." The average 

engagement range in the Canadian sector during the Normandy campaign was 902 yards. 

This range favoured German "suped up guns." 

Panther roarned at will with a 7Smm gun that fiankly outclassed the gun 
on the Sherman tank by a velocity of 1230 FPS .... It is hard for one to 
appreciate such a fact but it meant in simple language, ractically two 
German shells could be on their way to one American. 8, 

Allied study of Normandy tank losses found that direct gun-fire accounted for 55% of 

Canadian wastage, the majority being enemy tank fire.62 British armoured divisions 

" "Percentage of fires caused by tumt penetration is very high compared with those resulting 
from penetration of engine cornpartment, Reason ... spiinters ignite the cordite in cartridge cases.,.. 
Cordite usuaily burns for a few minutes before the whole of the ammunition is detonated." RG24 10458 
BRAC Report "First Cdn Army Tank Casualties. AFV Tech Report No.14,30 Aug 44. See also RG24 
10597, G. 1. Finch, "Incendiary Projects Commîttee: Notes on Fire Raising in the AFV." 8 Mar 43, 

" "The M4A2 was used for training in the USA and mppiied both to the Soviet Union and Great 
Bntain. With few exceptions, the M4A2 was not used operao'onally by American forces due to War 
Department policy that US troops would only use petml engined tanks." and, George Forty, M4 Sherman. 
(PooIe: Blandford, 1987), 59. Only the USMC used M4A2 diesels, 8,053 were built see: CarnberIaW 
Ellis, 116. "Most of the new M4A2s were supplied to the Soviet Union." Hunnicutt, 272. 

" Operational studies ideniiued tanks most fiquently atiacked by Pbaust, in order: 1st. 
Cromwell, 2nd. Sherman, 3rd. Cornet, 4th. Firefly. Tanks most attacked by AP shot: 1. Sherman, 2. Comet, 
3. Fireflv. Operational Research Report, No.2 Op Research Gp. June 44 - July 45. D fist 99/705. See also, 
ORO T 117, Table XIV. Coox and NaisawaId site 785 yards as the average ET0 range for tank 
engagement. Using BRL MR-798, author selected 136 tank actions (My to December) average range of 
intewisibility was 1229 yards. Close range combat was deadlier, Amencan-British wastage in boca~e 
exceeded Canadian by 5: 1 in July and 12:9 in August, 

Col G. B. Jarrett, Achtuna Panzer -The Storv of German Tanks (Aberdeen: US Army 
Ordnance School, 1948), 3. Gennan evaiuation of American arrnour was not kind: "Here on the western 
front we are fighting an enemy superior to us in equipment but not in fighting spirit ... the enemy tanks are 
tirnid." RG24 14 186 BRAC, Bulletin No.5, Apx G: "2 SS Das Reich in Bocage Country." 

" "Gu&, both numerically and percentagewise, exacted the highest over-al1 toll of tank 
casualiies ....*' in final totals, the American 3rd Army lost the most tanks followed by the 2nd British Army. 
Canadian armoured wastage data  as gathered h m  two formations: 2 CAB and 4th Canadian Armoured 
Division. 1st Polish Armoured Division was evaluated as a 'TK formationn and its actions - mostly long 
range tank vs. tank battles during Totalrie and Tractable raise the British average engagement range for 
August, ORO-T-117, 2. 
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absorbed most tank-to-tank kills dut-ing the great breakout attempts of June and July. 

Subsequently, the Cobra "dogfight" within the bocage had US troops absorbing extensive 

tank casualties from panzerfaust and pak. By August, Patton had broken through but the 

British were still grinding through Bluecwt, now taking the lion's share of total kills 

(tank, anti-tank, panzerfaust63 and mine) in the bocage. Concurrently, Canadian armoured 

formations, attacking dunng Tutalize and Tracfable, suffered most gun k i ~ l s ~ ~  while 

conducting tank-vs.-tank engagements in the open terrain south of Caen: 

1 GUNFIRE: Alüed Tank Ceacaities Sam pline: ET0 1941~ 1 

1 HOLLOW CHARGE: Allied Tank Casuaities Sarnpling ET0 1944~ 1 

- - 

Table 17 

Canadian m o u r  achieved numerical dominance in August; however, during June and 

July 2 CAB operated at extreme technical disadvantage and fought at numerical parity or 

inferiority. This is not made clear by amour's critics: armour advanced until it was shot 

to pieces. 

Had the near catastrophic casualties dealt the Allied armoured forces been 

imposed on the combined Allied air forces, the Nonnandy Campaign would have ended 

in a stalemate. When sixty American B-17s were shot down on the October 1943 

CDN 
UK 
USA 

- - 

" Bocage allowed unmanned tank ambush sites to be prepared: panzerfauns tied to trees with a 
trip wire ("Panzerfaust als automatische sperre"). RG24 14 186 BRAC Bulletin No. 4,2 Jan 45. 

June 
71% 
85% 
50% 

July 
50% 
70% 
28% 

CDN 
UK 
USA 

64 Of the 84 1 tank samples of AFVs destroyed by guns of 75mm and above, 48% of Allied were 
destroyed by 88mm gunfue (British studies credit 55%). In the 2nd Canadian Corps sector, Caen to Falaise, 
where terrain favoured long distance engagements, Canadian losses to 88mm gunfire were 77.2%.Capt H. 
B. Wright and Capt R D. Harkness. A S w e y  of Casuaities Arnonmt Arrnoured Units in Northwest 
Eurow (~ed'cal Racarth Team, British 21 Army Group (No. 2 ORS) Jan 1946) and, Coox and 
Naisawaid, ORO 117 Based on 95 vehicle sampte. Table XI., 24. 

'* ORO T 117, Table XVIII. 

August 
68% 
64% 
60% 

June 
1% 
3% 
3% 

66 ORO T 117., 1-3.4 8. 14. Of a samphg study of  10,388 known Allied tank casualties in al1 
theatres of operation, 20% were caused by German mines; Allied mines causeci Iess than 5% German tank 
casuaiîîes. Of Destroyd vehicles in ETO, 5 1% were caused by direct gun fire, 20% by artillery, 14% by 
Hollow Charge. Of disabled tanks, 28% g d r e ,  52% artiilery/mortarand 5% HolIow Charge. Based on 6th 
Armd 18 Juiy44-8 May 45. 

Iul y 
4% 
4% 
22% 

September 
38% 
40% 
64% 

October 
33% 
68% 
48% 

November 
2% 
10% 
47% 

August 
9% 
12Yo 
9% 

December 
25% 
12% 
53% 

September 1 Octaber November 
1% 12% 

December 
25% 10% 
11% 
13% 

5% 
8% 

6% 1% 
13% 1 9% 



Schweinfurt mission, further major efforts were terminated until long-range fighters were 

made available. 'Wot until late in February 1944, was the Amy Air Force able to resurne 

its attackd*' Had the same standards been applied to armour after Goodwood or upon 

contact with Pantherniger, the Allied forces would have not advanced until the M26 or 

the Tortoise appeared. Somehow, the loss of 60 heavy bombers was cataclysmic whereas 

500 buming tanks constituted a lesson learned. 

Al1 Allied tank outfits generally operated in the sarne aggressive style: 

In my opinion the reason our armor has engaged the German tanks as 
successfully as it has is not due to any means to a superior tank but to our 
superior numbers of tanks on the battlefield and the wiliingness of our 
tankers to take their losses while maneuvering to a position from which a 
penetrating shot can be put through a weak spot of the enemy tankd8 

The technical imbalance dogging the Armoured Corps was not experienced by the 

Infantry. Although they did not have an MG42 or panzerfaust, their basic weapons did 

the job; their supporting artillery was superior ("Artillery is the main weapon of the 

enemy's annihilation ta~tics."~~) and they enjoyed complete air s ~ ~ e r i o r i t ~ . ' ~  If Canadian 

infantry did not dominate German infantry (and Stacey et al admit they did not) it is not 

because they were outgunned, outannoured or outnumbered. The armoured corps enjoyed 

no such level playing field. Simonds's criticism of armour after Totalise was not that they 

failed to follow doctrine, but rather that they did not scom doctrine and carry on attacking 

frontally despite casualties, logistic Iimits, and the limitations of night. 

Armoured doctrine was alien to Brigade, Division and Corps commanders who 

grouped tanks ineficiently and used thern clumsily. Canadian armour was not 

concentrated throughout June and luly. Tank actions were defeated in detail. The 

" Manin Caiden. Black Thursday (New York: Del4 1960), 269. November 1943 USAAF 
deployed Liehinine, P38b (520 mile range) followed in Dec '13 - Jan '44 by PS ID Mustanes whose range 
exceeded 600 miles. See a h :  John Sweetman Schweinfurt (New York: Ballantyne, 1971), 53. 

" E_ebit No.2, 1, Colonel S. R Hinds, Commanding, Combat Comrnand "B." White Repon 

" BRL Repoh Captured Report quoted from Pz Div Lehr "Report on E.xperiences 6-22 lune." 
See: Interview MajGen Stadler, 9 SS Pz: ."..the use of artillery by the British was definitely rnuch more 
powemil and oppressive than enemy air mperiority.." Gemian soldiers fcared: "the proximity of radio 
transrm*tîers as enemy could deîect theu whereabouts, and concentrated artillery fire on the spot detected. 
This fear was very widespcead and took the form of a camplex so it was d e d  "Pei1 Psvchoses.", 13, 18, 

'O "During the puid 6 June to 6 Septemkr 1944, AUied air nipremacy permitted the use of air 
power in mppa of pund forces in the campaQp in France to an extent never More equalkd. HQ FfO 
US Amy hunediate Report No.1 (Combat Observations) 20 Nov 44. The Sheffield Edwards Papen. MHL 



standard "annoured banle" in Normandy was too often fought in support of an infantly 

attempt to break through established German defences. Despite experimentation with 

night attacks, massed heavy bomber preparations, and extensive smoke screens, the 

Canadian general staff treated tanks as infantry addenda. Brigades were split. Regiments 

were fragmented - victims of incomplete training and misunderstood principles. Some 

were simply without tactical ability altogether. Neither Sicily nor Italy prepared senior 

cornmanden for Normandy. The Gemans had the beneft of post graduate training in 

Russia. The AGF had Louisiana, The Arnericans and British shared Tunisia. Canadians 

had Dorset. 

The most successful Canadian annoured tradition is the squadron attack. 

Canadian Armoured doctrine evolved in battle. It was not created in the United Kingdom 

or Camp Borden; the RCAC7s "Louisiana" was Normandy. It was a grass roots doctrine 

and first appeared at the troop, then squadron level. it did not mature beyond that. Once 

the tanks broke through, as Maczek demonstrated, the regiments did pretty well. 

However, until a breakthrough, tank wastage equalled or exceeded infantry Ioss rates. 

The real issue was Simonds's employment of amour. The record should be put straight 

and armour's denied valour restored. 

Allied Operational Art 

An opportunity that cornes to a commander not more tban once a century. We're about to 
destroy an entire hostile army.. . 

Generai Omar Bradiey 

Mnogo raz podumat7' 
S talin to the S tav ka 

When Simonds did acquire operational maneuver, the achievement was 

overshadowed by overemphasis on other (American) tnumphs on the Normandy front. In 

their practice of the Operational Art, Canadian and British high command had no 

practical concept of "Deep Battle" and because of the emphasis on seaborne assault 

Allied strategic offensives were pnncipally ultra sophisticated amphibious operations. 

" "Let's think this over one more timen 



The only mode1 of a successfi.d Ailied strategic ground offensive was, unfortunately, El 

Alamein. It was to dominate the British-Canadian doctrine totally out of proportion to its 

importance. 

The mechanics of a strategic offensive emphasized combined m s ,  massed 

armour and breakthrough artillery. The Germans, and especially the Soviets, used the 

strategic artillery offensive to support the "one big stnke" C'a strong strike at one 

point")72 which was based on massive artillery fire in concentrations unheard of in the 

West. The assault was preceded by a "double barrage" followed by insertion of mobile 

formations with orders to avoid local engagementsn and quickly ovenvhelm operational 

reserves (". . . numerous meeting engagements with the enemy's reserves where artillery 

fought decentralized and using direct fire.")" 

Initial preparatory fires averaged 2 hours and 30 minutes with a density of 233 

guns and rockets per km on an average breakthrough sector of twenty-four kilornetres as 

compared with the artillery density for G o b o d  and Spring of approx eighty-three guns 

per kilometre. The heavy bombers are not included in artillery density calculations, but 

the bomber strike accounts for one continuous thirty minute Stream of individual bombers 

droppiog single loads. Artillery fires are capable of being revised (Soviets issued a 

completely new counter battery plan within thirty minutes of the Lvov H Hour), repeated, 

and accurately concentrated on troublesome strongpoints during an operation. Heavy 

bombers, as Cobra, TotaLize and Tractable proved, often missed. 

Offensives included forma1 deception which was practiced by SHAEF but 

centered on eiectronic misinformation (Operations Overlord and ~ortitude).'~ Another 

--  -- 

Sidorenko, 130, J. Erickson, L. Hansen, W. Schneider, 16-20. A h ,  Bellarny, 62, 135 and, H. 
F. C. Diiffi., Red Storm on the Reich (New York: Da Capo Press, 1993), 332-337. There were twelve Red 
Army Strategic Offensives from îhe 24th Decernber 1943 to 12th May 1944.- The 1944 Sumrner offensive 
(22 June-29 August 44) corresponds roughly with the Nonnandy Campaign (6 June to 30 Au* - 
reaching the Seine at Elbeuf) but also coincided with the Belorussian Offensive (22 Jme-29 Aujpt), 

73 '~r;ictically every Russikm attack was pteceded by largesale intiltration, by an 'oon'ng 
through' of srnail units ...." German after action report, as in, N. Leites, Soviet Stvle in War, (New York: 
Crane Russak, 1990), 300. 

75 The sophisticated pianning conml and pradcai, technical efficiency required was best 
illusüaîed during the destruction of Army Group Center in July 44. The Soviets conducted an artillery 
maneuver moving 3,500 gus over 660 kms without the OKH knowledge- "Artillery concentrations were 
increased fiom 5,500 to 9000 guns dong the attacked sector," Chris BeiIamy, 62. 



important feature was penetration by Operational Maneuver Groups (OMG). The OMG 

was a totally mechanized assault unit, no smaller than a division and usually a tank corps, 

whose mission was to quickly penetrate the front by avoiding al1 contact in order to reach 

the enemy's operational depth. The OMG sought out political, operational, and strategic 

objectives? These independent formations, set loose in rear areas, not cunfiorming to the 

traditional maneuver, created immense headaches for defending staffs. They drew away 

strategic reserves and disrupted communications. More dangerous, their presence denied 

the defender operational maneuver in his own rear areas, which was their goal. 

Facing a Soviet style-assault, the only viable defence doctrine centered on the 

mobile defence capable of trading ground for tactical advantage. Hitler would not hear of 

it. The Gerrnan General staffwas not permitted to maneuver operationally and certainly 

riot strategically. The Wehrmacht was ordered to dig in and fight for every inch of 

Mother Russia, a policy that was repeated in Normandy but not used to advantage by 

Montgomery. This politically sound but militarily moronic strategy eventually resulted in 

the "we could have defeated them if Hitler let us" argument.77 It is a moot point. 

S tavka' s aim was not a Schwerpunkt-B litzkrieq penetration pouring troops 

through the breach à la France 1940; instead, the assault ripped out a chunk sixty 

kilometres wide. The defender cannot hold the shoulders of a breach if the initial attack 

destroys his entire upper torso: "large scale enemy losses . . . enemy could not close the 

gaps . .. was forced to execute the maneuver of deep reserves and take forces from 

strategic  direction^."'^ Although "gllubokii boi" (perfected in the 1942-43 campaigns) 

'' OMG missions included Luftwaffe airfields, communication centers, high levei headquartea, 
and govenunent centers. The group couid be caiied upon to conduct a meeting engagement but thîs was 
rare, The OMG was a one way operation, Its tanks, assault &uns, m o u d  personnel cariers, and seif 
propelled artiliery, followed by mobile supply c o I m s ,  raced to specific goals using any availabte 
approach until they captureci the objective or ran out of supplies. 

77 Dm notes that beside Hitler's persistent meddling in deployment, operations, tactics even the 
movement of i tank train, "Stalin was OIympian and detached in cornparison." D e ,  Red Storm on the 
Reich, 362. See also Warlbnont for detailed examples of Hitler's obsession with militaxy trivia during 
conferences. 

'* Sidorenko, 220; Staiin pemnally urged "a single main blow" for the offensive but finally 
agreed with Rokossovskii to accept more than one operationai attack to fom a Süategic Offensive, See: 
John Enckson The Road to Berlin. Salin's War with Gemny,  Vol 2. (Landon: Weidenfeld & Nicholson. 
1983), 203. The Russian terminology for the amoured breakthrough is particularly apt and certainly more 
stimuiating than the Iow key terms used by Canadians in imitation of the casual, antithetical language of the 
British oficer class ( "write down", "write off, "bump", "push through", "engagew, "sort out" "smash", 



was the key to operational and strategic success against the ~ e h r m a c h t ~ ~  it was al1 but 

unheard of in the West. Montgomery and Simonds substituted breakthrough bombers for 

breakthrough artillery but did not organize the second and third echelon moured  

formations required to extend the shock of the initial assault. 

The concept of "bypassing points ofresistance" was perhaps understood by 

Kitching, and Maczek, but Ieft to brigade and regimental commanders to bnng it about. 

The war time restrictions governing maneuver in fmlands  and the paucity of divisional 

exercises produced an armoured force unfamiliar with the essence of maneuver warfare. 

Simonds's hstration at Totalire were foreseen by the soviets8' whose operational 

instmctions emphasized: "one strike after the other . . . it is not permissible to 

stop.. .'neostanovlivat sva' (do not permit yourself to hait)."" By the summer of 1944, 

the Red Army's offensive had evolved to a stage where the Wehrmacht could not aEord 

to practice its own doctrine. The only defence against the Soviet strategic offensive was 

not to defend. 

To illustrate the total Allied miscomprehension of what was going on in Russia, 

the No. 10 Liaison Letter (July 1944) distributed throughout 2lst Amy Group stated that 

military reports demonstrated "the remarkable parallel between British and Soviet tank 

tacticsY2 

"bash" etc). The aim of the offensive  vas not merely to "break-in, dog -fight, and break out" but to 
"razdrobit" (tex to fractions), "razedenit" ( np apart)and the very apt: ravyvat ("tear to pieces"). 

D. M. Glantz, n i e  Soviet Conduct of Tactical Maneuver. (New York: Fmnk Cass, 1989). 19- 
22, 15 1-153, 168. and, D. M. Glantz "The Nature of Soviet Operationai Art" Parameters, Journal of the US 
Amy War College Vol XIX No.1 Mach 1989, 7-10. See dso, W. F. Scott, The Soviet Art of War. 
( Wcswiew : Boulder. 1 W ) ,  20t56-59; and, V. Matsulenko, "Razîtie taktiki nastupatel nogo boya" (The 
Dcvelopment of the iactics of the offensive battle) Voenno-istoricheskii z h d  Febniary 1968, 28-29, 
And, MS T 3 1 MajGen Peter von der Groeben Colla~se of Armv Grour, Center (22 Jme to 1 Sept M), 4b. 

''if you press on him (a subordhate onicer) he attacks. If you Ieave him out of your sight, he 
stops." N. K. Popel Tanki Dovemuli Na Zapad (Moscow: Noenizdat, L%O), 120. It may be argued the 
Soviets had five years to perfect their operationai art - it shodd remembered the western Mies had men. 

'' 1 944 Combat Remdations for Tank and Mechanized Forces. "A tank attack must be Cameci out 
without stopping ... it is forbidden ... to paxtition a combined arms formation assigned to a tank brigade ...." 
Chapter 1. "FundameniaIs." Leites, 54. See: Chris Bellamy Red God of War. 199-200; P. A Zhiiin, 
Historv of Militarv Art (Moscow: Voenizdat, 1986), 126, RadWevsky, Tankovi Udar, 88. It may be argued 
that the Soviet T-34 and Sialin series, as welL as weapons ranghg fiom their submachine gun to heavy 
artillery were superior to western modek. See: Eilis and Chamberlain, 52-66, Eric Grove, 110421; 
K e ~ e t l l  mcksey, Tank versus Tank, 84-87. 

" Liaison Letter No. 10. July 44. D Hîst L41,009 D l  16. Comprison of Soviet and British Tank 
Tactics. 



THE ALLIED STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 

OPERAITON COBRA 25 m Y  - 3 1 AUGUST 1944 

Figure 32 



Russian Disa~~roval  
Battle is the meam of the operation Tactics arc the material of Operational Ait nie 
ûperaîion is the means of Strategy and, Operational Act is the material of Strategy. 

A. A Svechin 

1 repeatedly urged Montgomery to speed up and intensify his efforts to the limit, He 
threw in attack after attack, gallantly conduaed and heavily supporteci by aaillery 
and air, but German resistance was not crushed, 

General Dwight D. Eisenhower 

In cornparison to Soviet offensives, Goodwood., Spring, and TotaZize were sent in 

along 6.4, 6 and 4.8 km fkontages respectively. These were noted with disapproval by the 

Russians as "examples of unsuccessful offensive operations." Stavka was bewildered by 

"18 July Goodwood Front of 5 km"83 with pariicular concem for: "the inaction of the 

Allies on the remainder of the front."84 

The Lvov offensive took place at the same time as Goodiuood. Stavka 

concentrated 68% of Red Army divisions for the attack, including 80% of armoured 

fighting vehicles, 65% of the artillery, and 100% of the aircraft. The breakout sector was 

twenty-six kilometres wide while the offensive front extended 440 kms - considerably 

superior ratios to Goodwood figures. Since Montgomery had access to al1 the ariillery and 

in Normandy, it is reasonable to assume it was his decision to have an "al1 

British" show rather than create a powerfil second echelon based on an Arnerican 

armoured corps. 

Despite the orders given 7th British and Guards Armoured ~ i v i s i o n s , ~ ~  there was 

no actual breakthrough plan for Operation Spring, rather a "wait and see" approach. The 

immediate destruction of von Kluge's operational reserves was fundamental for a rapid 

Sidorenko, 38. 

Sidorenko, 4 L. 'The main and decisive force in exploithg the success after the break-through 
were the tank annies and the detached tank and mechanisai corps. in cooperation with the air force, like a 
fast moving ram of colossal power, they cleared the way for field F. M. Zhukov. 

" 1%1 and 21s Army Groups had 10 Amd Divs (not including GHQ Tk BN and hd Tic Bdes) 
vs. 10 Panzer and 1 PzGren divisions in Normandy by mid August (6 SS and 5 Wehrmacht). During 
Spring, more SS panzer divisions were concentrated around Caen then were available for either panzer 
Anny in ûperation Zitadelfe (KUfSk). See: Helmuth Spaeter Panzerkoms Grossdeutschland (Friedberg: 
Podnin-Pallas Verhg, 1988), 174-176., FI. S, Scheikrt and U. E. Elfrath German Armoured Forces on the 
Eastern Front 1941-44 (Dorheim: Almark Podnin Veriag 1971), 115. page ref Manstein, RH1617 1 WD 5 
Pz Amy: Order of Battie Jdy 44 and OKW Orbat, 

' WD 2 Cdn Coqs, 23 July 1944. 



success in Normandy but Western planning parodied the actual mechanics of a 

breakout." From the briefing at St. Paul's School to the bridgehead battles of June, it was 

always assumed the Allies would somehow break out. There was no specific Allied 

doctrine Save that used in North Afnca - Montgomery's attacks tended to mimic El 

Alamein, the one battle he knew how to win. 

The Ailied breakout was played in five acts: Goodwood, S'ring, Cobra, 

Biuecoat, and Totalire. None of the 21st Amy Group operations husbanded al1 available 

resources, but they were very democratic efforts. Each team gave it a go and they shared 

the strategic bombers. Planning Totuifze, Simonds actually conspired to bop the entire 

offensive to wait for a second bomber atîack. These operations, compared to Soviet 

breakouts, appear amateur. By mid August, Montgomery, who ruled with an iron fist and 

meddled in most affairs, ieft the Americans totally alone and permitted spontaneous 

operational creativity in Canadian offensives. The idea of Simonds, a Corps Commander, 

Sitting alone in his caravan dreaming up new methods of breaking through 5 Panzer 

Armee's defence would have been so out of place in the Soviet system as to be 

completely ludicrous. 

The Allies could have duplicated the type of artillery concentrations used by the 

Russians. British and Canadian communications were superior to the Soviets and the 

logistic support was far more extensive. There were more than 500 guns in the Simonds's 

Corps alone; Montgomery controlled over 3000 Allied guns, not including thousands of 

medium and heavy mortars, tank gunq rocket batteries, anti-aircraft or anti-tank 

regiments. The failure of his first major breakout attempt, Goodwood, forced him to 

announce a battle philosophy based on a breakout through the American bocage sector. 

This is suspect. Montgomery's grasp of tank doctrine paralleled Field Marshal von 

Rundstedt: "Of al1 the German generals, Genfldm von Rundstedt knew the least of panzer 

taaics - he was an infantryman of the last generation."88 
-- 

87 "The worîh of a mectianized unit shows itseff in the highest degree when the enemy has not yet 
had tirne to organize anti-tank defexsse-" GenLt. Ivan G. Zav' yaiov,, Vwennava Wsl' (Militarv Thoupht) 
No. 11, Nov 197 1 quoted in Scott and Scott, 217. 

"" Panzer General Leo Geyer von Schweppenburg, whm queried regarding von Rundstedt's 
decision to commit entire divisions to the coun ter-attack in Nonnandy. ETElINT 13, 4-5. 



The 1944 Soviet Strategic Offensive provides an interesting cornparison to 

Normandy. The destruction of Amy Group Center, June - August '44, included an 

advance of 450 miles into German held temtory. Normandy lasted 86 days and pushed 

the Germans from the boca~e to the Scheldt, the Ardennes, and Lorraine, about 350 

miles. The Red Army destroyed over sixty divisions. Mode1 got most of his amies across 

the Seine, lost panzer divisions, and was able to defeat Montgomery's next strategic 

offensive, the rashly planned and tragically executed Operation ~ a r k e t - ~ m d e n . ~ ~  

The Cannae Maneuver 

And 1 shall pop out at hem iike an angxy rabbit. 

Fieid Marshai BLM Montgomery 

Manoeuvre warfare consists of applying supen'or forces on one point 

Marshal F. Foch 

The "write down the panzers" strategy is a popular military myth. The panzer 

divisions were not held in the Caen sector despite Spring. Montgomery vacillated 

between "holding" and "breakout." Aithough he ordered breakouts, he failed to 

coordinate and support them: "Tn the final stages Montgomery had British divisions to 

spare, bht Sirnonds was not reinfor~ed."~~ The Caen sector offered the best oppominity of 

destroying the German Army in the West ("at least 550 of the 750 [German] tanks 

destroyed in Normandy by this date [end of Tuly], met their fate on the Caen fr~nt."~')  

When he was at last offered Bradley's gift of operational maneuver and the possibility of 

strategic victory, Montgomery chose conservatism and conducted the breakout with little 

" The division most responsible for destroying the British Airborne envelopment into Arnhem 
was bfonty'sqid fienci, the 9th SS Hilhenstauffen, "resting and refomiing" near the city after escaping 
fiom the Faiaise packet See: R I. Kershaw 'It Never Snows in Se~tember' The German View of Market 
Garden and the Battle of Arnhem. Seoternber 1944, (Ramsbury: Crowood, 1990). 16,304,308. 

'' Milton Shuhan, Defeat in the West (Lmdon: Secker and Warburg L947). 144. 



decisivene~s.~~ In the end, the final encirclement of the Falaise Pocket was a series of 

division level thmsts overseen by the theatre commander.93 

The US pursuit dunng Cobra was spectacular, but overrated. There were no 

German operational reserves to intercept or block. Nevertheless, there were not enough 

armoured formations for envelopment, counter-attack and pursuit. McNair's quest for the 

"sound fùndarnenta~~~~ and a "lean and tough" infantry division was to cost the AGF tank 

divisions by channelling effort, funds, and massive resources (schools, training centers, 

engineering development and the assembly line production of three different TD models) 

into his Tank Destroyer scheme. In the end, the AGF did not get the fifty annoured 

divisions it requested; in fact, Bradley broke out of Normandy with five. One can only 

speculate how Cobra would have been resolved had there been another American 

armoured corps available to maneuver It was an American infantry division, the 90th, not 

an armoured division that met Maczek's 1st Pokka Pancerna Divisia at Chambois. The 

spectacular clearing of Brittany, the Loire and the thnist to Paris was mainly 

accomplished by two tank divisions: Wood's 4th and Grow's 6th. Allied armoured 

indigence permitted von Kluge to maintain operational maneuver throughout the 

Gooàwood - S'ring - Biuecoat - Cobra offensives until forced by Hitler to concentrate 

and attack within the growing Falaise pocket. 

Too many Germans escaped fiom the pocket; while much of the fault is Bradley's 

and Montgomery's, Eisenhower cannot be absolved from some guilt. He refused to take 

action even after it becarne apparent that Montgomery was not capable of breaking out of 

Normandy and prepared to invent excuses to justi@ failure. He should have taken 

command of the operational battle directly Patton cleared Avranches and Cobra required 

" "Montgomery's grcat enor in the Normandy Campaign was continuaiiy to promise more than the 
Second British Army could deliver." Stephen T. Powers 'The Battle of Normandy: The L i n g e ~ g  
Controversy," Ouarterlv JournaI of Militarv History. Vol 65, No. 3, Jdy 1992, 470, 

Montgomery did impress ai least one key player - "1 h o w  why you aii hate him You are 
jeaIous: he is better than you are." Winston Churchill, quoted by Horne, "In Defense of Montgomery", 66. 

" K. R Greenfield, R. Palmer, and B. 1. Wiley. The Or-tion of Gmund Combat Trw~s 
(United States Annv in World War R: The Ground Combat Forces, (Washington: Historiai Division US 
Anny, 1947), 3 16-3 17, see also: Weigley, 22-23. 



guidance - he could not have possibly done worse than Montgomery who spent his time 

racing Bradley to T N ~ . ~ '  

Simonds, without an armoured doctrine and helpful direction fiom aboveg6 - 

Crerar's inability resulted in far too much latitude to Simonds - behaved as his own army 

commander. His "corps attacks" were aaually army level offensives that used most of 

Crerar's resources. Despite a considerable cheering section in Canadian Mlitary history, 

sober analysis of Tractable and TotaIize will show they were inflexible, over-complicated 

and carried the mechanics of their own destruction. 

The fact that 1st Canadian Amy, despite a vast numerical advantage, was 

checked by one weak panzer division (12thSSHJ) fiirther illustrates the Canadian 

difficulties with "warfighting" doctrine. As Commander of 2nd Canadian Corps, Simonds 

fought his tanks just as he described while a Captain - in penny packets of "GHQ" 

squadrons, tossed out by headquarters as they saw fit. When he failed, he resorted to 

extremes and threw bkkloads of tanks down tight corridors. f i s  inability to select 

armour leaders with the nght stuff and his unnecessarily complex approach to annour 

was to rob him of victory in Operations S ' g ,  Totalize and Tractable. In an evaluation 

of 2nd Canadian Corps' three attempts to break out, one is tempted to paraphrase 

Simonds's own pronouncement upon the Black Watch at St André: a failure in major 

tactics. Nevertheless, in the final assessment, given the weight of responsibility assigned 

to him by Crerar, Simonds must be rated next to Collins, Dempsey, Patton and Bradley, 

a11 army commanders under Montgomery. 

Massed armour required leaders with ski11 and imagination: "Cavalry is not 

simply an arm - it is a state of mind."" Creative experiments with grouping and tactics 

ensured that when they finally went to war, the Americans were far closer to emulating 

9J Montgomery's wanime correspondence to Viscount Aianbrooke evaluated his boss: "As a 
commander, Eisenhower is quite useless. There must be no misconception on this matter; he is completely 
and utterly useless," Glenn LaFantasie, "Mont and Ike Take Gettysburg" The Ouarterlv Journal of Militaw 
Historv Autumn 1995, Voi 8, No. 1, 73. This and the publication of  the Montgomery's Memoirs may have 
prompted Eisenhower's final judgement on the British Field Marshal: "ust a tittle man, he's just as Littîe 
inside as he is outside," quoted by LaFanmie, 68. 

g6 Crerar was eventuaiiy rernoved from command of 1st Cdn h y  by Montgomery in the autumn 
of 1944: "1 had great troubles with Crera K... He was utterly unfit to command an Amy, and some of his 
Divisionai Cornanders were very poor .... The Canadian A m y  produced oniy one general fit to hold high 
command in the Second World War - Guy Simonds." Montgomery, quoted by &amilton 507, 



the success of the Geman Kampfmuppen than the British and Canadians. A study 

comparing 1st Polish Amoured and 4th Canadian Armoured Divisions is important 

because it is the perfect laboratory experiment: the same vehicles, combat support, and 

the same senior commanders. Their operational style was markedly different. 4 CAD 

suffered fiom both ineffective leadership at the divisional and brigade level as well as bad 

luck. 1 PAD, perhaps through good fortune, found itself in a position to excel. It did not 

faiter. ~ t s  success was unique in 21st &y G ~ O U ~ P *  
Canadian doctrine evolved through attrition. Canadian senior commanders were 

mostly artillery officers with no talent-or inclination for armored warfare. Simonds chose 

the wrong armoured leaders and sacked at least one nght leader. General F. F. 

Worthington, ("Aggressive, with reputation as fearless fighter" 09) should have been 

given his chance at command. He was dynamic and made quick decisions. c'Worthy" led 

fiom the fiont. He could have done no worse at Totalize or the Tractable breakout than 

George Kitching. The Simonds "al1 youth" movement robbed hi rn of experienced senior 

leadership when he needed it rnoa.'Oo M e r  the Normandy battle school, Maczek and 

Kitching might have performed as well as Wood or Grow but the Canadian Armoured 

Corps had had its day in Europe. 

Canadian armour would never again have the opportunity to conduct the type of 

operations it was offered in Normandy. 

" Mer the breakout was complete, WjGen Elorrocks used amour boldly. The dash of 1 lth and 
Guards Armd Divs to Brussels is a classic example of an armoured corps in the p-t, Homks, 77-79. 

" M627. Vol 54. Ralston Papers: Division Commanders. Rated by S t w t  before D Day. Stuart 
feIt Worthington was old and "not a good disciplinacian ,.. allows his interest to becorne absorbed in too 
many matters outside his command" 

in faimess to Simonds it should k noted that the Americans were equally heavy handed with 
their older divisional commanders. MajGen H. W. Baird (62 years old) was relieved of cornmand of 4th 
Amored and replaced by Wood. Bruce Clarke found him "sitting at his desk with his face in his han& and 
he was crying ... 'Read this letter-' It was fiom George Marshak 'You are tûo oId to cornmand a division, 
and you are retued and ordered home,' " Bruce C. Clarke Papers. MHI, The Amencans had the sense to 
replace Baird in Uay, 1942. Simonds durnped Wofthington Iess than five months before D Day. 



ALLIED ARMOURED FORMATIONS ET0 

CANADA 
4th Armoured Division (1 942) 
5th Arrnoured Division (1 94 1) 

UNITED KMGDOM 
1st Mobile Division 
1st Armoured Division 
Mobile Division Egypt 
2nd Armoured Division 
6th Amoured Division 
7th Atmoured Division 
8th Armoured Division 
9th Armoured Division 
10th Armoured Division 
L lth Armoured Division 
Guards Armoured Division 
42nd Amoured Division 
79th Armoured Division 

UNITED STATES 

1" h o r e d  Division 
2nd h o r e d  Division 
3rd Annored Division 
4th Annored Division 
5th Annored Division 
6th Armored Division 
7th Annored Division 
8th Annored Division 
9th Annored Division 
10th Armored Division 
1 lth Armored Division 
12th Armored Division 
13 th Armored Division 
14th Annored Division 
16th Armored Division 
20th Armored Division 

Normandy - Cobra / Tractable; ûermany 
Italy, Holland, Germany 

.937) 

.938/1939) 

.93 8 -bccame 7" Annd Div) 

.939/1940) 
,940 Sept) 
,940 Sept) Normandy - Cobra / Bluecoat; Germany 
,940 Nov) 
,940 Dec) 
,941 Aug fin 1'' Cav Div) 
.941 March) Norxnandy - Cobra / Bluecoai; Germany 
.94 1 lune, fm Guards Ede) Norrnandy - Cobra / Bluecoat; Germany 
,941 Aug: h m  II@ 
.942 Sept) Nonnandy; Germany 

(1940) "OId bonsides": 
(1940) "Hel1 on Wheels": 
(1% 1)"Spearhead": 
(194 l)"Breakthroughn: 
(1941)"V for Victory": 
(1942)"Super Sixth": 
(1942)" Lucky Seventh": 
( 1942)"Iron Snake": 
(1 942)"Phantom": 
(1942)"'ïigei': 
(1 942)"Thunderbof t" : 
(1942)"Heilca t" 
(1942)"Black Cat" 
(1 942) 
(1943) 
(1 943) 

OTHER ALHED ARMOüRED FORMATIONS 
1st Polish Armoured Division (1942/43) 
2nd French Arrnowed Division (1942143) 

North Africa; Italy 
North M c a ;  Normandy - Cobra; Germany 
Nonnandy - Cobra ; Gennany 
Normandy - Cobra ; Germany 
Nonnandy - Cobra ; Gennany 
Nonnandy - Cobra ; Germany 
France/Germany 
FrancdGermany 
France/&rmany 
France/Gerrnany 
France/Germany 
Germany 
Germany 
Germany 
Germany 
Germany 

Nonnandy - Cobra / Tractable; Germany 
Nonnandy - Cobra; Germany 



APPENDK B 

ARMOURED CORPS CASUALTIES 

CANADIAN ARMO- CORPS CASUALTIES 

May 1940 -Apd  1945 

UNTT 
10 CAR 
12 CAR 
6 CAIL 
8 RECCE 
27 CAR 
14CAR . 

28 CAR 
7 RECCE 
2 CAR 
29 RECCE 
11 CAR 
22 CAR 
3 ECCE 
9 CAR 
1 RECCE 
21 CAR 
5 E C C E  
18 ECCE 
4 RECCrn 

REGT - 
FGH 

nree Riyyts 
lx 

14 CH 
SHER FUS 

M G R  
BCR 

17 DYRCH 
LDSH 

S AtTA 
ONTR 
CGG 

GGHG 
BCD 
RCD 
GGFG 

8 PLNBH 
M I W D  

PLDG 

*The high canialtics attributcd to Rinctss Louise Dragoon Gu&, 4th Rtcce Rca, occurrcd after ihc unit had betn convcrted to 
infantry and sent inro action bcforc they had bccn sufficicntfy traincd 

UNITED STATES ARMORED FORCE CASUAtTiES 

UNIT Total 
1st Armored Division 6596 
2& Annord Division 5740 
3d Armored Division 9 189 
4' Armored Division 5907 
5h Annored Division 3 152 
6h Annofed Division 4655 
7& Armored Division 4899 
8* Armored Division 2039 

Annored Division 2973 
10' Armored Division 3883 
1 1 th Armored Division 29 12 
12th Armored Division 3 14 1 
13 th Armored Division 1 165 
14th Armored Division 25 15 
16th Armored Division 23 
20th Armored Division 293 



Theatre of upemtim 
Western Euroge 

US - 1941 

UK 1944 

CDA 1944 

North Afi-ica 

US - 1942 

US - 1943 

UK - 1942 

UK - 1943 

FR- 1943 

Sicilv 

US - 1943 

UK - 1943 

CDA 1943 

h& 

US - 1943 

US - 1944 

UK - 1943 

UK - 1944 

CDA 1943 

CDA 1944 

APPENDK C 

Sarnpling of Allied Tank ~asualties': 

Total Smple 

2579 

1103 

473 

72 

205 

1123 

182 

39 

58 

3 1 

20 

55 

47 1 

128 

652 

73 

63 1 

Non Enemy 

292 14.1% 

21 2.0% 

66 22.3% 

12 32.4% 

13 17.3% 

1 O. 1% 

0 

lulhown 

ORO T 117 Tables 1, ïI: "SAMPLING OF ALLIED TANK CASUACTES TO ALL CAUSES" 



O 

O 

Note: 

(m) 

Analysis of Sherman Casualties: 6th June - lûth JUIV~ 

Totai Tank Casuaitia Anaiysed 
(a) Number penetrated by German AP Shot 

Pro~ortion of Total Tanks 
40 89% 

@) ~umber-&ed 4 9% 
(c) Number Damaged, unidentiflai but "brewed up" 1 2% 
Total UBrewed Upn: 37 82% 
(a) Number penetrated by shot and "brewed upn 33 73% 
(b) Number mined and "brewed up" 3 7% 
(c) Number "brewed up" by unlaiown causes 1 2% 
In several cases it is difficdt to distingukh between penetxations of 75 and 88mm particulariy afkr 
the tank had "brewed upn. Tm much reliane mua not be placed on the proportion of such 
penetrations though the proportion aven agrees well with the estimateci occurrences of such guns 
given by 2nd Amy* Main HQ. Estimates by fighting soldiers were found to be unreliable since 
many reporteci they had b e n  knocked out by 88mq when in fàct it had been 75mm shot, while the 
reverse misbke has not yet been discovered. 

Tanks Penetrated bv German AP Shot 

(a) TotaI Bits Recorded 
(i) 75 mm 
(ii) 88 mm 

(b) Num ber of Penetrations 
(i) 75 mm 
(ii) 88 mm 

(c) Number of Failums to Penetrate 
(i) 75mm 
(ii) 88 mm 

Distniution of Hits Front g& 
Hull 7 24 
Turre t 12 12 
Total 19 36 

Distribution of Number of Hits reauired to knock out each Tank 
Nwnber of Hits IxHïî  2xHits 3xHits 4 5 
Tks Knocked Out - 25 11 2 1 - 
Distribution of Hits 
Angle of Penetration 0"-P 9°-300 30"-90' 
Hull 32 19 8 
Turre t 19 16 3 

Proportion of Total Hits 

Rear - 
6 
4 
10 

Further Studv of Tanks that were HIT but not Penetrated and remaineci in action 
Total Tanks -~nspected 124 
Hits Faiiing to Penetrate 8 

' RG24 Vol. 14 186. BRAC War Diary* Report No.12: '2nd Army Analysis ot75mm Sherman Tank 
Casualties Between 6th June and 10th Junea* and, data based an ORO T 117, 16-27, Tables W. Y IX, X* 
XII, And, Hardison BRL MR 798, TableIII 10. 



APPENDIX E 

Tank States 2 CAB Normandy June-August 1944 

CAR 50 
CAR 50 
CAR 50 12 

2 CAB: ~ a n k  ~tatt~une.1944. 

M4 VC M3 M4 VC M3 M4 VC M3 



6 CAR 
10 CAR 
27 CAR 

6CAR 54 
10 CAR 38 39 35 49 52 
27 CAR 51 5 3 53 7 25 6 7 34 7 

6 CAR 29 
10 CAR 36 
27 CAR 38 

p : ::. 
Tot:' 8x 1'3x 



m 'EEW 10 CAR 24 

IO CAR 36 
vc: 





a O a 
GERMAN PANZER STRENGTH NORMANDY 44 

II II JUNE JULY 

11 21 PZ DIV 1 22 ~ t ~ a t l l  

11 2 ss PZ DIV I 2 ss P Z R ~  

100 EIA PxAbt 

II TOTALS 1195 51 

JPZISTUG l C - 2   P PA NT 1 TOTALS 
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